
FULL music package - Worth £89.95! 

Plus Lemmings 
Three new exclusive levels! 

Graphics and music software 
worth a huge £170 - all yours 

Graphics Workshop 
FULL paint package - Worth £79.95! 

IIOLOSOFT TECHNOLOGIES 
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IN OUR BIGGEST EVER ISSUE! 
% 

• More pages of game reviews 

• More Gamebusters game tips 

• More dead useful Workbench 
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Vieilt/ fellow humans! 
Bartholomew I. Simpson here, with * very important secret: 

SP*CE.M“T*N'15 A*v IM/APIMJ. ^PJUWGf IE t P 
That's right man! A buncha slimy, horrible, totally gross and putrid monsters are taking over the 
bodies of the people who live here and they wanna build a weapon that's gonna take ever the 

entire planet! f% 
Anyway, yours truly is the only one wko can see 'em! I've gotta spray-paint things, get radical otto 

skateboard, use my trusty slingshot, and in general behave like a nuisance, man. 
So if your decent person a patriot, and somebody who cares about this sorry planet, 

you'll do the right thing. 

ACCLAIM ' AND MASTERS, Of THE GAVE' ARE TRADEMARKS OF ACCLAIM ENIERTi NME V iVC 

THE SIMPSONS TM 8t f, 1990 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORP All RIGHTS RESERVED 
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Special features COVERDISKS 
The Year of the Amiga 
From CDTV to A500 Plus, it's been a big year for the Amiga. 

Read about the big events that are shaping the future... 

The Year of the Compact Disc 30 
In 1991 the CD Amiga arrived: in 1992 it’ll come to us all. 
But find out how it can change your computing life... 

The Year the Amiga went full colour 34 
Amiga graphics has changed with the arrival of True Colour', 

16 million colours rather than 4,096. This is how it works... 

The Year graphics changed forever 39 
Deluxe Paint IV and new 3D software has changed Amiga 
graphics forever. Know what you should be buying? 

The Year we made a choice... 41 
Throughout the year we've reviewed all manner of serious hard 

and software, here's a round-up of the best buys to date... 

The best games of 1991 46 
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The A500 Plus, one of many big events 
in the year of the Amigo on Page 26. 

Polly put the colours on! This is the year 
the Amiga went full colour: see Page 34. 

Populous II is just one of our games of the 
year: discover the rest on Page 46. 
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Win stardom in Mega-lo-Mania! 77 
imageWorks are offering the oncean-a-lifetime chance to star as 
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and you could win a special prize from Electronic Arts... for grabs on Page 161... 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
If this is the first time 

you ve come across 

Amiga Format, then 

welcome to the 

world's most popular 

magazine just for 

Amiga owners! 

Every month we aim 

to deliver the most complete picture of the 

Amiga scene, so whether you re new to the 

computer or an old hand, there's plenty in 

here that you II find useful and enjoyable. 

Every month, there $ news and reviews of 

everything that s new not only on the games 

scene, but also in the way of hardware and 

in what we call serious' software: useful stuff 

like word processors, creative stuff like 

graphics and music programs and practical, 

useful utilities. And there s PD Update, which 

picks out the best in free software. 

You II also discover special sections of the 

magazine set aside to helping you with your 

problems: Gamebusters for game- 

playing cheats and hints. Workbench for any 

hassles you re having with the Amiga, your 

hardware or software. 

And there's our special features, introduc¬ 

ing new areas of the Amiga, comparing and 

picking out the best in specific types of hard¬ 

ware and software, and lifting the lid on 

things you'd always wanted to know about. 

And don't forget that when you pay the 

usual price of £2.95, every month that 

includes your action-packed Coverdisk con¬ 

taining demos of the latest in games and 

serious' software as well as much more. 

But this is our bumper Christmas Special, 

the biggest Amiga magazine ever produced. 

You'll find lots of extra treats for the festive 

season, including £170 worth of complete 

full-price programs on the Coverdisks and a 

special Lemmings game demo. Look out for 

our silly Top Tens, check out the big prize 

competitions and. above all, have fun! 

turn the page! 

Sequencer One 
FULL music package - Worth £89.95! 

§ 
Plus Lemmings 

Three new exclusive levels! 

Your amazing complete song-writing program, 
worth £89! You can write songs easily* either 
just with the Amiga and sound samples, or 
with full MIDI capability and your electronic 
instruments. What a bargain! 
Loading instructions over the page. 

Complete instructions and an easy-to-follow 
tutorial guide In the & 

supplement free with this issue! 

Graphics Workshop 
FULL paint package - Worth £79.95! 

3! 
J 
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Graphics Workshop 
PLEASE NOTE: NEEDS V MEGABYTE 
Your stunning, full-featured complete paint 
and animation package features the use of 
’colour areas’ to provide masses of colours on 
screen, as well as much, much more... 
Loading instructions over the page. 

Complete instructions and an easy-to-follow 
tutorial guide in the A 

supplement free with this issue! 

7 
L>y ^ t 

Xmas Lemmings! 
Oh no! They're back again! The biggest hit 
game of 1991 returns, and we bring you three 
exclusive special Christmas levels of fun... 

i li ftt rr 
The latest in sound sampling packages in a 
completely useable demo form. Microdeal bring 
you hours of sample-based enjoyment... 
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GETTING STARTED 
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The only program that will not run straight from the 

Covcrdi sk is Graphics Workshop. For all the other pro* 

grams, simply turn on your Amiga, pop the disk in the 

drive, and wait. Stereo Master m Coverdisk 30a, will 

load immediately and should work on all Ann gas. 

For 30b {Ltmmtnxs and Sequencer Oneh turn on 

your computer and put the disk in. It will ask you 

which program you want to play; press Y and Return 

for Ifffimutft; or N and mum for Sequencer One. 

For GFX Workshop, if you have more than one disk 

drive, and only I Mb of memory', disconnect or lum off 

the extra drives <this saves memory). Next, turn your 

machine on and load Workbench, Finally, take out 

Workbench and insert Coverdisk 30a. Double click on 

its icon with the left mouse button, and again on the 

GFX Workshop icon. A couple of notes on memory . 

Lemmings and GFX Workshop need I Mb or more of 

memory The Stereo Master demo though, should work 

fine on 0.5Mb machines. Sequencer One will work on 

0,5Mb systems, but the only example song that you 

can load is Hip-Hop* Be at. 

Coverdisk 
Follow these instructions to guide you through this month's disks. 

Also check out the tutorials in the Sound and Vision Supplement. 

Sequencer One 
Gajits ■ PAL7NTSC 
So you want to be a MIDI musician? This program is a fully-fledged MIDI sequencer, and can also 
sequence Amiga sound samples. It's a very versatile program, but before you rush to your computer to 
have a look at if bear the following In mind. 

For one thing, you can only use MIDI if you have a MIDI interface plugged Into the serial port of your 
Amiga, and a MIDI instrument or two connected to the Interface. It has proved troublesome to include 
these with the issue - we did try a couple but they kept falling off the newsagent s shelves. 

Anyway, once you have it loaded. It will display a box explaining in technical terms how the 
Sequencer uses memory. Just click on OK with the left mouse button. Alter lhat. a flannel panel will dis¬ 
play information about the origins of the program. Click on More to read on, or anywhere else inside the 
box to move on. The best thing to do next is to load an example song. Keep the right mouse button 
pressed, and move the mouse pointer to the top of the screen (it should say Files 1, A menu wilt drop 
down - move the mouse pointer down until the words Load Song are highlighted. You can lei go of the 
mouse button now. 

A requester box will now appear (a panel lhat asks you to answer a question). After a few moments 
the contents of the disk will be displayed - click with the left mouse bulton on the songs drawer. Click 
again on the words ‘A-Htp-Hop1, and then on OK. The song should load. Click on the Play' button to lis¬ 
ten to ft, and then have a good read of the instructions included with the free supplement, written by 
music maestro Mafl Evans. 

Stereo Master 
Microdeal ■ PAL only 
This is a demo! It does have most of the features of the full-priced sample editor, but it cannot 
load or save sound samples. Instead, it has a sound sample built in, so you can play and experi¬ 
ment with It, Once loaded. It will display this sample In the upper area of the screen. To play It, 
just click on the play button with the mouse. The play button is not labelled as such, it's located 
towards the middle of the screen, along with fast forward and reverse - just like a tape recorder. 

The best way to find out how to use the program is experimentation. Most of the features will 
put up a requester box, explaining the function and asking you If you want to continue. 

There are also some menu options as well: to access these, keep the right mouse button 
pressed and move the mouse pointer to the top of the screen, then down over the relevant menu. 
We hope you enjoy fhe demo, and do watch out for a full review In a future Issue. mEHarn^ir*!ji»i«iE*irriiCT}B3rtTHin 

Graphics Workshop 
Holosoft Technologies 

(□{Resolution SS|Esfe| □{ 
PAL/NTSC 

The first thing it does after you have loaded the program 
is ask you which resolution you want to use for your pic¬ 
tures. Note that the program defaults lo NTSC resolution 
(200 or 400 vertical lines) as opposed to PAL (256 or 512 
vertical lines). Just click on the PAL button with the 
mouse to get the higher resolution. 

After that tittle task is out of the way, the program 
will load {eventually - Ifs quite big). The best way to find 
out how to use it is to mess about with the controls until 
you understand them. 

M you need a more in-depth briefing on this com¬ 
plete graphics package, then simple turn to the Sound 
and Vision Supplement (Page 21) that's tree with this 
issue of Amiga Format, tor the full instructions, as written 
by Damien Noonan the Editor. Don! be surprised H It 
takes a while to pick up the basics - but once you get the 
hang of if you'll be amazed at the visions you can create. 

This simple box appearing will appear an your Workbench screen - St's to select the resolution of your pictures, and 

How many colours ikeyMI have* The more colours and resolution the picture uses, the more memory il will take up. 

Real Things, 
Coverdisk 29 
There was a certain amount of confusion over the 
Real Things Shark animbrush on fast issue s 
Coverdisk, which we'd just like lo clear up. First of 
all, the warning on the Coverdisk pages lhat the 
AM Things demo was nol on the disk was untrue. 
Due to disk production difficulties, we believed al 
the lime the page went to press the anlmbrush 
would have to be omitted. We later managed to re¬ 
master the disk to include It, 

Furthermore, we used the wrong anlmbrush 
on the disk; It was not Ihe one RGB Studios sup¬ 
plied for the purpose. And our hints for Its use - 
printed at the bottom of Page 25 * were not those 
provided by RGB Studios. These have, we under¬ 
stand, misled people trying to use the sample on 
disk, and we apologise for any confusion. 

RGB Studios would like to point out that, like 
all Real Things products, Soa Ufa Is constructed in 
a progressive fashion which Increases your knowl* 
edge ol Amiga animation as you proceed through 
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Yes ihe legend of Lemmings lives on! And to celebralc 

ihe faci Psygnosis have released over 100 brand new 

levels for the game. And because Li's Christmas, those 

wonderful people at DMA Designs have written a 

special Christmas playable demo for all the readers of 

Amiga Format1. Plus four previously unseen levels! 

Xmas Lemmings 
DMA/Psygnosis ■ PAL/NTSC 
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SPEED UP RATE FAUER BLOCKER BASHER 

OE LEMMINGS 

DIGGER ARMAGEDDON 

In case you've never heard of this frusiratingiy fun 

game (which planet have you been on?) Lemmings is 

controlled entirely with the mouse. 

You use the left mouse button almost exclusively* 

so just leave the right button alone unless the game 

tells you to use it for something specific. Don't worry 

though, because this only happens in-between playing 

different levels. 

The idea is simple enough - you have to guide all 

the Lemmings {from wherever they start off their on¬ 

screen journey) towards home. The homes, though, are 

always cm the opposite side of the screen. It can be 

quite tricky to negotiate all of the obstacles because 

you have a minimum number of lemmings to save on 

each level. If you don't save enough of them, then you 

have to play the level again. Oh no! 

Once Lemmings has Finished loading it will display 

an option screen. You can't do much from here except 

Quit (highly unlikely) or choose one player to get on 

with the game. As you Finish the levels, access codes 

will be displayed - do write them down - so that it's 

easy to get at the later levels. Well, it's easy enough to 

gel at them, but just downright fiendish to try and 

complete them. 

Another screen will pop up, showing a map of the 

level, to give you some idea of whai you've got to do. 

It also tells you what percentage of lemmings that 

you need to save* and how many of them you get to 

play with. It also tells you how much time you have 

left. Simply click on the left mouse button to continue 

(the game will then pause because it needs to load 

more data from the disk). 

The theory1 of playing Lemmings is simplicity in 

itself. At the bottom left of the screen arc several icons, 

each one depicts a lemming doing a different task. 

Above these icons are numbers* these show you how 

many times that you can use that particular icon. Just 

click on an it. and then on a lemming and they'll start 

doing that job. 

The icons at the far left arc for controlling the flow 

of Lemmings - the minus symbol slows down the rate, 

while the plus icon will speed them up (useful when 

you're running low on time and some of the lemmings 

are not even on the screen yet). 

Following on from those, the tasks that lemmings 

can perform are; Climbers, these little devils can climb 

up and down sheer drops, but unfortunately they can't 

deal with overhangs; Fallcrs can fall any distance: 

Bombers, will self destruct in Five seconds (handy for 

getting rid of Blockers); Blockers stop other lemms 

from going past; Builders build bridges with 12 

sections (they clang when they're about to Finish); 

Bashers knock horizontal holes through obstacles: 

Miners dig diagonal holes; and Diggers, this lot scoop 

vertical holes out. 

The paw prints icon is for pawsing (he game* and 

the nuclear mushroom cloud will turn all the lemmings 

that are left into Bombers - a very spectacular wfay to 

end a hopeless game. To the right of the icons is a 

map, which will scroll the main screen if you click on 

it. A faster *vay to move around the level is to move 

the mouse pointer to the left or right screen edges, and 

then press the right button. 

Easy in practice? Don't you believe it! The secret 

of Lemmings is knowing when and where to activate 

them. If they arc left to their own devices all they will 

do is just wander about* bouncing off objects and 

falling down holes. These guys have no idea of self 

preservation ai all. 

There are several types of natural hazard in the game. 

The most common one is simply falling off the bottom 

of the screen. Next there's falling loo far (lemms can 

fall short distances without injury* but there is a limit). 

Next are ihe traps, nasty moving objects which can 

squash lemms flat. It's a tough life. 

Finally, to all those of you who really do like to be 

First at sending in access codes - don't bother w ith the 

demo ones. No prizes will be awarded, because we've 

already got them! 

Jvii dkk wi rhe &n# ploy** kea ro §#t started. Ym can 

dkh on the level koa when yea knew some of the occtjs 
cedes, to start straight away on the later levels. 

This is an oll-toe-<ommon sight in lemmings: a hole has 

been knocked through an obstacle, bat there's a gap at the 

bottom, so a stream of lemms plunge to their doom! Use a 

vertical Digger at this stage, and change him la a Miner, so 

that a ledge is left far other lemms to foil on to. 

Watch oat for anything that moves - the chances are 

they'll prove fatal to any kemm that gels in their way. 

Two things on bridge building: first, don't start Ihe bridge 

too high or low; second, listen far the Builder clanging, this 

means they are running oat of bricks so dkk again. 

(he package .The Leopard Shark animbrush we 
gave you is the most complex In the package, and 
is intentionally only partly-finished so that you can 
fine-tune if yourself. The animbrush we should 
have used Is the Reef Shark from the early stages 
of the Sea Life product and Is simpler to use. as 
well as taking up less memory* 

Please do not be put off Real Things by our 
mistakes. The series as a whole Is slmple-to-use 
and makes an excellent animation loci at all stages 
of proficiency* from beginner to advanced user. 

To help us make up for the contusion, RGB 
Studios have agreed to make an attractive offer. All 
those who were at the World ol Commodore Show 
will remember seeing the Reel Shark 'movie' on 
the Real Things stand. This is what you could have 
produced If our last issue had come out right and 
is lust a tiny part of the potential of Real Things 
Sea Lite. Here is the offer: you can get Real Things 
Sea Life complete (two disks) at the World of 
Commodore Show price of £26 (normally £29.95) 
by writing to: RGB Studios* The Gables, Buxted, 
East Sussex TN 22 4PP or phoning 082*581 2666 
before December 31 1991. 
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Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3- Read the instructions when using the programs. 

1 Backin r» our Disk 

8 

There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disks, and this is 

the easy one. Don't be daunted 

by the fact that you need to use 

the Shell or CLI: it’s actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

3. The Amiga wilt now ask you la insert the 'source' disk. 

It means the dish you want to copy, so put the Coverdisk 

in ihe drive and press the Return key. 

1 load your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the icon 
that says Shell or Cll and double-click on it. 

2 When the Shell window appears and Ihe drive light is 
out, type in: 

DlsXcopy from DFOc to DFQi 

and press the Return key. 

4. Wait for a while and it will read d! the information off 

the Coverdisk, telling you how far it has got. Then it will 
ask you to insert the "Destination" disk. Pul ihe disk you 

want to ropy your Coverdisk onto in the drive and press 

ihe Return key. Note that the disk does not noed to be 

formatted already. 

5. Put Ihe source disk and destination disk in a couple 

more limes when Ihe Amiga asks for them. When it says 
"Diskcopy Finished" just type in: 

•ndclt 
to get out af ihe Shell or CLI. You may have to put the 

Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is ready! 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
It you have a problem with the disk - and you’re sure the disk is in 
full working order - then you may need a little help. If you ring us on 
any Tuesday* and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best 
to help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call if you really have to 
and do be considerate if we can’t talk to you just then. If the problem 
is particularly complex it is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Format Coverdisk are simple to use 
and have no known viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept fiabifity for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisk are not 
in the public domain and the copy¬ 
right remains with the author of the 
program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the coverdisk are not PD, selling 
or distributing them without the 
author’s Specific permission is 
against the laws of copyright. 

Pislc not working? 
We duplicate over 160,000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 

will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, 

there may be a problem. Don't panic! 

First try using the D/skDocfor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 

before sending it off for a replacement. In-full details of DiskDoctor can be found 

in the user's manual that came with your machine. 

However, if your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING AN 

SAE for a free replacement within a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format December Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Unit A, Westmarch 
London Road 
Daventry 
Northants 
NN11 4SA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope! 



EXODUS 3010: An action packed space adventure game 
that will take your computer to its limits. 

Demon ware Takes Yoci Beyond The 
Final Frontier. 

EXODUS 3010 
The new space exploration game from Demonware 
places YOU in charge of a Gaiactk cruiser 
containing the last survivors from Earth s now 
destroyed civilisation. Have you the strength, 
ingenuity and courage needed to find a new home ? 
You will have to complete over 60 missions plus many 
more tasks using all the resources and technology 
available to you. 

How will you handle alien lifefofms ? Some may be 
superior in technology and intelligence * all will be 
different Shoot first or try and negotiate ? The on¬ 
board communication system will give you full control 
whatever your decisions. 

With 50 highly trained and cryogenkqlly frozen pilots 
under your command you will have some help. Each 
pilot s personality can be specifically tailored to give 
him or her a unique behavioural pattern. Who reacts 
best under pressure, who has the intelligence to solve 
problems themselves, who can handle sophisticated 
equipment ? With more than 1 billion variations, it 
may take some time to find out! 

Control up to 10 scoutships and other space craft. You 
can either plan your tactics and use the strategy 
display or take he controls of any ship and get stuck 
into the action. With fast and smooth 3-D vector 
graphics, you II believe you really are there f 

While you re busy fighting, don t forget to look after 
the rest of the systems on your ship I You II need to 
find new materials to replenish your stocks, and with 
a bit of help from the laboratories you might even 
manage to produce a new photon drive, laser or 
computer. You II certainly need to master the art of 
manufacture if you want to build new ships and 
equipment. 

If this all sounds q bit too complicated, don t worry, 
the easy to use point n click system let i you get 
straight in, and you can always leave the difficult bits 
up to the computer I But to ultimately succeed you 
will need a courage, skill, stamina and smart thinking. 

EXODUS 3010 is available for your AMIGA priced at 
£29.99. Available from all good software sellers or 
direct betow: 

DEMONWARE - 
The power of the 90‘s. 
Exclusive marketing and distribution by DM1. 
Unit 3, Foyle 14, 
Newtands Drive, Coinbrook, 
Berkshire SL3 ODX. 

Telephone: 0753 6*6000. Fax: 0753 680343. 

r TO ORDER: Send this form with payment to the address opposite. 
Alternatively phone with credit card details. 

AMIGA VERSION 
Please send me EXODUS 3010 at £29.99 (ind. P&P) 

Expiry Date_Card Ho._ 

Cheque made payable to DMI Ltd. 
Please debit my credit card account 

Name Address 

Signature Post Code 
Screens shown are from Amiga version. Actual game graphics may 
vary. Please check availability before purchase. 



THE GODS ARE BACK AND ALL 

HELL IS ABOUT TO BREAK LOOSE 
Populous II has arrived and it’s everything you’d dreamt it 

might be - and more. 

More earthquakes, more volcanoes, more tidal waves, 

Available late December 

for Amiga and ST 

£29.99 

more deadly swamps, in feet the most devasting natural 

disasters known to man, and a few he hasn’t heard of yet 

This time you find yourself back in Ancient Greece, 

where as one of the sons of Zeus himself, your aim is to 

achieve immortality and take your place next to him on Mount 

Olympus. 

But the old boy isn’t going to let you have your way 

without an almighty fight and he’s conscripted 32 of his most 

powerful deities to stand in the way of your ambitions. 

Design your own elaborate settlements with grand 

houses, roads and trees. Construct city walls in preparation 

against the oncoming rains of fire, whirlwinds, bolts of lightning 

and new, especially devious monsters like the foxy Helen of 

Troy, who leads people to their death with 

her beauty. 

Populous II has 1000 worlds to 

conquer, I MB of graphics, 5,000 

animations, dozens of new sound effects 

and a mind-blowing sound track. 

To celebrate it’s release, you can also 

collect special Populous II T-shirts, mugs, 

data disks and interactive clue books 

from The World of Populous II which 

you will find in participating retailers. 
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Europe’s biggest show specialising in everything for the 
ST, Amiga and PC - Business, Education and Entertainment 

Pre-Purchase 
your Fast Lane 

tickets before 

February 7th. 

Save £1 and 
enter the 
FREE prize 
draw if you 
apply NOW! 
4 Atari Lynx 
to be won! 
Regular ticket prices - 
£6 Adult, £4 Child 
(Under 10) 
at door or 
after 
February 
7th. 
Fast Lane 
Ticket 
Prices 
- £5 Adult, 
£3 Child 
(Under 10) 

14,15 & 16 February, 1992 
Open 10am - 6pm, Friday and Saturday. Open 10am - 4pm, Sunday. 

Hall 1, Wembley Conference 
& Exhibition Centre, y 

London 
WEMBLEY 

Nearest tube station - Wembley Park {Metropolitan & Jubilee Lines) 
Easy access - On site parking - Follow the signs to Wembley 

Wider gangways and facilities for the disabled 

VV v 

Over 150 companies 
from all over the world showing 
the latest hardware, software, 

peripherals and consumables. 

Bring the family 
for a great 

day out! 
Competitions! 

Lots of arizes to be* won .cP ^ ^ Lots of prizes to be won 
including Atari hardware 

* Terrific bargains! 
h mm mm < 

lb: 16 Bit SI 
St. Aust< 

how, PO Box 6B, 
ill PL25 4YB 

Westminster 
EXHIBITIONS 

Please send me 

I enclose a cheque/EO./Credit card details for £ 

Name 

Adult Fast Lane Tickets @ £5. 

Child Fast Lane Tickets @ £3 

_made payable to 16 Bit Show 

Address 

Postcode 

Credit Card No. Expiry date 

OJl phone 0726 68020 to book with credit carejg^j) mm 

I Westminster 
Exhibitions Ltd, ■ Surrey House, 
34 Eden Street, I Kingston, 
Surrey 
KT1 1ER 

^ Telephone 11081-549 3444 
1 Fax 

■ 081-547 1311 



Oh No! More 
Lemmings! 
The exploding folk with suicidal tendencies a re back 

this month, with the release of Oh No! More Lemmings 

from Psygnosis. The new disks contain 100 new levels 

and five new difficulty settings to innure and unbal¬ 

ance the minds of the Amiga game playing population. 

Oh No1, will be available in two forms, as a data 

disk and a stand-alone game. Those people already 

owning the original version of the game can get the 

data disk version for £19,99 while the stand-alone ver* 

sion costs £25,99, This means people who don't own 

Lemmings - h there anybody who doesn't own 

Lemmings! - can gel the game and play straight away. 

The original has sold in excess of 365,000 copies 

across all formats and so the data disks look to be a 

sure-fire winner. These 100 new levels should keep 

most players busy well into 1992, when there's 

Lemmings 2 and a potential Lemmings coin-op to look 

forward to. Let's Go! 

Commodore team up 
with Amiga Format on 

major ad camnaian 
Increasingly close lies between Commodore and 

Amiga Format are reflected in the latest ad campaign 

for the Amiga, There are full-colour adverts appearing 

in national magazines and newspapers last month and 

this month to follow up from Commodore's Christmas 

TV ad campaign. 

The TV ad features the song 'Sunshine on a Rainy 

Day' and shows how the Amiga brighlens up your 

world, ending with the line “Brighter by far”. The full- 

colour magazine ad follows up with the line “Have you 

seen the light?" and includes a picture of an Amiga 

with Amiga Format lying next to it, “Why is it every¬ 

one wants an Amiga?" starts off the ad, moving on 

to a description of the machine and the Cartoon 

Classics pack. "And to make the most of your 

machine, check out Amiga Format” it continues, 

“It's a wicked mix of news, reviews* advice and 

hoi lips, showing you exactly whaTs what.” 

Apart from the fact that the ad will feature 

on the first ever full-colour page in adult 

comic Vt2y it's also notable for two other 

reasons. Not only is it evidence of the growing ties 

between Commodore and Amiga Format* which have 

been increasing since Amiga Format organised and 

gave its name to the highly successful World of 

Commodore show, but also we believe it to be the 

largest ever advertising campaign to be launched by a 

home-computer magazine. 

Once again* Amiga Format. the world's biggest- 

selling Amiga magazine, is setting new records! And 

we've just got time to say hello to any new readers 

who have come to the magazine after seeing the adver¬ 

tisements. Welcome to the brightest and best home 

computer magazine there is, the world's largest club 

for Amiga owners! 

A500 Plus memory 
configurations confirmed 

A500 Plus compatibility: 
the continuing story 

Further to last month's exclusive in-depth look at the new A500 Plus* we've man¬ 

aged to confirm a few details about memory expansions. It is now apparent that you 

can have an increased maximum of 2Mb of chip RAM as part of the 9 Mb total 

Existing A500 ‘trap-door’ RAM expansions are fine for use on the A500 Plus* with 

the proviso that only 512K of memory will be recognised by the newr machine: so 

larger expansions are a shade redundant. 

Already several firms are producing special RAM 

expansions for the A500 Plus, though we're still 

waiting for Commodore's official A50I 1 Mb expan¬ 

sion. Phoenix have announced a range of expansions* 

kicking off with a 5I2K expansion expandable to 

I Mb using 256-by^f DRAM chips and costing 

04.99. Its complete big brother, the 1 Mb RAM mod¬ 

ule* will cost £49.99, Both expansions add to the 

Chip RAM total of the machine. 

Centresoft, meanwhile, are putting a number of 

new RAM expansions into shops around the country 

in time for Christmas* under their Addxua brand 

name. The lMb model for the A5QQ Plus will cost 

£49.99 and a 4Mb unpopulated board is available for 

£59.99. with DRAM chips coming in packs of four 

{5I2K.J for £5.99 each* Keep a look out for them in 

your local store. 

Phoenix 0532 311932 

We were expecting a flood of details coming in about more software that won’t 

work on an A500 Plus* but we've not had any such thing. We have* however, had 

details passed on to us by trade magazine CTW of a number of titles which an inde¬ 

pendent tester has found not to work: these are printed in full tin Page 18. 

In Last issue's ‘Inside the new Amiga: compatibility’ we Listed all the titles so far 

known not lo work. We also included a number of brand-new games which we had 

tested in the pre-release version and found not to work, and we 

can confirm that they do now work in the final version, This 

includes such titles as the excellent James Fond: Robocod and 

Knights of the Sky. 

Compatibility problems (software not running on the new 

machine) are for the most part limited to older games (a year or 

more old). Anyone who is thinking of upgrading their Amiga lo 

the newr Workbench 2 system and has a collection of older games 

they don't want to lose would be well advised to invest in a ROM 

sharer. These gadgets allow you to install the new Kickstart 2 

ROM while keeping your Kickstart 1,3 ROM in the machine too. 

The latest on the market is from Centresoft's Addxtra label 

and will be available now at computer stores for £29,95* Phoenix 

also have a ROM sharer costing £24.99* with Kickstart 1,3 ROMs 

available to A500 Plus owners for £29,99, Phoenix say that all 

compatibility problems they have so far encountered are solved 

by switching back lo the 1.3 ROM, 

Phoenix 0532 311932 
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WoHd of Commodore Show hailed as 

With Arojftf Formal organising and presenting if, it 

could hardly go wrong. Bui the revitalised World of 

Commodore show (Earls Court 2, November 15-17) 

more than lived up io expectations, not only breaking 

all attendance records for a single-formal computer 

show* but also creating a buzz of excitement that looks 

very promising for next year's event. 

The show surprised many people by achieving the 

same exciting mix that characterises Amiga Formal, all 

the glitz and glamour of the games software houses, 

adding their spice to the dedicated enthusiasm of the 

'serious' manufacturers and distributors, while consis¬ 

tently the busiest pari of the show was the Christmas 

Shopping Mall. Many a bargain walked out under the 

arm of a happy purchaser. 

“I wish there were Amiga shows like this in the 

States"* commented Gregg Gamick of US hardware 

developers GVP. He was referring to the edge of fun 

added by ihe presence of the games softies* but in their 

own way GVP caused just as much of a stir to the show 

with several major announcements {more later). 

Gremlin were nol far behind with their four-player 

Lotus 2 competitions attracting a good deal of interest. 

Micro Prose w-ere also in a racing mood, with Formula 

/ Grand Prix on big-screen play and chequered flags 

picking out their stand. Electronic Arts were sticking to 

the business in hand, with the opportunity to try Deluxe 

Paint IV with lots of people watching your efforts on 

their large-screen display; and Populous 2, just finished 

on the Saturday of the Show, getting the attention it 

thoroughly deserves. 

Psygnosis were getting passers-by heavily involved 

by having a game of Leander played on a huge screen, 

while Mindscape sat behind rolling video demos, and 

the Bitmaps' stuff attracted a considerable amount of 

attention* Virgin had all their wares out on display, 

including the new Space Shuttle Simulator, and Jimmy 

While wras wandering around, signing copies of his 

Snooker game* Some rather more glamourous celebri¬ 

ties adorned the System 3 stand* where you could get 

your photo taken with a top Page 3 model. Comments 

like "Can i have a look at your FuzzballV were not 

probably appreciated. 

Et wasn't a big show for new game announcements, 

with the Christmas line-ups mostly confirmed, but it 

was a great chance to decide for yourself what would 

he the best this year, li was, however, an exciting event 

for the more serious side of the machine, and full 

deiails follow on these pages. 

All in all. il was an exciting, interesting and very 

popular event: the doors had to be closed in the morn¬ 

ing on both the Saturday and Sunday as the hall was 

packed to capacity. And it's a big hall. The queues out¬ 

side were kept entertained by jugglers and an amazing 

robot dancer. 

Of the 36,000 people who flooded through the 

doors during the course of the show, very few were 

C64 or PC owTters. With the success of this year's 

event, both among the visitors and wiih the exhibitors, 

it's looking good for an even bigger and belter event 

ncxi year: and, who knows, by then ii mighi simply be 

the Amiga Show! 

Ocean showed 

off in good style, 

with the most 

impressive 

exhibit of the 

show: a complete 

fairground 

Waltzer. which 

was giving free 

rides throughout 

the three days. 

They also had 

coin-ops Smash 

TV and The 

Simpsons on free 

play. which 

consistently 

attracted the 

attention of the punters, not least Amiga Format's very 

own Maff Evans! 

A690: the first look 
Many people missed it. lurking quietly on the 

Commodore stand in its non-descript case: bui the 

A690 CD-ROM drive, which will bring CDTV titles io 

the Amiga, was seen for the first lime in the UK. It's 

an ugly object, larger and more unwieldy than you 

would expect. Release is now expected in February, 

with the price hoped to drop as Jowr as £259, The cur¬ 

rent version will only work with Kickstart 2: 

something of a surprise, as the CDTV has a 1.3 operat¬ 

ing system installed. But this is one of the wrinkles 

w-hich will be ironed out before final release, 

Commodore 0628 770088 

Workbench 2 
upgrade exposed! 

The details of Commodore's upgrade pack to 

Workbench 2 were confirmed at the Show-, The pack* 

containing the Kick start 2,04 ROM, the three 

Workbench 2,04 disks and manuals is available now 

and costs £79. You can get it fitted for about £10 more. 

We'll be taking a good look at what you gel for your 

money and whether it’s worth your while upgrading in 

the next issue of Amiga Format. 

Commodore 0628 770088 

Were you one of the 36,000 people who attended the 

show?Con yov identify yourself among oil these punters? 
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Big announcements lor CDTV 
Commodore’s new TV advertising campaign for the CDTV reveals an interesting 

new angle: it's been renamed the Amiga CDTV. acknowledging the power of the 

Amiga name. It s also dropped in price b> £100 to £499, which in itself should 

encourage sales. But there's more to follow. 

From about February next year, CDTV will get the added graphics power of 

DCTV. Ignore the confusion of all those letters: DCTV is an add-on graphics box 

for the Amiga* a bit like the HAM E* which adds extra colours to the Amiga's display* Effectively* it means 

24-bit True Colour’ pictures can be displayed 

on the Amiga. 

The crux of the matter is that the DCTV hard¬ 

ware is small enough to be fitted inside the CDTV 

case. From about February it will be, with a separate 

upgrade available for existing CDTV owners at the 

cost of £50, When CD titles appear using the extra 

colour provided by the DCTV. it could give the CDTV 

the edge it needs in the hotly-contested race for domina¬ 

tion of the CD-ROM market. ITs an exciting time for 

the future of computing. 

Commodore 0628 770088 

GVPgo out on A500 hardware 
GVP* the biggest third-party manufacturer of Amiga 

hardware in the world, were perhaps a little surprised 

by the dominance of the A50Q in the UK: over in the 

Stales, most Amigas are very worthy and hard-working 

2000s and 3000s. but they were all ready for tc» w ith 

some of the most exciting A500 hardware develop¬ 

ments ever seen. 

The world premier of a new accelerator caused a 

few- raised eyebrows: the 40MHz 68040 accelerator 

will be incorporated into a revised Series II 

A500HD8+. giving an all-in-one combination of the 

best hard drive we've ever tested along with RAM 

expansion capacity of up to 8Mb and a top-notch 

accelerator, Thai's serious A5Q0 expandability! The 

new combined unit will be available early next year 

and a price is not yet set: an upgrade will be offered to 

existing HD owners, because the new unit is slightly 

altered to accommodate the accelerator. 

A UK price drop for the basic Senes II A5Q0HD8+, 

down £100 to £399. was also announced. This w ill of 

course get you a basic 52Mb model, but with no added 

RAM but it is an excellent opportunity for any new 

Amiga owner that is contemplating getting a hard 

drive, There was some equally aggressive price lagging 

for the new DSS (Digital Sound Studio) sampler, 

now only £59. 

GVP arc now badging an adapted version of 

Vortex's ATonce PC emulator* which will be available 

as a plug-in card to go on the expansion port on the 

side of the Amiga* rather than underneath. It can also 

be combined with the HD8+ hard drive. 

Also on show were the amazing IV24 24-bit frame¬ 

buffer card and the very rapid G-Force 68040 

accelerator for the A300Q. currently the fastest there is. 

We hope to review both soon. 

Silica081 309 till 

Tinkling the 
ivory keyboard 
Two revolutionary' new music-teachmg systems were 

launched at the show. Mindscape's Miracle Piano 

Tutor incorporates a dedicated keyboard and software 

for the Amiga, using the computer display to create an 

easy-to-follow learning system, starting with the basics 

and moving on up. It will cost £299. Virgin's 

MusicColor for the CDTV uses the famous Candida 

ToobiiTs colour-based music teaching system to incul¬ 

cate the basics of music reading and, the techniques of 

composition. A price has not yet been sec. 

Programmers' joy! 
One of the major new releases of the Show for hard¬ 

core Amiga users was the latest version of HiSoft's 

DevPac assembly language. DevPac 3 is now 40 per 

cent faster than the previous release, and supports all 

Motorola processors from the 68000 up to the 68(M0. 

including maths co-processors. It also features a 

Workbench 2-cofnpatible Editor with many improved 

features, and the debugger is updated to work at source 

level. DevPac 3 will cost £69.95* with an upgrade for 

existing DevPac users costing £34.95. 

HiSofl 0525 718181 

Digitiser moestras 
go animation! 
Rombo. famed for their digitisers* were showing for 

the first time any where their revolutionary' new high- 

value animation system* It's basically a HAM 

animation system* which makes it possible to grab 

images using the Vidi digitiser and use them in your 

animations: but the difference between this and some¬ 

thing like Deluxe Palm IV is that it incorporates all the 

features you would expect in a professional studio ani¬ 

mation set-up* all at the high-value price of £99.95. 

Rombo have also announced a clever new adaptor 

for their digitiser that allows you to use the expansion 

port on the side of the Amiga rather than the parallel 

port, giving double the speed. It costs £69.95 and 

comes with enhanced versions of the Vidi-Amiga and 

Vidi-Chrome software. 

News in brief from 
around the show 

Checkmate Digital were showing not only the 
excellent HAM-E pseudo-24-blt colour box* but 
also the latest software for the system: HAM-E 
Sp&cfracolor (reviewed this issue) and the 
almost-finished HAM-E version of simple 30 
design program Catigart Their 4500 recase 
Tower System was also on display and looks 
very promising Indeed. 
Checkmate 071-923 0658 

Zone Distribution were making a noise with Dr 
Ts KCSand X-Oa as well as demoing for the first 
time In Ihe UK Slue Riband Bakery s JAM, a com¬ 
poser system which allows you to create tunes In 
particular musical styles. 
Zone Distribution 081*766 6564 

Soft-Log Ik were previewing PageSfreem 2.2, the 
enhanced version of their top-end DTP package. 
New features include better printer drivers with 
plotter support and compatibility with the 
Hotiinks system that allows any file being edited 
to be updated from two versions concurrently* 
Sot!-LogIk 0101 314 894 8608 

Microdeal demon¬ 
strated (noisily, too!) 
Ihe new Stereo Master 
sampling system (as 
seen on the Coverdisk) 
and the revised AMAS2* 
More details in the 
imminent reviews. 
Microdeal 0726 68020 

Rossmbller* a German firm, had a whole host of 
RAM expansions, hard drives and accelerators 
plus a very new Idea: a back-up system that 
saves dale to a normal VH5 video recorder. They 
currently have no UK distributor. 
Rossmdtter 01049 222 513 596 

Performance Systems have now made their 
Mandate virtual reality system commercially 
available. The basic system allows a picture of 
the user from a video camera to be locked Into a 
computer diaptay, while a more advanced version 
adds pre-recorded video Images too* 
Performance Systems 081*207 2256 
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ALSO SOLD AS 
SOUNDMASTER 

Get the sound in and get it right with Aegis 
SoundMagic. Higher sampling rates and goal 
ily built in from the components up gives you 
results on your Amiga computer that rival CO 
sample frequencies Built-in microphone lets 
you lake quick samples from any sound 
source Now includes AudioMaster IV tor 
improved results—even at lower sampling 
rales 

SoundMagic features include: 

High speed 
stereo 
digital audio 
sampler 

H,&h OiQthi: S€mpk" 

■ Input from any sound source including 
CDs and microphones—mix or dub over 
sound samples. 

■ Sampling rates up to 56K in stereo 
■ Real-lime Volume control 
► Mono and Stereo microphone input in 
addition to built-in microphone 

* Overload indicator—keeps the Ouch" 
factor out of your samples. 

- Computer-controlled dynamic micro¬ 
phone—select from microphone's sam¬ 
pling range of 15K to 50K 

■ Draws power from computer—works with 
any power standard 

* Meter-length cable for ease-ohuse 
* Compatible with AmigaDOS 1.3 and 2.0 
* Works on any model Amiga 

computer—including the Amiga 3000 

OxxiAegis 
WE FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY 
P O BOX wm IONG BEACH. CA TOE 03W USA 

AudioMaster IV supports all available digitiz 
ers for the Amiga, including PerfeclSound " 
12. and 3, Fulure Sound u 500, Mimetics , 
SlarSound M and A M A S '" 

AudioMaster IV brings new features to the 
best-selling sampling software tor the Amiga 
computer With the new Oversampling lea 
ture. play sound tiles of outstanding audio 
quality—even if originally sampled at low 
rates. 
New features with AudioMaster iV: 

* Up to 4 times Oversampling 
* Pitch vs Time stretch-compress 
* Digital Filtering 
* ReaMime Pitch Bend, Zoom. Scroll 
- Auto hardware Filler Control 
- User-called DC offset compensation 
* On-screen Time and Position marks 
■ Progress meter with audio feedback 
- Faster screen updaie 
- Optimized Echo, Mix, Ramp functions 
- Keep function 

Plus Improved Bonus Programs 
- Audio Disk Jockey (new) 
* Simulated CD Player with Oversampling 
* PlaySound with Oversampling 

Rates lo 56K in stereo available only if Amiga 
has a 68020'30 processor, and sampler is 
capable of these speeds, 

Plus the features which made AudioMaster 
the leading sampling software: 

* High-speed sampling to 56K in stereo 
- Loop sequencing—up to 999 loops per sam¬ 

ple. Loops can be played back in any order, to 
recreate the sample as a smaller file, rear¬ 
range it. or do effects such as stuttering \ 

* Interactive waveform editing in stereo— create 
effects like real-time echo, delay and flange. 
Mix in positive and negative flange, reverse. 

Aegis SoundMagic is a Trademark of On*i lr>e 
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Painting 
With Sound 

ramp up or down, do inversion and Mono-to- 
Stereo conversions. Add backward masking 
digital tittering, pitch and time change. 

.“1 l-k1 fw-i WO | MWffl Mu lct I i« Tffl 

*'m m Si“ 

Aegis, Aegis Audiomasteriv. Aegis SoundMagic, Aegis CD Player and Audio Disk Jockey are i rademarvs of Oxxi , Inc. 
Amiga is a trademark of Commoetof*-Amiga Other products mentioned are trademarks of thetr respective companies 

rofOpnone (?13) 437-1337 FAX (2\ 3) 427 0971 
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AudioMaster IV leads big 
Oxxi-Aegis announcements 

AudioMaster ill, the top sampling software, has been 

coming under some heavy fire lately, with Audition 4 

(reviewed in the last issue) in particular challenging it 

for the ‘best sampler1 Lille, Sample fans everywhere 

will be pleased to learn that a new version is on the way 

very soon, leading a new wave of releases from 

American software producers Oxxi. 

AudioMaster fV wifi include oversampling to 

give greatly increased sound quality and stretching or 

compression features that can actually change the 

length of a sample without altering the pitch, which was 

previously the domain only of the best hardware sam¬ 

plers, It also comes with a bonus program called Audio 

Disc Joe key, which allows you to play samples live at 

the dick of a mouse. It all sounds incredibly impressive 

and we're looking forward to reviewing it very soon. 

Also on the way from Aegis are Presentation Master, an all-new system for creating business presentations 

written by Gary Bonham, the man behind the Amiga's AN1M file format, and a new version of the 2D CAD 

program Aegis Draw 2000, which will feature many important little improvements. More news on that little lot as 

soon as we have it. 

Soon to b« ouditioned is version !V of Audiomaster. If'* 

only one of the new releases on the way from Aegis. 

SCALA moves onwards (and downwards!) 
SCALA, currently believed to be the UK's best-selling 

desktop video program for (he Amiga, is going from 

strength to strength as it finds its way into a number of 

interesting applications and becomes available in an 

Amiga 500 version. 

SCALA 500 is aimed more directly at home video 

tilling lhan its sophisticated, professional big brother. 

Digital Vision have done an excellent job on cutting 

it down, while retaining the ease of use and high- 

quality results associated with the SCALA name. 

Unfortunately, no price is yet available. 

Meanwhile, you can expect to sec SCALA* 

produced presentations appearing all around you in the 

near future. Digital Vision arc having great results 

pushing the Amiga into corporate environments. 

And if you're in London, try and look out for the 

new London Transport information shops, where 

screens produced on SCALA will be running con- 

stantly. It's a really exciting lime for the Amiga, 

which is the ideal platform for information systems 

such as this one. 

Silica081-309 till 

PC Emulator for 
A500 Plus 

One of the potential problems with the A50CJ Plus is 

that the new configuration of the trap-door slot means 

that normal A500 version of the Vortex ATonce 

PC emulator will not work on the new system. Vortex, 

a German firm, have been beavering away on the 

problem and have come up with a new, improved 

A50U Plus version. 

It’s a complete AT emulator, as before, with the PC 

emulation Tunning as a task under AmigaDQS. which 

keeps everything nice and tidy. The board includes the 

16-bit CMOS 80286 16MHz PC central processor, as 

well as 512K of fast RAM and a socket for an optional 

80C287-12 maths co-processor. The board is available 

now, costs £199 and well be testing one in the next 

issue of Amiga Format. 

One curious sideline on the PC emulator story is 

that we've just heard that PC owners will soon be able 

to buy an Amiga emulator! The board comes from 

Germany, and is effectively an Amiga on a card. 

Although no further details arc currently available, 

well bring you the full story soon. 

Vortex via Silica 081*309 lilt 

1st Down and a month to go! 
At long last the full potential of 

American Football has been recognised 

and harnessed for the Amiga. Electronic 

Arts have announced that they are 

converting John Madden's Foot hah, 

hopefully in time for this year's 

Superbowl XXVI. The game is being 

converted and upgraded from the Sega 

Megadrive title. Using the latest player 

stats, the teams' potential and perfor¬ 

mances should be as realistic as possible, 

with you making those vital play calls 

that turn games. 

John Madden's Foot bait is the best¬ 

selling US Sega title of all time - even 

beating Scga's own figurehead, Sonic 

the Hedgehog. The game reflects every 

aspect of Grid Iron from pitch condi¬ 

tions down to audible calls at the line of 

scrimmage. And even at the demo stage 

it already Looks like being a cracking 

implementation of the game, being easy to play but crammed full of tactical possibilities. 

The quality of the Sega game can be seen in the fans it attracts; World League Champions the London 

Monarchs and Soul superstar Barry While arc self-confessed addicts. EA arc promising that John Madden's will 

be even belter on the Amiga using 60 on-screen colours and a revised player interface. 

The project is being handled by Electronic Arts’ in-house coding team, who have turned the title into an Amiga 

reality in less than six months. With luck the game will be available in late January, so we could all be enacting 

this year's Superbowl before a ball is kicked in the Hubert H Humphrey Metrodome. Grid Iron fans should check 

out our in-depth preview next month. 

Dm to tfce game's popularity an the Sega Megadrive w*'l soon be jenaing 

the Ekes of bod tarry White as fans of John Modden'i FootbaH 

Channel 4 has a lot to answer for. 

OctaMED will work 
on an A500 Plus 
Last month s giveaway of superior tracker program 

OctaMED was slightly marred for A50U Plus owners 

by the news that it won’t run on a Plus. But it can! All 

you have to do is strip out some less-than-legal coding 

from the Startup-sequence. All you have to do is 

remove the offending lines calling the programs new 

and vcc, and you're away. 

Three go out of business 
Three firms have ceased trading this month; Studio 

Software. Digicom and Original Media. Readers 

should not order anything from their advertisements in 

previous issues of the magazine. Anyone who has an 

order outstanding from these firms should write to 

Katrina Windows of our Advertising Services 

Department at our Bath address, 

A590 troubles with WB2 
You'll have problems installing Workbench 2 on your 

A590 hard drive because the install procedure specifi¬ 

cally asks for the Workbench L3 disks. You can, 

however, get round this. Either cheat by renaming your 

Workbench 2 disks to ‘Workbench 1.3' and 'Extras 

1.3\ in which case you'll have to tidy up at the end by 

copying across a lot of the new icons, or use Ed tin the 

HDInstall program, replacing references to the old 

Workbench disks with the names of the new ones. 

Either way, mn the new Fountain program afterwards 

to put the new fonts on your hard drive. Thanks to 

Graham Evans of Famham for the information. 
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A500 Plus incompatibility: 
the story continues... 

§ 
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As we suspected, a lot of older Eliminator Impossamole Purple Saturn Day 
games won’t run on an A5QG Plus. Elvira Incredible Shrinking Sphere Pursuit to Earth 
Here’s a list provided by retailer Tim's E-Motion Insanity Fight 
Megastore and trade magazine CTW 
of the latest non-running software. 

European Super League Iron Lord Roadbiasters 

Note that Cybercon It and Out Run 
Exolon (Premier version) Run the Gauntlet 

Europa are currently being updated Extensor Joe Blade 2 RVF Honda 

by US Cold lo work. Eye 
Kenny Dalglish Soccer Match Strambfe Spirits 

Atron 5000 Falcon The Kristal Seven Cities of Gold 
Fantasy World Dizzy Shadow of the Beast 

Bubble Bobble (Addicted to Fun Fast Food Leonardo Slayer 
and Hit Squad versions) Final Fight Star Breaker 
Beam Flrntstones Mail Shot Star Wars 
Beverly Hills Cop Four x Four Major Motion Steel 
Black Tiger (Platinum version] Fusion Mike Read's Pop Quiz Strange New World 
Bombuzal Future Dreams 

Full Contact Nebuius Transputer 
Captain Blood fun School Netherworld Treasure Island Dizzy 
Chaos Strikes Back (normal and Premier versions) Trip^hTron 
Chicago 90 Galdregon's Domain No Excuses Turbo 
Classic Four Ghostbusters 11 
Cogan's Run Ghouls nr Ghosts Oil Imperium UM5 
Crystal Hammer (Platinum version) Operation Woff 
Custodian Giganoid OutRun Virus Kifler 
Cybercon III Gold runner QutRun Europa 

Grand Monster Slam Wicked 
Paladin WizbalJ 

Double Dragon It Hellraiser Peter Beardsley 
Dragon Ninja Heroes of the Lance Phantasm Zynaps (Premier version] 
□ynarmte Dux Hole in One Plundered Hearts 

Willy bites back! 

Jet Set Willy, the classic K-bii platform challenge, is 

finally coming over to the big boys on the Amiga. 

Software Projects, who also designed the Amiga 

flavours of Manic Miner, are at the moment working 

on the sequel. Jet Set Willy. 

!l should be available shortly after Christmas at a 

budget price. So if there are any nostalgia freaks out 

there who hanker after the days when the VIC 20 was 

king, they should be able to let the memories come 

flooding back and gel down to some basic old-style 

computer gaming. 

For further information cal) Computer Software 

Distribution, who handle Software Projects in the UK. 

061 371 M23. 

Protext: the 
proper price 
The correct price of Amor's Pro text 53 is actually 

£152.75 including VAT, not £180 as was slated in the 

November issue of Amiga Format. For those who are 

not at all familiar with the Formal Gold word proces¬ 

sor, iTs generally accepted to be the best there is for 

raw word-power and if s the one we use lo write the 

magazine. So at nearly £30 less than we first imagined, 

it's even better value. 

Amor 0733 68909 

Philips Competition, 
Issue 29 
There were a number of errors in the Philips 

CM8833/11 monitor competition in the last issue, which 

may have caused a few problems. The correct code 

number for the Philips Personal CD Player is the 

A26897. The answer to question 3, “Which company 

makes the F-117A Stealth Fighter”, was none of the 

three listed: it is in fact Lockheed, hut any answer that 

you put down will be accepted. 

We apologise for any confusion. Incidentally, in an 

upcoming issue we'll be taking a look at how the 

winner of our original Philips monitor competition 

survived the rigours of flying in the massive airliner 

flight simulator... 

On the case 

Premier Micros have unveiled their new range of 

Amiga consoles just in time for Christmas. The basic 

: unit is the View Centre (£24.99) which slots over the 

back of the A5G0 to provide a monitor stand and shifts 

the joystick ports to the side. Next up is the Control 

Centre (£49,95). which adds a shelf to tidily contain 

peripherals, followed by the Control Centre Plus 

(£7444) with its two layers of shelves. All are con¬ 

structed in sturdy sheet metal and come in a 

colour-matched finish. 

I Premier Micros 0480 300738 
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Or this? 

to do this? 

Or this? 

Or this? 

Or this? 

Would you like to able 

Or this? 

NO KNIGHTMARE DEMO? 
THEN JUST WAIT TILL NEXT MONTH! 

Well, why not give it a try? 

Revealed: the secrets of 
games programming! 
■ Get the low-down on game-making 

from the masters of the art 
■ Create games the easy way: 

we show you how 

Is Workbench 2 worth £80? 
Decide for yourself, but not until 

we've given you all the facts! 

jAMEBUSTERS lor the best in games tips • WORKBENCH for top hints & advice 

IEW TO THE AMIGA? Special feature will help you find your way around the CLI 
IND IN REVIEWS: DCTV brings extra colour • SCALA 500 The top video package 
lits home • REAL 3D Ray-tracing at its best? • AUDIOMASTER sampling heaven? 

fa uiure 
PUBLISHING 

Your guarantee of valtie 



Unique foy~stick contro 
M ’ 1 j 

Real arcade |eel 1 

Stunning graphics 1 

Over 50 
furious action 

Europe's number one 
name in original games 

&-3 ^ 1 * 
SYSTEM 3 

System 3 Software Ltd., IS Peterborough Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA I 2BCL 081864 S2I2 



FIS FALCON ARUALTTt HARD ORlVlN 2 SWTV KICK OFF * EXTRA. TIME KICK OFF 2 KINO WORDS 1 LSfl SUTT LARflY 2 LEMMINGS MEQATHAVEUER f TV BASKETBALL 

11.99 7.99 9.99 9.99 5.99 7.99 22.99 12.99 13.99 11.99 11.99 

MIDWINTER PLATER MANAGE ft POWERDfllFT POWEHWQHK5 PRINCE OF PERSIA SIM AND POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE MtCfiOPRQSE SOCCER TuRRlCAN 2 TORRtCAN HYBflIS 

11.99 7.99 3.99 44.99 9.99 16.99 7.99 3.99 8.49 6.99 2.99 

Wmfwralfi 

«HO$ WORD WORTH SHADOW OF THE BEAST FIS STEALTH DELUXE PAINT 3 INOY JONES A0W CHRONOOUEST 2 Al*QS 

9.99 79.99 6.99 12.99 19.99 8.99 7.99 32.99 
LCF.T, DESERT JACK NIC KLAUS 

9.99 9.99 6.99 

WHEELS OF FIRE CHAOS STRIKES BACK CORP + MISSION SHADOW OF THE BEAST 

7.99 9.99 11.99 12.99 7.99 
ELITE 

9.99 
MURDER 

4.99 
VIRUS 

3.99 

; 4 

1 

CE ON MASTER 

10.99 

MURDER 

Amiga Software — Games marked (NOP) will not work on the AMIGA A500 PLUS. 
What is AMIGA A500 PLUS? Latest Amigas now selling have been updated with Kickslart 2. they have 1 meg RAM built in and 

are called Ihe A500 PLUS. Some games are not compatible with these new machines. 
ATh KNIGHTS OF 
!*NN l 1 MEG) iSSI) 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
. 19.99 i BOBOCOP. QhOSTSuSTERS 2 

9 99 INDIANA JONES ACTION. 

PANG 
PAPERBOY £ 
PAWN iM/SCROLLS] 

ifrW 

799 

| CTliCJl OC 
t JO SPOR’i 
f 40 SPO*~* 
I ato taw ■ 

r .Fie COms*' 
I double dragon 

OUTRAN WFuTT 
[ a 04 d dungeon1 
I iJ-SlS^NT vOU 
I AFTERBURNER 
I AOON f 
I AIR SEA SUPREMACY 
I iGUMSwP SILENT SERVICE P*7 

WINGS CARRIER COMMAND 19 

Qjpj TO^Ot -t. -'E UJSjC const set 49 9* BATMAN 7HE MOVIE 1 I B 99 PEN PAL WORD PROCESSOR W99 
■ * 4 i :€*„*£ 3 1AN1M.ATIQNI 1999 HOME ACCOUNT S3 39 99 PGA TOUR GOLF ie» 
It» DCLUtE P* N’ 4 1 VEGi NOME ALONE 16 49 PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE C*SK 1D69 
*6 9* Moot 6 ANIM*T*ONi 57 99 HUDSON HAWK 1699 PIRATES (NOPi 16*9 
& 491 D€w'7£^CS NC* 16 69 HUNTER 1949 PiTFlGHTER 16 4* 

DT'.-p-v: .: 54 99 HY0fi|$ 299 PLAYER MANAGER 799 
JT iTi^y 1 © S#"ft£ t,^CCT 29 69 IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET 11 49 POOL Of RADIANCE (1 MEG) 1999 

vjhu'C** IK- 799 POOLS OF DARKNESS 11 MEGi it 99 
16 if DOUBLE DOUBU Si** *0» iNOtANA X3NES ADVENTURE 199 POPULOUS 6 S'"M CITY 1699 

iNf E STATION 669 POPULOUS 2 __ 19 99 
7 A* pfULGiQN BREED ■N'tnMATiONAL POWER UP 
7 96 D4UGON *AHS :«avf ons^ip athletics 15 *t (CHASE h 0 TuRFliCan. 

SPEEDBAU 
5PEEDBAU. t 
SPELLBOUND 
SPOT 
STARGLlDERj 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 
SUPER CARS <GBh:- 
SUPER C ARS J <NOP> 
SUPER HANG ON 
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER 

7 99 
9 99 

5 99 
. 13.49 

7 99 
7 99 
19 99 

iS *9 
798 

1599 
99 SUPER MONACO GRAND PRi* 16 9* 

I AL«N BREED n MEG I 
I ALIEN STORM 

! AMNtOS 
AMOS'GAMES CREATORl 
AMOS 30INEEDS AMOS) 

1 AMOS COMPILER fNEEDS AMOS ' 
I AOUAVENTURA 
t ARKANQ4Q2 
: armalyte 
I ARMOUR GE DOOM 
[ AWESOME WITH SHIRT 

ie« 
32 99 

1fl99 
799 
799 

16 99 
14 99 

6 99 
17 49 
n *9 

DUNGEON MASTER UCG ’5*9 " CAME fROM 
DniHSTr aa9S XP 3 99 “me OCS€RT ' MEG 
E MOTION 3 99 J*C* *POtLAv5 GQLf 
ELF -6*9 -A14ES «*QNC : RQBQCOO 
ELITE 9 99 J4*r* SNO0AER 
ELVIRA 2 (I MEG 1 2? 99 M WE " MSCAOuS 
EPC ’«« JMCXiCDOEDC 
ESCAPE FTPCT ROBOT OCR 0*F * Er*U * WE n s. 
MONSTERS (NOP) 6 99 '■'!40F»; 
EXILE 15*9 KJC* Q" J ’ WtO VERSION 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER n MEGi it 99 KICK OFF 2 FBML W»TU 
Fl5 STRIKE EAGLE Z (l MEG' 31 99 KICK 0*F 2QiAV>$ D* f, *--j* 1 
P10 FALCON 1.NOP1 net KICK Of p 2 RETURS ’D E-“-M 
FID FALCON - MISSIONS 1N0P> 22 99 KICK Off 2 WINNING 7*CTCS 

3 99 a-OUT ALTERED BEAST 
RA-NSCW ISLANDS} 1 NOP |. 

9 99 POWERDRiFT fNQRv 
roweriaonger 

. BARBARIAN 2 iPSYQNOSlS) 
BARD'S TFULOGY 
BATTLE COMMAND 
battle ISLE 
BATTLE OP BRITAIN 
RATTLE SGUADRON 
BATTLE CHESS 2 
BEAST BUSTERS 
BETRAYAL 
SiLLYTMEKIQ 
BIRDS OF PREY 11 MEGi 
BLOOD MONEY 
BLOOOWYCH 
blue MAS 
Blues brothers 
BONANZA BROS 
areach 2i ENHANCED I 

I BUCK ROGERS i'SSMi 
9U00KAN 
CADAVER 

* CADAVER LEVELS TX PAYOFF 11 
I CAPTAIN RtANFT 16 99 
I CAFTIvf 
I ; *&r ER COMMAND 
I CASTlES 1 ME O' 
P CEl'C lEGENDS 

CEMUfuOH SEFNOfl Of ROME ifl 99 

19 99 
16.99 
699 

1699 
. 16.99 

1699 
3 99 

FIB INTERCEPTOR 
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER 
*?* RE TAIIATOR 
FACE OFF 1 NOP) 

16 99 FERRARI FORMULA 1 
19 99 FINAL BLOW I NOP 1 
19 99 FINAL FIGHT (NOP) 

7 09 FIRST SAWURI 
174* (MiSCflOLLS) 
1699 FlBTfiOF FURY (DYNAMITEDUX, 
19 49 NINJA WARRIORS. SH-INO&. 
16 99 OOU&L E DRAGON 2i (NOPl 
19 49 FLAMES OF FREEDOM 
6 99 lM«DWINT£ft2|. 
7 99 FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER 

19 99 FORGOTTEN WORLDS 
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRsx 
FULL CONTACT 
FUN SCHOOL 212-6 MpN 

19 99 FUN SCHOOL 3 12-5 5^7 <y 7.) 
6 99 FUN SCHOOL 4 (2 5 5-7 Of 7* 1 

t6A9 gateway to the 
SAVAGE FRONTIER 
GAUNTLET 2 

t6 *9 GAUNTLET 3 
7 99 GFA BASIC V3t COMPILER 

i« 46 GFA BASIC VOO INTERPRETED 3*99 
19« GHENGHiS KHMW - 

GODS 

POWERUONGERDAT* f -WWl n 
^WERWORKS 
makiPlan plus Spreadshe et 

KSJO WORDS 2 W PROCESSOR 
NFOFliE DATABASE u 99 
prince of Persia 5 meg- 
PRO TEWNSS TOUR £ 
PRO^EXT VS w PROCESSOR 
Pv-RPlE SATURN Day 
QvSSTftON 2 

a 49 KIDS TVf»E JUNIOR 
12 99 WORD PROCE SSOP 1 f- 99 

KIND WORDS 2 W PROCE SSOR 22 99 
KING OF CHICAGO 1 C:«E MArtAflf ’ 99 
KINGS QUESTS (I MEG] 2549 
KLAX . 6 99 
KNIGHTMARE 19 48 
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (i MEGi 22 99 
LEANDER 16 99 
LEATHER GODDESSES 7 99 

fiACf DAAMI 
KALROAO TYCOON ilMEOi 
FUMNBOw COLLECTION 
..bubble aoesL- ra.nbow 
rSLANDS N ZEALAND STORY 
RBl &4SE0AU 2 1.NO0 
REALMS 
RED BARON 11 MEG- 
RiCK DANGEROUS 

SUPER SPACE .INVADERS 
Supremacy 
SUSPICIOUS CARGO 
Switchblade 3 
SWtv 1 NOP, 

i*« SWOROOFSQCAN 
3 99 TNT (APB HARD DRlVlN 

ft 49 TOQ&N DRAGW SPiRTT 
‘ XVBQT$1 iNCSPi 

TEENAGE QUEEN 
(STRIP POKERKNOPl 
TERMINATOR 2 

TETRIS _ 
the GAMES Si-MMER EDITION 6 99 
the gqofather ri megi 19 99 
THE SJMP&ONS 16 99 

2 99 THEME PARK MYSTERY S 49 
5 99 ThUNDCRHAWK 17 99 
7 99 TIP OFF 15 99 

16 99 70*1 16 99 
16 49 TOYOTA C6UCA GT RALLY 16 49 
21 W TRIAD VOL 7 IMFNACE . &AAL. 

TETRI®) iNOPj 7 99 
TRIAD VOL 3 (SPEEOBALL, BLOOD 

16 49 
19 49 
1699 
1699 
999 
5 99 

139 

16 
*4 99 

16 

1*4* 

21 99 
21 99 

799 
22 99 

LEISURE SLUT URR¥ 2 12 99 RISE OF THE DRAGON 1 MEG 1 2S *9 
LEISURE SINT LARRY a 11 MEG) 12 99 ROBIN HOOD 
LEISURE SUIT LARRV i 11 MEG, 25 99 ROBOCOP 
lemmings 
LEMMINGS disk - oh no 
life and death 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 

13 99 ROBOOOP2 
13 99 RQ0OCOP3 

13 99 MONEY ROCKET RANGER) 
1*49 7uftB0 CUP iNOPl 
19 99 7URRICAN 
2J99 TuRRiCAN? 
6 99 TURTLES? 

TV SPORT S FOOTBALL (NOP | 
16 99 TV SPORTS BASEBALL 
15 49 TV SPORTS BASKETBALL 
1*99 ULTIMAS 
16 99 ULTIMA 6 (1 MEG 1 

9 99 LORO OF TX RINGS 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 

15 99 MAGIC POCKETS 
15 99 MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL 1 

(GLKLD OF THIEVES FISH 
lt.» CORRUPTION 1 

ROCKET RANGER 7*9 universal military 
ROOLAND . . .._ 10 99 simulator 2 n meg: 

UTOPIA 
1949 

ftOULWG FCWY-- 10 46 1949 

99 MANO 

169 
16 99 RORKf S DFMFT 

RUGBY WORLD CUP 
&AMKON 

19 99 SCRABBLE DE LUXE 

1549 
16 49 

1699 MANiC M«iER 
UNITED EUROPE 15 49 SECRET OF MONKEY 
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of kryt#n n Mffit 19 99 golden axe 
S STRIKES 
•’ MEG11MOP1 1 
r attack 
S ESPRIT GHOULS and 

J4MESROND. VENUS 
1 (NQPi 

GOLF WORLD CLASS 
leaderboard . 
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD 
CLASS CRICKET 
GRANDSTAND 
(GAZZA SUPER SOCCER 

MEGA LO MANIA 
MEGA TWINS 

309* MEGATRAVElLER 1 (1 M€G) 
16:99 MENACE iNOFi 
16 99 MERCENARY 3 

IWnCHANT COLONY 
7 99 MCROPRDSE 30 GOLF 

MICRO PROSE SOCCER 
17 » MIDWINTER 

MiG 29 FULCRUM (NOP', 

S69 6 99 ISLAND il MEG: 
19 99 SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 2 1999 
16 99 SECRET OF THE 

1199 SILVER BLADES MEG- if 
6 99 SHADOW DANCER 

15 99 SHADOW Of THE 
18 49 BEAST 2 WITH SHIRT 
22 99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST 

399 
1199 
15 99 

virtual reality vou 
iWDWNTER STAAGUDER2 

139* STUNT CAR RACER 
7*9 iNT SOCCER CHALLENGE 

CARRIER COMMAND* INOF, 
YiHuS (NOPi 
ME 
VROOM 
WAR ZONE 

16 99 WARHEAD 
WARLORDS (1 MEG' 

1299 wAiemoo 
6 99 WEUTfllS 

SHADOW SORCERERS MEG) 16 99 WHEELS OF FiPE ..HARD 
SHADOW WARRIORS 
SHINO&I 

16.99 
6 99 

MIG 29 SUPER FULCRUM (NOP}?5 99 Sfl.£NT SERVICE 2 (l MEGl (NOPj 2l 99 WILD WHEEL! 

POWERDPIFT CHASE * Q 
turbo outrun n' 

ohps challenge 0 69 LEADER&OAflD PRO TENNIS, MONOPOLY 10 4& SILKWORM 1 NOP J 6*9 WINGS (1 MEG' -I MV*' 
CHROROQUtSt 2 7 69 CONTINENTAL ClRCUSl (MOP) 16.4* MONTY PYTHONS PLYINQ CIRCUS 7*9 SIM CITY A POPULOUS 16*9 WONDERlAIYD 1" MEG' 

CHUCK ROCK 1568 gravity ... 4 99 MOONSHINE RACERS 101M) S(M CITY ANCIENT CITIES 11 99 I'M SCROLL S 

CHuCttiE EGG 896 HARD ORIVIN'2 INOP) , 99* MOONSTONE 19 46 SiM CrTY FUTURE WORLDS il 9* WORDWORfH WORD 

CHUCK'S EGG 2 *99 HARPOON 1*4* MURDER 4*9 SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR 10 69 PROCESSOR - MEG- 

CtOUD KINGDOMS 3 96 HARPOON VI.21 21 4* mystical £*& SIMULATORS PACK WORKBENC" ■ 3 

CODEnawE -CEman i a MEG< 1249 HEAD OVER HEELS 69* NAM 1*65-75 14*9 ,086 ATTACK SUB INOY »0, world Class Ruor* 

COLOSSUS X C-ESS 7 96 HEART OF CHINA il MEG) 22 99 NEBULUS3 10 99 Fit INTERCEPTOR*' ,.|T 69 WORLD CuP 
CORPORATION PLUS MiSSiON 11 ** hEiMDALL 11 MEG) 2*9* NEVER MiNO 3 99 SiNBAD 7 9* ;tRACn Sv * MANAGEA 

CORPuPTjON |USCROLLS' 3 6* HERQOUEST (GREMLIN' 169* NiTRO 099 SKYFOUNOFi 3 99 SOCCER k.Ck 0Fr 

CRU‘SE for a CORPSE If 9* «eROGUES- expansion OPERATION STEALTH 10 96 SMASH TV If » WW* WRCSTUNQ 

C YBERCON 3 'NOP 17 4* RETURN Of THE WITCH lQRO 109* OPERATION WOLF 799 SPACE HAPP'ER2 nop 1 9* iev;aa:rs^* 

n qf the crown 
u. street blues 
ITCH hikers Guioe 

COMPETITION PRO | 
5000 {COLOURS 

MAY VARY) 

6.99 
COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA COMBAT 
WITH AUTOF1RE 
AND SLOW MOTION 

8.99 
COM PETITION PRO 

EXTRA JOYSTICK (CLEAR BASE) 
WITH AUTOFIRE AND SLOW 

MOTION 

I 13.49 
mfa, cheetah bug 

|V 13.99 
OUICKJOY 

JET FIGHTER 

13.99 
QUICKSHOT111A 
TURBO 2 

8.99 
STAR FIGHTER 
REMOTE WITH 

TWO INFRA 
RED JOY PADS 

29*99 
QUfCKSHOT 
PYTHON 

9.99 
QUICKSH0T13AF 

MAVERICK t 

12*99 

OUICKJOY 
MEGASTAR 

19.99 

OUICKJOY 
TOP STAR 

19.99 

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH 
OPERATION 
stealth 

24,99 
SOUIK 

MOUSE 

15,99 
SO JR PUYER AMIGA/ATARI ST JOYSTICK 
-CAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF 2 LEATHERNECKS* 
u^JNTLET 2 A TV SPORTS BASKETBALL) 7 99 

-:60SHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
'\,GS MOUSE AND JOYSTICK INTO ONE PORT) 14 99 



* . Game Gear O O O O 
| FREE Mams adaptor W W*W W 

FREE Special Reserve membership 

tew jofeMDMtwPwreAti i#w so*»cthe**ooe*OG isa* 
t$.3* LEAPED 0QARD 19 » SPACE HARfisEE 19W 
T9W MCKr-HOUSE Itw SPiDeftWUH 19» 
lew WINJAGAIDEN >9 99 StJPE H rt<Cft Oft 19 W 
19 W QUTflyN 1999 Su^fl MONACO QP 1ft W 
16 99 PEWGG 1A'» WONDER 0OV 1$» 
>9 99 PSYCHIC WORLD fft» WOOOY POP 16 99 
19 99 SHINOei 19 99 MAINS ADAPTOR U 99 
ib go solitair pokes 19 » master gear converter 9a m 

GlOC 
GOLDEN AXE 
HALLEY WARS Atari Lynx QQ QO 

with Mains Adaptor ***** 
FREE Gates of Zendecon 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 

PAPERBOY 23 49 
PINBALL SHUFFLE f3 4fl 
OlX ?7 99 
RAMPAGE 23 49 
ROAD BLASTERS t*» 
ftoeo SQUASH .23 4fl 
ROBOT RON 23 49 
flYQAR >9 99 
STUN RUNNER 2349 
SCRAPYARD DOG 23 4B 
SKANGHAi 23 49 
SLMEWORLD 23 49 

TURBO SUB 23 +9 
ultimate chess 2199 
VIKING emijp 23 49 
VINDICATORS 23 *9 
rtARBiRDS 2349 
WORLD CUP SOCCER 23 49 
XENEPHOBE 23 *9 
AYBOTS 23 49 
EALOR 'MERCENARY 23*9 

BALLOON KID 
BATMAN 
BOULDER DASH 
BOXXLE 
bubble ghost 
BUDS SUNNV 
BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE 
CASTLEVANIA 
; mi SSUASTER 
DOUBLE DRAGON 
DUCK TALES 
FORMULA i RACE (WITH 
FOUR PUYER ADAPTOfll 
FORTIFIED ZONE 
GARGOYLES QUEST 
GHOSTSUSTERS 2 
SOLF 
GREMLINS 2 
MYPERLOOE RUNNER 
KING OF THE 200 
KUNQ F"U MASTER 
MOTOR CROSS MANIACS 
NAVY SEALS 
NEMESIS 
NINTENDO WORLD CUP PAPERBOY 
PRINCESS BLO0ETTE 
fl-TYPf 
RADAR MISSION 
ROBOOOP 
SAMURAI ADVENTURE 
SJOE POCKET 
SKATE OR Die 
SPlDEflMAN 
SUPER MARIO LAND 
SUPER RC PRO-AM 
TEENAGE HERO TURTLES 
tennis 
WIZARDS AND WARRIORS 

30 BARRAGE 23 49 
720 DEGREES 23 49 
APB .23A9 
AWESOME GOLF ... 234? 
BASK6TBRAWL 23 49 
BLOCK OUT 23 49 
BLUE LIGHTNING . 19.99 
CHEQUERED FULO 23 49 
CHIPS CHALLENGE 19 99 
GATES OF ZENDECON 19.99 
GAUNTLET 3 24 » 
GRID RUNNER .23.49 
HARDORIVIN £349 
HYDRA 23 49 
iSHlDO 23*9 
KLAX 19 99 
LYNX CASINO 23 49 
MS PAC&tAN 19 99 
NFL SUPER-BCWL 23 49 
NtNJA GAIDEN .36 49 
PACLANO . 23 49 

Gameboy. Tains, batteries, (wo player lead 
FREE Gamelight ^ A A 
FREE Membership © “ , “ 

Gameboy Tetris, batteries. two player lead 
FREE Holsters and Ben Z. A A 
FREE Membership Q 

Gameboy Tetns. batteries, two ptayer lead 
PLUS choose any game hsteo at under £20 
FREEGameiighv AM **. i 
FREE Hotsers and Belt XW W’ 
FREE Membership w m m 

HOLSTERS, BELT & GAME HOLDER) .5 
GAME LIGHT (FOR DARK OR DIM LIGHT* $ 
AMPLIFIER (GIVES STEREO SOUND! 11 
MAGN'I FI EH (TWICE MAGNIFICATION) f 
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 
PACK AC ADAPTOR .......£ 

EiCJ costs £9.99 extra but 
lilifrl saves you up to £120 
Annual subscription to XS NRG is just £9.99 tor 
Special Reserve members only The pnoe includes; 

demonstration disks of prerelease or latest titles, 
$ sets of £20 monsy*off coupons redeemable 
against top items bought from Special Reserve. 
6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for 
Amiga. ST and PC users. Each issue is packed with 

reviews of games and utilities. 

Please enter XS NRG and pay £3 99 
Y4JJjP®W[UK only. Special Reserve 

W membership is not included. 

Philips CM8833 
Mk 2 Monitor 
FREE MEMBERSHIP WEE MONITOR LEAD 

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CMB833 
MONITOR (TURNS MONITOR INTO A TV] . 44 < 

Amiga A500 
PLUS 1 Meg 

^isXttSi£!*Zhl Cartoon 
Cl cl M_ Pack 

1 MEG RAM. LEMMINGS. THE SIMPSONS, 
CAPTAIN PLANET. DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

SONY 3.5" DS/OO 
DISK ♦ LABEL 

59p each or Win £200 to spend at 
Special Reserve 

Members only. See catalogue for details 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN 

THERE >S A SURCHARGE OF 60p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS 
iplease print m block capitaisi 3.5- DS DO SONY DISK 

WITH LABEL ....... 
PACK OF 50 SONY 3.5“ OS 00 DISK WITH LABELS 
3 5H DISK HE AD CLEANER . 

DISK BOX 3 5" (10 CAPACITY). 
DISK BOX 3 5" (100) DIVIDERS. LOCKABLE 
DISK BOX 3.5” (40) LOCKABLE. DIVIDERS . 
DISK BOX 3 5' (60) LOCKABLE. DIVIDERS 

CITIZEN 12QD+ 
80 COLUMN. 9 PIN 
144 CPS/25 NLQ 
24 MTH WARRANTY 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 

Name 

Address 

DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5H (SO), LOCKABLE. 
DIVIDERS 

10.99 

Telephone Mag-hme type CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PRINTER, 60 COLUMN. 
9 PIN. 213 CPS. 24 MTH WARRANTY. 
FREE COLOUR KIT, FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP ........... 

CITIZEN 224 COLOUR PRINTER. 80 COLUMN, 
24 PIN, 192CPS/64LQ. 24 MTH WARRANTY, 
FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE PRINTER LEAD. 
AUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224 . 

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 224. 
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 224 
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+ 

A590 20 MEG HARD DISK FOR AMIGA iAUTQBOOT WITH 
KICKSTART SOCKETS FOR 2 MEG OF RAM SCSI 
INTERFACE FOR PERIPHERALS CONNECTION) 

AMIGA TO SC ART LEAD (GIVES MONITOR QUALITY ON 
TV WITH SCAR! - RGB INPUTI . 
CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS (INCLUDES VACUUM) 

Enter membership number (H appl<cable) or 
Membership fee 16 UK.„ S^EEC^lSLWaM 

ROCTEC 3 5- I 
EXTERNAL AMIGA 
DISKDRIVE t-— 

54.99 
ROCTEC AMIGA 512K RAM EXPANSION WITH CLOCK 

DUST COVER FOR 00 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC) 
DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAR PVC) 
DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVC) 

ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA . 
NAKSHA AMIGA ST MOUSE * OPERATION STEALTH 
SPECIAL RESERVE MOUSE MAT 

29 99 

4 99 
499 
499 

1299 
24 99 
499 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE A VAT 

i C heque P Oj Acces-s Masierca rd Switch Visa 

i Credd card expiry date_Switch Issue Number 

I Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P,0, BOX 847, HARLOW. CM21 9PH 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge 
World software orders please add 11.00 per Item 

Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25?e World. 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 

COMMODORE CDTV. REMOTE CONTROL. WELCOME 
DISK. HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPEDIA ANO LEMMINGS 
FREE MEMBERSHIP-m.M-— 

469.99 —■ A501 (WITH BART) AMIGA 512K RAM 
EXPANSION TO 1 MEG 
GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK 
FREE BART SIMPSON GAME 

No obligation to buy 
FREE CATALOGUE 

PHONE 

0279 600204 

Cybertoon 

Huge catalogue. Huge discounts. 
Huge stocks. Huge staff. 

Huge membership. 
Biggest Value, Best Service 

No obligation to buy 

C lour 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6.00 EEC £8*00 WORLD £10,00 

W* only supply members but you can order as you join. 

INEVITABLY SOME GAMES SHOWN 
MAY NOT VET BE RELEASED 
In ter-Mediates Ltd. Reg. Office’. 

2 South Block, The Mailings. 
Sffwbrfcdgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG 



FORTY BIRDS AND 

UNLIMITED PREY 
If there’s a modern military aircraft not included in Birds of 

Prey, it’s probably not worth flying. 

So whether you choose to be a Western or a Soviet pilot, 

flying a fighter or a bomber you can do it all in one game. 

Each of the different mission types, ranging from Aerial 

Reconnaissance and Interception to Bombing Raids and Troop 

Drops is open-ended. The possibilities are unlimited. 

Choose from a vast array of military might including the 

F-l I7A Stealth Fighter, the Tornado F MK. 3, the BAC Harrier 

Gr Mk.3 and the Mig-29 Fulcrum, 40 planes in total. 

Whichever you opt for, you’ll be confronted by a 

frighteningly accurate simulation of state-of-the-art warfare. 

And whichever mission you choose, you'll find yourself flying 

into a real-world environment of continuous action taking place 

on land and sea. 

Before you take off however, you must plot the positions of 

your enemies and conjure up strategies to destroy them. Then 

you arm your aircraft from a bewildering array of hi-tech 

weaponry. 

Once in the air, complex mathematics calculate the 

maximum limits your choice of aircraft could realistically attain, 

given it's weight, payload and aerodynamics. 

Four years in the making, Argonaut Software have devised 

what Jez San describes as “the most realistic and dynamic world 

ever created”. 

\ Take off. 
a 
e 

Available late December for Amiga with I MB req. 

ARGONAUT 
Software Ltd. 



Electronic Arts. Langley Business Centre. 11-49 Station Road. Langley. Berks SL3 8YN. Tel: 0753 549442, Fax: 0753 546672 
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THE AMIGA YEAR 

IN A REFLECTIVE ENO-oi the-year mood, 

we thoughi it would he interesting to discover 

how much the Amiga has dominated the 

leisure-computing scene in 1991. This indus¬ 

try is very aware of change, because it they 

miss out or they're loo slow catching on - and 

there’s been many cases of this over the last 

decade the cnd can come very qu ic kly 

Underlying this is the constant belief that 

sooner or later computing is going to become a 

proper mass interest thing: like hi-fi or video. 

In Japan, we are told, there's a games console 

hy the video and TV in almost every house¬ 

hold Will that happen over here? And if so* 

whai kind of machine is it that will be there? 

t alk nowadays is «f PC-compatible comput¬ 

ers and games consoles, PCs are" the standard 

business computer. There's millions of them 

all over the country and adults are increasingly 

buying them, perhaps to hong work home to 

but also to keep the kids entertained. Wisdom 

m lire UK leisure-computing industry is that 

PC games are going to become big. 

Games consoles: well, if you just want to 

play arcade games at home* what could be 

belter? They are eheapish, easy to use, games 

come on cartridges (uncopyable in the home: 

an advantage for the industry ). They are read¬ 

ily available through a toyshop* and a new 

generation of consoles, based around Compact 

Discs offering a whole lot more than just 

games, are on the way. 

So these are the things concerning the 

industry. And in the meantime, what happened 

that almost caught them all hy surprise? The 

Year of the Amiga, that's what. 

ll started iilHtut the middle of Iasi year. The 

Batman pack for Christmas 1989 brought 

larger numbers (if new Amiga owners into the 

fold than ever, tiro will continued and the 

Amiga was coming into late l WO looking like 

a hot favourite to be the biggest-selling com¬ 

puter or the big-buying season. 

Whereas before, many games had been 

developed m the 16-colour ST and then 

ported to the Amiga, now developers were 

working on the Amiga with full 32-colour 

game graphics and stereo-sampled sound, then 

porting cut-down versions over lo the Atari, 

In March 1991, the first I Mb Amiga pack 

was announced. Hy the middle of the year, 

more than 500JMM) people in the UK owned 

Ami gas. And throughout the year, sales of 

Amiga games dominated the charts, making 

up as much as 30 per cent of all games sold. 

This Christmas, the Amiga - and the 

Cartoon Classics pack ■ is expected to outsell 

alt trther home computers. There will he more 

than 20(1.0111 new Amiga owners by Spring 

1992, bringing the UK total to more than 

700.000 Hut what about in the future? 

Throughout the industry, it's widely agreed 

this was the year of the Amiga: so much so 

that Ihc industry newspaper Citmfwter Trade 

Weekly devoted a special issue Co coni cm plat¬ 

ing its success. Yet even that was concerned 

not simply with analysing the past: the other 

quest ton was how long could the Amiga last, 

and what would he next? 

Yes, you guessed it: more discussions of PCs 

and consoles. These dominate the thinking of 

the UK software industry. Console manufac¬ 

turers like Sega and Nintendo, who previously 

kept tight control over who wrote software for 

their machines, have opened things up so con¬ 

sole versions of big Amiga games (Lemmings 

for instance) are now a possibility. And every¬ 

one's doing PC versions. Not selling them in 

quantity. maybe: hut doing them anyway. 

Now I know I'm pretty biased* but I reckon 

the Amiga has nowr, finally, arrived in its 

rightful position at the top of the tree, and iTs 

not going to disappear again overnight. Used 

to rapid changes in technology, the computing 

industry forgets the Amiga has been around 

since 1985, and ifs taken six years for its 

support to grow and flourish lo the current 

position. Now it’s here, it’s going to slay. 

Hut what about those rival machines. 

Would an Amiga owner prefer a games con* 

sole? 1 don't think so. Sure, most Amiga 

owners play games, that's usually the main 

reason they have one. Hut the Amiga is more 

than a games machine: for years every Amiga 

sold has come with one version or another of 

Deluxe Taint, an example of creative potential 

of a real home computer. And a real computer 

with a real keyboard is so much more useful 

than a mere games machine. 

Will people prefer lo buy PCs for the 

home? Well PCs are an archaic technology, 

not half as sophisticated as the Amiga. PCs are 

getting cheaper but only wilh the expensive 

VGA graphics standard can you get games to 

rival the Amiga's. Even then, you have to 

worry about extra plug-in cards to gel decent 

stereo, and there's no one standard. Amiga 

business software can lake files from all the 

standard PC word processors, databases and 

spreadsheets and all you need is a £25 pro¬ 

gram called CroxsDOS for the Amiga to he 

able to read the data straight from a PC-disk. 

The Workbench 2 operating system in new 

Amigas is as good as the expensive add-on 

Windows system on the PC: and all serious 

software works with it. The PC simply cannot 

compete in terms of price for performance. 

So what of the future? Can we set a date on 

how long the Amiga will last? The Amiga is 

the Last of the Home Computers. The three 

8-bit machines, the Spectrum, the Amstrad 

CPC and the Commodore 64, are growing old 

and fading, along with the waning Atari ST. 

The worriers are. in a sense, right: consoles 

will grow in popularity and PCs will get 

cheaper, more flexible and useable, and begin 

to sell for use in the home. But this will make 

the Amiga stronger, not weaker. 

Because a standard PC' of some kind is 

going to take over, no-one is ever again likely 

to develop a computer targeted specifically at 

use in the home. The Amiga is the last home 

computer. Since ifs currently also the best 

small computer, and people want to buy com¬ 

puters not games machines, that means it's 

going to be around for a while. And if it keeps 

improving - which on the evidence of this last 

year, it is doing faster than ever before - it's 

going to be at the top for even longer. Here's 

loan excel lent 1992f O 

It's been a big year for the Amiga. Not only 

has it come to dominate the home 

computer industry in Britain, but it's also 

undergone some immense changes for the 

better. Damien Noonan encourages you 

to sit back, relax and reflect with him on the 

year's biggest events, both for the Amiga 

and for the computer industry in general... 

The yea 

FEBRUARY 
Over 500.000 Antigas in the UK. 

Lemmings is Game of the Year. 

MARCH 
Amiga goes I Mb at no extra cost 
with new Screen Gems pack. 

SWIV blasts to the fore. 

n 
APRIL 
Amiga Shopper and Amiga Power la urn 

LA swing out with PGA Tour Golf. 



b THE AMIGA YEAR 

THE YEAR AMIGA FORMAT 
HAD KIDS— 
1991 sow Ihe launch of two new Amiga nttHjaiiiMS. 
Fbsl was Amiga Shopper, the magazine that's serines 

about your Amiga, with its snubbing of game reviews, 

its In-depth (overage of serious software. Its conpre- 
beasive hardware and software btyert' guides and 

comm (me el to oniwering your problems* II costs 99p a 
month, bat yon don't gel colour! Then came the bouncing 

young Amiga Power, the mogaiine with attitude, com¬ 

mitted to proper, sensible game reviews, heaps of tips; 
and making its mark as the most readable and trust wor¬ 

thy of the games-only magazines. 0,95 gels you a 

Cover disk containing demos and lull games. 

THE YEAR AMIGA FORMAT 
TOOK ON THE WORLD! 
In Ihe middle of ihe year Amiga Format become the 

best-selling Amiga magazine in the whole wide world 
when (is official, independently-audited circulation 

topped 115,000 copies a month. We were thu very first 
borne computer magazine ever to achieve sales like fhai 

far many a year, and we're still growing fast. 

What's mare, in an independent survey that wot 

conducted by the irode magazine. Computer Trade 
Weekly, Amiga format was voted the magazine that 

most helped shops decide what to stock, so our reviews 

are the most trail worthy in the industry. When more 

can you say? 

THE YEAR AMIGA FORMAT 
GAVE THE GAME AWAY! 
We pioneered a new idea when we gave away the 3D 

classic hterphote. The reaction from the industry was of 

concern: if AF gave you games worth £30 for nothing, 

wba'd buy theirs? An agreement was reached and we 
were prevented from doing it again: but not before we'd 

given you Bakmte of Power, Afddpehgas and Vaxine! 

Once again we've gone o step towards better value 
with this month's inclusion of tap mask and graphics 

software worth £160 in the Sound and Vision package. 

r of the Ami 
MAY CDTV goes on sale. 

Secret of Monkey Island revealed? 
AMIGA ADVANCES 
t OF 1991 
It's been the most exciting year for 

Deluxe Faint tV goes on sale 

Jimmy White'a Snooker hits die spot 

Not tooncked, it )nst appeared: probably 

because Commodore see it as simply a new 
version. The entry-level Amiga now has 1 

Megabyte of RAM on board, the new 

improved Workbench 7 and the Enhanced 

Chip Set (ICS) for even better graphics. A 

world-beating system. And we covered it in 
full lost is set. 

Now A500 Plus appears in shops. 

First Samurai really cuts ii! 

dL u The CD Amiga, 
April 1991 

The CDTV is basically a CD Amiga, but we're 
Sti waiting for the CD drive far the A5G0, 
now expected March 1992, Compact disc 

technology is the tefure of computer -based 
entertainment and ready does praause great 

thing*. It'S a glimpse into the future. Get 

more info on Page 30. 

JUNE 
No more free games from mags 

Eye of the Beholder looks good. 

Amiga Formal presents the 

World of Commodore Show: 

what a success! 

Robocod: Xmas no I ? 

Deluxe PaJrrt IV, 
September 1991 

Debrxe Point is the most widely-used pro¬ 

gram of all outside games, and probably 
including them. The world-beater set a new 

standard in its latest version with the abil¬ 

ity to use 4,096 colours in HAM mode as 

well at ad the usual. The biggest software 

release of the year. 

JULY 
True Colour really arrives. 

Cyhemm HI Iasi 3D epic? * s it November mmji 

Amiga Format s Sound and 

Vision breaks new ground 

Populous 2: Xmas no 1? 
Ji Cartoon Classics pack, 

July 1991 

Definitely the best Amiga pock ever la go on 

sole, including ol first a free RAM expansion 

to 1 Mb and then Ihe A500 Has, as wei as 
the truly superior Deluxe Promt HI, the 

amazing Ml of the year lemmings and tap 

names tart Simpson and Captain Planet. 

Cartoon Classics announced. 

Good god: if s Mega do-Mania : 

27 
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When You're 
SERIOUS 
About Your 
Amiga... 

Get To Know Us 

GOLD DISK Serious 
Software For The Amiga. 

When it comes to productivity- software, (Juki Disk can provide everything you need. We are the leaders and we got 
there by providing the most professional products for the job. If you want to unleash some of the real power of your 

Amiga computer, we can help. If you’re ready to get serious, you Ye ready for Gold Disk. 

Professional Page 2.0 
the best gets better 

Wr Desktop Publishing. For everything from a note to a newsletter to advertisements like this. 
igV'Vj Professional Page 2.0 can make your task easier, and your output more professional. 

I II Outline fonts. Text and graphic rotation. Style tags. Built-in word processor/ spell checker. 
\ Pantone and 24-bit colour support. And continual refinement keeps Professional Page on 
\ top. "...The best all round workhorse has got to be Pro Page 2.0. It s solid and totalh 
\ trouble free.11 - Amiga Format 3/91, 

ShowMaker 
fhe comp/efe desktop video solution 

ShowMaker makes it easy to create exciting video productions right on the desktop. 
Whether you simply need to sequence animations, or you need to integrate full motion 

video with Toaster effects and MIDI, ShowMaker can make you a professional. And ifs 
PAL compatible. "For independent producers, ShowMaker is a big step forward." - 

Television Broadcast magazine 7/90. 

HyperBook 
free-form personal information manager 

HyperBook is the ultimate Amiga tool for quickly and easily managing information and 
creating interactive presentations. Simply by pointing and clicking you can create 
applications like personalized appointment calenders, business presentations with 
interactive charts and graphs, and free-form educational teaching "books". "Value: 

Excellent. Nothing else on the market comes close." - Amiga Format 4/91. 

Gold Disk Office 
complete integrated business package 

Gold Disk Office is everything you need to succeed in business or set up a great home 
office: Powerful Spreadsheet, Graphing program. Database, Word Processor with 

English Spell Checker, and Desktop Publishing program. All the programs in Gold 
Disk Office are designed to work together and take full advantage of the Amiga's 

powerful multitasking. "...A package of five separate and powerful business 
* programs that are as easy to use as they are to buy," - Amiga World 2 91. 

These are just four of a complete and growing line of professional grade 
software from Go/d D/sfe, Also /oofc far The Advantage spreadsheet, 
MedlaShow presentation package, PageSetter home pub/isher, 
TransWhfe high performance word processor. Gold Disk Type outline 
fonts, and others. 

If your dealer doesn't have the Gold Disk product you 
need, tell him to contact these authorized distributors: PCentresoft/IBD 021 625 3388 

HBM 0753 686000 
SDL 081 300 3399 

GOLD DISK 

This document produced with Professlona/ Page 2.0 

Everything 
You Need. 
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MS WWS fflMXM IBS® 

PACK INCLUDES: 

DUST COVER 

MOUSE HOLDER 

MOUSE PAD 

JOYSTICK/ 

MOUSE CABLE 

S~±L/±X_TjTJl 

500 

• J* 

r : 
• f 

i * ‘ . V 
I,,, / h i „ 

MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS OF 

COMPUTER CABLES, 

PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES 

MMYOUR AMIGA 500 

RSD CONNECTIONS, 

MEAD BUSINESS CENTRE, MEAD LANE, 

HERTFORD, ENGLAND. SG13 7AG 

TEL: 0992 584205 FAX: 0992 584207 

This advert is an exact reproduction of the packaging 
used on the Deluxe Work Centre 
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CD AMIGA 

S 

30 

"IS THIS THE FUTURE nf home entertain 

mcnl?” we asked on the cover of Issue 24. 

when Amiga Formal was the only composer 

magazine in the UK to get its hands on a 

CDTV and find out what it did. The CDTV 

could he more important for the future of 

home computing than anything that happened 

in 1991: and it could be crucial for the Amiga. 

In case you don't know what a CDTV is. 

we'll recap. On the outside, it's a smart, sleek 

black box a bit like a video recorder. On the 

inside, it contains the workings of an Amiga 

500 hul with two major differences: instead of 

a keyboard there’s an infra-red remote control 

and instead of an ordinary disk drive, there's a 

Compact Disc mechanism. 

Apart from being able to play music CDs. 

like any CD player, the CDTV can also use 

software stored on CD. This is still just Amiga 

software: hut the difference is the amount of it 

you can fit on. A normal floppy disk for the 

Amiga holds R8GK. a CD can store about 551) 

Megabytes of data. That’s equivalent to 640 

floppies. And remember, because CDs use dig¬ 

ital information, they’re ideal for computer use. 

So what use is all this extra space? Well, for 

certain purposes, none at all. Arcade style 

games, like Rainbow I stands, Robot'thl or First 

Samurais are designed very cleverly to work 

within the limits of R AM, the internal memory 

storage area of the computer, and wouldn’t 

gain greatly by having lots of extra room. 

But anything that is very dependent on 

graphics and text while not being too depen¬ 

dent on speed and ihe obvious example is 

adventure games, like The Secret of Monkey 

Islam! • will easily he able to take advantage 

of all the extra space With 550 Megabytes to 

play with, you have room for heaps more pic¬ 

tures, animations, text and oen sampled 

sounds. And this opens enormous possibilities. 

It would always have been possible on a 

computer as powerful as the Amiga to have, 

for example, an encyclopaedia of w ildlife that 

wTicn you looked up ‘Aardvark’ would tell you 

all you need to know in words, while also 

being able to show you an animation of the 

creature wandering through its natural habitat 

and playing a recording nT ihe gloopy noises it 

makes while feeding. Bui you'd have run out 

of disk space before you ever got to Ant, never 

mind Badger or Camel. To do the whole lot 

properly you'd probably need all those 640 

floppy disks: and never mind the cost, even 

finding the disk with the Aardvark on would 

be an absolute nightmare, 

So CD storage has the advantage of very high 

capacity, which makes it possible to do things 

on a computer you might previously only have 

done in a book. Bui it also has the advantages 

of what’s known as 'multimedia’, which any 

computer guru will tell you is the Next Big 

Thing in computing. The essence of this is 

computers arc better at sorting through and 

rinding information than humble humans. 

It brings all the advantages of the boring 

old computer database to inieresting uses. So. 

for instance, while you could simply browse 

through your Animal Encyclopaedia from A to 

Z, you could also use it to pick out things of 

interest. If you wanted to know about animals 

that live in Australia, or mammals that lay 

eggs, you could gel it to pick ihose out. 

Or if you know that a particular animal 

looks a bit like a horse with a big nose, but 

you can’t remember what it's called, you 

could look through pictures of horse-tike crea¬ 

tures until you rind the one you want, then rind 

out al l about it. And the beauty of doing it w ith 

a computer is that a well-designed program 

can make it all easy, presenting information on 

the screen as words or as pictures, for you to 

find vour way through just by pointing at the 

thing you wam. 

The bare bunes of it may not sound entirely 

thrilling, but the potential for CD-based com¬ 

puter software is enormous, CD-ROM. as it's 

known (ROM means 'read-only memory' and 

is just stuff stored on disk that you will use but 

noi actually change! has been growing quietly 

for some time. You've been able to buy, for 

example, a whole year's w orth of Guardian or 

Times articles on CD-ROM. Trouble is, you’d 

need an expensive drive and a PC to plug it 

into, and all you get is text, 

CD is now about to lake off in a big. big 

way. Both the CDTV from Commodore and 

the forthcoming CD1 system from Philips 

represent one end of the market, aimed at non- 

computer users. Thai’s why the CDTV 

pretends to be a video player: the idea is that 

people will see it as cither a kind of video 

hook, or as an ‘interactive entertainment’: in 

other words, a video you take part in rather 

than just sitting hack and watching. They don’t 

need to know about it being a computer. 

The exciting thing for all us Amiga fans is 

that well gel our slice of the action. Early in 

1992, the A69f) CD-ROM drive for the Amiga 

will go on sale, meaning we can run any 

CDTV software. This will not only make the 

Amiga the first home computer to have CD. it 

also means lhai we will have ready and wait’ 

mg the largest range of CD-based software 

there is: the CDTV range. 

And when the CD-ROM drive for ihe 

Amiga appears, we Amiga owners will not 

only be at the spearhead of the CD revolution 

with the first home computer to have CD: wc 

could also decide its future. CD games in par¬ 

ticular, if they 're to fulfil the potential, are 

going to be expensive to produce. What the 

games publishers need to know is whether 

they can sell enough copies to justify the 

investment. The fact that you can’t pirate CD 

games will help: but thafs not the whole story , 

A weird new idea like CDTV is going to 

lake a while to catch on with the general pub¬ 

lic. So far. despite a massive ad campaign, less 

than 6,000 CDTVx have been bought in the 

UK, Bui with 700,000 Amiga owner* out 

there, that's a real market: and as soon as the 

Amiga gets CD. the game producers will be 

jumping onto the bandwagon. 

It's going to he expensive, at around £300 

for the CD drive. But it could be worth it. to be 

there when it happens, When the CD drive 

appears we’ll bring you the whole story . In the 

meantime if you want to know more gel hold 

of Issue 24 from our back issues department 

and have a good read. See you in the future* 

Here's just some 
examples of what CD 
software is like... 

INTERACTIVE 
MOVIES 
They’re coming, but not 
just yet. Best example so 
tar is On-Line’s Psycho 
Kilter, which uses digi¬ 

tised photographs and 
hi-fi soundtrack. The 
game's a bit lacking in 
play* but it was developed 
entirely on the Amiga 
with their desktop video 
system and shows how 
easy it could be to create 
some real movie-1 ike 
games. Look out too for 
their Hound of the 
Baskerviites. a much bet¬ 
ter attempt. 

The year o 
The CDTV finally went on sale in June after 

months of delays and speculation. It 

doesn't look remotely like an Amiga, but 

really it is: and as Damien Noonan 

explains, it's what CDTV could give back to 

the Amiga that makes it so exciting... 

INTERACTIVE KIDS’ BOOKS 
A Bun for Barney is narrated by ex-Doctof Who actor Tom Baker and 
takes the form of a kind of point-and-click adventure for children. 
There's some lovely graphics and sound, with interesting surprises 
from the interactive element. 



CD AMIGA 

EDUCATION 
There's plenty of colouring books and the like tor 
kids, as Mali as the Fuji School 3 and 4 series, but 
these don’t go far beyond the Amiga equivalents. 
More exciting is Virgin's North Polar expedition, a 
phenomenal interactive replay of a genuine explo¬ 
ration with heaps of educational value. 

KID’S BOOKS 
The Tab of Peter Rabbit is just one example of story¬ 
books presented with nice graphics and narration: 
individual words can be spelt out and explained. 

the Compact Di 

dnimot'fl Prir>t" 

here crcjtrere 
Qfeer fill* 

i er e orci*^ 

ORDINARY BOOKS 
Advanced Military Systems Is a graphics-ted coffee- 
table book on military hardware. Other less 
convincing examples of the genre include the com¬ 
plete works ol Shakespeare and the Bible. 

AMIGA GAMES PLUS 
Sim Crfy for the CDTV is a good example: ltps basi¬ 
cally the game we had on the Amiga, but reworked 
with some new ideas. It also features what wilt 
become common on CD games:proper hi-fi sound, 
recorded in a studio, playing in the background. 

Murder, especially of a political, royal, or 

public pttrson, Thu lnMH 4*ri«s from a 

sect of Musli m fanatics in the 1 1 th and 

1 7th cenluriais known Ail hmshirhasihtn 

{ takers of hashish*}. They were reputed 

nifhfri f o fimnkf* cannabis hfefor* (hay 

went out to murder, or to receive hashish 

is payment. 

REFERENCE BOOKS 
The Hutchinson's Encyclopaedia, one of two CDs 
you get free with the £499 CDTV, shows how graph¬ 
ics and sound samples make reference more 
■nterestlng, Atlases, other encyclopaedias and cook¬ 
ery books are other examples. 

GRAPHICS 
CD storage has great potential tor providing large 
quantities of raw material, as with the CDTV collec¬ 
tion of Eadweard Muybridge's famous stop-motion 
photographs of moving people, a really excellent 
source for animators. 

KARAOKE 
The CDTV Is already being sold as the complete 
Karaoke machine. There's a whole collection of discs 
with song tracks on and the words are presented on 
screen for you to follow. 

AMIGA GAMES 
Ports of Amiga games will be common in the early 
days and won t interest Amiga owners too much. 
Lemmings comes free with the CDTV, other popular 
titles include Xenon 2and the Faicon flight sims. 

CD GAMES 
The Case of the Cautious Condor is the best example 
to date, a graphic adventure that was a huge hit on 
the weird Japanese FM Towns computer. Secret of 
Monkey island,?on CDTV is one of our high hopes. 

MUSIC 
CDTV can play audio and CD+Graphics discs. 
There's the potential with stuff like CD-Remix, allow¬ 
ing you to loop sections of CD tracks for megamlxes! 
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AMIGA IMP CARTOOH CLASSICS PACK 
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Every jin* you place an octfer with Merlin [jcpress you wJ be sent an entry lorm ageing three 

simple competition quests plus your answer to a lie tweaker (m not more man 1? words}. 
11w Mag*: d Merlin is._.*. AJt entrams grttmg the fluw questions correct wrt men be 

judged cm then t« bneafc answers, the best len wm be judged on “LEAF YEARS DAV 
(SthfeDtuary 19®) by Amiga Format to decide thewnrw And it ml only cost YOU the 

price cl a stamp' Should you win. you jtt receive a voucher redeemable at Merlin lor 
the total value- a* the MOST EXPENSIVE SINGLE ITEM’ wflliin youi order1 tog. Nyou 

purchased an Amiga Cartoon Classic Pat* and a Philips Monitor you could win vouchers 
lo the value of your Amiga, some £36999!!') 

WIN lip TO £609.99* MONEY BACK !!! 
COMPETITION WL£S AND CONDITIONS 

'Otter votes to tf jAwflwtf poods rnffttof i*£ijmni«torif Amya JSWprwfod r§ngt J Stir i 
iBtrPnmx wtt* f»r*rf 

31 ti* mom mas to det^ on Feb Awgt ftsnwf Miptnv 
wftfl wier icf u ftidQts Tfwf decision w# Of flvKSnp- wid Ann1, no comsoondvnoi mi 6r KWrid ffl3 the 
(ptliw iwfl 0»t« ifte flstrm or iiT3«cfl#rs tor 4Arr od1 <nor r»gf tt Arngt v AtuiKHMUtit 

pmiucts nxf w eisfl iflpminvf **o tit ortewf a^iimptoww ctOaAMwtaEwwsandFuimFutilBiiinff 
ifttf Jftcir ftrnrtw iff pjctUPW iio»n mity 

Printer LCia2CJ200 LC2f20G i€24 id XE24-20Q25t 

SOUCERORS PACK 1 

SORCERORS PACK 2 

FREE FROM MERLIN 
WITH ALL PRINTERS 

vow choee of EITHER a FREE DUST COVER or a 
FREE 2 PART PRINTER STAND lEattopl Star lasers & 
Citizen PfH*) otus you also get a FREE CONNECTING 

CARLE with EVERT PRINTER PURCHASED'" 

E3 SORCERORS PACK4I-. 

AMIGA 1500 COMPUTER PACK 
BRAND NEW 1500 Pack that r, ideal 

tor both home and business’’! 

Central Processing Unit (CPU)... 
'mb RAM 2,3.5* Floppy Disk Drives. 
eight Expansion Sluts to lake all Amiga 
2000 Peripherals 
Keyboard and Mouse... 

Plug-in Keyboard with Numeric Key Pad. 
4 Cursor Keys 2 Button Amiga Mouse 

IKE WORKS PLATINUM HXTlO* 
WWeFwnw SfiutiMM a Data* 
Of LUIl PJUKT itl-■rHfnl Anuulm1- 
HOMF ACCOUNTS F«y Bm*h| i 
nofrvt i ifljnte uf|Muter 
ELF A CmiwnrMjjif SUPERS'" 
ftJ&MC AAdictivt pilule *ww”' 
lOKi 300 ttrem ei jtinatei Nw' 
Gil THE MOST OUT Of TOUHAMCi 
Bniliw FdBireci IwMeiwr Iw 

AMIGA 1500 CPU, KEYBOARD (As detailed 

AMIGA 1500 (As detailed) + 10B4S Monitor 

AMIGA 1500 (As detailed) * CM8B33/1I 

.99 

£899-99 
£885" 

star ■Etna 
m A I14A 

nCGLSTEMIO SEALER 

NEW1.C2U MONO £145.99 
Replacement for the ever popular LC1Q. tfiis 
new printer is 25% FASTER - 15tV3Scps and 

is new push button controls. Released for 
irope approx 12mnth ago so its well proven 

LC 200 COLOUR £199 99 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 x 240dpi 185/40cp$ 
LC 24.200 MONO £229.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 36Gdpi. 220/55cps 
LC 24/200 COLOUR £269.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360dpi. 220/25cps I 

NEW X$24/200 COLOUR £379 99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360dpi. 275/80cp$. 
29K Buffer, exceptional 4x43 pm dpi super 
tetter quality fonts, 14x24 pin dpi near letter 
quality fonts. QUALITY PRINT ALL THE WAV! 

NEW B24/250 With: Carr. COL £454.99 
Specification as the XB 24/200 above but with 
a massive 76K buffer and featuring a wider 
carriage for those applications that need it, 
MEW , TflrUET SJ-43 Inkjui £249.99 
Near silent printer similar to the BJlOe Bubble 
but with Epson LQ/IBM Proprinter emulations 
360dpi, IQOcps, 26K Buffer. Fantastic Printftl 

LASEflPRINTEn 4 £749,99 
Fully HP-IIP 6 Epson compatible. 300dpi, 1Mb 
mem.(exp. to 5Mb.J serial/parallel, 14 tonts. 
RISC processor, with full lyrs on site maint 
LASERPfUNTER 4 STARSCRIP1 £1099.99 
As above, but with stars Postscript. 2Mb Mem 
14+35 fonts. Appletalk Int, lyre on site maint 

£69.99 Eft99 tft.91 WtWI 

E32.99 EM 99 □299 

Wk Wm\fUM\WM 
Please state punter model when ofrtenng 

SPECIAL UMITED PURCHASE TO FIRST 50 CUSTOMERS 
1 - JCONIX SPEEDK1NG JOYSTICK 
1 - MIG 29 SOVIET FIGHTER 
1 - BMX SIMULATOR 
1 - PRO TENNIS 
1 - TREASURE ISLAND DI22V 

.99 
*f1 SO 

P*P 

1AM 
Citizen Printers 

carry a two 
year warranty. 

12QD+MQN0 pn II 
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi, 12fl/25cps 

£184 99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360 dpi, gg 

9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi, l60/40cps 
£219 99 

I24 trouniu £259^99 
SPECIAL LOW PRICES WHILST STOCKS LAST 

MEW CITIZEN 224 MONO £219.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360 dpi, 160/53cps 
3NL0 6 1 Draft Font. 3K Buffer, 2Yr Warranty 
NEW CITIZEN 224 COLOUR £249 99 
Colour Version of the New 224 Mono above 
NEW CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR £Z/9,99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 380 * 360 dpi, 180/6Qcps 
6NLG & 1 Draft Font. £K Butter, 2Yr Warranty, 
LCD Control Panel, superb paper handling*?? 

£269 99 
1290+ Cut Sheet F 
1240. Swift 174 3 
U40.SMW1744 
1240, Swtfl 9741 
12*0 S*itl H OVINH 

24iyty fe 

Llil 

DM 

GENUINE RtftftONS i »ic. 5 Part 
Mono V:*o Coigur Colour 

* . ' m ri« CSI6 
a 4* m% £1249 L59 9S 

•u :4 Vno £6 99 £32 W £1290 (S99S 
£6 99 £3799 fUJI £699$ 

[4 99eKhorG2MhJT 5P»CK 
WMeidiOf £2296ta5Pii* 

Thii Great Mew Part trom Commodoro ottift everything 
tor ALL THE FAMILY. A Great Computer with mma 

Brilliant Games featuring the latest CARTOON HITS . 

AMIGA A500* COMPUTER with 
(Complete with Mouse. Leads. Manuals «tc as listed ' left) 

RAM UPGRADE,.^3=?S. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE AMIGA BUNDLE 

WITH MERLINS UNIQUE SORCERORS PACKS AND... 

§AVE£££*$ 
JUST RIGHT FOR CHRISTMAS AND YOU CHOOSE 
WHAT TO HAVE,„From our simple Pack 1 to our 

extensive Pack 4 that gives you everything!!! 
AND.,.becau$e YOU have a choice, you don't end 
up with lots of items you don't realty want. With 

some bundles you see advertised you have to lake 
what you get, with Merlin you don't!!! 

11 GREAT GAMES FOR 111 THE FAMILY.,, 
Dbujmii Quest, E-Motton, Grand Monster 

Urn S^epudc Cite. Kid Gloves, Powemliy, 
fftFHfffc Micfwraa Swetr, Towerol Bab«i 

£25 

rmiKNfiSMfitLtti 
15 GREAT -QUAUTT AI0U TITUS FROM 
PROFISSIOML SOFTWARE HOUSES\M 

PO saflwre11 AT A LOW PMCtf1! 

Gam.strMn 

av v «» $r* 
I wt *0 

«? •* I Mm 
r ju M h' k arm 

CM 
C-kJ 

Packs can be customised to suit yc-ur needs, just phone us for a pnee1 

AMIGA Q 5Mb 'STAND ALONE1 PACK £309 
Standard Amiga A500* without any software package 

AMIGA 1Mb. 'STAND ALONE PACK' £349 
Std Amiga A500* without software but with Commodores ttob memory. 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 
+ CM8633 Ml II MONITOR 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 

+ CM0833 Mk II MONITOR 

+ STAR LC 200 COLOUR PRINTER 

lodudloQ the iwttttjfy te«ts And du-si fcic 
covers, tor both Amiga and Mooit&r ® 

iTkclgding tfif rwcessary Srutis and dus’ 
covers tor Armgj Mtwiilor 4 Printer 

OTHER AMIGA COMBINATION PACKS ALSO AVAILABLE - Phon# 

BUY TWO PACKS! 
Thai s Right Parts... 

And all at an incredible Special Merlin Price. 

just £34.99 
TOP SOFTWARE TITLE OFFER 

irlin Price W* V 

19 y 

li ttl THE LATEST GAMES AS TUTftE RELEASED 
BUI At WSCOUKI PRICES WHEN BOUGHT WITH A 

MERLIN AMIGA PACKAGE YOU CAM SAVE AGAIN"! 

Now you can buy one of the LATEST NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES 
from the top software companie$,..AND ALL AT A DISCOUNT!!! 
For example if you would like to buy a top games title WITH an 
Amiga from Merlin we will only charge you as follows.,. 

ANY tllle with an rip of £24.99 - YOU PAY JUST £16 99! If 
ANY title with an rtp of £29.99 - YOU PAY JUST £19.9911! 
ANY title with an rrp of £34,99 - YOU PAY JUST £22,9911! 

Buy as many GAMES as you like! We can supply any GAME that s published 
(subiect to availability), so call us NOW to enquire about your next order1 

m 
Swftltoifr Packs jr*J dSSWCWW utter* jit (jn>i jydiUtft jl [h« 

V'tkii (jur liL-iSn jn AlUi^l i,tf JUly Type p Jjkjm; 1 tftg JPid 

.rtfc fy priLri it '<OLi AHh 10 perdti^t 5«pirj|fiy Irum 
£ 1 



EDUCATION 
ChHH und* G'M to S's or 4 & om Elf M 

ear-tong but rwi too1 Maths ipe*ng. flir'rctoffH cte, etc 
HO0L ■ >u*T tor t a npi to t»m-afl «ps C19.M 

—^ )0t mkr S t saori« 7 and owr. Our bcsttekn' 
in SCHOOL i Undo 5* **>rt non s £11.VI 

■:i AT HQWi Swtong lor yoongw etwdrtn Elf W 
: i Dyi AMi) ABOinsp^vowNs^ nf W 

:;Ml Al THESHOPSSimao-vm^m H6 99 
-Htf BF*H fA«ntureijam dHipnedtor5b Elf 99 

: tfds. Ms. iMd«B to*s *nd -.maqmuw Mug. 
’ R UNAWAY ZOCMiimUerator pn-shmi. £1fl 99 
'i HAIl WAV Goaty ifiiches shapesfartgiiis Elf.99 
■ : ALPHABET CHASE Owiaid teaches tefler Elf 99 
n to< lhc Tfounoer chid, gwl cartoon (earring1 

; flOOJt 1 For ALiltw taiwiy «nvsng teaming1 Elf .99 
- BOOK 2 More tunny Iwi and learning' Elf 99 

'rtii ISM Uoio test kweitr^fcshcourse £2149 
CCS£ fertl ipohwi 1 mrtlifi French £2149 

• llS 7* progs uefcTQ' kwtstandard £214® 
’JO W(FH SCIENCE Aouita IS £17 W 

- 3 ATLAS Sulbttt tar teagt groups £47 99 

EDUCATIONAL COMPENDIUM SIX' PACKAGE 
KIDS TYPE, WHERE f$ Wf WHIT IS IT7b 

WEATHER WATCHER GAME SET I MATCH, 
TWO GREAT TITLES NEVER PREVIOUSLY RELEASED 

• WORDS AND NUMBERS AAAqq 
* CALENDAR QUIZ V 4 IfW 

Al Stirff Suite* l» 4gtf M0J ' M 9i 

OTS MORE EDUCATIONAL PACKS AVAILABLE. Phono! 

£79" 
-EM PAL 
• utiknl wart prtx wtiti bteHr 
sata» 4 tBkH to "n»r U 4 

j to 1 teten jWMtefc t 

40% lots. imrrh 
i * = - WORTH NEW VERSION 1 1 ltl»39m»£M » 
ir wNtart and racy tone mid pramor teOi many Utini 

WORDS ORGANIZE PACKAGE £44 99 
SBC WWJ proCKWf and « tWrtlfc organiser bundled Ingethrr 
«3ASE PROFESSIONAL 4 0 £199 99' 

~v mi tor rrary urtauft mar. True business quality w*b a host pi 
• kin to IWp you create I database that te Second Id none. 

r '. COUNT:. Nrw ArateUte Ntiw’ (£$4 99 fr?) £29 99 

vt ACCOUNTS? (£S2Jffirrp>£4a » 
SB* SmiH Busmess Atcound? CASFttl i?,44 not £69 99 

i 1* * EXTRA (£99 95 rrpj £99 99 

i 1 *wl*Gj , _ _ ni n 
I BO EtaeDtH, Hflwai. tngmvMtncji and user flaAnatte 

it MORE’ 

GRAPHICS 
ANIMATION STUDIO <n02 T6np| £79 ff 

n tor four Amiga bom the masters a* HW an1 
ON PAINT 11 (WSW £29. M 

I to acteam pam program* iFFrANiM Formats, 4096 colours etc 

:t.JIE PAINT (V (E».99np| £7499 
: Al n the bv id wntecwta ttm #vw popuiai DPami III in Amiga 

(Sept Si mue} the rwwww said Wei. putting it simply. 
n.T* Pant ivtaonetwi ora prugramr 

■ PROFESSIONAL {E46M3nri £349 99 
- m ^riw the BEST CAD software available Tor the Amiga1 

ANIMATE 40 <£S11.11npJ £3f4.M 

AMIGA wffll VIDE CHROME £119 99 
■ fne mono trmw grabber will V«* Ctwome cqtour softwar r and 
i mm WHh Photon F*iui Dm ato home wtoo canwa or VCR 

Thg CompFstp Colttut Solution' £169 99 
- AMIGA. ViDI CHROME, VIQI RGB, PHOTON PAINT 

e H*ct. realy IS COMPLETE, with I he same Natures as the above 
oMfULinib] dqjftta m image* in. 4096 cotoort Needs a 
m camera or VCA utm stabN pause nature 

'iELER PAL iC233SSng) £189 95 
e WS1 tilng (uruga around Slurp todong anb Hosed torts, eye 

TTTLffl 
mg part t 
Lift 

(E39 96 npl £34.1 
res tor tbt bom ana 

ItiSfiirrw £121.1 

PROGRAMMING 
4151 «rrp) £44 .99 
(EM Wnp ) £29 99 

s AMOS (ongmai prop), generate «raandng 30 eflects to 
anjgnrm such as FMe. Stargbder II itc 

IMPILER (C29.90rrp) £24.99 
ASIC COMPILER (£30.59 irpj £24.99 

NIERPRHEH (C5imrrp) £44 99 
i 0G0 LANGUAGE (fas*n*}£44 99 

GAMES 
mm US FOR ALL THE LATEST RELEASES 

hi UP TO 3fl% OFF THE RRP'sH! 
% £24 99frp you pay as tittle as... C17A9 

C29 99rrp yog pay as little as. £20 99 
£34 99rrp you pay as little as,.. £24 49 

LATEST RELEASES INCLUDE ... 
JrtV! WWW Stoofcff, Ell, CndtloriCer^K. Rodlani, 

NMi, M*(H P«cfftl, Rolling Ratify plus cotapilaltoa 

*m tor ElTRA nltrt nch it AODICTTO TO FUN (Bobble 
AjMow tsJHd. Htw Ziatuf SloryK MOVIE PREMIER 

Day* ol Thubfbr. Bide lb the Future?. Tifllet) 

& 
M TOT QF OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE TOO! PhDflt 

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 
EDUCATIONAL PACKS FOR ALL AGESN1 

PHILIPS 
CM 1633/11 
MONITOR 

COMMODORE HUMS 14‘ Stew Medium R« £269 99 

NEWI PHILIPS TETEVISION/fiU 
6AAND NEW PHILIPS RANGE Of TV SETS WITH ALMOST MONITOR 

_ {UNITORS 
NEW PHILIPS RANGE Of r-— ' 

QUALITV OF OUTPUT TOO! CHOOSE FROM THREE MODELS 
All with Hiperh quality reprodwtowi when used » a monitor «r TVf 
?000 Cbtanditf High Oefniibon f ST ipetiticaly designed tor use to a 
both i high Qroftty TV and t monitor Fiji two y*ar warranty1 M 
FMjnm irr - - - - —- 

mmmi w.mmmtMvmi*** 
Mil 041 ■ XT mtm die Z3J1 rtl ItM 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES: 
Monitor Oust Ctnrftf £5.96 PHILIPS TtltStotatl Stiftdt 
AVT3V6 TV Tefttr £7195 • CM«A13 Mil £14.»S 
Unit Monitor Stand El 2,95 * NEW! CM6S33. M)lt14.li 

MOUSE MAT +egh qutoiy. urn your mouse from etonl £4 95 
DU ST COVER HIGH lAJMiTVanyt Win itotkarme £5 » 
Amiga keyboard, prirters. mendOn etc, etc IttA 
DISK STORAGE BOX!S high quart* smote! (telfte 

■rtiMcrsiittecrtiaeitos 40 CAPJtCrfr 3 3- Disto £4 91 
BO CAPACITY 3J* Deis £5 99 

DESK LIB RANT CASES PiaiK rate 3? £0 99 
PRINTER STANDS? Part plastic, paper fits imfler £9 99 
MFRLIN WIZARD STICK&ert qurtty nKroswrt^ £9 99 
idysteK robust 4 tauNto superb dpntrti Other mrshAs twphone1 
AMIGA 509 C0NTH01 CENTRES Mesiiftand Fr#m£l9 96 
tor K/Bosid. Mtetor 2 Dte Dm to Hand on your desktop 
AMIG A WORKSTATION ftoor itandmg to carry your £59 95 

Monitor dteinteto irtth mouse ptoltorm, rerfy sfyfeb1 
STEREO SPfAKEfiSwtto mlegraled Amptfier. amply £49.96 

power supply 
for Pnnim Monitors tv Scsrts pyspea and 

etc Phone tor lui drtads ol ytv needs 

plugs into any comptAn. ortWI and miime. n 
VARIOUS LEADS tm 

COMMODORE A5d D.SNi £49 95 
OFFICIAL AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 

COR TO BMb RAM EXPANSION BOARD 
E Jttontol trtbng, doesn't invaWite your 
Amiga, wirnnty. tfuougti bus, tee 
SIMMS, own power supply, complete 
with RAM lest software 

Populated to 2Mb £269 00 
FtoputotedtoAMb £349.00 
Populated lo BMb £519.00 

PACE LINNET MODEM £169 95 
100% Hayes itilodial. auto answer with 
battery back up Complete with RS232 

cable . V21/23 compatible, 

DAATASCAN PROfESSlOllAL 

MIDI-MASTER INTERFACE £26.95 
1 Through Port. 1 In A 3 Out 

REND ALE BB02 GENLOCK £169 95 
Srtn prtNessaonto Gentodt flera Now 
you can ma berth video and compute 1 
soorces imi Dwi) 10 nigPi aaraaras 
Recognsed as THE *rsl cJwiC* Genlock 

COLUMBUS POWER SUPPLY £54,95 
RepUcemem loc the Commodores PSU 

COMMODORE 1352 MOUSE £39.95 
Commodores Own!!! 

CONTRIVER MOUSE £14 99 
Amiga/ST swtlcJhabie, lulty nncjuswrlched 

220dpi. complete wfttt mouse holder 

£179 95 
10Q 400dpi handheld scanner with dither opbons, contrast control, real tone scannmgi dcSpkay. room & pood perfect edibng. c*p- 
boafd Nature tor art, copy, paste Crop rasue rotate ftp etc. ff format 

NAKSHA HjHELO SCANNER Brand New hand he*d scanner with superb ouahty comes with DaU Bean software1 CPhone 

MERUN 3,r DISK WHW £56.96 
3 b" Second Dtsk Dnw. Enabto'DisaMe 
Swflch. Stem Design. BS0K Formatted 
Capacity. No eternal power supply « 
needed: Throughput THIS IS ONE Of 
DUR BtS? SELLERS S CHEAT VALUE1 
COMMODORE 1911 3.F 2nd DRIVE 
For all Amigas 500/10CKV £79.95 
1WXV700C M0K Formatted Upaary 
No enter ru* power supply required 
CU4UMA3 J'CAKJM DRIVE £57.96 

Long Gable for iB 
COMMODORE AH* KARO BOK DRIVES 

1SVP i?W> Steward Urt»pUated £36999 TOMb Sid Unpopular £279 95 

WiDfiMb Standard Umutebd £54999 ?0Mb PopuUted lo £329 95 

-l^ipwftidMvmGWZtft 20Mb Poputeted to 2Mb £369 95 

frumyy upo^ape (t*wU £89 99 i imwmi C&M memory HQJ cheaper u'Oi 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE PACK 
j S*ga Msga Drive 

. Altered Beast Carl ridge 

„ Game Control Pad 

£129) 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE 
I ARCADE POWER STICK m 99 

H*I arcade slyto with rapid tire 
AUOIO VIDEO CABLE £7 49 
Connection cable to a stereo TV. 
CONTROL PAD £13 «9 
POWER BASE CONVERTER £28 99 
Atows you to May over 120 ecsteig frtei 

| Master System g^mes on your Mega Dm* 

MERLIN MEGA DRIVE OFFER 

Guy 1 Mega Drive Irwn Medm 
E*pft$$: Choose up to FIVE 

Cartridges and take £2.50 Off 
the price ol each onell! 

A GAME GEAR 

SEGA GAME 
GEAR 

ALL MERLINS GAMES MACHINES & SOFTWARE ARE UK 
SOURCED 6 GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION 

QATARI LV IM X 
iantetKportable handheiflgames.syrtem. CIGAR LIGHTER ADAPTOR £9 99 
64k memory. BMb put capacity, autojoom Plug into car cigar lighter power point 
Sirtuqeit^ing.ub*qije<iaunnfcl«uiKJ. sM LYNKKlTCASt 

AC ADAPTOR HOC 
CAR ADAPTOR £TBG 
MULTI CA1LE tTB C 
Connects Game Gear Id Game Gear 
TV TUNER ORE 
RECHARGEABLE BATTfRY SET fTOC 

MERLIN GAME GEAR OFFER 

Buy a Game Gear Irpm Mertoi Express 

6 choose up to FIVE Cartridges 31 

J«* £14 Mtw any £19 99 hue OR 

Mm.m)rwY£24 99trtte1 

EGA MASTER SYSTEM 2 

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 2 PLUS 
J 54p M»ltr Synrfi 2* j OttFihoa Wilt 

■ JUn Kidd j Contnai Pad j Ltfli Phinr 

.99 

tor huadphgrte. B way pypad. 35" screen. 

IKT flesaHftJ6O1102 
Room to carry your Lyru, 12 games, 
cables, power adap.. Cigar adag etc 
LYNX POUCH £9.99 
Room lor Lym * two velcro pockets 
lor accessories eic.. with wnst strap 
LYNX SUNVtSOR - SHIELD £5.99 
Lets you see me screen more dearty 
outdoors, digs to Lyra and folds flat 

MERLIN LYNX OFFER 
Buy a Lyra from Merlin Express, choose up to 

FIVE Cartridges and take Ef .99 OFT the price of each one!!!_ 

LYMX PACKS 
tyni?Power AdaptortCdmlyni 
CiBiq+Caiitomia Garnet Gat! 

flMi H (DvM^UST £99 99 
JL 1 II 9r Without Samel 

CONTROL STICK £14 99 
MAIMS AOAPT OK £6 55 
CONTROL PAD ft.tt 
UftMlPIMW £29 99 
LIGHT PHASE R+CANTRIOGE £44 99 
Satan Hunt. GaBery $ day Pigeon Shout 

MERLIN MASTER SYSTEM OFFER 

Buy a Master System from Mertm 6 

Choose up 10 FIVE Canndges priced at 

£19 99 or over and tate £1.75 OFF 

the price oleach one!!! 

ALL GAMES MACHINE HARDWARE IS I'DSl I III I BUT PLEASE ADU SBp PER CARTRIDGE P&P 

GREAT VALUE. THAT'S THE MAGIC Of MitJJN 

£4§9" •" * TO* 

...BUT THEN MERLIN WILL INCLUDE 
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE EITHER... 
An 88 Key QWERTY Keyboard Worth £49 95! 
OR A 3.5* Floppy Disk Drive Worth £58.95! 

-f ii if >■ iteit inii niiiNiNi 
CATV KEYBDARID m **y QWERTY, plugs tee toi 05 TV MB 

COTV MOUSE 1*9 term rw«te»rtf<* E» M 
■BteOB b«*ry tm Wten 

ttn Anted Ptoto Cm pfeq wtort 
CO TV CAPONS 

CD TV |.F OAIYE 
am 

mm 

con hi a aai -Ml. to terfaci 

ALL Merlin Prices Include VAT @ 17.5^ 

lail leleph**. w U Hhi Bitef Htllui «hh f»if Htteiflftu 
tin %*. ttte a (tiiar.Mitii <1111 Witl f*rr iMalrtMil 
Will* tlirtll I tlftlM IlltUO' UMir 
•«* HairaM* Hkti ■need hy * *I»K iMIrty tor yeti 

laali Ilian ari UiiilUil by p«1 Htl I* all 111 .. 
iliriiiti iaInn mimlii ( ixinta ikrtoirt If fltllilbll ky 
tterlfi Mrekf up if »I|) a* NIHai SI IT BdRKIIG 6*T nil 
OH to «r|ff TWO WOMikS DATS it! f* tor iPEflW 
IA1UPU3AT 0(|IVfflT iff Ifii £l| ifiiiie ttirtor unity 
■ filial If HOST pi Waif late i«ar«utl J 

Rirriutm prnfifi liairy willlii II aan Till f« titteaqal tor >IW 
Ittor II liyi »•< uitfeto II ■Mini lr»B MrUiM tiflti will It 
rtrilfto# If tot ff I* vail fifaTitUta rt rafter Mm1 >te ■■tornnf 
If |ft by tffrlar Sfftvart ltd aw«ll n.ai tarry nriift 
■an filial. I If fit m tor fitijli 

Warlto (ifrtta ha Mr* nra prf*ftotoa«Or a WaU nrfar laaiyay 
111 >i cBfta»n If Mr l»te*/i»ltocttoi i««1*r alt 
■iff it |4<* if «*tei I« n «t •*< Hi ■* a ihm n ttt 
tlutfl flftttl to b«lt yia ■■!! ffti aaqtHln 

■arlla tra happy la uyyly IFM tte ttfa-rt ■ttovto tor uhicfc vAT 
It ■ nra Ally liiattilto Dtlibtry th*r|f| nry Haw III raCai ial. 
if Iiftffftt tarn 111 ■arrpiltil «*lf. toflty atwtef ara It If 
rttolhte to Nfrito If tot afftfBfi inf If **Unry clirgaf pill 
atply 

UNIT C7 IHB ROmVAUC INDUSTRIAL CENTRE 

STATION BOAT) NJCESTON DfRIYSHIRf. M7 5HX. 
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TRUE COLOUR 
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IF YOU’VE EVER SEEN a realty good 

digitised picture in the Amiga’s 4,096-colour 

HAM mode, you may realise that Amiga 

graphics can be something pretty special, tf 

you’ve ever paused a video tape on a player 

with a really good freeze-frame, you may also 

realise that HAM images are just as good as 

your average TV picture. 

But if you had ever tried doing a version of 

the Yorkshire TV logo on your Amiga (that’s 

the one with the golden arrow plunging into a 

sea of liquid gold), you might have realised 

that HAM isn’t really up to the job. 

The problem, essentially, is colours. Any 

computer has a limited number of pre-set 

colours and shades of colour built into it on the 

chips: it’s called a 'palette’. The Amiga has a 

palette of 4,096 colours and you can, in theory, 

use every single one of them at the same time 

in the clever graphics mode called HAM. 

To do anything that needs lots of subtle 

shading, like that Yorkshire TV logo or a real¬ 

istic human face, you needs lots of different 

but very similar colours. You can easily find 

out for yourself how many shades of any one 

colour the Amiga can do by looking at the 

palette in Deluxe Paint. 

You have three sliders to alter colours, with 

notches along them numbered C) to 15. Set 

them all to 0, and you have black. Set them all 

to 1, you have a very dark grey. Cany on sel¬ 

ling them all up a notch and you’ll go through 

lots of shades of grey until eventually you 

reach 15, 15, 15 which is while. From all Os 

(black) to all 15s (white) is 16 shades of grey: 

and that’s just how many shades of any colour 

the Amiga can do. Incidentally, because you 

have three different sliders for Red, Green and 

Blue, each of which has 16 notches. 16 times 

16 times 16 gives you the Amiga’s grand 

total of 4,096 colours. 

Now, if you want to do truly subtle shading, if 

you want to do genuinely photorealistic pic¬ 

tures of a human face, you’ll need more than 

!6 shades of each colour. It’s generally 

accepted that to do it properly, you’ll need 256 

shades of any one colour. Imagine your 

Deluxe Paint palette again, but with 256 

notches on each slider. In total, you’d have 

256 limes 256 limes 256 colours: that’s a total 

of 16.777,216 colours. Wow! 

This is what's known as ‘True Colour’, 

Once upon a time it was only available on 

extremely expensive (we’re talking hundreds 

of thousands of pounds) 'graphics worksta¬ 

tions’ like the Quantel Paintbox system, used 

by professionals in the TV studios to do things 

like that Yorkshire TV logo. But now True 

Colour is available for the Amiga. 

It’s still very expensive, mind. It involves 

owning a larger Amiga, a 1500, 2000 or 3000, 

because the extra colours come from plugging 

in what's known as a ’framebuffer’ card: and 

these cards can cost £1,000 upwards. But it’s 

getting cheaper all the time, and it already 

means professional on a tight budget and keen 

amateurs can afford to do what was once the 

preserve of wealthy TV companies. And it’s 

something any Amiga owner who is proud of 

his machine should be aware of. 

The workings of it are essentially quite sim¬ 

ple, Any picture on your Amiga screen is, as 

you know, made up of lots of tiny dots called 

pixels (computerJargon, incidentally, for ’pic¬ 

ture element’), each one of which can be a 

different colour. The colour of each pixel is 

stored individually in the Amiga’s memory: a 

whole picture is stored as a list of one pixel 

after another, starting at the top left and work¬ 

ing across the screen to the right then line by 

line down to the bottom right. 

Thc number of colours you are using on the 

screen dictates how much memory is used for 

each pixel. At its simplest if you're only using 

two colours (say, blue and white) each pixel 

needs only a single ‘bit’ of memory: the small¬ 

est unit of memory there is, either a one or a 

zero. Blue could be one, while white is zero. 

If you’re using Four colours - red, green, blue 

and white - each pixel needs two bits of 

memory. Two bits gives four possible combi¬ 

nations: 1,1 would be red, 1,0 would be green, 

0,1 would be blue and 0,0 would be white. 

And so it goes on: each time you add an extra 

bit of memory per pixel, you double the num¬ 

ber of colours available. Three bits gives eight 

colours, four bits gives 16 colours and five bits 

gives the Amiga's normal maximum of 32 

colours. If you don’t mind, we’ll skip how you 

manage to gel 4,096 colours in HAM on the 

Amiga: it’s basically a rather clever cheat, and 

doesn't follow the pattern at all. 

Now, for True Colour you need 16,777,216 

colours. If you work it oui with a calculator, 

doubling the numbers each time, you’ll reach 

the conclusion that you need 24 bits of mem¬ 

ory to describe each pixel. And that’s why 

True Colour is also known as 24-bit colour. 

As you can see. the theory is really pretty 

simple. The only problem is that when you 

have 24 bits of memory to describe each pixel, 

a picture can be pretty enormous. If you've 

ever checked the comparative sizes of a four- 

colour picture file and a 32-colour picture file, 

you'll notice there's a big difference. Imagine 

how much larger a 24—bit picture file is: each 

one can take up a whole floppy disk. 

You lend to need lots of hard disk space 

and preferably an accelerator card too, and it's 

this as much as the cost of the True Colour 

hardware that makes it expensive. But you can 

get a pretty stunning Amiga set-up together for 

£4,000, which for professional TV and video 

people is absolute peanuts. 

The only other thing that you need, of course, 

is software that can actually work in 

24-bit colour. Because it’s very difficult to 

paint with millions of colours, the emphasis 

tends to be on 3D modelling (most of the 

recent programs available work in 24-bit) or 

on digitising or scanning in photographic 

images with which to work. 

And that’s probably 'ituff said for now. 

We’ve been criticised for giving too much 

attention to expensive 24-bit hardware and 

software in Amiga Format, but we think it’s a 

very exciting area and we will continue to 

keep an eye cm it as it develops. And, hope¬ 

fully, gels cheaper! 

Yes, you too 
In Issue 27 we looked at a clever gadget called HAM-E, which 
effectively gives you the power of True Colour but at a fraction of 
the cost* It'll set you beck about £300 and has the advantage that 
you can use it with an A5QG. II comes complete with a basic paint 
program and an extremely good image-processing program 
called Image Professional. 

The way It works is this. The Inventor of HAM-E used a neat 
piece of reasoning. If a high resolution pixel has tour bits of 
colour - equal to 16 colours or 'registers' (2 x 2 x 2 x 2) - then a 

pair of pixels would have eight bits, which Is 256 colours (2 x 2 x 
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2). HAM-E therefore uses a hJ-res display {640 x 
256 non-interlace) but only uses pixels in pairs to give a io-res 
screen with an apparent 256 colours. 

The hardware controls the display by examining the first few 
pixels of the image, over four to eight scanilnes, If It finds the 
right combination of colours at the top left comer of the image (a 
small block called the ‘magic cookie’), HAM-E Is triggered'. If the 
basic 8-blt registers are used 'straight', images can have 256 
colours from 16 million. This is register or “rag mode. It is also 
possible to use the information in the magic cookie' to set up 
more registers that allow an extended HAM mode, HAM-E. 

Normal HAM uses six bits for each pixel. The drat two are for 
control, the other four contain data that defines, either one of the 

The year th< 
We've always thought that the Amiga's 

graphics were something pretty special, but 

over the course of the year something 

happened that put it right up there with 

the some of the best. Damien Noonan 

investigates the True Colour revolution. 

SOFTWARE 
DIG I VIEW GOLD 
Digitiser that captures and outputs 21-bit images. Three-pass 
RGB system so slowlsh but results are excellent. 
£149.95 HB Marketing 0753 686000 

COLOURPIC 
Digitiser working with 16-bit colour. Works In real time but as a 
result needs high-quality pro colour video camera or player for 

good results. 
£399 JCL 0892 75791 

SCAN LAD PROFESSIONAL 
Driver for Sharp JX-300 and 
up range of scanners giving 
professlonai-quaiity full- 
colour scans. Very special 
and fab quality scans, as 
this one of Tank Girt shows. 
Price £599 Silica 081-309 
1111 plus £3,000 approx for 
Sharp scanner. 



can have lots of colours! 
is colours if> the palette you have chosen, or the 
eve* of one colour, Red. Green or Blue. Each pixel is 
•^erelore either a palette colour, or is derived from 
?ne previous pixel with Us R, G, or B value changed, 

HAU-E mode uses a similar trick but with eight 
for each pixel and a 256 colour rather than 16 

:o*o\m register. It Is all a bit more complex than Ihis 
:m-:* prion but In effect HAM-E mode gives a possl* 
-■* 262,144 colours on screen, and 256 palette 
: xmrs. so supposedly no fringing. In practice you 

still have to be a tad careful, which can somewhat 
inhibit spontaneity, but overall, images do tend to 
look much better than with normal HAM - which is 
almost True Colour. 

HAM-E is getting encouraging support from 
graphics software manufacturers, and now available 
for use with it are special HAM-E versions of pain* 
and animation programs: Spectracolor {reviewed 
this issue on Page 182} and 3D modelling program 
Caligari. More is lo follow: a HAM-E version of The 

Graphics Workshop {as featured on one of this 
month's Coverdisks) is Imminent: M's selling In an 
American NTSC version but some bugs In the 
European PAL system will delay It's release date 
slightly over here. 

HAM-E comes in a basic version tor £299 and in 
an advanced version with in-built anti-aliasing 
(which smooths off fagged edges In your pictures) 
for £399. ft's made by Black Belt In the US and sold 
in the UK by Checkmate Digital {071-923 0658). 

Amiga went full 
A quick look at the world of True Colour... 

HARDWARE 

COLOURBURST: 
Another simple framebuffer, is now 
available in the UK but appears to be 
having early teething (roubles. 

Phone tor details. 
Price N A HB Marketing D753 606000. 

FIRECRACKER; 
Seems to be a popular system in the 

US and Is supposed to work fine on 
UK PAL systems, but we've not 
heard of a UK importer. 
Manufactured by Impulse In USA: no 
details available. 

GVP IV24: 
Just arrived In the UK, looks set to 
be a stunner with genlock and 
framegrabber plus 24-bit software: 
SC ALA, Catigari and MegaPaint. 
Price £1,799 Silica 081-309 1111. 

HAM-E: 
This Is not exactly True Colour but 
then again tor the price and the per¬ 
formance, who really cares? See 
"Yes, you loo can have lots of 
colours!' above tor some more 
data I is. Price £299 upwards 
Checkmate Digital 071-923 0658. 

HARLEQUIN: 
The original True Colour card devel¬ 
oped in the UK. Already proven in 

use In broadcast TV, Well supported 
by dedicated team. 
Price from £1,000 Amiga Centre 
Scotland 031-557 4242 

DCTV: 
Similar low-cost A500-compatible 
type of system to HAM-E, just 
becoming available In UK PAL ver¬ 
sion, More news soon. 
Manufactured by Digital Creations In 
USA: no details available. 
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VISTAPRO 
Fractal 3D land¬ 
scape generator 
which can pro¬ 
duce and save 
24-bit results. 
Excellent as a 
source for back¬ 

ground images. 

£79.99 HB Marketing 0753 686000 

SCENERY ANIMATOR 
Very similar specification to Vista Pro but with the 
addition of clouds and Improved multi-frame gener¬ 

ation for animations. 
£59.95 Post Haste 0227 764204 

REAL 3D 
3D modelling and ray-tracing program uses very 
sophisticated 'solid modelling' techniques to make 
organic shapes easy. Also excellent. 

Price varies from £300 
Alternative Image 0533 440041 

ART 

DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL 
Image processing that operates in full 24-bit 

throughout. 
It loads and saves 
many different file 

formats, lots of 
effects, plus mon¬ 
tage capacity. And 
it's truly excellent. 

£199.95 Silica 081- 

TV PAINT 
Specialised paint 
package adapted 
for use with 
Harlequin card. A 
Rolls-Royce of a 
package, but with a 
price to match. 
£900 Amiga Centre 
Scotland 031-557 
4242 

IMAGINE 
This is probably the current favourite in 3D mod¬ 
elling programs, it has full ray-tracing capabilities 
and it's very strong on texture mapping. It's quite 
complex but highly effective. 

Price £250 Precision 081 330 7166. 

DRAW 4D PRO 
3D modelling but not ray-traced, strong on texture 
mapping, good animation features. Slight CAD-type 
leanings. Very good. 
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A New Age In Home 
Entertainment And Education 
CUTV finds its place alongside the TV and Hi-Fi 
system in the home. It is similar in appearance to ex¬ 
isting video and CD players andr with its tnfra red 
remote control„ is just as simple to operate But that ’s 
just the beginning, CUTV transforms television from 
a passive to an active medium The vast storage 
capabilities of the CD make it an tdeal mass informa¬ 
tion provider, capable of storing and 
displaying a combination of colour pic¬ 
tures, text, graphics, voice and stereo 
music of the highest quality CUTV offers 
a new realm of audio and visual ex¬ 
perience for everyone 

FOR REFERENCE 
For the classical 
music buff it is 
possible not only to 
hear Beethoven’s 
Filth Symphony, but 
to see the orchestra 

perform, follow the score and 
read about the composer's life 
and times. The Timetable of 
Science and innovation walks you 
through &250 key events in scien¬ 
tific history It employs animated 
maps to show where every event 
occurred and a visual lift-off from 
the earth’s surface Key events 
are accompanied by audio 
presentations with graphics and 
sound recordings from the archives of the world's 
great museums Browse quickly or examine an exhibit 
in detail 

FOR COLLEGES & BUSINESS 
When Toyota, decided to open a car assembly plant 
in Derby, Derbyshire County Council commissioned 
the production of Japan Work!’, a CDTV title which 

allows students to explore and ex¬ 
perience the Japanese language, 
lifestyle and culture. It also provides a 
valuable insight to businessmen with in¬ 
formation on Japanese business 

FOR EDUCATION 
For young children teaming to read can 
be an adventure! tn the title Cinderella* 
for example, they can use the remote 
control unit to click on words and pic¬ 
tures to hear pronunciatiofis. syllables, 
definitions and second language transla¬ 

tions. And learning about the world can be fun too. 
The World Vista Atlas provides detailed 
information In words and pictures on the 
history, architecture, language and 
geography of each country. This can be 
cross referenced to compare with details 
of other countries. 

FOR FUN 
There is a wide range of enter 
tamment titles available for every 
age-group Sherlock Holmes. 
Consulting Detective, includes a 
video and audio tour of Victorian 
London. Players can choose 
suspects for Holmes and Watson 
to interrogate and can search 
issues of the London Times for 
dues. A CDTV disc's graphics 
capabilities take action and 
simulation games to a new level 
falcon makes you a pilot of an 
F-i6 fighter and has accurate 
simulations of weapons systems, 
cockpit controls and flight char¬ 
acteristics allowing you to zoom 

like the ultimate stunt pilot with extraordinary realism. 

FOR HOBBIES 
CDTV can also enhance your personal 
interests. The Garden fax Senes is 
designed for use by novice or expert and 
provides hundreds of full colour illustra¬ 
tions. as welt as information on planting 
and requirements for care. 

New Basics Cookbook provides full col¬ 
our illustrations of recipes, talks' to you 
to offer tips as you cook and automatical¬ 
ly substitutes recipes with a click of the 
remote control ****1 umw philosophy and negotiation protocol 

COTV offers a seemingly endless range of possibilities for learning, entertainment and enrichment 
for everyone whether in the home, the classroom or In business. 

—--^ 

Cs Commodore 

INTERACTIVE 
MULTIMEDIA 

THE WORLD’S FIRST 
MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM FOR THE HOME 

Are you bored with the TV? Do you yearn tor something 
a little more interesting, something which stimulates 
the old grey matter and indulges your desire to be 
entertained? Enter the Commodore CDTV, the world’s 
first advanced learning and entertainment system 
which plugs straight into your television. Based upon 
the familiar compact disc player the CDTV offers a rich 
set of information and communication capabilities. It 
brings together pictures, words and sounds in a new 
format, joining them together in a fascinating world of 
audio visual challenge and experience. 

The multimedia CDTV player combines a professional 
CD audio system, advanced computer technology and 
infra red remote control, to offer a wide variety of in¬ 
teractive applications. These range from games, music, 
gardening and personal health, to educational discs 
for any level. In addition, CDTV provides high quality 
audio reproduction for existing music CDs. CDTV is 
very easy to use and gives you total control over what 
you see and hear, offering you the chance to learn new 
skills and discover hidden talents 

£499 
INCLUDING VAT S DELIVERY ■ Order rtf: CCD 1000 

FREE TITLES! 
With every CDTV from Silica, you will receive: 
WELCOME • A GUIDE TO CDTV 
The 'Welcome' disc replaces a weighty printed manual with coL 
ourfwl and exciting animation, sound, voices and text 

LEMMINGS worn £34,99 
Up to too iovtabla Lemmings drop in to over 100 screens full of 
danger in this beat selling arcade classic. 

HUTCHlNSONfS ENCYCLOPEDIA mm £49.99 
The first British mutti-media encyclopedia. It features over IS 
million words. 700 biographies, 2000 pictures, ISO map* from rTN 
and 200 audio samples from the BBC sound archives 

PIUSI FREE holiday 
rtVM HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
Every CDTV from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page colour 
brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 
2 people to up to 16 nights FREE hotel accommodation (other op¬ 
tions allow A people to stay up to 6 nights). There are also ac¬ 
commodation offers on hotels in London and France 

SILICA systems 
e FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On afl OTV payers sapped n the Uk midland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE; Team of tttnmta! &S*ns ad yOuf trviot 
e PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitor* on a Same product * Same pnct 
• established f2 YEARS; Proven trick record r sates and sendee 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: \fetjmt dscouriis ns a* b large orders 
e SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London A Sid cup tranches 
e THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one suppfcer 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Wilt be mailed to you with offers and product toixh 
m PAYMENT: By cask, cheque, alt major credit cards, or extended paymem plan 

RETURN THE COUPON 
FOR A FULL COLOUR 

CDTV CATALOGUE ► 
MQrJgr OW" Mo U— QpWfcftC to No or-xe on 

LONDON SHOP; 
Cn*ri Hcwi 

52 Tottenham Court Road. London, wip DBA M: 071 5*0 4000 
iMile ■iteennii mum***Ofnna ^ no 

LONDON SHOP; 
Qpsfftfl hcmt 

Seflhdges m too, Oxford Street. London. WU US Tel; OTf-Ot 12S4 
Mple MCwivioetni Urt* bm EaWnWefi 

StDCUP SHOP: 
Opening Hgm 

1-4 The Mews. Hathertey Rd Sidcup Kent. DAW *DX JM 6*1402 ftfrti 
to He tti4c*Wrr 

^T&licaSysiems Dept AMFOR-ot93^71 14 The Mews, HatherteyRd, Skfcup, Kent. DA14 4D)^ 

| PLEAS E SEND ME A CDTV CATALOGUEl| 
■ 

■ MrfMrVMt Initiate: . ... ... Surname; ... 

SILICA 
YSTEMS a 

Address 

_ T*l (Home); 

Company Name (if applicable): 

T*l (Work) 

I 
^Whteh computer(s). it eny, OO you Cwwn? .... . 



VISA 

Dept AMFSC5, Unit 8A, 

ORDER HOTLINES 0296 682277 GENERAL 

'v - 

Centre, Cublington 

J3 OT 507rT‘IT,.qff‘E TO-Off qmTqs 
EDUCATIONAL I ACCOUNTS ■ WORDPROCESSORS ■ MUSIC/SOUND 

{Soondpfltiswj 
Digitiser) 

ProtextVs.D, 
Pfowriw 3 

Deiifjre M..\cl'1s Set (I 
Masier&ound^^ ,n<j Digil 
Music X (Musie Aadtoge) 
Hi I H'Bl (Mil |M| 
Son.i ^BjHcPac 
SoundtraoTT^w 

J^ChngSQynd TJ ;Sound Samptef)... .,.,,25.99 

VIDEO DIGITISING 

Amos. / 
Amos 3D 
Amos Coyote* 
Art Department 

Deluxe Ant 4 
Deluxe PAgjpia 
DigTvjew Gyd 
Disney An#>ain 
Imagine 33.=.- 
Pixmate.../. 
Photon P/irrrt 2 
Spectra f clour 

Maxi plan Plus 
Superplan. 

Answer Sack Junior (6-11 yrs).. 
Answer Back Senior (12-Aduft) 
Bailer Math$ <12-iG yrs).. 
Better Spelling (B-14 yrs)..,.,,,, £ \>. 
Couni & Add {under 7s) / ” 
Fun School 2 (under 6)..* 
Fun School 2 (6-8). 
Fun School 2 {over 8)~.,.. 
Fun School 3 {under 5}-,.,. 
Fun School 3(5-7)..,....-....- 
Fun School 3 (over 7)___ 
Fun School 4 (under 5). 
Fun School 4 _ 
Fun School 4 (7-11)_ 
French Mistress... 
German Master.._... 
Henrietta's Book erf SpeUs {under 
Hooray For Henrietta ($-12+) ...... 
Italian TutOr...„.„„.. 
Junior Typtsi (S-10 yrs) . 
Lets Spell Ai Home (4-10 yrs). 
Lets Spell Out and About (4-10 yrs) 
Magic Maths (4-6 yrs). 
UMiC Storybook (6-14 yrs). 
Maths Adventure .,, 
Maths Manta (8-12 yrs).... 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing,,, . . 
Mix and Match (under 5 s),. 
Pu^ztebook 1 (5-Adult).... 
Puiztebook 2 (5-Adult)..... 
Spanish Tutor __ 
Speiibook {4-9 yrs) — ___....__ 
Spellbound (7-1&+) * .... 
Things to do with Words {5-12 yrs} 
Thmgs to do with Numbers (5-12 yrs) ..... 
Three Bears (5-10 yrs)... .. 

IS 
IS 
1699 
1699 
1699 
13 99 
13 99 
,17.49 

, 17.49 
1399 

..tl.99 

.1399 

.13.99 

..15.99 

. 19,99 
\1599 

j.99 
. 19 
. 17\ 
-13S 
13,99 

..13.99 
-5.99 

..17,49 
14 49 

. 14 49 
.15.99 

1 Accounts _ .„.„„™„119.99 
; Combo.......    .45.99 

unts .. 22.99 
ounts 2..  ,..,..,,32,99 

pfai Finance Manager 2,..24.99 
Small Business Accounts.,—59.99 
System 3.........   ..38.99 
System 3E.....„■47.99 

DATABASES 

Pen 

Scribble 
Transwrrte 
Wofdworth VI. 1 

Superbase Personal 2. ,,,,.29.99 

DTP PACKAGES 
Prof Draw 2... .96 99 
Pagesen&r 2......—_ .45 99 
Pagestream 2.1 .. .138 99 
Prof Page V2.0 ..... ,169,95 

SPREADSHEETS 
Digicalc..... .27,95 

GRAPHICS/ANIMATION 

* Product not yet released 
All price* Id elude VAT. All .goods 

subject to availability. Price* subject 
to change without notice. EAOE 

HOW TO ORDE 
CWDER 9¥ PHONE Phone our Order hotfene' 
Access Visa card quoting card number, name 

ORDER BV POST cheoues or postal orders oa? 
^INTERNATIONAL' Please send name address 

r along with your order req 

FREE p3$T*M!ELrVERY f£1 oversea 
Please allow up iqTJ UJM i^ii'i 

Vd 

P^o- 

Show 

.32.99 

.23 49 

.19.99 
119.99 
.69,99 
,49.99 
.99.99 
.79,99 
164.99 
34.99 
14.99 
54.99 

iRGBSpnaefAso works wflh Newtek . 64.99 

BUNDLES 

UTILITIES 
1 2 Meg upgrjlfoe wrtfi clock .. 29 99 
SW2--/  4499 
GB Route./,.,,.........29 99 
H,SottfedE...59.99 
Lattice C» .159 ,99 
Naksha Mouse (with free Operation 
Otoillh/»pnier) ......21.99 
Video/ase .   28.99 

I 
ass Personal 2 * 512K Mem Upgrade 44.99 

Penpal * 512K Memory Upgrade...79 99 
Penpal - Superbase Personal 2.  ..79.99 
The Works Platinum (Wordprocessor. Spreadsheet. 
Database Communication Package <. 59-95 
Gold Disk Office (Wordprocessor. Spreadsheet 
Database DTP),.,.,.       89.99 
The Complete Colour SotyiKsn (Vri Arruga 
* Vdi Chrome * RG8 Colour Spetter Ptwton 
Paktt, RSU 4 Loads).149 99 
All m One GoW Disks (Worctpiwessor. Paint 
Package Mms»c Package pkis 3 games with 
Tutorial video)......59 99 

We’re making waves 

Real 3D is a revolutionary 3D modelling, ray-tracing and 
animation package. 

Includes sophisticated solid modelling, 24 hit rendering, 
superior material handling, log effects, hump 
mapping*,. 

NEW VERSION 1.4 

Includes free form modelling, 24 ways to bend free 

form objects. 24 bit texture mapping, 
colour gradient mapping, key frame 

animation, morphing, two new dithering 
methods... 

Now you don’t have to 
imagine any more! 

R E A L 3 D 
Rail 3D is distributed in the UK by 

Alternative Image 
6 Lothair Rd, 
Leicester LE2 7QB 
Tel: 0533-440041 

Real 3D is marketed internationally by 
Activa I menial ional BV 
P.O. Box 23260. 
11(K) DT Amsterdam. 
The Netherlands 

Real 3D is a product of 
real soft ky, Finland 



YOU’LL NEED TO BE PART-ARCHITECT, 

PART-GENERAL AND COMPLETE 
n^Kir*>*kai 

MONEY-GRABBING, TWO-FACED LIAR 

...fi 

owe*ret tKc et>ct of tha tfoirtu&ntfo 
cat^tt^ry, tfvc 5Cit*g of j4tbiorv dccictaci 
to swbjwgcvtc. tfec troiAbtason^G Getts 
Ofrcc c*r*ct for c*tt 

The peasants are revolting. And who can blame them? 

You forced them to build your castles. You taxed them until they were eating their children. Then 

you gave them little more than pitchforks and told them to go and attack the neighbouring duke. 

So you won’t win any popularity contests playing “Castles"™. 

A game that tests your skill at medieval architecture, “persuasive" tax collection and that 

particular blend of treachery and greed that goes to make a true tyrant 

Designed by the cunning folks at Interplay ™, Castles features realistic and fantasy 

settings, three difficulty levels plus the most intricate and detailed graphics. 

Amiga £29.99 

IBM/PC £34.99 

1:1. C T R • N I O RTS 0 

Electronic Arts I i/49 Station Road Langley, Berks 513 8YN Tel: (0753) 549442 Fix: (0753) 546872 



IN AMERICA THEY see things a bit differently, bul 

over here in the UK the whole painting and animation 

scene h dominated by Deluxe Paint. This ls partly 

because every single Amiga sold in a pack for about 

the last two years, ever since the Batman pack in 

Christmas 1989. has contained one version or another 

of Deluxe Paint. But it’s also because Deluxe Paint /// 

is a standard tool for everyone, including the program* 

mers who create games - just the other day we were up 

at the Bullfrogs’ HQ watching the closing animation 

for Populous 2 being pul together in DPlfL 

Deluxe Paint III is widely regarded as one of the 

most accessible and effective +bitmap' palm programs 

ever made for any computer. But in Amiga terms, there 

was one thing it could have done that it didn't: and 

that’s use the 4.096-colour HAM mode. 

Two very good HAM (Hold And Modify) paint 

programs have been around since the early days of 

Amiga Format in Autumn 1989: Photon Paint 2 and 

DigiPaint 3. The only trouble with this was that every¬ 

one uses DPaint for painting in anything up to 64 

colours (Extra Half Brite mode) but you’d have to use 

one of these two for HAM: and they’re both very dif¬ 

ferent from DPaint in use. 

The answer came only a couple of months ago, when 

Deluxe Paint fV was launched with an exclusive 

review and Coverdisk demo in Amiga Format 26. Not 

only does the latest version use HAM, but it is also the 

only paint program that can also use the normal paint 

modes from two to 64 colours. We believe that it has 

effectively stolen the standard Amiga paint package 

market in the UK completely: there is no reason for 

anyone to ever buy anything else again. We do. how¬ 

ever, hope for a Deluxe Paint V: it could be quicker 

and refined to perfection. 

The Amiga has finally grown up, and the maturing 

of Deluxe Paint to the final stage in its development is 

Ami** Formats authoritative opinion: 

how wo sow graphics softworo If* Iff! 

‘MULTI-MODE PAINT 

AND ANIMATION 
Dofluxe Paint IV __★ * it o ★ 

£89,99 
Electronic Arts 

0753 549442 
The onky point and 

animation program 

you need. In a doss 

of its own. 

HAM PAINT AND ANIMATION 
Spectrocolor _★ * it * 
£79.95 Ox xl-Aegis via Sitka 081 309 1111 

Good HAM-only point and animation, but locks a niche in 

I he market place. 

Photon Paint 2_ * * * 
£79.95 MkrolNosiens via $8ka 081 309 1111 
Good HAM-only paint, easy to use and effective but 

now outdated. 

DigiPaint 3___★ * * 
£75 HewTek via HB Marketing 0753 686000 
Powerful HAM-only point, slightly odd to use at first. 

Also outdated. 

Photon Paint_A 

£65 Micro Illusions via Silica 081 309 111? 
Poor, aged original version, not too great but it Is often 

available free. 

a sign of this. Having jusi a ’standard* program that 

everyone uses makes life easier for everybody, and wc 

expect to sec this happening in almost every area of 

Amiga software over the next year; 1992 will be 

remembered as the year that Amiga software sorted 

itself out and settled down, so that we can stop worry¬ 

ing about which program to use and get on with doing 

something creative. 

As a last note on the subject of graphics, ifs worth 

mentioning that both Photon Paint 2 and Digi Paint ,t 

can do a couple of little things DPaint can’t, so spe¬ 

cialists might find them attractive still. 

Digi Paint is from Newtek, who have much more on 

their minds nowadays with the famous Video Toaster, 

the complete graphics hardware and software solution, 

but they've turned their back on the UK market and are 

not planning to make a PAL (European TV standard) 

version of the Toaster. Somewhat forgotten about, 

DigiPaint will he sold as part of a package called 

MediaStation with digitiser DigiView and presentation 

sequencer Elan Performer. 

Photon Paint 2 seems likely to fade into the back¬ 

ground somewhat, especially since a new version was 

released earlier this year in the form of Spectracolor 

from Qxxi-Aegis, which features brush animation in a 

Deluxe Paint style bul is basically still Photon Paint 2. 

The opinion of Amiga Format graphics expert Maff 

Evans: "It’s still got all the same problems Photon 

Paint had. Not as good as DPaint f\T. 

The other enormous advance in graphics software 

came with several new releases in 3D modelling, an 

The year 
changed forever 
Graphics has always been the strongest area for 'serious' software on 

the Amiga, dominated by certain stalwart, but aged, programs. But it 

was shaken up completely this year as a new generation took over... 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL 

MODELLING 

Imagine _★ # * ★ * 
£250 Impulse via Precision 081-330 7166 

New top dog of the vector-based ray-tracers. Complex 
bul great results. 

Turbo Silver f 
£150 Impulse via Precisian 081-330 7166 

Older, weaker brother of Imagine. Good at textures. 

Scuiptf-Animate) series # * ★ 
£130-376 Byte by Byte via ACS 031 55/ 4242 

Old classic ray-tracer, but still holds up well. Slowish 
and a bit lifeless. 

Real 30 __ * **★* 
£ varies Red soft via Alternative Image 0533 440041 

Roy-Iracing on top of 'solid modelling'. Very effective. 

3D Professional_★ * * 
£300 approx Progressive via Macaa 0604 790466 

-tracing, 'solid modeling' and clever ideas spoiled by 

poor features. 

Draw AD Pro e e e e 

£199 or less ADSPIC via Surface UK 081-566 6677 

Polygon modelling, but no ray-tracing. Good results and 
good animation. 

Videoscape 3D_★ * 
£150 Oxxi-Aegis via Precision 081-330 7166 
Very old polygon system: looks like 30 games, very 

unsophisticated. 

32 011 e4-COL0Ult PAINT 
AND ANIMATION 

Deluxe Paint III _A * * ★ * 
£79.99 Electronic Arts 0753 549442 
Superior paint and animation, now available free with 
Amigo bundles. 

Deluxe Paint I and l|__ * 
Price etc not realty applicable 

Older versions are available cheap or free: use to gel 

cheap upgrade. 

Disney Animation Studio_-A it * it 

£99.95 Disney via Entertainment International 

0268 541126 
Quality animation, ideal to leant cartoons but has noth¬ 

ing very new. 

Express Paint or Sprit?_★ 
£44.95 Pot Software via Silica 081 309 1111 

Lots af interesting features but old and hard to use. 

Stick to DPdnt Iff. 

area which was still dominated by several three-year- 

old programs. 3D is the most sophisticated and 

professional area of the Amiga’s graphics, so the new 

arrivals are particularly important to the growth of 24- 

bit True Colour' systems on the Amiga. 

Ray-tracing is the really flash side of things, 

although it’s characterised by shiny balls against a 

checkerboard background it is in fact a highly sophisti¬ 

cated technique that works out how light rays bounce 

off surfaces of different shapes and textures. Old stal¬ 

warts SculpbAmmate and Turbo Silver were kicked 

into touch by new arrivals Imagine and Heal 3Dt A 

name to watch out for is 3D Professional, which disap¬ 

pointed this year, but a highly-improved second 

version is due next year. 

The simpler 3D modelling programs, which don’t 

use ray-tracing and so tend to give a more artificial 

computer world’ look, took off in a big way this year. 

Where before there was only Videoscape, a simple sys¬ 

tem often used for PD demos with a look of 3D ’filled 

polygon' games about it, this year saw the arrival of 

Draw 4D and Caligari. The former is carefully tar¬ 

geted at use in illustration work, while Caligari has 

great strengths in its simplicity and is expected to make 

quite an impact when the more straightforward new 

version h released very soon. O 
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If you 've ever pictured yourself as a Brave 
Adventurer hut have been put off by the 
complexity of Rote Playing Adventures 
this it the game for you. 

'gamer friendly" innovations: 

4 Shadow Sorcerer has all the excitement and 
intrigue of AD&D*'s more complex 

* adventures and also features the following 

m 700% “point 
(no laborious typing), 

• 3D home l fie play area giving yok more 
eon trot on the playing environment 

• Control up to 4 characters in a life or 
death struggle against evil 

* • Hexagonal grid map aids strategic 
►i* planning. 
• Combat action adventure. 

This new concept in role playing 
adventures means that in minutes you 
coy Id be con fro n ting the Shadow Sorcerer, 
the down side is that within minutes you 
could also be dead!! 

u 

:|i HOB 
A A?* 

aa 

BRAVE ADVENTURERS 
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 



BEST BUYS 

WE'RE VERY AW ARE that Amiga Formal is not just an emer- 

tammeni, b-tit also a source of information. This is particularly 

rue of buying advice. Software and hardware are both expensive, 

and you want to be sure that you spend your money wisely. 

Which is why we regularly cany buying guides, comparing 

everything that's available in a particular field and picking out 

the best in quality and value. 

The Amiga ‘serious" software and hardware scene is so active 

that the answer to the question "Which is the best...?" is con¬ 

stantly changing. With new releases and improved updates 

appearing all the time, no sooner have we looked at, for instance, 

all ihe word processors on the market than a new' one appears. It 

might be better than the best, or it might be worth avoiding. 

In our third issue of the year, number 21, we compared every 

single paint package that there is for the Amiga, At the time ii 

was impossible to pick an overall winner: Deluxe Paint ill was 

^iur favourite, as tt is for so many people - most Amiga games 

designers use it to produce the graphics - but because it didn’t 

use the 4.096-colour HAM mode, we saw Spectracobr as a 

definite second purchase. 

This year that all changed, with Deluxe Paint (V not only 

gaining HAM but also becoming the first major paint package to 

•ffer the ordinary' graphics modes up to 64-colour as well. There 

would almost be no point taking six pages to cover paim/anima- 

tion programs nowadays: we could simply say "buy DPaint FV". 

The year we a 
you a choice: 

picture w ith the TV picture), so we've taken a look at 

a range of different genlocks in this issue (Page 218). 

As for video software: well, all you need is something 

you can produce lilies and graphics with, so we've 

always argued that you might as well use Deluxe 

Paint rather than a dedicated titling program. But we 

will be taking a look at a complete approach to mak¬ 

ing your own videos in the very near future, including 

a detailed look at video software. 

Music is another area we haven’t covered in detail. 

The music scene's been a bU dead for a while, but it's 

just kicked hack into life again, something we’ve 

helped to do. Many of the Amiga fans who are into 

music are using 'tracker" programs, which is why we 

gave away the best of the kind, OctaMED, on ihc 

Coverdhk of Issue 29 (copies arc still available from 

our Back Issues department on Page 238). As for the 

rest, well it’s an area about to be dominated by a cou¬ 

ple of programs. Watch our post 'Sequencer One 

increased music coverage for more.,. 

You know the feeling: you have a clear idea of what you want to do, but 

there's a bewildering choice of things to do it with. Which is best for you? 

Throughout the year, we've been comparing all the choices and picking 

the best. Here, for the first time in one place, are our conclusions... 

Vii every area of the Amiga changes so vastly with new' 

releases: very often they just increase your range of choice. Since 

it digitisers round-up in Issue 22, for instance, a new high-qual- 

: * digitiser has appeared called Snapshot (Issuc27), bui there are 

-ready a couple of equally good ones around and the choice 

-. mains a personal one. 

Sound samplers are a slightly different case: since our round- 

-p in Issue 22 we've seen the arrival of a great revamped 

ntry-level contender in Technosound Turbo (Issue 26) as well as 

an excellent new- piece of software in the form of Audition 4 

Issue 29), But there's also a whole lot of new stuff cm the way, 

eluding Microdeafs improved Stereo Master and AMAS 2, as 

well as PanDAAL's new one, a promising contender from 

American hardware giants GVp and the latest version of the 

j^ jIous Audi aM aster software. All cause for a new' sampler 

.remparisan very soon. 

Esen the most recent of our comparisons are subject to 

change. There are three new hard drives ready since our test com¬ 

parison in Issue 28, one of which is reviewed in this issue and 

■wo of which will follow' next month. Since last issue's word-pro- 

:c^\ors-with-graphics piece a new version of ProWrite has 

appeared, and is reviewed on Page 189. 

So, what with paint and animation programs, sound samplers, 

manners, video digitisers, three-dimensional graphics programs, 

red-disk drives, floppy-disk drives and word-processors-with- 

graphics: and all this accounted for over the course of the year, 

■ hat else could there be for us to cover? Well, there's plenty. 

For starters, there's video. The key to using your Amiga for 

dec is having a genlock (a device which mixes your computer 

We've had a lot of requests for a good round-up of 

educational software, so there'll be a big one for the 

parents in the March issue. Issue 32. We haven’t 

properly covered business-like software (databases, 

spreadsheets and accounts) in a while, so you can 

expect some more of that shortly after. The DTP 

scene is changing rapidly and when we have the latest 

versions of the Big Three (Professional Page. 

Page stream and Saxon Publisher) we'll go into the 

topic again. We've also seen a sea of change in 'mul¬ 

timedia' on the Amiga over the last year, so there will 

be a special issue on thai area and whai it means to 

you coming up very' soon, too. 

But is there anything else? Are you facing a tricky 

buying decision ai the moment, with no idea what you 

should go for? We‘d very much like to know, [f you 

have any suggestions for a round-up, a comparison or 

an explanatory feature in Amiga Format, then please 

write in to us at: 

‘Td like to see this in Amiga Format", 

Amiga Format, 

30 Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA I 2BW, 

Keep it brief: just a topic would do, but if you 

want to expand on it make it a few sentences at the 

very most. There's no prize, apart from the satisfac¬ 

tion of having your problems answered in the 

magazine. Remember, we can't give you what you 

want unless you tell us what it is! O 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
Commodore CBM AlOl 1 34% 
£99,99 Commodore 0628 770088 

Slow, noisy, no dust-flop, no on-off switch and 

too expensive. 

Zy dec 50% 

£55 Evesham Micros 0386 765500 

Quiet enough, has through-part, on-off switch. 
Average really. 

Cumana CAX354 57% 

£75 Ladhrokc Computing 0777 203166 
Simple, welt-designed, quiet, slightly dear. Has 

through and on-off switch. 

Power PC88OB 83% 

£55 Power Computing 0234 273000 

Goad bask drive, quiet, through and on-off plus 

virus prated and back-up. 

Roclite RF382C 85% 

£59 99 Silica 081*309 1111 or ZYE 

0293 S38666 

Beautifully made slimline drive,, quick and quiet 
with oN the extras. 

Golden Image 72% 

£64.95 Evesham Micros 0386 765500 

Decani drive, quiet and quick with all you need 

plus a fancy LED display, 

ASOO HARD DISK DRIVES 
Commodore A590 20Mb 69% 

£289 Evesham Micros 0386 765500 

Very slaw and somewhat prone to problems but 
it is cheap. 

GVP Impact II SOMb 92% IFG) 

£399 Silica 081-309 1111 

The best there is: fast, reliable and so much mare. 

Just down £1 DO, 

BSC Oktagon 500 52Mb 80% 
£499 Gdstelner 081 365 1151 

Controller box with separate drive unit. Complex 
and techie but powerful, 

Xetec FastTrak 65Mb 82% 

£599 Third Coast 0257 472444 
Again, controller with enormous separate drive. 

Again techie but powerful. 

41 
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(79.95 Gordon Harwood 0773 836781 
Good furl flowing and graphics handling, greol volue but 
there is no thesaurus. 

Kindwards 30% 

ESI KB Marketing 0753 686000 
Incredibly clow, rtry poor features, really no appeal 

except cheapness. 

Excellence! 2 80% 

£117 KB Marketing 0753 686000 
Best text features with columns and grammar checker, 

graphics not great. 

ProWrite 3.2 84% 
£143 Silica 0B1 309 1111 

Haw very goad in every department except text flaw and 

graphks speed. 

Word worth 1.1 92% (FG) 

Digita International 0395 270273 

Good graphics, goad text handling, slightly slaw screen 

handling though. 

ICO No via 301 30Mb 73% 

£399 Power Computing 0234 273000 
Tiny internal drive. Tricky to install, average speed, by I 

works well. 

ICO PrEitta 105 1 OSMb 82% 

£499 Power Computing 0234 273000 

Internal, replaces Happy drive. Tricky la install but fas I 

and stable in use. 

I VS Trumpcard 40Mh 66% 

£399 Third Coast 0257 472444 

Large unit, slaw but reliable, can be dismantled and fitted 

to A2OO0- 

SupraDrivc SOGXP SOMb 85% 

£?? Surface UK 081 566 6677 

Good, expandable and competitive but slightly less reliable 

than the GVP. 

WORD PROCESSORS WITH 
GRAPHICS 
Pen Pal 95% (FG) 

WORD PROCESSORS 
QuickWrite 88% 

£50 Silica 081-309 1111 

Simpler ProWrite far S12K. Bosk spelling checker, fast 

and gaod all round. 

Office Writ e /T ran script N/A 
£130 in Gold Disk Office pack HB Marketing 0753 

686000 
Cheap V dwarf id V surprisingly goad bask system. 

Comes in value pack. 

Scribble 2 50% 

£50 HB Marketing 0753 686000 
Simple, gels the job done with no fuss, really guite poor 

hut still popular. 

Protext 5.5 90% (FG) 

£179 Arnor 0733 68909 

Incredibly rapid, every feature under the sun, we use it; 

but expensive. 

SOUND SAMPLERS 
Technosound Turbo 81% 

£35.99 Hew Dimensions 0291 690933 
Simple but an effective system. Ideal far beginners to 
start sampling. 

Audition 4 (software) 93% (FG) 

£49.99 Zone Distribution 081 766 6564 

Easy to use with more functions than you can shake a 
microphone at. 

Sound Master 91% (FG) 

£129.95 KB Marketing 0753 68600 

Excellent sampling hardware bundled with the superb 
Audiomaster III. 

Intersound (software) 55% 
£50 Good software retailers 

Rather overpriced software. Only package which can get 

over complicated. 

Audio Engineer 92% (FG) 

£199 HB Marketing 0753 686000 

Audiomaster III bundled with the best sampling hardware 
that there is. 

AMAS 61% 

£99.95 Mlcroded 0726 68020 

Rather dated, but includes MIDI interface. Version two is 
new available. 

Mastcrsound 63% 

£39.95 Miaodeal 0726 68020 

Goad sound quality is let down by fiddly editing system. 

Pro Sampler Studio II 43% 
£69.99 Date! 0782 744707 

Difficult to use system, sounds appalling; costs toa much. 

Amiga Micro Sampler 45% 
£24.99 Datel 0782 744707 

Difficult to use system, sounds appal ling: costs less. 

Stereo Sampler Mk II 70% 

£39.95 TrRogk 0274691115 

5imple system with limited functions, bul achieves rather 
good results, 

Sound Trap III 65% 

£29.95 Bytes and Pieces 0253 734218 

Tiny sampling hardware with limited editing program. 
Gaod for novices. 

Perfect Sound 3 63% 
£59.95 Zone Distribution 081 766 6564 

Classic sampler with solid hardware and good editing, 

VIDEO DIGITISERS 
Digi-Viow Gold 90% (FG) 
Cl49.95 KewTek via HB Marketing 0753 686000 

Slow three-pass RGB system with mono camera, but 
superb results. 

V id (Amiga 77% 

El 29.95 Rombo 0506 414631 

Real-lime mono grabber with fun animation and pseudo- 
colouring. 

Vidi-Chromo 86% 
Cl 9.95 Rombo 0506 414631 

Turns Vidi into a three-pass HAM RGB system. 

Vidi Colour Solution 92% (FG) 

£179 Rombo 0506 414631 

Combo of Vidi, Vi di-Chrome and on RGB splitter delivers 
great value. 

Colourpic 82% 

£399 JCL 0892 75791 

Real-time system. Pro quality, but needs quality camera. 

Super pic 82% 
£499 JQ 0892 75791 

Same as Colourpic, but with built-in genlock, 

Fremit?Grubber 256 82% 
£599 Progressive Peripherals via Mar tom 0604 790466 
Hie best real-time grabber there Is and most expensive. 

Vidoon 55% 
£99 HB Marketing 0753 686000 

Full-colour in one post but not real-time. Average quality. 

Datel Video Digitiser 2 90% (FG) 
£89.99 Datel Electronics 0782 744707 

Real-time mono grabber gives excellent results and is very 
easy to use. 

Snapshot 78% 

£580 HB Marketing 0753 686000 

Full-colour with excellent results, but not red-time, whkh 
lets it do wn. 



Celtic Legends is a 
STRATEGY GAME 

PLAYED ON A 
HEXAGONAL GRID. 

The main action 
CONSISTS OF ARMIES 

OF MYTHICAL 
CREATURES ENGAGED 

IN INDIVIDUAL 
RATTLES. 

An appealing mix oi 

magic ami strategy; 

cast spells (viruses, 

retnetiies, paralysis, 

blindness.**.). build 

castles* assemble and 

place your t roops.. 

Play in I wo player 

mode or against the 

computer opponent. 

Role-playing aspects 

include creation ol 

your characters, 

experience points... 

An archipelago of a 

in altitude ol 

unique istamps..,. 

-S r • ' * 

i graphical\\ superh, 

Celtic legends boasts 

some ol t he most 

colourlul and detailed 

mythical creatures to 

lB^J3TT 

PvyA) / 
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THE QUEST FOR 
ADVENTURE SERIES No. 1 CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 

W— T II I - 
W VOR ADVl■ N i l]HI 
s i: r i i: s 

OPERATION STEALTH 
Operation Stealth plunges you headfirst into a brand new 
Cinemalique1* Interactive espionage adventure * Superb 
atmospheric musical score • High definition graphics * 
Detailed animation, 

INDIANA JONES1* and the Last Crusade - The Adventure 
* The chase is on ail the way to the greatest treasure in 
history, the Holy Grail. * Indiana fanes offers superb 
graphics and a sensationally intriguing plot. * A no typing 
point Vf click interface provides the player with quick and 
easy access to a combination of verbs, objects and locations. 
* Over 100 different sound effects. * 68 page Grail Dairy 
details extensively storyline hints & lips. 

MEAN STREETS'* 
The year is 2033. Your name is Tex Murphy, Private 
InvestrMtor in San Francisco. You've been hired by the 
beautiful daughter of a university professor to uncover the 
facts about his death. 

AVAILABLE ON ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC ^m 
(VGA 256 Colour Only). 
Tbk tompililfttfi tWI U.S, GoU tld. Ai rwht* tnmni, Ijl ' 1 i 
VWidvird under U™ by VS- C<MU* 

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 
Based in (he 1920's, Inspector Raoul Dussentier is aboard a 
ship in the Mediterranean. But no sooner has Ihe cruise 
begun when Raoul is summoned to investigate a crime - Ihe 
murder of his host Niklos Karaboudjan, the Greek shtping 
magnate. It's up to Raoul to throw some light on this sinister 
mystery! 

* Wide range of actions incfading the option to question 
other characters in true Agatha Christie style. 

* PC version features 256 colours, AdLib’" St Roland1" sonic 
support. 

* Amiga Version features 32 colours, 

AVAILABLE ON: ATARI ST, AMIGA A PC (EGA, CGA, VGA, 
TANDY AD-LIB11* & ROLAND1*), 

mi DEIPHINf Sftf TWARt. All r#ih rwntd,CWmpHquf'* » j trAdcnuri <rf 
Dolphin? Sfiftivjfr. 

Software Incorporated 

NICO HELP? CALL THE mtitiA * MACONS Of ELAMI * HEAOfSQf THE LANCE TIU OMS 441013 CUASI Of THE AZUtf KMS - POOL Of RADIANCE * CHAMPIONS Of M YNN TIL: DBAS 44103 A 

lUCASfILM HELPLINE * COMPETITION * INDIANA JONES * ZAK MCARACAEN * MAMAt MANSION * LOOM * SECRET Of MONNET ISLAND - BATTLE Of BAIT AIN Til: 0414 *14111 

Serwk* provided fey US. Gold Ltd, Units 2/3 Hotford Way, Halford. Birmingham fib 7ICX. 
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AMIGA 

THE GODFATHER ™-THE ACTION GAME 
Domination, wealth, power and justice are all pari of the 
game plan. Flex your muscles in the rough and tough world 
of The Godfather, crushing other Don's scheming plans to 
take a piece of your action! Nerves of steel and a cool head 
are needed to keep the bad guys at bay. 

* Digitised sound effects. 
* Fult colour allowing stunning detail and realism. 
* Unique graphic interaction sequences. 
* Superb action mixed with quick decision making. 
* Collect hidden bonuses to advance through the game, 

AVAILABLE ON ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC (VGA 2S6 
Colour Only). 
m and 1 mi far jmoiMit Pktum. A! rijhh mervecL TTir GODf AfHEft it j 
riflirimd (r jdcrrurt td Pktum UA GoM authored wtr. 

ATARI ST 

SHADOW SORCERER 
This new concept in role-playing adventures means that in 
minutes you will find yourself in the thick of the action, 
facing many enemies not the least of which is the SHADOW 
SORCERER himself. 

* 100% HPoint ln’click" icon control, 
* 3D isometric play area giving you more control in the 

playing environment. 
* Control up to 4 characters in a life or death struggle 

against evil. 
* Hexagonal grid, wilderness map for outdoor 

confrontations. 
* 3D "animated miniatures" represent your cast of 

characters in real-time combat action. 

AVAILABLE ON: ATARI ST, AMIGA (1 MEG) & PC (EGA, 
CGA, VGA, TGA), PC SUPPORTS ROLAND1™, ADLI8TW 
AND PC SPEAKER. 
Advanced OunRfoiK A Df«om. AMD, OftAGONLANCi jnd ihr TSR logo «e 
iNtdnruiri* owned ti> TSR. Inc,, Ldur Crwva, W1, USA jnd used under Iktfht (fun 
Strategic Swmrtiiliu*n, Irtc., Suortyvalr,, CA, USA, IWt TSSr Inc. ■ mi Strategic 
Simula lion*. Inc. All rights merwd. 

NEED MLP? CAUL fHl 

GOLD PHONE 
HINTS A TIPS UN* 

mt tOGfRS ■ SfCRIT Of TMi S4VIR BLADES ■ FIT Of TH* U HOLDER i When Retooled) Mb OIH 441030 Off RATION SUMTH » FuTUtf WARS * OMM I0« A CORPW TfU 0434 *54144 

M RIUASES - COMPETITION TIL: 413* *54114 COMPETITION 1700,00 WORTH' Of US GOLD GAMES TO BE WON EACH MONTH. ' At ««*>(/ Prrrn 

yw are under t * pleoie get permiiiion to u» the telephone, Colli colt 34p per minute cheep rote, 45p pet minute oil other time*. 

PkagoMjawcc- 

SHADOW SORCERER 
THE GODFATHER™ 
- ACTION GAME 
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Ttenton Webb 
Doctor of Gonzo Journalism 

TOR TEN GAMES 

Populous 2 - Electronic Arts 
The Secret of Monkey Island - Lucastilm US Gold 
Battle Isles - UBI Soft 
Eye of the Beholder - SSI US Gold 
Dueteros - Activision 
Mega-lo-Mania - Image Works 
Speedball 2 - Image Works 
First Samurai - Image Works 
Thunderhawk - Core Design 
Jimmy White1 s Whirlwind Snooker - Virgin Games 

TOP FIVE MOVIES 
Terminator 2 
Godfather 3 
Mew Jack City 
Silence of the Lambs 
Dead Again (well I liked III) 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
Bring the Noise (Apocalypse 91 Remix) - Public 
Enemy and Anthrax- 
Bodycount - Ice TBodycount. 
Brutal Equation - Consolidated. 

Killing Fields - ice T and the Rhyme Syndicate. 
Heed the Word - X Clan (OK so it was released in 
1990, but I only heard it this year and it‘s still spitfy). 

FAVOURITE BOOK 
Hocus Pocus - Kurt VonneguL Viciously satrical 
took at modern America through the eyes of a pris¬ 
oner awaiting appeal. Classic Vonnegut! 

Maff Evans 
King of Sardinia 

Secret of Monkey island - Lucas Film US GoW 
James Pond II Robocod - Millennium 
Lemmings - Psygnosls 
Speed ball 2 - Image Works 
PGA Tour Golf - Electronic Arts 
Llamatron - Liamasoft 
SWIV - Storm 
Cruise for a Corpse - Delphine 
Firs! Samurai - Image Works 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 - Gremlin 

TOP FIVE MOVIES 
Akira 
Jacob's Ladder 

Terminator 2 
Predator 2 
New Jack City 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
This World Must Be Destroyed - Front 242 
Get Down, Make Love - Mine Inch Nalls 
This Is Fascism - Consolidated 
Smell of Teen Spirit - Nirvana 
Crawl - Controlled Bleeding 

FAVOURITE BOOK 
Toady - Mark Morris. A horror story set in a seaside 
town during a bleak winter. The plot centres around a 
group of boys who calf up an evil spirit during a 
seance and have to deal with the consequences. A 
tight, original story with a surprising twist. 

Damien Noonan 
Editor-in-Chief 

It wasn't just the year of the Arr 

the hostages were freed and wh 

midnight oil they spent there tirr 

Gary Lord 
Chief Group Sub 

Frank Bartucca 
Executive Designer 



GAMES Yl 

TOP FIVE GAMES 
PGA Tour Golf - Electronic Arts 
First Samurai - Mirorsoft 
The Secret of Monkey Island - US Gold 
Lemmings - Psygnosis 
Jimmy White s Whirlwind Snooker - Virgin 

TOP FIVE MOVIES 
Akira - the Movie 
Terminator 2 
Wild at Heart 
Dark Angel 
Truly, Madly, Deeply 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
Losing my Religion - REM 
Hlppychick - Soho 
Peggy Suicide (the album) - Julian Cope 
Smells like Teen Spirit - Nirvana 
Zoe - Sunshine on a Rainy Day 

FAVOURITE ROOK 
Vineland - Thomas Pynchon 

rear 
za, the Gulf War came and went, 

■ the AF team weren't burning the 

^joying the following... 

TOP TEN GAMES 
Lotus Turbo 2 
Lemmings 
SWIV 
PGA Tour 
Super Space Invaders 

I TOP FIVE MOVIES 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
The Silence of the Lambs 
The Nasty Girl 
Thelma and Louise 
Life is Sweet 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
Shiny Happy People - REM 
Move any Mountain - The Shamen 
Can You Dig it? - The Mock Turtles 
This Is Your Life - Banderas 
"t Ain’t Over til ifs Over - Lenny Kravltz 

FAVOURITE BOOK 
The Great Gatsby - F Scott Fitzgerald 

TOP TEN GAMES 
Lotus Turbo Challenge Two 
PGA Tour Golf 
Lemmings 
SWIV 
Jimmy White s Whirlwind Snooker 

TOP FIVE MOVIES 
Godfather III 
Terminator 2 : Judgement Day 
Baiman - The Movie (60s version) 
The Russia House 
The Doors 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
The Doors - In Concert 
The very best of T-Rex 
The Doors - The Doors 
Where the Pyramid meets the Eye 
Peggy Suicide - Julian Cope 

Marcus Dyson 
Art Director 

TOP TEN GAMES 

Lemmings - Psygnosis 
James Pond II Robocod - Millennium 
SWIV - Storm 
Llamalron - Llamasoft 
Spindirzy Worlds - Activision 
PGA Tour Golf - Electronic Arts 
Lotus Turbo Callenge 2 - Gremlin 
Jimmy White’s Whirlwind Snooker - Virgin 
Super Space Invaders - Dorn ark 
Rod land - Storm 

TOP FIVE MOVIES 
Nikita 
Talk Radio 
The Hot Spot 

Catchflre 
Roselyn and the Lions 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
Gish * Smashing Pumpkins 
Peggy Suicide * 
Julian Cope 

Pat MacDonald 
Technical Guru 

TOP TEN GAMES 

SWIV. storm 
Speedball 2 - Imageworks 
Gods - Renegade 
M1G-29M - Domark 
Full Contact - Team 17 
Narco Police - Dinamic 
Air Warrior - On-line 
PGA Tour Golf - Electronic Arts 
Silent Service U - MicroProse 
Sea Lance - PD! 

TOP FIVE MOVIES 
New Jack City 

Silence of the lambs 
Terminator 2 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
Henry V 

TOP FIVE RECORDS 
Decade of Aggression - Slayer 
Metallica - Metailica 
Mindfunk - Mindfunk 
Mr Bungle - Mr Bungle 
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FAVE BOOK 
The Garden of Eden - Ernest Hemingway 
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’Crystilr rvi 
tooin 
Pack 

Amiga A500 computer 

PL us 
Bart Simpson, Captain Planet, Deluxe 

jL Paint 111, Lemmings (game of the year) 
Pl us 

FREE 10 games: Dungeon Quest, Kid 
Cloves, Flight Path 737, E-Motion, Plutos, 

Artificial Dreams, Space Station, Eye of 
Horus, Power Play, Tower of Babel 

Pl us 
FREE 512K RAM upgrade, 
FREE Mouse mat, 

FREE Crystal gift Voucher Qnly" 

■399:9* 
(value £5) 

Pro/Utifc/Vkleo etc. 
Scribble Pbirnwru 
PtoWriteiJ,.. 

£44,9$ 
urns 

Ri.cn:*] complete colour solution including: Vkti Amiga; 
Vuh Chrome; Vidi RGB iPboton Paint limited offer) 
■ ....imis 

i New Vidi Amiga Vidi Amiga, Vidr Chrome 
_ 

Icmfto Vxk tCB electron* c otour splitter) inc. PSU 
| ___-.....16195 

An^jV^wdedfcpvfoo.,......urns 
. 

W Teit 
VdwBtaJD__ 

fcSho*miAer.. 

Amiga Hard Drives 
ft«tw A500 HD 20Mb OKI. RAM..1W5W 
Arotu A500 HD 30Mb 0*bRAM.„.1J25.M 
Irira RAM 1Mb... ..-155* 
htraRAM2Mb........118195 
RAM powtr supply ......i3fJS 

...£49,95 

...1113.00 

Monitors 

DHuv Purt il 
Director* 
Image lantma&cFtj 
WifcOneymRiil 
Photon ftm 2 — 

.mm 
.669,95 

mis 
.179.95 

1168.90 
.vm 

121.00 
Vida.... _. £55.60 
Video Effects 3D vTlA .. 111195 
Modeller 3D ... _ __61.99 
KAC 3D.... £26190 
Cross DOS,.  __mm 
nryunnA ----- mM 
X-Copv Professional__ .£3150 
AJIrin-1...... £54 W 
Sound Master . I?«4« 
Real 3D beginners ..... 199.99 
Real 3D professional. .£28000 
ijliref+4.. ...62U0 
LattoeC v5,1... 11*116 
Dr. T KCS v3. ..£21166 
Midi Recording Studio.. . 143.M 
Frame Grabber PAL colour. £490-00 

iMaxi-pUn*.. .£4195 
Pacesetter v2...... .£52.95 

.£174.95 

Vislo StflSO 14* colour to m *PW UD puts * »S Ims. mrt, 
FREE fend. firipnwd rtrfflp* &dtr lic*Kr^-,..,,.*«,,„...„,639,95 

Commodore 1084$ stereo 4jm modelrefree Wadi! £259.15 
Chi/efi/Trinitrrm Multi-sync.....„, .134195 
Philips Stereo 8833MkJI m -£24X95 

Commodore 195014* multisync ttMswrwH.1449,95 
iretwdw f« 1 m 12000/ MCO] 

Disks KAO 

kve a Cm 
t- 

Crystal's 
'layers Drea 

Pack 

Amiga Ad00 computer 

FREE 512K RAM upgrade 
Pl us 

FREE 25 games 
Bart Simpson, Dungeon Quest, Artificial 
Dreams, Tower of Babel, Eye of Horus, 
Monster Slam, Ice Hockey, Jump Jet, 
E-Motion, Slayer, Starray, Microprose 

Soccer, Quadralien, 5 Gear, DataStorm, 
Thai Boxing, RV Honda, Space Station, 

Shufflepuck, Warzone, Kid Gloves, Battle 
Valley, Starblaze, Star Goose, Steel 

Pl us 
FREE microswitched joystick, 

FREE deluxe mouse mat, 
FREE 20 blank disks, 

FREE Crystal gift voucher 
(value £5) y Only 

'4493 

Modems 
SupraModem 1400.   1120.00 
$ypaModem 2400 MNP (MNP 2-5)..  £158.00 
SupraModem 2400 Plus tMNP/V24bb-.1179.00 
SupraModem %0C Plus (V32 MNP V42fcwl 1419.95 
ail modems come wth FREE RS232 lead I K-Cornm software 

Peripherals 

Star LC-Z42QD 
Colourimono, 24 pin, G7q» nk) i iOOcps draft/ hi 
speed draft 222q», 7Kh buffer, expandable to 39Kb, 10 
fonts, optional font cards, frrclkwt push or tractor pull 
£295.95 
Star LC 2410 
Mono, 24 pm, 45cps nlq/I80cps draft, 8 fonts, Optfoaf 
font cards, paper park, excellent 24 pin.1209.9 
New Star PnctfcKdsenH 
StirZA-200 

Commodore ATOM XT bndgeboard -1209.95 
Commodore A26S6 AT bridgeboard.. 1656,95 
Commodore A23OO0 1500/2000 internal genlock£89,95 
Commodore 1 >35 display enhancer 150W2OQ0 nequim 
muln-syoc   .1129.95 
Cumaru external disk driw..... .1S9.9S 
SupriKAM 500RX slnnime memory eqwrruon Uses 
expansion port with bus pass through test mode software 
onitoff twitch. 
8 Mb exp wdh 2Mb installed,.....1194.95 
SupraRAM 500RX with 4Mb insulted.1267,95 

3.5’ DSDD 13Stpi bulk All disks 100% erw free 
Compile with labels. 
25 .. ... .. £11.45 

Pudscat! 2*12 drawing inc puck/ ponureor, 
External 5.25" tfek (kivt---- 
8802 gerdodc.____. 

.1193.95 
-114545 
-1234.95 

50......... 61.95 8802 mode switch box__T._,1TnT, -134.95 
100 .£37*50 8802 extension obte.... 19.95 
200. .. .. .61,95 Hinfengwifok ,, , ,,,, , , , .1109,95 
Kiuibow picks 
5 each of wt colours (Jfl)..-^^^., ..116,00 

Nakriu mouse... 
Optical mouse. 

62,95 
143.00 

10 each of six ootoun (^0>,-- ...£31,00 High quality Euro mouse 51/Amiga... 119.95 
20 each of sri toioun i120j... .152J0 Phantom SMFTl generator 63195 

Amiga hard drives 

Professional Page v2 
Saxon Script Ptofesifoal. 
Saxon Publisher (Ultimate DTP),., 
Kids ifr* 
PenN^,___ 

.£159.95 

.E84J5 
1229.95 
.121.15 

£74.95 
Pretext v5.. ..£129,95 

Commodore \>90 20Mb 0Kb RAM. £219.95 
Commodore A590 20Mb 1Mb RAM .Iphone 
Commodore A590 20Mb 2Mb RAM {fitted:-.£3694)6 
CVSP2 52Mb wvofl switch 0Kb RAM 1389.95 
GVSP2 (expandable up to 8Mb)...£phone 
G VSP2 1 OSMb 0Kb RAM . £590,06 
Supra 500XP 20Mb 0.5Mb RAM lifted.1339.95 
Supra 5Q0XP 20Mb 2Mb RAM fitted ,m.1429.95 
Supra 500XP 80Mb 05Mb RAM fitted.1599 95 
Supra 500XP 105Mb 2Mb RAM iillAd- 

Printers 
All cur printer* come with a bee Amiga drivers M 
H& tor PC730 _.... £7,95 
New Star LC-20. 
This is the great new printer to id km (hat superb classic, 
the LC-10- New features include TSOcps draft / 45cps rilq, 
mono, 8 fob. hietfo / tractor, paper park, auto load 
£16995 
Star LC’200 
Colour f mono, 9 pm, 4Scps n|q / IftOcps draft/N speed 
draft 225q», 16Kh buffer. Tridfo / push ptdl tractor 
£209,95 

Colour/ mono, &4cps nlq / 136q*s draft /42Gtffc hi 
speed draft, 32Kb buffer, 8 resident fob, friction push 
tractor, advanced paper pari autoload, 1 year onsite 
warranty™......£369.95 
Star iA XB24-200 
Colour/ Mono. 24 pin, super letter quality with 48 pin 
feature 4 SIQ torts, 14 LQ fob, lOOcps bq/33?cpi 
draft, 20Kb buffer™__ 
_ _ Iplione 
Setkodu SP-1900 (Amazing price, superb printer, 192 
cps draft, 48 cps nlq, Papefpakj....1115.00 
kiMa LT-20 24 pm notebook printer, amazrng stve 
[sib under a laptop).... £270.00 * 
SeiltoshaSP-2O0OParallel, serial, interface, Paperpak, 
21K buft'er, 192 q» draft, 48 cps nk}.1144,91 
krkosha 5L-92 24-pin 240 cpi draft. 66 cps nk}. 44K 
buffer. 360x360 dpi graphics and a hod of features. A 
mperb printer only......._£21U» 
Chiain 120D+.....X13£79 1 
CHireto 124D—^—.....£182.95 
CHiaen Swift 9.......£199.00 
Citizen Swift 24......£295.95 
Free colour kit with Swift printers, worth £39,95 
Commodore Mf51270 iiLjtr. 
CommodoreMfS 1250 9 pin mono H«J»| 
ConwKfore MPS 1550C 9 pin colour, ..£219,95 

SPfClAi OFFER 
Prmleifak comprising fo table, 200 sheets of paper 
printer stand, Normally £29,95, when ordered with any 
printer, only......£14.95 

We stock a full range of books, joysticks* 
ribbons, mu sit software, hardware, 

disk storage, boxes, cables, etc. 
Please call: 04024 3S438 

Govemroent and track or decs welcome 
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Commodore 'sClPrV 
Multimedia system for the home. 
A new dimension - A new lower price. 

The ultimate in home entertainment and 

education 

! NCL U DES 
CDTV.489.00 
FREE Welcome. A guide to CDTV (value) 34.99 
FREE Lemmings (Arcade classic) (value) 34.99 
FREE Hutchinson's Encyclopedia (value) 49.99 

Inc. Infra-Red Remote Control. 
v Only 

Pack value : £608.97 \£489!C 
Other CDTV Titles 

Animate Colouring Bk ...16.95 Education 

A Bun for Barney (3-5)...29.95 

Barney Bear Goes to 

School (2-6).25.95 

Cinderella (6+). 34.95 

Fun School 3 (3-5).21.95 

LTV English...  29,95 

My Paint (3-9)......,....25.95 

Paper Bag Princess (6+) .29.95 

Music 

CD Remix__ 25,95 

4usic Maker,, .,,.29.95 

k Musicolour..........„.T.B.A 

Arts & Leisure 

Women in Motion .........25.95 

Trees, Shrubs, Conifers ..29.95 

Indoor Plants .......29.95 

Entertain men I 

Battl estorm..25.95 

Classic Board Games.29.95 

Defender of the Crovvn..25.95 

Falcon,..,..,.....41.99^ 

Case of Gautios Condor.29.99 

Battle Chess.*....,.*...38.00 

Sim City. ...25.95 

Pro Tennis Tour Jl.25.95 

Psycho Killer.,...25,95 

Sherlock Holmes.37,95 

Spirit of Extalibur ..,,...,.39.95^ 

Team Yankee,.. ,.,..,.25,95 

Ibis is a small list 

of Irtles available. 

Full List is sent with orders. 

Amiga A500 computer 

Plus 
512K RAM expansion 

Plus 
PrO-Write 2.5 - word processor 

Deluxe Paint II - an 
Deluxe Print II - pretty/ 

Infoflie - database 
Music Mouse - at least it doesn't squeak! 

Logo + talking turtle - Childrens an language learning 

Lets Spell at home - educational 

BBC emulator - read your old beeb files 

Plus 
10 blank disks, deluxe mouse mat 
FREE resource file - curriculum guide 

FREE introductory video-pop it 

info the VCR and relax 

REE 10 great games - for when 

the serious stuff finishes J"fofol retail value" 
FREE Crystal gift voucher \ £1070.00 

(value £6) > Crystal price 
£499,95 

Amiga A500 & ASOO+ 
All our Amigos are UK specified, and unless stated, consist of the following:. 

1. 3 operating manuals 
Z 1 Mb built-in disk drive 
3. Commodore mouse pointer 
4. Built-in Kickstart 1.3 or 2.0 
5. TV Modulator 
6. Built-in speech synthesis 

4096 colours 
Power supply 

9. 512Kb RAM or 1Mb built-in 
10. Workbench 1,3 or 2.0 
If,Tutorial disk 
12. Extras disk 1.3 or 2.0 
13. Digital 4 channel stereo 
14. Built-in 'notepad' simple w/p 
f5. Amiga BASIC Language 
16. Necessary cables 

MM sale)., it can only be used on goods Full written details available on 
request. Sub ted to status. Finance H 
is tor UK mainiand residents a nd ■ 
EJfpQ Personal only You 

order 
i Jvr mjp uln hnlliw 

exc luding postage. ^ 'ftiromous*' 5T/Amiga 1 

swrlchable. j£14.00jal 
y Amiga Half Meg RAM 1 

r | upgrade with cWk,.. lITTJJnUIW Wi MrO nunHic 

number - 04824 38439 9am to Backup service any lombard Credik harge card for 19 
1 ftp*n, Quoit your lull turn? and 
ftddres, your Accra / Visa / 
Credftchjrge number, along wilh 

Vow requirements Irclwk your 
drrtimt leiephont number Or, 
lend your personal / buiWinj; 
society cheque / banlten draft, 
*tlh full detail*,, to our mail order 
address: Unit 4, 11a Station Lane, 
Hornchurch, Essex. RM12 6|L All 
price* art induct of VAT, 

Vouchers 
■Oi/f deluxe gift vouchers can be 
taste used, jusr phone our sales 

umber- 04024 *8410, To 
ase a gift voucher, call our 
team ft you have receved a 

free gift voucher fiwn us (1 per 

We honour the warranty's as given 
by the manuttewer. subject only 
to proof d purc hase. Where Atari 
hardware has fried in (he firs 28 
days, we wifi exchange lhai tern 
with a new replacement. After 20 
days equipment will be repaired 

Collections 
Visitors are welcome at our retail 
showroom and collections car be 
arranged with dispatch manager - 
phone 0*024 18430 

Finance / Credit facilities 
All advertised products over £100 
can be purchased un our 
Credteharge store Card, tailored to 
your needs APR 38.8% (variable) 

purchase, subjecl to credit limit. 

Delivery. Carriage charges 
Please add £3 per order iqr 
pert+packing Software, books, 
cartridges £1,20 per Hem. larger 
items up to 25Kg are senff insured 
post f courier service. Next 
work ing day £6,50, Orders over 
£ 150 not sent by courier add £5. 
Special Saturday delivery tan be 
arranged. All orders neoeved by 
4:30pm will be despatched same 
day subject to availability, or ~ 
unless otherwise instructed, Le. 
Birthday present, etc. All above UK 
mainland only. (Export, BFPO 
Channel Wes-delate on request - 

Unit 4,11a Station Lane, Hornchurch, Essex, 
RM12 6JL, Tel: 04024 38438, Fax: 04024 44399 
Showroom 174 High Street, Hornchurch, Essex. 

(Dept API) 
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■THE BIG RACE 

I wish it could fa 
Place your bets, the runners are under starter's orders and ready for the Christmas software 

handicap hurdle. It's the race to see which game will hit the top slot at closing time on 

December 24. Game publishers have chewed their fingernails up to their elbows, eager to 

know whether they've made the big time during the Chrimbo software silly season. 
Powermonger look the lop Amiga hon¬ 

ours Iasi year* wilh those pesky Turtles 

coming close behind. In 1989 Batman - the 

Mime stole the race, despite the handicap of 

being bundled with all new A500s and the 

incredible sales of the number iwo title Hard 

Drivm. Who is in line for winning glory this 

year? Will hype or good game design win? 

Are we all licence lemmings or will another 

original title take the Christmas chart ctdwtk 

We’ve stacked up all the biggest names and all 

the biggest games to rate Iheir chances. 

Populous 2 ■ £29.99 Electronic Arts 
The biggest name in Amiga games has its second coming and 

could repeal the Power monger success. It's an instant classic but 

could not make the race because of final testing and packaging. If it 

makes it in time, this god game could rule the courses over yule-tide and for 

months to come. The strongest original runner in the field. 

Th* popular wrinftd 

pT that few ihe 
godi on Its tid* It 

Dune's Tip for ttw 

Top. An especially 

kind runner, but can 

rth up tf H to 

ro uod»r aod world 

b**t*r, rt s going to 
b* around for a 

wbilt got. A real 

winner. Sots wt! 

Oh No! Mare Lemmings! ■ Psygnosis £14.99/£25 99 

With a hundred 

industrious 
handlers, this Kon« 

groomed. Prefers 

tolid ground and to 

ctag with the group. 

Double-edged sales pitch fas daia disk and stand alone game) should 

give the lemms a numerical advantage. The success of the original 

Lemmings and its inclusion in the Cartoon Classics bundle mean 

there a vast potential market for data disks, but take up may not be 

as sudden as a ’new * release. 

Cisco Heat ■ £25.99 Image Works 

An ho wo it low-a biding 

hors* Known in the field 

as Ftfoky Ciscy, this 

exchible filly con got a 

little too frisky, nod 

wmflimM doesn t even 

makf the track. 

Christmas driving games are as traditional as Bond movies, but Cisco 

lacks the arcade appeal of Smash or G-foc to really be a major con¬ 

tender. The conversion (Page 129) is thorough hut a bit smallish. Its 

claim to fame is also overshadowrcd by Formula 1 GP and Lotus. 

Pitfighter ■ Domark £25.99 
A huge arcade hit. the con¬ 

version is limited by the 

game it copied - it's just a 

weird beat cm up. Poor 

critical response from the 

press may have hurt ils 

chances. Pitfighter has a 

big name but little else to 

support if & bsd for the 

world title. Unlikely to be 

up there come the 24th. 

Birds of Prey ■ Electronic Arts £30.99 

tfeunlly got* off to - 

flying start, but 

locks consistency. A 

Of bomr in tb* ilr. 

The long awaited multi plane flight sim has 

the reputation to demand Number One 

status this Christmas. Its complexity and 

release delays may have fatally wounded its 

chart chances. Do enough people remember 

it to make it a major Christmas force? 

MicroProse Golf ■ MicroProse £30.99 
PGA Tour Golf took the honours 

as the year’s best charting mare 

(Page 122) so hopes are high for 

the MicroProse stables. A crack¬ 

ing golf ouiing Goff has ihe 

stamina to still be racing well into 

'92 but may mm have the sprint 

stan needed for Christmas. 

Another mrcorntr to roc*. 

Tends to 1 Wring round bonds 

with remarkable eu«. 

Captain Planet ■ Mindscape £25 99 

Hmmm! Ii would be huge if the hype 

worked. But as nobody seems to care about 

(or watch) the cartoon series, the licence's 

power appears Limited. The game itself 

(Page 101) and its inclusion in the Cartoon 

Classics bundle seems to have spoilt the 

Captain+s chances. 

Knightmare ■ Mindscape £25.99 

A bit of * dork 

hors*, Ukos to 

com* up from 
behind, but 
m. — — -i — ol — 1 - -—* 
ItirOS IQ jUii 

stoy there. 

Evolved from the same breeding system as 

the award-w inning Captive, Knightmare has 

cult TV coverage to back the game up. A 

good mix of licence and horse should make 

ti a real front runner, but somehow it 

doesn't feel like a contender. More of a 

long distance game than an instant hit. 

Super Space invaders ■ Domark £25.99 
A nostalgia trip conversion of the 

revamped Tatlu arcade, this one 

had a slow stan on the point-to- 

point this month - although this 

could reflect a late release during 

the monthly stakes. The name 

could benefit from the ‘Granny 

Factor' with its famous arcade 

name pulling in pressic-buying 

folk. A dark horse maybe? 

Thb young colt his a lot to tlv* 

up to. 13 years after Mi famous 

father Started * revolution. 



Christmas 
Robocop 3D ■ £25.99 Ocean 
■ A Chrimble lave. Robot op is back but this time in 

I 3D. The F-29 stable bring us this metal police horse 

I in vector si>Ie. After a touch-and-go period it now 

1 looks a cen to make it out before the 24ih This time 

I the game's out BEFORE the movie which could 

hamper Robe's top spot shot 

Hobby tends to zoom out In front of ttt# Others, 

but tie's been said to be a little rusty lately. 

Super Smashy, a real 

blood thirsty runner. 

Smash TV ■ £25.99 Ocean 
This stunning William's coin-op was a 

massive hit at the recent Commodore 

Derby and is a long-time favourite of the 

Format team. Hard-core blasting action 

is promised in the conversion hut that 

may not be enough to sec it through the 

cut throat Christmas competition. Smash 

TV leads the coin op charge. 

G-Loc ■ £25.99 US Gold 

This outsider could 

be In tbe wrong r«e. 

The hugely successful Sega coin-op aims to 

take over where Afterburner left off. An 

absolute pig to convert. VS Gold look to 

have made a good job of cramming il onto 

computer. Can coin-ops. regardless of their 

conversion handicap quality. still make the 

grade as major Amiga titles? It remains an 

outsider with big title support. 

Bart Simpson ■ £25.99 Ocean 
Sky's Bart should make a major hid for the title as 

it backs an enormous licence with a strong colt. 

The velkmman could he hamstrung by his appear¬ 

ance in the Cartoon Classics bundle, although it 

didn't hurt Barman back in 1989, One of the 

favourites to make it to the lop of the stakes. 

The wildest of tbe runners. A mustang with an 

attitude, he prefers eating jockey's shorts to hay. 

First Samurai ■ £25.99 Image Works 
Vivid Image's stunning bau-envup 

earned a Format Gold an issue ago. 

Taking beat-em-ups further lhan ever 

before, it races fast over a huge track. Its 

debut race was scheduled for November, 

but is delayed to give it a Christmas shot. 
known as Singing Sam. . . . 

This friendly colt plays a A maJl,r t0n,ender- bul an eaHy relelM« 
holy tun.. Hallelujah! HU) S« Ilw initial pULC IOO Hijih. 

Robocod ■ Millennium £25.99 
Stitl trying to find a 

parking space. 

An awesomely cute 

platform game in a 

console style. Robocotl out *SonkV Sega's 

hedgehog in many pundits' opinions. Its 

pun name may be its biggesi liability. If 

there's any justice this one should make a 

major impact as it’s excellent in terms of 

gameplay and technical construction. 

Heimdall ■ Core Design £30 99 
A hors* that has 

undergone some 

vigorous training, 

A glorious isometric 

adventure and could 

go all the way. Its 

first day sales were phenomenal and if il 

can keep the pressure up it shim Id give Pop 

2 a run. Core titles have a history of high 

initial placings that tail off into steady long¬ 

term success lower in the chan. 

Formula 1 GP I MsaoProse £30 99 
Still trying to find 

the track. But 

when It does, it s 

sure to make an 

Impression. 

Ultra-slick car sim (Page 1321 and interest 

in this one is intense. The test u ill be if it 

can race into the shops by the Christmas 

deadline. If it makes it to (he retailers in 

lime, then watch it climb. One of the best 

bets for Number One if it makes it in time. 

Turtles Coin Op ■ Image Works £23 99 
One of the slower run- 

ners. Having to carry a 

lot of extra weight. 

Last year's Tunlcmania 

has cooled down and 

may hamper the chances of this conversion. 

Drawn from the strong arcade machine it's 

gut every chance of making the grade as a 

game* but the subject matter may prove 

more of a hindrance than a help. 

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 ■ £25.99 Gremlin 

A good finisher, but the water 

Jumps may cause problems. 

Still a good bet for the day 

The current king of the racing 

circuit, Lotus is unlikely to still he 

there come the 24th, It has sold in 

droves already, so is there anyone 

out there who hasn't already got 

it? Still, with such an overwhelm¬ 

ing instant response it cannot he 

ignored. Has it got the legs to last 

the distance. 

Wrestlemania ■ £25 99 Ocean 
¥ a nkec -doodle- dandy, 

going wrong way Is handy. 

Over-the-top American style 

action, WWF is phenome¬ 

nally popular. It sells 

200.000 mags a month, and il should he a 

sure fire hit at Ain tree. An acid lest of the 

'sports' popularity, can a hem-cm-up 

stallion cut il at Christmas? Probably! 
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EPIC - A LEGEND BEYOND TIME 
A legend is born, a supremely 

advanced one-man starfighter ■.■; «*—■ 

of awesome power and destructive “~^Z. 

capabilities that, in the right I ^^B| 

hands will wreak havoc amongst ] 

inter-galactic transgressors - fjj^- -4 

that legend is EPIC. 

CBM AMIGA 
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED • 6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS 

A 3D epic1 that reaches a milestone 
in polygon technology in terms of 

speed, graphical detail and pure 

out-and-out playability. A multitude 

of missions, ranging from devious to 

manic, take you deep into the heart 

of this sci-fi conquest of outer spoce. 

EPIC - a masterpiece of software 
engineering. 



nme 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED • 6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS ■ TEL: 061 832 6633 FAX: 06T 834 0650 
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CH-CH-CHANGES 

Peter Wlolyneux, BULL¬ 

FROG PRODUCTIONS 

(Power monger 

Populous 2) 

'91 "There wasn't anything 

totally exciting. Utopia and 

Mega - lo-Mania should have 

been exerting, hot Utopia had so 

many hugs and it crashes, and with 

Mega-lo-Mania, the formula for win¬ 

ning was quite simple. The caddy system on the CD TV is ridiculous." 

'92 "There are few things coming around the comer. Civilisation (Sid Meier's 

latest) is likely to turn us on the mast.” 

Andrew Bray brook, 

GRAFT GOLD (Rainbow 

Islands, Realms) 

r91 "Turman II - I Just had to 

finish It. The same with 

Lemmings Now you can't get 

any of the team off Jimmy 

White's Whirlwind Snooker in 

the lunchtimes.” 

’92 “We are eagerly awaiting 

the Lemmings data disk, of course. And the sequel. Chaos Engine has a nice 

took to It, particularly the way they use the colours. And we did like the look 

of Apocalypse, Excellent." 

54 

Paul Walker, ARC DEVEL¬ 

OPMENTS (Forgotten 

Worlds, Simpsons} 

'91 "The Amiga 500 Plus is good 

because ft has the Meg as standard. 

There's not much that played very 

well this year. Erm.,. Jimmy White's 

Whirlwind Snooker - we're still play¬ 

ing ft. every lunchtime. Lemmings 

was bl**dy addictive." 

'92 Tm looking forward to 

Populous 2. There's nothing else 

around really." 

,t~ t 

££2ij£ A'’ 

CDTV's facilities- And 

to see some games wi 

ROM for. We think wi 

DHUGCtR 

Colin Boswell, 

THE KREMLIN (Domark's HQ) 

'91 "Alien Breed was a good shoot-em- 

up with a hit of intelligence. Speed ball 

2 was our favourite multi-player game. 

Chuck Rock and Rodland because of 

the graphics. Hunter Is popular with a 

couple of the people here.” 

'92 “It would be nice to see a few 

packages that take advantage of the 

stretching a bit further the virtual reality theme. I'd like 

a bit more thought as to what you can use the CD 

e cracked it with Trivial Pursuit. ** 

Ch-ch-changes: 
Who better to ask for their views on the best 

games of 1991 than the top programmers? 

Gary Penn finds what they liked and what 

they're expecting to be big next year... 

Ion Hare, SENSIBLE SOFTWARE 

(Mega-lo-Mania, Wizkid) 

'91 “Lemmings was the X* spot of 

our year because it's innovative 

and fun to play. By the time we'd 

played the demo disk we didn't 

really want the full game, but ft's 

only really because we don't play 

much else other than Kick Off 2." 

*92 "Lemmings II, because the demo dtsk will be good. Doubtless we will buy 

Kick Off 3- ft will be interesting to see what they do with it because we're 

writing a game which takes over from where Kick Off left off. And doubtless 

It will be good fun to play.” 

Richard Clucas, ARGONAUT 

(Starglider, Birds of Prey) 

* * 

91 "Birds Of Prey, It's about bl**dy 

time it came out, and It's really 

exciting because of the huge amount 

of things you can do in It. Lemmings 

was good - very addictive to play-” 

’92 "ATAC (Advanced Tactical Air 

Command). It's another flight simula¬ 

tor, but thK one's for MlcroProse- 

Vou actually need to he able to fly to 

do H properly, and you can fty either a plane or a helicopter. It’s due for 

release in the second quarter of next year." 

Gary Llddon, 

5TRANCEWAVS 

'91 "Nothing. 

no - Formula 

One Grand 

Prix. It looks 

smashing." 

'92 “Elite It- It 

sounds smash¬ 

ing. And Body count and 

Apocalypse. They are smashing 

better than any other games with 

the same names." 

Karl Jeffery, 

IMAGES SOFTWARE LTD 

'91 “Lemmings, for its originality. 

Lotus Turbo Esprit plays well. 

RoboCod l liked, because there are 

lots of little cute things in it. 

Technically, our own G-LOC is look* 

ing good for Christmas, combining 

sprites and vectors.1” 

H92 "ft would be nice to see a few 

more AS DO Plus products, making 

use of the extra memory. That's the 

way to go." 

Simon Phipps, 

CORE DESIGN 

'91 "The Secret Of Monkey 

Island was so much fun. 

When H came out we had 

a competition to complete 

That's it really.” 

■92 "The sequel to Monkey Island... 

Indiana Jones and The Fate Of 

Atlantis.,. We're all excited about a 

Heimdall sequel. And Rob Toone's 

rabid for a proper sequel to Dungeon Master. Oh yes, and Che development of 

CD-ROM, so we can start putting big things on the Amiga,11 

Tony Crowther 

(Captive, Knightmare) 

'91 “There ain't been much to cry 

about. Definitely Lemmings - cute, cud¬ 

dly and fun. The CDTV's nke# hut it's 

flogged wrongly - it should be sold as 

a disc drive, not an encyclopaedia." 

'92 "I'm looking forward to doing Recaptured, K nightmare is going through to 

'92: I'll be intrigued to see how it goes. Me brother's after a sequel to indy 

500. |’d like to see a new Blitter chip for the Amiga, one that can do real-time 

reduction and x-fllpping. Another sound chip would be better - it hasn't got 

enough voices. What might be nice Is the Miracle (piano tutor from Mindscape) 

taking off, for all the software that'll come through. 



Ranald Fiekat Weesartk, 

STORM 

'91 "Lemmings te the best game 

ever written for the Amiga. The 

Amiga operating system was 

made more mature with 

Workbench Kick start 2, and the 

arrival of one Megabyte of chip 

RAM was good for obvious rea¬ 

sons. The Amiga outselling the 

ST was pretty good too " 

■92 "We hope Elite II turns out to be good- Otherwise, we look forward to the 

further demise of the ST, and two megabytes of chip RAM.” 

CH-CH-CHANGES 

Eric Matthews, 

THE BITMAP BROTHERS 

'91 "The wickedest thing this year 

was Richard's Speed ball 2 sound 

effects being put in. Delphine are 

doing some good stuff. Monkey 

Island was quite good. Lemmings, 

but that doesn't live or die on the 

Amiga - it works on any format.“ 

'92 "The one Meg as standard Is good, but the problem is why didn't they do 

that at the beginning? 1 don't think people will design specifically for It, as you 

exclude the half meg market. We will do things for rt but ft's a case of 

enhancing the half meg version.'* 

9Ts top games 
and what to 
look for in 92 

'92 "My tip is something fantastic 

from Electronic Arte. I don't know 

what, but they always do the busi¬ 

ness. Those Bullfrog boys have been working on some stuff and I'm sure it'll 

be smashing. Aliens til: The Adventure will be excellent." 

Nail Young, PROBE 

91 "It's been a bit of tie-in 

year, and that's always a 

bit crap. Lemmings was 

good, because It was fun 

to play. And the 3D in 

Thunderhawk knocked 

everything for six." 

Archer Maclean 

(Jimmy White's Whirlwind 

Snooker) 

91 "Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker. 

95 per cent of games are never as good 

as the reviews say they are. I think 

Snooker is one of the few games that 

matches everything that was said. 

Lemmings was pretty much the same - 

it was so well put together." 

'92 "Birds Of Prey is looking impressive. Possibly Elite #1 - I think it'll be more 

of the same but technically excellent. And Snooker II. I've got some nice things 

lined up for that.” 

Dean Lester, TEQUE 

(Man United Europe, Pitfighter) 

'91 "Man Utd Europe was something I played a 

lot- Partly because I had to, but I enjoyed it. The 

speed and violence of Speed ball II was good and 

an improvement on the first one. Lemmings was 

fun because you didn't have to kill anything." 

92 "We reckon we'll crack it with Shadowlands 

There will be a surge of RPGs and lots of people 

who dismissed them will start getting into them. The Amiga will grow from 

this Christmas, with the memory expansions as standard. The CO-ROM drives 

are not necessarily the answer. Budgets will take off - parity because of the 

recession, but also because there's a lot of good old stuff around." 

1 

David Braben 

'91 "Lemmings stands out by 

default- ft's not particularly good, 

but ft's an interesting idea. Archer's 

Snooker was good. He put a lot of 

effort into the dynamics of the balls 

and the way it plays. Exile h great - 

it's a shame It was so long coming,” 

92 "A lot of Stuff i* formularised, 

and that's killing games. Piracy is a 

big problem. I'd like to see higher 

processor speed - it would keep the 

Amiga above water." 

John Twiddy, VIVID IMAGE 

(First Samurai) 

'91 "The 

Utopia and 

Mega lo 

Mania style of 

game. They're 

different. 1 

don’t know what It Is about them, 

but I find them intriguing." 

'92 ’The Amiga having one 

Megabyte as standard, and that's 

important for fluid gameplay." 

Stave Screech 

(Kick Off, Tip Off) 

'91 "The only impressive stuff 1 saw 

was Archer Maclean's Snooker. H was 

fast and smooth and very, very tasty," 

'92 "Kick Off 3, It'll play with the new 

dual firehutton joystick - Tip Off does 

too, Vou can barge, jump sliding tack¬ 
les, perform diving headers and 

volleys... We're thinking about a cou¬ 

ple of different viewpoints, and it'll be tactically totally different - the game'll 

revolve around the captain. And definitely Player Manager 2. It's a similar 

interface as before but a lot deeper and multi-player - hopefully." 

Shaun Southern, 

MAGNETIC FIELDS 

'91 "I like the look of 

Formula One Grand Pri*. 

The Snooker game looks 

nice too. And Exile. It looks 

like a 64 game but it really 

is fun to zip around and you 

feel involved. It's more of a 

game than graphics." 

'92 "Delphfne's Another World looks really nice. It's mainly vector graphics hut 

with very high detail. I like the whole idea that you can do a lot of detail and 

it won't take up so much memory." 

Andrew Beveridge, 

THE ASSEMBLY LINE 

(Interphase, 

Cyberton III) 

‘91 "Lemmings was the last 

thing that caught our eye, i 
was disappointed with CDTY - 
and how well have the public 

taken to It? I'd like to see multimedia 

take off. It looks like a step in the right 

direction, but it looks like it's flopped," 

'92 ‘ It s a good move to have the one Meg machine as standard. Actually, I'd 

quite like to see a nice cheap Amiga console which runs at twice the speed," 
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The next issue of PC Format is numbered, imaginatively, 4 and will be appearing on 

every good newsagent's shelves on December 19. You won't want to miss the essential 

guide on how to upgrade your PC 



Go From Musical Mess 

THE 
BLUE RI BBON 

SOUNDWORKS 
LTD 

5 AbbeyviijI Road 

1293 Bmmm Lane ne 
Atlanta. Georgia USA 

TEL: 404-377*1514 
FAX: 404 377-2277 

TOtQVERNIGHT SUCCESS :.:'^xrssm 
* sionals altke^ n0vices and prefer 

j 
■ indudingroci;te^.t^n^e‘J^e musfctf style 

i '-Stesiasa 

l. 7tfSh IJPBindudinR 

: key»SdSKJSJj?** '™P°s. 

i ’Sfcsg“nstniatona«i 

: *CMpfiicaTwaronr18andrWoidfr,£ 
: * Wcarured bacST^ ««** 
■ • Solo and lead-line rmi^. ^ 6 Payers 

; ISSSS^SA, 

•teSSf*fiSLKj ? 

‘■S5£SS£™>**~ : 
.i^p^Sbmmh i 

leadu>8 Jtlu,ti- : 

*ARe*x compatible * 

commandfndard BASSfip'^ARe*x 

:SSeS*s- I 

i 
•^*01000:2000.2500.3000 
* Results will varv artnr -i ! 
“1*^ andpiaes^/^^j^ompuiers 

VmSS&szt&agT ; 

The world of 

lusic is yours.f°'[tVa?enforWthe ^ 

1UpWjA fandSted alike. Us ability .one-deaf ana t ^ ^ ^ unlimited 
to write m opcn your ears 

SSsaaP: 
^SSS&S 2^*feJE!5 whether you read^ design 

can invent 1 rnmbine musical 

<°iSthe wuch of a button. In styles at the 10 „ an entire 
fact, you can «mp hi a 

S&32S-t 

With SupeilAMVs^ T^ 
Sound Technology J Amjga 

capable of ^ 0nce*. No 

sssnssi-sfa 
TurboSound 

use Wr ALs screen wd s 
use both programs at once! : 

k SuperJAM! comes mm * 

3335® 

S£££?a 
to create ,J; r' and drums - 
sound or ^nUr °Wn individual 
t °^.t0 imitate sono, vn„ 

See, hear and touch your music. 

m loami iff] in i in i.rta 1, iibTpjiti^ums^imiuiiiPai 

Create rhythmic and melodic 
patterns easily, 

Integrate 
Super!AM f 

seamlessly into 
barss Pipes 

Professional's 
screen 

\— ” S3 < 
L_ A 
rzoi 

■ 
m 

)—«i ■ 
y— iv 

g wrests cm HC&m 
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... has landed. 

developed in cooperation with 

© Lufthansa and Deutsche Airbus 



TO GIVE YOU ALL THE VERY BEST ACTION 

WE’VE MOVED AIR LAND AND SEA 
And put them all together in one little box. 

Three of the fastest, most furious and perfectly 

deadly simulation titles in one pack (for only £34.99.) 

In F/A-18 Interceptor™, you fly 7 combat 

missions in an F-16 or an F-18, the most advanced 

aircraft of our time. Dodge cruise missiles, rescue 

downed colleagues, save the President, even fly under 

the Golden Gate Bridge - in fact everything you'd expect 

in the average day of a modern pilot. 

The Greatest Spectacle in Racing ® is translated 

into the Greatest Racing Simulation in Indianapolis 

500 ®: The Simulation™. Select one of three cars, 

or design your own and race against 32 different 

rivals. Then replay your mistakes and triumphs from 6 

different angles, in case you had your eyes closed and 

missed them the first time. 

Finally, there’s 688 Attack Sub™. Experience the 

most dazzling 3D graphics and digitised imagery as 

you command the 688 or the Soviet Alfa. Plot your 

way through 10 different scenarios with infinite play 

possibilities, beneath the hottest seas on the planet. 

Not to be attempted if you have a fear of enclosed 

spaces or the sight of torpedoes headed in your 

direction. 

I:l.yc TRONIC RTS® 
Electronic Arts, Langley Business Centre, l M9 Station Road, Langley, Berks SL3 8YN, 
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Media Direct 0782 208228 
AMIGA 500 PACKS 

All our Amiga s are 
UK specification and come 
complete with lhe 
Mowing — 

Amqt Pack 1 fCtasfc Pack) 
5t2K rarxtom access 
memory 

BunH-in d«Sk drive 

4096 colour graphics 
4 channel stereo sound 
Kickstan 1 3 
Workbench t 3 
Extras 1.3 and Mooai d*sk 
Amiga mouse 
TV mediator 
Power supply un* 
A500 keyboard 

Bart Simpson 
Captain Ptanet 
Deluxe Paint III 
and game of me year 
Lemmings 

We ateo gwe you:- 
Mouse mat and pockei ' 
dusf cover. 10 blank disks 
and box, Quickshot 
Python, 1 joystick 

Plus 

TO more Great Games 
Football Manager 
Hotshot 
Las Vegas 
Flight Path 737 
Fi reblaster 
Karting Grand Pfix 
Thai Boxing 
Seconds'Out 
Mouse Trap 
Plutos 

PRINTERS 

All our printers are UK 
specification and are 
covered by a 12 months 
warranty-All the prices 
include a printer lead and 
a tailored dust cover 

Star LC-20 A popular tow COST 
Mono Pnom 
Multiple font options from 
frqnfl panel 
Excellent paper handling 
facilities 
Simultaneous, continuous 
and single sheet stationery 
240x240 DPI graphics £149.95 

Star LC 24-10 
24 Pin Wsm of 1C10 
Excellent letter quality print 
360x360 DPI graphics 
6 resident fonts 
Additional font can ridges 
available £214.95 

Star LC2O0 Col our Printe r 
An metent value kx money 
Colour Pnm 
240 DPI 9 pin colour 
Front panel pilch selection 
Push/pull tractor feeds 
Reverse paper feeds 
16K buffer 
S resident fonts 
Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Front panes programmable 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading £204.95 

Star LC24-200 Mono Printer 
80 column dot matrix 
printer 
7K butter expandable to 
39K 
10 resident fonts 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 
Supplied with mono ribbon 
Faster Than LC24-10 
Extra font cartridges 
available 
Front panel pilch selection 
Programmable Irom front 
panel 

Star LC2 4*200 Colour Pri filer 
360 DPI 24 pm colour 
printer 
30K buffer expandable lo 
62K 
10 resident fonts 
From panel pitch selection 
Reverse paper feed 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 

£249.95 

Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Front panel programmable 
Extra font cartridges 
available 

Ciiztn 1200 + 
A very popular low cost 
mono printer centronics^ 
RS232/CBM 64 serial 
Please specify interface 
when ordering (two year 
warranty) £144.95 

Citizen 1240 24 pin Mono 

8K buffer expandable 
Push and pull trader feeds 
3 fonts with excellent 
letter qualify 
(two year warranty} 

Citizen Swift 9 pm Colour 
Printer 

fl K buffer 
240x240 DPI odour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feeds 
Excellent print qualify 
flwo year warranty) 

Citizen Swift 24 pin Colour 
Prinler 
European Printer of the 
Year 1990 
24 pin version of the 9 pm 
colour printer 
360x360 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feed 

£204.95 

£224.95 

£314.95 

PERIPHERALS 

We stock a large 
range of peripherals, all of 
the highest quality If you 
can t see the one you 
require please give us a 
call to see if we stock it 

naH>ha 

Moyii 

Mice and Trackballs 

Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
Amiga.'1 Atari swiichable 
Simply (he best 
200 DPI resolution 
Ergonomic design 
Smooth precise operation 
2 years guarantee 
Free mouse mat 
Free mouse pocket 
Now includes 
Operation Stealth from US 
Gold Only 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 



rtlVIlVIM on lvihuo I o uintv I 

Mega Deals, Multi-Choice 
l_ i Mouse 
• : o9E Armga/Alan 

: e^eni mouse 
resolution 

- slick operation 
it 

/ 

ackbafl by Alfa 

^ ir-abte between Alan 
- - ga with the third 

nr 
*st be the best 

- ickball available 

- %a*sha Scanner 
r t - Amiga A50C 

:-! 32 grey shade 
"cr**d scanner 

inciudfes 
^and scanner 

CC "'ehaoe 

supply unit 
r» Son professional 

The Ultimate 
Software'1 

n 

« E^nsion boards 

A5O0 0 5 Mb RAM 
board 

memory lo 1 Mb 
3K 'ecnnoiogy 

cv» e^ent tor A501 

r ~-nutes 

- sw^ch 

version 

t 5 Mb RAM 

eed more memory 
r *s board is for you 

extra 1 SMbd 
tan *: you? machine 
- 2 otai of 2 MEGS 

with dock/ 
Uses the latest 

DRAMS tor low 
fw-r consumption 12 
crtr s guarantee 

*»*r«s Kiotstart 1 3 or 
*” Eastfy filed into the 
p -roe' your A500 

no soldering (the 
y your A500 must 

r ,eo for fitting the 
IbC n Connector) 

* 
^r; 5e-.ee available 

lent *y estops 

RAM 500 RX 
ru* expansion 
i £ 4 or 6 Mb fast 
■■ tar Amiga 500 ■V V J-Vl 

r 

£29.95 

£09-95 

£26,95 

£29.95 

£79,95 

Easily plugs into A500 
expansion pon 
Amiga bus through port 
Easily expandable zero 
watt stales and 
hidden refresh lets you run 
larger and more 
sophisticated programs 
Allows creation of large 
and very fast RAM disks 
Test mode and software 
amplify troubleshooting 
Gn/Ofl switch 

Supra/am 500RX 2Mb 
Supraram 5QQRX 4Mb 
Supraram 500RX 8Mb 

£195 00 
£270.00 
£420.00 

External Disk Drives 

Cum ana CAX354 

Very Quiet Slimline 
design Throughpon 
connector On/off switch 
on rear long connecting 
cable 8S0K formatted 
capacity Fits alt Amigas 

ONLY £54 95 

Supradnve for Amiga 
A500 
Using state of the art 
technology these dnves 
use the S»ne amount erf 
power as a floppy d*sk 
dnve These dnves are 
shipped formatted and 
ready to use. so you can 
simply plug in your dnve 
turn on your compute* and 
the system is ready to use 
Tne dnve can be 
configured as autoboot or 
non autoboot rt can have 
upto 8Mb of Ram and as 
many as sx SCSI dnves 
can be connected 
together The drives also 
come with express 
copy hard disk backup 
software superboot and 
superiors’, Me 

management and 
formatting programs 

52Mb Hard drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
52Mb Hard drive 
wth 2Mb Ram 
80Mb Haro drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
80Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard dnve 
with 2Mb Ram 

£449.00 

£509,00 

£549.00 

£599.00 

£599.00 

£659.00 

We also Stock the range of 
Supra modems, phone tor 
details 

Zydec External Drive 
Very quiet 
Slimline design 
Quality atizen drive 
mechanism 
On/off switch on rear 
long connecting cable 
38QK formatted Cdpaoty 
ftfs all Amigas Only 

Master Sound — 
Mono Sound Sampler 
A low cost high features 
sound sampler package 
includes hardware and 
software with a host of 
features lo sample and 
edit music live onio your 
Amjga Only 

Midi Master — Mdi 
Interface for the Amiga 
Midi in — 3X Mid« oui an£ 
Midi through 
Compatible with all leading 
midi software 
Fully OPTO isolated 
Includes two free m*Jj 
cables 
Please state A500/1000/ 
2000 when ordering Only 

Action Replay MKH by 
Datel 
A whole host o4 features 
including Freeseframe 
Boot Selector. Virus 
Detection and much much 
more Only 

Replacement Amiga A50G 
power supply 
Replacement internal disk 
drive for Amiga A500 
(original Commodore one 
— no modification 
required) 

SoundBlaster 

£49.95 

£34.95 

£26.95 

£57,95 

£39.95 

£69.95 

The amazing SourxJbtaster 
adds a new dimension to 
your games Blasting out 
stereo sound at 5 watts 
per channel into two high 
quality 50 wall 3 way 
speakers The pack comes 
complete with an AC 
power supply and as an 
added bonus there is a 
pair of free stereo 
headphones 

ONLY £44 95 

DISKETTES 

Amazing Offm on 
3.5* DSDD KAO BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSQD 135 tp. £11:95 
50 DSDD 135 Ipi £21.95 
75 DSDD 135 ipi £31.95 
100 DSDD 135 ipi £37.95 
200 DSDD 135 ipi £71.95 
500 DSDD 135 (pi £169.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tpi £309 95 

AH 3 5" disks are 
supplied with labels and 
are 100% error free 

"2 lor 1 guarani ee 

Rainbow Diskettes 
Red, green, yellow 

orange, black, wtme 
Colours and quantity of 
your choice 

3.5* DSDD Disks 
25 DSDD 135 tpi £13.75 
50 DSDD 135 Ip £26.45 
100 DSDD 135 tp £44.95 
200 DSDD 135 tp £64,95 

3.5' DSDD SONY BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSDD 135 tpi £13,45 
50 DSDD 135 tp £23.95 
100 DSDD 135 Ip £42.95 
200 DSDD 135 ip £01.95 
500 DSDD 135 tp £109.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tp £349.95 

We only supply top quality 
diskettes Our 3 S'’ diskettes are 
manufactured by KAO and our 
5 25w diskettes are manufactured 
by ATHANA 

We do not seif substandard 
diskettes from the Far East 

MONITORS 

Philips CM8833/II 
Stereo Colour Monitor 
All our moniiors are of UK 
specification. are covered 
by a 12 month warranty 
and come complete with a 
connecting lead £244 95 

Media Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road. Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 73H 
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Media Direct 0782 208228 
DISKETTE 

STORAGE BOXES 

All our storage boxes 
come with anti stale fid, 
two keys and dividers 
where applicable 

\ 

3 5" 100 capacity box 
3 Sw 00 capacity box 
3 5* 50 capacity box 
3 5" 40 capaaty box 
5 25' 100 capacity box 
5 25" 50 capacity box 

Otter 
Deduct £1 00 from above 
box price if purchasing a 
quantity of diskettes 
■(Mm 25 disks). 

£5*95 
£5.45 
£4.95 
£4.45 
£5.95 
£4.95 

5 25" or 3 Sw 
10 capacity boxes 
t 
5 
10 

Stackable Storage Boies 
These boxes are deal 

for the person who 
requires arr alternative to 
the standard style box or 
who has a large number 
of disks to store 

Posso Box 
The Posso box holds 
150 3 5* diskettes or 
70 5 25" diskettes and 
can be stacked 
horizontally of vertically 

Please stale 3 5* or 5 25" 
verson when ordering 

£16.45 

Bulk Storage Box 
ideal tor bulk storage of 
diskeites, each box can 
hold upto 250 3 5” 
diskettes 

1 
3 + 
5 + 

£22*95 
£21.95 
£20.95 

1 
3 + 
5 + 

£9.00 
£6.50 
£8.00 

JOYSTICKS 

Speeding Standard 
Speeding Autofire 
Speeding Sega 
Megadnve 
Navigator 
Simg Ray Standard 
Sling Ray Autofire 
Sling Ray Sega Megadrive 
Manta Ray Standard 
Manta Ray Autofire 
Manta Ray Sega 
Megadnve 
ZipstiCk Standard 
Zipstick Autofire 

£9.95 
£10.95 

£10*95 
£13*95 
£14.95 
£15*95 
£ * 
£12.95 
£14*95 

£14*95 
£11*95 
£13.95 

Competition Pro 5000 
Black £11.95 
Competition Pro 5000 
Clear £11.95 
Competition Pro Glo Extra £13.95 
Competition Pro Extra £13.95 
Competition Pro Siar £13.95 
Python 1 Turbo III 
(OS137F) £9.95 
Python 3 Sega Megadnve £9.95 
Apache 1 (G5131) £6.95 
Rightgnp 1 (0S129F) £8*95 
Mavenck i (QS138F) £13.95 
Chimera 3 Sega 
Megadnve (QS140) TBA 
Intruder 1 (OS 149) TBA 
Intruder 3 Sega Megadnve 
(GS15Q) TBA 
Aviator i (Q5155) TBA 
Aviator 3 Sega Megadnve 
(OS 156) TBA 

ACCESSORIES 

All our accessories are 
of the highest quality 

General 
Mouse mat £2*50 
Mouse pocket £1*50 
3.5" disk drive cleaner £1 -95 
5 25M disk dnve deaner £1.95 

Atari dust cover 
Amiga dust cover 
Star LC10 dust cover 
Siar LC2410 dust cover 
Star LC200 dust cover 
Star LC24 200 dust cover 
2 piece printer stand 
TiH n turn monitor stand 
Monitor plynth 

Switches and Cables 

Monitor Cables 
Amiga to CBM 10845 
monitor cable 
Amiga to Philips CM8033 
cable 

- Amiga to scad cable 
Amiga to Hitachi/Granada 

£3.95 
£3.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 

£12.95 
£19*95 

£9.95 

£9.95 
£9.95 

Data/Printer Cables 
Parallel printer cable £7.95 
36 way to 36 way 
centronics cable £7.95 
25 way Dtype maJefmale 
cable £7.95 
25 way O type 
mate/female cable £7.95 
25 way D type fem/fem 
cable £7.95 

Data Switches 
2 way parallel data switch £12.95 
2 way serial data switch £12.95 
3 way parallel data switch £17.95 
4 way parallel data switch £22.95 

Miscellaneous 
Amiga 4 player adapter £6*95 
Atari 4 player adapter £6.95 
MouM/jOyStiC1' switcher £12.95 
Mouse^toystick exlender 
cable £5.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

We slock a large 
range of ribbons if you 
can t see your particular 
type listed then please 
phone us for a quote 

Stir 1 5 
LC10 mono £2.95 £13.25 
LC10 colour £5.95 £26.75 
LC24 10 mono £4.95 £22.25 
LC2QQ mono £5.50 £24.75 
LC200 colour £10.95 £49.25 
LC24-200 mono £4.95 £22,25 
LC24-200 colour £11.95 £53*75 

Citizen 120D 
Mono £3*29 £14.89 
Citizen Swift 24 
mono £3,29 £14.00 
Citizen Swill 9 
mono £3,29 £14.80 
Citizen 5wilt 24 
colour Cl 1.95 £53,75 
Citizen Swift 9 
colour Cl 1.95 £53.75 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

SpeJI Book (ages 4 9) £17.95 
Things to dd with words 
(ages 5*12) £17.95 
Things to do with numbers 
(ages 5*10) £17.95 
Let s spell at the shops 
(ages 410) £17.95 
Let s spell at home (ages 
410) t £17.95 
Let s speii out and about 
(ages 4 10) £17.95 
Puzzle Book 1 (ages 
5-adult) £17,95 
Puzzle Book 2 (ages 
Sadutl) £17*95 

BOOKS 

We stock a large 
range of Abacus books 
suitable for advanced 
programmers as 'well as 
beginners 

Advanced system 
programmers guide £32.45 
Amiga 3D graphics basic 
programming £18.45 
Amiga basic inside 
and out £18*95 
Amiga C advanced 
programmers guide £32.45 
Amiga C for beginners £18.45 
Amiga DOS inside and out £18.45 
Amiga DOS quick 
reference £8.95 
Amiga desktop video 
guide £18*45 
Amiga disk drives inside 
and out £27,95 
Amiga for beginners £12.95 
Amiga machine language £14*95 
Amiga printers inside 
and out £32.95 
Amiga system 
programmers guide £32*95 
Best Amiga iricks and tips £27*45 
Making music on 
the Amiga £32.95 



Quality and Value Direct to You 
CONSOLES 

ESP ORIVE3 

§r 

Official UK Version 
including Altered Beast 
and Joypad 

ONLY £119* 

**9*1 rive Software 
»k«r burner II 
- -ered Beast 
: e* Kidd 

Palmer Gdf 
£^ow Rash 
8^*e Squadron 
-.ocean 
Dot urn ns 
D'ackdown 
I ^oerbail 
Z*ck Tracey 
:. namrte Duke 
i?wat 
' ygotten Worlds 
Sain Ground 
;* :*?buster$ 
>oute ’n’ Ghosts 
>»den Axe 
^enog Zwe 
. =~es Pond 
. 3 Douglas Boxing 
. on Madden u S Football 

v* Battle 
1 >ey Mouse 

UonSGr Lair 
.*» pnderboy HI) 
y;*:ni,valker 

• >‘-c Defender 
=GA Golf Tour 
fantasy Star II 

sanoo III 
- ,enge of Shi not* 
: ■ adow Dancer 
v me the Hedgehog 
: ace Hamer II 
S^<Jer 

. er Hang On 
. cer League Baseball 
-:~r Monaco GP 

' xer Real BasketbaH 
i: ThundertKade 
5 *ord of Sodan 

/d of Vermillion 
" * . derforce It 
"••n Hawk 

£27.95 
£27.95 
£24.45 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£31.45 
£24.45 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£35.45 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£27,95 
£31.45 
£27.95 
£31.45 

£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£46,95 
£31.45 
£24.45 
£27,95 
£27.95 

TBA 
£27.95 
£3495 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£39,45 
£27.95 
£27.95 

Sega Quite Gear 

Game Gear Software 
Columns 
Pengo 
Psychic World 
Putter Golf 
Super Monaco G P 
Wonder Boy 
Woody Pop 
Dragon Crystal 
Donate Duck 
G Loc 
Golden Axe 
Mickey Mouse 
Ninja Garden 
Outrun 
Space Hamer 
$h*not> 
Baseoaii 
Frogger 
Joe Montanna Football 
Kinetic Connection 
Tatot 

£16.95 

£16.95 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£19.95 
£19 95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19,95 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

Game Gear Accessories 
AC mains adaptor 
av cable 
Ca* lighter aoacxor 
Game Gear t o Game Gear 
cable 
Game Gear TV tuner 
RecnargaWe battery pack 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

> 
fig «V. 

LI 
Goif £31.45 

. 

Zoom 4 £24.45 
Fantasia. TBA 
i; merman £31.45 Atan Lynx 

Alan Lynx Console with 
mams adaptor and 
California Games £119.95 

*e$adrive Accessories 
power stick £32.95 Atan Lynx Console with 

i jz a video cable E6.9S mains adaptor £94.95 
: ntiot pad £12,95 
- *er base converter £27.95 Atari Lynx Console £74-95 

Atari Lynx Software 
APB £23.95 
Stockout £23,95 
Blue Lightening £23.95 
California Games £23.95 
Chess Challenge £23.95 
Chips Challenge £23.95 
Bectrocop £23.95 
Gates of Zendocon £23.95 
Gauntlet 111 £27.95 
Klax £23.95 
MS Pacman £23.95 
Ninja Gaiden £23.95 
Padand £23.95 
Paperboy £23.95 
Rampage £27.95 
Road Blasters £23.95 
Robo Squash £23.95 
Rygar £23.95 
Shanghai £23.95 
Slime World £23.95 
Turbo Sub £23.95 
Wartxrds £23.95 
Xenophobe £23.95 
Zayfor Mercenary £23.95 

Atari Lynx Accessories 
Car Lighter Adaptor £9.95 
Sun Screen £6.95 
Carry Pouch £9.95 
Kit Bag £14.95 
Mans Adaptor £12.95 

IT* not possible to Rat 
all Console Software as 
we hold large stocks. 
Please ring for latest 
releases and prices. 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

tiV* 

HOW TO ORDER 

Gk 0782 208228 

BY POST 
Make cheques and postal orders Payable 
to MEDIA DIRECT, Please send this 
logeiher with your name and address, 
daytime telephone number it possible 
and your order requirements. 1o — 

MEDIA DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LIMITED 
DEPARTMENT 65G297 
UNIT 3, RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD, STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE ST4 7SH 

FAX: 0712 281506 

Carnage charges 
Please add £3 35 per order tor postage 
and packing. 
£5 00 for orders over £150 00 
Software and cartridges £1 25 per item 
Guaranteed TWO Day delivery £6 95 
Guaranteed N€XT Day detrvery £9 00 

Remember!!! Remember!!! Remember!!! 
Media Direct are a well established 
company with a reputation for its 
quality and service A point to 
consider before purchasing your 
computer goods So why not buy 
from us and put our reputation to 
the test 

Ail slocks offers are subject ro availability and to 
bang ine latest advertised backs and prices 

•°ack oeta is may vary from [sm© io tunej E 40 E 

HOW TO FIND US 

and many other products are on display 

Media Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road, Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 75H 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 
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Role-playing games, graphic adventures, flight 

simulations, platform romps, beat-em-ups and 

the latest game news is all in ... oming 
^Attractions 

§ 

64 

Tornado will he Digital 

Integration's new sim use* 

detail to provide extra flight 

thrills. Tornado features Gulf* 

style missions hut ifs the 

level of graphic detail that 

threatens to lake it one step 

beyond the usual bomb runs. 

Multiple cloud layers will 

make high altitude bombing 

tougher and when you’re 

down low» 1:1 object scaling should make the vector landscape 

look more realistic than ever before. Tornado will he Dl's first 

flight simulation since the very early* but very good* F*/6 Combat 

Pilot. It’s been years since that war baby was released but it should 

have been worth the wait. Dl have been fighting their way hack 

into the games mainstream over the last year with their Action 16 

budget and Dream Factor}' arcade labels, but Tornado should help 

put them hack at the sim forefront where they belong. 

Mufti-rolu action if coming in 

Tonudo. Dt'f new tfm promises 

revolutionary graphics. 

Slug the slug is coming from Codemostors. But hoc he got the 

makings of m budget hero? 

The volume of Codem asters output is absolutely stunning* and 

even if it was left to chance they would be bound to create the 

occasional classic. Steg could be just such a title and chance has 

little to do with iis solid gameplay trappings, It takes a 

Lcmmingesquc theme with you trying to save a horde of T’yun- 

gun/., but it is the overpowering cuteness of the piccies that imply 

something special may well be on its way. 

In sixteen hundred and ninety two Columbus sailed the ocean blue. 

As mnemonics go its a bit lame, but it senes to remind a whole 

nation of American* that their continent was discovered almost 

exactly 300 years ago. Domark have remembered this too and 

are now planning an exploration game that will star the 

SpanisJi/Formguese/ltalian/F’uropcan persuasion of your choice* 

adventurer sailing across the at I antic pond. Curious, hut true! 

Who’s next Scott? Livingstone? Branson? 

Heart of China 

Sierra's Rise of the Dragon set 

excellent new standards for icon- 

driven graphic adventures but their 

latest sortie should push the Amiga 

graphics even higher. Henri of 

Chinn tells the talc of a swashbuck¬ 

ling oriental adventure shortly 

before the Second World War, The 

plot should take care of itself 

though - Sierra arc proven experts m the adventure field but it is its graphic style that should 

make major waves. 

Heart of China is a graphic adventure that will be played from the first-person perspective. 

Active ‘hotspot* icons on most screens will precipitate the action, as items are collected and used 

to unravel the mystery Previously* no matter how well drawn the graphics they still looked com¬ 

puter generated. In Rise of the Dragon Sierra broke with conventional computer adventure 

graphic styles, introducing an almost water-colour feed to the screens and with the next offering 

this 'hand-painted’ Itnik is taken further. These screenshots are from the PC variant, but with Rise 

they proved that the translation from 25f> colour super VGA to 32 Amiga could be accomplished 

with no loss of quality If they can repeat the process Hearr of China looks set for the hig time 

Publisher 

Sierra On Line 

Release 
Late 1991/Early 1992 

Red Baron 
MnraneMet Publisher Sierra On Line 

Release December 1991 

Screaming around the Somme in a 

Sopw iih isn't everybody's idea of fun. 

But with (he flight sim genre strug¬ 

gling to find a new direction this 

World War One biplane game has 

great appeal, with seat-of-the-punts 

flying lakes over from constant gauge 

watching. What's more Red Baron w ill 

also bring slick, atmospheric screens to 

keep the interest levels at altitude between sorties. WWI flight sims have been increasing in 

number and quality over the Iasi year - Aces of the Great, Wings, Knights of the Sky - and now 

Red Boron, which looks set to hammer this trend home. It should be "Chocs A wav" in AF31. 



A320 Airbus 
Publisher Thalion 
Release Mid-December 1991 

\mithcr twisi to the flight simulation theme is 

'ining with the landing of Airbus A320, It's 

iiffcrent because it‘s a commercial, and not a 

military, affair. There are no bullets or bombs, 

hut prospective pilots should have more than 

enough to keep them busy. Designed by a real 

\irhus pilot, the game stresses what normal’ 

-light si ms ignore. The pack will come with all 

ihc correct charts, tables and maps pilots use to 

iravel from LilR to GLA! 

Brainies 
Publisher Palace/Titus 
Release January 1992 

Very French and very weird, Brainies is a 

people puzzle game but the people you’re 

moving don’t want to be moved. In fact the 

Brainies get more intransigent as the game 

progresses. These tribhle-likc beings have 

escaped and must be guided to sleeping cells 

and therein lies the game. Obstinate computer 

characters are rarer than most bui should make 

successful level clearance sweeter Ilian ever. 

Daylight Robbery 
Publisher Electronic Zoo 
Release January 1992 

Three cat burglars are in prison! Busting one 

r them out lets you go on a platform-based 

'jmraid for points. The critters special skill is 

that they can walk on ceilings! So both sides 

the platforms have to be jumped between to 

jvmd the traps and collect the swag. Blocked 

routes, hole-filled platforms and creeping bad 

,-uys all make their lives just criminal 

Wrestlemania 
Publisher Ocean 
Release Mid-December 1991 

Slugging it out for the Christmas No I will be 

WrestlemankL a WWF tournament This popu¬ 

lar spoits/ercrertammeni bcat-cm-up puts fun 

before fists. Choose from three different 

heroes - Hulk Hogan, British Bulldog and 

Ultimate Warrior to fight for the title of WWF 

title. WWF mags sell 200,000 copies a month 

can the game do the same at Christmas? 

Shadow lands 
Publisher Domark 
Release Early 1992 

Photoveape is what coders Tcque London call 

heir new RPG system which calculates real 

time light and shadows in an isometric 3D 

landscape* While adventuring the wilderness 

and dungeon environments torches will cast a 

limited light. The game will stress individual’s 

abilities, so the party can split-up in order to 

conquer certain puzzles and monsters. 

Legend 
Publisher Image Works 
Release Early 1992 

The RPG assault continues unabated with 

Image Work’s soon to be released Legend An 

isometric 3D, four-character romp, it further 

explores the world of BlotxJwych but in a 

totally different style. One of the many innova¬ 

tions is a radically different spell system that 

uses chained spells to speed up combat. This 

will enable magic users to store sequential 

spells and casting the first will initiate a whole 

pile of magic! Bleeding Great! 

Eagle eyed pirate fans may have spotted something weird about 

last month’s Monkey Island If preview - the picture was of Indy IV 

and the Fate of Atlantis not Guybrush Threcpwood. The real 

picture should have looked like this... 

1 
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FaHlrt# J*w*b H trying to tup the Tutris! it could bt a t*H order 

fur MM ****** Soft N E»y. but ttofrv giving ft • shut* 

New boys on the software scene. Soft N Easy, just loved Terris and 

utterly adored Klax, but they thought that they could do better. The 

result is Falling Jewels, a hybrid of both games it shares the same 

style of fast reactive thinking test for its game play base. It*s 

currently undergoing a few final graphic tweaks and should he on 

the shelves real soon. 

Strategy with a human face is the 

speciality of Impressions, and 

they're excited about a batch of 

new winter releases. First on the 

agenda is Fighter Command w hich 

will be a sort of football Manager 

cum Silent Sendee of the air. You 

lake control wings of aircraft on 

missions and must make sure they 

are rebuilt and refueled for the next some. Impressions are also 

planning a detective bash. Crime City: an icon-driven bid to clear 

the family name of shame. Published on the IF label it marks a new 

direction for Impressions. Another game from IF will be The Hand 

of Sf James. A Same of the Rose-ilyk monk murder bash! 

GAMES UPDATE 
Mad TV - Rainbow Arts: Still not transmitting. 

Dragon Fighter - Idea: Currently winging in from Italy. 

Elvira'The Arcade - Flair: Slightly late, a ladies prerogative. 
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Useful contacts: 

AMOS was the perfect choice to create 
Fun School 4 - the results are first class! 

AMOS has also proved to be perfect for 
producing CDTV packages: The Complete Worts 
of William Shakespeare, The Holy Bible, Mind 
Run I and II plus many others - all created using 
AMOS because of its versatility and ease of use. 

AMOS is a powerful, easy-to-use programming 
language based around BASIC - the language 
which is taught in schools and colleges. AMOS 
contains more than 500 different English-like 
commands such as MUSIC, VOLUME, SAMPLE, 

// takes just ru n clicks to compile your 
AMOS programs - itfs that simple 

“Compiling programs has never been so easy... 
Programs are turbocharged beyond recognition" 
- Amiga Format 

Make yottr AMOS programs race along 
-for only £29.99 

e UrOPRESS 
SOFTWARE 

made for AMOS The Amiga was 

AMOS - The Creator is like nothing you've ever 
seen before on the Amiga. For the very first time 
you'll feel really in control of your computer, and 
able to harness its awesome power to impress 
yourself and your friends. 

AMOS is not a false promise. When AMOS 
first came out, many Amiga users were sceptical 
that AMOS could do all that was promised - but 
these people are now ardent fans. There are now 
45,000 AMOS users, and AMOS is still the 
biggest-selling productivity package for the Amiga, 
and can be found on the shelves of virtually every 
good software retailer. 

It’s so easy to create AMOS programs that 
almost every public domain library in this 
magazine now has AMOS lilies in its collection. 
These include graphics demos, music demos, disc 
magazines, arcade-style games, puzzle games, 
databases, educational software - and lots more. 

Many commercial software packages 
are also written in AMOS. In fact most educational 
publishers use AMOS, especially ourselves with 
the best-selling Fun School 3 and 4, 

GET FONT, ELLIPSE, RAINBOW, MENU BAR 
and CLOSE WORKBENCH - so you can create 
any result you want both quickly and easily, 

AMOS comes with a clearly-written 300-page 
manual and more than 80 example programs. 
These will guide you towards creating your first 
program, making AMOS the ideal introduction to 
programming on your Amiga, 

What AMOS owners have said: 

The 3D Object Modeller gives you easy access 
to the world of virtual reality 

"After a little more than a jew hours you should he 
churning out 3D demos at a blistering rate" 
- Amiga Format 

Super-fast 3D at your fingertips 
- for just £34.99 

"ft\s the best piece of software I've bought for the 
Amiga. Worth twice the price!" 
- S Sweet. Herne Bay 

“ Without doubt the very best Basic available on 
the Amiga." 
- Paul Feazey. Oxford 

Unleash your creativity with AMOS 
- for just £49.99 

Now you can 
double the speed 
of your AMOS 
creations with the 
AMOS Compiler - in fact, some commands are up 
to five times faster! And using it couldn't be 
simpler - just two mouse clicks and you're away, 
The AMOS Compiler also includes a cruncher 
which will compress your programs to half their 
size - which has enabled AMOS users to gel their 
work on magazine cover discs and earn them 
money. 

AMOS 3D will 
enable you to 
create any 3D 
object you like 
using the in¬ 
credible Object Modeller - you can even add 
transparent walls. Then you can jump to AMOS 
and use the 46 new 3D commands to move, stretch 
and animate up to 20 objects at once in real time 
for amazing 3D creations! 

AMOS 3D provides all the tools you need to 
create your very own 3D world. 

K Sumpter. AMOS uier In Swindon 

AMOS Club 
1 Lower Moor, Whiddon Valley, Barnstaple, 
North Devon EX32 8NW 
Bi-monthly newsletter and technical support 
for a yearly membership fee. 

AMOS Public Domain Library 
25, Park Road, Wigan WN6 7AA 
Telephone 0942 495261 
More than 300 AMOS PD discs are available. 
Ring for a catalogue. 

Creditcard order hotline - Tel, 1151-357 2%1. 
Alternatively send a cheque with your choice of 
products clearly indicated to Europress Direct, 
FREEPOST. Ellesmere Port, South Wtrral L65 3EB. 

as 
Compile 

wn 

Ktiropa House, Adlinpton Park, Macclesfield. Cheshire SK104NP. Telephone: 0625 859353 

What is AMOS? 



Home Ac counts 2' 

An advanced version of 
Home Accounts, which is 

limited only by the capacity of your 
computer. Sophisticated reporting with 

graphics, and special options such as VAT 
and loan calculation facilities. Equally 

suitable for businesses, clubs and chanties 
_ (ST and Amiga], £54.99 

V 

Home Accounts 
Ideal for home users who want a simple 
low-cost way to plan and manage home 
finances £29-99 

<Sm 
DGCate 

This fast, simple spreadsheet includes 
many advanced features, including a 

windowing facility', so that you can look at 
different parts of the spreadsheet at the same 

£39.99 

Mailshot Plus 
If you ever need to send out mailings or 
print labels, this program is for you 
Animated labels appear on-screen as a 
continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll 
backwards and forwards You can search, sort 
and detect duplicate labels, print side by side 
and much more. £49.99 

DOBom 
If you're looking for fast access to 

information, and the ability to create 
customised reports, then this relational 

database is for you (ST! £49.99 

Da y-By-Day 
An excellent way to get organised You II 
be reminded of birthdays, meetings and 
appointments. It includes month/1 week/day 
planners and automatic reminders of overdue 
events. £29.99 •a® 

Personal To* Planner 
Plan your own tax with ease. This simple 

program will calculate your income tax 
liability, allowing you to perform instant 

what-if' calculations and produce pertinent 
facts about your tax position, A professional 
version is also available for accountants and 

financial advisers. £49,99 

Tax 

is 

l-Typc 

Transform your computer into a type¬ 
writer. Because text is printed instantly, you 
can tine up your form, press return and space 
a few times to move to the correct place and 
then start typing Ideal for filling m forms 
and envelopes £39.99 

System 3 
A suite of programs which perform all the basic functions 

for a small business They may be used 
independently or integrated and include 
Cashflow Controller. Stock Control and 

Invoicing and Statements. £59.99 

System 3e 
Like System 3, but with extended capacity 

for customer accounts and stock items, 

£79.99 
'gift 

f 

Cashbook Controller 

Take the drudgery' out of book keeping as 
this program will replace your cash and 
petty cash books In addition to recording 
cash, bank and VAT transactions, you can 
enter credit sales and purchases, and for all 
these entries the program will automatically 
complete double entry routines, to ensure 

ds are always in balance £59,99 

Final Account! 
Using the information created with 

Cashbook Controller, this program will 
produce a complete set of accounts, including 

Trial Balance, Trading and Profit and Loss 
Account, Balance Sheet, as well as useful 

accounting ratios £39.99 

Cashbook Combo 

A money-saving combination pack containing Cashbook 
Controller and Final Accounts £79.99 

s % 

Wo rd worthr 

The graphical nature of Wordworth makes 
producing documents faster and easier. 
With the enhanced printing fonts, Collins 
Spelling Checker and Thesaurus, no other 
word processor comes close \Amiga £ 1 29,99 

The Digita range is available for Commodore Amiga, 

Atari ST and IBM PC unless stated otherwise, and every 

program comes with a seven day money-back guarantee. 

The only way to really appreciate Digita software is to 

use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information, or W'rite 

to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. All prices 

include VATr postage and packaging. 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software thats right ik* 

The Digita range is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem. 

HB Marketing, IBD, Laier. Leisuresoft, Precision and SDL 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 IJL ENGLAND Te! 0395 270273 Fax 0395 268893 

A rwwhri of ihr Digit* grmp - , 
Digit* tKr DtgiU logo fUnr At<eKinl%2 *nU *rr trg&tefed trijemirkv. arid «kftLn#rrffab njfkl jit IrodrmarUof Holding* Ltd 

All n+twf trjdrtruA* *nd ihru nw»n*t\ jtc jrkrwnvlfdged Sold uhrct §& lutjndjfd condition* ol vak £ it (X 
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PREVIEWS 

Doivn at ground i«ro »nd going for the kill the Epic fighter craft show what they are made 

of. Destroying the ground bases here allows your people to escape the attacking aliens. 

68 

Publisher Ocean 
Release February 1992 

Epic by name, epic by nature. It took two years to 

make and has some propaganda to live up to. 

Space* is big, real big, it’s so hard to 

explain just how enormously huge it 

really is. Movies like Star Wars relied 

on this essential ‘bigness*, using this vast 

sense of scale to achieve epic overtones. 

Strangely, though, computer-based space 

adventures have never quite captured this 

’awesomely large' fed. However, Ocean’s 

stunning new space sim, aptly titled Epic, 
promises to bring just such sense of cinematic 

scale to the Amiga, 

The scenario follows a race of humanoid 

types whose sun is about to explode in a super¬ 

nova, Naturally, they decide to vacate the area 

and set off in a huge, space-refugee caravan. 

As it happens - like it always docs - this lakes 

the humanoids directly into the path of a hos¬ 

tile w arrior race w ho see their evacuation as an 

invasion. Cue massive space battles and tacti¬ 

cal planet raids, with you Hying shotgun. 

Lost in space 
Epic has two main threads; 3D combat runs 

and intermittent story sequences. It plays like a 

simulation and looks like an adventure. Before 

and after each battle the story of the fleeing 

convoy is advanced with shots of ships 

hurtling through space and bits of text that tell 

you w'hat's going down. This explains where 

and why you have to fight next. And if s here 

the slick slideshow stops and the action should 

dig its hooks in. 

The space battles rage in and around your 

mother ships - these are basically your aircraft 

carriers - and Hying around them you begin to 

get a real sense of scale. These ships are big. 

real big, and thanks to clever collision coding 

you can get real close. The starflghter you fly 

is a one-man affair, but the boats you have to 

protect and destroy are enormous. Added to 

this arc swarms of smaller fighters, who fiy 

intelligently in wing formation. The intention 

is that players feel themselves a small, but 

vital, cog in a larger war machine. 

The ground raids arc where Epic is most 

impressive. Pans of flight sims are used to see¬ 

ing their buildings from afar - small piles of 

pixels thousands of feet below - but Epics 
short-range weaponry will force fighter craft to 

go down amongst the smoke stacks and 

towers. It will he possible to fly underneath 

archways or right up to structures and vehicles. 

What’s more* while everything at ground zero 

is percrivably huge, the frame rate remains 

nice and very fast. 

Dream on? 
There is a school of thought that argues Epic 
can never fulfil this early promise, and that the 

delays on the project prove it is no more than a 

programmer’s pipe dream. Doubters beware! 

The team behind the game, Digital Image 

Design, have a hard-core pedigree in the 3D 

arena as the programmers of F-29 and 

Robocop 3D. Some of the crew even worked 

on the original PC-to-Amiga conversions of 

Falcon! Epic works too: the various battle 

arenas are already coded and all that is needed 

now is for the game to be stitched together and 

shoe-homed on to the disk¬ 

it threatens to deliver a total package of 

3D simulation thrills and space fantasy. 

Imagine a world where F- I6s can hover, where 

tanks are the size of stadiums and space dog¬ 

fights are an everyday occurrence, that is the 

world of Epic and it's set to blast off soon. 

The people of Epic are fleeing a supernova but fall foul of the local 

alien breed of nasty. A space war ensues and you have to fly the load 

fighter craft In the refugees defence* Will mankind survive? 

This is no straight shoot-ern-up, but a true simulation with Imagined 

space physics. Get ready for all the Impressive trappings of flight 

slms with the gameplay bite of a good arcade. 

Hurtling through space, the rag tog convoy looks a sorry sight. It 

also looks spookify similar to scenes seen In Bettiertar Galactica, but 

in Epic th* acting's better and the effects are more convincing} 

Each stage of the game Is Interspersed with animations and static 

screens which tel! the story of the hectic trek across the stars in 

search of sanctuary. Get this screen though and mankind Is doomed. 



Image 
Power 
Atari/Amiga Handheld Scanner 

The ultimate games 

machine deserves 

the ultimate 

mouse. 

The Naksha Upgrade \ 

Mouse is silky smooth, 

operating at a high 280dpi 

resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat. Pocket and 

FREE Operation Stealth, No cables * no fuss. 

Simply plug in and go. 

Available for the Commodore Amiga and the Atari ST range of 

computers, the Naksha A50Q Scanner features switchable 

resolution between 200 and 400dpi, 32 grey shades and 

adjustable contrast. 

Every Scanner comes complete with Express-IT! Software, an 

image utility which allows you to save images in formats which 

suit your favourite packages, 

£99 or less 
from afl good computer shops 

ncilQhci 
Naksha (UK) Ltd.. 29 The Wharf. Warrington WA1 2HT 

Tel: (0925) 56398 Fax: (0925) 574375 

Pwh VAT E A O E Pnem to etvkngt wtaut pnor nobee 

Trade Hiikt and Ftefluierea Trade Wants ere ecArtOwWflwd 



EXAMPLE 

Charge Gear 

• Simply ptug any standard 9+Pin 

Joystick into the cable supplied 

* Connect the Foot Pedal into your 
Computer - Amiga. ST, C64,128. 
Vic20» Amstrad CPC, Spectrum 
(with interface), SBC (with 
interface). 

+ The Foot Pedal is now ready to 
use. 

SLOW 

This setting transfers the 
up. down and hre controls 
from Joystick to 3, 2, 1 
buttons ol Foot Ptedai 
respecuvety. 

SLOW 

im,m" 

ENHANCE YOUR HOME 

. . . Sometimes just using a 
Joystick is not enough to 

beat today’s generation of 
computer games ... I i 

The Foot Pedal Controller 
works in conjunction with la Joystick 

By aligning any three of the Joystick functions to ' 
synchronise with the Foot Pedals it enhances any 
multi-functional game that includes flying, driving < 

playing will never be the same . games 

SPECTRA 
UNIT 27 NORTHf IELD INDUSTRIAL ksTATtj. BERBBFQRq AVENljlE. WEljffiLf Y^AO.1 

3unhlC A01 AAA AA'J/I CArQlMlI T AO T QA'} CAI flC Uir\Tl IM.K ftOT O' 

rjm. encLand 
Ol 1 

SPECTR/JViDEO, 
I//Z7/Z7 

COMPUTER t 

. 



PREVIEWS 

Ab*nd&fi<Hl Pt«H 

take* you to cttki 

where the normal 

dungeon etiquette 

of kill flnt and ask 

questions Inter 

dwui't work. You'll 

have to trade for 

goods and wripons 

not fight for spare. 

This Isn't just going to b# a mere dungeon 

romp but a wilderness adventure too. First 

your In rot* must find their dungeon! 

Once underground the focus sharpens signifi¬ 

cantly* as same major programming skills and 

astute gaming observations blend to create an 

exceptionally promising dungeon romp. The 

animations are fast and the actions never slow, 

even when ihe spells start flying. Like any 

game, ihough, the coding supports the game 

and it is the design that is important. 

One good inclusion on the Abandoned 

Pfacts game screen is a small map that shows 

the nine squares which immediately surround 

the party. It's not intended to be a substitute 

for a traditional hand-drawn map. but makes 

drawing one far easier. And as it covers a slam 

dard area, it can reveal rooms you’ve not yet 

explored or didn't even know were there. 

Abandoned Places also appears to have 

a chance of introducing more gameplay 

elements to this four-person quest by introduc¬ 

ing extra actions to the usual list of hacking, 

casting spells and clicking on the game 

The map facility {bottom left center} show* 

you where you're currently standing. An 

excellent aid In to the mop nuking process 

window with the mouse. ‘Push' ‘puli’ and 

‘climb* have been added to the usual abilities 

and while it's not yei clear how they will be 

involved in the solution of puzzles, their pres¬ 

ence is really promising. 

Competition time! 
Abandoned Places will face some very tough, 

first-person perspective, dungeon competition 

from the likes of Might and Magic Iff (US 

Gold). Eye of the Beholder If (US Gold again) 

and Black Crypt (Electronic Am). But it is 

definitely up there w ith a darned good chance 

though, its scale and innovative features will 

help it gain an edge. 

Most important of ail though is that it will 

hit its scheduled release dale. It's currently 

being finished and tested, so after a little lay 

down to recover from its long modem journey 

it will be ready to be reviewed in full next 

month in AF31. 

Hungary isn't famous for being at the cutting edge of game's 

design. Come February though, that could all be about to change. 

Mow that'* what I 

call a ffrtballl N«t 
just a small globe of 

flam# #ff#ct. but a 

flcM of fir#. That 

bum* everything in 

Its path - and that 
includes you. 

Abandoned Place* is 

full of convincing 

sword and sorcery 

touch#*. It f««ls Ilk# 

a real RPC, even 

though It hasn't got 

a big Iksitct name 

behind it! 

Abandoned 
Places Publisher Electronic Zoo 

Release January 24 1992 

Eye of the Beholder was big. Dungeon 

Master was huge and Captive was 

immense. Thai's the pecking order for 

the three big. ftrsi-person perspective, RPGs 

on the Amiga. The Zoo's next release though, 

is aiming to join ihis illustrious bunch ai the 

very top of the tree. In fact it will make 

Beholder look liny. Dungeon seem like a brief 

jaunt and it will rival Captive in terms of the 

number and scale of its dungeons. 

Forgei the size, though, and fed the 

quality, because Abandoned Places, which is 

in the fmaJ stages of testing, has all the 

trappings of a major title. It has the scale, 

depth and the presentation lo take on the best 

that dungeon adventures can offer. It also has 

an original edge that will help it stand oui 

proud from the dungeon-bashing crowd; the 

the game's coders live in Hungary and this is 

their first project! 

Go east young man! 
An game are as committed to role-playing as 

they are to computing, which already marks 

them out as something slightly special in the 

chaotic world of post-communist eastern 

Europe, It's not that east Europeans are against 

cither of these pursuits, but until two years 

ago exploring these fields was practically out 

of the question. Now Angame run their very 

own RPG shop and have been coding 

Abandoned Places as quickly as their supply 

of machines w ill allow. 

An interesting coding background, 

though, doesn't automatically make a good 

game. Whai does is a solid understanding of a 

game's fundamental mechanics, its switches, 

its triggers, an awareness of where luck can 

carry you through and where a gamer's skill is 

required. Running one of Hungary's few' RPG 

outlets seems lo have given Angame this 

essential knowledge, 

intercity 
Abandoned Places isn't content to slick your 

group of four brave adventurers down a hole 

and let that be that. Supplementing the 

dungeon sections - yup that's plural - is a 

wilderness and a city map. Central to the 

game, is the need to first of all find the right 

dungeon. As the story builds, the party will 

have to traverse a huge landscape looking for 

the dues lhai will tell them where the next 

underground section is located. They will also 

have to deal with townsfolk who won’t take 

kindly to the normal dungeon response of 

'hack it till it drops'. 
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For further information on Mindscape products and your local Dealer, contact: 
Mmdscape International Limited. PO Box 1019. Lewes, East Sussex BN8 4DW 

Tel. 0444 86 545/547. 

We create worlds. 

Celebrating the 10 Year 
Anniversary of ULTIMA! 

The first Ultima 
developed on and for 
IBM Tandy compatible 
computers! 

Watch tor the 
deluxe, limited-edition 
of Ultima VI. 

Available in 
all major 16 bit 
formats. 



International Karate and the Last Ninja 

series established System 3 as (he undis¬ 

puted masters of martial am games. The 

arrival of ultra-cute FuzzbaU (Page 126) marks 

a change of direction for them, continuing 

with Turbo Charge Challenge - a gun-loting. 

tyre screeching, road warrior extravaganza! 

In the past driving has been a wheel- 

clamped genre that’s held back by the 

restrictive nature of point-and-press gameplay. 

Turbo Charge aims to change alt that. 

Borderline 
The game started life as Borderline, a name 

which reveals the split personality of this road 

based chase. In a souped-op, tooled-up. sports 

car the aim is to track down and capture a 

horde of terrorists who are nicking weapons 

from UN arms dumps. Their convoy is speed¬ 

ing towards the border: catch the lead vehicle 

before the border and the enemies are less 

aggressive, stray over the line and life 

becomes truly hellish. Car-launched cannon 

fire and missiles can be used to hlast the bad 

guys from the road, or they can be rammed at 

turbo speed in the best Chase HQ tradition. 

Turbo Charge should set a long list of 

problems for joystick racers to juggle: en route 

lurk land mines and fuel, which need avoiding 

and collecting: using your turbo eats up your 

fuel, but ensures you catch the aims real 

quick: the car is prone to damage, which isn't 

surprising because the criminals hang out of 

their can and shooting you with the very 

ammunition you're trying to save: ramming 

causes damage to the car, but hurts them more 

than it hum you. 

Other driving games have exhibited some 

of these features, but none have had them all. 

Only the most illustrious exponents of the an 

(ie Lotus 1 and 2) have brought excitement to 

the genre, mosi are happy to offer fast-road 

action and one whizzy feature - gunfire in 

SCI. turbos in Outrun. Turbo Charge should 

have all the optional extras, and more besides. 

Juggling drivers 
The gameplay bile should emanate from the 

complex mix of car criteria that need continu¬ 

ally checking. First you need to beat the 

convoy to the border a time-based test. 

Layered neatly w ith this is fuel problem: going 

slowly allows you to collect the cans of gas 

but eats up time, while constant turbo work 

swiftly empties the tank but helps you over¬ 

take the tcrrorisis. On top of this comes two 

tii* emphasis is different because the teed Ml# 

TUrbo Charge 
m U% I I U% Publisher 

I I I HI 11 Release January 1992 

System 3 made their name with their Oriental beat-em-ups, now 

they're turning to the road, can they pass their drive-em-up test? 
Whkh my now? 

Ewer* the best, mb- 

btrt hi Turbe Charge 

forms of car damage, a percentage counter trial 

clicks up as a result of collisions, while in¬ 

coming fire puis hutlci holes in the windscreen 

-hit 100 per cent damage or take seven shots 

and if s game over. 

If all these elements weren’t enough to 

inject extra gameplay power into the gear 

change genre, Turbo Charge forces drivers to 

lake the right route too. At every turn lhc 

criminals will try to confound your law 

enforcement efforts by turning on to side 

roads. You'll have to watch and follow the 

convoy because one wrong mm will lead into 

the dutches of the local constabulary. 

Born to be wild 
Don't he misted, though. Turbo Charge is still 

a race game at bean. This is why System 3 will 

be using an innovative new car control 

technique for this tarmac blast. Instead of 

forcing the car to follow the road Turbo 

Charge will slave the road to the car. En terms 

of driving this makes one major difference: it’s 

relatively easy to stay on the right track, En 

terms of play, this means once you’ve man¬ 

aged to master the controls, avoiding the 

traffic is the major test and not sticking to the 

road. This change of focus should help trans¬ 

form the game from a reactive one into an 

active one, where you have to clear a path 

rather ihen follow one. 

Combining these various styles in one 

game will be a challenge. Currently the 

System 3 coders have a fast and furious road 

routine running and are all set to add the 

enemy vehicles and route problems. If they 

can match their ambitions, then maybe at Iasi 

sprite race games will finally make iheir mark. 
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SUSPICIOUS CARGO 
When you need something transported in space, and 
you don't want inquisitive customs folk asking 
questions, or tiresome legal documentation, then 'Lady 
Luck' is Hie ship, and Jonah Hayes is your man.** 
This time though he's bitten off more than he con chew 
- his cargo is alive (genetically speaking], dangerous 
and sought after by a rival company who'll stop at 
nothing to cripple his dodgy tramp freighter and take 
over the job! 
An interactive adventure game set in the grand 
cyberpunk tradition with stunning action sequences. cyberpunk traditron with stunning action sequences, 
excel Tent animated location graphics, and a warped 

sense of 
pBialp ,2,1b iOJLOS I Humour thrown 

r=rr~r nru sis- 
Available on 
ST/STE & Amiga 
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UTOPIA 
Can you create the perfect society? Now's your 
chance to find out. Leading a colonising party to a 
barren planet you aim to create the perfect society, 
where everyone has a quality of life rating of 100%. 
Do you spend money on weapons or social 
research? Build hospitals or tank factories? 
The myriad of decisions to be made are yours, and 
the fact that there are over ten different alien races 
all bursting for the opportunity to wipe out the 
colony should speed up the decision making process, 
An icon driven game with the main playing area 
presented in isometric 3-P, Utopia breaks new 
ground in computer entertainment. 

Available on SI/STi & Amiga (PC 1992} 
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PEGASUS 
So ton has travelled the five planes of existence and 
shattered the magical crystals which hold the souls of the 
incarnations of each plane. Satan now has ultimate rule 
over the planes and entire mortal world. You are Percius, 
and with your winged companion Pegasus your mission is 
to collect all the fragments of the crystals and revive the 
incarnations. 

Available on CBM Amiga & Atari ST/STE 

xxxxx 
m 0* 91% ML. 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge was widely acclaimed 
as the best driving game of 1990. 
The best just got better with the release of Lotus 
Turbo Challenge 2. 
• Synchronised play for up to four drivers with 

computer link 
• One player Ml screen imagery 
• Hair raising new hazards - ram, lightening, fog, 

snow, commuter trafficf tunnels, bridges and 
level crossing. 

• A chance to race across the USA 
• A choke of the sleek Turbo Esprit or the new 

stylish Elan Softop. 
• B Death defying stages with over 60 Check 

Points 

Available on ST/STE & Amiga 



Do you want to box in the Fourth Dimension? 
Mmdscape and award winning developers DSI bring a new era of games to your home computer with the m 

40 Sports series. Here t he 4th Dimension is realism and the action is amazingly real . 
Modelled and simulated on real human movement 4D Sports Boxing isdhc most accurate sports simulation 

ever written. 4D Sports Boxing lets you create and save a camp of up to ten of your own boxere. 
You dictate how tall, how heavy and how strong they are. 

Next you train them and build them up into lean, powerful fighting machines 

- then it's time to enter them into their first fight. MINDSCAPE 

f or your local dealer. contact: 
Mindxape International t td, t he Coach I loose* 
HooUamh Estate, ^tavnes Hill, 
West Sussex Itm 7 ?Nli. lei. 044 486 7o I 

far furl Iter informal ion on Mindscapc products 
nnd new rrJrities please calk 0&9& 124214 

WMFf ' & Cpmpa!thk s. \:iyl i GV VQA/Mi <>A 
tinkvni or Adlib spund cants 

or choose amaiUuj digital sourid iw r Ji no ertm 
hardware rtautriiV 

Keyboard, Mouse or foysfkfUl9.97 
Amiga Ft Aftin S! ttwnluhle fonuaiy J Wi 024.9$ 



MEGA-COMP HP 

THE LOW-DOWN 
Yes, not one but two Amiga Formal readers will star in 

the next episode of Mega-io-Mania, You'll be whisked 

off to a studio to have your face digitised and your 

voice recorded and then processed into a sound sample 

for use in the game. All the voices in Mega-io-Mania 

were done this way, by proper actors, luvvy... and now 

you can join them.., daaahlmg! 

It's a unique, once-in-a-life time opportunity to actu¬ 

ally appear in a top Amiga game: your face will be seen 

and your voice wilt be heard by thousands of Amiga 

owners all ovct the world. 

Now that's pretty special. So what we're asking you 

to do is answer a bunch of questions that prove your 

knowledge of Mcga-lo-Mania. You don't have (o have 

played the game: all the answers should be obvious if 

you've played our Coverdisk demo on Issue 25. read 

the review in Issue 26 or seen the Gamebuslers playing 

Lips in this very issue. 

Twenty runners-up will win a copy of the original 

game Mega-io-Mania, so they can get in some practice 

in time for the new data disk, as well as a mug and 

T-shirt. Not bad, eh? If you have already goi a version 

of Mega-io-Mania you can always give the new copy 

you might win to a friend and thus earn iheir undying 

respect and gratitude! 

THE QUESTIONS 

1 These are the four original evil-looking villains: 

what are their names? 

2 
3 

4 

Name four elements with joky names. 

What arc the first four level names 

(A, B, C and D)? 

Name four of the five most basic weapons. 

HOW TO ENTER 
Simply write the 16 answers to the questions on the 

back of a postcard or a stuck-down envelope, along 

with your name, address and telephone number. Then 

put a stamp on it and send it to ‘Dressing Room 

Miitomoft Compo\ Amiga Formal, 29 Monmouth 

Street, Bath BA I 2AP. All entries must reach us by 

January 20th, please. Easy enough, eh? 

THE RULES 
Employees of Future Publishing, Mirrorsoft and 

Sensible Software are not allowed to enter. The judges' 

decision is final and no correspondence will be entered 

Win a very unusual prize: 
your chance to star as a 
villain in Mega-io-Mania! 
Both your face and voice 
will be digitised for the 
Mega-io-Mania data disks, 
coming soon from 
ImageWorks... 

...and 20 veiy lucky 
runners-up will win a 
copy of Mega-io-Mania, 
a mug and a T-shirt! 
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SCREENPLAY 

Bullfrog topped the 

Christmas chart with 

Powermonger. How can 

they top that? Easy... 

Battle Isles 

■ ^ eligjon has caused more wars than 

anything else in human history* so 

nobody should notice a few more* 

This is what Papulous 2 does best, set up two 

opposing deities and let them sort out who's 

boss. The sequel is couched in Greek myth and 

legend and picks up from where the mighty 

Populous left off. But is it just the same game 

with whistles and bells or have Bullfrog per¬ 

formed another coding miracle? 

Version 2 is a power trip. The 

power of life and death, the ability 

to bring down a rain of fire, the 

power to send tidal waves crash¬ 

ing across cities are all yours 

to command. With these powers 

you must conquer the world. 

Currently* it is a land of heathen 

folk who prey the graven images of 

your Olympian competitors, hut adept dis¬ 

plays of vour abilities will start the populace 

worshipping you. 

The people live below, on a series of scat¬ 

tered islands which mu si be conquered 

one-by-one. The initial battles are fought with 

a few lowly powers against a sluggish, stupid, 

foe. Conquer them and you move up the god 

league ladder, to lake on more capable deities 

using increasingly pokey powers. 

Gods need followers to nourish. At the start of 

each island battle, a few already worship you - 

some folk will believe anything! - and a few 

pray to your foe. It is from the devotions of 

your followers that your power stems, Promote 

their existence while inhibiting those pledged 

to your foe and your powers increase as the 

population grows. The prayers your people 

offer up is measured as ‘inana' and this is what 

gives gods clout. 

For each island you will receive a set of 

powers with which to protect, promote and 

punish the population- Each power costs mana 

to use. and the pokter the effect the more 

prayer power it coms, Working on a direct 

debit system, your mana level automatically 

displays and deducts the cost of each power 

This symbiotic relationship of god-to-people 

and power-iomana* dictates your actions 

throughout the game. 

The range of powers depends on the 

island. Gods always have the power to raise 

and lower land, to summon followers to their 

* Papa I Magnet* and to invoke Armageddon. 

On offer are 27 other effects are and it is these 

which make Populous 2 a classic spectator 

sport. Swamps that suck foes to their doom 

can he placed in cities, hurricanes blow build¬ 

ings into the sea. whirlpools erode their land 

and firestorms can raise entire forests. These 

all cost major mana* but their judicious use h 

both amusing and effective. The downside of 

this is that the opponent god is also gathering 

Populous 2 
mana and anything you can do he can do - bet¬ 

ter? Goth that spend their time gloating can 

have smiles wiped in seconds when they 

realise that while they flooded the enemy town 

their ow n one was being turned into ash. Play 

against the computer and you’re assured a 

major fight, play down the wire against a 

friend and it’s venom spitting time! 

Gods! 
The populace of Populous are a hardy and obe¬ 

dient breed - which is just as w ell. If you clear 

land and slap them in ‘Settle mode' they 

instantly build houses. Clear more space and 

their shack becomes a hall, and then a man¬ 

sion, which becomes a castle. And the heller 

their living conditions the more praise - mana 

- they offer up. Belter housing offers them 

greater protection though, so they tend to be a 

homely bunch, and have to he forcefully 

clicked from their house to go to war or visit 

the Papal Magnet. 

Leaders are important to these people too. 

You can create one by hitting "Go To Papal 

Magnet Mode' and the first man or woman 

there becomes your leader. People who follow 

them there are then absorbed into the leader* 

making them tougher and more efficient. This 

leader adds to the tribe’s sense of security and 

can become a potent weapon in the Populous 

armoury. Leaders can become knights who 

seek the nearest enemy in an attempt to slay 

unbelievers. Both dogmatic and stupid they 

often need land raised from the sea to reach 

their foes* hut the mana investment is worth it 

when you see the carnage they cause. 

Battle Command 
Each island war opens with the small popula¬ 

tion scattered about the map and with the 

worship ratio 50:50 between gods. Neither god 

has much mana and all you can do is move 

your Papal Magnet or begin reforming land. 

Dragging the magnet about is good for morale 

but levelling the land starts the settlers settling. 

So where's the catch? What's the 

downside? Well, there isn't one. 

It's a sequel, but in the best sense. 



Si*>n the mana begins to build up and the 

map metamorphoses as both gods crazily ere- 

ale lebcnsraum. 

The gameptay shifts modes vs hen the 

man a balance builds up, War erupts suddenly 

and thunder clouds appear above towns threat 

cuing lightning, columns of lire wreck key 

buildings and conversion pools suddenly start 

changing the peoples' allegiance The once 

smalt island, swiftly changes complexion as 

tidal waves destroy entire cities and causeways 

are created to allow armies io cross. The battle 

rages until one god has the upper hand and 

ihen it's Armageddon lime - when both sides 

populations become knights and the ownership 

of the islands is decided in one final fight. 

Victorious deities are rewarded with 

awards which can be spent to customise iheir 

powers. Any of the six power types can be 

invested in. or the awards can be scattered 

around them all and only time w ill tell if you 

made the right choices for your style of play. 

The new skills will he needed though, 

because your score on the last island deter¬ 

mines where you'll light next. There are over 

1.000 islands in total hut fast learning gods can 

leap frog through early levels, advancing unit I 

they find their ow n degree of difficulty. 

The more advanced powers are offered 

slowly, and only given en masse on the later 

islands, providing the incentive las if any were 

needed) for the long-term play. A good 'saved 

game’ god will be needed if you want to use 

At the end cf each 

level gods are given 

awards that they 

tan build up their 

powers with. Even 

losing gods get * 

few, but victorious 

gods get far more. 

The awards depend 

on your overall pop¬ 

ularity. efficiency 

and a few other 

It raises the game- 

play question of 

either playing for 

points or powers. 

Cods are not off-the- 

peg creations. You 

get to choose your 

own fate, name and 

specialised powers- 

As the game pro- 

gresses you can 

build up these areas 

to improve your 

abilities or go for a 

broad range of 

them. This will 

affect how the later 

games are played. 

volcanoes or hurricanes on the field of battle. 

Populous plays fast and loose. It has an 

absorbing edge that draws you into the world 

you control. Your divine rod is the mouse and 

the cursor soon dies around the screen, dictat¬ 

ing the outcome of this deity showdown. 

Beautifully crafted graphics combine with 

the overriding design principal of playability. 

Helpful information inconspicuously tills the 

screen, read) to read with just an eye Hick 

away. There's power here and it’s as easy to 

use. as it is to let if go straight to your head. 

Megalomania 
The power of Populous is not jusi cerebral 

however. The speed of the play goes unno¬ 

ticed. but the fast moving map and crisp mouse 

responses allow real high-paced action. Once 

Populous 2 con b* 

played in full tcreen 

mode, with the Icon* 

and maps removed. 

It's an excellent way 

to get an overview 

of the game, but 

hard to play from 

when the going gets 

tough and the fire 

columns start. 

embroiled in a haitle you find yourself uncon¬ 

sciously drawn closer to the monitor in a bid to 

absorb all the information the screen has to 

offer. Start playing and the games only seem 

to List for lew minutes, but look at your watch 

and hours have passed. Strangely, sacrificing 

evenings and weekends somehow seems worth 

it when you reach giddy new' god heights. 

Populous 2 hits the imagination where it 

hurts, every action is seen and can be believed. 

The deity drama is fully acted out with small 

bright sprites fighting, burning, building and 

drowning. They may only be liny pixel people, 

but the precise artwork helps bring the abstract 

god concept home. You do have the power to 

change the map. You do have the power of 

life and death. 

Powermonger 
Populous l set the world alight with its sheer 

originality. This should have handicapped 

Populous 2 because god games arc now com¬ 

monplace, hut it is strangely liberated by it. 

Now the genre is established it doesn’t have to 

labour to get the concept across, so Populous 2 

is free to explore the possibilities of the game 

form. Populous 2 H not a rerun, quick copy or 

a cop out. It encompasses grand game ideas 

and presents them in a way that encourages 

players to explore the realms of their Amiga's 

given powers. You don't have to have been an 

aficionado of the first game to play, the 

Continued overleaf 
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1- Ratte/lowrer land. 

3, Move Papal icon, 

1* Create knight. 

4. Plague! 

$. Armageddon. 

1. Build road. 

2. Build City wall. 

3. Earthquake. 

4. Lay barren rock. 

5. Make earth hero, 

EARTH 

1. Lightning bolt. 

2. Whirlwind 

1. Lightning storm. 

4. Create hero- 

S* Hurricane. 

1. Lay basalt rocks. 

2. Start whirlpool 

1. Conversion pools. 

4, Aphrodite. 

S'Tidal wa ve 

SCREENPLAY 

SO WHAT DOES MANA MAKE? 
Mana is the source of gods' powers. The amount of praise 

on offer limits a godrs power. The more mana available the 

* pokey powers you get. These powers are: 

The sleepy enemy 

encampment is dis¬ 

turbed by a column 

of fire. This ignites 

the trees and starts 

a forest fir*. 

The charred land 

must now be 

reworked before it 

can be built on. Ha! 

The landscape Is forever changing. Populous 3 sports fertile. Ice. desert and slime worlds. 

Each one forces different powers to be used. Luckily lightning bolts still work! 

principals can be learned in minutes, bin play¬ 

er of Populous I will fed they’ve found the 

promised land. 

You are given tools and a challenge and 

you have to supply ihe solutions, but every 

player will have their own. The game creates 

an environment and offers you powers u> 

affect il. The problems arc proffered in ihe 

design of each map and the effects allotted for 

it, but the outcome depends on the strategies 

you conjure up in the heat of battle, 30 effects 

would be enough for any mere mortal of a 

game, but Populous 2 is a god game and 

escapes such frailties. 

All the powers that flash forth from the 

cursor have hidden depths. The tornadoes that 

you use to whisk the other gods’ worshippers 

away have positive uses too. If there's a city 

wall that sour troops cannot breach, then judi¬ 

cious use of a whirlw ind can w aft them over it 

and into battle. 

Trees planted to please the population can 

become a deadly fire-trap if a forest fire 

spreads, fatal for any troops wandering 

through. Tornadoes ihat wander over water 

start iand-cating whirlpools. These simpler 

tricks soon become obvious, bin off the wall, 

haisiand combinations often yield unexpected 

benefits. Their discovery lies in an understand¬ 

ing of each power and the ability to prise 

yourself from the present situation and look 

the facts in u cold ganieplay light. 

Captive 
So where’s the catch? What’s the downside? 

Well, there isn’t really one. A few very minor 

niggles could be labelled as faults’ but only 

for pedantic reasons. The heavy weight of ani¬ 

mation sometimes strains the Amiga so it 

slows slightly, bui then so much is happening 

that your brain’s reeling 100. The real pain 

with it is that any free time is swiftly swal¬ 

lowed in play. You may not mind, but family 

and friends will be seeing an aw ful lot less of 

you once you board this godly roller coaster 

ride to ultimate pow er. 

Popuhus 2 h a sequel, but in the best 

sense. It lakes an ail-time classic and reshapes 

its essential elements into something newT The 

concept remains the same, with an almighty 

being able to change ihe world at the push of a 

button. But, the developments and changes 

radically transform the game. In comparison 

Populous was a puzzle game, where each 

island had a solution and finding it was the 

challenge. Populous 2 is a game that poses a 

problem but expects no specific solution. The 

difference is subtle but vital. With the inclu¬ 

sion of more powers and a radically 

streamlined display that looks less cluttered. 

Populous 2 comes from ihe rich gameplay 

family of Populous and Pouermongert but is 

the wealthiest of them all. 

Populous 2 stands a top of the games 

Olympus. It has everything a game should 

offer: it’s fast to play but provides a long-term 

challenge; it balances control speed with tacti¬ 

cal depth in a way that hitherto looked 

impossible: while excellent effects and swift 

moving graphics ensure that Populous 2 looks 

as good as it plays. 

If you thought that your Amiga ran on 

mains power you’re wrong. It was built to con¬ 

sume mana. vast amounts of it. Plug into the 

Populous 2 circuit and feel these god-like abil¬ 

ities flow through the mouse and onto the 

screen. Bullfrog invented the god game as we 

know it and have brought the full force of their 

skills to bear in the sequel. Kiss your week¬ 

ends goodbye, the game of the year is here! 

Trenton Webb 

Populous 2 
Electronic Arts ■ £29.99 

• The must eager!) iinticipaleil gillie of ihe 

year delivers the goods. 

• furious and fast mouse work u>mhint's 

elegimil) with tactics. 

• Modem link mode allows some truly evil 
player games. 

• 1,000 islands. 30 £od powers and a host of 

* icious tomputer players! 

• t n doubled I) the best game of 1991. Ireal 

i ourself tn a copy NOW! 

fbmloum 

Me! 95% 
■uwrnK' 



Pick up a Bargain 
with Six of One, 
or Half a Dozen 
of the others... 

So lilt of the GREATEST FI'LL PRICE SOFTWARE around 
for YOUR AMIGA... with a choice of THREE fantastic 

packs and all at SUPER LOW PRICES you’ll love! 
If you buv one vou'll SAVE A GOOD DEAL and if you 

buy all three you II SAVE A GREAT DEAL MORE' 

GAME PACK 1: 
Lotus Esprit Turbo D£25.53 
Silent Service £25.53 51 A 
Wo id Cup ltalia'9GO£25 53 g U # 
Rick Dangerous 2 £25.53 
Corporation £25.53 
Double Dragon II £19.99 

TOTAL VALUE: £147.64 

GAME PACK 2; 
Toy ota Cel ica GT £25.53 
Gunship £25.53 
Ultimate Golf £25.53 
Gazzall £25.53 
Swiv Z £25.53 
Test Drive 2 £30.64 

TOTAL VALUE: £156,29 

MERLIN'S 
'6 OF TH E 

BEST1 PRICEl 
OF ONLY... 

£29*" 
(+£1.50 p&p) 

GAME PACK 3; 
Turbo Outrun 
Midwinter 
Kick Off 2 
Days of Thunder 
Populous 
Gremlins 2 

TOTAL VALUE: 

a £25.53 
0 £30.64 

£25.53 
£25.53 
£25,99 
£2553 

£158.75 

MERLINS 
'6 OF THE 

BEST1 PRiCE| 
OF ONLY... 

£29" 
(+E150 pip) 

MERLINS 
‘6 OF THE 

BEST' PRICEl 
OF ONLY.. 

£299 
BUY GAMES PACKS 1,2 & 3 

ITOGETHER AND SAVE EVEN MORE!!! | 

.99 K£84 (+C2.50 

p&p) 

i d DTi^rti 

rr.HO 

+ . 

TfCl^‘r 
^ , 

TECNOPLUS 

A great range of top quality peripherals tor 

YOUR AMIGA and...some superb software! 

□ TecnoPlus External 3.5* Disk Dnve £79.99 
□ TecnoPlus Ext. 3,5* Disk Drive with £09,99 

Speedball 2 and Gods software packs. 

j TecnoPlus "TEAMSPORTS1 Pack. £44.99 
Adaptor and 4 Quickshot Deluxe Digital 

Joysticks plus great 4 player game software: 

Manchester United Europe & PRO Tennis!!! 

□ TecnoPlus replacement Mouse. £19.99 
j TecnoPlus 512K AmiRAM upgrade £49,99 

with dock and Kick Off 2 (1Mb. game) 

j TecnoPlus 512K AmiRAM upgrade £54.99 
(no dock). Dungeon Master & Chaos (1Mb) 

iJkwcM tn itr*amx*d M t t*wi it/ 

# iih*r 46 fmf dm wartmg dtm 
iHt £7.59 ftr mtst * trrlutx 

dtp ArJtrrfarv 

TUfPMONt : s 

UNIT C7, THE ROPE WALX INOUSTOlAiL ClKTRI 0 I ^ i 1 iZjiZZWCZjiZi/A _ , , h, ( lj l/ LI 
FAOlMilt OIDH UNI: 0*02 #40141 STATION ROAD. ILKESTON. DCTlYSHPf, W7 SHJC 

GRIME TIME 
THE BOOK 
MOUNTAIN 
BIKES: 
MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR 
by John Stevenson 

150 pages with over 130 photographs and illustrations 

Yes, it*s true. Deputy Editor of Mountain Biking UK, the man Stevenson 

has finally written a book. He reckons Mountain Bikes: Maintenance and 

Repair is the most useful workshop aid since the alien key, but then he 

would say that, wouldn't he? 

Actually, it's packed with 

info on maintaining, repairing 

and upgrading your bike, clear¬ 

ly illustrated by cycling lens- 

god Graham Watson and 

MBUK photo ace Steve Behr. 

Mountain Bikes: Maintenance 

and Repair takes you through 

from fixing punctures to replac¬ 

ing forks and building wheels m 

John's usual, clear informative 

style, with step-by-step photos 

to guide you on your way. 

Exploding the myth that you 

have to be genetically 

endowed with mechanical 

ability, John gives you all the instructions you need to main¬ 

tain, repair or replace every component on your hike, helping you to tack¬ 

le minor problems skilfully and even major ones with confidence. It's a 

must for all the mountain bikers who have ever wished they could have a 

knowledgeable mechanic at their side when they lift spanners and start 

work on their bikes. 

The perfect Christmas pressie! 

ORDER FORM 
Please send me_ copies of MOUNTAIN HIKES: 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR at £12.95 each plus £2.00 
postage and packing. Cheques should be made payable to 

Springfield Books Ltd. 

NAME:. 

ADDRESS:. 

.POSTCODE: 

Paying by Credit Card ACCESS AMEX VISA 

□ □ □ 
I I 1 I I I I n Mil n I I I 1 CARD NUMBER 

EXPIRY DATE: 

CARDHOLDERS NAME: 

CARDHOLDERS ADDRESS: 

SIG: . 
_____AT 

Now send this to: 

SPRINGFIELD BOOKS. Norman Road. Denby Dale, 
Huddersfield, Yorkshire HI>8 8TH, 

Telephone orders 0484 864955. Fax orders 0484 865443 
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SCREENPLAY 

A slimy creature is 

threatening to take 

over the galaxy. Can you 

beat it into submission in 

your lonely space craft? 

Or will you just get 

involved in yet another 

scrolling shoot-em-up? 

84 

What kind of game shall we put 

together this time?How about a 

shoot-em-up? Yeah, ull right. 

What about the graphics? We could do that 

horrible, slimy, genetic look. All right then. 

Now. we need a plot to cover slimy genetic 

monsters and shoot-em-upv Aha.., 

Deep in the heart of Galactic Centre, a 

strange organism is lurking, it*s a strange 

genetic form feeding on the energy of the 

stars. Its name is Oncabloc, 

Meanwhile, the Sapien inhabitants of the 

planet Terra have been spreading across the 

galaxy, assimilating the cultures and lifestyles 

of various planets into their own to form a 

galaxy-wide cross-cultural species. As their 

explorations took them to new parts of the sys¬ 

tem. they eventually penetrated the dust clouds 

of Galactic Centre. 

Unfortunately Oneubloc was waiting. U 

had been watching the spread of the Sapien 

Empire and w ished to absorb ii into itself, har¬ 

nessing the power of all the included species 

to become the most powerful organism in ere¬ 

ction. Us ambition was realised all too late hy 

tnt* Sapiens, resulting in the most horrific 

fcud blood-thirsty attack ever seen in the 

H mcgalaxy. It was decided that this would 

never be allowed to happen again, so the Elder 

Minds experimented with genetic weaponry to 

produce Amnios. 

Genetic engineering 
Amnios is a symbiotic structure combining 

state-of-the-art artificial intelligence comput¬ 

ers vind living genetic material. This, in effect, 

allows the engineers to build a living' space¬ 

craft* which can be controlled by - and 

respond to - the mind and nervous system of a 

specially adapted pilot. A few brave volunteers 

stepped forward to take part in the Amnios 

project, they underwent mutations and inten¬ 

sive training to allow them to fly the 

experimental craft. 

Eventually, it was decided that the 

Amnios project was perfected enough to 

launch an attack on the Oncabloc, The tiny 

ships were the only remaining hope of the 

Sentient galaxy. And so they were launched, 

along with a handful of *Fatherships' to allow 

the rescue of humanoids captured by 

Oncabloc. and also to build weapons from 

genetic material taken from the cancerous 

being. The fighters must either remove the 

humanoids from the organism* allowing the 

base ships to nuke the mothers into oblivion, 

or destroy enough of Oncabloc'& living tissue 

to make it shut dow n. 

As a last ditch attempt to protect itself, 

each portion of Oncabloc launches a twisted 

guardian to try and w ipe out the Amnios ships. 

These too must be w iped out before the partic¬ 

ular strain can be removed from Galactic 

centre. Once this has been achieved* the attack 

team must move onto the next spore, continu¬ 

ing their quest until the hideous culture has 

been completely eradicated," 

What about that for a plot then ? Naaah! 

Thars far to pretentious! 

You play one of the pilots in the Amnios 

programme, flying into the Oncabloc to try 

Despite *11 that foliage. Oncabloc still has a number of body parts heaving and pulsating on 

the surface. This heart needs to be destroyed to take down Oncabloc'* defences. 

OUT OF THE SLIME 
The Amnios ships have various elements that they must look out 

for In order to complete tteir mission. Here are a few of the more 

important elements-. 

Snatchers - They guard the Humanoids and try 

to stop you from picking them up. Once you 

have rescued a Humanoid, its snatcher will then 

hunt you down. 

DMA Strands - These can be deposited on the 

fathershlp to produce weapons. The colour of the 

DMA strand refers to the type of weapon that they 

can produce. 

Humanoids - For the Sentient* to launch an all-out 

attack on the Oncabloc, you must rescue the 

Humanoids and take them to the FathershJps. 

Fathers hips - These are the platforms where 

Humanoids are placed or DMA is turned into 

weapons. Each Fathershlp can hold one 

Humanoid and process one DMA strand at a 

time. Hovering over a Fathershlp will help you 

to replace lost energy. 



A deadly battle with a stream of eyeballs above a heaving mass of mutated shin and flesh. Sounds rather horrible to 

me, but If that's wrhat people want in video games.„ then you're all sick! 

and wipe out the deadly menace. The levels 

fall into three categories: 

Squama - A scaly being with rocket-firing 

mouths and orifices, 

foliage - Various types of mutated plants 

sprout forth to attack your ship. 

Epidermis - A targe mass of skin and flesh 

with loads of eyes, mouths and limbs to try 

and catch you. 

Have DNA, will battle 
Each level has a number of body parts* includ¬ 

ing eyes, brains, hearts and other living tissue. 

Destroying eyes slops Oncabloc from tracking 

you, while wiping out brains and hearts 

reduces its ability to defend itself. If you 

The presence of the guardian means that this particular ttrain of 

OncabkK i* on It* l»t leg*-- - ot pincers..- or tentacles... or... well 

whatever appendages It happens to have this time around! 

A Humanoid and a DNA strand have been dumped onto a Fathership. So that's one rescue completed and a weapon in 

the labs under construction. That should make the battle a little easier In future. 

manage 10 destroy a large enough 

percentage of these body parts, or re>- 

cue all the humanoids* you must then 

face the guardian before moving on 10 the next 

part of the organism. And.., cr... thaf * about it. 

What little 
germs are made of 

Amnios is a nice-looking game* if you can call 

well-drawn and animated hideous genetic 

mutations nice ihai is (and you can't - Ed\> but 

that's about where ihe appeal ends. The con- 

irol of ihe Amnios craft itself is very unruly - 

the momentum and rather-too-wide turning 

circle make dodging bullets almost impossible, 

and the only way to restore energy is to try’ and 

hover over a Faihcrship, 

This would be all very well if they didn't 

try and dodge you as you approached them! 

The levels are all 

very similar, reducing 

the long-term appeal 

of the game by a 

substantial amount 

Although the designers have tried to put as 

much diversity into the game as they possibly 

can, the end result is just far too confusing to 

get a proper grip on. Even when you have fig¬ 

ured out. after several hours, what the hell you 

are meant to he doing. The levels are all 

incredibly similar* reducing the long-term 

appeal of the game by a substantial amount. 

Shoot-em-ups with genetic-style graphics 

are pretty old hat these days, but slapping on 

the most incredibly pretentious plot in place of 

interesting game play just doesn't make for an 

innovative product. What's needed is fluid 

joystick control and some absorbing game- 

play. two points which Amnios, unfortunately 

lacks. If the idea behind the various game ele¬ 

ments had been properly executed, then 

Amnios would have been interesting, hut they 

haven't, so it's not, 

Maff Evans O 

1 

85 

Amnios 
Psygnosis ■ £25.99 

• Gruesome graphics with plenty of colour 

give the game a suitably ‘eeeurgh* look. 

• The dodgy control makes fly ini’ ihe missions 

incredibly frustrating al times. 

• All the levels are remarkably similar* and 

doesn't encourage you on tu keep playing to 

the higher stages* 

• The strategy elements are overptiwered by 

the difficult and rather irritating sboot-em- 

up elements. 

to its full pulrntial... al all. 
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Wolf Child - An arcade adventure featurhusuper 
smooth 360° multi parallax scrolling. Playedmrough 
five levels and featuring over threohundred screens, 
yqumust reactivate the secret i^seaVch progrtMpme 
PRMECT WOLFCHJLD toanniffllate the evil forc^i ol 

SCREEN SHOTS TAKEN 
FROM AMIGA VERSION 

Tradrwinds Mouse 69/71A Ashbourne Road Derby DE3 3FS Telephone: (0332) 297797 Facsimile: (0332) 381511 



^ arry on Slaughtering should be the 

m sub-title for Deathbringer. It’s a 

camped up* sword-wielding* monster- 

slaying romp with Kam ihe Barbie and his 

magic sword Abaddon. It's awash with swish 

parallax and evil end-of-level baddies, it's a 

Michael Moorcock adventure that's just made 

for Children's BBC; good clean fun with 

weird overtones. A mixed hag of ideas and 

images ii maybe, but there's potential here for 

one of the best hack and slashers of the season. 

Deathbringer has echt>es of the Elric tales, 

as told by the Hawkwind novelist Michael 

Moorcock, These darker fantasy elements of 

soul stealing have been taken firmly by the wit 

and made fun. The game stars Kam, a barbar¬ 

ian of little brain but a great reputation, and his 

vou I-stealing sword, Abaddon. Together they 

form a pokey lag team - most of the time. 

Kam is a run-of-the-imll. loincloth-wear¬ 

ing barbarian with a standard energy limit 

that's whittled down by enemy attacks. 

Abaddon is another keltic of worms altogether. 

Abaddon was a demon wizard and he has 

now turned himself into a blade to steal souls. 

The sword has retained the intelligence and 

had habits of the original Abby. So when Kant 

uses Abby to kill someone, the sword gets to 

keep the soul. If the sword is filled to over- 

flowing then he gives Karn the extra souls 

back as fresh life energy. 

This relationship works fine when there 

are plenty of victims, but if Abby starts to 

hunger for a soul food-snack, and Kam can't 

lop someone then the sword will start to steal 

Kuril's life power* If the sword gets empty, 

then it just ups the hilt and impales the barbar¬ 

ian. Not that the lack of soul input is always 

Karn s fault - undead foes for instance have 

no soul to steal - and that's where the game 

lies. Keeping Abby happy and Karn alive. 

Curlovi creatures abound in the weird world 

of Deathbringer. They all have to he slain 

regardleti of How silly they look. 

To win, Kam must find the Inner Sanctum of 

the Society for Creative Armageddon. Hie 

road there is a twisted and convoluted one that 

leads ihrough fire. tee. earth and dungeon 

levels, Kam must proceed* lighting anyone in 

sight and then trouncing the guardians at the 

end of each level. 

Guardians live at both ends of each road 

because Deathbringer introduces a wonder¬ 

fully weird interconnecting map system. Kam 

enters each new level somewhere near the cen¬ 

tre and therefore has a choice as to which way 

he goes. There's no right way. just longer and 

shorter routes, just as there arc easier and 

tougher ones. Each different style of level and 

each specific level itself, has its own mix of 

combat intensity and distance to travel. 

Combined, the map system, need for souls 

and avoiding combat damage sets the game’s 

End of level guys 

Are DeMhbrJnger's 
speciality. They 

come in many 

flavours, but the 

giants are some of 

the hardest to kill. 

The trick is finding 

the right place to 

stand while hacking 

them limb from 

limb, an act made all 

the more difficult by 

the remote feel of 

the joystick control. 

They are still well 

killable though, 

regardless of the 

handicaps. 

Deathbringer 

tension. Maintain mg a health and xml balance 

iv difficult but essential if you want to see 

Kam gel shot of his sword as well as the wiz¬ 

ards ai the end of this trial. 

Scary monsters? 
All the dark irappings used to manufacture the 

plot arc neatl> ridiculed by the graphics. The 

action takes place over a smooth parallax 

background while silly monsters attack in daft 

ways. At the end of each lev el well drawn big 

guys prove that looks can kill by being as 

deadly as they arc pretty, While Kam himself 

runs in a high knee. eutnped*up fashion - 

Conan he iv not! Deathbringer uses sword and 

sorcery elements u> create plot but it doesn't 

have its gameplay terms dictated by them. 

The slickness of ihe graphics - particu¬ 

larly (he small tiled parallax - do have the 

Hum the Barbarian 

introduces an ogre 

to his magic sword: 

Abaddon. THt sword 

steals souls and 

demands plenty of 

kills * Of H turn* on 

Its master and kills 

K*m. blow that's 

what's known os un 

offensive weapon. 

This dragon s a 

wimp, fust duck 

underneath his fiery 

breath and then pop 

up to cleave him in 

the head. Or that's 

the theory ! 

unfortunate effect of bringing the game's 

weakest element into sharp focus, Kam. you 

see* is an uncontrollable lout. He does what 

you tell him, eventually* hui never immedi¬ 

ately. There's a minute delay between the 

joystick initiation of an action and its enaction 

on screen. A running Kam has to be stopped a 

step early for combat, sword strokes in battle 

have to be anticipated and cannot be reaction 

based* The lime lag is tolerable, and pre¬ 

dictable. so it can be built into your game plan. 

Bui when the going gets lough it annoys, as 

the early promise is squandered. 

Light relief 
f>eaihhringer is fun as it bringv a much needed 

lighter tone to the hack-und-slash genre - 

w hich generally takes itself far too seriously. 

Graphically, it does the business and the paral¬ 

lax is good enough to be worth mentioning 

three times in one review. As a game though, 

the lag between joystick movement and on¬ 
screen action takes it out of the major league. 

Diuihhringer revives a flagging genre, its no 

classic but the clever balance between sword 

and warrior* all mixed-up in the weird maps 

make it worth a hack. 

Trenton Webb O 

Deathbringer 

Empire ■ £25.99 

• Sweet parallax effects give it itruce. 

• (IcmhI gumeplay balance between soul xiral- 

ing sword and a very mortal warrior, 

• In tin valive mapping system i> hard to gel 

your head art m ml hui is worth c spin ring. 

% I line lag between *sikk commands and 

sprite reaction makes life lough. 

• \ nosel visit to a sword and sorcery land, 

one with humour! 

mm 71% 
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collect gets pul towards your next power-up. If 

you can collect an extra four then you arc 

allowed 10 claim a better weapon. !f you’re 

after a smart bomh for example, simply wait 

until you've the requisite number of shells, 

then press fire and crouch. Your eyes go red 

and you're all tooled up. Next time you press 

the fire-button, a smart bomb decimates all 

around you. Just Like that. 

...and on, and on, and on 
The baddies appear in various guises, each 

one is particularly vulnerable to a particular 

weapon. Learning which weapon corresponds 

to which Achilles' heel is not always enough 

though, often you have too many or not 

enough shells at your disposal at the relevant 

moment. But then again you can always opt to 

spend your shells on extra energy after a really 

Under Pressure 
BIG sprites, that's what you will find 

here. Unfortunately, not much more 

can be said about them though. The 

bad guys have captured your gorgeous galactic 

gal (coo!) and lo make matters worse, have 

imprisoned you in an ED-209-styfe robo-suit. 

And what a robo-suit it is. 

It resembles a rather disastrous cross 

between Max Wall and Wayne Sleep, and it is 

now your sorry lot to plod, leap and pas Je 

deux your way through three levels of haddie- 

mfested wasteland in search of your gal. You 

have to pick up different weapons, leant how 

to beat the bosses and (ry and blast your way 

through 57 varieties (well, almost) of extra- 

terrestrial hard nuts. 

The dance goes on... 
The action is the standard left-to-right pisi¬ 

form serolkr. with occasional mute deviations 

in the form of (semi-irrelevant) lifts and (com¬ 
pletely irrckvant > teleports. Sometimes you 

walk up hills, and other times you have lo 

bunny-hop down steps. But there's no chance 

of you losing your way - every thing you need 

to find is scrolled block-by-block into your 

monotonous path. Door open and shut, 

bridges give way under metallic size twelves 

G®paEapwt»; .LETHfit _E *^*tr ttfac** m 

and laser beams sizzle unconvincingly across 

your path. There's almost enough to provide a 

challenge if only it weren't all so painfully 

slow (BIG sprites, remember) and if it weren't 

for the fact that it's possible to complete the 

lion's share of stage one with your thumb 

glued to the fire-button, your joystick stuck 

'right' and your eyes firmly shut. 

As you destroy the bad guys, they release 

shells (the sea variety). Scattered along the 

bottom of the screen you'll find a whole Argos 

catalogue of weapons, and in Ibis game - 

seashells mean power-ups. Every shell you 

Mow you'f* cwklof 

- let's hw it for i 

ripplr Iwrrl fust «m 

of the pOwfr-up% at 

your dispose I, but 

should you have 

skived |h! inothtr 

four vMh and got 

yoursotf something 

hm batter? 

hard-fought skirmish. The graphics on (he 

whole could really have been quite good, but 

sadly there are a couple of glaring glitches that 

just ooze laziness. 

While going up and down in the lift, 

there's no sign of movement (bosh background 

and foreground stay rooted to the spot) until all 

of a sudden the floor appears. The same occurs 

while falling to your doom. Also, the scrolling 

while jumping is all too often disconcertingly 

haphazard. But the real problem is the game’s 

pace - it's just all too slow. 

The whole business of rescuing girlfriends 

out of the evil clutches of should be fraught 

with tension and excitement. But both the 

comical animation of your hero and the hiss- 

whirr-clunk sound effects leave you worrying 

more aboui rusting to an undignified halt, than 

of the glorious liberation of your loved one. 

Really and truly, Under Pressure is a bit 

tedious, monotonous and just a little bit 

unconvincing. It is a game that can only come 

unreservedly recommended as an ideal Xmas 

gift for practical jokers, 

Neil West O 

Under Pressure 

Electronic Zoo ■ £24.99 

PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES 
Well, bridges. Irtt* ud tdcyiorts actually Tour roboniubd character 4s inhered around the levels fa a set route. 

lust keep walking and shooting. 

Don't worry about the collapsing 

bridge, you've got plenty of time. 

And the stationary, practically 

unarmed and to-aJI-iittents^and-pu 

poses feeble dragon will be dead 

long before you roach It. 

Crouch down in the teleport and 

yon*re off. A whale load of bubbles 

appear and you're whtaaed to your 

neat destination. Serves no purpose 

and adds nothing to the game. H: 

pays to Cake them to save the shoe 

leather - or at least shoe metaJf 

• HI IH(» sprites. They really are quite large* 

• Hut this slows the pace right down to a sleep- 

inducing crawl, 

• Uninventive game design really duesn'1 help 

relieve Ihe snail-like pace, 

• No restart points, frusiratingly putting you 

back to the start of each level every time that 

a Life is lost. 

• The flaws in the graphics irreparably under 

mine any credibility that the game may 

otherw ise hav e deserved. 



BORF'S BUCK 

WITH R V€NG€RNC€... r Just when you thought €orth uios safe from the evil 
Commonder Borf, his little henchmen, The Goons, hove blasted 

Borf uuith the Infanta Bay a second time returning him to his hill age - 

end evil, lead Ace through bottles with the goons and Barfs other allies until 

you encounter the evil Commonder himself in the ultimate battle for the universe. 

Space flee II: Borfs Revenge brings the classical animation style of Don Bluth to the 

computer format featuring over five megabytes of full screen animation, digitized sound 

and new animations not included an the original Space flee laser disc. 

Available for IBM PC7** and Compatibles, Amiga™, Atari ST™ and Macintosh®. 

"Sw * Ar* I' * if QU* f><h# Hit Sp**A*ft tafl 4 i 

uwftrf bf Si*v» Hith irferxlnK hfcdu Hnt C#JM ftA lifaac&vs Ubdu lit . trrt um» Mm 

Rom Suflwi tfcin Urtemin* Wtodui me. Owatin Urjijrni*i t«J Qua Epufh. Oi ■»*» ,* mm. vmjA. «nd 
OnMpl ‘ulhwi dun immoim Mwjm Iht «l RIGHTS flfc$H4V*D. Prognmnnnq * l [f?1 
imtptonfl 
Km*n Aurj ST 4Ni iflM am 1r*k*rurt\ rit^wir^ o* Cmrirnaiurn IntarnateiUl. MioCwponaan* (wl 
IfflfetwlHVd flWMXfA Machine*. Mfeunta* r| 4 lp#Jejrw* nr LonW* p-*. 

4 The Stannetts • Laindon North Trade Centre • Basildon * Essex SS15 6DJ • Telephone: 0268 541212 
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No fight history, no diintown of each 

fightor'i strengths And weaken***** - not 

even each fighter'* individual statistics. The 

different boxers are to all intent and) pur¬ 

poses merely anonymous lump* of muscle. So you wanna he a boxer? Well now 

Storm offer you the chance to be a con¬ 

tender. Stan at the bottom of the world 

rankings, lake on all comers and lake a shol at 

the championship. The only element of the 

fighter's story missing is the appearance as the 

dame in a low-budget pantomime after every¬ 

thing's gone horribly wrong. 

But that's just the fate of no-hopers. You. 

my budding hero, have a whole glistening 

Graphics are big and 

the sound effects are 

particularly gruesome 

- but that's your lot. 

career in front of you. There's no-one‘s going 

to catch you in an oversize pinafore, false eye¬ 

lashes and a pair of comedy breasts - you can 

do aftershave adverts instead. 

There are two modes of play; knockout 

and league. Knockout merely pits you against 

a random selection of opponents - just keep on 

pummelling different fighters until sooner or 

later you get pummelled yourself. There's a 

certain amount of challenge to be found in see¬ 

ing how many fights you can go without a 

loss, but basically this just prepares you for the 

real championship - the nine-week league. 

There are ten fighters of differing shapes 

and sizes (actually that's a lie -they're all built 

like lower-blocks. Bui they do have different 

haircuts) and you can pick any one of them to 

be your young hopeful. It's now your unenvi¬ 

able job, in your newly acquired bulging-body, 

to lake on a new opponent once a week. Win, 

Th* r*f itindi tuck, a bell rings and it's seconds away, round one. You can alter the number and the length of 

rounds, we've gone for a quick three one-mi nut* round match. Our man Demon Dave (the bald one on the right) gets 

straight in with a jab. And then another, and another, and another.., 

Final Blow 
lose or draw - it's then on to week two (and so 

on) until by the ninth week you've fought ;ill 

the other sluggers. 

Earn three points for a victory, one point 

lor a draw and leave empty handed if you end 

up as canvas fodder. The league table is 

updated each week and your stats are dis¬ 

played for all to see. As time progresses, it 

quickly becomes apparent that some of the 

guys out there are better than others. Some 

weeks you take on nancies, some weeks you 

lake on wimps - yes, they’re all ridiculously 

easy 10 beat, but more of that later. 

Either way. the bout unfolds the same way 

each light. Click your joystick to tell Cecil 

(wdL what do you call your Amiga?) that 

you've had enough of the statistics sheet thank 

you very much, and lhat yes - you're simply 

itching lo get on with it. A whirr-dunk from 

your disk drive tells you that your next 

pixillated victim is entering the stadium, the 

fight-screen scrolls down, revealing two 

bulging fighters and the ref Both ugly lumps 

of pulsating manhood punch the air, the ref 

stands back and ifs seconds away.,, 

Now the fun starts. There are two methods 

of fighting, and a survey of various people 

around the office came to the unanimous con¬ 

clusion that one of these methods is distinctly 

more likely to prove successful than the other. 

But in true fight-night style, before announcing 

the winner let's introduce the contestants. Over 

to our ringside host, Larry : 

In the red 
corner, Method One... 

"Thank you. and good evening fighl-fans. 

Siraighl into the ring we have the 'Diligently 

learning and implementing all (he moves, 

keeping your guard up when necessary and a 

ISISKM£wnr 
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A* th* tugu* progresses, same fighter* fan better than other*. A 

quick took at the stats should In theory tell you bow tough your next 

fight will be. On the left here Ifs week one of the league and all the 

boxer* are level pegging, But as you can see from above, after mix 

weeks, Demon Dave (hurrah!) and Cool Shaun (boooE) are heading the 

field. Only three more weeks to go... 



Jitst look at the r«fl HChn me Hfirthirtt!,. etc". H*'f f»t really doing a quick hot-shw ihirffle. but wh»i«ir it wa$ H 

wat enough to put off old Demon Dave - He'f taken on# right on th« chin. But it wasn't enough to stop our moo. A 

few more well-placed Jobs and It's match over - on uiy win to player on*. 

A boxer's life isn't all box, box, box. Well it is in Storm's arcade 

conversion, and it manages to make even the weediest of our 

reviewers look muscular. The last blow could be the final straw. 
loi of fancy footwork * method. With aU of the 

five different punches mastered: ihe upper cut: 

the swing punch; low and high long punches 

and a lean-back jab at his disposal, this boy 

i who has become known as ‘Technical 

Excellence’ ) has got to be the hot favourite. 

He can raise his guard or lower it* he can 

duck and even jump - as well as shuffling 

backwards and forwards as professionally as 

I’ve ever seen it done. He can read his oppo¬ 

nent's moves and react to them. When his 

opponent aims high, his guard can cover it. 

When his opponent slips up, then Technical 

Excellence has the weaponry to get in there 

and really hit him hard. Surely he can't fail," 

...and in the 
blue corner. Method Two! 

“Well, Technical Excellence would seem to 

have this match sewn up before his opponent's 

even entered the ring. Hut here his opponent 

comes - unconcerned and looking decidedly 

confident - and what a strange looking chap he 

is! He's going under the name of the ’Putting 

your joystick on auto-fire and making a cup of 

tea or reading a book or something’ method. 

Quite remarkable."' 

And the winner? 
OK, so no prizes for guessing the winner of 

this bout. Yes, your good old faithful auto-fire 

button will safely see you through all nine 

fights to collecting the World Championship 

crown. Yes, we're serious - hut are Storm? 

How can such a simple game (there are no 

skill factors* training sessions, management 

decisions* choices of opponent or player devel¬ 

opment I afford to be so remarkably easy? 

Tire answer is* it can't, final Blow is fun¬ 

damentally flawed from the outset. Any game 

Th* champion's bolt is now yours to mlit-tt- 

mutch with whatever else you may have in 

tb* wardrobe. Is there now a new tougher 

Challenge? Unfortunately not. The game re¬ 

starts itself and it's back to square one. 

that can be finished on the first attempt in such 

a ridiculous fashion (the cup of Lea bit wasn’t a 

joke) doesn’t deserve to be pul wiihin 100 

miles of your Amiga. OK, so you could try the 

'Technical Excellence' approach. Hut ihe ani¬ 

mation is so haphazard and jerky any attempt 

to fight a skillful bom inevitably ends in fail¬ 

ure* and soon degenerates hack to a 

pummel Jing-ihe-fire-button-ihroiigh-ihe-floor 

approach. There's no reward for thoughtful 

play* due largely to the fact that your opponent 

refuses to siand siill long enough for you to hii 

him. The action is brawiish, Iraniic and ulti- 

maiely frustrating. 

This also scuppers what could have been 

the game's one saving grace - the iwo-player 

option. With so little skill involved and certain 

victory just an mcy-wincy auto-fire switch 

away* there's no way that even the most ardem 

of boxing fans w ill enjoy this for long, 

Final Blow seems doomed as a project, A 

while ago it was released for the Sega Mega 

Drive. It's only claim-to-fame then was as per¬ 

haps the worst-timed licensed product ever. 

The name James Buster' Douglas Boxing 

(presumably a licence signed after he some¬ 

how managed to beat Mike Tyson) was a 

whacking 2001b albatross by the time the game 

actually reached the shops. The Amiga version 

repairs none of this damage. 

The graphics are big and colourful and (he 

sound effects are particularly gruesome - hut 

that's your lot. Jerky (hence reading your 

opponent's moves becomes impossible) ani¬ 

mation. zero depth and flawed gameplay. It 

could have been a contender, but is stopped in 

the first round by a technical knockout. 

Anyone fancy some aftershave? 

Neil West O 

91 

TEN GOOD REASONS WHY NOT TO TAKE UP BOXING 
The good, the bad, the ugly and more besides. Chose to ploy any on* of these 10 chops (some or* better than oth¬ 

er*) then spend tin next nia* weeks booting the living daylights out of *11 the other*. Complicated g*mer boxing. 

Coot Shaun Demon Dave Detroit Kid Dynamite Joe Fernando Gomes 

Kid Steve Killer Ken Kim Nang King J**Ort Krusha Kev 

Final Blow 
Storm ■ £25.99 

• All sloss. no pame. \nniber eimkI reason to 

keep arcade games in ihe arcade. 

9 flawed game pl;i> makes an \ at tempi to 

introduce a modicum «f skill to the proceed¬ 

ings simply impossible* 

• Jerks animation lets down Ihe other™isc 

respectable graphics* 

I Can be finished on the firsi attempt ttith 

sour eses dosed! 

EM 

Me! 43% 
oSMtf’r 
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THE NO. 1 ARCADE COIN-OP HIT. 

Welcome to the meanest, toughest way of making a living! 
Enter the World of Pitfighting - fighting for money. 
Do you rate your chances in a free for all, no holds barred bare knuckle fight? 

You'll have to face thugs like The Executioner, Heavy Metal and 
Chain Man Eddie. 
Use every form of fighting - martial arts,kickboxing, stab with knives, 
throw bar stools, beer kegs and anything else you can lay your hands on. 
Remember you're never safe * even from the crowd - get thrown into ^ 
them and you may never come out alive. 
Incredible graphics, digitised from real fighters, and amazing real 0) 
time sprite scaling, bring you the perfect conversion of ^ 
Atari's Ho. 1 Arcade HR. 
You7/ never tire of this brutally addictive game!! JKF 

TEIMGEIM 



Special offers Special offers Special offers 

In 1989 Western Europeans threw away over 128 million 
printer ribbons. They weighed over 9,000 tonnes in total 
and would reach right around the world if laid end to end. 
A used ribbon cartridge is being thrown away somewhere in 
the UK every second of every day. 
You can help put an end to this environmental waste and 
save some money at the same time thanks to RE-INK, a 
revolutionary new spray which brings new life to exhausted 
fabric printer ribbons. 
RE-INK is cost effective and simple to use. Simply open up 

tesinh 

A: 
your plastic ribbon cartridge, spray a few squirts of RE-INK’s special ink and lubricant formula 
and your ribbon is as good as new - sometimes even better! 

★ RE-INK will save up to 90% on what you currently spend on new ribbons BEST OF ALL, 
RE-INK IS 

AVAILABLE IN THIS 
SPECIAL READER 
OFFER FOR ONLY 

£12.95 

★ RE-INK- treated ribbons give clearer, blacker print than new ribbons 

★ RE-INK is a very high quality ink - no blotchy or patchy ink 

★ fff-Mis universal - it works with all fabric ribbons 

★ RE-INK can extend the life of your printer with its special lubricant oils 

AVAILABLE PROW MR OFFICE SUPPLIES 

m srrrrrns 
Specialists for over 3 years supplying Education, Government, borne user, 

quality, reliability, value for money. 

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BUY BETTER 

3.5 
DOUBLE SIDED 

DOUBLE DENSITY 
SO DSDD 3 5 Hus deluxe storage box only. £29 95 
100 DSDD 3,5 Plus deluxe storage box only £44.95 

This Months Special 
200 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 deluxe Stonge boxes 
only...... 

DOUBLE SIDED 

DOUBLE DENSITY 
50 DSOD 525 Hus deluxe storage box 
only........£19.95 
100 DSDD 5-25 Plus deluxe storage box 
only........*.£29.95 
200 DSOD 5,25 Plus 2 deluxe storage boxes 
only.    „., *     ,£4 9 96 s 

5.25 
DOUBLE SIDED 

HIGH DENSITY 

30 DSHD 5.25 Plus deluxe storage box.£16.95 

50 DSHD 5.25 Plus deluxe storage box.£27,95 

100 DSHD 5.25 Plus deluxe storage box 

only __.....£39.95 

3.5 
DOUBLE SIDED 

HIGH DENSITY 

10 DSHD 3.5 in Library case...£11,95 

30 DSHD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box_£34 95 

50 DSHD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box.144 95 

TOO DSHD 3,5 Pius deluxe storage box only £64.95 

MD Office Supplies 
18 Crescent Way, Farnboroush, 

Kent BR6 9LS Tel: 0689 861400 

Educational & Government orders welcome 

Features Include 
Both stack horizontally and vertically 
90 Capacity 3.5 

Very high quality manufacture 
Anti-static 
Protective lock 
Colour coded dividers 

only 

£8*95 

180 Capacity 5*25 or 130 3,5 
Beautiful strong design 
Anti-static 
Protective lock 
Colour coded dividers 
Smooth draw operation 

only 

Cl 6.95 
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SCREENPLAY 

W hat would happen if they 

staned a war and nobody 

came? Well with Birds Of 

Prey you could do it all yourself. Because this 

game incorporates a large modem air war sce¬ 

nario with 40 types of aircraft taking part. And 

you can fly them all. So if you're a fan of 

modem military flying machines, you might 

just be in heaven. 

When you've loaded the game and set up 

your save able pilot, you're presented with 12 

major mission types. It's assumed that a major 

war has started between forces using Western 

technology and those with Russian kit. You 

can play either side in this conflici and choose 

the mission type you want (air interception, for 

example) and then you simply select an air- 

craft For your mission. 
There's a fair old choice, but the computer 

won't let you use something ill-suited to the 

job. Try using a Hercules to intercept some 

MiG 25s and your Amiga will laugh at you. 

It's better go for an FI6, FI5, Tornado. 

Anything of that ilk. Next you've got to ami it. 

If you'n using 

(pictured here) 

Phantom or 

or the Tomcat, 

Tumult in the clouds 
Choosing your weapons is both detailed and 

easy. Point and dick on the most destructive 

and you get to see the map. The playing area is 

a scries of islands with the odd mountain and 

river chucked in. Bases, SAM sites and tactical 

buildings litter the war zone, and there are 

even carriers floating offshore. 

Choose a base and the mission can begin. 

You always start off in a hangar, and once the 

door opens, you taxi out to the runway. If 

you're in a hurry (for an interception) you can 

hit full power while you're still in their this 

AIR SUPREMACY 

In the fight for the ikio, the Eagle 

Ls king. But the Russian MiG 29 

comes pretty close. 

LONG RANGE BOMBING 

The plane that reshaped Vietnam, 

the B&2, mattes a guest appearance 

in this rote. 

BOMBER ESCORT 

Why not go for the FIG? Iff nippy, 

powerful and has a nice selection of 

delicious, re»dy-to-fire weaponry. 

CLOSE SUPPORT/CROUNO ATTACK 

The AIO more than proved Itself In 

the Guff Conflict, so why not take a 

Wart hog for a spin? 

BORDER/SEA PATROL 

MaHfime Ops require a Carrier air¬ 

craft. The F*4 will do, hut the F18 

Ay-by-wire multi-role is even bettor. 

Birds Of Prey 
lets you hit the runway while doing about 150 

knots. Once you arc in the air. you can select 

various radar modes to give you air-to-air 

capability, navigation or bomb-aiming (once 

more, this depend on your mission). 

The cockpit display takes up about 

two-thirds of the screen, w ith a familiar HUD 

on the top. This really contains all the info that 

you need (speed, height and so on), but to the 

right of the display is a large bank of dials 

which give you much the same information. 

This display remains the same whichever air¬ 

craft you're flying. 

Hitting the W key removes the cockpit 

altogether, leaving you with full screen graph¬ 

ics and an enlarged HUD. It's possible to 

conduct most of an operation in this mode, and 

it looks so much better, especially when view¬ 

ing the plane in outside mode. 

When you view your own aircraft, it's 

simply superimposed in front of you. The 

HUD (and cockpit display) remain, but the 

plane appears in front. If you try a side view 

the controls still remain in view. This makes 

for some spectacular viewrs, especially in full 

screen display mode, but it's impossible to fly 

the plane accurately whilst watching it. 

Tlw mighty Blackbird swoops down for A look at Wmc glittering, e*pemive looking metal on the ground. Its normal 

mission keeps It at about 70,000 feet at Ma<lt I, though. Low level It handles like a real pig (and Is easy moat for any 

marauding SAMs or enemy fighters). In fact, itJ* madness to go low level in the SRTl. Get back up there at once* 



SCREENPLAY 

STEALTH BOMBING 

Only one choice here - the B2. Used 

In the Cuff, they'll never even know 

it's out there- 

STEALTH RECCE 

The Fit? Is the prime candidate 

here, looking like It's been designed 

by a hyperactive child. 

TEST PILOT 

Fed up with ivarT Get away from It 

ail with * Bell X1S. It'll outclimb the 

SR 71, nearly into low orbit. 

Why buy one sim when you can buy 40 for the same price? 

Electronic Arts have produced a game which gives you the entire 

NATO airforce to play with, and the pick of the Warsaw Pact as 

well. But is it 40 times as good as the best of the rest? 

HsmE 

HAMtftAH CB5 MB m 
EASV FLIGHT 

hUHDEfiCaftftlAGE W 
Linen hohe ease 
1 AUTO-CIiTfiE ON 

Arctic conditions, and an FT5 OMOCUtes a clean intercept on an errant Warsaw Pact fighter. The kill should now be 

easy funless you're on Wing Commander level). The AMRAAMi tell you when they're convinced of a dean strike, so 

you've just got to ride the beam straight at the enemy and fire when you get the nod 

The not-so-few 
The key to Birds Of Prey is its massive 

flexibility. There are hundreds of mission/air- 

craft combinations, and although you only 

ever see one cockpit display, you can certainly 

make out the difference between the planes. 

The selection offered is so wide that one mis¬ 

sion might see you flying a Hamer from the 

deck of HMS Invincible, and the next ferrying 

in 500 troops in a Boeing 747-400. 

The flight characteristics of the planes' 

differ so much that it's fun to swap between 

them during the game, You can also try' out 

aircraft in missions that (hey weren't designed 

for {within reason. You can't put your SR7I 

Blackbird down on the deck of a carrier i. 

As you play the campaign, your actions 

affect what the enemy are up to. If you man¬ 

age to A10 his airfields, he'll withdraw to the 

edge of the map. Send a Stealth reconnais¬ 

sance flight over to get a Polaroid of him 

licking his wounds, then send in a Hercules 

full of troops to finish him off. Any stragglers 

can be massively bombed by a nice B52 mis¬ 

sion. And you can fly all of these. 

It's certainly taking flight situs into areas 

they've never been before. Luckily the actual 

Hying details have been kept fairly simple. To 

navigate to your target you simply follow an 

arrow at the lop of the HUD, Your radar will 

pick up any enemy activity in plenty of time, 

and it’s up to you to take the appropriate 

action. What you should do depends on the 

plane you're piloting, of course. 

Can you leave the 
landing light on, mummy? 

Storing the details of the 40 aircraft has taken 

such a large amount of memory that ground 

detail is noticeably less impressive than in 

MiG-29 Superfuhrum or FI511. There are 

bases, fields, coastlines, hills and targets. 

These are all acceptable, though, (There's a 

particularly pretty snow-capped peak! ) 

The air-to-air views are good, but such is 

the nature of modem air warfare that you don't 

often get the chance to sec the enemy. First it's 

a dot on a radar screen: then a dot in the sky 

and then it's a target. Hopefully by then, with 

any luck* it's dead meat. Trying to get close in 

to have a look sometimes yields excellent 

views of the opposition, but you'll have to 

dodge salvoes of missiles to do it. It's in this 

environment that planes like the F16 or 

Tomcat come into their own. 

Flying the planes in Birds Of Prey 

requires a fair bit of practice. In the centre of 

the HUD is a lozenge-shape which indicates 

the position of the imaginary' control column. 

It's a bit unnecessary' because when your joy¬ 

stick is centred, you’d expect the plane's 

joystick to be centred as well. It s been like 

(hat for centuries in flight-sims. and the added 

realism that a lozenge gives isn't really worth 

it. Until you get used to it, the plane (which 

ever one you're flying) wallows around, fish- 

tailing its way towards the highly amused 

enemy. The key is only to use small move¬ 

ments of the joystick. 

A pan from this, the flying is straightfor¬ 

ward, if you don't fuss with the controls, the 

Continued overleaf 
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Outsid* view (with the HUD still enabled It is cluttered, but you can still see this Is an AIO To 

the right Is the target SAM site, still with Its designation bon lit tor the Mavericks. 

96 

planes go in the direction you point them. You 

can select weapons by cycling through your 

payload, with the fire-button on the joystick 

operating missiles and the gun {whichever one 

you have selected). 

It's also very easy lo get yourself into a 

spin loo. If you leave what the experts call 'the 

flighi envelope' by for example stalling at a 

low or high speed, your aircraft will tumble 

groundwards at a frightening speed. You have 

to do this a few times to get the hang of recov¬ 

ery, hut if you're quick you can click the 

mouse to pause the game and give you option 

menus. Select ‘Easy Flight' and you'll bounce 

of the ground harmlessly, 

Fight and flight 
Birds Of Prey is a sim for the enthusiast. 

There's a large and comprehensive manual 

supplied, but if you already know the differ¬ 

ence between the Bl. the B2 and the B52 it 

would make things much easier. 

Although the cockpit display doesn't 

change, certain procedures depend on the type 

of mission you're on and the type of plane 

you're in. Fighters (F15. Fib. Tornado and so 

on) simply require that you switch on your 

radar and hunt for the enemy. You don't have 

to worry about ground targets tunless they‘re 

firing surface-to-air missiles at you) and you 

just need to concentrate on the other fighters 

as the range between you doses. Before each 

mission it's possible to specify wingmen. You 

can have up to three other planes (the same 

type as yours) who follow you into combat. If 

you don't open fire, they will, and on Easy 

level your formation will be firing ripples of 

AMRAAMS and Sidewinders in the enemy’s 

direction. It's a hit disappointing if you don't 

get a kill and they do, but at least you'll have 

survived and, as leader, you will get the credit 

for it in the comprehensive debrief afterwards. 

You don’t see these wingmen (which is a 

pity) but they’re programmed to follow you 

wherever you go. So if you run for home 

they'll accompany you. 

Bombing in the Bl or B52 requires you to 

line up so that you fly over the target at the 

height required by your payload. Then you 

switch to the bomb-aiming sight and watch the 

target drift through the cross-hairs. It’s tough 

but very satisfying when you get it right. 

When attacking at ground level (in the 

AIO, F15E or B2 Stealth bomber) you fire 

guided air-1 o-surface missiles such as the 

Paveway and Maverick. The target acquisition 

is similar to lhat of ihc fighters, but it's only 

concerned with things on the ground. If you 

gel close enough with the A10 you can open 

up with its mighty 30mm Galling gun. This 

makes quite a mess if you aim it right. 

Nor law nor 
duty bade me fight 

There is so much in Birds Of Prey that the 

flight-sim fan could d isappear for weeks. The 

campaign scenario works well, the background 

detail is very strong and the variety of planes 

is, of course impressive in the extreme. 

Graphics are strong, especially the planes 

themselves, and the levels arc set so lhat both 

beginners and hardened pilots can have fun. 

Letting it down is the frame rate. The 

graphics aren't smooth enough and there is an 

annoying jcrkincss. It might be understand¬ 

able, but it isn't forgivable, The lozenge 

control system would work so much better if 

There is so much in Birds Of Prey 

that the flight sim-fan could 

disappear for weeks. 

the update rate was better. As it is, they com¬ 

bine to be irritating at the moments when you 

need to be clear-headed and quick. 

It's this factor which stops Birds Of Prey 

gening a Format Gold, in every other respect it 

deserves one. Being able to fly 40 aircraft in a 

combat sim is no mean feat, and the war-game 

plot is strong enough to carry it off. But the 

fly ability is the weakest point. Only a third of 

a screen is dedicated to outside views and the 

A Tomcat crouches 

on th* Nlmtt*. Using 

you're launched the 

missions are pretty 

much similar to the 

ground-based ones. 

rest of the screen being filled with unnecessary 

dials isn’t too hot. 

Oh, and a head-to-head link with another 

player's Amiga, flying whatever plane he 

chooses would have been excellent. Still, Birds 

Of Prey is a massive attempt to produce the 
flight-sim, ft nearly gels there, but the flying 

isn't quite slick enough. 

lames Leach O 

Birds Of Prey 

Electronic Arts ■ £34.99 

• 40 planes ail in one game Ls a more than you 

wifi ever need. 

The Tomcat blasts 

a missile at the 

an#my■ ff you v# got 

wingmen, (hay'll 

often loose ■ whole 

payioad, ensuring 

th* fat* of Uh 

hapless opposition. 

Of all the carrier - 

borne aircraft, the 

Tomcat is still the 

best, especially in 

its newest variant. 

EA have certainty 

done their home¬ 

work, and the 

technical accuracy of 

Birds Of Prey can't 

be faulted. 

* Each plane Ls different enough to make you 

want to experience (hem all. 

# Graphic? and sound are up to standard, but 

are not exceptional. 

• The campaign works well and makes a big 

dm into a big game. 

6 But it’s jerky and quirky to fly. Practice 

helps, but doesn’t overcome the problem. 

Met 88% 



SYSTEM-3 

ALL THAT IS EVIL IS 

HISTORY IN THE MAKING 

Magical tales of intrigue 

thousands of years ago, as the vdjn 

j believed that ftij^hoLogics 

spawned 

ie way of 

vt re said to 
rown hand in the ep 

nd ruled w" J 

iron 1 aw and powerful sorcery. 

l V Ail I - 4 ^ 
Somethttuy has now gone wrong... 

Someone must stop the spread o/evt7 

■ YOU ARE THE CHOSEN ONE,.. 

Available on: 

Commodore hjfl 
C64 Cartridge. ... £19.99 

Commodore Amiga and 

Atari ST. ... £25.99 

System Three Software ltd 
18 Peterborough Road 
Harrow Middles* a. HA I 2BQ 
Tel: (08118M 82 12 Fax: (081) 864 485I 

Another m the long line of award winning 
classics from the System 3 stable. Myth brings 
the magical mysteries ol historic, demonic gods 
into the very heart of your home 

*!»»»*• ' 

With a truly epic introduction sequence, this 
superb game will pull you Ihrough a new 
dimension of computer lantasy 

• 1 I t ' *1 

»:■ 
- A# a; 

i % > * % <I^ 

Brilliant character animations have you jumping 
and slaying your way through a true award 
winning classic Having scooped all I he major 
awards on the smaller home computers. Myth 
looks set to emulate lhat success on the Amiga 
and Aian ST 

»C
=*

* 
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SCREENPLAY 

Devious Designs 
became an obsession, causing him lo begin 

experimenting with machinery to make every¬ 

thing into blocks. One night, in a dark area of 

the misty city, a strange and mysterious figure, 

in a floating chair, was stalking an mild in a 

dark and dingy back street. 

Witnesses say that he fired a beam from 

the chair which turned nearby buildings into 

large orange blocks. Soon enough, the world 

became aware of this villainous activity, when 

the Pentagon was turned into a square and the 

Kremlin appeared as a cube. 

Now accusations have been Hying be¬ 

tween the various nations, and a threat from Dr 

Devious has been transmitted lo the various 

world leaders. He's perfected his machine and 

is now threatening to cube the Earth! Only one 

man can save us. A man who knows Dr 

Devious and has an insight into his warped 

mind, Thai man is super-agent JJ Maverick, 

After receiving an urgent message. JJ 

zooms off to the Arctic, the last place the evil 

doctor was sighted, On his arrival, he notices 

an igloo has been cubed and split apart. 

Obviously Devious* plan requires the results 

of his cubing experiment to in no uay resem¬ 

ble their original shape, otherwise the machine 

loses its power. All that JJ has to do is stock 

the blocks together to reform their original 

shape, Righi. lime to roll the sleeves up... 

Squaring the Circle 
Von take control of JJ Maverick as he tries lo 

reform various cultural icons that have been 

zapped bv Dr Devious* manic experiment. 

Being a super-agent. JJ has a few tricks up his 

After a set number 

of stages, 1J 

Maverick has to 

face the evil Dr 

Devious himself. 

Watch out for the 

chair though, since 

It drops a cluster of 

bombs which bounce 

towards the plucky 

hero. But Is every¬ 

thing as it seems? I 

rather think not... 

I— f you look up at this section 

of the building here, you 

will be able to see the deli¬ 

cate carvings of the overhanging ledges on 

each tower. These details give us the fed of 

the absolute patience and visionary scale of the 

architect's work. Now,., wait a minute, where 

did that gigantic orange brick come from. 

Where's the church? Oh dear..." 

The an world has always been an inspira¬ 

tion to manv people; from the moving appeal 

of paintings to the awesome spectacle of 

extravagant architecture. One of the world's 

most influential am^ is Pablo Picasso, fits 

famous Cubist work has long been regarded as 

some of the finest abstract painting in history 

Unfortunately, not everyone is inspired by his 

work in the same way. 

Dr Devious, ihe famous abstract scientist, 

huv been an admirer of Picasso for many years. 

Ins pride and joy was a cubist painting by the 

great artist which hangs in his laboratory. 

However his love for this style of art soon 

Deep lit an Egyptian crypt, JJ has to reform an ancient sarcophagus. 

Time Is tight though, and JJ has to shift those two blocks along the 

platforms until he can slot them Into place in the heart of the tomb. 

LITTLE BOXES 
Occasionally items drop from the top of the screen to help JJ out: 

© 
© 

Bombs - Allow JJ to drop explosives on enemies along 

with firing his fireball shots. 

Fast Shots - Let JJ fire a stream of bombs and fireballs 

a lot faster than normal. 

^-1 Extra Block - Fills a gap In the target 

cHa shape. The blocks they leave can be shot If 

they're not needed. 

Extra Life - Picking up one of these adds art extra life 

to JJ's lives counter. 

Dynamite - Picking this up causes a large explosion 

which destroys all enemies on screen. 

Extra Time - Collecting the watch adds a few precious 

seconds to the level clock. 

A nod from the Cubist school to the world of surrealist art, as he with the strange moustache, 

Salvador Dali, makes an appearance on the Spanish section of the game. 



SCREENPLAY 

Cubist art is all very well and good, but when a 

megalomaniac scientist tries to cube the world 

things get out of hand. Cue strange puzzle game! 

dinner-jacket sleeve to help him on his way. 

Not only can he pull, lift and throw blocks, but 

he can also drag them through mid air, walk 

up walls ceilings. This allows him to grab the 

blocks from wherever they may be and recon- 

struct them into their proper form. 

However. Devious has spotted the brave 

agent in his task, and is determined to stop him 

from succeeding. Each area that JJ must work 

in is linked to a timed explosive. If JJ takes too 

long in completing his quest, then the whole 

place will blow up. taking anything remaining 

in the sector with it. 

If this wasn't enough, there are also some 

of Devious’ strange mutations prowling 

around, including deadly clouds, vicious drag¬ 

ons. mutated whirlwinds and manic Cossack 

dancers, Fortunately, JJ has something to pro¬ 

tect him - a flame gun. Using this weapon, he 

can fire a stream of deadly fireballs at his 

enemies, clearing the way for his quest. 

Additional items can be picked up to help him, 

including extra lime and bonus bombs. Every 

20th level is a showdown with the doctor in his 

flying chair - but all is not as it seems... 

Don't box me in 
Devious Designs is most certainly an odd little 

game. It combines shoot-em-up. platform and 

puzzle game dements in one package, not on 

separate levels as in many other games, but at 

the same lime! 

This combination works very well, provid¬ 

ing some seriously challenging action. Some 

careful thought is needed to work out how 

each level should be tackled (especially on 

laier levels) and you have to keep your trigger 

finger busy to take out the enemies. 

The rather odd control method can be 

frustrating at times, causing masses of contu¬ 

sion as to which direction you're supposed to 

be moving the joystick- At times this makes 

Everything! flips ovor 

under. Rather a com- 

complete th« 

antipodean purilr. 

Can you tell what K 

I* yot? Tie me kan¬ 

garoo down, sport,., 

completing the levels extremely 

annoying - especially when you know 

what you're actually trying to do on a 

particular screen. This aside, though, the 

puzzles are pretty challenging, especially 

w hen you are on later levels, and you will be 

kept on your toes as to what exactly is happen¬ 

ing on screen. The graphic style is also quite 

intriguing, being very different from the usual 

cute and abstract puzzle games that appear, 

and the intro sequence sums up the fed of the 

whole package. 

Devious Designs is a very 

original game which boasts a lot 

of interesting features 

devious Designs is a very original game which 

boasts a lot of interesting features, but the 

control method could prove too confusing for 

beginner* to puzzling and downright annoying 

to those with experience in the field. If you 

can cope with this little quibble, you'll more 

than likely fmd Devious Designs quite a taxing 

affair, w hich makes it one of those games that 

are well worth digging out for a quick bash 

from time to time, 

fWlaff Evans O 

99 

Watch out for th# deadly cetuckf: they'll got you wtffti their dancing! 

Devious makes an appooranco a* JJ tries to 

rebuild a shape in the Hollywood hills. 

Ah. the mysteries of the Orient. What east¬ 

ern Icon can these blocks be part of? 

MANIPULATING BLOCKS 
II can manipulate blocks In » number of ways: 

Pressing firs makes if grab a block. By 

pulling the joystick sideways, you can make 

him pull the block along, if II is standing in 

a corner of a block, he can actually pull It 

along through mid-air. 

After grabbing a block, pushing the stick 

away from JJ'$ feet will make him lift It over 

his head. He can then walk along until he Is 

In the right place to drop or throw H. 

After picking up a block, ha can then throw 

It sideways or upwards until ft bite a Mock 

or a wait. Alternatively, ha can shuffle it 

along above his head and drop It on the 

floor next to his feet. 

Devious Designs 
Image Works ■ £25.99 

• The unusual graphics art colourful* o«U 

drawn and well animated, giving the game 

an original appearance. 

• The pu/sits start off eas\ enough, but will 

soon have the most ardent puzzle fans (tar¬ 

ing (heir hair out. 

• The rather confusing control method makes 

(he going tricky at time* - especial!) w hen 

(hr act kin starts getting frantic. 

i An interesting and well presented puzzle 

game with a feu rough corners, hut jolly 

enough in its own way. 

Mic) 83% 
EBU47& cap- 
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The sheer pace of the game, end to end 

action and tactical game play is the core 

of TIP OFF, a basketball simulation 

A SIMULATION WHICH IS 
GREAT FUN TO PLAY 

Players' skills, attributes and fitness together 

with the astute substitution of players and 

change of tactics banks by he coach, hold 

the key to success in basket ball. TIP OFF, 

therefore includes some manager al aspects o: 

the game! The main features are:- 

Multi directional scrolling s:reen 

* Five skill levels. Skill level of both 

teams <jan be set independently. 

* to 4 players optiofi. Option to play against the computer 

player agains the computer or another slayer or two playe 

* Facility to practice skills and tacfi :s. 

* FaciliMto create a t lam at all ski I levels and design actics. 

* Instinctive Joystick controls to dribble, pass, shoot or do a dimmy, 

'here c re twa running speeds, two types of drbbling and passing 

und fiv j type! of shots at ft e basket Punp sho Hoot 

Skyhoc c, Run Ting Jump shot and Slam Dunk). 

* Each p ayer cn the court is an individua with <i uniqi t 

attributes (Ag s, Hei< ht, flair, Pace, Stamina and Composur») 

and ski Is (Pa: sing, Dribbling, Stealing, Shootif g anc Jump! ig). 

* Two ty aes of .eagu* s. Ac ion Replay at 3 speeds. 

* Extra moves are a railob e using two independert 

outton joysticks us ng th< EXO^LENCE Sysem. 

EASY TO PLAY * HARD TO MASTER 
Published by 

Utbso War e Ltd 

ana her pl< iye 
s. 

jp wit t anott 

IIGA, ATARI 
> DISC 

MPA1 

er 

7 Millside Industrial Estate, Lawson Road. Dartlord, Kent, DAI 68H Tel 0322 292513/8 Fax 0322 293422 



Planet 

How to save the world 
That's the scenario, now ihe game? Well there 

arc six levels: Fire. Water, Wind. Heart, Earth 

and Showdown, each centres on a specific 

character. The First level's focuses on Wheeler 

and his powers of fire. To complete ii you 

must destroy radiation canisters, board your 

Geo-Cruiser and exterminate all of Sly 

Sludges CFC balloons in order to save the 

ozone layer. This allows the seals (who sit on 

Captain 

Is this the biggest cartoon conversion to hit 

the Amiga since the Turtles'? Well ai least 

people watched the Heroes in a Half-shell. 

The scenario's the usual Saturday morning 

stuff: five do-gooders inn to right ihc wrongs 

of the world. What's different about Ihese 

‘meddling kids’ is that each one’s been indi¬ 

vidual ly chosen from a different naiion by the 

almighty Gaia. To help them, he's given each 

a special power: Wheeler (America) has a Ore 

ring: Gi (Japan) an ice ring: Linka (Russian) a 

wind ring, Ma-Ti(South American?) has a 

growth ring and Kwame (France) has a rock 

ring. When combined, these powers form the 

Superhero Captain Planet. 

Fed up wtth pollu¬ 

tion, ull «r»i«n 

and animal cruelty? 

Then Join Captain 

Plsnct and his 

Planet** rs in their 

bid to main tlw 

world » greener 

pine* in which to 

live. Here the heroic 

(?) young American 

Wheeler it out to 

help uvt Mother 

Earth with hi* super- 

powered ring of fire 

— which ha* nothing 

to do wtth the 70s 

Johnny Cash ballad. 

the clouds!) to walk safely across the ozone 

layer to the south pole! 

The second level is where you take con¬ 

trol of Gi and the power of tee. She has to save 

I he poor little dolphins who have been por¬ 

poise-napped and trapped in an evil water 

prison by the hideous Looten Plunder. The 

wind level puis you in command of Linka who 

has ihe control of the air. You have to rescue 

the ancient Egyptian relics from the evil 

clutches of Dr Blight. Bombs have been 

placed inside a temple and you must use her 

powers to whisk them away. The bean level is 

Ma-Ti's moment of glory and she has to help 

withered plants grow into strong trees while 

rescuing some suffering animals in her Eco- 

Coptcr. The Earth level’s an underground 

caverns job where you must dean up toxic 

waste and the ponies I rapped in it. The final 

level puts you in control of Captain Planet and 

you must save a whole naiion from destruction. 

Go Planet 
The silliness that drives the characters through 

each level should be one of the game’s strong 

points, It's fun to think about, hut their surreal 

Wheeler bft* to clear 

the level of nuefoar 

waste by burning it 

with his fire ring — 

now currant think¬ 

ing *ay* you can't 

incinerate this stuff 

but the good Captain 

probably know* 

best! 

More strange *OI*g 

echoes with Ci and 

her Power of Lovt. 

She con coir** plant* 

to grow beanstalk 

style providing Lad- 

overtones - seals walking along the ozone 

layer! - make player logic difficult to apply. 

Without this it's a guessing game and the vital 

visual clues you need aren’t there 

Structurally Captain Planet should work 

well, giving each of the suh-superheiocs a 

chance 10 shine. Their different powers should 

help vary the gameplay and create challenging 

newr puzzles every step of the way. All the 

individual powers, though, exhibit inescapable 

control foibles that swiftly up the frustration 

factor. Add to this consistent, hut strange plai- 

form edge detection, you’ve a mix that even 

the best structure in the world couldn’t off-set. 

Apparently harmless looking objects kill 

without any real need or warning. For instance, 

when cruising in your Geo-Cruiser, saving 

seals, you fly to the top of the screen and, 

whoops, you crash into a horrific killer cloud! 

This is annoying because there's no warning of 

danger, which makes the game both lough and 

frustrating. This, sadly, makes Captain Planet 

almost a chore to play 

Award-winning game? 
The tune’s quite fun and bouncy and there’s a 

tune for each level so you won t be reaching 

for the volume control after five seconds of 

listening. The graphics are bright and bold but 

lack character. Asa licence these cartoon folks 

should sit happily on an Amiga, coming alive 

under your control, but instead these do-good¬ 

ers aggravate swiftly. They’ve the trappings of 

superheroes but none of the benefits. 

Captain Planet is not a ’must purchase'. 

Unless your a veggie, a greenic or a member 

of the RSPCA who’s desperate to an out 

you’re good intentions through silicon, you’re 

better off giving it a miss. Anyway isn't it 

slightly hypocritical for the good Captain to 

promote global wanning by heating tempers? 

Ben Craddock O 
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ThU U what Shadow 

- ty« down, $boul 

4m apart, CHARGE! 

Draco**Ians - simple 

warrior types who 

There mrm a tew people who can actually 

help you on your travels. Notice the Journal 

Entry - those are written into the manual, to 

give you the odd hint from time-to-tlm*. 

This is where the game part comes in, You use 

the mouse to control the characters in hand-to- 

hand combat, long range weaponry, spell 

casting and the an of doing a runner. All com¬ 

bat is played out as it happens - fighting 

dragons gives a short, heated exchange. 

102 

Shadow Sorcerer If you've been a big fantasy fan since you 

were knee-high to a hobbit then this game 

may appeal to you. If you're into swords 

and sorcery: Conan the Schwarzenegger and 

so oik you may as well skip the next paragraph. 

Shadow Sorcerer is set on the world of 

Krynn, home of the Dragon!ancc saga. The 

whole story is contained in an immense set of 

books, which was cleverly designed by TSR 

(owners of the Advanced Dungeons and 

Dragons game) to be the cornerstone of a mar¬ 

keting era. Put ii another way - the 

background is Tolkiencsquc with a few twists. 

The good guys in the game are the 

Companions. The game starts just after said 

crew have freed the slave population of a city 

called Pax Tharkas. and imprisoned the former 

master race (the Dracomam). 

Thc situation isn't as roste as it seems. 

The ex-slave refugees have nowhere to go and 

nothing to eat. The Draconions are not going 

to stay walled-up forever - they'll break out in 

a day or two, and they'll hum you down. 

You've got to find food and shelter for the 

refugees and get them to u permanent sanctu¬ 

ary. Blocking your goal are a varied 

assortment of monsters, several mountain 

ranges, and a democratically elected group of 

refugee leaders who bicker all the time. 

Thoughtful mayhem 
Shadow Sorcerer is played on two different 

levels. The game starts on the strategic map. 

It's composed of hexagons and only shows the 

main mountain ranges. The objective is to gel 

from the top end of the map to the southern 

part, where you understand a lost band of 

dwarves live, who mighi help you out with 

refugee resettlement. 

You don’t have the mundane task of mov¬ 

ing the refugees around the map. Instead, you 

control a small scouting party of up to four 

characters, drawn from Ihe larger group of 

Companions. You can also mix and match 

your small team. 

There’s a wide range of talent in the 

group, from a dark horse magus called Raistlin 

to a sweet old cleric named Elision, The usual 

ensemble of heroes, cut throats and warrior 

maidens fills the gap in the middle. 

The main body will follow' your party, 

gradually. As you move through the terrain, 

detail gets filled in on the main map. The ter¬ 

rain varies from old roads to lakes (which arc 

totally impassable). 

When you find something of interest - 

whether it's a small group of monsters or a 

whole underground labyrinth - the view 

changes to an isometric close up of your group 

and any surrounding nasties. 

Dim of tlw tasks fac¬ 

ing a Shadow 

S*wr*r*f' playvr is 

mapping all of the 

Th I £ is 

entrance to suck a 

place -only from 

her* can you get 

back to the main 

map and the outside 
__aj 
iTwrlw *> 

CONTROLLING YOUR CHARACTERS 
Shadow Sorcerer has a simple command system; click an a figure 

and toll them what to do. Here's a full rundown of all the possible 

actions that you can command your troops to follow; 

There are magic items and weapons to collect 

which can help later on. Gradually you pick up 

the plot threads. Without giving much away, 

(he manual gives plenty of clues (assuming 

that you read it). 

Hit and miss 
h may sound wonderful, but I've got more 

reservations than a tribe of Red Indians. It's 

not so much the way you play the game - ihe 

method of controlling your heroes is simple to 

learn, and ihe tactics are straightforward (run 

away unless you know you can win easily). 

No, it's the way the game behaves. The 

larger cave networks are teeming with mon¬ 

sters. It makes sense to send in your fighters 

through the door first. On the other side, your 

puny magic user/thief gets beaten to death, as 

the fighters migrate to the rear for no reason. 

When a character "dies’ they mysteriously 

reappear at the main body of refugees, ready to 

be healed and sent into the fray. How illogical. 

These are the lip of the iceberg. The game 

has no sense of humour at all, yet I cannot lake 

it seriously, it Looks great, plays all right, but 

keeps tripping you up with its bizarre logic. No 

long-term fun at all. 

Pat McDonald 

Shadow Sorcerer 

US Gold ■ £29.99 

• Graphics are excellent for this sort of game. 

• Control is very easy, you soon gel into the 

swing of things. 

• Quite engrossing for a couple of days, 

• Lacks real depth - most monster encounters 
are random. Not enough to explore. 

• You'll quickly get bored of playing in this 

comer of Krynn, 
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You must b* stood to * p*«t*cl* to per¬ 

form in incantation. Lightning flashes, m 

puft of smoke appears on the pentode and 

your newly-horn creature appears. 

Celtic Legends 
It takes the best bits 

from other games and 

combines them into a 

style of its very own. 

You uke the part of Eskel, and you have to 

fight Sogrom over the 23 islands of the 

archipelago Each island is divided into several 

interlocking hexagons, and each hex in turn 

can he one of seven landscape types: plain, 

forest, marsh, mountain, castle, cromlech or 

hill. You begin with a legion of creatures 

(known as units) each, you and (he computer 

(or another player) take turns to manoeuvre 

your forces around these hexagons. Each side 

has a number of movement points which are 

used at a rate dependent on the terrain that they 

arc trying to cross. Once the movement points 

of one side have all been exhausted, then the 

other side moves. 

At any time, but usually when you meet 

your adversary, you can access a tactical 

screen. This is a blown-up version of the 

hexagon your legion is currently occupying, 

and it's here that the battles lake place. 

Boys and Gaels 
The tactical screen is itself divided into 

hexagons, each unit occupying one. Units can Castlvs mrw vary ■ Mp*n»|u« to build 12,000 magic points), but they 

tl*v« Mtrtrll advantages. They provide shelter from surprise telepor¬ 

tation attacks and give you 50 points a turn. Mot only that, a legion 

attacking another In a castle hexagon is forbidden from using magic. 

The Roc he brum* 

archipelago in att Its 

stick to the left side 

In the early stages. 

be given orders to move a number of 

hexagons, to cast a spell or to fight another 

creature by attempting to occupy its hexagon. 

Your turn comes to an end when every charac¬ 

ter has used all its action points or when you 

click on OK. At this point ihe computer has 

some deep thoughts and bashes hell out of you 

via its creations. 

As if all this wasn't enough, you also have 

lo deal with the local population of the 

archipelago: the savages. Though not directly 

on anyone's side, they despise anything that 

uses magic and will attack it ferociously. 

Savages can only appeaT in the pcntaclcs at the 

middle of cromlechs, so occupying these 

hexagons staunches their flowrr 

And so it goes on until you or Sogrom 

manage to annihilate the other side completely. 

Thu strategy unis shown th* overall map. From bora, you can mow# your forces in bulk, split a legion into two 

groups (as H happening b*ft), or see its statistics In greater detail.To the right you can see the currant number of 

units in this legion (up to eight} and the legion’s remaining movement points. 

Tj he story so far: Sogrom. who is the 

master magician's star-pupil-tumcd- 

bad. is lusting after the Rochebrume 

archipelago, and plans to make it his own. The 

only person who can stop him is Eskel. 

another magician who does a bit of righteous 

do-gooding on the side. The fate of the entire 

kingdom of Celtica is in their clammy hands. 

Just a bout here you begin to wonder 

whether you've accidentally stumbled inio a 

Clive Barker horror novel: but no. this is the 

plot of Celtic Legends, a good old-fashioned 

strategy/war-game with lots of gratuitous 

spell-casting and a welter of silly names. 



SCREENPLAY 

Celtic Legend 
UBI Soft ■ £30.99 
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Spells can t>* direct or, imaiingly, indirect. To cnt m direct spell you must have a clear route between the casting 

unit end tit* target. With no trees, rocks Or mounds In the way. The spells available wary between Islands and the 

amount of magical energy your wisard currently possess. The blanked icons are for spells not on offer at this stage. 

Archipelagos are nothing but trouble; someone or other is always 

trying to take the darn things over. And of course it always ends 

in tears, Just ask the people of Celtica, 

Marshes can cause problems If one side has 

a Teleportation spell and the other doesn't. 

While you're trying to ranch the other side 

they're teleporting over and duffing you up. 

become slightly tiresome after you"ve been 

playing for a while, ami the logic of the 

game's layout is confusing at first, meaning 

you need to play two or three games just to gel 

an idea of what you’re doing. 

Celtic Usends is a really absorbing, and 

pretty intelligent game I hat has real long-term 

potential and is only missing a bit of spit and 

polish on the effects side. If you're after some¬ 

thing to make those long winter nights just fly 

by (and the only alternative is illegal or 

immoral), ihen you could do worse than to 

invest in a copy - even if you don’t like Clive 

Barker novels. 

Ed Ricketts 

• Nice miiture of war, strategy and east-"titt¬ 

up games, combined with <lonyrational 

arcade-style sprites. 

• Mure animation frames and sound effects 

could hair made Ihban audio- usual 

rifrayagania. 

• Large range of spells, from the pathetic to 

lhr Totally deadly. 

• The statistks-and-hexaieiin-based approach 

may put some people off. 

• A strategy game fur people who duiTi like 

strategy games. 

When you lo*#. all of Sogwn's minions com* out to four obuonttlos 

aft you and wav* small pieces of paper at you. fir Is It targe club- 

shaped weapons? Either way you've had It and you better hope you 

sawed at the last Island, otherwise It's starting-again time. 

Celtic twilight 
The first thing that strikes yew about Cdlic 

Legends is the impressive intro, It’s a short 

scene-set ling animation, with a rousing bat lie- 

march of, er. bagpipes, which sound 

surprisingly tuneful. After that ihe effects tend 

to go downhill, though not by much. 

The scenery and creatures for each 

hexagon are well drawn, but not awe-inspir¬ 

ing. Sonic imagination has gone into iheir 

design but they’re marred slightly by having 

only two or ihree animation frames each. 

There’s a general *ow!f sample when anything 

is hit and some reasonable background noise - 

howling wind on a plain hexagon, crickets in 

the marsh, and so on. On the whole, the effects 

have almosl left the good region and are tee¬ 

tering on the edge of being really good. gum*'* 

Click on th* question 

mark to m details 

of each unit in your 

legion. Esket I* the 

important one - 

Legendary 
There’s no doubt about it though, Celtic 

Legends is simply great fun, It takes all of the 

best bits from other games - the style and num¬ 

ber of creatures from Lords of Chaos, the 

hexagon and move-based approach from 

Battle Isles and combines them in what is an 

easily approachable, but thought-stimulating 

game with a style of ils very own. There’s 

enough variation in the islands to ensure that 

the action doesn’t become too repetitive, 

unlike say a game like Power Monger, where if 

you’d completed one island then you’d basi¬ 

cally done them all. 

There are faults, of course. The limited 

animation frames and samples for the creatures 
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RICK DANGEROUS 2 

Five huge levels of traps and 
puzzles, vertical and horizontal 
scrollings, varied backgrounds, 
sprites and sophisticated cartoon 
sequences. 

FALCON 
From test flights 
to aerial combats 
in your F-16, 
defend your 
base from 

enemy tanks and 
MIGs attacks. 

MIDWINTER 
A new Ice Age 
grips the world and along 
with fellow pioneers you 
live on the Midwinter Isle, 
the last habitable 

oasiso"Ear,h btefoitu««f Software 
UBISOFT 

SPEEOBALL 2 
Take control of Brutal Deluxe 
team, the worst team of all time 
and turn them into champions. 

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL 

A real arcade/action game attacking 
as well as defending. Individual or 
team statistics available for you to 
elaborate a strategy. 

• Screen shots on other formats may vary 
WCJf DANGEROUS 2 C CORE DESIGN t MICROSTYLE 
FALCON ©MfltftMCSaFT MiDWINTER 
© MKROPROSL TV SPORTS FOOTBALL O ADDICTIVE 
GAMES SPEEDBALL ICTk? Rtf map Rwtkrr* 

© M/JUtORSOFT. IBM is 0 imdnmtrk of Inttrnattonai Bvsmess 
MarJifiinr. ATARI ST to n fraii-wur* Atom CorpeinitMm 
AMIGA is a tmdfrmrk of Commodore Amiyd, Inc 

Pure Entertainment! 
ST-AG-PC 

Saddlers House. 100 Reading Rd* Yatelet GUI7 7RX Camberley. Surrey. (0252-360-299) 

/DEVELOPMENTS 
A500 + Expansion Stand 

Only £34.99 
including VAT & delivery 

★ Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif 
★ Delivery 5 days 
★ Colour coded to your Amiga 
★ Fitted in seconds 
★ Shelf for disk drives 

LEADS £7.99 PER PAIR 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

0908 262137 

Cheques payable to: 
AVA Developments Ltd 
58 Burners Lane South 
Kiln Farm 
Milton Keynes 
MK11 3HD 
(0908)262137 

ORDER FORM 

Name ——.. 

Address ™—.... 

Tel, No 



TELEVISION 

Imjmlit prrinm tk* ftmr matnut tin darrtt friar w* 

On m bol kunui i Siren day there 'a nuihin^ befit r 
than slipping a few burger* on I he Barbie and 
challenging your friends and Neighbour*. io a 
lighthearted race* Naturally r^enone choose* their 
favourite srhkic*, Hen 17 the gardener rkW* hi* 
wupnl up grraculUr und mechanically minded 
t bariene wools around In a nippy ga-luiri. 

Of course Hfr In the lop rated soap k. never that 
simple. Mrs Mangel doesn't appro* e of such antic 
and will stop any unlucky contestant with her 

dreaded rolling pin. Bouncer the dog runs loose 
around Kumway si reel and the local Wildlife Park 
reports ihui several of their kangaroo* have gone 
nt lasing!! 

Add lo that a Jogging keep-fit Harold and Bruce 
Bruce, the outback opal prospector determined ho 
make his fortune, and s ou end up with a fast action 
game over-flowing with thrills and spills. 



The year is 2067 and the Earth is in a 

real mess. Literally, Presumably the 

Blue /Ver-watching gene rut ion of 

1991 never paid attention to the more sobre 

environment features that were in-between the 

cookery slots and gardening comer. Or per¬ 

haps the world's housewivesAusbands fell lor 

the cynical TV advertising that fooled the 

public into thinking that as long us you use 

At the start of level 

owe, Wolverine bot¬ 

tles it out through 

New York's under¬ 

ground. Me can 

jump, crouch and 

walk - as well as 

fire an assortment 

of bolt-on weapons 

that he may find 

lying around. 

Lost in a polluted 

maze. Scavengers lie 

waiting seemingly 

by every corner. 

Locate a communica¬ 

tion device, then 

search for the 

human scientist 

known as Tank. 

less powder and drive on unleaded petrol you 

were sufficiently ‘doing your hit' and every¬ 

thing would he all right. 

Either way, an uninhabitable, polluted 

world has been left under the charge of robot 

‘Wolverines'. Meanwhile the elite of the 
Robozone 

world's population safely float Noah-style 

across the oceans on giant City Ships. 

So here we have a dedicated exploration 

shoot *em-up in environmental ly-friendly 

clothing. You play the part of the last 

Wolverine, alone in a polluted world- Your 

enemies consist of disaffected humans and, 

more scarily, hybrid mulants known only as 

the Scavengers, Shoot anything that moves, 

explore the three different levels* oh and 

don't drop any litter. OK? 

And it's kind 
to the environment too 

Level one* this a stereotypical walking-jump¬ 

ing <rouching-shooting platform stage if ever 

there was one. Wolverine must explore his 

way through underground New York to the 

exit leading to level two. Pick up different 

weapons and extra energy at the same time as 

blasting seven shades of CFCs out of any liv¬ 

ing thing in your path. 

Level two* the perspective has been 

changed 10 spice-up the action, but the game 

remains the same: if it moves, shoot it. A 

3D scavenger-infested labyrinth faces our 

Wolverine, as the action slows down still fur¬ 

ther as game speed is sacrificed for the use of 

big sprites. As scavengers scurry through 

Learning a route around the maze will take a lot of ptruviranc*. 

Expect to »« plenty more dead-ends such as this before you escape. 

Ob, and watch oirt for the pollution gauge steadily creeping upwards. 

If It reaches maximum, you've run out of time and It's game over. 

degrees of perspective* Wolverine must dodge 

left and right - like a driving game except in 

slow motion. Locale a human scientist named 

Tank, and it*s on to,.* 

Level three, this is the final challenge. 

Wolverine has just about managed to cobble 

together a jet-pack providing us with an enter¬ 

taining horizontally-scrolling shooi-em-up 

sub-gaiue. Yrou must complete this* and the 

Scavengers will be destroyed, the Earth can 

Stage three, a lowly 

little shoot-em-up 

sub-game. Vaguely 

reminiscent of R- 

Type? No, an 

obvious copy mdrt 

like* Still, If you r* 

going to rip some¬ 

thing off, why settle 

for second best? 

then begin to recover from the pollution, and 

you've saved the world. Just like that. 

Environmentally 
friendly destruction 

Underneath all the death and destruction the 

ideology is OK. But what else can he said for 

it? The graphics arc big and colourful* moving 

smoothly through all of the levels. But the 

action is slow and monotonous. 

Yes there arc three varied sub-games in 

the one package* hut it's basically down to 

your trigger-finger which has to he at the 

ready for all of the games - so don't expect 

anything too inspiring or thought-provoking. 

Only the last stage can truly he described as 

enjoyable (and that's because it's a neat rip-off 

of R*Type), but even here, ihe original was 

done belter. As a whole, Robozone is unfortu¬ 

nately really quite tedious. 

There's nothing we'd like more than to 

give an environmentally-friendly game our 

seal of approval. But as with Captain Planet, 

sound ideology is no compensation for failing 

to come up w ith the goods. 

Neil West O 

Robozone 
Image Works ■ £25.99 

• Mig mid LMhiurruL hut skm-nwvtng graphic*. 

• Three roniiilrfeh different stages, but none 

iu inspire tin iniaginiiLiun. 

• tmirminivnlalh friendly! In a sort of 

twisted kind of a way. 

• Only three Irvrls* more would have added to 

any long-term appeal. 

• (ireat intro sequences* hut send your money 

to Greenpeace instead. 

ferdti 52% 
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Rugby the 
World Cup 
Just one question: why are (he English 

such good losers? It's not as (hough it's 

anything to be proud of is it? We got 

stuffed by Australia and everyone’s walking 

around saying: “Oh well, we put up a good 

fight". What rot! We lost and that's all there is 

to in Anyway. I'm not a good loser and here's 

a game which gave me the chance to stuff the 

Aussies well and truly* 

In true lei's^ash-in-on'a^popular-spofl- 

tng-event style, Rugby The World Cup is a 

representation of the dash of 16 nations in 

Rugby Union, To this end, you can play either 

a one-on-one match, pitting one country 

against another, or start a complete World Cup 

tournament which enables up to 16 people to 

participate. In effect whai Domark have 

attempted to do is create Kick Off for people 

who prefer their balls oval rather than round. 

From the main menu, single or tourna¬ 

ment games can be chosen, and the match 

length can be set. Once teams have been 

decided a match proper can start. The teams 

troop out on to the pilch, assume their posi¬ 

tions and the side that won the toss, kicks off* 

comes down on you, you can lob the ball down 

a line of players in the hope that one of them 

can make it to the try-line, Thankfully, Uus 

element of the game works brilliantly, and it's 

very easy for you to get (he ball quickly out to 

your faster players. 

If a scrum takes place then the idea is to 

push the other pack forward so (hat you gain 

possession of the ball. This is done by 

If tk* lull ihould 99 

9itt of pt*y oil the 

which turn* ploy 

*om9 ar^y lurgy in 

look inoctty the 

England. 

The up and blunder 
The beauty of the besi sporting simulations is 

their simplicity. Kick Off < there's that game 

again ), worked because of the simplicity of the 

controls, Domark have tried to bring this to 

RWCt but there are many more permutations a 

player can make in the game of rugby. 

During the game you control the nearest 

player to the ball who's in an on-side position* 

Of course, the moment one of your chaps gels 

hold of the ball hell get jumped by about 

eight very large men. so you're presented with 

a couple of choices. You can either kick the 

ball, pass it, or get tackled, in which case you 

either lose possession, or a scrum ensues. 

In rugby, as any British schoolboy will 

tell you, you canl pass forward, so as the pack 

M&CHTINA 

G2 JUMMBUt 

U. SAMOA « 

nrftAMcc ' V. si 

3 rt a* 3 
* cAham at 

OOHAHIA ” 

I of which fuki 

although T 
« It wy t9 

it find tii, 

for the EngU 

l Fr*act and tin USA pwt 

On# o# many Ktiimt which took pine* during 

this particular match. Tha Zimbabwe side 

can't have had a vary pood pack, because I 

beat them on every slnpl* occasion. Oh, and 

another thing, since when have you seen a 

scrum arranged (Ik* a square dance? 

w aggling the joystick as fast as possible in left 

and right directions* Win the scram and your 

scram-half can feed the ball out to your backs. 

Should the ball go out of bounds, a Line-out 

takes place, these are also' won by waggling 

the joystick. The thing is that line-outs and 

scrams take place a lot, so by the end of a 

game of WCR your right arm will feel like it's 

played a real game of rughy. 

It is possible to create fast flowing rugby, 

though if you're controlling an England side, 

you could be accused of not playing in keeping 

with the side's style* Each team has its own 

quirks and attributes, so while it might be 

entirely possible to completely decimate a 

team in scrams and line-outs, you might find 

out that they've got much faster backs lhan 

you and thus you end up losing. 

Step forward 
William Webb Ellis 

Graphically WO works brilliantly. At the risk 

of accusing Domark of plagiarism, it’s all terri¬ 

bly reminiscent of Kick Off, and as any Amiga 

owner wilt (ell you, that's no bad thing. The 

screen scrolls quickly and smoothly around, 

the players are just the right size to be visible, 

but still controllable and the scanner option 

enables you to run for the posts rather than 

the comer flag. 

Sound is bland, but then, few sports simt 

suffer because the sound is weedy* Gameplay 

is smooth and, for the most pan, extremely rig¬ 

orous* It's ea*sy to imagine this being the kind 

of game which, if played against a friend, 

would lead to a very different kind of scrum on 

the living-room floor, particularly if you keep 

winning scrams and line-ouis. 

Andy Hutchinson O 

Rugby The World Cup 
Domark ■ £25.99 

• Fast flow ing gameplitv with *ome nice twists* 

• Two-player upturn works extremely well. 

• Endless scrums get a hit repetitive. 

• East smooth graphics and adequate sound. 

• Computer sides are often hideously quick on 

their toes. 



^Sensitive. 

Jr Law-abidtng 
(/ Polite. 

_ Respectful. 

/ don t think so 

Sheer, unadulterated addiction...which is guaranteed 
to last a lifetime...infuriatingly addictive game-play... 
k grab onto it with both hands" 
fc. ACE 

"Excellent graphics move well.. 
the comic animation will raise a smile' I 
from even the most hardened hearts." 

A ST ACTION "" 

t it 
00000600 o 

©1991 TRI-STAR PICTURES, INC 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED . 6 CENTRAL STREET , MANCHESTER M2 5NS . TEL: 061 832 6633 * FAX: 061 834 0650 



AMIGA GALACTIC PACKS 
GALACTIC PACK II 

AMIGA A50Q COMPUTER 
CARTOON CLASSICS 

Bari Simpson vs The Space Mutant 
Lemmings * Captain Planet 
De Luxe Paint III 

OFFICIAL A500 7? MEG UPGRADE 
ADDICTIVE HITS 

Rainbow Island * New Zealand Story 
Bubble Bobble 

WICKED 50 GAMES PACK 
50 great games to gel you going! 

QUICKSHOT TURBO MICROSWITCHED 
JOYSTICK 

HIGH QUALITY MOUSE PAD 
TAILOR MADE DUST COVER 

£399.99 

AMIGA 500P TERMINATOR PACK 
exclusive to FUTUREWORLD 

GALACTIC PACK I 
* AMIGA ASOO COMPUTER 

* WICKED 50 GAMES PACK 

50 great games to gel you going* 

* QUICKSHOT TURBO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK 
* HIGH QUALITY MOUSE PAD 

* TAILOR MADE DUST COVER 

£329.99 
GALACTIC PACK III 
• Amiga 50Q Computer 
• Filled 1 /2 Meg upgrade with clock 

giving you a massive 1 Meg of Rami 
• PC380A Second disk drive featuring 

onthdkk 
9 Wicked SO Game Pock 

50 great games to gel you going1 
9 Quick shot Turbo Microswitched 

joystick 

• High quality mousepcd 
♦ Tailor made dust cover 

£399.99 

computers 

• New Amiga 5D0P with 1 Meg Ram 
• New Kteksiart V,2/Workbench V.2.04 
9 Terminator 2 Software 

Cartoon Classics Software 

• Quickshot Turbo Microswitch joystick 
• High Quality Mousepcd 

9 Tailor made dust cover £399.» 

1 COMPLETE PERIPHERAL PACKS 
PACK 1 

PR0TAR SI2K RAM Upgrade with dock * 40 
topoeity lockable disk box*20 3.5" OS/DD 

disks with labels *35" disk drive cleaner kit 

i all for just £39.95 

PACK 2 
PC 88GB intelligent disk drive* Protor 512K RAM upgrade 

with dock *40 capacity lockable disk bar *20 3.5" DS/DD 

disks with labels * 3.5" disk drive cleaner kit 

all far just £99.95 

CONSOLE CORNER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY«. 2 YEAR GUARANTEE 

CONSOLE SYSTEMS COLOUR PORTABLES 
Sega Master System.....„..£59.95 Atari Lyni._.£84.95 

Sega Master System Plus. . ..£79.95 Sega Game gear.£99.95 
Sega Megadrive...£129.95 

We stock o wide range of software and peripherals lor all of the above ring for details 

jF 



PRINTERS 
with connecting cables fre All printers come with connecting cables free of charge 

STAR 

GOLD STAR DIALER 

LC-20 MONO 9 pin Dot Matrix, 1 BO/45 cps. 

£149.95 

LC-200 COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 1B5/45 cps. 

£214.95 

LC-24/200 MONO 24pm Do* Mam*. 180/45 cps 

£259.95 

LC-24/200 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Mofrii. 220/55 cps 

£209.95 

CITIZEN 

PREMIER SUPER DEALER 
120D+ MONO f pin Do) Matrix, 120/25 cps. 

£149.95 

SWIFT COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 160/40 cps. 

£214.95 

1240 MONO 24pinDol Mrtij. 144/48 Cps 

£209.95 

SWIFT 24 COLOUR 24 Pin Oat Matm. 160/50 cps. 

£3 f 9.95 

PRINTER STARTER PACK 
►UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER • 200 SHEETS OF PAPER 

All for only £9.95 

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACKS 

BEGINNERS PACK 
PC880A Disk Drive 

features Anti-Click, thru port 

Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk 

box 

3.5" disk drive cleaner kit 

£64.95 

ADVANCED PACK 
New PC880B Intelligent Drive 

features Virus hardware, Blitz 

hardware 

Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk box 

3.5" disk drive cleaner kit 

£79.95 

STEREO COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS 8833/Mk2 CBM 1084S 

£249.95* £269.95* 
*Free FI9 Stealth Fighter *Free Silent Service II 

jjijj 'il 
VHU 

I BY PHONE 
Simply coll our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa number on 

0234 218060 (5 fines) 

■ BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
6 ■ Simply coll info your nearest FutureWorld store where our fully fQ trained personnel will be more than happy to deal with your 

a requirements 

* BY POST 
Moke cheques. Building Society drafts or Postal Orders payable Hfutureworld computers ltd 

UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
BEDFORD MK41 OEH 

Please wrile cheque guarantee card number an reverse of cheque ro ensure 
same day clearance 

REMEMBER 
_J^H all PRICES INCLUSIVE of VAT & COURIER DELIVERY* 

' UK MAINLAND ONLY 

FINANCE 
Finance available to suit your specific needs Written details an request 
Instant credit is available m all FutureWorld stores. 
PREMIER GOLD CARD 
* 7 day money back guarantee it not completely satisfied 
* 30 day exchange far new policy should a fault occur 
* 2 year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service should a toult 

occur 
• Exclusive Premier Gold Cord wilh Personal Membership Number entitling 
you to special offers 
• Al! this for only H9.95 per Hern purchased 
2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of 
charge 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE & STAR, we 
are equipped to deal with the majority of queries 
FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff to provide updo-lhe-minute stock 
informal ion coupled with efficient dispatch 
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior ta dispatch maintaining our motto: 

YOUR NEAREST '/■ i:si/JOTM. STORE 

BEDFORD 
70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070 
NORTHAMPTON 
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996 

WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707 390029 
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At certain moments 

in the game, yeti'll 

find yourself doing a 

runner from several 

large balls which 

threaten to explode 

on your hairpiece. 

Here there are about 

50 life threatening 

balls just waiting to 

gather no moss 

Supaplex 
As soon us you pick up the hox of this 

game you Mari making a Jew assump¬ 

tions. The software house (Dream 

Factory l ihe awful cover illustration (a hall 

striding across a circuit hoard with a 3.5-inch 

di*k in its hand), the ominous huy-me- 

because^ ou-can-enkT-a-compctiiion slicker 

on the front i £2,000 worth of Panasonic equip¬ 

ment* and worst of all: a software award from 

one of the more down-market Amiga maga¬ 

zines. all go to suggcM that this isn't going to 

be a tembh fu I ft ling game. How wrong 

assumptions can be. 

Pacman meets Boulderdash 
Well yes. titered just no gen -g away from it, 

Supaplex is a your hu^u B* si/J* rjfi\h clone. 

Way, way back m the early in mid-1 tghues, 

there were a whole rash of these game* for 

8-hit computers like the Comimxi.tr 64 The 

idea of the game was to move a character 

around a scrolling level, collecting van > 

treasures, while try ing to avoid getting crushed 

by great boulders which react to the normal 

forces of gravity. 

What with this being an Amiga version of 

the old game format, some new twists have 

been added to the game, but it's essentially the 

old game format trundled out because the soft¬ 

ware houses know there are loads and loads of 

new compliter users who've never heard of 

Boulderdash before. 

Supaplex starts with the user inputing his 

or her name and this is then stored on the disk. 

This has ihe advantage that once you’ve com¬ 

pleted a level {there are 111 in all), you don't 

even have to save the game to start from that 

point again, simply bung the disk in and start 

again from where you left off. Statistics are 

kept on each player stored on the disk, old 

ones can be deleted, new ones added, the 

Should ant of the ZonkVi {the boulder things) get in the way, you 

can shove it to one side. Here. Murphy {your character) is straining 

hard againtt a ball for absolutely no apparent reaeon. 

Unplug thii hole to discover SO balls rolling out of a hidden screen. 

Stand In the way and you'll obstruct the flow and your progress. 

If you manage to run Into a Squiffy little TV- 

set Icon then you can blow up loads of 

J.5*inch disks. There's some logic In there 

somewhere I'm sure. Here, about SO balls are 

released thanks to a detonation, 

graphics used in the game can be explained 

a demo can be left running and a hall of fame 

can be displayed. 

Crushing experiences 
The game proper starts off easily enough with 

a level that's entitled ‘Warm up\ Your little 

pacman chappie simply zips around getting 

Hashing things called Infotrons (if you know' 

Boulderdash, then for infotrons read crystals), 

trying not to get crushed by Zonk's (crnim, 

boulders). The only major difference between 

this game and its older relatives is that if you 

hold down fire-button and point the joystick in 

the appropriate direction you can remove an 

adjacent object {providing that it is removable 

in ihe first place). 

The graphics are pretty simplistic but at 

the same time effective, in other words don't 

expect 16-level parallax scrolling in this game, 

firstly because you won't find it and secondly 

because you won't actually need it The screen 

scrolls around smoothly enough and the hostile 

characters in the game, such as Srtik Snaks 

tscissors to you and me brother) are animated 

pleasantly enough. 

So, given all the obvious problems with 

what should be a tired old game format 

Supaplex is far too addictive for anyone's 

memal health. This is the kind of game that 

you could drop behind enemy lines in a war 

and guarantee to demoralise the enemy within 

just a feuf hours. 

Never mind one-more-go, appeal what 

you’ve got here is, one-more-48-hour-siint- 

before-sleep appeal. It's a tired ancient formal, 

but tin this game at least), it works a treat, 

ignore the plot and sav our the gameplay. 

Andy Hutchinson 5 

Supaplex 
Dream Factory ■ £25.99 

• Ohvioush derivative old uaim* formal. 

• Utterly, srhcdide-dcstroiiiigli addictive, 

• Simplistic hut effective graphics. 

• ill levels la guaranteed shelf Life i, 

4 Welcome return to the basics of good 

game design. 

MO 73% 



£rr Xfclf® OH NO! 
g# ,^Wa More Lemmings - 

is now available at your 
n^KOf^ local store for your Amiga 

and Atari ST at £25,99* and 
for vour IBM PC or Compatible 

®jj^ for £29,99*. 

Special Offer - For owners of the original 
Lemmings, a Data Disk version of OH Nu! 

More Lemmings is available (with full packaging 
etc,) from your local store, at a specially reduced 

price of £19.99* for the Amiga and Atari ST and 
£25,99* for the IBM PC and Compatibles. 
HecofWTkjJxksI Rea*] Pnce$, 

)0 Brand New Adventures! 
Just when you thought they were finally safe those green haired numbskulls 

have blissfully blundered off towards new and greater perils . 

Available for Amiga. Atari ST, IBM PC and Compatibles 



<$> TOYOTA 

J Featuring:. •- ’ 
• LOTUSESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE 

• TOYQTA CEUCA GT RALLY 

' -TEAM 3UZlJ*a*COMBO^ACER 
Available on: CBM Amiga, Atari Sf/STE. 

4 stunningly real but L. 
remarkably different racing ;. 
sjmulations-together for the first * 
time in the fastest, rn6$t exciting • 
compilation pack ever produced! 

L*^G22AP aye 
I t l 
L H 

. Gremlin Graphics Softwace Lid: Carver House,, ? 4 Carver Street. Sheffield SI 4f$. Tel (0742) 753423 
* 9 I • 



Why does anyone write horizon- 

tally-scrolling shooi-em-ups these 

days? They’re all the same: 

they’ve all got a link ship that goes from the 

left to the right side of the screen (without ever 

getting there), shooting at other link ships that 

go from the right side of the screen to the left 

of the screen shooting back* All the Little Nhips 

that shoot hack lake three hits to kill, hut such 

is the superiority of their ordnance that they 

only ever have lo hit you once. 

They all have an ertd-of-level guardian 

who never actually guards anything except the 

start of the next level, which is always like the 

last one, except the green things that you 

aren’t meant to run into arc no longer green, 

they're red. This is not to say that shoot -em- 

ups can’t he any good, in fact they can even 

he great, hut why would anyone bother writing 

one lhai was destined, from it's inception, to 

be absolutely crap. 

A good shoot-em-up... 
And Nei runom is crap, no two ways aboul it. 

and there is no excuse for it either. It isn’t as if 

the programmers have sel out to do something 

new and innovalive and failed through no fault 

of their own. They have set out to imitate 

first-rate games like R-Type 2 and Z-Out, and 

make a quick buck into the hargain. The only 

way they will make that buck ts if there are 

enough Idols out there ready lo he easily 

parted with their money, 

Rather than look at what Ntcronom is. 

let's consider what it ts that makes a good 

shoot-em-up good! Firstly, lastly and middlcly 

it is gameplay. lb levels of parallax scrolling, 

interactive HAM backgrounds and a full stereo 

soundtrack may add a link to a game's per¬ 

ceived value* hut if the gameplay isn’t there, 

then the game’s a lemon, if it’s any go<xl it 

should start so easily that you think it’s a bit of 

a doddle really, and it (hen turns nasty without 

you even noticing, A gtxnl shoot-em-up makes 

you feel that when you lose a life you were 

just gen the belter of. even though you played 

well, and next time you know what lo do, and 

how to beat the bit that just relieved you of 

your last life. 

A good shoot-em-up will leave you hang¬ 

ing on foT the loading sequence to finish so 

you can get blasting again, it keeps you com¬ 

ing back! It is one of the most accessible forms 

of computer game known to man. A good 

shoot-em-up can have you addicted for life 

before you ever finish your first game. After 

10 minutes with Ntcronom you probably 

won’t ever w^ant to play this game again, and 

after several determined hours, you'll prohabjy 

want to throw your Amiga in the bin and take 

up train spotting. 

Strange icons 
This game has none of the dements that con¬ 

stitute a good shoot-em-up, NONE! As with 

many of its peers, the first thing you do in 

Ntcronom is equip your vessel, and you then 

distribute a finite reserve of energy around the 

ship’s attributes by means of a control pane! 

with indecipherable icons. This only sets the 

relative strengths, so as you pick up * global 

energy bonuses’ throughout the game, your 

powers are upped in the ratios that were 

niecronom 
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game h to fly from 

one sldr of the 

shooting everything 

Hurt come* the other 

way. Whet ■ stun¬ 

ningly original 

gaeiiaplay uMittpi. 

originally chosen. So to ensure a comprehen¬ 

sive spread of powers later on, you start the 

game with a little energy spread very thin, 

making your shots, shields and smart bombs 

almost ineffectively weak to begin with. This 

is coupled with an array of aliens so fast, 

frequent and fireproof that you stand little 

chance of ever making it to more than one or 

two of the power-ups. 

To worry about the lack of finishing 

touches* like the fact that the ship has little 

inertia, and has no feel, is rather redundant in a 

game which is so adrift in the basics. The intro 

sequence is gorgeous, featuring two sets of 

attractively rendered lettering drifting ghost¬ 

tl*c the Indecipherable Icon* to choose the 

Ineffectual weapon*. 

like in opposite directions across a CAD dis¬ 

play of your fighter ship, eventually spelling 

out the name of the game. But this can't make 

up for the faci that Ntcronom just starts loo 

difficult and is too unappealing and unoriginal 

to persuade you to pick yourself up, dust your¬ 

self down, and bother starting all over again. 

I should say this is a game for die-hard 

shoot-em-up fans, but unless you have every 

single example of the genre ever written for 

the Amiga and you really need this one to 

make up your set, you should steer well clear. 

Marcus Dyson 'Z? 

IMecronom 
Linel ■ £25.99 

• Not a particularly original gacimfile, and no 

twists to make up for thmt 

• Joystick response, and lack of inertia make 

the ship fed dodgy, 

• 'Equip the Ship* routine is dull and dilfkull 

to understand, 

• (praphto, and wund are run-of-the-mill. 

• The gameplay h... wail a minute* what 

gameplay? 
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..WHICH DEMO IS 
CREATING THE BIGGEST 
STIR IN THE UNIVERSE... 

is n ANOTHER gm 
FROM THE WORLD OP ILS. GOLD? 
Experience it at your local dealer now! 



Boxing, the sport of kings, where two 

men enter a ring in order to bell seven 

bells out of each other, has made little 

real impact on the computer-games scene. 

Which is surprising, considering the popularity 

of beat-cm-ups, If you try to think of slugging 

tests then only Elite’s Frank Bruno's Boxing, 

Superior's By Fair Means or Foul and Storm’s 

conversion of Tailo’s Finai Blow spring to 

mind, and not all for good reasons. The prob¬ 

lem is these bouts are biased towards arcade 

action and against the rales of the ring. Bui 

enter Mindscape, with 4D Sports Boxing, a 

vector-based bashing spectacular which puis 

the player in the fighter’s gloves - literally! 

Who is this Gym bloke? 
To begin with, you’ve got to have a fighter, so 

it’s off to the gym. Your prospective propo¬ 

nent of pugilism is created by the alteration of 

4D Sports Boxing 
various values {height, weight, speed, stamina 

and punching power), which determines whal 

division of boxing he'll be fighting in (from 

the weak but nippy flyweights, all the way up 

to the slow but deadly super-heavy weights). 

To complete the picture, the colours of the 

boxer's jersey, trunks and even his face can be 

tweaked to suit your whim! Once the boxer is 

built to a satisfactory level, the new contender 

cart then cither be put into a try-out fight to see 

if he fits the bill, or blast straight into a 

championship eliminator against another title- 

hungry hopeful. 

The fights can be played from either of the 

fighters' lines-of-sight, or from one of the 

stadium’s various camera angles - there's 

even one which follows the fighters and 

always seeks the best view of the action. Once 

you've set this up, along with the level of 

detail and the screen size, the bout begins. 

All the boxing moves you'd expect are 

there, straight punches, hooks, jabs and upper¬ 

cuts. and they all make a resounding 'thud' 

when they tag the opponent's body. The other 

fighter doesn't just hang about and let you 

pour on the punches, but he dodges, weaves, 

blocks, and tries to dish out as much damage 

as you. So leaping straight in and trying to 

club a fighter into submission is not the most 

sensible strategy ! 

Bar brawl 
Both boxers status screens contain four bars, 

the uppermost being an indication of the dis¬ 

tance between the two boxers, with one each 

for energy, stamina and power. These have to 

be watched closely, because they are your 

guide to how your fighter is actually faring. 

A little tactical chicanery is needed with 

some fighters - a case of wearing the opposi¬ 

tion down a bit at a time. However, unless you 

keep your wits about you and your guard up, 

your would-be champ will be (he one decorat¬ 

ing the canvas. But if it looks Like your boxer 

is just about to get smeared half-way across 

the canvas, you can throw in the towel, but this 

will go against you on the boxer’s records! 

At tht heart of tilt action and lr» good fwt stuff. Tfio polygon box- 

on look daft whtn they're still, but during the fight they're the biz. 

Manufacturing 

your boxer It simple, 

but building * win¬ 

ner is tough. Those 

basic stats can be 

boefed-up with gym 

seorfe to ter + So here 

the real question Is 

whet weight you 

want to fight «t 

Depending upon who wins the bout, cither 

your fighter (or your opponent) gets a nice 

little earner, so the aim of the game is to keep 

going to the top, earning as much dough on the 

way as you possibly can. Once you’re there, 

you’ve got to stay there! 

A hop, a Skip, 
a right to the jaw 

This fight game may not exactly be over-excit¬ 

ing to look at. but it plays well. The level of 

graphic detail determines the speed of the 

game - on maximum detail things have a ten¬ 

dency to slow dowTi a touch, whereas using the 

bare bones (with matchstick boxers) things fly 

along. Each bout is preceded by animations, 

which the eager can jump through, which look 

good and add that all-important touch of real¬ 

ism. The staggering amount of views give you 

not only the option to look at the bailie from 

your own eyes, but from those of your oppo¬ 

nent, and a wealth of camera angles (there’s 

an especially nifty overhead view) which 

increases the TV feel expressed in the title. 

Add to that some well-placed samples and 

an excellent thumping soundtrack, and the 

package is complete, 

40 Sports Boxing, with its excellent pre¬ 

sentation and adrenaline-pumping action is 

enough to get anybody from the weediest 

wimp to the likes of Evander Holyfield him¬ 

self sparring away from the word go. If s still a 

beat-em-up, but one with style and depth - 

much like the sport itself and as such, some 

folks will love, some will find it shallow and 

some will try to ban it.40 Sports Boxing is the 

best implementation of the noble an so far 

and anyone who has ever wanted to be a con¬ 

tender, but doesn't like being beaten senseless, 

should give it a try. 

Robert Swan O 

4D Sports Boxing 
Mindscape ■ £25.99 

• The action of the ring, from the comfort of 

your armchair? 

• Brilliant presentation, clever samples and 

fairly rapid filled 3D graphics. 

• Can prove sluggish In full detail mode. 

• Needs 1Mb, and an external drive cuts down 

on disk-swapping 

• The best boxing game \ however few there 

have been! lo date. 

fertile) 79% 
V3RM«/■ 
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Top Titles 
4D Sport Boxing.£17.99 
Addicted to fun.£14.99 
Agony.......£17.99 
Barbarian 2*..£17.99 
Blues Brothers., .£17.99 
Breach 2.♦..£20.99 
Buck Rogers.,.£20.99 
Captain Planet...£17.99 
Cardiaxx.*.£17.99 
Champions of Krynn,,„.£20.99 
Chessmaster 3000.£17.99 
Cricket Cl Mb)   *.£9.99 
Cruise for a corps©....,.£20 99 
Death Knights of Krynn,.£20,99 
□©uteres.... ....£17.99 
Double Double Bill,...,.£25.99 
Elf......*.,*.. £17.99 
Elite.....£17,99 
Eye of the Beholder..*.**.,£20,99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2,,**..£25.99 
Falcon Classic Collection .,£28 99 
Final Blow.,... **>,.£17.99 
Final Fight   .*...£17.99 
Formula 1 3D.*....,,£17,99 
Game Pack 1.  £36.99 
Game Pack 2.  £36.99 
Game Pack3.>,,£36,99 
Golden Axe.*,*...,.,£17.99 
Hard Nova...^.S\7.99 
Harpoon fl Mb)...,.£20,99 
Hero Quest...,.,£17,99 
Hunter...  £20,99 
Intersound .**.*.    ,.£21,99 
Interspread1.99 
Interword..£21,99 
Jack Nlcklaus Unitd Golf, .,£20,99 
James Pond,,.,... £6,99 
Jimmy White Snooker ....£20,99 
Kick Off 2,.  £14.99 
Kick Off 2 The Final Whistle ...£9.99 
Kings Quest 5  .*.£28,99 
Knightmare.  £20.99 
Last Ninja 3*.*.*..£17,99 
Lemmings...£17.99 
Life and death..,£17.99 
Lord of the Rings.£20.99 
Moglc Garden..£17.99 
Magic Pockets.,,..£17.99 

Magnetic SCP Collection ..£20.99 
Manchester Europe.£17,99 
Medieval Warriors....£16.99 
Midwinter 2..... £25.99 
MiG 29...*.£28.99 
Monkey Island (1Mb).£20.99 
Moonstone. .,*.*.*.£20.99 
Napoleon 1...*.„...,.£20.99 
Nebulus 2...  £10,99 
Necranom ..*,,*„*.,...£16.99 
Never Ending Story IL.£16.99 
Pftfiohter .£17.99 
PGA Tour Golf,,..£17,99 
Pool of Radiance...£20.99 
Prince of Persia..£17.99 
Race Drtvin  £17,99 
Railroad Tycoon (1Mb).£25.99 
RBI 2.£20.99 
Realms.*..£20.99 
Rise of the Dragon.£20.99 
Robin Hood...*.>.*,.,£17.99 
Rodlands..,*.*. £20.99 
Rugby World Cup...£17,99 
Secret Silver Blade (T Mb)..£20.99 
Silent Service 2.£25.99 
Sim City/Populous.£20.99 
Space 1889..  £20.99 
Star Collection ..*.**„.£14.99 
Starflight ....£17,99 
Super Sim Pack..£20,99 
Sup6r Space Invaders..£17,99 
Terminator 2....  £17.99 
The Cool Croc Twins.£17.99 
The Simpsons,,,,*..*... JBA 
Their Finest Hour.,£20,99 
Their Finest Missions.,.. £10,99 
Thunderhawk .£18,99 
Thunderjaws.. £17.99 
Tilt ....*.*.£16,99 
Toki..,.£17.99 
Traders...  £17,99 
Turrican 2..*..£17,99 
Warm Up.*.,**,.**.*....,,£17,99 
Wings (1 Mb),.,.,*..*..*.**.£20,99 
Wonderland ,.**.*..£20.99 
WWF Wrestling.,*.TBA 
Naksha Mouse..£26.00 
1 Meg Upgrade..,,.£30,00 
1 Meg Upgrade inc clock *£40,00 

• Air Combat Aces, by Ubisoft. Our price £20.99 
• Air Sea Supremacy, by Ubisoft. Our price £20.99 
• Battle Isle, by Ubisoft. Our price £TBA 
‘Not only does the Suberb Presentation put this 
game far above most others, it has been designed 
with the general gamespiayer in mind and is very 
accessible and highly playable" (The One) 
• Unreal, by Ubisoft. Our price £20.99 
• Music Master, by Ubisoft. Our price £32.99 
“Create or modify your own Sound samples and 
compose at will. Music master transforms your 
computer into a synthesizer" 
• Pro Tennis Tour 2 by Ubisoft. Our price £20.99 
“The best just got better - Pro Tennis Tour 2 puts the 
titles of the world within your grasp! 90%" (The One) 

Accessories 
General 

Mouse Pod..*.*.£1.99 

Mouse house .£1.99 

Copy holder .£2.99 

Disk boxes 

3,5120 with lock.£0.00 

3.5 100 with lock,..,,.,£6.00 

3 5 60 with lock....£6.50 

Cleaning kits 

3.5 drive head cleaner£l .99 

Joysticks 
Comp Pro 5000. .£11.99 

Qulckjoy Jetflghter.£12.99 

Qulckjoy Topstar.£19,99 

OUckshot I *..**,*.**.*,.£8.99 

Qutekshof II plus.,.£8 99 

Quickshot II Turbo ..*..*,*,£999 

Speedking + Auto.£10.95 

Free game of our choice 

when you spend more than 

£25 on accessories 

, Special*Otter" "£2*99 “J 

• Amiga l 

Airball 

Electronic Pool 

I Gotdrunner | 

Goldrunner 2 

The Grail Adventure 1 

Jug 

Jupiter Probe 

I Leatherneck I 

Major Motion 

Slaygon Adventure 

I Slipstream i 

Soccer 

l Tanglewood Adventure I 

Tetra Quest 

\iHiwm 
Mart*,I I'hA, 

* Airtoaif 
* Eteotronfo Pool 
* Goldrunn&r 
* Goldrunner 2 
* The Graft adventure (1 Mto) 
* JUQ 
* Jufoit&r Pro too 
* Major Motion 
* StayQon Adventure 
* Saaoer 
+ TanQlewood Adventure C1M) 
* T&tra Quest 



AMIGA 500 + 
CARTOON 

CLASSICS PACK 
RRP. £399.00 

| FANTASIA'S Price 

£359.00 
Advanced home computer with powerful img RAM. Professional style 
keyboard and mouse. T\V. modulator and built-in disc drive for 3Ve 
disc. Pack includes 3 cartoon games. *The Simpsons", "Lemmings" and 
"Captain Planet" and ‘ Delux Paint tr to create your own cartoons._ 

£304.99 
SEE FANTASIA 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Atari 520 ST Discovery Pack Inc: 
3V4" Floppy 512K RAM TV modulator 
Midi parts 4096 colours. Free Joysticks 

Aaaroty Control ACC 
Dragons Breath Emulator ACC 
wmm Joo« Fi m 
Super cycle Neochrome 

St Toll 

AMIGA 500 + CARTOON 
CLASSIC'S XTRA PACK 1. 

Top Quality joystick + The 
Simpsons, Lemmings, 
Captain Planet, DP2 + 
Gremlins 2, Interceptor, 
Nebulos, Football Manager, 
Las Vegas, Star Ray, 
Quadralien, Eyes of Horos, 
Star Goose, Battle Valley 

oe*l?sia£385.00! 

AMIGA 500 + CARTOON 
CLASSIC’S XTRA PACK 2. 
Top Quality joystick + The 
Simpsons, Lemmings, 
Captain Planet, D Paint 2 + 
Datastorm, Dungeon Quest, 
E-motion. Grand Monster 
Slam, Kid Gloves, 
Powerplay, RVF Honda, 
Shuffle Puck Cafe, Soccer 
and Tower of Babel 

d*alasia£385.00! 
All Amiga 500's are the new 500 Plus models with 1MB 
RAM, work bench 2.04 + enhanced chips for improved 
graphics. 

AMIGA MONITOR 

Philips CM8S32/11 stereo Colour 
Monitor AH our monitors are of UK 
specification are covered by a 12 
month warranty and come with a 
connection cable. £219.99 

AMIGA MONITOR 

Atari SC 1435 Colour Monitor 
Atari medium resolution colour 
monitor. Compatible with all 
Atari s. Connection lead included. 

£249.99 

COMMODORE CDTV 
Package Includes: 
* CDTV player 
* Remote control handset with batteries 
■ ‘Welcome - A guide to CDTV disk 
with Caddy 
• instruction manual 
•Connecting cables to RF Input & to audio 
• One year warranty ’return to base’ 
Plus two other titles 
Hutchinson's Excydopedia - 25,000 
entries. 7.000 biographies and 250 tables 

fentasia^eai: £465.00 

AMIGA 1500 Pack 
Includes: 
Battle Chess 
Populous & Promised Lands 
Sin City & Terrain editor 
The works - Platinum editor 
Their Finest Hour 
Delux Paint III 
Fantasia deal: £675.00 

A500 Class 0190s.£459,99 
A500 612K RAM exp .£44.99 
A590 20 meg HO 0MB RAM.£279.99 
A590 20 meg HD 1MB RAM.£329.99 
A590 20 meg HD 2MB RAM .. . £379.99 
Cummara ext drive Amiga.£59.99 
Atari ext drive Inc Free Software .. £74.99 
Atari Family Curriculum 
(Call for details).. , £339.99 
Quick Joy Turbo Joystick.*. £8.95 
Atari or Amiga 

PRINTERS 
Citizen Swift 9. £199 99 
Citizen 1200. £149 99 
Citizen Swift 241 twc^si, £299 99 
Citizen 1240 naocps, , £210 00 
Star LC10 Mono. .£call 
Star LG24/10 Mono _£call 
Star LC 200 Colour .....Beall 
star LC 24/200 Mono .Ecaii 
Star LC24/20O Colour ,., £cafi J 

m 
n 
jh 

MAIL ORDERS 
SALES & ENQUIRIES DESK 

0202 514533 
FAX; (0202) 293456 

FANTASIA ENTERTAINMENTS & LEISURE 
18 MAGNOLIA HOUSE RED HILL DRIVE 

BOURNEMOUTH DORSET 
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK - MON-SAT 9-5.30 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V A T. 

Subject to availability 
4# s pilch is nor mall v 
effected wilNn 7 days 
from receipt ol cleared 
payment Fleas* •How 5 
working days for cheque 
clearance AU orders writ 
Ere Mtiftod up lo 26 days 
unless otherwise notified 

All puces end manufacture* * spaahcaton* vs subject to change mttouf rxrtaes Please chad* 
smtafeWrty with it* mamifadwt before ordering Goods are not ofleted on trial basts 
Goodsn* Olfortid tor mp* w&fvci 10 our standard oondfbORs-of sals - available on request 

Delivery charges UK Mainland 
HARDWARE: £8.00 + VAT per box 

SOFTWARE: Postage paid 
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SCREENPLAY 

MicroPrase are 

now ruling the 

, warring world 

wilh their awesome array of simu¬ 

lated firepower - Stealth fighters. 

Ml tanks, Apache gunships and 

F-15s, Their latest simulation is 

different though* as ifs possible for 

most of us to check its accuracy 

None of us will fly an F-I17a, but we 

can all mp down to the local pitch-and-putt for 

a round of golf. MicroProsc's reality reputa¬ 

tion is on the line: do they make the par? 

122 

Eagle 
True to form the software cubists have created 

their golfing world from polygons, just like 

their flight and fight sims. This visual step is 

initially hard to come to terms wilh, but ii 

gives ii an individual edge. The obvious mix 

of polygon greens, vector graphic bunkers and 

sprite players lakes golf from the world of 

games and into the realm of simulations. 

The sport is simple in concept - stand in a 

field, hit a small hard ball w'ith a slick towards 

* man!" A* thm American fim ■« » prone to shout, Th* maa’ hero Is obviously not tht nun' in quoi- 

i h* hu missed tin holt. Hitting replay, though, could show exactly wt»*rt th* grun breaks IftiKl who broka it)! 

Micro Prose Golf 
a little hole - but total control of the dub, 

stance and swing is really needed if you are to 

be able to play well. Simulated golf has to 

exhibit a similar skill progression structure, so 

experienced players perform far better, but 

also be easy enough to allow' beginners to 

tee off painlessly. 

Control is the key to MicroPros* Golf s 

success. The system it uses is flexible enough 

to allow trick shots but demanding enough to 

test an expert's accuracy. A single mouse click 

initiates the swing, and its height is traced in a 

circular arc behind the player. Another click 

stops the upswing and starts the dowm stroke, 

which traces a second arc as the club 

approaches the ball. It's at this point ihat 

MicroPros? Golf differs from the norm. 

The sw ing, stance, dub choice and the be 

of the ball all affect the liming for the vital 

third click which determines when the ball's 

actually *hit\ This ideal moment is shown as a 

small highlighted area on the downstroke arc 

and the trickier the shot* the smaller this * win¬ 

dow of opportunity' becomes. Try (o hit the 

shot harder or further and ihe window shrinks 

Bruce Forsythe does it, Tarby does it, even Nigel Mansell does it. 

Now MicroProse are trying their hand at golf, but are the techno¬ 

warheads going to score a birdy or a bogey... 

to a single pixel, play within the club's range 

and the window stays wide. 

The flexibility of this stroke system is 

exquisite* giving players ihe ability to punch 

out, slice right and hook left if you need a 

Scvjvesque tweak to escape a bunker. You 

have total control of each shot because ihe 

exact parameters of a 'perfect' stroke are dis¬ 

played and if s up to you to mist them to suit 

your own ends. 

Once you're face-to-face with the flag 

then another break with golfing tradition 

becomes obvious. Golf games have been noto¬ 

rious for featuring uncalibrated putting power 

bars, so ihe skill lay in working out howr the 

scale related to distance. Golf tells you the 

ideal amount of power to put into every single 

putt, for a level green of medium pace. 

B#tw*#n each hot* you get to mark up your card. This show* exKfly 

where you stand In th* competition. Why it It that popular impres¬ 

sionists are always goHon; Russ Abbot, Mike Ynrwaod, Renoir.,, 

At th* beginning of each hole a map Is displayed. It Mica shews, very Pain* Stewart* How you stand Tee time (ow)! Th* height of th* 4** ion lots of 

shows th* lay of th* land and k used to line up your affects your swing. So for certain shots (especially weird things to the flight of th* ball. So choose th* 

loiter and chip shots) it pays to move your feet. correct set-up to suit both th* shot and conditions. shot in terms of direction and rang*. 



SCREENPLAY 

The penally for such help is that you 

never get a level, medium-paced, green 

so adjustments have to be made for each 

hole. A subtle difference, this mechanism 

forces a shift of focus from reading a power 

bar to reading the greens. 

Birdie 2 
Golf isn't just a sweet stroke play rim, It 

squeezes every Last drop of flexibility from 

both its 3D polygon environment and real 

world sport. Five spectacular camera angles 

allow each shot to be followed in true TV 

style. Each hole's horrors can be viewed with 

a zoom facility that races a camera down the 

fairway and straight to the hole, a stroke-by- 

stroke guide of where not to hit. 

When you get to the green the player 

options really come into their own. To help 

you read a green for the slope and break, an 

overlaid grid is used to show up any irregulari¬ 

ties in the putting surface. To check that the 

line breaks aren't just monitor tricks, you can 

view each putt from the side and behind the 

hole. These views give vital clues that only 

MicroProse Golf is 

definitely top of the 

order of merit on 

the Amiga tour. 

fools and the heavily handicapped dare ignore. 

Good shots arc rare birds - eagles or alba¬ 

trosses! - so you always want to see them in 

replay* maybe even store ihem for posterity. 

Once again the player comes first and on hand 

at all times are replay facilities and "save shot' 

options are offered - so golden golfing 

moments can be saved forever. Quite who 

you'd show them to is another matter, but it's 

comforting to know1 they're there. 

Par 4 
Golf offers ultra-fine control for the players 

wilting to read the huge manual. Stance can be 

altered to affect the outcome of a shot, the ball 

height on the tee is controllable as is the posi¬ 

tion of the tee itself. The wind gauge is easily 

read - unlike earlier golf games - thanks to the 

use of a simple radar-style display and power 

bar. Both must be read and adjusted for if your 

shot is to end up on the correct fairway. These 

features combined with the elegant stroke sys* 

Continued overleaf 

123 

Wfhen you're doing wroil, bsrt you re not, 

doing grcjt IT* not time to coll In tbt DTI 

but Urn* to practice. At MicroPro** Goff I* 

more ■ simulation than a straight gam*, ft 

really pay* to Spend *OfU* time on the driv¬ 

ing rang* exploring every angle of play 

from tin swing to stance. Both a driving 

range and a putting 

tit* by the MicroPros* 

use of both I* highly 

To* choice - Player* 

its wind's coming 

WIimI p^nf 

VIt style* this show* 

the wind's strength. 

Return to main menu 

- If you've had 

enough, or want to 

start another game. 

Choose club - The 

computer doesn't 

always pick the best 

stick, so check! 

Adjust stance - 

Particularly impor¬ 

tant when you're In 

bankers or trouble. 

Proceed to fee - This 

Icon always moves 

you on to the next 

screen Or shot. 

Flip coarse - H 

you're unsure about 

a shot check Ht out 

from another view. 

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT - OR AT LEAST LEVEL PAR 

Taking a drive In the woods can be hazardous to year handicap- The trees here may look a Utt** lam* but they prove 

to be a match for all but the very best. If you get wooded. It's always best to play for the fairway and not the pin. 

•v. 
f • { 

; 

• II 
r 1 0<S> Driver 

With all the serious business taken care of, set up 

the view of the shot you want. Most are spectacular 

panning and swooping affairs that turn the stomach* 

Dr iver 452 ytte 

Once you've set everything up then it's time 1 

Click on the arrow to start the swing and watt for 

the little bloke to wind up his hitting power. 

After the tee shot It's always wise to check 

which clubs are best for the second shot. Is 

puter's choice best or maybe you know 

out 

the 4 
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SCREENPLAY 

124 

quick holes, can play on novice level unhin¬ 

dered by ihc wind or handicap. Serious green 

stalkers can lake the lime to scour the manual 

for clues on how to improve their swing. 

MicroPros? Golf is a simulation, not a 

game, so those who stick with the program 

will gain most from it - there's enough game- 

plav here to keep even Messers Faldo and 

Woosnam clicking for months! The 19th hole 

was always considered to be the golf club bar. 

but with Micro Prose Golf doing the rounds it 

could well now be dfD:. 

Trenton Webb £> 

MicroPros* Coif 
MicroPros* ■ £30.99 

• All the options >uu'd expect and many, 

many mure. 

• Handicap sy stem allows early victories and 

spurs later learning. 

• Strung mil of vector graphics and sprites, 

• Player-centric nature is reassuring. 

• A toughly realistic golf simulation itial goes 

straight to the top of the kaderboard. 

TAKING THE CADDY* OUT FOR A DRIVE 

Return to map view. 

Zoom down the course 

with this facility. H starts 

a rollercoaster rifle 

straight to the flag. 

Set tee position,, at the 

start of a hole. 

Proceed with shot. 

Open club selection 

screen. 

Adjust footing. This Is 

particularly Important 

when in the rough. 

tern ensure that time spent on the driving range 

is time saved from the bunkers. 

Golf isn’t just about winning though, it's 

important but it is not the sole driving force. 

It's about improving your game, round after 

round. Using a system borrowed from its flight 

sims, MicroPros? Golf introduces an escalat¬ 

ing system of challenge and reward. The real 

thing thrives on handicaps, where lesser play¬ 

ers are compensated with Tree strokes' to 

make matches fair. To emulate this a player 

can be saved to disk after a good round, which 

slowly lowers their handicap and makes the 

game tougher. Victories that rely on Tree’ 

shots seem hollow once your handicap falls. 

Double bogey 
MicroProse's sim isn't fast, it's played at a 

steady stroll. Each shot takes a few seconds to 

line up and Iherc are brief pauses while the 

screen is redrawn after a change of angle. In 

the old world of computer golf pauses were 

common, here they are brief by comparison. 

The weakest part of the game is no doubt 

its sound. Golf the sport is not noted for its 

dynamic noise, but only the swing sounds 

good here. The ball dropping into the hole is 

just a dull plop - still a welcome sound on a 

tricky green - while hitting sand or water is as 

disappointing as it is disastrous. Such sound 

problems are a slight handicap, but they don't 

t ruin Golf s card. 

Here you have on offer everything that a bud¬ 

ding tee merchant could wish for. There's a 

bag full of clubs, six different courses too and 

a variety of matches to choose from, but only 

one skill level - yours! Golf easily makes the 

grade in the options department but it is its 

balance of playability and accuracy that make 

it an albatross all the way. 

MicroPros? Golf is top of the order of 

merit on the Amiga tour. Its strong simulation 

roots allow* it to borrow* gameplay tricks direct 

from its source sport. It fleshes out every facet 

of the game from stance, through to dub selec¬ 

tion and shot choice. Folks seeking a few 

Gentlemen choose 

your fate! How will 

you be dttwttd In a 

tournament, a best- 

ball, modal 

thrmoiM or a ihlfH 

match - although tit* 

tart two would 

sound more at horn* 

in th« small ads In 

Tt» Sunday Sport, 

Entry to certain 

matches an 

restricted to saved 

and handicapped 

players - no ntvICHl 

Wind direction - The 

goiter's In the centre 

and the wind blows 

away from thorn. 

Wind strength 

gauge. The more red 

the more wind! 

Rotate player. 

Piayer 1 
Player 1 3 Ml Puller 17 ft |0in> 

Pv*rtoi 43ft Sins 

One final check Is always worth It, Using the grid 

you can view the hole from the front, the side and 

behind the hall. Luckily this one's real flat. 

Ending up In a bunker has one advantage, you know 

which club to use - a sand wedge! Playing from sand 

depends on the lie, if It's hurled so are your chances- 
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The lower is a pi at form palace* crammed with 

small ledges which provide an ideal hiding 

place for the escaped fluffies, The final twist is 

that the fuzzballs have raided the wizard's 

treasure room and scattered his considerable 

horde of gems about the place. Every single 

Last jewel has to be collected and every 

fuzzball exterminated if you are to regain 

human shape. If you think this sounds easy! 

Then think again! 

The trouble with tribbles 
The trouble with fuzzballs is that they won't 

stay dead. Shoot one and they shrink into a 

tiny ball At this point you have to leap onto 

the fallen fuzzball to nudge them from the 

ledge. Fail and they return in a tougher purple 

form which takes far more shots to kill. 

If they are shot and left to regeneraie 

again they turn black and that's bad news. Not 

only are black balls harder to hurt but the) 

have a Limited intelligence The instant you 

shoot one they actively seek you out. Fail once 

more to lop the critter and the fuzz ball turns 

red. At this point they no longer wail to be 

shot, but just come hunting for your hide. 

The upside of this vicious little trait is that 

the harder the colour, the greater the points 

value. Points are the key to success in Fuzzball 

as for every 100,000 an extra life is earned. 

Luckily 100,000 isn't that high a total and 

forcing the fu2zies to cough up the necessary 

extra points for a bonus life has a peculiarly 

just ring to it. 

The delicate balance be tween player 

points and punishment is continued through 

the game's time limit. If you fail to clear the 

level within a set time - the time limit isn't 

displayed, but is generous - then a horde of 

bats escape and kill you* The first time this 

happens it feds mal vicious* not just unpleas¬ 

Slick Intro'* *n cur- 

i iulljf in vogiM and 

this MH't a doosy. It 

Mi ilJua|| Fantasia 

ant, not just nasty, hut downright unfair. But, 

when the screen clears however and you restart 

the level, it’s been cleared of all the fuzzballs 

and fatal traps. This allows you to romp home, 

get the goodies and get out. 

The final part of the equation is the 

expected high level of 'stick skill. The maps 

are require pixel perfect jumps both to reach 

the safety of solid ground and to avoid the 

fuzzballs. Many platforms can be jumped 

through on the up too, so ifs vital that you 

watch the skies as well as the floor. If you hit a 

bcasty on the hop then you die in most annoy¬ 

ing fashion. But, if you insist on doing silly 

things you deserve to suffer. A fuzzball's life 

is a harsh but fair one. 

tight fwtttphy fed* 

This la l*v*i three 

and already than 

are torn* rut nasty 

moment:*. Th* tennis 

ball In tin bottom 

>unc*s In an 

Level headed 
Fuzzball is not just a leap and shot number, 

each set of levels has a theme and their own 

particular hazards* The ice level for instance, 

tests control by adding a skidding momentum 

to each stopping move. It doesn't make life 

easier, but it sure makes life more interesting. 

Most levels also exhibit maze tendencies, 

where the jewels have to be collected and the 

fuzzballs killed in a set order. Leap for the big 

shiny points magnet at the beginning of the 

round and you can find yourself safe but stuck. 

So each layout has to be scanned for its route 

in advance, if you are to avoid the frustration 

of ending up stuffed and sat in a comer when 

the bats arrive on the scene. 

forms, kIIHog any 

it' folk they Touch. 

Ufe is Ml. of feast 

Kbit your** • 

fuilball on ■ mis- 

th* local wizard 

really* Yoti'r* th* 
th* blue fluff ball 

that spits deadly 

shots to slay 

th* fuaiball 

all**. What 

possibly b* aai 
could 

■Isr.-.T 

tall th* 

41 mixes up classy cut* graphics and |*w*l*, kill all th* 

hard-nosed waggling arcade gamaplay* 

Fuzzballs have become a problem. 

Springing from a sorcerer's magic box, 

the fluffy critters Have taken over his 

tower. You, the sorcerer's apprentice, have 

turned yourself into a fuzzball too and as pun¬ 

ishment are sent up the tower lo round the 

others up. If you complete (his penance then 

the wizard will turn you back into human 

Form: fail and you're a fuzzball for life* 

The tower provides one part of this tricky 

problem, the fuzzballs themselves are another. 

At times Fuzzball would start 

Mother Teresa cursing, but once 

she got a high score... Fuzzball 



They look cuddly but are as vicious as hell, that's 

the Fuzzbal! way. It's a platform challenge in the 

classic style, but do the furry critters cut it as cuties? 

Fuzzball is an exercise in control, of both your 

character and your temper. Despite being 

small and spherical you have surprisingly free 

movement. No fluke, this has been assessed 

and added into the game, with platforms and 

jewels in apparently inaccessible nooks and 

crannies. You have to calculate how to reach 

them and back it up with accurate joystick 

woik. This can prove annoying, but in best 

puzzle style. You know why you died, and 

why you went wrong! 

Minimalist moments 
Disguising the game's vicious bite arc heavy- 

duty cutesy graphics. The intro's awash with 

Fantasia overtones and it is System 3's best 

opener to date. Once in the game ihc fuz/ball's 

have an appealing minimalism. Like all classic 

cutesy stars, the simpler ihe design the stronger 

their appeal - just look ai the Lemmings - and 

you can't gel much simpler than a coloured 

circle with eyes. The fuzzballs all start plain 

and are increasingly dressed up to suit their 

surroundings. An array of plinkety, pi ink tunes 

do their best to keep pace with the visuals, bm 

eventually fall foul of the volume control. 

System 3 were aiming to recapture the 

gameplay feet of the old arcade classics and 

mix it with quality 1990s graphics. They have 

succeeded in all areas save one, Whereas 

everything else is fair with reward and risk bal¬ 

anced. the regenerative monsters arc not. If a 

Points make pHttf, 

or at tout antra 

live*. ivary 100,000 

edge to H. End* 

jewel earns ■ fuw 

slaying the umc 

enemy {they regen¬ 

erate) earns messes. 

fuzzball is shot into black or red 

status and you die before jumping it in 

to oblivion, the game restarts with them 

still in ultra-hostile mode. The extra shots 

needed to slay them then throw this delicate 

skills test out of kilter. The red devils are loo 

tough to kill from a vulnerable game restart 

position, and no amouni of player skill can 

escape this trap. The reds do what reds do best, 

and go for the throat - although where exactly 

the throat is on a ball of fur isn’t that clear! 

Trouble Is they get 

nastier every time 

they die. so let's be 

carofwl out there! 

Balancing acts 
Fuzzball is a strong, cute, platform challenge 

that’s best suited to the extremely patient. It 

has its rewards and does evoke many memo¬ 

ries of yesteryear's playing siylcs, in terms of 

control and balance. It’s when this balance is 

destroyed by the fuzzballs who don't reset, 

that it falls down, This could have been offset 

with more frequent level passwords, but unfor¬ 

tunately these only pop-up every 10 levels, 

rather than at the end of each. 

Fuzzball is playable and cute, bui the 

vicious bite of the game play is overpowering 

in the early stages. Plough on and you will 

prosper, but you need to suffer for the points 

harvest to come. This one negative element 

has to be weighed against its fistful of excel¬ 

lent elements: cute graphics, neat intro, precise 

character control and a £19.99 price point. At 

times Fuzzball would start Mother Teresa 

cursing, but then when she got a high score... 

Trmton Webb O 

The r*«l pa la m this 

Iml are the unkill 

able Jellie* They 

Hih to b* jumped 

over nther than M, 

■ 

around on the 

closely packed 

platform i H jump¬ 

ing up Into the 

I* Still deadly. 

rsi 
o> 
o* 

>- 

Fuzzball 
System 3 ■ £19.99 

• It looks very cute And very cuddly but has a 

realty vicious bite, 

• Great graphics and very slick intro. 

• Finely balanced gamepluy is demanding but 

at the same time it's rewarding. 

Fuiibfllf Chicago 

style. Thu Slues 

Brothers Fsuitt 

• Regenerative bad guys make lire unduly 

tough and hard. 

look return! end 

coal but «m shot 

• A cute platform challenge for the brave, the 

skilled and the patient. 

first than you'll find 

yourtoff trapped. 



STRATEGY...REALITY.„ 
Heralded the American computer 
role-playing game of the year! 
Based on 
Megatraveller by 
Game Designers 
Workshop, the 
world's most 

Twenty-eight planets and 
satellites to explore in eight 
systems filled with exciting 
puzzles, dangerous subjects and 
interesting characters to 
encounter. 

selling hook has now 
turned 
into the no. 1 best 
selling game 

Team Yankee is the definitive action simulation of modem tank warfare. 
Team Yankee.... the critics' choice' 
Team Yankee is designed to test your leadership and tactical skills to the 
quick. 

STRATEGY PLUS 
This is a game and a halt! 
The use of tour screens in 
one is simply brilliant - at 
times it's almost like ) 
playing on tour 
computers at once! 
I quickly found 
myself hooked on a 
genre of game 
which previously 
held no interest. 

AMIGA FORMAT 
Team Yankee presents a game, 
in a sims clothing, which when 
dealing with tanks has to be the 
perfect approach' 

ACE 
The blend of thought and 
reflexes required to play Team 
Yankee is exactly right! 

ST FORMAT 
Hunting the Red Bear has never 
been so much fun! 
You won't be able to tear yourself 
away from Team Yankee! 

AMIGA ACTION 
The tanks have been superbly 
animated, with great attention to detail! ’ 
This has to be a must for everyone! 

EMPIRE SOFTWARE. 4 THE STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE. 
BASILDON. ESSEX SS1S GDJ TEL: 0268 541212 

The most sophisticated 
character generation 
system ever devised: 
five military classes, 
more than seventy 
talents and 

abilities. Allows 
player to control 

character development 
through five services: Army, Navy, 

Marines, Merchants and Scouts. 

TAKES SCIENCE FICTION ROLE-PLAYING LIGHT TEARS FORWARD 

"Megatraveller 1 is one of the best 
science-fiction role-playing 
games ever for the computer" 

"Megatraveller 1, a game that 
truly warrants the highest level of 
praise , the attention to 
detail makes it 
exceptional" 

popular science- 
fiction gaming 
system. 

(Quotes taken tiam 
Diagon magazine US and 

Quest Busters magazine US) 

Amiga card ST Lmpaerneniatiorss 
by STeVeN Green 



4 4 ~W f you*re going to San Francisco, he sure 

I to wear a flower in your hair." This is 

,A.. what Scott Mckenzie told you. But if 

you*re going to play Cisco Heat then forget 

about the flower, drive like a nutter and sound 

your horn continuously. This is Image Works' 

somewhat different plea. 

Here we have a police race-and-chase 

arcade that's sei on the streets of San 

Francisco - a Jaleco coin-op production! The 

California Highw ay Patrol have sealed off the 

roads in the city centre for a charity race to 

find the State's best police driver. There are no 

real rules to this race, other than finishing each 

of the stages within the allotted time limit, so 

breaking the speed limit, crashing and sound¬ 

ing your horn in a built-up area are all 

perfectly permissible. 

Golden Gate 
As the race revs up, you're offered two cars to 

drive. One's a classic cop black V white 

which is fast but can't turn very easily, while 

the other is a modern roadster which comers 

well but lacks pace. No sooner have you cho¬ 

sen your chariot than the lights go green and 

the tyre screeching starts. 

Racing is all about screaming along ai full 

w hack, dodging both the other competitors and 

rubber neekers who’ve strayed on to the 

course. Your fellow officers have to be 

avoided, but fortunately sounding your horn 

swiftly encourages the civilians aside. It's like 

drag racing in a London cab, with the accelera¬ 

tor and hom in constant use, 

San Francisco lends itself this dramatic 

car duel for two righteous reasons: il has spec¬ 

tacular hills which add that roller-coaster feel 

to the race, and like most US cities all the cor¬ 

ners are on right angles. So, while dodging the 

trams and the traffic you also have to he read) 

for 45 degree slopes and 90 degree bends! The 

road obstacles and comers dominate Cisco 

Last level time and some fool has left tumble 

weeds on the track, Around the bend lay 

killer traffic cones and oil spills. 

Heat, You have to be able to spot trouble in 

the distance if you w ant to win and as the race 

progresses, obstacles line up to form traps that 

require quick stick flicks to avoid. The corners 

are simply a matter of timing and faith, point 

the motor at the right second, then hope to pull 

it straight on the other side. 

Mu scone Centre 
Cisco Hear works well. The roads Hash by 

pretty swiftly, if not exactly smoothly, and the 

rolling hills are as good on the computer ver¬ 

sion as they were on the arcade. The controls 

are positive, thoughtfully condensed from two 

pedals, steering wheel and gear lever into joy¬ 

stick and keyboard combinations. They take a 

We re off for level 

three, which ends 

somewhere colled 

Moscone Centre. 

Knowing the route 

Isn't oil that impor¬ 

tant, though, 

because large 
signs sit In the 

middle of the road 

telling you It's time 

to turn. Regardless 

of their size they're 

easy to miss when 

you're travelling at a 

tun plus. Vou know 

which way to go, it's 

the turning that 

proves real tough. 

Cisco Heat 

I realty think that a 

left turn would be 

ever such a wise 

move! These are the 

signs of the times 

when you spin that 

wheel (Joystick), 

squeal the tyres and 

write-off the motor. 

Your choice of car 

can make all the dif¬ 

ference to the 

game.This Japanese' 

style machine is 

good on the corners 

but lacks top-end 

poke and power. 

little while to gel the hang of but leave the 

drivers free to concentrate cm their direction 

and not iheir driving. 

The driving has translated nearly as well 

as (he control system, retaining the nip and 

tuck fed that was so effective in the arcade, tn 

the comers though, the conversion falls foul. 

On the coin-op you had to wrench the wheel 

around and hang on for grim death as the 

pneumatic ally-juddering wheel fought to break 

your grip. On the Amiga these tense trials are 

reduced to mild timing tests. The comers were 

Cisco Heat's primary claim lo arcade fame, 

an effect that marked it out from ihc other ear- 

based coin-ops. And without Lhem the 

conversion loses power. 

EnmnE’s PERFDRnHflEE 
iiirM™r_ IllinSm/rm 
JBBOIURBO 

DOHC24 
32/3000 

IIIJpPEEB IHHF'eiiPT 
170 1500 

lllirE/nw Mir'* 
3B0,beee 3000 

Although it really tries to make the racing 

grade it lulls short in certain key areas, Arcade 

racers in general, rarely offer enough variety 

to sustain long-term gaming interest and Cisco 

Heat is no different. It doesn’t have enough 

new tricks to throw at drivers to make the later 

stages a challenge. This makes Cisco Heal pre¬ 

dictable and exposes the game's final, fatal* 

flow: it's too short. Good sprite drivers will 

finish this course in a matter of hours and 

evert average stick welders should only lake 

a little hit longer. 

Nob Hill 
The Amiga racing world at the moment 

already makes the M25 look somewhat 

deserted, so new car games have to offer 

something special if they are to survive com¬ 

parison w ith Lotus If - the reigning champion, 

Cisco Heat has little to offer except (he simi¬ 

larity with its arcade parent: and while it 

retains the arcade's brevity it loses the 

coin-op's cornering challenge* Sure, blasting 

through dow n-tow n San Francisco is amusing 

in the short term, hut short-term is all you get. 

Trenton Webb O 

Cisco Heat 
Image Works ■ £25.99 

• Strong reptkii of the Julcrci coin-i>p. 

• Tight control system with u Kood kevhoard 

joystick balance. 

• The right angle corners aren't as terrifying 

as they should he. 

• Graphically quite jiihkI: the roads and hilts 

move a kmc fast. 

• Too ea.s> and a bit too short to make It on 

lhe car game circuit. 

Ml 62% 
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Frode'i first day out 

and already he's 
made his first kill 

and rescued two lost 
children. Is he a 

hard-core hobbit 
dude, or what? 

130 

Lord of 
the Rings 

GolJum screamed: “Baggins - we 

hates ii forever!”. But he’s in the 

minority because Tolkien's trilogy 

of Middle-Earth life must he one of the most 

well-read hooks in English literature. Even 

those who*vc never read it know about the 

heroic quests of Frodo. Bilbo and Gandalf. so 

it's quite a surprise that no one*s turned it into 

a game before now, 

Although the programmers have changed 

the encounters slightly, so that Tolkien fans 

will still find it a challenge, the plot is still 

basically the same. Frodo has been given the 

One Ring hy Bilbo who has disappeared, 

Gandalf. the Grey Wizard learns of the ring's 

power and. realising that the forces of the dark 

lord Sauron w ill soon find it. he charges Frodo 

to take the ring to the elves at Rivendell and 

then on to - well read the book if you w ant to 

find out. The intro sequence - one of the best 

this year - which tells the story of Bilbo's dis¬ 

appearance and the beginning of Frodo’s 

quest. The atmospheric music which accompa¬ 

nies the intro is second to none and really does 

a lot to set the scene. 

Flexible friend 
The game itself is instantly accessible. As 

Frodo is standing outside his home with two of 

his best hobbit friends, you can recruit them 

and wander off. it's best to be wary of wading 

into a situation without thinking carefully 

about the consequences. Until you get a few, 

more powerful friends, three, unarmed hobbits 

are not much of a match for anyone. 

The main way the adventure has been 

made playable for Tolkien fans who know the 

plot, is by adding a number of subplots, the 

grs fTTT? - prar 
d.. A 9 ut* i fiit, t 
I ? k i** i hi£ •" 

1 
1 !& 

successful completion of which gives you 

objects, people or information you need to 

complete the main quest. As you wander 

through the centre of the town, talking to the 

local hobbits, a number of sub-plots unfold 

around you. Rescue the lost child and perhaps 

his father may be grateful - who know-s you 

might even find something that would be of 

use to you on your travels. If you stray too far 

from the beaten path, the game gently prompts 

you w ith suggestions, legend and rumour, 

Unfortunately, although it's a game that 

you desperately want to like, there's a lot 

about it that's frustrating and infuriating. In 

particular, the game appears to be made for the 

American market where everyone has a hard 

disk, because disk accessing is endless. Every 

time a new character appears, the disk 

accesses, Every time a sound effect is played, 

the disk accesses. Every lime you attack some¬ 

thing, yes, you've guessed it: the disk 

accesses. The effect of this is to slow the game 

It could bo uid that 

whan your party 
leader hat |utt been 
rendered un con - 

Kl&ut by an evil 
rinffwraith, things 

are not going too 
well... 

Sauron captures the One Ring and It's Came 

Over, man. No longer will little hobbits laugh 

and skip gaily In the streets... then again, 

It's not all bad, 

down. But not as much as the terminally- 

involved control system. 

The way you move Frodo and his party is 

by moving the cursor arrow' towards the side of 

the screen you want them to walk to and press¬ 

ing the left mouse button. This is fine when 

you want them to walk in these directions, but 

if you want them to weave through small gaps 

or walk along diagonal paths - which is often 

necessary - the control system is a pain in the 

butt. The icon control bar. brought up with the 

right mouse button is clearly laid out, but also 

suffers similar problems. 

Combatants 
The combat system is amazing. If you get 

jumped by a wolf (which happens quite a bit), 

the wolf attacks. To counter attack you have to 

click on the attack icon and the wrolFs name, 

wait until the disk loads the appropriate sound 

and then it will tell you whether you've missed. 

Some early encounters can take over 10 

minutes of button clicking just to kill a single 

wolf. Even more annoying is the fact it's very 

easy to wander into deadly situations while 

you're still weak. Spending two hours trekking 

around the town isn't too bad. but when you 

gel killed without warning (a horseman gallops 

down the path and slays your whole party) you 

have to do it all again: bit by bit the slowness 

of play begins to grate on your nerv es. 

Tolkien fans will get a lot out of Lord of 

the Rings; if they can bear the tedious combat 

and movement systems, and that a good part of 

the game is spent moving across the terrain 

between encounters. The less patient, such as 

those used to Eye of the Beholder and similar 

systems* will gel more excitement* adventure 

and VFM by buying Tolkien's original trilogy. 

Paul Lyons O 

Lord of the Rings 
Elec Arts ■ £29.99 

• Atmospheric intro and sou nd track- 

• Vast, varied und some quite beautifully 

drawn landscapes. 

• Enough new puzzle* to keep even Tolkien 

fans guessing, 

• Tetlius cum h ut system. 

• Ridiculous copy protection manages to inter¬ 

fere with (he gameplay . 

Mel 72% 
ESMi/r 
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SCREENPLAY 

132 

Geoff Crammond 

changed Amiga 

driving forever with Stunt 

Car Racer. With Formula 

One it looks like he's up to 

his old tricks again! 

Despite the best efforts of McLaren 

I Honda to turn this year s Grand Prix 

season into a 16-stage victory parade. 

Formula I retains its magic. The sheer power 

that throws cars forward faster than your aver- 

age guided missile, plus the glamour of 

multi-million dollar automotive gambles, 

make it a very special sporting event. Now a 

17th venue has been added to the racing 

schedule: your Amiga, courtesy of Geoff 

'Stunt Car' Crammond. And just like Stunt 

Cur Haver, it takes computerised driving 

further and faster than ever before. 

Short circuit 
16 world Grand Pm circuits await. 26 differ¬ 

ent cars are idling on the grid, and a team of 

mechanics are standing by to tweak the car s 

set-up to your exact specifications. A full rac¬ 

ing season is about to begin and you now have 

ihe chance to lake the wheel in the world’s 

most technologically advanced sport. 

Each race begins with a qualifying round, 

where the pole position pecking order is 

decided. You’ve a lew short laps in which to 

climb from the back of the grid and cam a 

good starting position. Using a custom set-up 

and ultra-adhesive tyres you have to make 

your lime mark on the pack and learn the line 

of the circuit. Scream around the track at speed 

and you're rewarded with a high-priority posi¬ 

tion on race day. fail and you’ll still start - 

there’s no prc-qualifying - but from 26th 

place, which isn't always the curse it seems. 

It's Sunday and the Grand Pm is about io 

start, The car’s configuration has been 

changed: the wing’s have been tweaked, dif¬ 

ferent lyres selected and the braking balance 

Tough luck marshal, 

I ain't leaving town. 

One of Formula I'l 

most striking fea¬ 

tures is the fast 
blend of sprite and 

polygon graphics. 

Tills moans you have 
slick racing motors 

and realistic mar¬ 

shals flagging cars 

down and pushing 

them from the road 
after a smash. 

Unfortunately you 

can't run them down 

you try. 

Formula 1 

view collisions 

shower the track in 

debris. If may look 

but it messes 

your chances in the 

race. When the field 

bunches up drive 

real carefully. 

Indianapolis 500 was king of the 

oval ring, but it has been 

dethroned by FI. 

shifted to suit the new track. The lighis go red 

and the revs pick up. Lights go green and you 

stan shifting gears through quick joystick 

clicks, the mass of stationary cars becomes a 

swarm of speeding metal slewing around as 

the torque hils the rubber which hits the track. 

Threading your wray through the mayhem, you 

have to find the right line for the comer ahead. 

Ahead, two computer cars touch and one 

spins off. Fighting for the same line they come 

together in a Senna/Pnost style debate over 

who has right of way. The field constricts to 

work a path past the marshals who a re pushing 

the wreckage from track. Through the first 

comer and the field starts to spread out. 

Pushing up through the box the speed mounts 

and the race becomes a lest of high-speed skill 

from slow pace dodging. Following the white 

race line along the straight, you check the 

mirrors so any challenge from behind can he 

firmly shut out. Trackside signs warn of an 

approaching bend's distance and direction, 

while a dashboard indicator Hashes the best 

gear for that section of track, 

The race reaches half distance, the field 

has strung out and nowr that the mad is reason¬ 

ably clear it’s more a lest of concentration than 

flat-out speed. The pit lights Hash when the 

crew think you need a tyre change. Slowing as 

the lane markers appear the car pulls off the pit 

road and into your own bay. A rag wipes your 

visor, a jack lifts the car and a mad lollipop 

lady waves a ‘Brakes On’ sign in your face. 

The dock clicks off eight valuable race sec¬ 

onds before the wheels hit the llixir and you 

power back out on to the track. The race is 

nearly half over: the rest is up to you. Have 

you got the skill and the stamina? 

L driver 
Formula / has three obvious goals: learning to 

drive and qualifying above 26th on the grid, 

winning a single Grand Prix and taking the FI 

drivers' championship, The first objective is 



PjMidiHa th« game 

allows you to view 

the last 20 seconds 

from a variety of 

angles. It's a great 

way to watch the 

groat shunts you 

cause by driving too 

fast too often. When 

the TO seconds are 

up you are returned 

to a paused posi¬ 

tion-. You can swap 

views while still rac¬ 

ing but that leaves 

more than a little bit 

of the driving pro¬ 

cess in the lap of the 

racing gods. 

Grand Prix 
easily achieved once you understand quite 

how these high horsepower machines have to 

be driven* as well as how to set the car up to 

suit both your driving style and the track. 

Any track can be chosen for practice, so 

all the circuits can be visited until you find one 

that feels right This goes for winning your 

first GP too. Single races anywhere in the 

world can be set up. with the abilities of rivals 

restricted in order lo give you a chance of 

success. Even with all the driver help func¬ 

tions enabled though* your fist victory' will 

take some serious work. 

The Drivers' Championship always 

remains ihe real aim of FI. The sea_son takes 

you to all 16 circuits in a random order* so vasi 

amounts of practice are needed to gain a com¬ 

petitive edge, Luckily the liberal save function 

helps here, with the even an option to save a 

game mid-race, and a car already set-up in 

race trim, so that you can slowly build better 

positions and higher points scores. It's not 

smelly realistic, but it does add an clement of 

gamesmanship to the proceedings. 

Lap land 
FI GP is racing at its best, real nip and tuck 

high-speed vector racing* that requires an 

addictive blend of skill and lunacy to ensure 

victory. It feels right* offers ihe right choices 

Info 

and has the visual power to cany the illusion* 

For a race game to work it has to convey both 

the sensation of speed and control. Real life 

road drivers need visual proof - as tactile 

response is negated - to convince them that 

each action has a definite ami quantifiable 

effect on the car. 

FI gets the left foot lapping nervously for 

the brake with a host of tricks that make ihe 

car fed very real. Sudden acceleration or brak¬ 

ing has the nose rising or dipping, an effect 

you hardly notice while driving because it's 

what you expect. Hit a kerb and the car 

bounces up. If you have the brakes balanced 

Each track can be 

wUtted individually 

for practice Or n one 

off CP* You get to 

i« the layout and 

rood all the relevant 

itab on best 

tim«,Ust years 

record etc* 

So the AA man said; JJWell you see Ifi yer 

tappets, always a problem on this model". 

Repeat: “He's a very nice man," till fada. 

badly or the wrong wing set up* and the car 

suddenly undemeers horribly, while revving 

on the kerbside grass gets you going nowhere 

except round in circles. The cars have that 

integral feel of being real models in operation 

on the proper world circuits, 

The graphics are the only cue a driver gets 

- ignoring the high- pitched engine whine ~ 

and if they fail* the game itself is doomed. FI 

brings a mix of sprites and vector graphics to 

the track. The road and cars are constructed 

from polygons while the roadside objects, 

marshals and pit crew are all sprite based. In 

full detail mode the screen is full of informa- 

lion and peripheral Grand Prix graphics that 

give the game an air of authority. In lower 

delail settings, the heart of the race remains - 

track, signs and pit crew - but the roadside 

dressing is removed, 

Monaco, for example* is unmistakably 

when driving around in full-detail mode but 

the additional stress it puls on the machine 

causes a slight chug. If you remove the super¬ 

fluous stuff and then Fortttub / flies. The 

tracks remain the same* the competition is just 

as tough* but the racing is fast enough to get 

drivers leaning when their sim cars are pulling 

turns at high speed. 

Good sport 
As a true sports simulation* FI is like Jimmy 

White's Whirlwind Snooker in one key respect: 

namely that due to the skills it forces you to 

learn, a slow and inglorious start is assured. 

Fortunately Ft offers a bevy of * cheat like' 

tweaks to help drivers through the learning 

process and into pole position. Braking, gear 

changing, self-righting after spins* no damage* 

having the best line shown on the road and 

gear suggestion options are always only an lF‘ 

key-press away. But even when these are acti¬ 

vated and all you have lo do is point* the 

racing is still competitive* just far more 

Continued overleaf 
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SCREENPLAY 

134 

ihe stripped down, low detail, mode. Formula 

One is a lough one to beat. The three implicit 

aims neatly provide the extra impetus needed 

during the learning process of how to build 

and drive your car. It gives you ihe opportunity 

to explore and participate in a sport which 

most of us will only ever watch longingly. 

Now you can get oul there and prove that you 

could be ihe next Alain Prasi, Ayrton Senna or 

Olivier Grouillard {?). 

Trenton Webb ® 

Formula 1 Grand Prix 
MicroPros? ■ £30.99 

• A full Grand Fri\ season's worth in glorious 

vector polygons, 

• Highly dr tailed or highly fast take your pick! 

• Loads of options, masses of detail and 

vicious racing, 

• This is one for both techno race heads and 

speed junkies. 

• The new road race king. Formula l Grand 

Prix does the business. 

friendly. Taking a leaf from Indy 500*s book, 

crashes can be viewed and replayed from a 

multitude of angles, which helps soothe the 

initially rough ride. It's fun to watch the last 

20 seconds of motorised mayhem from differ¬ 

ent positions. From within the game replays 

have little real purpose, other than encouraging 

gratuitous destruction, but they do help you 

weather the novice storm. 

The ability range of opponents, the diffi¬ 

culty level, the performance of the different 

makes of car, the weather, set-ups and even 

the length of the race can be tailored to suit 

your present skill level and time limits. Not 

everybody wants to race for two hours solid, 

so the race can he cut down by either laps or 

time. Then, as you progress* these aids can 

gradually he dispensed with, allowing the 

frightening fragility of an Formula I car to 

dawn on both the driver and the game. 

The manual helps you ihrough those test¬ 

ing times when you try to get more out of the 

game. Well presented and dearly indexed, it 

offers a novice guide 10 a lap of Monza, a 

breakdown of all the tracks, set up tutorials 

and a trouble-shooting guide to what went 

wrong. It+s reassuring, furthering the feeling of 

the game's structural and coding integrity. 

Changes to the car or driving technique show □ 
difference and make the manual essential read¬ 

ing - even to the non-Amiga owner who wants 

to know more about modem motor racing. 

Long live the King! 
Indianapolis 500 w as king of the oval ring, but 

it has been dethroned by FL The chance to 

race on 16 different tracks - Indy only had the 

one - with the overall bigger prize of a 

Championship not just a single race victory 

draws you further into the game. In terms of 

tweaking your car both have much the same to 

offer, although FI is presented in a more 

friendly fashion. What really sets the two apart 

though is the polygon sprite mix achieved in 

FL Marshals and pit crew are actually visible, 

the grandstands are still specks of colour pre¬ 

tending to be folk, but the roadside objects - 

trees, houses, yachts etc - allow FI to stand 

proud. It doesn't run as fast as Indy in this 

mode but it's equally as pretty and as fast in 

Rucfng towards the 

i is 

I true FI 

fans lust have to try. 

before has thrown 
the car (main pic) 

out of sync so It's 

struggling to hoop 
Eta plan. (Inset) The 

attempt to remain 
untapped falls as the 

red-and-white car 

Six 'cheat' options are offered 

for learner drivers, to help 

them around the first few laps 

of their CP career. 

Auto brakes - Slow 

you down on bends. 

Auto gears - Chooses 

the right cogs. 

Spin - Sets cars the 

right way after spins. 

1*p damage - Crash as 

often as you please! 

Racing line - Displays 

White line on road. 

HBeit gear - Tells the 

best cogs for bend. 

are on offer and bow hard to 

push other drivers. Real 

drivers go for level five. 

Opponent ability setting - lias 

three settings even, graduated 

. Vou choose! 

Car info console - 

Tells speed, position 

and lap number. 

Detail level - Full, 

lower the faster. 

THIS PLACE IS THE PITS! 

Current Dear - Good gear use 

can make a car faster and bet¬ 

ter at holding the road. 

Suggested gear - Tells you the 

fastest gear for each section of 

the track. An essential extra! 

Pit stop light - Pull over 

whan It flashes for 

tyres/repairs etc. 

BURKES 
OH 
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Duck folks, hero 

comes an EMotet, 

Modern missile war- 

fare makes naval 

combat a swift and 

deadly encounter. 

You have to react 

and react the second 

that the missile 

warning, hits the 

screen or you'll get a 

one-way ticket down 

to visit Davy lone's 

Cloakroom - Or 

something like that! 

136 

Strike Fleet 
ship*. Luckily play¬ 

ing the US Navy - as 

opposed to the 

British - means 

you’ve still a got a 

silly range of ships 

to play with. Once 

you#ve stocked up 

charms. It's time to 

set sail and brave 

the cruel sea. 

Sea-faring simulations arc fast becoming 

as popular as those of the aerial variety: 

MicroProse’s excellent Silent Service II 

proved that you don't have io be able to pilot 

the most expensive aircraft in ihe world to 

enjoy a damned good sim. Now Electronic 

Arts have released Strike Fleet* which find 

surfaced on the C64 way back in 1987, 

The idea behind die game sounds simple 

enough - you take control of a fleet of naval 

vessels (this is including dcck-bomc heli¬ 

copters), and head into one of four different 

combat theatres - campaigns based around the 

real-life Falkland* and Gulf conflicts, as well 

as the now -redundant, due to idea of an attack 

by Soviet forces from the North Sea, or the 

North Atlantic. 

A life on the ocean wave 
Having selected which campaign to follow, the 

scene shifts to that of an Allied naval base, 

from which the player can choose ships, 

names and weaponry for the on-coming bat¬ 

tles, Then if s simply a case of deciding where 

to gu and steaming at full speed io face the 

foe. Once underway, however, things can get a 

bit dull {half the war is wasted waiting for 

things to happen!), so the game time can be 

accelerated to 128 times normal speed! 

Eventually, with much steaming and time 

acceleration, vessels appear and depending 

upon their allegiance, either sit there or aliempl 

to blow you out of the water! 

The opposition has ail manner of ships 

with which to shoot you away, but the real 

killers are helicopters, subs, and the dreaded 

Exoeel missile. Of course, you're not com¬ 

pletely helpless, with a variety of deck guns, 

depth charges, torpedoes, anti-missile missiles, 

and copters of your own, but it*® always a 

close run thing. 

Dh dury wnmi Well It 

wu ilka this 
C am mad o re. Dfw 

minute no Iceberg, 

the next H wh »n 

early hath! If you 

fall In Strike Fleet 

then the punishment 

Is severe demotion. 

Still it s better than 

swimming home! 

Av;i» 

Promo tior\ to rank 

COURT 
MARTIAL 

Steaming away from pert with high hopes of 

seafaring glory. What a sad sight, it's all 

bound to end In tears, waves and life Jacket! 

Radar can be used to seek out ships at a dis¬ 

tance. to discover which vessel is which {an 

early warning of battle readiness). With the 

radar on maximum long-range scan, enemy 

ships can be picked out and picked off. This is 

the essential spirit of modem naval com bar 

none of ihi* short-range cannon nonsense, now' 

the battle is won - if not fought - beyond 

visual range. This makes radar a tool no cap¬ 

tain can afford to ignore if they w ant to w in. 

Once a specific aim is achieved (such as 

the sinking of a particular vessel, or fleet), if® 

back to base for repairs, refus, commendations 

and a well-earned mug of cocoa. Failure will 

mean a swift and merciless demotion, to some¬ 

thing akin io captain of a garbage barge! 

Ship in a bottle 
Strike Fleer's main attraction lies in the fact 

that the novelty factor is still relatively high - 

the original CM version was good, but wasn't 

really atmospheric enough to keep would-be 

Reel Admirals stuck to their screens for long. 

With the Amiga's more flexible capabilities. 

Strike Fleet is still a tough game to get into, 

but the rewards are far greater. Although not 

graphically brilliant, wfaat is there performs the 

task more than satisfactorily, but a little more 

in the way of sampled sounds would have 

improved matters. 

One thing's for sure - Strike Fleet is 

tough, damned tough. Novices to this sort of 

sim will be lucky to survive five minutes in the 

water before having an Exocrt fly down their 

throats. Those who are a little more experi¬ 

enced in these matters will find this to be a 

solid, challenging game with endless possibili¬ 

ties. If simulations interest and experience you 

even only in the slightest, have a look at this 

one. because you'll soon be absolutely hooked. 

All ahead, flank speed... 

Robert Swan fZ? 

Strike Fleet 
Electronic Arts R £25-99 

6 Chunk) manual with toad* of information, 

• Hit tacking in the round department. 

• I he *ea* prtne a bit head for the newcomer 

to the genre. 

• Tough, challenging and highly absorbing. 

• Enough to make you wanl to join the aaty 

in HI, almost 1. 
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F~ ancy a beer? You can bet yourself a 

pirn that Hagar does. The beer swig- 

ging overweight drunkard is back and 

this time he’s in the form of a computer game 

character. Those familiar with Hagar will 

recognise him from the cartoon that appears in 

a daily rag, but for the unenlightened - you*rc 

obviously reading the quality press. 

Hagar is your typical lager lout He*s 

always in the dog’house* but for now he has 

the opportunity to change this depressing 

image to that of a person that is reliable and 

can get things done. Can he do it? Can a leop¬ 

ard change his spots? Thai’s up to you. 

Er indoors said 
Hdga, his dearly beloved wife, has decided to 

lest Hagar in what initially might seem an easy 

enough task. As everything does when you are 

Tim* for some 

Hagar speak: "Cof 
look at the flippers 

on ttietl"- With 

Hager's sword look' 

Ing a hit on the low 

lie could proba¬ 

bly do with a bit of 

beer power. 

SCREENPLAY 

Hagar The Horrible 
under the influence of alcohol (Not that we 

know - Ed} and she has challenged him to 

bring back various items of value strewn 

around a world of eight different levels - 

islands in this case. 

Hdga is a mean and mighty woman and 

unless she gets what she wants, it's chicken- 

feed and the garbage for Hagar. Travelling 

through each of the islands involves Hagar 

Mauls, how can ah* help you? 

jumping around what is basically a platform- 

orientated game* collecting various objects for 

different weapons, energy or* unforgettably of 

course: beer! Along with these you must also 

look out for the objects that Heiga has 

requested that you bring back home. And this 

is the tricky bit. 

The objects that you need are pretty valu¬ 

able* and so arc not easily obtainable* Like 

most platform games therc is an element of 

puzzling out required before the objects are 

obtainable. This involves doing certain things 

in a certain order, or buying the correct items 

that you will need from the shop. Shop? Yes 

there is a shop* where extra lives, energy and 

weapons can be bought, to supplement the 

sword that Hagar has as standard to fend off 

any enemies, of which there arc several - 

Hagar is not very popular in these parts! 

As well as a shop, there is of course, a pub 

(or Taveme as it is called in the game). 

Entering the pub allows you to spend the hard- 

earned money that you got by beating up your 

foes, and lets you buy yourself a beer. This 

isn’t as foolish as it might sound* because beer 

is Hagar's main source of energy. Without it* 

Hagar views tto* 

eight different 

tilimb wh*n h* has 

to fM tfca nhiUi 

items to tsk* back 

for Heiga. 

God knows where our hero would be. 

Alongside the extra weapons such as knives, 

spears* axes and fire-balls, you also have the 

customary smart-bomb, to really show the bad 

guys who's boss! But Hagar also has another 

trick up his sleeve: his super sword. Holding 

down the fire-button for a while gives vour 

sword that extra bit of thrust* 

Hagar * Just about 

form guard tail. 

Horribly decent 
There is not much that this game has over any 

other platform-style game. The graphics are 

nice, and the sound effects arc decent* though 

not spectacular* In fact apart from the ’famous' 

name licence* it’s an ordinary' run-of-the-mill 

game* It’s an easy game to play, with a simple 

plot and a straightforward path to travel along 

to get to the end of each level. There is nothing 

there that puis Hagar The Horrid above other 

games of this genre* 

Three disks and slow loading* even for 

those wmh three disk drives, and plenty of 

memory* show-s little thought of the game 

operation, much like the actual game play. It’s 

not a particularly had game, and if you do not 

already have a platform game (where have you 

H*w*‘*~go Hagar h** a go. H* never looked 

u good u till* in TH* Sun* 

been?)* you might find it a pretty amusing 

little jaunt - by all means give it a bash. 

Personally. I’d rather stick to Manic Miner, 

Now where’s that Spectrum of mine,,, 

Asam Ahmad O 

Hagar The Horrible 
Kingsoft £25.99 

• Nice scrolling graphics, with lots «f carfetMjf 
style colouring. 

• (rood music and decent sound effectt in the 

audio department. 

• Average gumrpluy, wilt) nothing special to 

look forward la, 

• l>odg> collision detection - you can kill an 

enemy from a distance. 

• Fun, but no other attraction apart from 

tf attar The Horrible himself. 
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SCREENPLAY 

A well'armed spy 

just can't be seen 

dead without bis 

Kevlar body armour, 

cum dinner jacket. 

Ad the kit on the 

left are offered to 

Spies who want to 

break into buildings 

beginning with the 

Otters Watergate 

Unfortunately only 

140 

five of the seven 

items can be carried 

so something is 

going to have to be 

left to chance. But 

then the unexpected 

)s what makes espi¬ 

onage exciting! 

Covert Action Io the world of espionage and counter¬ 

espionage. there is one name lhat is 

_synonymous with excellence, power. 

stealth and above all independence* That name 

is Remington. Max Remington. 

Max is not your average sort of under¬ 

cover agent. Max is a my Men. He once 

worked for the CIA* but was fed up with all 

the restrictions imposed on their operations. 

Max left to start up his ow n freelance deteciive 

work to get away from all the red tape and 

continue with an operation only Max could 

handle. Not much is known about Max and 

now. through an identity change, he is almost 

umraccahle - a legend. 

Welcome bock* ilkix. it looks W<c tlw bod 
9uys ore rvaxrrtrj for action and tlsc PrcsRIei* 
is worried* He_nsists the* you're the agent 
For this job* i liras seem to be heefcing up 
ai around the globe* 

Get the max 
Max is good, and like** to promote this aspect 

by only ever taking on assignments that are 

personally challenging This basically means 

lhat Max is a last resort tl ever there is a case 

of any major importance, that needs speed, 

deftness and a guarantee that *i will be solved 

- it will come to Max, It s this guarantee that 

makes him important to his contractors 

There is only one exception to Max's rule, 

and that is that any case personally requested 

by the President will see Max’s personal 

attention, no matter how large or small. Max's 

reputation has earned him respect and of 

course malice. Sometimes Max ss just too 

darned good... 

Your mission varies from a small starter 

mission of minor importance, on a local scale, 

to a massive and complex mission on a global 

scale, involving worldwide parties, requiring 

skills only Max. with all the new technology 

and raw thought power, is capable of, utilising 

them to solve the mammoth tasks that these 

missions entail. MaximiIlian, or Maxine - 

whichever you prefer, is trained in four funda¬ 

mental areas of espionage. 

Excinf me didn't you treed to be * powerful world leader? This suspi¬ 

cious looking chap con give you a heap of useful information about 

the suspicious goings on. eg the KGS, Mossad. Yachts in the Ocean.,, 

detectors to avoid encounters and generally 

take care of your well being. The use of 

machine-guns, grenades and other weapons is 

a must, and good skills in this area are vital. 

Two - Pursuit. Following suspects around 

is a major part of a spy's activ ities* and it is 

important that this lask is done as stealthily as 

possible. You must select for a good car bal¬ 

anced between, speed* manoeuvrability, and as 

inconspicuous a* possible, in order to keep up 

with any cars you might be following. 

Three - Cn pttvgraphy. This involves 

translating and deciphering coded messages 

intercepted from opposing organisations. 

This doesn't simply email convening these 

in every city a good 

agent has highly 

Informative con¬ 

tacts, As a beginner 

you'll have to rvty 

on breaking and 

entering* gossip and 

the tourist Informa¬ 

tion board. 

Car chases have been more interesting to 

watch* but never tougher. Intercept and then 

trail the suspect car through the streets. 

messages to u readable form, it also requires a 

great deal of thought to pick out hidden clues 

embedded within the message, invariably giv¬ 

ing pointers towards certain people or places. 

Finally - Electronics, This is where you 

have to he able to construct or modify elec¬ 

tronic circuits in car tracers, or to disable 

alarms. You also have to he able to tap phones 

without being caught and be able to link par¬ 

tially-connected circuits togeiher. Speed is of 

[he essence here, with guards all to ready to 

foil your attempts. 

Apart from having to go through these 

four major sections, all the way through the 

mission, there are a load of other incidental 

exercises, where a combination of all your 

skills in the four basic disciplines is required to 

complete all of the tasks. The game is a very 

deep and involved affair and employs a unique 

kind of gameplay suited to a style that a 

complex operation such as ihis would need in 

real life, with clues falling together in an 

almost random manner. 

With a multitude of scenarios and com¬ 

pelling gameplay. Covert Action is not a game 

you can easily put down once you have got 

into it. It’s also very easy to come back to with 

a save-game option to take you right back into 

the ihick of the action after a break. It's also a 

good idea to save your game frequently as you 

progress, so you can go back a hit, just in case 

you take a wrong step. The game doesn't run 

very fast, but this is mainly because you spend 

most of the time thinking about clues, and your 

next move. This is a game that can really make 

you think, and put you in a 0G7-type position* 

it beats the Living Daylights tun of a shoot- 

em-tip any day of the week. 

Asam Ahmad Cj> 

Covert Action 
IWicroProse ■ £29.99 

• Good colourful Eraphics* with pretty decent 

nniiiutiluji tu hum. 

The Four Commandments 
One - Combat. This involves the use of fire¬ 

power and general tactics to overcome guards 

and other live agents in various ways, such as 

setting traps or using tools such as motion 

79°/ 

• Not much on the suunri front* hut iihui there 

is moderate tnnu^h, 

• Excellent depth of giimeplav, requiring skill 

and deep thought* 

• Not easy in Eel in to at first, put persever¬ 

ance mips rewards* 

• A classic with hsling appeal. especially fur 

spy thriller fans* 



CADAVER 
•4mm 

ST-AG-PC 
QUEST & GLORY Compilation 

Hundreds of different rooms and locations ! 

A wide variety 

of available weapons ! 

An array of spells and 

mysterious magic potions. 

A new ke Age grips the world and, along with fellow 

pioneers* you live on the Midwinter Isle, the last 

habitable oasis on Earth ! 

A very real threat looms as 

MIDWINTER 
'SMIiii4MWiSnE4M 

© 1990 Mirror soft Ltd M Tin Bitmap Brothers, invaders attempt to seize your sanctuary. 

BAT 

Replaced by iron LORO 
imhc STveiskMi, 

* Be entranced by 

graphics, sound effects 

and an atmosphere that 

are out of this world ! 

•Over 1100different 
places. 

til989 Miemprose Software, 

UBI SOFT 
rnferfammen/ Software 

Saddlers House, 100 Reading Rd. 
Vatele, GU17 7RX Camberley.Surrey. 

( .1252-860-29$ > 

Screen shots for different formats may vary." 
Atari ST is a trademark of Atari Curpafiitiop. 
Arnica is a Ifwicmark. of Commodore Amiga. Inc. 
EBM is a trademark of International Business Machines. 

Role playing fantasy game, 

great interaction with 

environment. Argue, barter, 

- even lie through 

teeth ! 

© /9B9 Mirror toft Ltd. 

BLOODWYCH 
•mme 

© Uhi Soft © Computer *s Dream. 

© Ubi Soft 

Prove your birthright 

through numerous trials: 

archery* arm 

wrest ling and sword 

fighting in 3D 

IRON LORD 
•mum 

Attention 
As every Amiga A500 owner knows, to back-up software 
from one disk to another is not the easiest of things to do. 
Unless you have the right utility. 

The trouble is finding one for the right money. 

Well you just have. It's called 'Blit-a-copy'. 
'Blit-a-copy' is a software and hardware-based 
intelligent back-up system manufactured and 
distributed under license here in the UK by 
Media Direct. 

And, at just £34.95 inc VAT, it's being 
sold at a price that no-one can 
reproduce! 

Alternatively, purchase the Cumana 
CAX354 external drive together with 
Blit-a-copy for a combined price of 
£87.95 

Trade enquiries welcome. 

Please add £3.35 post and packing or £6.95 for 
a two day delivery service or £9.00 for a 24hour 
service. 
Media Direct Computer Supplies Limited does not condone or encourage the reproduction of copyrighted software. 

MEDIA 
DIRECT 

Medio Direct Computer Supplies Limited, 
Unit 3, Railway Enterprise Centre, 

Shelton New Road, 
Stoke-on-Trent ST4 7SH 

Tel: 0782 208228 
Fox: 0782 281506 
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In our competition we give you the choice 
_ i of which prize you'd like to win! It could be 
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number plate RED 911H! Or if you prefer 
you can take a £20,000 cash prize instead! 
It's an easy to competition to play, just pick 
the subject you like and dial the number! 
You’ve got 4 different ways you can win! 
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SCREENPLAY 2 

The ultimate games guide 
is back by popular 

demand! 

OVER lOO GAMES 
REVIEWED 
Wan! [o know the top games on the Amiga, both new 

and old? Find out here! 

180 PAGES OF TIPS 
The biggest col led ion of maps* solutions* cheats aini tips ever 

assembled in one place. 

MORE MAPS AND SOLUTIONS! 
Screen Play 2 features more full guides than ever before, with 12 

games mapped. 
jsss^r 

tor onty t# 

ALL THESE GAMES REVIEWED 
AND TIPPED: 
Archipelagos, Atomic Robokid Awesome, Back to the 
Future If and III, Car-Vup, Chip's Challenge, Chuck Rock, 

Crackdown, Drhrin Force, Dynamite Dux E-Motion, 

Empire Strikes Back, ESWAT, Ghostbusters ?. Ghosts n* 
Goblins, Gremlins 2, Hammerfist, Honor Zombies, The 

Immortal, Ivanhoe, Kid Gloves, Killing Game Show. LED 

Storm, Line of Fire Llamatron, Lotus Espnr Turbo 
Challenge, Manic Miner, Midnight Resistance, Monty 

Python s Flying Circus, Narc. Ninja Spirit, Nitro. 
Operation Thunderbolt, Predator 2. flobocop 2, Saint 
Dragon, SCI, Shadow Warriors. Skidz, Spherical Spy Who 

Loved Me, SWIV, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, Toki, 
Turrican, Turrican 2 Virus, Viz. Z-out 

Costing only £9.95 The ultimate guide 

to Amiga games has been succeeded by an heir. 

Maff Evans has spent months putting together a brand new 

collection of top tips, helpful hints and informative reviews. 

FULL SOLUTIONS FOR: 
Cruise for a Corpse, Dragons Lair II, Fantasy World 

Dizzy, Indiana Jones III Leisure Suit Larry, Maniac 
Mansion. Rick Dangerous 2, Rise of the Dragon. Search 

for the King, Secret of Monkey Island. Time Machine, 

Treasure Island Dizzy. Wonderland 

EXTENSIVE PLAYERS9 GUIDES : 
ArmounGeddon, Battle Command, Captive. Carrier 

Command, Deuteros. Dragons Breath, Eye of the 
Beholder Full Contact, Gods. Hero Quest, Indianapolis 
500, James Pond, Lemmings. Mean Streets, Pang, 
Prince of Persia, Speedbail 2, Spindiizy Worlds, 

Supercars 2. Warhead 

ORDER FORM 

I would like to order copy/copies of 

SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of £9.95 (+1,45 per copy P&PJ 

J would like to order_copy/copies of 

or SPECIAL LIMITED PERIOD OFFER 

both SCREENPLAY! and SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of El 7.40 (+1,45 per copy P&PJ 

Please send payment with this order form in a 

sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREENPLAY 2 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

Mo 4ump required rf posted in me U K. 

Ple«ne allow 26 days for defovery 

Name. 

Address 

_Post Code 

Telephone _ 

I enclose cheque/PO for E 

Please debit my AccessAfisa card:*«»«** jppropwti 

My card no. is__ 

Expiry date _ 

Signature. 

OR Phone our credit card hotline 0458 740! I 



118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL 
(10 m ■ 6pm 6 days * 6 lines} 

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 
(2733 Faxline after 6pm) 
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ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 
3DfcJ £6'90 Dagan Mrya £696 
itattrw __ £690 Dragon s^-n £.596 

£6 90 Fart*y WortrJ Dtuy .. £6 96 
ArMrod 'Amiga orty) .... .... 
Art II 

£4 90 GuWetH .... 

£690 Gft»uust«ll 
£696 
£6 96 

@64 £5 90 Hard Dnvin' . £690 
Btftti. 1690 Heal overHeN* £690 
Bwiwwi 1ST ertyf_... 
flarhM ll.. 

£590 Hach HAar't Gute lo Galaxy 
1699 Itcng Phcwy , 

£7 90 
£600 

Bamar Cn?*^ Ovh&v_ 16 99 Hosiags £690 
Bftten TH* Uwe £696 . £6 90 
Beach Vteey £696 t^pos^itie lAo*an n 

££ 90 Jvne Potei ...„ ..„. . 
£690 
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Cab* (Ampvty £696 MGtoves ... £690 
r*VnrM Gamat , , £696 Ufl Mf|4l1 £660 
Camar Cormand 
CenavtAlSa^t ... 
rVkinangrtrvn 

£996 Lomaard RAC Raiy_ 
£6 96 UkhaN Juddon Ucmttkv 
£6 96 New Zealand Story. ... 
£7 90 M*o CAntga erty) 

£699 
£699 

£690 
OotoasmOw) £7 90 

£630 f/waiwilf*ravria 11UI ,,, £696 Norfi 6 ScuW __ 
Crazy Can 16 90 Out Rtn.. £690 
Drtnter & ti* Crewn — £790 OdwNt W-3* 1696 
nWolt*Farfi £690 Passing 9mj[ .,... £706 
DNui* Strip Pc* er £690 Ratoon .. £609 
DouBtOtyn £690 Predacr..... £609 

Red HeN . . £690 
Resdulon 101. 
Road Blatter _ . 
Rocket Range*. 
R Type __ 

__ 1690 

....... £699 
.use 

..£698 
Run The Gaunt* 
5 D1. 

_£696 
£600 

Shadow ol the Beatt (Amga) £696 
German M4 £690 

9uNaPuteCNB _ -1690 
Speedbal __ 1710 

s __S69S 

_1699 
Super Harg^i _ ■ IS 99 
SwrttttfllKle „..IS 99 
Teenafle Muiam Ttrtes 16.99 

ThunteittnM_1696 
ToobrT --£699 
TV3ta*Fo0itel„...1799 
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Wutel ....„......I699 

WCleedertasrd ..  1699 
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ZtallAmCAMlrt .£699 

TOP TITLES 
Han Meg Upgrade * 
t Meg&tdiN .. 
30Con#tvOon W 
*C Souls fkamg „ 
686 Sub Attach. 
AtOTan* K nsr 
AcKrt Stations.. 

ADS. 
Agony 
Aur Support 
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Oocfc 
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Amos CampNr 
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Same Command-- 
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9g Rir 
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ST 
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HA £1298 

£2999 £3699 
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£1599 11599 
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N.'A £1990 
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HA 11699 
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£16.90 £16 90 
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£T690 £1690 
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£2090 12090 

TOP TITLES 
Cote N*ne w* 9*d 
CCftOFl __ 
G£W*___ 
CdnfritieCrwfWHr .... 
CdfpjPtn 
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tetangr *han*Sounh 
j*iviiyWhfe'*Wh*iwnd 
Juten Uatwteue — 
Ac* Ofllfl Meg)_ 
lU* OHM (5 Meg).. 
Kid Ofl WifT*ng Tatics 
Kjftng Game Snow_ 
ftngt Oust V ___ 
»^1 Mart'....___ 

Kngndto&V_ 
Last ^ I II __ 

LnnSji Larry If.. 

Lffnrwgt - DdaM 
LteSDeefi__ 
LC^CM__ 
LOU*-- 
LrtOMW*ngi _ 
um .. 
umsEsprt —.—_ 
LAs Tufts &iatenge ll 
Ml Tar* Ratoon __ 
M«f Prdesstf Monarty * 
Ma^: Garten 
Ma^c Podets ... 

MagneecSffte ——^ 
LHJ E*Ote ___ 

WC __ 
V OftA unrtee Fooabri 
Mega L&Marva__ 
Megan»tfnr l.. 
Megai«vei-- 

Merdunt Cotony_... 
Meres __-. 
MfiatMasm_ 

Mffotrae Gci- 
tengrt fiflKtaxe 

l*S:20MohfTi ___ 
Mg 29M Super Mcrum 
MgN {# Mage H_ 
M«nm Racers 

Martey hMid .... 
MartA aiand 1. 
Mfter. 

6690 E£90 
HA 11090 

£1699 11690 
£1990 £1990 
£16 99 616 90 
11596 £1590 

Wk £1390 

£0 90 £999 
£1590 £1590 

£2699 62690 
£1690 £1690 
£2390 62390 
£1690 £1690 
1)699 £1690 
£25 90 £25 90 

£1590 £1590 
£9 90 £999 

£2090 £2090 
£1690 £1690 

H A £1099 
HA 120 99 

11490 £1490 
£1590 61590 
11690 61690 
£1990 11090 
£1590 £1590 
£1690 11699 
HS90 11590 
£1990 £1999 
H590 £1598 
£1999 £1996 
£1990 I1B90 
£2090 £2090 
£209012090 
£1699 11690 
£2090 120 90 
£1699 11690 
£1690 11690 
£1699 £1690 
12399 £2390 
£1499 114 90 
£2399 £2390 

£213012190 
£2599 £25 99 

HA £1990 
115 99 £1590 
£219012190 
£1590 11590 
£1690 11690 
£1690 11690 

■n £1499 £1490 
Navy SetN ..... 
NetuUl ... 
Nevwmteig Story ii_ 

£1418 11400 
£1598 £1590 
£1698 £1690 

NigraywH .. £1690 £1690 
Hntt Rarikx..... 
OperaHn StaBtr 
Qpwteon THttterboi . 
Quite EifOte. 
Pang . 

£1490 £14 99 
£1690 £1699 
£14 90 £14 90 
£1500 11690 
£14 98 £14 99 

Pptu lUO lffliiig. 
Paparboyti ... 
PtgAfcJl .. 
PGAGoftTour 
Pirt/rw .... 

£169011690 
£169011690 
£1600 11698 

H'A £1690 
£1090 £1699 

PioAng . ^ .. 
PteuMF-Sm Crty 
PofLfcui a.. 

£14 00 £14 00 

£21 90 £21 00 
£20 99 £26 90 

Powerhouse . 
Pmdafcrl.._... 

£1999 £16 98 
H590 £1590 

PP Hannwr.. 
PmhtVt* 

£1690 11090 
£1690 £1699 

Pro Ftgrt. 
ProTemsTourH__ 
PmcedParM _ 
Puar*c 

£3090 £3090 
£16901)690 
£1590 11590 
£14 90 114 90 
£2< 99 £24 90 
£1490 £1400 

£2090 £2099 
£2091 £20 90 
£2399 £2399 
£14 98 £14 99 
£169011690 
£1698 £1698 
£1590 £1590 
£690 £690 

£1490 £1499 

RadrtedTyooon —_ 
Ranto* Hiandi ....., 
RB I 2Ba»etj* ___ 
Reatma _ 

Red Bargn ... 
Runagate (CteH»H<ts) 
ftek Dang van ll_ 
Roun Hood .. 
Rotate —___ 
Rohooop __ 
Rotooopl __ 
ROtatiON -T._,r,TM £1590 £1599 
Red Lite. 
Ri*tn- Romy .. 
fl-Type 11 .. 

£1699 £1699 
£1590 £1599 
£1690 £1690 

Rugby WoteCup 
Sar*on .. , 
S«ntoft»5Frtreiu» 
SKTNWMponUMb 

Dancer 
re Beettl _ 

Soreeror. 
diataw Warner .._. 
^njnsetif Sen . 

£1590 £1598 
£1190 £1198 
£21 90 £2198 
£1990 £1998 
£1690 11690 

£1599 11290 
11990 11990 
£14901)490 
£2999 £2999 

Sitei Se^oe 0. 
Sm Etfti ..... 

£2399 12390 
£1690 H690 

SencBtins iS Meg) _ 
&mo*ons fl Meg)__ 
Stow On,__ 

£1590 11590 
11590 U590 
£1690 £ 690 

SnattTV H590 P590 

TOP TITLES ST 
Space 1S00 _    £2099 £2090 
Ste«Gm.£1599 11590 
Space OuflrtW .... £2699 62699 
SgeadtolH  .^.£1590 11590 
Spru e* BcsHwf.£20,99 £2099 
Spot™.£1699 11699 
SU/Confrd . WA £17 96 
Star!r*V.....   11699 £1699 
Slaughter (I 
Sbatego 
Sinter ii. 
Supapa 

WA £16 99 
11790 £17 99 
£1599 £15 90 

£1699 £16 » 
£15 90 £15 90 
116 99 £16 90 
£20 90 £20 » 

Super Can n- 
Super Monaco GP 
Super Space taaden 
Supwtecy..£20,90 £20.90 
Susocwus Cargo £1690 £16,90 
Swap.....  £16.90 £16 » 
SwlchBade lt.£15 90 £1590 
SWIV_........_...£15 90 £1590 
T@am SuziJq_£15.90 11590 
Terrwsof N.£15,90 115 90 
Test Dhrt HI ...£15.99 £1590 
ThprFiteSl Hour..£10.99 £1999 
Thpf Fueel Msiion.  £10.99 H099 
Thuntertiawk AH-73M .... £21.90 £21 99 
Thjnter Jaw 
Tip Oil ___ 
Tota . 
Ton* tie Warn or 
ToURecd .. 
Tcunanwl God 

£1699 H690 
£1690 11690 
£1490 £1490 
£1590 £15 99 
£14.90 £14 98 
£1690 £1690 

Tumcan ll...  £15.00 £15.98 
TV Spote Baaetel „ ha £21,98 
Unma Martin Drwnt .. £20.99 £20.99 
UHma V ..£1098 £1998 
UHmaVI _ £2098 £2090 

U«imaien*te .„,£10M £1096 
Ul^n ..  12390 £2390 
Under Prewurt ..£i 7 90 £17 90 
Unfte*.  £1690 £1690 
UN Squads ..  £i590 £1590 
Untoudaltet ..  £14.96 £14.90 
USSJcte Young .£1690 £1690 

mm .£2090 £2098 
Venteha..  11690 £1690 
Vengeance of ExoafclM - H A £2190 
Verted ..  £2090 £2090 
Wtfodfie Avenger 11490 £14 90 
War Zone_H5 90 £1599 
WNle Death (1 Meg) ..£1990 11990 
WfcJWhe*).£14,96 £1490 
WrtgCOfflnwderll .£19.90 11999 
WiiKid .....,. £15.90 £1590 
Wctfpad __  £1990 11990 

Wondffird £1090 £1990 
W WF.... —--... £1590 ll 590 
ifW*.. £1690 11690 

WHEELS OF FIRE ptey £13J» 

Htrt Pvn‘. Crt-u HQ, Pavenm^oo CXr.- 

EDmONO*« Crtr[15» 

near 

H1HJA COLLECTION OfijtnM 

P t>»jy S-ttm erw D Hr* 
VVITUAL WORLDS only 120.99 

leaf to sm Cm * Hfcjy, 1m 
IBNO GAMES only £1498 

Waffle. jTQ Onn**: n EuftPi 

BOARD GENIUS AMIGA only II7 J« 
CUM Morwoly. D«Ui SOW*. Ofc®. Mm'r 

rdH-y 

QUEST FOR ADVEHTUR£ Eniyl23J9 
(kvi'cr Siwn Mr» i urme 

Afl C0U6AT ACES orty H6J9 

^*c<r ere tyww 

HOaTWOOD COLLECTION only 116.99 

Hd»Cv t. ten Jim. 
hT»rr^u»4 

RST OFFURY only 116.90 
□y^x^'x Du, Sn-Nfr, M wvtwi. 

OtMtM prao^e 

HEROES ST £1399 Amiga 11599 

6r5rr l Keemg ar. Sir Win 

H UKtHM 

falcon classjc collectton 

ST £21J6 AA0GA I24J0 
Few, »*w Om reuiur Jws 

SUPER HEROES erty Ii? Jl 
se n>n jctw im i me 

Sdi ov*< t» 

(3U»©STAId3«irty £17J9 
0*ui Sndw Soexv. Ninw Tar. 

MMpWlaeneit *nfl Cenwwu Ocu* 

VKTUAL REALITV 1 only £21M 

Mem°cwr Cam* Ccnrna, smc* Raw. 

S r# ot * n Soaar Oasenpv 

SUPER SH PACK only £21JS 

yn3Dt#v%tCrtfvCart A 
M'ytO vie H'taj,p* Rirpm 

THE WMNMG TEAN vFyUlJi 

tmw nr- flew? IMen m,H. iC*t 

Vittiw Cpvtt# 

RJONT OOWUND onry H2J9 

b “Vja Sr-i H«:t 

LeKwe^S^Faa^&TChMi 

FUlL BLAST only £17J§ 

Ch<Ag» m He* Dryvwi. r Parar l 
H 7. Cr r C«nmena herrive dw 

POWER PACA onty £14.96 
Kernf* l. TV Sport* Hnbix. &ooorych md 

Li^HrtR>*y 

PRO SPORTS CHALLENGE 
AIBGA only £1290 

Cycw, ftiwrteir u6A eo utt u&ww 

HM( an Jim ikKLt Hew teurtii ifM 

Big BOlar>py!l589 

OlpUf hod, T a TfrfiittifSjifift 
T iwp 9mm, IAMAa, HxtM Sat-Deyt. 
tw tag Jvnrg JHfetm Mn Haat/m 

lESTDWVEi COLLECTION 

AIBGA tety£2C» 

OOU&LE DOUBLE BILL 
AIBGA only £2190 

T* Sprsfen*. LraNtw 
U Scura tmnnw Wrtg* 

ADOCTED TO FUN RAINBOW 
COLLECTION ooty £13.91 

Nf* Jier'e doy, Loei Boon* 

M4AGMUM4 orfyllEJB 
AleUumfr. Dnpt Piggn, QbiW 

OtALLBtGER S only 117 J9 
Ad Oe, Supv St, f=gn»r tenor, 

Grmi fan ind Rmw 

Please make cheques and P,0;s payaWe to Eagle Software 

TMTadylUJi 

ttoetevr.AP* UrtertToetm 

mm Dry Smm_ 
PAP is£l.W per order in the UK. Orders 

POWER UPrtify 11MB 

Am Bur R*neo> Hmm. X Out. 
OimhO. l.*tr 

AIR1LAWD,SEA only £2399 

FA11 Hivcw. «tt aim* hflr M0 

under £10 please add 50p per item. Europe: add £3.50 per nem. Elsewhere add £4.50 per item. If tie tile 
you want is not listed please phone fcrpnces. Free catalogue now available ■ plea $e phone or Itcfc bo*. 

Member No: ___ Computer:_ 
Title_ 

Name: 

Address: 

Mail Order only 

Date 
Price 

□ - 
r i ivv 

Price Postcode: Tel: 

Price Card No: 

Price Exp Date 

P&P 

Total 
Access | | Visa 0 Cheque Q] P.O's Q 

PropfXftort; £ S P <te Lacey 



DECEMBER ISSUE 
OUT NOW! 

And even - even! - better, the double-disk January issue will be hitting the 
streets on Thursday 19th December. Order yours now! 

WVCAICD' I 
the new I 

■ AMIGA 
The great I 

__ things it 
&—as Sfn do ^and I 
^ i the Odd ones I 

't cant...) | 

)F AMfGA FORMAT, A 

BRitMW,Sir '‘0,n“°P 

"p!or grabs! 

FROM THE makers 

MAGAZINE 
ATTITUD 

FOOORRRe; 
MicroProse d0 a 
9°it game, and ■*> 
(yes!) it's a **4$®*'* 
stunner! J*L 

Want 

Stuff 
must 
have! 

/U/U®A **OWER DISK 

want to know 
then? then 

Your 
guarantee 
of value 

decembeh is 



FOUR GREAT GAMES!! 
ONE BIG VALUE PACK!! 
AVAILABLE FOR: COMMODORE AMIGA, ATARI 
ST, IBM PC & COMPATIBLES*, COMMODORE 64, 

AMSTRAD CPC AND SPECTRUM. 
' IBM PC VERSION INCLUDE THE FOUOWING GREAT GAMES: RICK OFF 2. 

MICROPROSE SOCCER, WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER.’1* 
* 1991 Vju (hlnpim lid 
All AifHn Introd 

"World CPvtfnptarnJh«p keep " ind 

Eft Iffdenurit oi Vf4 
IntrFprwcA Eld., Lupin 

Thi |Kf« hutbtm wuAUiClurpd 

bcffiff FfOff Vfl Eiapfprrwr 

TERMINAL SOLUTIONS 

v 0524 848686 
tV I 5 7^ 28 GREAT JOHN STREET 
^ LANCASTER 

7*r 7*f LANCS. IAl 1UH 

PACK 1 £359 

Amiga 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS with:- 
The Simpsons, Captain Planet, Lemmings & Deluxe Paint 3 

PACK 2 £399 

Amiga 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS - All of PACK 1 ulus 

GUNSHIP ULTIMATE GOLF GAZZA 2 
SWIV TOYOTA CELICA TEST DRIVE 2 
AND.A COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK!!!! 

STAR PRINTERS Inc. PRINTER LEAD 

STAR LC20.£149 LC24-10.£214 

LC24-200.£249 LC200.£214 

STAR LC24-200 COLOUR......£289 

JO ORDER 
SENO CHEQUES WITH DELIVERY 

ADDRESS & Tel, No, 
FOR CREDIT CARDS JUST PHONE 

PRICES inc. CARRIAGE & VAT. NO EXTRAS 

Why buy an ordinary sound sampler 

- when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR 
THE AMIGA + AUDIO LEADS 

+ SONG SEQUENCER 
it MIDI SEQUENCER 
* VARIABLE DIGITAL DELW 
* 1 rA RIABLE Cl T BUFFER 
it EVIL MULTITASKING 
* 57 RECORDED SAMPLES 
it SAMPLE LIBRARY 

BROCHURE 

* STATE OF THE AFT TRUE STEREO CARTRIDGE 
* OXER KM) INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS 
* SIMPLE 70 t 'SE Tl TORIAL AND (SER Gt IDF. 

* STUNNING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCLUDE -Echo - Reverb - Hal! - 

l oice Synthesis - Phaser ami \ ihmto. 

* EXTENSIVE EDITING AND LOOPING FACILITIES 

DIMENSION! 

SOFTWARE UPGRADE 
AVAILABLE TO EXISTING A 

USERS FOR ONLY _ 

£6.00 +£1, (HI P&P 

BROOKLANDS HOUSE 
BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 
GWENT NP5 2AA 
0291-690933/690901 

£39.99 
+ £1.50 POST AND PACKING EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4-6 THE STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE 

CENTRE, BASILDON, ESSEX SS1S 6D) TEL: 0268 S41212 FAX: 0268 54112S 



SPOUTRO 

Bringing this seasonal issue of Screenplay to a close are enough end-of-year charts to 

make Bruno Brookes and Mike Read look decidedly intelligent... 

Spoutrolll 
A 

CifiiH an aft*** nvl«Wf(t using shorthand utchpbrawt. THff'n 

fin* if you know what they mean but if you don't, read on. 

1 Parallax - A vkual effect used to create an Image of depth. Ta 

supplement the foreground where the game's action takes 

place, a laycr(s) of background is displayed behind. As the fore¬ 

ground scrolls (qv| the background la scrolled in the same 

direction but proportionally faster to enhance the illusion. 

2 Scroll - This Is the way the foreground is physically moved in 

response to your directional commands. The scrolling Is usu¬ 

ally initiated by the movement of your sprite (qv), which stays 

stationary as the screen moves. The smoother the scroll the better 

the Illusion of movement. 

^ Player interface - How you tell the game exactly what you 

& want It to do- The player Interfaces with the game via a joy¬ 

stick. mouse or keyboard, A good Interface - regardless of the 

control system - allows fast, accurate control and permits players 

to access all the games functions with the minimum hassle- 

4 Sprite - most moving objects/characters In computer games 

are sprites. These are a separate series of animation frames 

that are pasted^ on top of the foreground. Either the players 

actions or the game's program dictate which of the sprite's 

frames of animation need to be shown neat. 

5 Collision detection - The sprites you control are all sur¬ 

rounded by an invisible boa. If a bullet/weapon/background 

passes Into this boa a 'collision' is detected and the relevant ani¬ 

mation for a hit Is displayed. If the collision detection Is bad you 

may be killed unfairly, by bullets that ctearty missed etc. 

6 Frame rate - The number of times per second the screen dis¬ 

play Is actually changed. The human eye Is deceived by rates 

In excess of 12 frames per second, so games that exceed this 

appear to flow smoothly. The complex maths Involved in ID flight 

simulations means that they can fall below this and look jerky. 

\ Vector graphics - To accurately 

space on a computer Is to use only 

object can be described by Its com 

describe are three dimensional polygons. 

a three dimensional 

geometric shapes. Any 

hln this space. The 

t muttl-slded shapes they 

The objects in these 

are made of flat panels. 

8 RPC - Role playing gj 

Dragons In the late 70s. The character description offers spe¬ 

cial abilities and limitations which must be observed during play. 

The more accurately a character description Is adhered to by the 

player the better. RPC also stands for Rocket Propelled Grenade 

which 

em-up - A suffix that describes games with one primary 

must be killed, fighting 

games leap-em-ups, 

agement simulations 

are prone to abuse for 

games become beat-em-op*. platform 

games score-em-ups and football mai 

these-are-so-boring-em-ups- These 

the sake of a cheap punjem-up?). 

A Port - Due to the prohibitive cost of game development. 

J V core parts of games programs are often 'ported' from one 

format to another, eg ST-to-Amiga, PC-to-Amiga, Spectrum-to 

Amiga {?). These 'multi-format' programs cannot utilise machine- 

specific hardware unless they are heavily reworked, and so often 

fail to get the best from the Amiga, Port Is also a fortified wine 

consumed after dinner parties. 

Populous, the first god game ever, it's as good (god) as ever and only costs a tenner! 

Populous 
Electronic Arts/Star Performer £t0.99 

God this game is good. Or should that be this is a good god game? Regardless of the order, all the 

above apply to Populous in a severe way. This is title that shook the world and introduced the 

concept of god games. The first aren't always the best, hut Populous was a title ihaf s only 

recently been beaten by the likes of Mega-Io-Mania, Utopia and Populous Now it's mil for a 

tenner, is it worth it? Yes. In Populous you fight head-to-head against an enemy god in a popular¬ 

ity contest. The aim is to win over the population of an island by Levelling the land* creating 

leaders for them and destroying their foes. The enemy god docs the same and the resulting power 

struggle is a rivetting test of tactics. 

The relative popularity of both gods is what limits their power. The more people you've pro¬ 

tected the more powerful godly weapons are at your disposal. Potent gods can cause earthquakes* 

Hood landscapes and send iheir entire populations into battle. The effects look a liule dated, espe¬ 

cially when you've seen Populous 2 (Page RO) and the speed leaves a little to be desired 

Regardless of this though the game design itself is solid and as much fun as the day it was 

released. If you fancy a god game but don’t warn to risk a full pricer, check out Populous. 

Stunt Car Racer 
Kixx £7.99 

Screaming around a rollercoaster track 

in a souped-up dune buggy trying to 

slay on the track and ahead of a com¬ 

petitor's car. Stunt Cor Racer brings a 

brand new twist to racing, with its 

insane tracks and an addictive edge. 

The game puis you at the bottom 
of a four League Ladder and ihe aim is to 

race your way to the top. 16 stupidly 

wonderful tracks take you leaping vast 

chasms and up ridiculous hills The stand alone game pern ides brilliant racing entertainment, hut 

it is multiplayer mode where it really becomes a lour de force. Using a null modem lead to link 

two machines, two players can compete directly against each other* The dirty tricks this encour¬ 

ages and the sheer thrill of playing in somebody else’s space is the nearest you can come to 

Virtual Reality w ithout putting a silly hat on. 

lew Hying un! Vug, Stunt Car Racer Is back* 
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SPOUTRO 

Right hoys we're 

the Seventh Cavalry 

end we've arranged 

to be massacred at 

11 O' clock, So I 

want nke tight 

formations to make 

us an easier target 

for those Indian 

folk. Fort Apache 

lets you recreate 

American history 

anyway you see fit. 

Titanic Blinky 
Zeppelin Platinum £7.99 

Fort Apache 
Impressions £25.99 

You have to guide Blink) in a-seek-and-collect romp across the Titanic, which is 

being used by a megalomaniac to terrorise the world. Not much originality in the 

plot and gamcplay there, hut Titanic Blinky is cute and colourful with a few nice 

Wild Wheels 
Ocean £25,99 

Just when you thought all the permutations of football had been covered, along 

comes Wild Wheels. The game is a 3D fooly game played between teams of cars. 

The idea is pretty original and the presentation is rather neat, but Wild Wheels lacks 

one vital element: gamcplay. The challenge is minimal to say the least, meaning that 

the game is fated to live out ils days in the recesses of the software cupboard. 

Baby Jo has An ultra 

cute edge which if 

supported by 

masses of baby I Ike 

aniiifs. The game's 

hard to control 

though, and the 

scroll's a bit jerky, 

but If you really 

want a baby game... 

Baby Jo in Going Home 
Loriciel £25.99 

Cute platform games seem to be in at the moment, with many releases crowding the 

shelves. This one tries to be cuter than most by putting you in control of a liefcte 

baby (aahj. Although the appearance is very sweet, w ith some amusing animation, 

the control method and overall game feel is sadly lacking. Proof that you can't get by 

with cutesy graphics alone! 

Not Fort Apache the Bronx, but Texas. Impressions once again bring cute graphics 

to the strategy scene, hi the same vein as Charge of the Light Brigade - but using a 

more refuted interface - Fort Apache takes you into battle with American Indians in 

the late 1800s. Played on a day-by -day basis it runs through a never-ending stream 

of ‘random- events that have to be eoniamed/killed. Diverting, but hardly rivciting it 

is a commendable war-game with a different feel. 

5 Corner 

Air, Land and Sea 
Electronic Arts £34,99 

tndianapotis 500, FA-18 interceptor and 688 Attack Suh are 

brought together in this excellent sims pack, huh 500 was top of 

the 3D racing tree until MicroProse Formula One popped up this 

month It's a stunningly fast, real-time simulation of the great 

American car bash, FA-18 is still one of the best flight sims 

around while ft8R Attack Suh received 8b per cent back in Af 10. It 

The classic car racer 

Indy 500 makes Its 

compilation d«but 

at pole position in 

thf pack. 

looks a litile pricey at £35 hut all three have real staying power. 

The Dizzy Collection 
Codemasters £12.99 

Code masters best-selling Egg hero hits back with this five pack 

extravaganza. Treasure Island. Mugicland and Fantasy World 

Dizzy are primitive but jolly arcade adventures. Fast Food is a Pac 

Man clone with burgers instead of points pills and the best of the 

bunch: Kwik Snacks Dizzv is a platform challenge with some neat 

moments. None of them will change the way the games are writ¬ 

ten. but at all exhibit smart touches and gamcplay flourishes. 



Look out • he's ba<k! 

Copyright 1991 Tengen Inc. 
Paperboy 2 h o Irodemork of Tengen Inc. 
Ml rights reserved 

No window is safe. No fence is too 

high. The paperboy is determined 

to deliver the paper to his 

subscribers any way he con. 

Tossing papers left and right, riding 

in three directions, jumping 

anything, this free-wheeling carrier 

visits more neighbourhoods and 

houses, faces more targets and 

obstacles, in more vivid colours 

than ever before. 

Plus, rad stunt riding and BMX 

tracks in bonus rounds. Choose to 

ride as either Paperboy or 

Papergirl too! 

For your local dealer, contacl Mind scape International Ltd, The Coach House, Hooklonds EstQle, Scoynes Hill, Wes) Sussex RH17 7NG. Tel: 0444 831 761 



When 

sport gets serious... 

At MicroProse we’re serious about sport. 
Because we know you are. 

But it’s only a game. 

Try to remember that when you’re playing our 
simulations 

SIMULA no N • SOftWAOE 

MicroProse Lid. Unit ], Hampton Road Industrial Estate. Tetbury, Clos. GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326 



The Amiga Format 1991 Full Price Chart 
This is compiled from the monthly Gallup charts and shows how the games of the year 

stacked up against each other. It measures both the time that was spent in the Top 30 and 

the positions achieved. How did Lemmings stack up against the Turtles? What was the most 

popular game of 1991? How did your personal fave do in this end-of-the-year report? Read 

on - and pay attention, well be asking questions later! 
Position Title Months Highest Score Position Title Months Highest Score 

in chart position in chart position 

1 PGA Tour Golf 
Electronic Arts 8 2 FG90% 

2 Eye of the Beholder 

US Gold 7 1 FG92% 

3 Lemmings 
Pysgnosis 9 1 FG92% 

4 Monkey Island 
US Gold 7 2 FG92% 

5 F-19 Stealth Fighter 

MicroProse 8 2 FG91 % 

6 Kick Off 2 
Anco 9 3 FG94% 

7 Speedball 2 

Image Works 2 FG94% 

8 Armour-Geddon 

Psy gnosis 6 1 85% 

9 Manchester United Europe 

Krisalis 5 1 80% 

10 Gods 

Renegade 5 2 FG90% 

11 Powermonger 

Electronic Arts 6 1 FG94% 

12 Hero Quest 
Gremlin 5 5 85% 

13 F15 II 

MicroProse 4 1 FG90% 

14 SWIV 
Storm 4 2 FG92% 

IS Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker 
Virgin 3 1 FG91 % 

16 Roboeop 2 

Ocean 3 3 80% 

17 Lotus Turbo Challenge 
Gremlin 6 2 89% 

18 Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles 

Image Works 6 2 35% 

19 Turrican 2 
Rainbow Arts 3 3 80% 

20 Cruise for a Corpse 

US Gold 3 3 FG90% 

21 Indianapolis 500 

Electronic Arts 2 8 FG92% 

22 Panza Kick Boxing 

US Gold 5 9 69% 

23 Thunder hawk 
Core Design 3 2 FG90% 

24 Silent Service II 

MicroProse 3 2 82% 

2S Life and Death 

Mmdscape 5 11 70% 

26 Ml Tank Platoon 
MicroProse 5 11 71% 

27 Chuck Rock 
Core Design 3 3 80% 

28 Switchblade 2 
GremNn 3 9 70% 

29 Toyota Ceiica Rally 
Ocean 3 6 70% 

30 SCI 
Ocean 2 3 76% 

31 Terminator 2 
Ocean 2 3 60% 

32 Magic Pockets 
Renegade 2 4 85% 

33 Kick Off - Winning Tactics 
Anco 2 3 72% , 1 

34 A-IO Tank Killer 
Sierra 3 7 

1 

75% J 
35 Toki 

Ocean 4 10 

1 

78% j 

36 Gremlins 2 

Elite 3 9 

1 

79% ' s 
37 Supercars 2 

Gremlin 3 6 

\ 

80% ] 3 
38 Viz 1 § 

Virgin 3 6 70% | s 

39 Railroad Tycoon 

MicroProse 3 11 FG92% 

40 Marc 
Ocean 2 10 63% 

151 

41 Supremacy 
Virgin 2 4 FG90% ' IN 

42 Megatraveller 
Empire 3 14 70% ' 

O 
Os 

43 Captive 

Mindscape 1 14 FG91 % 
> 

44 Golden Axe 
Virgin 3 10 80% § 

45 UIWS II 
MicroProse 2 28 77% 

46 Rugby - The World Cup 
Dorn ark 2 6 82% 

47 Utopia 
Gremlin 2 8 84% 

48 Total Recall 
Ocean 2 12 77% 

49 Elf 
Ocean 2 10 85% 

SO Last Minja 3 
System 3 2 10 81% 

The Top Ten Games of the Year 
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SPOUTRO 

J THE AMIGA 
FULL PRICE CHART 

1(-> New Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 
Gremlin £25,99 89% 

2(-) New Alien Breed 

Team 17 £25 99 74% 

3(-> New Mega4o«Mania 

Image Works £30 99 FG% 

*(«) A Final Fight 

US Gold £25.99 60% 

S(1) ▼ Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker 

Virgin £29 99 F G 91 % 

6(22) A Rugby - The World Cup 

Domark £2499 82% 

7<*) ▼ Magic Pockets 

Renegade £25.99 85% 

8(3) ▼ Terminator 2 

Ocean £25,99 60% 

»(7) ▼ PCA Tour Coif 

Electronic Arts £25 99 FG90% 

10(2) ▼ Silent Service 2 

MicroProse £34.99 32% 

11(8) ▼ Utopia 

Gremlin £29.99 84% 

MM New Out Run Europa 

US Gold £25,99 78% 

13(5) ▼ Cruise for a Corpse 

US Gold £25 99 FG90% 

14(9) ▼ Manchester United Europe 

Krisaiis £25 99 80% 

15(11) ▼ Monkey island 

US Gold £29 99 FG9t% 

16(15) T Rainbow Collection 

Ocean £19.99 Comp 

17(12) ▼ Thunderhavuk 

Core Design £30.99 £G90% 

18(-) New 40 Sports Boxing 

M mdse ape £25.99 79% 

19(17) * Eye of the Beholder 

US Gold £3099 FG91% 

20(10) ▼ Last Ninja 3 

System 3 £2599 81% 

21(0 Now Board Genius 

Beau Jolly £29 99 Comp 

22(25) * Kick Off 2 

Anco £25,99 FG94% 

23(16) ▼ Lemmings 

Pysgnosis £25,55 FG92% 

2*M New Super Space Invaders 

Domark £24.99 82% 

2S{.) New Final Blow 

Storm £25.99 42% 

26(-) New Shadow Sorceror 

US Gold £27.99 74% 

27{-> Nomi Strike Fleet 

Electronic Arts £25 99 80% 

28(18) * F-15 Strike Eagle II 

MicroProse £29 99 FG90% 

29H New Air Combat Aces 

UBI Soft £30.99 Comp 

30(14) ▼ Flight of the Intruder 

Image Works £34.99 88% 

That empty truck was full of LotusTurbo 

Challenge 2 boK«« until they sold out* 

That's the Espirit! 
Gremlin‘s cracking Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 

screeches u> a hall on the Number One spot, 

The king of the sprite-based racers has even 

defeated ihe mighty Jimmy White in this at! 

comers popularity contest. Judging by the phe¬ 

nomenal number of peeps who’ve written to 

Game busters with complete lists of passwords 

it"s a very big hit with everybody who's 

played it. Most excellent* young Gremlin, most 

excel lent indeed! 

Team 2 
It may be Grim Up North but Yorkshire's 

Team 17 have found a way to lighten their 

day: write best*selling software* The ex-PD 

coders first took the budget chan by storm and 

are now doing the same with the full price 

variety* Its popularity couldn't have anything 

to do with the range and nature of the cheats 

available could it? Legend has it that typing 

the name of an ex-Amiga Format Tech Ed or 

astute observations about Dolly Patton's 

physique into one of the game's terminals 

yield interesting results? 

IT's mine *11 mine* Well the number 3 slot Is* 
Can the Mcga-lo-Maniacs make it to No,17 

BUDGET CHART 

id) Return to Europe 

Anco £7 99 

«•> Populous 

Star Performer £10*99 | 

3(3) Bubble Bobble 

Hit Squad £7 99 

4(7) TV Sports Football 

Mirror Image £9.99 

S(6) Head Over Heels 

Hit Squad £7.99 

6(3) Shadow of the Beast 

Sizzlers £7 99 

7(5) Full Contact 

Team 17 £9 99 

8(4) Dragon Ninja 

Hit Squad £7 99 

9H New Zealand Story 

Hit Squad £7 99 

10(9) Fantasy World Dizzy 

Codemasters £6.99 | 

Tower Critical! 
After a long, long, wait Mega-fa-Mtmta finally 

reaches the shelves this month and already 

Sensible Software's god game is a huge hit. 

First featured on an Amiga Format Coverdisk 

five issues ago* its release kept being delayed. 

But. it looks as if aspiring Mega-lo-Mamacs 

are patient folk and as anyone who has played 

it will know. Mega's worth the wait. 

Dom.irk call and make a chart mark. 

World in Union 
Domark may have missed the Rugby World 

Cup hype by a Gavin Hasting* s-like margin 

but it hasn't hurt. It seems folk are hungry for 

fast, playable sports si ms and Rugby fits the 

bill perfectly. It's reassuring to see that good 

games don't necessarily need hype to reach the 

chads semi-finals* 

Spot the Snowflake 
Somewhere in Screenplay (from Previews to 

Game busters i we've hidden a snowflake* it's 

there but w here? If you spot it and fancy one of 

those niiiy Amiga Formal T-shirts (see Page 232 

for a piccy} then write the answer on the hack of 

the duffest Christmas card you receive and get it 

to us by January 20th 1992. The worst card with 

the right answer wins! Look, there it is... 

I wonder whore that snowflake be? There's one 

hiding somewhere In a Screenplay screenshot - 

but slightly better hidden than this one. Spot 

that seasonal flake and win a T*shtrt. 



You know what you want 
from your computer, that's 
why you 're choosing AMIGA 

...NOW YOU'VE CHOSEN THE RIGHT 

COMPUTER, MAKE SURE YOU CHOOSE 

THE RIGHT DEALER 

Anyone an be good at selling Amiga or CDTV. but sadly, that's often 

where it ends. So, when it’s time to choose the best computer, it's also 

time to find the best supplier. The one w ho is not only always competitive, 

but the one w ho also gives you the best possible ongoing support for you 

and your system. 

Gordon Harwood Computers, Pioneers of the 'Complete Pack1 approach, 

have specialised in Commodore, from the earliest VIC 20, to the latest 

Amiga, for almost a decade,,. In fact, weYe supplied so many, if you ask all 

your friends, the chances are that some of them can tell you already of our 

excellent service, 

Our service means that we ll help you get the most from your new1 system 

straight away. But, if you do have problems, and need that extra hand, 

that's where we have earned our reputation. 

Ifyou d like all this, and more: 

□ FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL EXPERT ADVICE 

□ UNLLMITED ACCESS TO CALL LN SUPPORT AND DC-DIRECTORY 

TELEPHONE TECHNICAL HOTLINE 
□ ALL ADVERTISED PRICES FULLY VAT INCLUSIVE 

□ SHOWROOM DISPLAYS OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HARDWARE, 
SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS 

□ EXPRESS COMPUTERISED MAIL ORDER, STOCK WARRANTY AND 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT SYSTEM 

Q COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTIONS WITH ALL SYSTEMS HARDWARE AND 
HELP BULLETINS WHERE REQUIRED 

□ FREE COLLECTION OF MAJOR HARDWARE ITEMS REQUIRING IN 
WARRANTY SERVICE . 

□ NEW PRODUCT 30 DAY REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 

□ EXPERIENCED AND TRAINED SERVICE TECHNICIANS 

□ AND OF COURSE, THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF COMPETITIVE 
PRODUCTS AND PACKS ANYWHERE! 

COMMODORE AMIGA CENTRE 
CDTV CENTRE 

PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER 
STAR GOLD DEALER 

CITIZEN DEALER PLUS 
* APPLE™ AUTHORISED DEALER 

The Closer you look, 
The Better we look. 



HARWOODS POWERPLAY PACK 1 COMES OF AGE WITH 21 GREAT GAMES AND 
INCLUDES 1Mb. AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS WITH THE SIMPSONS, LEMMINGS 

AND CAPTAIN PLANET PLUS 18 EXTRA GAMES ONLY FROM HARWOODS!!! 

ALL OUR AMIGAS ARE UNITED 

KINGDOM SPECIFICATION AND 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING... 

1 Mb. Disk Drive 
1Mb Ram Memory 

TV Modulator 
4096 Colours 
Multi Tasking 

Speech Synthesis 
4 Channel Digital Stereo 

Sound 
Amiga Mouse 

Operation Manuals 
Workbench Disks 

ALL Connecting Cables 

PLUS...All OUR Amigas 
are backed by Harwoods 

Great Service 
[Please see full details in our 

Ordering Made Easy' panel final page] 

THAT'S RIGHT HARWOODS HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE ULTIMATE AMIGA PACKS YET AGAIN. 
STARTING WITH POWERPLAY PACK 1 WHICH INCLUDES 21 GREAT GAMES! 

U °r multi-game disk titk* 

Just look at what you get NOW... 
•AMIGA A500 COMPUTER WITH A FULL 1Mb. OF MEMORY! 
•THE SIMPSONS. BART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS - ThatS right man 

you can play the computer version of this popular TV cartoon. By Ocean 
•CAPTAIN PLANET - created trom the award winning TV show, now's your chance to save the 

earths environment with this ultimate adventure... your Eco-Copter is waiting. By Mindscape. 
•LEMMINGS - Are you as smart as Lemmings are stupid, match your intelligence against their 

lack of it as you play the 140 levels of the most original game of 91 (European Computer Leisure 
Awards Winner). By Psygnosis. 

•EDUCATIONAL BASIC LANGUAGE FOR CREATING YOUR OWN PROGRAMS 
•DELUXE PAINT III GRAPHICS PACKAGE WITH ANIMATION 
•TAILORED OUST COVER AND MOUSE MAT 
•AND A SUPERB HIGH QUALITY MICROSWITCHEP JOYSTICK. 
•PLUS.... 18 MORE GREAT GAMES. THERE S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE... 

BlDDDWYCH ■ Fantasy role-playing game, great interaction with your computer created environment 
BUBBLE* Help the dawdling ghost and the soap bubble, escape from the old deserted manor house 
CAPTAIN BLQOD - Astonishing creatures and animated 3D graphics, this is a game you just have to play 
ELIMINATOR - A progressive multi stage flying shoot em up. on a long winding course, survive if you can f 
HOSTAGES - You must get your team and hostages out of the terrorist overrun embassy, without loss ot life 
JUMPING JACKSON - In a deluge of colour and sound save, the earth from sadness and melachofy music 
KRYPTON EGG - A classic Breakout game. 60 screens, separated by 6 combat sequences 
UNCASTER Your mission is to fly the classic WWII bomber on rts dangerous raids over enemy terrrtiofy 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY - You drive your 300 bhp Sierra Cosworth through demanding stages ot the rally 
PURPLE SATURN DAY - Four arcade games, an exciting high speed trip into total cosmic 3D space 
SAFARI GUNS - Live the African experience in an animal sanctuary, track the poachers & ivory traffickers 
STIR CRAZY (Featuring Bobo) - Bobo & his inmates are planning a stunning trampoline jump prison escape 
SKYCHASE - Airborne combat for every simulation fan. In this one or two player game, battle against your 
MIG flying adversary in your M6 Falcon 
SKYFOX ft - Skyfox II. the only stop fast enough to carry on the Skyfox legend fight to blow your federation 
enemies from the Galaxy: at speeds of 9000 kilometres/second1 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER Puts you in the cockpit of one ol Brltalns most exiting fighter aircraft Multiple 
skill levels let you progress to become an ace pitot 
UN TIN ON THE MOON - We ve been captured by Colonel Jorgen and he s tring to scupper the moon mission. 
Come on Tintin, you re the only o<ne who can save us, and be the first on the moon 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL - Strap on your helmet tor American football simulation that looks like the real thing. 
XENON 2 MEGABLAST ■ This time it's war! The Xenites are back and have thrown time itseil into turmoil 

We reserve /he tight to substitute individual software titles or pack items should the need arise 

..AND HARWOODS ALSO GIVE YOU 
A SUPERB BROCHURE OFFERING UP TO 16 
NIGHTS FREE HOTEL ACCOMODATION IN AN EXTENSIVE 
SELECTION OF 400 HOTELS AROUND THE UK PLUS NOW 
A SPECIAL BUDGET FRANCE SUPPLEMENT IS 

Priced at an INCREDIBLE 

£399 Including 

VAT 

DON'T FORGET THAT WHILST YOU CAN OF COURSE PLAY THE GREA TEST 
GAMES. WHEN YOU CHOOSE THE AMIGA YOU ARE ALSO GETTING A VERY 
POWERFUL PERSONAL COMPUTER PROJECTS SUCH AS PROGRAMMING. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN. WORD PROCESSING OR OTHER BUSINESS APPLICA TIONS. 
EDUCATION FOR A WHOLE HOST OF SUBJECTS FROM PRIMARY LEVEL TO 

OlEVEL ARE ALL A REALITY WITH THE SYSTEM THA T YOU CAN REALL Y 
GROW WITH AS YOUR COMPUTING EXPERIENCE EXPANDS. EUROPEAN 

COMPUTER OF THE YEAR 1991, EUROPEAN COMPUTER LEISURE AWARDS 

finance term are available (subject to statustfor mast products; please see our ordering fund m fix’ end of this adiertfor full details 



POWERPIAY PACKS 
HARWOOD'S 

BRILLIANT 
AMIGA IMb 

MEGA 21’ 
GAMES PACK 2 
That's right you get 

the fantastic Amiga & 
ALL THE EXTRAS 

detailed in Harwoods 
"Mega 2T Games 
Pack 1 (left), plus 

F19 Stealth Fighter 
AND you also get... 

THE SUPERB PHILIPS 

CM8833/II STEREO 
COLOUR MONITOR 

Twin Stereo Speakers, a special pack from harwood s for 

Green Screen Switch, 
Free Lead 10 Amiga, 

YOU SEE THOSE GAMES WITH SUPERB 

clarity and m fantastic stereo ... 

Tailored Dust Cover 
12 Months on-site 
maintenance warranty £629 
(See monttot pend fcv derate/ 

HARWOOD'S BRILLIANT 
AMIGA 1Mb 'MEGA 21' 

GAMES PACK 3 
Thars right you get the fantastic 

Amiga & ALL THE EXTRAS 
detailed in Harwoods 'Mega 21* 

Games Pack 1 (far left), plus 
FI 9 Stealth Fighter AND 

then you also get... 

THE SUPERB PHILIPS CM8833/1S 
STEREOCOLOUR MONITOR 

Twit Saw Speakers 
Green Sown SwttA. 
Ladle Anuga 
TattawJOustCMr 
and 

fmrstwtor 

MONfTOfi AND 
PWNTBtPACK 

n/ f THE BRILLIANT STAR 
* LC 200 COLOUR PRINTER 

1BS40 CP5 fid Cotour 9 Pm P^LO DcH Matri 
wti free Dus Govt* and cabte to 

vourAmga .iSewpmlef panel tor derate) - 
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A SPECIAL MONTTOft AND PRINTER 
PACKAGE FROM HARWOODS TO SET 

YOU UP COMPLETELY AND ALL AT 
A PRICE YOU'LL FIND HARD TO BEAT1 

£829 

POWERPRO 

“IT'S THE- 
BUSINESS" |P 

A TRULY PROFESSIONAL 
PACKAGE SPECIFICALLY 

FOR THE BUSINESS 
MINDED AMIGA USER. _ __ 

THIS ONE SHOULD POWERI 
FULFILL EVERY AREA PROFESSH 
OF BUSINESS YOU'RE mXcccc i 

UKELY TO NEED! 

THE BUSINESS PACK 
FROM HARWOODS 
INCLUDES ALL THE 

FOLLOWING... HAmj 
AMIGA A500 WITH A FULL 

1Mb. MEMORY 

SUPERB PHILIPS CM 8833/11 

STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 
(See Monitor Panel tor Speoftostiontl 

+ 
STAR LC200 9 PIN NLQ 

FULL COLOUR PRINTER f 
(See Printer Panel tor Specifications} 

+ r 
A HOST OF BUSINESS SOFTWARE A ACCESSORIES / 

PEN PAL V1.3 (Word Processor), J Mb, 
SUPERBASE II PERSONAL (Database) 

SUPERPLAN (Spreadsheet).,.!Mb, 

■■'lilll 

o 
•ni!!!! 

irirn 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 

rVflCnrnV III III || 

PROFESSIONAL^"!,|l 
PROFESSIONAL »l| j 

■KRtHi ^linJt 

pu... 

_ AA-il-pn DMHlonT), DnwM Fonea. Ptp«Mani«. 
A G R E AT TEN cQuest. rcck-n rc* e mo** 

GAMES PACKAGE 

ADD A CUMANA CAX 354 SECOND DRIVE | 
FOR JUST £50 TO HELP RU N THOSE 

BUSINESS PACKS MORE EFFICIENTLY 
i THESMPSQNS 
A CAPTAIN PLANET 
A LEMMINGS - 
Jk F19 STEALTH FlGHTEfi 
* DELUXE PUtfTlU 

Now *rtR ANIMATION 
* MicnoswrrcFCO joystick 
i lOBLAWf35fptSK$ 
> DlSKUeftARYCASS 
* MOUSE MAT 
> 3 TAILORED OUST COVERS 

WE MEAN BUSINESS AT A GREAT 
PACKAGE PRICE OF JUST.., 

cm?? 

PRIMARY* JUNIOR PACK A 
Get your chiWrefl off to the r>flM ’ 

computing start with this software 
learn M (Hay twck 

PMf PUTS ANEW GJMK 

MW LOOKS AT WORDS 

PfIOr HAKES SENTENCES 

mt hunts hhhmos 
toMi moumg yang nrfli torn u*ngT» 

artoon dine* cM Pte wanm nd aicfl 
CMdviikidwQrgf^W onHeanWiSf. 

Btotfcrmj FAwKnniAC J 

HAYS MACON TEACHES TYPING 
* VY iiy te 1^ iwt S typ< FPOPffllYi 

PRHIMT HATH! COURSE 
ton?i tr#31«J tt 

rtft^bHcnsrpiMt MowiMC 
1 

T«d^ktVt«iEDevAr 
Mdtnoto totvijfiviniit&w 

?U 10 GREAT GAMES TOO ,. 
Ottsstom, Dnm Fence. Poe Mana. 

Djrgey Quest, Rock-N-fto* E-MoEcn. 
Tons of Bat* SkwHSto RVF itondL 

ind GTi.nd Mcnsir SSff^ 
ONLY W PURCHASED WfTH A POWERPLAY 0* 

EDUCATION 

o 

£99” 
POWEflPRD FROM GOTOQto HARWOODS. 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 
GCSE/O" LEVEL PACK B 

GCSE exammatiwi level sludnes on your ' 
Amiga computefthirslun! \ ^ 1|ll>iJ| 

MICRO ENGLISH MICRO FRENCH AND 

MICRO MATHS EDUCATION (|,l,||l 
A HI d Ibf»OMfMl stf-twtwi «w net Tu GCSE Iwsi M|H||| 
whettan jIvj tw j\4i igr mticr *crt Aiptogrins lirili 
wdhefc is Ihie KUivcriii tiiinculunirto wwwteiiar^ iy II 

JIW3 toJrf f. Khecte by (Horesjtfiaf p. 1 4||||k 
Mttrpfrewfitficj^'r^sp^'isltelprtgrs^' p,|k 

PEN PAL GnplUCIi Were PfKtinr 1 J lilll ill 
* tilHBtK Wi ptntMl writ |ll fh? EjOJS tfv l hWC 

10arjbefl«tvrwfSUf fork Idu'farhcotwert llllil 
proietm vkgrimrMiicm T**;™ ||||m, 
UtOrtUttafiy a/duhd jnchci even «$ m 1W 

I 1 if1' Ml 
MAVIS IEACQ« TEACHES TYPING & Mlmil 

* Vi1 w»y to wm hew t fpp* PR0PER1Y'LUff L ^ W ■ III 
gxkh i* writ V 4 Lf,^V j - 

M^weiMkwd$'enscw>*M2 ■ Itl III I 

to GREAT GAMES TOG_ 
DattsaY^i CWm'Fcr^ Mar-^ QC 

Dungecf’OuesL Rodf-Nflol E-Mown ♦ 
Tc^vrfBaW, SJfweeli PYFHqim W W ^ 

and Grara; Horsa?f Sten 
ONLY * PVRCHAStD Wm A POWERPUY OR POWERMO FftOM GOROON HARWOODS 

£99 
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If you're thinking about presents 
why not buy a Haruvods Gift 
Voucher (ail values available). 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look, 
The Better we look. 

finance terms are available (subject to status) for most products, phase see our ordering panel at the end of this advert forfuU details 



SOUND AND VISION 

IMAGINE, IF YOU CAN, THE CONCEPT OF 
A NEW, MORE POWERFUL AMIGA... 

WITH 1 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY. AND A COMPACT DISK DRIVE OF ALMOST INFINITE 

SIZE A DISK DRIVE SO VAST, IT CAN STORE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DIGITS OF 

DATA THIS DATA COULD BE, SPEECH, ANIMATED PICTURES, DIGITISED STEREO 

SOUND, COMPUTER IMAGES OR WHOLE ENCYCLOPAEDIAS.... AND MORE. 

IMAGINE THIS. AND YOU CAN START TO GRASP THE CONCEPT OF CDTV. 
THE KTEGRAL COMPACT DISK DRIVE IS THE KEY TO THE POWER Of COTV. ITS STORAGE CAPACITY IS EQUIVALENT 
to arcu*c i quarter op a million full pages of text, this when integrated with the i mb of internal 

AMVSA C=Cl~ • CREATES a SYSTEM. WHICH FROM A CD DISK, CAN GIVE YOU ACCESS TO AN UNIMAGINABLE 
SPECTRUM OF REAL WORLD IMAGES. NEVER SEEN COMBINED BEFORE THESE VIVID IMAGES. WITH WORDS AND 

SOUNDS. GIVE -0U A ■••HOLE NEW DIMENSION IN HOME EDUCATION. ENTERTAINMENT S INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. 
AND DON’T FORGE* '-AT CDTV CAN PLAY IN SUPERB QUALITY. ANY NORMAL AUDIO MUSIC CD, AND IT CAN 

ALSO Pla- THE NEW CD*G DISKS WHICH GIVE DIGITAL SOUND AND ON SCREEN GRAPHICS 
ON CD DISKS NOW i, AJLBlE '-ERE ARE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES, ENCYCLOPAEDIAS PACKED WITH 
REFERENCE IN=ORMA*ON ST.'1.*. \G GAMES. MUSIC SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW AND VARIED 
SUBJECTS. -NCLUDISG V.-D_E WORLD ATLASES OR EVEN THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE, 

EACH ON ONE CCD 5* CDTV • NOTHING LESS THAN REVOLUTIONARY 

FREE CDTV STARTER PACK!!! 
WHEN YOU CHOOSE YOUR CDTV FROM GORDON HARWOOD. NOT ONLY DO 

YOU GET OUR LEGENDARY SERVICE, BUT WE GIVE YOU A CDTV STARTER PACK, 
TO GET YOU EXPLORING YOUR NEW WORLD • STRAIGHTAWAY. 

THIS INCLUDES A SUPERB SELECTION OF CD DISK TITLES INCLUDING THE WELCOME 
TUTORIAL & HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPAEDIA. PLUS... FIVE GAMES, SHERLOCK HOLMES 

& THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, SIM CITY, A TOWN WITH NO NAME, CHAOS IN 
ANDROMEDA. AND THE ACCLAIMED LEMMINGS. WORTH IN TOTAL ALMOST £200.00. IN 

ADDITION IS THE INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER. AND ALL THE HARDWARE 
NEEDED TO GET YOU CONNECTED. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST £599.95 
CDTV IS THE SAME SI2E AND STYLE AS MOST VIDEO RECORDERS. SO IT CAN SG UNOBTRUSIVELY ABOVE OR BELOW 

YOUR HOME TV AND/OR HI-FI. ANO WITH ITS INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER. IT CAN BE OPERATED FROM YOUR 
ARMCHAIR BUT PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY. IF YOU ARE A COMPUTER ENTHUSIAST REMEMBER THAT INSIDE 

EVERY CDTV, IS AN AMIGA, JUST WAITING TO BE USED SO LATER ON, YOU'LL BE ABLE TO BUY WE OPTIONAL 
KEYBOARD AND DISK DRIVE, TO GET INTO THE WORLDOF AMIGA COMPUTING. PRINTERS, DIGITISERS. 

GENLOCKS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES.CAN ALL BE CONNECTED TO GIVE ACCESS TO MANY OTHER EXCITING 
FACILITIES. AND ALSO MANY OF THE EXISTING SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE FOR THE AMIGA COMPUTER. 

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SO MUCH POTENTIAL FROM ONE NEW STUNNING SYSTEM PACKED WITH 

TODAYS TECHNOLOGY.! 
CALL WAND SEE US FOR YOUR PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION. OR RHONE US FOR YOUR 

FREE DETAILED CDTV INFORMATION PACK 

CDTV ACCESSORIES 
DUE TO BE RELEASED SOON - Please cal us hr latest avatohWy 

CD 1220 KEYBOARD 
CD 1252 MOUSE 
CD 1200 TRACKBALL 

CD 1400 CADDY 

AN 89 KEY QWERTY KEYBOARD £49.95 
INFRARED MOUSE WITH BATTERY SAVER £49.95 
INFRARED TRACKBALL. WITH THE OPTION £79.95 
OF DIRECT CONNECTION TO EXTEND BATTERY 
LIFE. DUPLICATES FUNCTIONS OF TWO BUTTON 
MOUSE AND INCLUDES TWO 9 PIN PORTS FOR 
STANDARD JOYSTICKS 
FOR HOLDING CD WITHIN DRIVE £9.95 

CD 1401 MEMORY CARD PERSONAL RAM CARD CONTAINING [79.95 
64K OF MEMORY FOR STORING DATA OR AS A 
BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN COTV 

CD 1405 MEMORY CARD A LARGER PERSONAL RAM CARD [249.95 
CONTAINING 512K OF MEMORY FOR STORING 
DATA OR AS A BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN COTV 

CD 1B0P FLOPPY DRIVE RACK MOUNTABLE FLOPPY DRIVE WITH £99.95 
EkBOK CAPACITY CASING ALLOWS ROOM FOR 
ADDITIONAL HARD DRIVES OR MODEMS ETC. 
PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARD FOR £149.9$ 
SUPERIMPOSING COTV IMAGES OVER A VIDEO SIGNAL 
PROVIDED BY ANY STANDARD VIDEO SOURCE 
PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARO TO £TBC 
ALLOW CONNECTION TO TVS VIDEOS REQUIRING 
UHF, S-VIDEO OR COMPOSITE INPUTS, 

CD 1301 GENLOCK 

CD 1321 VIOEOCARD 

Mary Amiga Accessories & Peripherals (e.g. Printers. Disk Drives. Software etc.) are 
compalible with COTV. Please phone us tor compat^lity information. 
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PRO-GEN Amiga Genlock 
The Proven AMIGA Genlock allows you To mix your Amiga display with any PAL video 

signal whether it Irom a VCR, Userdisk player or a Camcorder. In fact any item of 

■Adeo equipment which oulpuis a PAL composite video signal .Combined with the Amiga 

computer the Pro-Gen gives you the facilities of a special effects & video titling suite. 

Take your own films & ^ve them a professional look by OVERLAYING TITLES or fry 
SUPER IMPOSING YOUR OWN GRAPHICS seated m packages Mke Spectral or 
Deluxe Pvrt Pro-Gen is supptod wrti One’s Spectra-cobr paint l awnaton package 

FREE 
In Spedraootor every drawing tod and anmation control ts at your finger tips - over 50 

toots hi the fast menu Toolkit, plus point and dck access to all 4096 odours, with inde¬ 

pendent right and left -mouse button odours & modes. Add automatic animation generation 

easy mouse controls for an functions, and the ability to pamt with multi-page animated 

brushes, and you've got a powerful tool tor artistic expression Wrth animation controls 

this easy ffs simple to put your ideas into motion. Forget co-ordinate systems and reference 

numbers just move objects with the mouse in thus intuitive and fneotfy graphical environ¬ 

ment SpKtracotor supports both ANIM1 IFF He formats, and afl the wdeo modes of the 

Amiga, ndutagHAM1 {Spectracoior metres mm. 1 Mb memory) 

How it works; □ 

PRO-GEN & 
Spectracolor ONLY £129.95 

Mode Switch-box for Genlocks 
Features Include 

^Compatible Wrth The Pro-Gen And Rendate 8802 
-Supplied Wrth Genlock Extender Cable Worth £9 95 
-Switch-box Switches Between Foreground, Back¬ 
ground. Video And Computer Modes 

£29.95 

STOP PRESS 
PRW3EN HOW«XuM$*V0b 
versatile multi ccMPCwtf rateo 
TO GENLOCX COUNTING CAR £ «T 
THIS ALLOWS PPtWiEN TQ SE UffiD 
fTO&ffUMY WITH MOST $0PULtfl 
VtiGO EQUtFUEMT teTHQUI T* NtEO 
TOHU^tWWNTiCOQrwecrCQWf 

ECTOSG CAft££ THS KIT (>X *t$0 « 
use ro cower «omotwirs 

A *£ff TO STXft? YOU OF FROM 
TX lOCft YOU OPEN T>€ Mar 

*FtnaMX terns are awiteble {subject to status) far most products; pkwe sap our ordering panel at the end of this advert far fait details 



AMIGA STORAGE DEVICES 
Commodore A59C20Wt HO 

Features Include 
Jr Connects to sidecar bus on 

left hand side of Amiga A5O0 
> Autobools with Kickstart i .3 
.V Sockets For Lip lo2 Mbd RAM 
Jr DMA Access 
Jr External SCSI Port 
Jr Compile With Power Supply 

A59Q Hard Disk Including 

512K RAM Only £39995 

A590 Hard Disk includi ng 
1 Mb. RAM Only £319 95 

A590 Hard Disk Including_ 
2 Mb, RAM Only £349 95 

rrrtJmavuS£ 

[Cumana CAX354 3.5” 
External 2nd Disk Drive. I 
jr Features Include 
A Long connecting cable 
> 1Mb, (8B0K Formatted) 

Capacity 
A Enable/Disable Switch. 

-V Throughport 
> Access Light 
'(Compatibte with Amiga 

500/1000/1500/2000/3000 
and CDTV 

RAM 

SIZE 
STORAGE CAPACITY 

52Mb. 80Mb. 105Mb 

1Mb. £479.95 '£539.95 j '£629.95 

2Mb. £499.95 *£569.95 *£649,95 

4Mb. £699.95 *£749.95 *£849,95 

8Mb. £899.95 *949.95 ‘1049.95 

I SUPRA 5O0XP 52-105Mb HARD DISK DRIVE WITH MEMORY EXPANSION UP TO 8Mb 
Features Include: — 
Jr Capacities of 52/80/105Mb available 
Jr Connects to sidecar bus on UH side ol Amiga A500 
Jr Auloboots with Kickstart 1.3, boot enabfe/disable switch 
> Sockets for up to 8 Mb of FASTRAM with enable/ 

disable switch 
> Autoboots With Kickstart 1.3 
Jr SCSI Port & Amiga bus pass thru allows other devices 

to be connected 
Jr Includes Express Copy hard drive Back-up Software 
Jf The 52 Mb version powered by your Amiga (High 

Current Power Supply is only optional). 
'High Current Power Supply is required ^ £49,95 
for 80Mb, and 105 Mb versions. 

'Please don 1 forget to add the cost of Power 

Supply when calculating pace ot80/105Mb, drives 

EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
DON'T JUST PLAY GAMES WHEN YOU 

CAN LEARN WITH YOUR AMIGA TOO! 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE Ages 3 to 12 Complete £21.95 

24 Programme Course 

SETTER MATHS - Ages 12 to 16. Higher level lo Linear £21.95 

& Quadratic Equations 

MICRO M ATHS ■ 24 aasy lo use programs lor GCSE {'O' £21,95 

Level] revision or self lumen 

MEGA MATHS - A 9 level step by step tuition course Fo* £21-95 

mature beginners, 'A' Level studies & Micro Matte users 

MIC RQ FRENCH - GCSE French tuition w revision course £21.95 

Covers both spoken & written French 

MICRO ENGLISH - A complete program* of setf-tutlion up £21.95 

to GCSE Standard 
THE THREE BEARS * Ages 5-10. Dwetops imagmalwe £22.95 

thoughl/readmg skills. 

SPELL BOOK'■ Ages 4 to 6. Developed with the help of a £17,95 

Primary School Head Teacher lo aid spelling skills 

PLAY AND READ ■ Ages 4 Eo 9, The complete reading £18.95 

tutor. Part 2 teaches spelling to the beginner at reading. 

AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS 
TWO GREAT PACKAGES THAT 

SAVE YOU MORE MONEY! 
These two packs are aimed at the user who needs 
to get a great deal from his Amiga. A superb quality 
monitor, the PHILIPS CM6833/II has been put with 
your choice of either the CITIZEN SWIFTS or the 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 printer, You choose, but whichever 
combination you have the price has been designed to 

SAVE YOU MONEY. Buying together will save you £££ s! 

PERIPHERAL PACK 1-CM8333/II + Citizen Swift 9 

With a FREE PEN 
PAL worth £79.95 

PERIPHERAL PACK 2 -CM8833 + Citizen Swift 24E 
With a FREE PEN 
PAL worth £79.95 

If you’re thinking about presents 
why not buy a Hanvoods Gift 
Voucher (all values available). 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
Music-X: The ultimate software for professional MIDI sequencing. The software Includes a coning- - 
urable librarian and a synthesiser patch editor. All you need lo recreate a song can be recalled from r% T> 1 
one performance file including sequences, MIDI routing, sync setup, keyboard maps & synthesiser I 
or drum machine patch libraries NEW LOW PRICES - £54,95 or jurt £74.95 with midhinterfacef A V11 A ^v.u 
MIDI INTERFACE (5 Port): In, Out, Through plus 2 switchabie thruVout. Includes cable. £24.95 word prcx’ESS*>r/»atabase 
AMOS; AMOS allows you to access the power ol the Amiga with ease 500 different commands With >‘£ni ^ mi*tc!a um 
make AMOS a sophisticated development language. The AMOS animation language allows you to "l^ 
create complex animation sequences. 300 page manual and over 80 example programs £49.95 J^uipxexd. ptn Paj u 
Amos Addon Modules: (BOTH require Amos prog, j t’processor t tested ihai wih 
Amos Compiler Amos 3D iiuhimiiiiciiiy wc»p 
Su per Base 4: Most powerful database available for the Amtga.Combines the ease d use of Super- ^niflhiCv * 
Base 2 with a versatile programming language so thai you can tailor your date lo your own specific WtirWt- 
needs for cfuh/business/library records etc, £229,95 ^ 
Lattice C: An ideal loot for Ibe C programmer whether experienced or a novice, The best way to ^' 
create applications lor the Amiga.Fully supports Motorola chipset. Nearly 300 functions optimised <tel** 
to help the user wniie ihe tightest possible code, Indudes screen editor. Most Amiga C books are \ 
based around Lattice, (Requires either 2 floppy drives OR a hard drsk drive) £ 199,95 
Deluxe Paint IV: Latest version ol the Amigas first, and slilHhe best, paini and animaiion package, p.j 
now including HAM mode, (i Mb, minimum memory or more recommended) £79.95 QC U1 
Vldi, The Complete Colour Solution: Vidr wilb RGB Splitter. Frame Grabber & Digitiser. Grabs 
moving colour video into 16 grey scale frames (up to 16 frames m 1 Mb. Amiga) and digitises from ^ l> ^fr ■' 
still colour video source ia up to 4096 colours in iess than 1 second1 Requires home VCR or video u ™ 
camera for grabbing. Requires video camera or VCR with perfect pause for digitising. Now comes , 
with Speciracolcr FREE!!! £179.95 "*■■**”•_ 
WASTERSOUND", High qualrty “mono' sampler {best for sampling instruments etc,) £36.95 

THE ABOVE IS JUST A SMALL SAMPLE FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF THOUSANDS OF SERIOUS. EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
TfTi.ES.VHE CANT LIST THEM Ail HERE SO PLEASE CALL US IF YOUCAN7SEE THE PROGRAM YOU REQUIRE, JTS PROBABLY IN STOCK' 

AmJtsi W'ortdt 

Julv VO 

£79.95 
PENPALVmU 
WITH 5I2K Amiga 
NAM Expansion 
omtv.,.£99.Hl 

°J j 19/ -J)I 
-[1/aRa'Wo (3 Vj ) I ' r I J \ f j -J J -J U J 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look. 
The Better we look. 

finance terns are available (subject to status)for most products; please see our ordering panel at the end if this adtvri for ftdi details 



PRINTERS® I PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
Alt printers in our range include the following standard features.. 

ft Standard Centronics parallel pert unless otherwise stated for direct connection 
to Amiga, PC's, ST etc and come with a: 

ft FREE CONNECTOR LEAD & A FREE TAILORED DUST COVER! 

fiss'S 

Mils 

Eilti 
11* *2 

nil i 
if Ip 

pIT1TP Li iAApi L A rt|u 1I AUA I U u 
CITIZtN 12QD+ 9 riff MUNU * Up to 1 ZQf2b cps- 
J Very reliable low cost pnnief with Irlenftingabte interlaces for 

Cehtr0nics.flS23Z/seTial type (CG4 eic.) Full Z Year maoufacluws i 
£149 95 

vFTFily- 

NEW FASTER STAH LC20 9 PIN MONO - Up to 15008 Cps- 
flep^cemen lor m most popular Mono Dot-Mitrix at a super low price 

□ MJUpie foot opbona easily accesstte _J Simultaneous, continuajs 
from hont panel sheet sa^onery 

j Excellent paoe< harxSng taciitos □ 240 * 240 dpi Graphcs 

£159.95 | 
and angle 

CITIZEN 1240 24 PIN MONO - 12W40 Cpt- 
J 360 dpij 24 Pin MONO with 3 Fonis. _l Full £ Year Warranty 
i_» BK Butler ■ Expandable lo 32K -J Feed lor labels 6 mulli- 
LJ 3 Fonts Superb tetter quality _l Complete paper parkin; 

£199.95 

part stationery 
j facilities, 

STAR LC 24/10 24 PIN MONO -150/50 Cps ———-- 
£4 Pin version of the Star 1C Senes with £214.95 

a Eitcepbort^ tetto pnrit <Mty 
LJ 3601360 dp< Graphics 

_i A&toonai font cartridges av&tatte 
-I 6 fesKtem torts 

£209.95 
j Mlttft paper feed. Maw, paper width I tr 
_l Supplied with ooJDur & mono nbtons 
_l Paper park with auto single sheen loading 
_i Programmable from l»ort panel. 
'-I 12 tnofifli warranty 

£219.95 

STAR LC2Q0 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER - 165/40 cpi 
This is the one in our packs' 

Q ftO Column Dot Main* 
□ 240 dpi Pin COLOUR 
_l 1SK Buff&r, S FtesjOent Fonis 
LI Push/feuli tractor & rear/Wtom seeds 
J Reverse paper feeds 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PIN COLOUR * I60/40cp$ 
New super high spec 9Pm cotour printer 

_l BKBulte' 4 Fonts j 240 * 240 dp Colour Graphs 
_j Push and pill tractor buifl-m -i Best Seact quality in our 9Fin range 
_i Feed tor LaJbei&'muth pan stationery u 2 Year Citizen warranty 

STAR LC24flOO 24 PtN MONO ■ 22055 op* 
New Star 24 pin lhai means business! 

J 80 Column Dot Matrix 
□ 360 dpi - 24 Pin MONO 
□ 7K Buffer expandable to 39K 
LJ 10 Resident Fonts 
J Front Pane* Pitch Selection 
_J PuMvpxi tractor i reartoottom feeds 
LI Reverse paper feed 

£249.95 
□ Paper park wrtti auto angle sheet loading 
-l Micro paper teed. Mai paper width 11 7" 
_J Supplied with rnurto ribboti 
_t Faster than the otoLC24-1Q 
J Extra font cartridges available 
_l Program from tront panel. No DIP sw«che$ 
-J 12 month warranty 

STAR LC24/200 24 PIN COLOUR • 220/55 __55 cm- 
Qokhjr versiQfi oi me LC24-20Q Mono but with expandafle SQK Buffer. 

£299.95 

£259.95 
NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 224 COLOUR ■ 160/53 cps- 
Brand New. lowest cost colour 24 Pin printer, anywhere1 

LI BO Cdkiflh Dd Matrix with 4 Fonts _l Push & pull tractor feeds 
_l 360 dp<' 24 Pm DOLOUR LJ Complete' paper parking facilities. 
_j 3KiMlsrBS«rtia&toto32K _j Sif^iMiimipolOivrtAnm 
_l Easy lo use front panel consuls -I Fu* 2 Year Dtzen Warranty 

£319,95 
NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR ■ l&QfcO cps - 
Brand New. superb specrfica&on colour 24 Pm porter 

■LI 8G Column Dot Matrix with 7 Fonts _J Pusttpul A bottom tractor feeds 
□ 360 dpi * 24 Pin COLOUR J Complete paper parking facilities. 
LJ SK Sutter expandable to 32K -J Supplied wnti mono & colour nbborts 
LI Easy to use LCD panel controls -I Fu4 2 Year Omry warranty  

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 PIN COLOUR ■ 16050 cp« 
The ever popular ‘European Printer of the Year 1990*. fafr tasund 2* Pm 
colour printer which ot course comes wth pbzens 2 Year Warranty 

Phone tor 

pose*1 

£399.95 
24-200 Colour 

NEW FASTER STAR XB 24 PIN COLOUR 
RANGE XB24-2Q0 6 XB24*250 • 275/SO cps 

These NEW top Of the range Stars replace ihe XB24/1Q A 
XB24/1S, A offer the besi possible quality dot matrix printing 

LI Exceptional print quality Li Butler 2SK{ 
_J 4 x4BPm super letter quality fonts J 360 x360 dpi 
q 14 x 24Pin near tetter quality foots -J: I2mths on-site warranty 

£499.95 
24-250 Colour 

K(XB242Q0IA76M.; 
l dpi Cokwr Graphics 
vsite warranty iUK M 

76K (XB 24250) 

Mainland) 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET COLOUR A4 INKJET — £899,95 
Our best i^rtyMcokxjfpnm *—- 

-J ParallekCentronics or Serial RS2321.F (specify with order, MAC option available) 
_l For presentation graphic s/DTP. CAD and tacriniaUscteflffic applications 
L A full page ol colour graphics in 4 minutes (typical) 
-I Non impact printing, j Will print transparencies 
-J virtually silent. 43dba .J 12 Months on-site warranty (UK Mainland} 

STAR LASERPRINTER 4 - 4whti MONO LASER-- 
M Laser Pnntef. will conned to PC. Amiga Alan ST etc 

Q 300 DPI lift* Upgradable to 5Mb -* Senai A Parana imertaces 
-J EmiAatJons me HP Senes If Epson 

EXSGO, IBM Propnrter A Diablo 630 

£749.95 

iBrnonth on sue warranty (UK Mainland j 
-* Every desktop publishers dream 

New! 
£1099.95 

SUBSCRIPT -4ppni POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE LASER 
A4 Laser Printer, will connect to PC. Amiga. Atari ST A Apple Macintosh 

-I As the LASERPRINTER 4 but with Stamcnpi and 2Mb Memory. 49 Fonts and Appletalk. 

SEE OUR UST OF ACCESSORIES FOR BOTH STAR 
AND CITIZEN PRINTERS. ALL AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! 

All the cherecters Per Second speeds quoted ebove ere OreWLO at tOcpi 

CITIZEN PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Citizen 12QD* Sheet Feeder £69.95 
Citizen 120D+ Parallel Interlace £49.95 
Citizen 120D+ CBM C64 Serial Interface £49.95 

Citizen 124D 32K Butler 
Citizen 1240 SemiAulo SheetFeeder 
Citizen 124D Automatic Sheet Feeder 
Citizen 1240 Pnnter Stand 

Citizen Swrflt 9 Semi-Auto SheetFeeder £39.95 
Citizen Swift 9 Automatic Sheet Feeder £79.95 
Citizen Swift 9 Printer Stand £24.95 

Citizen Swifl 9X Pnnter Stand £34,95 
Citizen Swift 9X Automatic Sheet Feeder £139,95 

Citizen Swift 24 32K Printer Buffer £13.95 
Citizen Swift 24 Semi-Auto Sheet Feeder £39,95 
Citizen Swift 24 Automatic Sheet Feeder £79*95 
Citizen Swift 24 Printer Stand £24.95 

Citizen Swift 24X Auto Sheet Feeder £139.95 
Citizen Swift 24X Printer Stand £34.95 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET 
PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Hewlett Packard PaintJet 
Black Ink cartridge 
Colour Ink Cartridge 
Single Sheet Printer Paper 
Z-Fold Pnnter Paper 
Transparency Paper 
Pack of 50 Sheets 

STAR PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Star LC-2Q Mono Printer 
Automatic SheetFeeder £74.9! 

Star UC24-10 Mono Printer 
32K Suffer £67.95 £67.9! 
Automatic SheetFeeder £74.9! 

StarLC‘200 Colour Printer 
Automatic SheetFeeder t74,9! 

Star LC 24-200 Mono Printer 
32K Pnnter Buffer £34.9 
Automatic SheetFeeder £74.9 

Star LC 24*200 Cotour Primer 
32K Printer Buffer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

Star XB 24-200 Colour Printer 
Pull Tractor 
Font Cartndges - 
Styles To Be Announced 
128K Centronics Printer Buffer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 
Dual Bin SheetFeeder 

Star XB 24-250 Colour Printer 
Pull Tractor 
Font Cartridges - 
Styles To Be Announced 
128K Centronics Primer Buffer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 
Dual Bin SheetFeeder 
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Cm2ENl20D+ BLACK ONLY C4.95 £24.95 

BLACK ONLT £4.95 £24.95 

BLACK/COL OUR £4.95 

BLACK/COLOUR £4.95 

STAR LC1CV2Q BLACKj'COLOUH £4.95 

STAR LC200 BUCK/COLOUR £6.95 ZX9 tmmm 
STAR LC242Q0 BLACK/COLOUR £8.95 Z24 umim 
STAR XB RANGE BLACK'COLOJR £8.95 Z24 

£99.95 

£99.95 

£6.90 £36.50 

El 2.95k#cl £69.95 »9Cl 

ET4.95»34cl 

El 4.95x240. 

nrgm 

BOOKSHOP FOR BEGINNERS & 
EXPERTS ALIKE 

^ 

!P 
WE ALWAYS CARWY L4WGE STOCKS OF YHS FULL RAHGt OF 

ABACUS 4 OTHER BOOKS Phone u* M* 

AliGA FOR SECINNERS - VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS 
Fwi you*1 A^rja ^ oy®. 
nckides hrtf ol tew and entrasfe* 

AWGA BASIC WS1DC AND OUT- VOLZ ABACUS BOOKS. 
Whim flip by gude to pnjgrvnryrgA^gii^b^ac 
AiAGA MACHINE LANGUAGE VOL A ABACUS BOOKS 
Prase* pte * tsserm languipv 
AMIGA DOS KSIOE AND OUT - VOL I ABACUS BOOKS, 
Gvde to Angi DOS t CD l€W DOS v 2 0 

AMIGA HARDWARE REFERENCE MAMiAL’Addilon W«J*y. 
Wrflen &y tockncal exptrts atComnurtoce Aingi H, USA.. 

People wN) yw Arn*p Hen^ye levsl mjehne 
ood& progfunnwg u KhmcsilM 
AMIGA. BEST OF TRICKS A TIPS Vol. IT. 
AcgnplMiMolMind!««MNHyfljtodoMOR£ 

wft jiw A-ng* rd *$ $m0y as pcssde 

£18.95 

£14.95 

£18.45 

£21.95 

*Cndtl term m1 available (subject to status)for most products; see our ordeririR panel at the end of this advert for full details 



MONITORS & MONITOR TV's 
Harwoods stock a complete range of both Monitors & Monitor TV's 

to give you your perfect solution to the type of display to buy. 

PHILIPS CM8833/II 
NOW WITH FREE.»F19 STEALTH FIGHTER!!? 

The eve* popular H-mth Philips CM 6833 Mkll, is the most versatte 

multipurpose colour monitor available, its versatility means you not 
only get excefleni colour graphics 8 text performance with a wide 

range of personal computers, but when connected to a VCR or 

ootonal tuner, you gel an amazing 600 pixel TV picture, It's this 

600 pixel resolution, that makes the 8833 essential for the serious 
user who wants to use his computer for text based applications. With 

the B833 Mkfl, Harwoods give you the complete set up, to gel you 

going straight away.. Monitor, RGB picture and Stereo Audio Cables, 

labored dust cover, a tui 12 Months on site serves warranty, and 

mctusve of a FREE Superb F19 Stealth Fighter Game’ll 

JiRGB AO m. Compos* v*n t aero arfe tois Can be used as a TV 
Mtt VCR or Tyr*- Also as a Video Camera display mortar Rttracttttt start 
iTwn Stern Speakers Headphone Jack 
Socfce! F^EEierttorytMWfrttrtw FREE 
12 Month on ste service warranty p O h Q Q [“ 

THE MOST VERSATILE STEREO £44 5/ D 
COLOUR MONITOR AVAILABLE 

CBM 1064$ STEREO COLOUR MONITOR. J Commodore's Own Siereo High Resolution Colour Monitor 

with. RGBfAl/TTL Composite VSdeo/Audto Inputs Can be used as TV with VCR or tuner Twin Speakers for COCO Q K 
stereo output Suppled with cables for A50Q. CGAPCACl 6-64-138. 

PHIUPS TV TUNER. | ALLOWS ANY MONITOR WITH COMPOSITE VIDEO & AUDIO INPUTS TO BE USED 

AS A TELEVISION SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH AERIAL FOR USE INDOORS ALSO HAS STD EXTERNAL AERIAL C 7Q Q C 
SOCKET AND COMPATIBLE WITH MOST MONITORS INC PHILIPS CM6833MK 14 II. CBM 1G61/4, & 1905U2. ^ * Vivv 

tt's important to remember m most TV Mentors, are $M mr and foremost teiev&ons, meaning ma r th&r a verage 400 pixel tube display 
50% lower resolution than a monitor) cannot be guaranteed to display 80 column text clearly without risking eye strain, //choosing a Teiernm 
Monitor ensure it has the latest 2000 character tube capability; meaning it can handle the AmigasH 80 characters, by 25 line output dearly. 

NEW'!! PHILIPS 15 lUMfP.U REMOTE CONTROL 40 CHANNEL BRAND NEW SUPERS 

DEFINITION PHIUPS MONITOR TV IDEAL FOR AMIGA OR COTV USERS, GIVING FOR THE FIRST TIME TRUE MONITOR QUALITY 
FROM A FULL FEATURE TELETEXT TV AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!!!, JUST LOOK AT THE FEATURES Direct Scan Connect* (0* 

Amiga. CDTV, VCR OR SATELLITE RECEIVER RGB AD, Compose Video & audio Inputs FULL TELETEXT FACILITIES (FOR THIS 
FACILITY EXTERNAL AERIAL SHOULD BE USED) Headphone Jack Sodwl FULL TWO YEAR GUARANTEE T~ 
12000 CHARACTER HIGH DEFINITION FST TUBE SUPPLIED WITH LOOP AERIAL REMOTE CONTROL * JJr 

■1FREE lead tor YOUR computet £279 95 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE THE MONITOR TV IN OUR PACKS2,3, POWERPRO OR WITH ONE OF OUR PERIPHERAL 
PACKS TO REPLACE THEB333. PLEASE SIMPLY ADD 120.00 AND STATE YOUR PREFERENCE WHEN ORDERING. 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
KCS POWERBOARD IBM PC EMULATOR iHefcules, CGA A Monochrome Video Support, £219.95 

Supports Bdth 3.5 Inch 8 5.35 Inch Diskettes. Fits Into AS01 RAM Slot, 6068 XT Processor, Clodt/Calendar Included. Ads As 512K 

RAM Exp, When In Amiga Mode, Includes MS-DOS 4.01, Shell 8 GW-BASIC, Supports A590 Hard Drive. Mouse Driver Software Included. 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
HARWOODS PRO-RAMPACK £29.95 
512K Memory Expansion for Amiga A500 senes that smnpty plugs in! 

FuSy compatible. OVOtf switch and real time battery backed dock 

SUPRARAM RX 500 (S12K to 8Mb. RAM Expansion) 
The RAM expansion gwng massnre memory WITHOUT dismantling 
your Amiga, thus avoiding the possibility of invalidating your warranty. 

Easily connects 10 sidecar with bus ‘passthrough1 for HD's etc. 

512K RAM Version £129,95 4Mb. RAM Version £329.95 
2Mb, RAM Version £199.95 6Mb, RAM Version £549.95 

NAKSHA M1CROSWITCHED MOUSE £24.95 
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE £32.95 
COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK 5000 Black £7.95 
ZIPSTICK JOYSTICK £12.95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR JOYSTICK £14.95 
The ONLY joystick to obtain a 100% rating from a magazine review* 

3.5” DISK HEAD CLEANER £2.99 

BLANK DISKS with labels 
10 Genume Commodore 3,5“ branded 

10 Unbonded wrth library case 3.5' certrhed 

200 Unbranded 3.5' certified 

Only £9.95 
Only £7.95 

Only £72.50 

Before you choose from whom to purchase, please phone us. We are always 
happy to discuss your requirements, and answer any queues you may have. 
- - i <ui>:rt»YI»riON PrtrtbuOrderHoin«WilyAccess,Visa.Mastercard 

MASCH and other stare cards art Lontwd CMchwge art «* accepted by u&j. 
1^-71 Make cheques, barters brtOng norty drafts or pwdaiotoare 
1X1 payatrte to GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS f Rersoftartjusiness cheques take 

7teptotiftvlromdayotrece0wfiefiH«ro Please 
sert Name. Address, and most mpoflarty I posstte a Daytrm? Teteghort Nurter 
atong wtfi your outer requvram* Please M you an odmNmmdour 
bid nfrgrtsemwts before posang (phonal you mapecnwhwiaanii. ftease rem- 
ffftw hn tot e-iarTfiie many September pubiueort appear Aut^jsL tare-fare 
phtt* you m may haw changed Irtto # v down) a FREE 14 working day*. UK IMiyI only OR 

Add £5 95 per major fam tor imriunig uay beWery UK 
ktainlsnd most regions 

V "-Kir O: Most kerns amavakabte at TAX FFtEE PRICES to m UK 
* * indents when visibng /export shipment please contad us lor tsnfcfng riormafcy 

nippmt AFflEHYOUVE BOUGHT FROM 1 lABWOOO^ WEU SMBEHfflE^ 

1 r:^;.-\r ;!i;v \ You wi be given ow Exclusive Technical Support Phone tarter id 
c^ 5houW jfou refine any help or advice w any asped at tfie system you have puflchaart 

' ' Herns prevng faulty wthm 30 days o# purchase are replaced witfi 
NEW UNITS unless otanmse slated For ta whole guarantee period. warranty seance w4 be 
ccjrrtteWy FREE Of CHARGE 

Anycompmef, mcnito or prrter wiftqwwTvty&manbt 
colsaed from your home FREE OF CHARGE dumb tie uramoe perod (UK Ma^vand orriy) 
and a FAST turnaround ts GUARANTEED by Cmftf ENGWEERff 

!1-' '■ Ai computers are resirtpfior t> ctespalcti. and al rtms are 
suppheb with mains pkigi and leads as required ■ ^ oonnect up art i#se straight 

mmm mmmrmr/mmm mu mmomm- 
AH listed prices are whet YOU PAY, and there am NO HIDDEN EXTRASL 

VAT and postage am included, and prices am correct at time of going fo 
press (Pack details may my from time to time). Offers am subject to 
availability and to being the latest advertised packs and prices. Our offers 
am NOT supplied on a that basis. E&QE. 

JL j mAHCG 
tutored to wit your needs, Written detail! on request 

Gwtofi Harwood Computira oflw facilities to purclwu uung oui budget KCOuftl scheme 
APR 3S.SV (Vanabte). AvaiLaMe to mott adults oterghieeri yean or over, subfect to status 
Simply phone or wnlt and w# will wnd you wntDen batata along with an a^licalion form. 
Applications, required In advance, available to full tkna U.K. mainland residents and 
oversew Brftiih tofen personnel. Showroom visitor*, please ask tor details of our in¬ 
store 'Instant Accountb. Written quotations on request 

If you ere already the holder of a Lombard Credit Charge Card you 
can use this to purchase from us (subject to your personal card limit] 

vm our r>t w:mr>: wowroom: ^ 
Please pay us a visit where our full range of advertised products, at 
the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES, 8 MORE, it on tale, ’ALL UNDER 
ONE ROOF, in pleasant surroundings at our purpose built showroom 
(See note below mapji There's plenty o4 FREE partting close by. 

ffyou'Tv thinking about presents why not buy a 

Harwoods Gift Voucher (all values available). 

9,00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 
9,00 until TOO Wednesday, Closed on Sundays 

Apple in Alfreton... 
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AN ANCIENT RELIGION, 
A LETHAL DRUG, AN EVIL POWER 

... THE FIGHT SHALL BEGIN... 

AMIGA 

ATARI 
StarbyteSoftware. Nordring7l. 4630Bochum I.Tel. 0234/680460. Fax 0234/680497 1 



GO FOR GOLD 

THE LOW-DOWN 
Apparently G-LOC, the name of US Gold's latest flight- 

combat coin-op conversion, stands for Gradual Loss of 

Consciousness (due, would you hclievc. to excessive sub¬ 

jection to G-forces). Much more likely ii stands for Gradual 

Loss of Coinage, because Ibis Afterburner follow-up has 

been more or less the only flying game in the arcades over 

the last few months and Us immense speed, huge sprites and 

chaotic gameplay have made it more than a bit popular. 

We’re waiting eagerly for the Amiga conversion, which 

we'll be reviewing next month, so you can start throwing 

yourself crazily around the sky then. But in the meantime, 

here’s a fabulous flying competition to whet your appetite. 

First prize is a stunning Sony GV300 Video Walkman 

worth £700* with 4-inch colour LCD screen, hi-fi stereo 

sound, TV tuner and 8mm videotape recorder-player. As a 

tenuous link, well also try to get something aeroplanev on a 

videotape for you. Three runners-up will wm a Sega 

Game gear hand-he Id games console, with a US Gold 

game of their choice: you might like World Class 
Leaderhoard, or you might want lo hang on for the soon 

lo be released Super Kick Off. 
All you have to do is answer the following aero¬ 

plane-movie-related questions. Because it’s Christmas, 

there's quite a fewr of them and we've made them a bit 

tougher than usual, lo keep you busy while the 

umpteenth repeat of The Sound of Music is on. Younger 

readers might need to enlist the aid of a parent or two. 

THE QUESTIONS 

1. What famous arcade Hying game is G-LOC the 

follow-up to? 

2. What character did James Stewart play in the film 

The Spirit of St. Louis'! 

3. Who wrote the book on which test pilot film The 
Right Stuff was based? 

4. What was World War 1 Hying movie The Blue Max 
named after? 

5. Who starred in the Carling Black Label 

‘Dambusiers' advert? 

6. Whai type of WW2 aircraft starred in 633 Squadron? 

In Who played Tom Cruise’s flying buddy in Top Gun? 

ft. WrHat‘s missing from this plane movie title: One of our 

Aircraft is... ? 

ft. What type of WW2 aircraft starred in The Damhusters*! 

10. What were Dick Dastardly and Mult ley trying lo catch 

from their plane? 

HOW TO ENTER 
Write down the answers along with vour name, address and 

phone number on the hack of a postcard or a sluck-down 

envelope and send it to G-LOCkensplel Compo, Amiga 
Format, 30 Monmouth Street Bath BA1 2BYV to reach us 

by January 20, The first four correct entries out of the bag 

win ihe prizes. 

TEENSY WEENSY RULETTES 
Employees of Future Publishing or US Gold art not allowed 

to enter. The judges’ decision is final and no correspon¬ 

dence will be entered into. No cash or alternative prizes will 

be offered. 
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G-locIc-in to win a fabulous 
Sony video Walkman or one 
of three Sega Gamegear 
hand-held games consoles in 

our amazing US Gold 
’ £1OOO Christmas giveaway 

quiz for all the family! 
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(DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE ONLY) 
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PLUS WORI D CUP 90’ 

PLAYER 

MANAGER 
ST Action * A stroke of pore genius 
The One - Exceptional Most involved, 

rewarding and playable 
Amiga Format - Enthralling and Addictive. 
ST Format - Brilliant 

KICK OFF 2 
AMIGA FORMAT ■ Best footy game to have appeared 

on any machine, 
AMIGA USER INI - The best computer game ever 
ST FORMAT -What a game! Gem to Play Magic 
ST ACTIO N - The best game ever to grace the 

ST Highest accolade I can give, 
The Ace - Brilliant Buy-Buy-Buy, 
The One Ultimate Soccer simulation 

FINAL W H I S 

THE INAL WHISTLE 

* 1991 AN CO SOFTWARE LTD 

L Data Disk for Kick Off a 

7 MILLS'IPE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LAWSON ROAD 
OARTFORD, KENT, DAI &BH 

TEL 0322 292513/10 FAX: 0322 293422 
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Moonstone * a remarkable combination of fast, aggressive combat action and 

subtle role-play set in a fantasy world, that uniquely challenges your brain and 
your reflexes - while covering you in gore. 

Oh, by the way, if the sight of so much blood upsets you, don't worry. The 
blood is an option! 

Moonstone features nearly 1,000 frames of incredible animation in 2 

Megabytes of monsters and creatures, over 60 beautifully painted backdrops 
and detailed scenery. Sound effects are high quality digital samples and 
includes a full musical score and stunning full screen animated introductory 
and game complete sequences. 

Moonstone cmmn% uenn of iironq graph* imagery with ponxuhr € 1991 Mindicope Intemalioaat Unferf M nghu reserved Moantfor* is o 
jEV reafnm Although theie ueati ore Optional, ffas product u vohntonly trademark a* Mmdxope fntermt*oooi Unuttd Wntien by tots Andersen 

toted 12 Parental Guidance n recommended for younger playersr 

however thn nnota iegof requirement 

so nr?acr> pem 
-qoaixDie! 

r# 

For your local dealer, contact: Mindscape International Ltd, The Coach House, Hooktands Estate, Scaynes Hill, West Sussex RH17 INC. Tel: 0444 831 761 



X-BACKUP 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package for all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISK BACKUP & FILE BACKUP. 

Ci( H T 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy disk 
backup, hard disk backup and file backup. *Also backs up ST, 
IBM etc disks. ^Checks disks for errors. ^Optimises data for 
faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 disks in 48 
seconds. *Full update service avai lable. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £39.99 PLUS £1.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the 
use of its software for the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by 
X-BACKUP Pro are intended to back up users own software, PD Software & other such 
programs where permission had been given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted 
material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OUR GUARANTEE:- At time of purchase, if you can find a program that 

is more powerful than X-BACKUP PRO we will refund your money. 

Ordering X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL Name 

Access/Visa orders con be placed by telephoning , , 

061 724 7572. For moil order, Fill in the order 

form and send with a cheque or postal order to> ■••■*••••■** 

Siren Software, Wilton House, Bury Rd.# Radcliffe, 

Manchester M26 9UR. ! VISA 
MB! 



GAMEBUSTERS 

WINNERS 
The marvellous hi ms to Mega-Lo-Mania 

took up most of the space, so there's only 

one prize in the main section. The lucky 

winner is Andrew Cole for his (rather 

extensive) list of Chip's Challenge codes, 

If you' ve got a solution, cheat, set of tips or 

maps (preferably on disk), then hung them 

into us at Gamebuslers Amiga Formal. 

30 Monmouth Street, Balh BYI 2BW 

There's dosh up for grabs! 

The helpful souls who answered the 

Helping Hand pleas gel £25 for their 

efforts, the recipients of these welt-earned 

tokens being Jonathan Bennei and 

Christopher Abberton. If you want a help¬ 

ful tip. then write to Helping Hand at the 

usual address. Don’t send in any self- 

addressed envelopes! There just isn't 

enough lime to reply to them all. so replies 

can only be printed in the mag. Sorry! 

Game 
Busters 

What a treat! All those people who write in saying that they 

want more of the fantastic tips section, just have a look at this! 

Maff Evans has taken note of your pleas and put together six 

pages of maps, tips and cheats, so dust off thoes game disks you 

thought you'd never finish and have a real crack at winning. 

THE SIMPSONS 

This is one of those "no prizes for a particular letter' son of tips, A lm 

of people have sent this one in. so U seems that the Ban phenomenon 

is taking off on the Amiga as well as T-shirts, stickers, key-rings and 

the like. Anyway, on with the cheat. 

When the title screen appears (where the family is watching the 

telly) type in COW A BUNG A. Now when you start the game you 

should be able to play with infinite lives. 

Another thing we found out recently is linked with the phone 

booth. Instead of just leaping on it to reach (he wires, try using a coin 

in it. Ban w ill then phone Moe's, making her so angry that she comes 

out.,, but wearing a purple track-suit. Spray her to bring the 

counter dow n by one, 

LEMMINGS 
No wait! Don't be fooled b\ the appearance of this tip! It s not actually a repeat of the level 

codes, it s actually a set of access codes lor the two-player game. Now why didn't anyone 

think of that before? 

Level Code 

1. ..JAJHLD1BMO 

...UHLDIJCMX 

3.. ...NHLDIJADML' 

4..... ...HLDIJ1NEMN 

5. ...LDUAJLFMW 

6..,...,,, ...DUULLGMP 

7. .-IJANLLDHMM 

8. ...JINLLDI1MV 

9. ...JAJHMDUMX 

10.. ...UHMOUKMQ 

11. ...NMMDIJALMN 

12. ...HMD1JINMMW 

13....... ...MDIIAJLNMP 
14. ,,.DIJ IJLMOMY 

15. JIANLMDPMV 

16. ..JINLMDIQMO 

17. JAJHLF1BNR 

18. ...IJHLFUCNK 

19.,. ...NHLRJADNX 

20. ...HLFUINENQ 

Steven Lunn, 

Wakefield. West Yorkshire 

THE RUNNING MAN 
Remember Amic’s threat in this film? Well you should do. it's the 

same as in all the other films! He turns to the camera and says "Til he 

back". Well threatening! It doesn't earn much weigh! in this conver¬ 

sion though, since he stands a good chance of being duffed up by the 

first opponeni he meets. Not the way for a heroic film character to 

end up. is it? Never mind, this might help. 

Play the game until you reach the high-score table, and enter 

your name as DdliSsKk (that's ‘disk' in upper and lower case 

merged together). Make sure you enter the upper and lower case let¬ 

ters in the same format otherwise it won't work. When you next play 

the game you should be able to act more like Amie and duff up the 

opponents using your infinite energy, 

GP Roebuck, 

Rotherham, South Yorkshire 

1L 
ATOMINO 

Continuing the nuclear physics theme, here is 

some help for those having trouble with 

Psy gnosis' forray into the world of atomics. 

If you keep having 10 play the same levels, 

you may be gening bored by now. These 

codes might be the thing to lift the tedium: 

Level Code 

10..IDYLL 

20.. ........TAURUS 

50.NEPTUNE 

40.. ** PHOTON 

50.PLANKTON 

60.. ***..,.INFERNAL 

70„....FOSSIL 

80..POISON 

90.SOUP 

100..SULPHATE 
I.es jepson, 

Rarmlvv. South Yorkshire 
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GAMEBUSTERS 

^hviega-Lo-Mania 
Ah the glory of a successful contest! There's nothing to beat it, except the dismal misery of 

defeat, that is. If you are having trouble battling your way across the islands, then these tips 

straight from the programmers may offer some helpful pointers. 

FINDING ELEMENTS 
In older to make best use of elements, you need to know where to find them, Follow this guide to locate useful substances. 

EPOCH 1 
ALOHA 

166 

EPOCH 2 
DRACULA 

KEY 
GATHERABLES 

OPEN CAST MINE 

PIT MINE 

BEST STARTING SECTOR 

ETCETRA 

FORMICA 



General strategy tips 
Study the maps to find the sector with the best 

elements for the inventions you wish to make 

this time, then make it your starting sector. 

If you invent something and the designer 

says, "Ergonomically Terrific", it means that 

this is the perfect way to design it and reduces 

the design time by half. Note down the sector 

that it was in and look under Blueprints tor the 

design, where you will see a hand shaping an 

OK symbol. You should noie down its compo¬ 

nents. If you see a sector later in the game w ith 

Che same elements, you will know' that this 

item can be churned out in next to no time. 

Sectors with a lot of gatherable elements 

allow you to quickly produce weapons for a 

fast surprise attack. However, sectors with 

mostly gatherable elements are not as desir¬ 

able if the game has gone on to the later 

stages, in which case you should try to find a 

sector w ith more sophisticated elements. 

Whenever you mine a new seam it's best 

to check the Design menu first in case a new 

design has become available. If a seam has 

been totally used up, making a design impossi¬ 

ble to produce, bin the design on the 

Blueprints menu. You may still be able to pro¬ 

duce it with the elements you have left. 

Don't be too disheartened if designs arenT 

available to you straightaway. If you want, for 

example, an army weapon, but you only have 

shields and building weapons, these may shift 

you up a tech-level, which will make another 

element available to you. This may lead to the 

design you require. 

To produce designs that are either quick to 

make immediately or can be manufactured 

speedily, try making as much as possible 

before you start mining, since inventions made 

from gatherables save lime and man-power. 

Always wait until clocks have fully licked 

EPOCH 3 
GAZZA 

Useful 

Elements 

for Designs 

Rock*, Wood, 

Bonos: 

R«k Weapon 

Catapult 

Spear 

Bow and Arrow 

Crossbow 

Vallum, Parasite: 

Bow and Arrow 

Bolling Oil 

Musket 

Slate, Moonlite, 

Planetarium: 

Pike 

Unskow 

Giant Catapult 

Stick Weapon 

Spear 

Musket 

Aquarium, 

Paladiumt 

Giant Catapult 

Bethlium, Solarium. 

Araldite: 

Catapult 

Pike 

Longbow 

Cannon 

Boiling Oil 

Crossbow 

Herb!rite, Yeridium: 

Longbow 

Giant Catapult 

SCARLET 

GAMEBUSTERS 

THE CHARACTERS 

Usually a good bet for a 

quick alliance, but she's 

prone to Infidelity. Scarlet 

tends to attack frequently 

and can be easily tempted 

Into battle, luring her 

unpredictable armies away 

from their duties. 

CAESAR 

It's hard to persuade 

Join you, but he's a reliable 

ally, has a good balance 

between attack and 

defence and likes building 

weapons {tine* he knows 

the designs!. So try to keep 

his territory to a minimum 

QBE RON MEOCAP 

i i 4 . This chap tends to offer an 

alliance more than most, 

but tends to be unfaithful r 
He attacks erratically, but 

l> ’ 
*! 

Is a useful ally to have In 

battle. He likes to design 

V -/ 

■m any weapon and is prone to 

ret*Nation against attacks. 

Allying with him is near 

impossible, but once you do 

he's faithful to the end. A 

careful tactician, so the 

best strategy when battling 

him Is to bit early. Though 

he seldom attacks, his 

assaults are overpowering. 

away before changing the factory over to pra- 

d action of a new object. Likewise always think 

twice when designing, since aborting a design 

when you are half way through it wastes time. 

Keep an eye on what elements are in the 

various sector*, because this can give v*hj 

clues to what the enemy are like to arm them¬ 

selves with. And also keep your assignments 

of men balanced to keep up efficiency. You 

should only throw all your men into one task 

in an extreme emergency. 

If you have lime on your side, try to leave 

as many men in the tower as possible so that 

they reproduce. Men are currency, so look 

after your assets! Being attacked with time on 

your side allows you to defend by designing 

shields only using gatherable elements. 

Although it's a bad idea to send unarmed 

men to attack buildings, it is sometimes worth 

sending a couple of martyrs in to see what 

kind of armies the enemy have hidden away. 

Also, keep an eye on the map to see what the 

enemies are up to. 

If you start next to an opponent, try to ally 

with him right away to stop him from attack¬ 

ing you, Jfs also an idea to try and ally with 

an aggressor if you're just about done for. 

After all. you have nothing left to lose! 

SHIELD DESIGN 
Rocks 

Wood 

Bones 

Slate 

Moonlite 

Planetarium 

Bethliuni 

Solarium 

Araldite 

Hcrhirite 

Yeridium 

Valium 

Parasite 

Aquarium 

Paludium 

Epoch l Shield 1 

Shield 2 

shield a 

Shield 1 

Shield 3 

Shield 2 Shield 3 

Shield 4 

Shield 4 

Epoc h 2 Shield 1 

Shield 3 

Shield 4 

Shield 2 Shield 1 Shield 2 

Shield 3 

Shield 1 Shield 4 

Epoch 3 Shield 2 

Shield 1 

Shield 4 

Shield 1 Shield 4 Shield 1 

Shield 2 

Shield 2 Shield 3 

Shield 4 

All elements can be used on all the designs w ith the exception of rock and slick w eapons. 
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GAMEBUSTERS 

168 

Yes. 1 know. If* an old came and we've primed hints for it before. But what 

about those of you who still enjoy the game and don't want to use a cheat? 

CHIP'S CHALLENGE 
Didn't think of that did you? These people might well need a 

set of axles. Stone me! Here‘s set of Chip's Chat tenge codes! 

Level Name Code Level Name Code Level Name Code 
1. .LESSON 1. .BDHP 50. ... DIGDIRT.. ...QBDII 99.. .CATACOMBS. ....xuvu 

1 ESSGN 2.. .JXMJ 51..,.. .I SLIDE .... ..... JCGJ 100. .COLONY... .QJXR 

X. .LESSON 3. .„ECBQ S2 .THE LAST LAUGH. .PPHT 101. .APARTMENT.. .RPIR 
4....,. .LESSON 4. .YMCJ 53. .TRAFFIC COP.. ...CGNX 102. .ICEHOUSE... ...VDDU 

r F^nv s .....TQKB 54,,...... .GRAIL........ ...ZMGC 103... ......MEMORY.... JL PTAC 
ft L ESSON 6 ....WNLP 55. .POTPOURRI. .SJES 104.. .JAILER... ., ,.KWNL 
7. .LESSON 7. .FXQO 56......... .DEEPFREEZE. ......FCJE 105. SHORT CIRCUIT... ,..„YNEG 
8.. .LESSON 8.. ,...„„NHAG 57.. .STRANGE MAZE,,,,.,. ...CBXU 106,.,.. .KABLAM... .NXYB 
9... .NUTS AND BOLTS... .KCRE 58.. .LOOP AROUND... ...YBLT 107..... .BALLS OF FIRE,.... ,,,„,ECRE 
10. 
\ 1 

BL’SHFIRF ..vuws 59. .HIDDEN DANGER. . ...RLDM 108. .BLOCKOUT.. .......LIOC 
TRINITY .CNPE 60.,... .SCOUNDREL. ..ZYVI 109. .TORTURE CHAMBER. .KZQR 

p HINT .WVHI 61.„. RINK....,. RMOW no. .CHILLER...... .XBAO 

13. .SOUTH POLE,,.... .OCKS 62.„.. .SLO MO...... --TIGW in. ......LAPSE... .KRQJ 
14.,,....,. ...TELEPORT. .BTDY 63.. ...FACTORY............. --GOHX 112. .FORTUNE FAVOURS THE.... ...NJLA 
IS.,. .ELEMENTARY. .COZQ 64.. .SPOOKS. .1JPQ 113.. .OPEN QUESTION. Pi AS 
]ft CE1 1 HI OCKED. .SKKK 65. .AMSTERDAM.. ..UPON 114. .DECEPTION.... .JWNL 

17 NirE DAY .ajmg 66..-,,.... .VICTIM.....„. .ZIKZ 115. .OVERSEA DELIVERY. ...EGRW 
m CASTLE MOAT. ... HMJL 67. .CHIPMINE. ,...GGJA 116.. .BLOCKBUSTERS 2... .hxmf 
19 DIGGER.... .MRHR 68. .EENY MINY MOE.. .RTDI 117..,..., .THE MARSH. .„FPZT 

20 TQSSFD SAI AD... .KGFP 69,,... .BOUNCE CITY.. „.,NLLY 118. .MISS DIRECTION .,„. .osew 

ICEBERG .. .+UGRW 70. ...NIGHTMARE... GCCG U9.„„„ .SLIDE STEP. .PHTY 
2? ......FORCED ENTRY. ..WZIN 71. .CORRIDOR. .LAJM 120....... .IN THE SOUP,... .FLXP 
23. .BLOBNET..... ....HUVE 72. .REVERSE ALLEY. .EKFT 121.. .PERFECT MATCH. ..BPYS 
24.,...,,, .OCR TO GOLD. ..UNIZ 73,... .MORTON. .QCCR 122. .TOTALLY FAIR. .SJUM 
*>5 BLINK .. .PQCiV 74. ......PLAYTIME...... „,MKNH 123..,,,.. .THE PRISONER... ...... YKZE 
26. .CHCHCHIPS. . .YVYJ 75. .STEAM. ...MJDV 124„„... .RRETRAP. .TASX 
27. .GO WITH THE FLOW. .IGGZ 76. .FOUR PLEX..... NMRH I25.„„„ .MIXED NUTS.... „„.MYRT 
**8 PING FONG ...UJDD 77.... INVINCIBLE CHAMPION...... ..FHIC 126. .BLOCK N ROLL. , QRLD 
29. .ARTICFLOW... .QGOL 78. .FORCE SQUARE..,,. ...GRMO 127.. .SKELTZIE. .JNWZ 
30.. .MISHMESH. .BQZP 79. .DRAWN AND QUARTERED.. .JINU 128. .ALL FULL... 

31. .KNOT,,..... .RYMS 80. ..VANISHING ACT.. ,...EVUG 129.. .LOBSTER TRAP. .HEAN 
32 SCAVENGER HI NT ,...,,PEFS 81., .. ...WRITERS BLOCK. ... -SCWF 130,. .ICECUBE.. \HIZ 
33 ON THF ROCKS ,„„BQ$N 82. .SOCIALIST ACTION... .LUO 131... .TOTALLY UNFAIR ... , FIRD 
34.. .CYPHER... .NQFI 83. ..UP THE BLOCK.. .OVPJ 132. .MIX UP. 
35 .. I FM MINGS ..VDTM 84. .WARS.. ...UVEO 133_ .BLOB DANCE... .TIGG 
36. .LADDER.. 85.. „.TELENET,......... „.,LEBX 134.,,,.., .PAIN...... .XPPH 
37... .SEEING STARS. .,VQNK 86..,. ..SUICIDE. I35„. .TRUST ME... .LYWO 

38,. .SAMPLER. .BIFA 87„. ......CITY BLOCK...... .„...YJyS 136....... .DOUBLE MAZE... .LUZL 
39.. ......GLUT,,,,,... ...ICXY 88. .SPIRALS....... ...WZYV 137. .„■GOLD KEY.,...... 

40 FL OORGASBORG YWFH 89.. ...BLOCKBUSTERS... ....vezo 138.,...,, .PARTIAL POST. LUJT 

41 IC YOU .GKWD 90.. .PLAYHOUSE.,„... .OLLM 139.. .YORK HOI fSF ... .VLHH 
42. .BEWARE OF BUG. .... ,,.IMFl 91. ...JUMPING SWARM. .JPQG 140. .ICE DEATH.... .SJUK 

43. .LOCK BLOC K. ..UJEP 92. .VORTEX,....... .DTMI 141. .UNDERGROUND. ... ...MCJE 
44 REFRACTION TXHL 93.... .ROADS 1GN.... .REKF 142. .PENTAGRAM. UCRY 
45. .monster lab. .OVPX 94... .NOW YOU SEE IT.. ....EWCS 143....... .STRIPES..... 
4ft THREE DOORS ,. H DQI 95. .FOUR SQUARE...... .B1FQ 144.. ....FIREFLIES. .GVXQ 

47. .PIER SEVEN. .LXPP 96. .PARANOIA. .WVHY 

48.. .MUGGER SQUARE. .JVSF 97..,. .Metastable to chaos , ......IOCS (an Pugh and Andrew Cole, 

49.. .PROBLEMS.... .PPM 98,. .SHRINKING. .TKWD Gosport, Hampshire 

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY 
A strange land of dragons and adventure is 

hardly the safest place to be if you're only a 

little egg. All those struggling* oval adven¬ 

turers out there needn’t get too disheartened 

though, since help is at hand1 

Start the game and play as normal until 

you gel onto the high-scone table, at which 

point you should enter your name as 

IMMORTAL. As the nature of the cheat 

code would suggest, when you next start 

you should have infinite lives. Now you can 

reach the lofty adventuring status of a hero. 

GP Roebuck, 

Rotherham, South Yorkshire 

RODLAND 
Off to rescue mummy, eh? Well a little 

chap like you shouldn't have to face all 

those nasty monsters alone, so here is a 

little bit of advice to help you on your way. 

Well, not so much advice as a cheat isshh. 

don't tell anybody)! 

Start the game as normal, then press 

pause and press Help five times. When you 

unpause the game* the life counter will still 

tick down, hut the game won't end when 

you runs oul of lives, That should help in 

your quest lo save dear mama! 

Mi child Gardner, 

Kolhersthorpe, Norlhiints 

SHADOW DANCER 
Now there’s u rumour going round that the cheat code is GIVE ME 

INFINITIES, that's not true. So it's time we put the record straight! 

Pause the game and type GIVE ME INFINITES followed by a 

Return and you will be able to press X to skip a level. Well there you 

go. What's an T between friends? 

No credit for this tip. I'm afraid, there were heaps of letters on 

the subject. Never mind, thanks to everyone that sent it in anyway. 

ATOMIX 
Don't get flustered if placing all the atoms within the time limit gets 

too much. Try this! Go to the password screen and type TIME. When 

you stan the game, you shouldn't have to worry aboui the time limit. 

Znlfigar Haidar, Bcarsden, Glasgow 



mm 

BATTLE 
* Appeals to all levels: 

beginner to expen 
• More strategy than 

chess 

*32 unique Levels: 
16 maps tor one player m&de, 

another 16 maps tor two player 
mode, plus Two secrei map 

missions! Available on AG-ST-PC 

of units to control: tram 
intamryman to atrerah earners 'k 

Each vehicle in battle has 
detailed statistics and abilities 

* Comhai powers agamsi 
varying types of offensive W 1 

vehicle, speed reactions and * 
defensive abilities are all ^ 
taken into consideration ^ 

Yoki are the chief ef your military staff and you have complete control 
to mobilise your armies to attack the enemy occupied islands. 
"Not only does the superb presentation put this game tar above most 
others of its genre, it has been designed with the general 
gamesplayer in mind, and is very accessible and highly playable " 
Laurence Scotford - The One 
Battle Isle is one of the highest quality strategy games available. 

- 
* li . w 

M 
ryt «\l 

_d! rj 

iMrj 
r'.rifZiri'ri l rl rrizicir rjrjrry/cl fej . 

Saddlers House -100 Reading Rd - Yateley - CAMBERLEY - SURREY - GUI7 7RX Tel: (0252) 860 299 
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Throughout the year, Gamebusters tries to bring you the cheats for as many of the hot 

games as we can, but we thought the festive season seems like a good time to look back 

on the past 12 months and put together a mega list of the top cheats for some of the 

hottest arcade-action games of the year. FAB Virgil... 

1. SW1V 
ll your having a little trouble handling all that military 

hardware, pause the game and type NCC-1701 

(including the dash). When the game restarts, you will 

have infinite lises. 

4. TURRICAN 2 
The lone saviour of a race? Could be, but the chances 

are slim if the person controlling him can't beat the 

enemy. For infinite lives and power lines, press Help 

to get to the music selection page, press 4 to slop the 

music, then press 2, After about 10 seconds of music, 

press Escape twice, then play the game. 

5. Z-OUT 
More shoot-cm-up action to tease and frustrate you! If 

this game is causing problems, then simply hold the J 

key while playing and hit 14 to select the relevant 

level If this still doesn't help, hold J and press K for 

infinite lives. To turn the cheat off (that guilty con¬ 

science getting too much?) just press J and K again. 

6. CHUCK ROCK 
After a lifetime of TV, beer* chips and gravy. Chuck 

is hardly in the best of shape to carry out a rescue 

mission. For infinite energy, type UNCLE SAMS on 

the screen where the hand is playing. Alternatively* 

type TURN FRAME to switch on the level select 

mode. With this you can use the number keys to seleci 

the required level. 

7. KILLING CLOUD 
All alone agamsl the crime world of San Francisco. 

Not very easy to handle with ihe limited resources 

available* is it? To boost your supplies* enter 

I KILLING as a mission code. You will then he given 

28 PI PS and 28 nets. 

8* CAR-VUP 
Feeling sorry for that poor little cartoon car’s plight? 

Well try entering R J.TOQNE on the score table for 

infinite lives. If the fact that you can t stop is bugging 

you, press Z for brakes, 

9* SUPERCARS 2 
If your races arc more a 'pile into the walls" affair 

than bearing the other cars, then try this. Enter player 

one's name as 'Wonderland' and player two’s as 'The 

Seerf You can now start a game in either one or two- 

player mode with the cheat active. 

70. PREDATOR 2 
If that scaly monster is getting too much for you. then 

try some insults. In other words, pause the game and 

type YOU'RE ONE UGLY MOTHER. You can now 

play with infinite energy. Bullets? Pah! 

11. SWITCHBLADE 2 
If a robotic arm isn't enough to help you through the 

robot-infested /.ones, then try this. When the title 

screen appears, type LEVEL and the number of the 

stage you w ish to jump to. For a more unusual trick, 

type CHROME to enter a sub-game. 

12, ROBOCOP 2 
Your move, creep! BANG! Oh dear. Robocop gets 

flattened] This might help, though: try typing SERF 

ALINTERFACE (no spaces)' on the title screen. Now 

press F9 to restore energy or Fit) to skip levels. 

2. GODS 
For some evtra godlike power* select the ‘enter pass- 

wordk option and type in SORCERY* You should now 

be able to start with infinite energy. 

3. ELF 
A little munchkin isn’t supposed to deal with all that 

danger, so a little more currency might help. To give 

him a hit of a hand, type CHOROPQO ai any point 

during the game* You w ill then be given 99 pets. 

e got a hot one for ya... 



After receiving praise in the Iasi issue of Amiga 

Format* Gremlin's latest race game has obviously 

won a lot of fans - judging by the number of letters 

listing the codes that have been sent in. 

To jump to the various sections, use these codes: 

Course Password 

Forest Course™*.,.,.No Code 

Night Course..TWILIGHT 
Fog Course.....PEA SOUP 

Snow Course.....THE SKIDS 

Desen Course .PEACHES 

Motorway Course LIVERPOOL 

Marsh Course...BAGLEY 

Storm Course.....E ROW 

If you still can't finish any of the sections, then maybe 

a cheat would be beneficial Try typing in one of these 

instead of a password: 

GAMEBUSTERS 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 

DEES IDE: Allows you to qualify for the next stage 

even if the timer runs out 

H*r* arc the pmltlfint df the first set of time dome* 

on the Marsh court*. Each dome add* two seconds, 

TURPENTINE; Gives you infinite time 

So you're tired of driving around, eh? Well in enter¬ 

ing DUX as a password to access a secret game. To 

get buck to the racing, press the mouse button. 

Some of you may be having trouble with the Iasi 

two courses, since these require you to pick up domes 

littered around the track. On the Marsh course, the 

first time dome section is on a straight, with the 

domes in the positions shown on the picture. 

The next time-dome section on this course has all 

the domes placed on the inside edge of the bends. On 

the Storm course, try to collect the turbo-domes found 

just off the centre of the track. These will give you 

enough speed to reach the checkpoint. 

Yet again, there is no single accolade for sending 

this in, since there were so many entries (more than 

any other tip this month). Thanks go to everyone who 

bothered, though. 

Whisper Softly 
The most frequent enquiry that people 

have sent in to Helping Hand has to 

be concerning (he password in 

Shadow of the Beast it Many people have replied 10 

a letter primed a while ago claiming that the TEN 

PINTS cheat is the password, hut this isn't true Rut 

now' (drum roll please) we have the password! And 

the word to whisper is,,. SUNSTOVE. 

The sender of this life-saving code is 

Christopher Abberton from Clet eland, who wins a 

mail order voucher for his trouble. 

I ll Be Back 
I recently purchased Terminator 2* but unfortunately 9 

I can’t get past level two. Please can you tell me if 

there are any cheats or tips, 

Mark Sinclair, 

Milingarie, Glasgow 

Dear me! We all found the game far too easy without 

a cheat (hence the 60 per cent score). Still, if anyone 

out there kno ws of a cheat, then send it in to Helping 

Hand, it could he soar lucky dax. 

Unfathomable 
I desperately need a cheat for The Untouchables (I 

know it's quite old) because 1 can’t get more than 30 

pieces of evidence and l keep getting shot. 

Ian Morgan. 

Ham worthy Poole 

If it's a cheat you want. it's a cheat you shall have! 

Type in SOUTH AM PTONGAZE7TE and you wilt be 

HELPING HAND 
able to skip levels by pressing F10. ff you press Help 

on levels twot three and six you will be transported 

halfway through the level. Hope that helps! 

Colour Me Magic 
Back in Issue 27, we had a letter from 

Mark Hopkins who was having trou¬ 

ble with the staff section in the Seven 

Cates of Jamba la. Well Mark, fret no more! Here is 

the correct combination to use: Brown. Yellow, 

Violet. Red, Light Blue, Blue. Green, Jonathan 

Bennel from HIndies Green (near Wigan!) gets a 

£25 voucher for sending in this reply. 

Kick it In 
Please could you give me a cheat for Full Contact? 

Please prim it as it will make my day. 

Tom Hu jibes, 

Wallingford, Oxfordshire 

Ah. Sorry* bur Fm going to have to ruin your day, 

Finbar Bone-Andersan also wrote in asking for rips 

on this game, but Fm going to have to disappoint 

both of you. No-one around here knows what the 

cheat is. tf anyone out there happens to come across 

one. then send it in fora chance at winning the loot! 

Let's Go! 
Can you help me on level 15 of Lemmings'! All the 

lemmings die! Worst of all the lemmings get caught 

in the trap. Please help! 

Matthew Sarmmm, 

Rochester, Kent 

it sounds as though you've already got pretty far, 

since the difficult bit is at the beginning. Anywayt 

here 's how to do it... 

Let one lemming walk down the blocks, then turn 

the second into a Blocker as close to the last block as 

possible. When the first lemming gets close to the 

columns4 turn him into a Miner so that he digs into 

the ground, then make him a Basher before he tun¬ 

nels off the bottom of the screen. When he reaches 

the end. make him a Builder before he fails off, then 

set him bridging again when he finishes budding. 

While he '$ constructing the second bridge, bomb the 

Blocker to set the others free, then go thick and finish 

bridging the gap, When he climbs the first set of 

steps, turn him into a builder to bridge the gap above 

the trap. The lemmings should all walk to freedom. 

That's all we've got time for. If you’ve a serious 

problem, then we may have something for y ou. Then 

Screenplay 2 is here! Following on from the original 

(you have bought a copy, haven’t you?). This second 

v olume contains a new set of over 100 games, w ith 

mini reviews for each entry You will find heaps of 

tips, cheats, maps and solutions to the top games as 

well as some older classics. Christmas is just around 

the comer, so stan dropping those hints! 

Oh. and Merrv Christmas! 

If you're stuck on a game or have a solutionto one. then write it down and 

send it in along with the name of the game cheat on the envelope to 

HELPING HAND Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
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«r\f ou are setting forth itii^ano^^^face; another time, another wor(d, *said 

^ yTreguard, The ‘Dungeon 'Master. 'Andlwhat makes you think.that you four mere 

^ mortals toil! succeed in the QueSj^when so many others have faded?” 

/ understood, at that rikment, that our mission zoos going to take off 

our endurance, att our cottective skid, and, most of all a depth of courage, that I ivasn ‘t sure 

we possessed. 

Ever since ITV’s award-winning senes hit our screens, the world has been waiting 

for a computer game worthy of the name The wart « over 

Tony Crowfher's amazing re-creation has everything 

Using the same game system that made Captive adventure game of the 

year for 1990 Kmghtmare makes dungeons and dragons games seem 

like newts splashing around in a muddy puddle 

Kmghtmare is a sophisticated role-playing adventure where you are 

challenged to solve complex puzzles, logic problems and riddles that reveal a rich, 
ever-more rewarding storyline. 

Your journey takes you deep into the dungeons of Dunshelm. to a cataclysmic 

meeting with Lord Fear and the unthinkably horrible FrigtitKnight 

Whether or not the meeting is terminal is up to you You will need 

wisdom, tenacity alacrity and. above all. courage 

But you have all those things, don't you...? 

MINDSCAPE 

Available for Amiga & Alan ST 

Kmghimare is copyright Anglia Television and Broadsword Television 
Game copyright 1991 Mindscape International Limited 

Captive Copyright 1990 1991 Mmdscape International Limited all nghis reserved 
Written by Tony Crowther 

nr tea o a i> swom) 

ANCLIA 
'television I i mitcd 

For your local dealer contact Mindscape International Lid The Coach House. Hooklands Estate. Scaynes Hill. West Sussex RH17 7NG Tel: 0444 831 761 



Amiga for 
Beginners 

: A pridOU 
'll guide ■ ro using t*ie 

B AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS 
by C. Spanik 
Learn the essentials of ihe Amiga quickly and easi ly, from opening the box 
to yourtirsl application. Revised for DOS 2.0. * Complete set-up instructions 
- Bactongup important diskettes»The Extras diskette ■ Setting preferences 
* Customising (he Workbench - Introduction to AmigaBASlC * Amiga DOS 
commands * CLI tips and short-cuts * Creating your own icons * includes 
Presences 2.0 information. Using a hands-on approach to teach the firs! 
time user every detail , i n clear and easy lo u nderstand terms, so you can get 
the most from your computer, introduces you to intuition (the Amiga's 
graphic user interface), the mouse, wi ndows, AmigaBASlC and even the C LI 
(Command Line Interface), Clear step by step instructions. 
Ref: 4256 Priced5.45 

AMIGA BASIC INSIDE AND OUT 
by H RugheimBt and C. Spantk 
A combination of beginners tutonal advanced guide and authoritative 
reference - the complete guide to teaming and applying AmigaBASiC. * 
Exerting graphics demonstrations * Graphic objects animation * Video 
Ming program lor creating unique titles on your VCR * Powerful database 
■ Full-teaured Paint program * charting application for creating detailed pie 
charts and bar graphs ■ Speech utility tor remarkable human voice 
synthesis demonstrations - Synthesiser program to create custom sound 
effects and music. Included are a complete reference sector, an 
AmsgaBASIC Quick Reference Guide, and detailed error messages 
descriptions with lips lor avoiding the "guru“ next time, 
Ret: 4257 Price;£22,95 

THE BEST AMIGA TIPS 
AND TRICKS 

1 by Bleek, Maegier and Weltner 
Dozens of lips on accessing libraries 
from BASIC. Amiga DOS. sound & 
more. Includes companion disk with 
ready to run programs. * Using the 

new Amiga DOS, Workbench and Preferences 1.3 
& Release 2,0 * Tips on using Ihe new utilities on 
Extra 1.3 * Customising Kickstad for Amiga 100Q 
users * Enhancing BASIC using ColorCycle & 
mouse steeper-Disabling Fasi RAM 4 diskdrives 
■ Using the Mount command * Writing an Amiga 
virus killer program * Changing type styles4 Learn 
kernal commands 4 BASIC benchmarks 4 Disk 
drive operations 4 
disk commands 4 
Learn machine 
language calls. A 
great collection of 
Workbench. CLI & 
BASIC "quick 
hitters", hints 4 
applications Adv 
prog's will discover 
the Amiga's hidden 
powers, 
Ref: 8396 
Price :£27.93mdVAT 

AMIGA DESKTOP t VIDEO POWER 
byG. Wright 
A book for everyone who wants to 
use the Amiga for Video. You'll find 

_._K information on video basics, 
videotape equipiment. videoAm iga 
interfaces artwork and more1 

Updated 4 expanded to include information about 
ihe Cates! advances in Ihe desktop video market 
today. This includes extensive coverage of new 
products such as COTV and the revolutionary TV 
Studio on a card' Video Toaster from Newtek Also 
covers;4 Genlocks - Digilising and scanning images 
4 Frame grabbers ■ Video recorders 4 cameras * 
paint and drawing 
programs 
animation * titling * 
music sources 4 
examples4 special 
effects»home and 
professional video 
techniques. 
Written by Editor in 
chief of Amiga 
World Magazine. 
Guy Wright. 
Ref: 9312 
Price:£27.93kneivA- 

WITH ONE OF THE MOST 

SOPHISTICATED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

ON THE 

PLANET 
YOU'RE STILL ONLY 

PLAYING GAMES ? 
GET REAL! 

AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS 
by C, Spanik 
A practical introduction to teaming and using C language on your Amiga. 
Basic and intermediate programming techniques wshout the jargon, * 
Beginner's overview of C4 Writing youf first C program * Special features 
of the C language4 Important routines in the C libraries4 Input and Output 
using C * The scope of the C language revealed (loops, conditions, 
(unctions, structures) * Tr-cks and tips for fading errors4 Using two of the 
most popular C compilers Explains the basic structure and peasantries 
of each C statement and funchon And shows you how lo u se many ol the 
features of the Amiga's operating system ■ windows, screen, text output, 
DOS functions and more. 
Rel: 5453 Price*18.45 

AMIGA 3D GRAPHIC 
PROGRAMMING IN BASIC 
by Jennhch, Schultz and Massman 
Detaifs the techniques and algorithms for writing three dimensional 
graphics programs, including ray tracing, shading and light sources. 
Topics include: 4 Basics of ray tracing4 An obfect editor for entering 3D 
objects4 A material editor lor colouring, shadowing and mirroring of 
objects * Information about wire models4 Automatic computation about 
wire models • Adjusting the projection point and main point pi the graphic 
4 Adusting ihe light source (direction and colour)4 Saving graphics in IFF 
format - Mathematical basics for the non-mathematician 
Ref: 5452 Price:E18.45 

♦ i 

AMIGA MACHINE LANGUAGE 
by S. Dittrich 
A practical, comprehensive guide for a*l Amiga users wftg wa*rt to tap a i of 
the Amiga's true power using machine language Combined tutonai and 
advanced guide Many assembler programs presented, described and 
explained: -Simple number base conversions -Text input 4 output * 
Checking for special keys4 Opening CON .RAW.SER 4 PRT devices * 
New directory program that doesnl access the CU4 Menu ofogramming 
explained - Speech utility for remarkabte human voce synthesis4 Complete 
intuition demonstration program including Proportional. Bootean 4 String 
gadgets This is an essential tutorial and reference book for all Amiga 
machine language programmers 
Ref; 4259 ’ Price:£l8.45 

GET REAL - GET Abacus AMIGA BOOKS Abacusl I Call 021 706 1188 

AMIGA DOS INSIDE 
AND OUT 
REVISED EDITION 
by Karkloh, Zoller and 
Tornsdorf. 
Covers the ms ides of AmigaDGS 

from the internal design up to 
practical applications! includes many programming 
examples. Covers DOS 2.04 includes Workbench 
2,0 4 3.0 info. * AmigaDOS - tasks 4 handling - 
Amiga devices & how the CLI uses them - 
Customising your own startup sequence 4 
AmigaDGS & multitasking * Writing your own CU 
commands in C ■ Resetting priorities ■ the TaskPri 
command4 In-depth guides to ED 4 EDIT ■ Ref for 
1,2 4 1.3 CLI 
commands * 
Incudes ARexx 
command 
summary and 
sample application 
programs. 

Including quick 
reference section 
forfasi and easily 
accessible 
inlormation. 
Ref: 9383 
Price £23,35nf;^ 

USING AREXX ON 
A|\ THE AMIGA 

by Zamara and Sullivan 
The mos! authoritative gu»de to using 

-jySSr, Ihe popular ARexx programming 
DISK ^oa9eof1y°ur^^a' Filled with 

tutorials examples, programming 
code 4 an expanded appendix that you'll use over 
and over. Including Disk with ARexx examples 
typed m to save you time, - Short history of Rexx 
ARexx4 Thorough overviewof all ARexx commands 
- with examples 4 Useful ARexx macros tor 
controHong software 4 devices 4 How to access 
other Amiga applications with ARexx ■ Detailed 
ARexx programming examples tor beginners 4 
advanced users » 
Multi-tasking 4 f AfTrtyy 
inier^proramming wlrW 
communications ftf) f#u» AfTlkXl 

The text is ** 
Sprinkled liberally Hr 
with tutorials, 
examples and 
sample code The 
power of ARexx is 
presented m a dear 
manner. 
Ref: 9386 
PriM;£3&JQfrtiviT 

UK DISTRIBUTOR: COMPUTER BOOKSHOPS LTD, BIRMINGHAM pnew are cvr*d at fcnre of k> press tat 
are SofifSCl' 10 cnange wttmul note* 



JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 
Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 
one disk. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads 
independently of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drivel Works 
with up to 2 Megs of Ram - even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus). 

SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE ~ 
now with DEEP trainer. Even better than before - allows you 

to generate more or even infinite lives, fuel, ammo. Perfect as 
a Trainer Mode to get you past that 'impossible" level. Easy to use. 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 
The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 
including any "attached" sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 
software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

BURST NIBBLER. 
Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk 111. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk copier 

program at the press of a key - no more waiting. 

# SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 
directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 
music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE - 
Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC software. 

(Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

MANY MORE INSTANT CLI COMMANDS 

like Rename, Relabel. Copy, etc. 

• SLOW MOTION MODE 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 
adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through 
the tricky parts! 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM 

Simply press a key and the program will continue where you left off. 

• FULL STATUS REPORTING 

At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 
including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 
memory* Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 
screen status "overlay" shows all the information you could ever 
need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 
such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

ve 

JOYSTICK HANDLER - 

allows the user to select Joystick Instead of Keypresses 
very useful for many keyboard programs. 

• MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 
demos,etc. and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for 

most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay HI preference screen you can now set up 
autofire from O to 100%. Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

Ad 

IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with all 
Action Replay III commands. 

ACTl 
THE WORLDS 

CARTRIDGE I! 

£.(ectho*tUi 

NOW WITH 
A 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] Mk-YmtiUr/ifl CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO..„ 

LViriTL £L£C777Gffl&£m 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAN1 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY 
MOW EVEN BETTER!! 

MASSIVE 256K OPERATING SYSTEM IN ROM OFFERING 
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF MK III FEATURES 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF 
VOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 

• DOS COMMANDS 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all 

times - DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

re 

FILE REQUESTOR * 
if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

• DISK COPY 
Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. 

No need to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 
Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when 

working with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to 

boot from your external drive. 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS - 
including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

• DISKCODER 

With the new "Diskcoder” option you can now ’tag' your 

disks with a unique code that will prevent the disk from 

being loaded by anyone else. 'Tagged" disks will only 

reload when you enter the code. Very useful for security. 

SET MAP - 

allows you to Load/Save/Edit a Key map. 

• PREFERENCES 

Action Replay III now has screen colour preferences with 

menu setup. Customise your screens to suit your taste. 

Very simple to use. 

• DISK MONITOR 

invaluable disk monitor • displays disk information in easy to 

understand format. Full modify/save options. 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 
including compressed/small character command. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 

• Full M68000 Assembler Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block • Write String to memory 
• Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text • Show frozen picture • Play resident sample 
• Show and edit all CPU registers and flag • Calculator • Help command • Full search feature 
• Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling - show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assemble/Disassemble - now with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT S 
“FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 

• INVALUABLE FOR DEBUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR 
Macro-Soft 

29 Lasscock Avenue, 

Lack leys. S. A. 5032 

Telephone (08) 234 5050 

Fax (08) 352 8305 

UPGRADE INFORMATION 
OWNER* OF AMIGA ACTION REPLAY UK II CARTRIDGE 

CAN UPGRADE TO THE NEW MK III VERSION BY 
RETURNING THEIR OLD CARTRIDGE PLUS C3S-W 

INCLUDING POSTAGE , PACKAGING AND HANDLING. 
PLEASE CLEARLY MARK THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR PACKAGI | 

'ACTION REPLAY UPGRADE 

WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Dmm E4CEV1C* LB nMV OGfldOW # AutfttTOM tfi* Ufa tfC! flh* r*preduction 

of capyngftt ffllMIL 
TTm bapu* (•£***« ^ fh4 product ant da&gnwt to raprodixv orty ufiwv* mdi u ftjttc 

Domtiri majanal. 
dwp or software wnara iq mak* backup! hu baan daafly pvtn 

ll a Aagal to mak* cop*$, even for your ownu».el cogyngil fnatenal. wflnout the c*aar 
parmnnan of th* copyright own*, br tha bcancaa vmaoi 



WOW YOU CM MOITIZE PICT1JRKIS 
FROM MY VIDEO CMEK^ OR VCR 
• Completely newly designed interlace that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000. 
• Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2,0 volts to take signals from 
TV, video or camera. 
• Control brightness, contrast and throughport on A500 version. 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4,8 or 16 grey levels. 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available. 

• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo, Effects 
menu to reverse pos neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, 
Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames. 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time (apse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc. 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program, 
• Please state A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

ONLY c7i).9i> 

ONLY £ 1 

SCec^uuUcd 
Limited 

C^CLDCLCL 

B.=L 

1 r 

WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPLITTER, 
TO THE VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 

COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECOND!! 

• The Splitter unit plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied to couple the two units together. 
• Full adjustment of Red. Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you to 
take full control over any image. 
• The Splitter is switched in software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
• You can select single continuous colour or B/W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format, 8 or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B W IFF. 
• Features include full pallette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, camcoder or video recorder (paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

AVSK. TJ <JS£r VOUti OROGK (-AH77 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] ) I 7T Hit. CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 43 Hr*, ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO „ 

p/ir/rc ELzcmaracs cm. 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
AjT VI0IGI 



AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

• New design hardware now plugs into expansion socket of A50O completely freeing the 
parallel port, • Save flies in Raw or single, multi-octave IFF format. 
• Surface mount technology* twin A/D converters for realtime sierra sampling. 
• Extensive filters for extremely clean and notsc-free sampling. 
• Through bus allows existing add ons. e.g* hard drive. 
• The NEW Sampler It software has been completely re-written in 100% Machine Code 
and incorporates faster routines, bigger displays and many new editing features such as 
Cut, Copy. Insert. Replace. Mix. Erase, etc, • Stereo loc k 'control 
• Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 
• Multi-bank facilities for l Meg users. 
• Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor* 

• Separate buffer for editing waveforms and improved wave-editor wilh Instant update 
• Envelope control panel lor ramping up and down rc-scale amplitude, noise filter and 
scan waveform. • On screen display of filenames sample rate, length, etc.' 
• Inputs for microphone or line 1/4 Jack and DIN connections at rear of unit. 

U 

NOW ONLY £49.99com«.eteIUooi 
INTERNAL 2000 1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

ONLY £59.99 
IF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY IS 
REQUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD £5 

CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 
• Legendary Cumana quality now at an 
extremely low price? 
• Through port allows daisy-chaining with other 
disk drives. 
• A full 1 meg of unformatted capacity 1680K 
fully formatted) 
• A good length of cable is provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc, 

• High precision head positioning. 

• On/Off switch. 
• Extremely quiet and rUck free operation. 

NEW MINI SAMPLER 

ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A 500/1000/2000/1500 

• A lop quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with 
Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software 

• Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler software. 
• Inputs for microphone or line 
3.5mm jack and din connections* 
• till Uses latest surface mount 
technology and Incorporates all the 
features found on bigger, more 
expensive samplers. 

• Easy to use just plug In and 
start sampling? 

LC 200 OLOUR PRINTER 
MICROMIDI 

• Fully compatible 
Midi Interface for 
A5OG/2O0O. 
• MIDI In MIDI Out 
- MIDI Thru. 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

512K RAM CARD 

• If you can obtain your own Rum chips* 
we can supply the card. 
• Accepts !6 x 41256 D Hams. 
• Available with /without clock option. 

• Switch disable feature. j 

NOW ONLY £9.99 
CLOCK VERSION £14.99 

HM. THESE PRICES DO HOT INCLUDE RAH CHIPS. 

- ’'OIHBV: I 

MIDIMASTER 
• Midi in - 
3 x Midi Out 
& Midi Thru. 
• Full Midi 
Interface for 
A500/1000/ 
2000 (please 
state which model req.f 
• Compatible with all Leading 
Midi packages (In D/Music). 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £19.99 
INCLUDING 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 2000.1500 

m Now an Internal interface for the Amiga 
2000 and 1500. 
« Easily fitted In minutes. 

• Leaves serial port free for other uses. 
• Midi In. 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru . 
• Fully compatible ■ Qplo isolated, 

ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CARLES 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT 
OUT YOUR PICTURES 
IN FULL COLOUR! 

• The Star LC200 
Colour Printer not only 
prints in Near Letter 
Quality for vour regular 
jobs but also prints out 
your pictures in genuine 
colour! 
• No more to buy - Just 
plug In and print!! 
• Comes complete svlth 
printer lead, 

NOW ONLY £229.00 

GENIUS MOUSE 
• High quality direc t replacement for 
mouse on all Amigas, 
• Teflon glides for smoother 
movement. 

• Rubber coated ball for minimum 
slip. 

• Optical system counting - SOO/mm* 

Special offer ■ FREE Mouse Mat + Mom.# Houi. [worth C7.99) 

NOW ONLY £19.99 COMPLETE 

MOW TO 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 

:B FAST! 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS ROHMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 43 Hra, ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO..,, 

DAT CL ELECTRONICS S 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL'CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DA TEL LONDON SH0P\ 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON, W1. Tel 071 560 6460 

A/F AMG 12 



STILL ONLY 

cl 29.99 
COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER... 

IFF I Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 pixels, dual 
buffer, scan matching and view Buffer. 

Unmatched range of edit/capture 
i til l tics and keyboard control simply no I 

offered by either scanners at this unbeatable price, 
v Full keyboard control of most functions. 

• An easy to handle Handy Scanner 
featuring 105 mm scanning width and 

400 dpi resolution enables you to scan graphics 
and text Into your Amiga. 

Includes hard disk transfer to run under 
Workbench. 
• Adjustable switches for 

brightness*/contrast levels. 
Screen grid overlay and configure menu 

<35*1 
o ffi 

VS3» 
sof 

ss»' 

Full sizing menu of scan area, 
• GenJscan gives you the- ability to easily 
scan images, text and graphics and even 

offers 200Dpi Dual Scan Mode. 
X. Y position readout and metric sixes. 
• Save images in suitable formal Tor most 
leading packages Including PHOTON 

PAINT. DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
View window and position control panel, 
• Package Includes Handy Scanner. 
Interface, Power Pack and Scan Edit IV 

software. 
Icon menu to select functions. 
• Powerful partner for DTP that allows for 
cut and paste editing of Images etc. 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

• Yes A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so 
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc, 

• High count output for very line movement, 
• Two button micros witch action. 

Direct replacement for all Ann gas. 
£omes complete with special Optical Pad 

^styled - supersmooih shape moulded to fit the hand, 

moulded 9 pin connector. 

... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL 
MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 

VERSION IV 
SOFTWARE 

COMES WITH 
FREE 

PHOTON PAINT 

• Comes complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
• Huge range of features. 
• Top selling graphics package. 

tiOUXNlMAGE 

-•—-. 

No more to buy!! 

COMPLETE 

ONLY £39.99 

t/R ORDER FAST! 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

CHEOUE S'POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.. 

ECTRONiCS 
USTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744$ 
AT SCAN 2 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

■ agft, ■ 
1 

222. TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. W1. Tel 071 580 6460 c 



V* 

• Full easy to follow instructions. 

• This is the input method used on professional systems • now 

you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD. 
• Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy - plus 

"absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 

many times faster than by a mouse. 
• The Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. 

• Unlike a mouse, the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so 

• With the Amiga Genitizer Graphics 

Tablet you can streamline the operation 
of most graphic or CAD programs. 

• The Genitizer Graphics Tablet utilises 

latest technology to offer up to 100 dpi 
resolution at the tip of a stylus. 

• Complete 9“ x 6" digitizing area plus 

super accurate stylus combine to enable 
fast, accurate and easy control. 

• Works by "mouse emulation" so the 

Genitizer will work with most packages 

where mouse input is the usual method • 
Deluxe Paint, Photon Paint, CAD 
Packages, etc. etc. 

• Supplied with a template for Deluxe 

Paint. 
that tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet 

face. 

• A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus tip activates 

the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are 

not using the Tablet, you have normal mouse control. 
• Complete system • Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe 

Paint Template, Power Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit, 

plus Driver Program • no more to buy! 

« oc> 
OPTIONAL PUCK 

Ai mi alternative to the 
l m ^ mtylui input the Genius 

Tablet also has art 

optional four button puck. 

Ideal for tracing ate. 

/ ONLY C29.99 

Stectna+Ute 

l-l<2 nr ro cxLtv vouu 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Mrs. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE P AY ABLE TO.. 

LONDON SHOP 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. W1P9AF. 
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Free prize draw! 
We will give away an 

Amiga 500 or Atari ST or 
£200 cash. Winners choice. 

Automatic free entry with 
every order. 

RUBY CHARTBUSTERS 
3D Construction Kil 
3D Golf * ... 
4D Sports Boxing * 
680 Attack sub 
AlQ Tank Kilter 
Action Slatterns 1 
Advanced Destrcfl 
Adidas Golden 
Africa Korp * 
Agony* 
Aten Storm 
Altered Deslrny 
Apocalypse 
Armalyte 
AWSOME 
Back To The Golds 
Bandit King 01 Am 
Barbarian 2 (PSY 
Bard Tale 3. 
BAT ._..J 
Baftte Bound * 
Battte Chess 
Battte Chess 2 
Batlte Command 
Battle Master 
Bill Elliots Nascar 
Biity The Kid * . 
Birds 01 Prey . 
Black Crypts * 
Blade Warrior * 
Blues Brothers The 
Bonanza Brothers, 
Boston Bomb Club" 
Breach 2 (Enhanced) 
Cadaver . 
Cadaver Levels Payoff 
Captain Planet * 
Cardinal Of The Ki 
Celtic Legend 
Centurion 
Charge Of The Ugl 
Chase HO 2 
Chimes Revenge 
Chuck Yeagers ai 
Cisco Heat .... 
Conan The Cmnen 
Cruise Tor The Corps 
Cyber Fight.. 
Das Boot. . 
Deathbrmger 
Devious Desigi 
Dsk\. 
Double Dragon 
Dragon Lair 
Dragon LaiF 2 
Dragon Wars 
Dynamite Oebugi 
Elf .. 
Elvira Mistress Of 
Elvira Mistress Of 
Ep*C' 
Eye Of The Be hoi 
Emte*.| 
Fi5 Strike Eagle 
f 16 Combat P>!ot 
F19 Stealth Fighter 
F29 Retaliate* 
F117A. 
Face Off ice Hocl 
Fire And Ice 1 
First Samurai 
FmaJ Fight 
Final Blow 
Flight Of The Ini 
Formula One 30 
Formula One Giar 
Gaunttet 3 * 
Golden Axe 
Gunboat * 
Gunship 2000 
Hard Nova 
Heimdail ‘. 
Home Atone* .... 
Hudson Hawk 
Hunter... 
International Ice 
I Play 3D Soccer 
jimmy Whites 
Joe Montana 
Keys 01 Mam 
Kings Quest V 

$Y Amiga 
23 99 23.99 
1999. . . 19 99 
18 99 18.99 
26 99 26 99 
26 99 26 99 
1699 1699 
1199 1199 
15 99 
15 99 

1599 
1599 

1699 16 99 
2199 2199 
1699 
19 99 

16 99 
19 99 

16 99.16.99 
23 99 . ...23.99 
16 99 .16 99 
19 99 19 99 
1699 1699 
-16 99 16 99 
23 99 .23 99 
21 99 2199 
26 99 26 99 

19 99. 19 99 
1699 1699 
1699 16.99 
15 99 15 99 
1799.17.99 
1699 1699 

Knights Of The Sky * 
Knightmare'. 
Leander ... 
Leisure Suit Larry 
Leisure Suit Larry, 
Lemmings 
Lemmings Oh No1 
Lord Of The Rings 
Lost Patrol. .._ 
Lofus Turbo ChaSI 
Mad Dog Williams 
Magic Pockets.. 
Magic Story Book 
Manchester Unite! 
Master Golf. 
Maupih island. . 
Mega Lo Mama. . 
Mega Twins *. 
Mercs....,. 
Microprose GoH * 
M-g 29 Fulcrum.. 
Mg 29 Super Fulcrum 
M ghl And Magic 
M dwinter 2 
Moonbase * 
Moonstone . 
Monkey island 
Monkey Island 2' 
Myth*. 
Napoleon 1... . 
Narc. 
Navy Seals-- 
Nebulus2... 
Never Ending Story 2 
Ork.. 
Outrun Europe. 
Panza Kick Boxing 
Paperboy 2 
PGA Tour Goff 
Pitlrghter.. 
Pools Of Darkness 
Poputus 2...... 
Powermpnger 
Predator 2. 
Prehistoric. 
Prince Ol Persia. 
Prof light.. 
Railroad Tycoon, 
Robocod *. 
Robocop2,. 
RobocopS * ...... 
Rod land.,. 
Rolling Ronny 
R Type 2 .. 
Rugby The World Cu| 
Sarakon ' ..„ 
Si tent Service 2 i Meg 
S<m Eahh * 
Simpsons. 
Smash TV" .......... 
Space Quest rv * 
Spin: Of ExcaiibuT 
Strike Eagte 2.. 
Super Cars 2 . 
Super Space invaders 
Switchblades.. 
Team Yankee ....... 
Terminator 2. 
Test Drive 3. 
The Adventures Of 
Their Finest Hour 
Their Finest Hour Mtsi 
Thunder-hawk — 
Ttiundegaws. 
Tip Off . 
Toki.. 
Tournament Golf 
TV Sports Boxing 
Vengeance Of Exeahbur 
Video K.d * 
White Death 1 Meg 
Wild Wheels * 
Wolf Child ■ 
World Class Cricket 
World Class Rugby 
Wrath Of The Demon 
WWF*..... 
1/2 Meg Upgu 

“ Please note Mfes - if reMased at press date 
writ be despatched wrttnn 24nrs pt retease 

subject id a vaitab*hty 

99 15 99 
.99 ... 17 99 
.99 , .,16.99 

1^99 19.99 
15 99 15 99 
19 99 19 99 
16 99 . ...16.99 

1999 
1299 

.1699 
17.99 
16 99 
16 99 
17 99 
18 99 
1899 

17.99 
17 99 
1999 
17 99 
19.99 
1699 
29 99 

RUBY CLASSICS UNDER £10 
AttefOufrite 
Arkanoid 11 . 

699 
699 

699 
699 

«+_ 
Keg Of Ctacago 

699 
099 

6* 
099 
699 

PassngShol .... 699 
699 

BKxxj Money 
Bkcdwycti 
Bubble Bobble 

8 99 999 JrcrtDfU 099 699 
099 099 “aka 1990 699 699 Fteai-teatr __ 6 99 
699 699 Life Ft# 699 €99 H Type.. . 6 99 

Cabal 699 699 LstMnja 
LcercetbM 

6 99 699 ftnTheCw«« 
SpHdDai 

699 
7 99 Camer Ccrmwid 799 ? 99 699 699 

CenosJote Squ»*« 
Crazy Cars 

TheCroao 

699 699 UncWv 999 999 699 
699 6 99 New Zealand Stery 699 699 Sw#d*Z 6 99 
799 799 P’otansSm 6 99 699 larx Araek 799 

F^1taSyW0rt(l0i«y 
Fast Food 

699 699 Tbour 699 699 Tagir 699 
€ 99 699 Crdajgf* 699 6 99 Pmut 

ForgoEten Wtortch 
GauHtel? ___ 

699 6 99 Operator Wot1 699 699 Dais 699 
. HI* 799 Oieir 699 699 Wrtw Oynpad 699 

699 

RUBYSERIOUS 
AMOS. 
AMOS Gemote 
AMOS 30 
ST OS 
STQS6QC Sextos 
STOSCompte 
STQSMW* 
STOSMuhStoPL* 
Fyn School 2 tVtew 6) 
Rr Sehioi l iMj 
h^Sdteafitd*) 
Fun Save* 3 (Under Si 
Fun $000*3 ilrTi 
Fun Senoo»4 iLkxte S) 
Fun SerooM (S-7f 
Fun School 4 (7- 11) 
Tne Frencri Mofreti 
The Oernwri lAsstw 
The Spflnflh Tufti 
The I la tam Tutor 

Oa#y DouM H<?«t Rucnfl 
Hcyfei Book of Gtmat 

_JHIA J?99 
_ Nfk 5098 

■*; 24 99 
2150 Ni'A 
1199 UIA 
17 99 m 
T7 50 HA 
5360 HA 
14.5C 1459 

__14J0 1450 
14 50 U50 
T 7SQ 1760 
1750 1750 
i7» 17 as 

_^799 T730 
_ 1799 r? 99 

H45 T4 45 
14 45 Ti 46 
14 45 T4 45 
14 45 ti 46 

Wbph Atf*er4L4e 
Answer Becb Jj*ct tXff (8in 14 46 1 
A.'ytmT (Wa 5«iQlu JlS-AdUH 114 
Answer &*:- Soon i At a»si ' u as 
F«fW 500 
fxfm 500 HM HOttf < ‘ □ i. 

IQ 16 
10 16 

^ecftw 500 (All).. 
Fats** mxr Ger - lGtt> 

10 !6 
_1016 

iKfW 500 s«r Ger ^nowtedge | ij*l 
FsCfW 500&gNnWbtes(i^ ___ 
FtatfW5Q0KrttEnglerp|l2+)_ 

' 16 
1010 
tote— 

f achir 500 ktqw 5kwtc 112-J 
*40** SK ftr >Ce^r> Hauy (12*) 

1016 
1016 

FfdKfr 50OGsn Se#u (14»)___ __ *tm „ 
F*c?Hf KOPffT *43 M2, . «M6 . 

500 AnooMcn foomtf f 1099 
F«aMt 300 Sport {14*) 
FactUt 5«ar Spans i t+tj 

1MB 
14 AS 
H45 
14« 
1016 
1016 
10 16 
to t* 

10 16 
10 H 
10 IS 
10 10 
10 1« 
1010 
1010 

note you must have an Answer Back1 
to use Factfita 500 kites 

RUBYSPECIALS 
MfcngOjjO 

m 
HA 
ka Auftyecff Wus KJfcr FuM 

Prtet orny C2.75 io caw ■omnuiraittan casts. PH AimgfcCwy 

COMPILATIONS 
Mwnifp 

Altered Beast. Rainbow Island. X-Out. Chase HQ 
and Turrican FIv* games only El 8.99 

ENG BOX 

Captain Blood. Safari Guns. Teenage Queen. 
Bubble Bobbie Tte Tin On The Moon. 

Purple Saturn Day. Krypton Egg. 
Jumping Jackson Bo Bo and Hostages, 

Ton gomes only £17.99 

FISTS OF FURY 
Dynamite Du*. ShrnoO. ISfcrija Warner and Doubt; 

Dragon 7 Four games only £17,99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner. Doubte Dragon. Operation Wolf and 

& if Tvjn Cap? Four games only £1 7.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Bubble Bobbie. Rainbow Island and 

New Zealand Story 
Thro* Fantastic games only £14.99 

KjcA Of! Super Ski. Fighter Bomber, Great Courts 
and Stwit Car Racer 

only £19.99 

GRANDSTAND 
Ga*2a Super Soccer. Pro Term* Tour. ¥ 

Leadcrboard and Continental Circus 
Four games only £19.99 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sports Football, Lords of the Rising Su 

TV Sports Basketball and Wrnqs 
Four gnat games £20.99 

# AIR SEA SUPREMACY * 

Silent Service. F1& Strike Eagle. Carr«f 
Command. P47 and Gunship Amiga Vernon 

* Wings instead of Fl5 Stewa Eagte ★ 
Fantastic comp only £20-99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
Robocop. Ghost Dusters 2 Indiana Jor 

and Batman The Mone 
Four gamas only £18.99 

POWER PACK 
ZenOR 2, TV Sports Football. Btoodwych and 

Lombard RAC Rally 
Four gamas only £15-99 

TJiT, 
Hard Driving. A P V. Xybois. Toobn and 

Dragon Sprit Five games only £16.99 

PLATINUM 
Black Tiger, S&Kfer Forgotten Worlds and Ghouls 

and Ghost! Four gamaa only Cl 6.99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Ehmnainr. Str«e For* Hamer Lancaster Sky Fox 

r z S*i Cnasy Five games only £13.99 

MIT* VOL 2 
Terns joe Blade. Gokten Path and Bteck Shadow 

Four games only £8.99 

* COMBAT ACE* * 
Fighter Bomber. Gunship and Falcon 

Three games only £19.99 

* GUEST AND GLORY * 
Cadaver. Midwinter. Bat and Bteodwych 
★ SI verwn LonlOrO instead of 6a! + 

Four games only £20.99 

NINJA COLLECTION 
Shadow Warner. Dragon Ninja and 

■gLij-f Three games only £18.99 

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
Lotus Esp-fite GT Four Rally. Team Suzuki and 
Ccmfto Racer Fwr|WB>tilytHJ| 

A BOARD GENIUS * 
Monopoly Deiu*e Scrabble Deluxe. Gfuedo 

and Risk Four games only £18.99 
* S r vfi-sion no monopoly only £17.99 * 

SUPER 
Super Monaco GP, Golden Am. Crackdown and 

EWI All Four games only £0.99 

GUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Operation SaeaNh. Indiana Jones The Adventure 

; Stree!; Three games only £20.99 

(Dept AMF), 3 Crefeld Close, London, WG 8EL (Ns callers. mail ord«r aniyj Tel: 071 381 5830 Fax: 071 610 1703 

Please charge my Access/Visa No:„„.. 

ORDER FORM H : £ I CD Q 
Please supply me with the following for 

Computer..... 

Expiry date:. 

Titles Price 

Date: 

Name: 

Address:. 

. Post Code. 

Tel: 

Business hours 

loam - 6.00pm 

Monday to Saturday 

Tel: 071 381 5830 

After Hours + Sundays 

order hotline: 

071 610 1703 
Artswerphone 

Fax line ai other times 

Pie&se make cheques & PQ payable to 
Rubyaoft. Credit cord orders cashed 
ortly on despatch. (Please note we 
do net make any charge for credit 
card orders!, Please add 75p p&p per 
item for all UK orders EEC countries add 
£250 per (temT non EEC add £3 50 per 

item, all other countries add £4 50 per item. 
Alt items are subject to availability, all prices 

Subject to change without notice. E&OE 
Please note mail order companies may take 
up to 26 days to deliver goods from receipt 

of orders Please allow for cheque clearance 



CD-ROM DEVELOPMENT 
PSYGNOSIS is now established as a leader in CD-ROM technology. We are actively 
involved in a number of key projects and the expansion of this facility is now underway. 
We require the following staff; 

SENIOR PROGRAMMERS 

We are looking for classically trained graduate programmers who can write in 
both assembler and higher level languages such as C, C+ + and Pascal. 
Ideally you will have experience of working as a leader or member of a larger 
development team. 

PROGRAMMERS 

In the position of programmer we are looking for experienced programmers 
with more than one language including assembler. Alternatively we are looking 
for enthusiastic graduates. In both instances the necessary training will 
be given. 

PRODUCERS 

Applicants must have experience of producing high quality entertainment 
product. A degree of liaison with intellectual property licensors and the ability 
to communicate ideas within a development team are essential. 
Responsibilities will include everything from story-board through to 
implementation on several formats. 

ARTISTS 

We require computer graphic artists preferably with experience of 3-D 
modelling and computer generated graphics techniques. Any experience of 
post production video would also be an advantage. People who have worked 
with high-end Amiga applications will also be considered. 

Applications should initially be addressed to Ms. Jane Donald at the address below. 
They will be treated in the strictest confidence. 

Psygnosis Limited, 
South Harrington Building, 

Liverpool L3 4BQ 

TEL: 051 -709-5755 FAX; 051 -709-6466 
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the larger paleue. The Blend tool in particular 

h an outstanding feature providing almosi 

unlimited control over levels of transparency 

and gradients with almost any tool Having 

such a large palette now means that Mach 

Banding (these are the ugly hands of colour- 

contours crossing any un-dithered gradicnti 

is almost eliminated and almost every object is 

smoothly graduated without the need for much 

dithering at alt 

I’nfortunateh, these smooth colour gradients 

within objects emphasise the size of the 

Amiga's pixels at the edges, and stepping or 

'aliasing' has now' become the major problem 

with SpecmiCofor. The Blend tool is still not 

very good at 'feathering' brushes to eliminate 

'edge artifacts’ either (which is its only weak¬ 

ness really), so some form of anti-aliasing 

and a specific edge blending tool are probably 

now essential. 

Some- of the other tools can use the Blend sel¬ 

ling very effectively. Airbrush for example 

uses it to give a more accurate simulation, 

though still rather granular. Setting the graphs 

low (very transparent), allows colour to build 

up gradually however, enhancing the effect of 

a true airbrush and avoiding some of the gram. 

Such a gradual build-up is best with a large 

palette so HAM-E helps here as well, though 

less noticeably so. 

You really notice the vastly improved paint 

palette when you start using brush wrapping. 

Photon Point has also always offered a pseudo 

texture mapping facility so that brushes could 

be mapped onto a series of built-in 3D 

shapes and illuminated with a user definable 

light source’. These facilities are basically 

unchanged hut the mapping and shading is 

very much smoother, giving an almost 

'ray-traced* effect. 

The most exciting feature about 

SpectraColor is w ithout a doubt its Animation, 

especially the dynamic transformations that 

can be produced by using the brash manipula¬ 

tion tools. These were described in more detail 

in the original SpectraColor review (Amiga 

Format Issue 20, 1991). In short, though, any 

object or part of the screen can be picked up 

and moved from place to place over a series of 

frames. The path for this movement can he 

determined manually by pasting down on suc¬ 

cessive screens, or automatically by placing 

the brush at first and last positions and draw¬ 

ing the 'motion- path between these points. 

18-bit Art Package ■ £69 ■ OXXI 

HERE VVE HAVE a multitude of firsts, and 

they are all very exciting ones too. This is not 

only the first ‘mainstream* Amiga paint pro¬ 

gram that will support HAM-E (Hold And 

Modify - Extended) but also the first Lo ani¬ 

mate in True-Colour (that means 24-bits per 

pixel) and in real time. In other words it shows 

you just what HAM-E can really do, though 

even this is only just the beginning. 

Surprisingly, though, the HAM-E version 

of SpectraColor is virtually the same as the 

Amiga original 64 colours instead of the pre¬ 

vious 16 arc nowr the Base Colours, so the 

palette, as well as the three Spectrum Boxes 

and the Blend Set requester are adapted to 

reflect this. Everything else though, is identi¬ 

cal in form and function. 

Using the huge increase in colours doesn't 

seem to have slowed operations down at all: if 

anything. SpearaCohr seems a little faster, in 

effect, the HAM-E version is just an adapted 

version of the standard SpectraColor (which is 

in itself just an adapted version of Photon 

Paint), it probably took considerable re-coding 

to achieve this result but it looks and feds the 

same. After all that Black Belt have been say¬ 

ing about the transparent way their HAM-E 

works we shouldn’t be surprised. 

In a way this is a bit of a disappointment. 

Why? Well because all those extra colours just 

awaken a deep desire for more features - more 

ways for you to use colour, HAM-E gives you 

far smoother gradients and much more subtle 

blends of transparency but after all, 

SpectraColor is still the same old Photon 

Paint but with animation bolted on. (A fine 

program in its time bui a bit clunky these days, 

especially with ihe new Deluxe Paint IV 

around). By supporting HAM-E. though. 

SpectraColor could have jumped into quite a 

different league altogether so we might indeed 

expect a few new features. 

All the same, it is a very familiar environ¬ 

ment to work in.: Photon Paint with good 

animation and 18-bit colour can’t be all that 

bad so let's just see what it can do! 

The painting tends of this program have 

always been good and these are improved w ith 

BRUSH WRAPF 

The vastly impn 

palette is very no 

able with f> 

wrapping. Pit 
Paint Has alv 

offered a pseudo 

ture mapping facilit 

that brushes caul 

mapped onto a Si 
of built in 3D sh 

and illuminated w 

user definable * 

source? These facil 

are unchanged ex 
that Ihe mapping 

shading is i 

smoother as tc 

seen in these e> 
pies. The sphere 

the left were mo| 

with Photon Poi 
Those an the right 

SpectraColor BA 

SPECTRACOLOR 
HAM-E 
Available from 

Checkmate Digital 

071-923 0658 

requires HAM-E 

oho available from 

Checkmate digital 

price £399. 

K«— “ that will allow you to use HAM-E ir 

paint program. What will this mean? HAM x i 

lets you have 262,144 colours at your dispo: 

on screen. Brian Larkman picks up a f 

colour Animbrush and gets all arty witk 

SpectraCo 
Ham-E 



If some trims Form util m :s set in motion 

before selecting the first point - re-size* twist, 

wrap* blend etc - two panimciers can be 

applied, one after the first point as set and 

another after the second. 

When the animation is set to render* the 

object will move along its path, performing the 

required transformation from initial to final 

state, with progressive 'inbetweeif states on 

each frame. Just as the use of the large 

HAM-E palette improves single images, so it 

enhances animations. Colour* shape and light¬ 

ing transitions take place smoothly* though 

again the smooth surface quality makes edge 

imperfections stand out, emphasising the need 

for anti-aliasing. 

Once a sequence is animated it o possible to 

pick up an 'animated" brush* or ammbrush as 

invented by Dan Silva for Deluxe Paint III. 

This can he used again in exactly the same 

way as a normal brush, allowing transforma¬ 

tions of transformations to any degree! 

Unfortunately, HAM-E SpecttaCahr will 

only recognise HAM-E brushes* anims and 

animbnishes. This is a real pain if you have 

loads of ordinary animbrushes that you want to 

use. The only way to bring in a standard anim 

or anim brush is to save it as a series of frames 

COLOURISVNG Edge 'Ramping' can bn a bit of a prob¬ 
lem when Colour 
Mode tools are 
used to process the 
image. In this case, 
some of the colours 
that are used to 
produce the pig 
spectrum created 
ramping and other 
edge artifacts 
(especially yellow, 
green and cyan). 

Anti-aliasing might have improved these problems* 

PAINTING WITH 
BLENDS The ability 
of Blends to simu¬ 
late watercolour 
painting is greatly 
enhanced with the 
smoother gradients 
of HAM-i. HAM 
'ramping' (fring¬ 
ing) can still be a 
problem if the main 
colours used In the 

drawing are not placed into the Base Colours bones at 
the start ol painting. Thinking ahead like this is not 
always possible and in any case means that artists are 
more limited in their 'spontaneous' use of the pro¬ 
gram as a replacement for traditional painting 
methods. This Is a limitation of all Amiga HAM sys¬ 
tems rather than of this program however. 

COMPOSITING As it 
allows 24-bit files 
to be loaded, 
SpectraColor HAM-E 
can produce very 
convincing photo¬ 
montage images* 
Here background, 
foreground and 
grass were mixed 
together quite 
effectively (the pig 

was colourised separately fo avoid fringing prob¬ 
lems). Nevertheless, the lack of fine editing and 
anti-aliasing tools meant that a lot of time had to be 
spent cleaning up edges. 

ANIMATION Until 
Amiga HyperFontiat 
is sold on book¬ 
stands, magazines 
are nat the best 
place to display 
animations. 
Nevertheless, this 
image attempts to 
give a flavour of 
SpecfraCofor'f ani¬ 
mation style. The 

elephant is an animbrush produced by RGB for its 
forthcoming Reai Thfngs-Saforf Irft, converted (labori¬ 
ously) to HAM-E. Using a path it was sent from right 
to left , over the background. The whole animation 
was then picked up aga in as an anim brush, and 
Wrapped onto a ball, varying the size, first to last. 
The animated effect Is of an elephant moving behind 
a zooming lens. 

and load these as individual pictures* a real 

FUN job! As we mentioned in the original 

review... “it would be nice if a series of 

consecutively numbered individual IFF 

pictures could be loaded in one go*” Some 

things never change* 

While we are on die subject of file in/output* 

it must he said ihat this is the first major 

Amiga paint program since the early days, not 

able to save an IFF picture file, OK. it’s true 

that HAM-E formal pictures can be loaded 

into Image Professional and saved in either 

18- or 24-hit IFF, but SpectraCohr should 

offer 24-hit save itself* 

In fact it would be nice if all internal oper¬ 

ations were carried out in 24-bit* but displayed 

as HAM-E so that full 24-hi.t editing could 

take place. This would be vers slow but surely 

not impossible, and certainly very useful now 

that so many 24-bit and 18-bit display systems 

are arriving on the scene. 

The inosl oh sums and really the only compe¬ 

tition to the standard HAM version of 

SpectraCohr is Deluxe Pa ini fV and overall 

ids probably SpectraCofor that loses out. D 

Paint IV has a bit more of a polished feel to it. 

the animation system is much better integrated 

into the program and easier to use* the detailed 

editing tools and anti-aliasing are far superior, 

and even ihe gradient fill is now almost as 

good. Adding HAM-E support redresses the 

balance though, for SpectraCohr can load and 

display 24-bit files almost perfectly* and pro¬ 

duce some amazing, smoothly shaded* texture 

mapped objects ■ and this is impossible in 

DPaint A It can also apply complex distor¬ 

tions and twists, plus variable levels of 

transparency and blending that can be modi¬ 

fied during animation to produce stunning 

transformations and fades. 

It seems remarkable that two paint programs 

with such a huge and seemingly complete 

range of features in common should still come 

up with so many unique tricks so as to make it 

worthwhile to own ihe pair. The addition of 

HAM-E to Spectra Color has restored that situ¬ 

ation* Once again you need them both! O 

HAM-E Spectracolor 

SPEED • • t 
Seems faster than Photon P*mt - but animation 
rendering i$ almost il ray-trace speed. 

DOCUMENTATION #••• 
Good clear manual at laal * with full reference 

and tutorial sections 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Familiar interface and icons plus excellent key 
equivalents (mostly DP$irtt standard keys). 

FEATURES 4 4 4 4 
Excellent - Photon Pgint plus animation * needs 

anti-aliasing and more fine editing toots thought 

VALUE 4 4 4 4 
Very good for probably one ol the best paint 

systems available on the Amiga. 
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PHOENIX 

RAM expansions made for the 

older A500 wilt not work with the 

new A500 Plus if they are populated 

to more than SI2k. Phoenix have 

developed a range of RAM 

expansion units specifically for the 

new A500 Plus. 

WHY DO YOU NEED 
PHOENIX RAM 

EXPANSIONS? 

The A500 Plus can only be 

expanded to 2 Mb of chip RAM 

using the trap door expansion port 

❖ 

Chip Ram is required to 

unleash the full graphics 

capabilities of the 

Amiga 500 Plus 

The A500 Plus can only use specific 

RAM expansion modules that will do 

this such as Phoenix 

Phoenix Ram expansion modules 

are built to the highest possible 

standards in the U.K. 

«► 

Each unit is individually 

inspected and tested 

before release. 

Phoenix 1 Mb RAM modules 

come in either 512K, 1Mb or 

unpopulated configurations. 

❖ 

All Phoenix product is backed 

/<-/ - 
I > t U 
\Ui\ / 

VfV:., 

EXPAND 
your O AMIGA A500 Plus 

with the 

A500 Plus 1Mb RAM modules 

The Phoenix Imb RAM expansion is available either unpopulated, 

populated to 512K or fully populated to 1Mb. All boards use industry 

standard 256 by 4 DRAMs. The Phoenix Ram will fit simply into 

the trap door expansion port without any modification and 

Will Not invalidate your warranty. 

Unpopulated 

only £16.99 

512K populated 

only £39.99 

1Mb fully populated 

only £49.99 

Kickstart ROM1.3/2.04 sharer 

Because some older Games and Business software will not run 

on the new Kickstart 2.04 ROM Phoenix have designed asharer 

for both ROM chip sets. 

Switchable between 1.3 and 2.04 you can get all the benefits of 

the latest A500 Plus without the drawback of losing some of your 

favourite software. 

Kickstart ROM1.3/2.04 sharer 

only £24.99 

♦ 

Kickstart ROM 1.3 chip 

only £29.99 

Order Hotline 

TEL. 0532 311932 
FCC Distribution, Unit 8, Armley, Park Court, Stanningley Road, 

Leeds LS12 2AE Tel(0532|311932 Fax 637689 

by a full 2 year replacement 

guarantee. 

Phoenix products are solely distributed in the UK by FCC Distribution Ltd. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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BULK DISKS 
« CRAZY PRICES 

3.5 DSDD AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 
50 for only ei 9.95 250 for only £75.00 

100 for only £34.00 500 for only £145.00 
All certified 100% error free supplied with labels 

200 DSOD 3.5" 
. STAR . DISKETTES 

OFFER plus 
2x100 CAP BOXES 

£69 II 

Banx boxes 90 capacity...£8.95 
Universal printer stands..£7.95 
Re-Ink the wonder product.£12.95 
Amisa/Atari dust cover...£3.95 
3.5’ cleanins kit..£2.95 
Mouse mats ..  £2.95 

3.5" HD 60p* 
5.25" DD 22p* 
5.25" HD 35p* 

* each 

REMEMBER ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P 

100% PRODUCT SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 

Callers welcome by arrangement 
DIAL A DISC 

6 Walsingham Road, 
St Pauls Cray, Kent, BR5 3BW 

Tel & Fax: 081-309 5556 ran 

! 

KINGSTON, SURREY 

fAajor stockist for all Commodore 

products including Amiga and CVTV. 

Over 2,000 sg. feet of computer 

software and hardware for 

Commodore. Atari and *PC. 

Our enthusiastic staff also insist that 

we stock a complete range of Sega. 

Nintendo and Lynx consoles. 

BARKMAN COMPUTER SERVICES 
First Floor, Cardinals Market Place, 

Kingston, Surrey. 

081-546 5941 

Commodore Amiga Cartoon 

Classics Pack 

3 Great Games 

Lemmings (Psygnosis Smash Hrt) 

The Simpsons versus the Space Mutants 

Captain Planet and the Ptaneteers 

Also Debxe Pant III (Electronic Arts Superb Art Package) 

and Commodore s A501 512K Ram Expansion 

£359.99 
I 

Commodore Amiga 1500 
1 Megabyte of memory, two 3.5' disk drives 

and the folowing software: 

Tokt. Elf . Puzzmc. Home Accounts 

and The Works (Integrated word processor, 

spreadsheet and database) 

£659.99 
With Philips CM8833 Mk2 Colour Monitor 

£889.99 

MONITORS 

Commodore 1084S.£259.99 
Philips CM8833 Mk2 line, cable, free copy 

of FI 9 and one year on site 

maintenance) ..£244.99 

PRINTERS, (all printers include cable) 
Citizen 120D+.    £134.99 
Citizen 124D. £194.99 
Citizen Swift 9.£194.99 
Citizen Swift 24.£284.99 
Optional Colour Kit for Swift printers.£34.99 

Seikosha SP1900AI (9 pin Dot Matrix).£124.99 

Canon BJ10E. £264.99 

Star LC20..£154.99 
Star LC200 colour.£229.99 
Star LC24-200 mono. £259.99 
Star LC24200 colour..£299.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Cumana CAX354 External Disk Drive.£59.99 

512K memory upgrade with dock..£31.99 

Squick Replacement Mouse ..,...£14.99 
Naksha Mouse with Operation Stealth.£26.99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse..£36.99 

Commodore A590 20Mb Hard Drive.£289.99 

Dataflyer 500 fitted with 52Mb Hard Drtve..£329.99 
Flease phone for pricing of 105Mb, 210Mb and 
420Mb hard drives. 

VXL030 25MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga 
500, 1500 & 2000. £259.99 
VXL030 40MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga,...P0A 
Maths-Processor (FPU) upgrades and up to 8Mb of 
32 bit memory also avatlable for VXL030. 

KCS PC Emulator. £224.99 

Marry other products available. Please phone for a 
price on your specific requirement 

All prices include 
17.5% VAT and 

Next Day Delivery 
on hardware 

mm TECHNOMANIA, TsT 
13 WELLBURN STREET 

DUNDEE, TAYSIDE DD2 2RR. 
PHONE: 0382 22323 FAX: 0382 400444 

Please allow five working days 

for cheque clearance* Prices are 
subject to change without 

prior notice* Orders received 
by 3pm despatched same day. 
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FRACTAL 

The power of the Amiga makes it ideal for 

creating digital landscapes. Marcus Dyson 

dons his explorers gear and takes a look at 

the third fractal scenery package to come our 

way in as many months. 

Genesi 
e generator ■ £49.99 ■ Micro Illusions 

WOTHER 1>AV ANOTHER fractal land- 

scape generation program, that's iho way it 

seems to he here in the Amiga Formas offices. 

Genesis, the third day is quite aptly the third 

such program we have reviewed recently, and 

tt continues the trend for additional features 

for lower prices. Straight away 1 have to say 

that Genesis is not as easy to use as VislaPro 

and Scenery Animator, it doesn't support 24- 

bil colour modes, nor doe\ it directly utilise 

the DEM ttjS Geological Survey Digital 

Elevation Modell file formal, hut this doev not 

mean it is without it's own individual virtues. I 

va> that it doesn't directly support DEM 

because there is a program on the disk called 

DEM2Gen which converts DEM information 

into a form useable by Genesis* just the first 

esample of the programs seeming delight in 

going about things in the most cireunivolved 

manner imaginable. 

This program takes a far deeper look into the 

world of fractal landscapes and how they are 

generated, it offers an insight into how real 

landscapes can he imitated, and examines the 

interaction between springs, rivers, lakes and 

The recent trend in 

fractal landscape pro¬ 
grams lias been 

to wants 24-bit images, 

but Genesis produces 

its pictures using tbe 

Amiga's standard 32 

colour palette* Not as 
impressive as a 17* 
million colour image 

maybe, but then you 
don't need over a 

grand's worth of 

hardware la get the 

best out of it. 

GENESIS It 
available from The 

Software Business 

0480 496497 
Requires 1 Meg 

minimum — bard 

drive advisable* 

* IN 

dry land- Genesis can also provide more 

realistic landscapes than the other stick-in-a- 

number and*see-what-happens type of scene 
generation programs. 

To get the most out of this program you 

have to be prepared to get to grips w ith the its 

own kind of macro maker, the picture script 

file. Writing picture scripts using a text editor 

or Genesis1 own Make Pic Script command, 

and executing them through the Genesis pro¬ 

gram allows you to perform some functions 

that are not available via the menus. <though 

why not I can’t imagine) contour dithering 

uhe breaking up of edges of areas like grass 

and forest, or rock and snou t for instance is 

only accessible through picture scripts, The 

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE... 

VISTAPRO 
£79.99 ■ Virtual Reality Labs ■ HB Marketing 0753 686000 
Relatively easy to use with excellent manual, features animation and supports 
DEM and 24-bit. It offers the opportunity to see things like the Julia set ren¬ 
dered as a landscape (see picture above)* Produces excellent results but 
slightly pricey given tbe cost of,,. 

SCENERY ANIMATOR 
£59 95 ■ Natural Graphics ■ Post Haste 0227 764 204 
The same features as VisiaPro (more or less) at a lower price* Completely 
menu and requester-driven system is incredibly simple to use, particularly for 
animation. If producing 24 bit output is your main concern, this is narrowly 
ahead in a close-run race* 



FRACTAL SCENERY 

A fully smoothed Genesis image ot the 
highest recursion level curt take well over 

need for picture scripts is created by the pro¬ 

gram lacking any true animation capabilities, 

but it is possible to write a picture script to 

create and save out a number of frames for 

using as an animation* but these have to be 

compiled into an actual unim by an animation 

creator like PagellipperFX* and no such 

program is provided, nor h an anim player, 

although these are easily obtainable from 

the Public Domain. 

The program supports ARcxx macros* so it 

would be possible to batch create and compile 

animations using ARexx and the required pro¬ 

grams running under the Amiga's multitasking 

environment if you had a powerful enough 

machine, but it seems a little complicated for 

something that Scenery Animator does auto¬ 

matically as an integral pan of the program. 

Genesis images are 32 colour, and while 

Scenery Animator and Vista Pro may be going 

over the top a little with their 24-bit support, 

they are both capable of producing HAM pic¬ 

tures that are vastly superior to Genesis 

standard Amiga palette offerings. Why have 

the creators of Genesis made a package that 

produces 32 colour pictures then included a 32 

to HAM feature because they consider it 

important to be able to load iheir pictures into 

Photon Point 2‘! And why is it so important to 

loud their images into a HAM paint package 

anyway? Because early on in the manual much 

is made of Genesis1 abilities to produce fractal 

clouds and planets. But the clouds are just 

white landscapes with lots of water in them 

MAKING MOUNTAINS*** YOUR OWN SPECIAL WAY 

Once you have 
loaded Genesis 
you need to either 
create a landscape 
or load data from 
disk to enable you 
to render one* 
This quickly 
becomes apparent 

since all the other menu options are ghosted at this 
stage. So lets create a new landscape. 

The first thing the 
program requests 
is a seed for the 
fractal algorythms 
to use to create 
the random num¬ 
bers which will 
shape your land* 

scape, defining the height of mountains, meandering 
of rivers, frequency of lakes etc* 

Seed for Randon Hunters 

Click on OLD to use the previous seed, 
dick on IIKER for a randan nea seed, 

or enter a specific new seed. 

Faruitter* Next you outer o 
number which will 
determine how 
likely any given 
point on the land* 
scape will be to be 
the source of a 
river* Each time 
you increase the 
recursion level 

(the level of detail In your picture) you will be asked 
to refine this setting 

Genesis now cre¬ 
ates a wireframe 
of recursion level 
one. At this point 
you can edit the 
landscape by click* 
dragging the 
points on the 
wireframe Into a 
position that is 

more acceptable to you and by placing new springs on 
the wireframe. It’s quite difficult at this level to see 
what the final picture will be like but when you are 
happy, click on OK. 

Now you should 
set your position, 
elevation and 
direction of view, 
the angle of vision 
is set by changing 
the focal length of 
your imaginary 
camera. 
When you have 
done this you can 
keep increasing 
the level of incur¬ 
sion unfit you are 
ready to render 
your image. But If 
you go all the way 
to level 5 be pre¬ 
pared for a wait. 

(which have lo be added to ground scenes in 

Photon Pttint) and the planets are scenes 

wrapped onto spheres using Photon Paint's 

ability to do so. 

It seems that Genesis was written for peo¬ 

ple who like to do everything the long way 

round. Yuu certainly need time to spare if you 

wish to render things at high recursion (detail) 

levels on a standard Amiga, since it can easily 

lake over an hour to render a 5-bit image with 

smooth Gouraud shading* this does not 

compare well with the competition, which 

manages to create HAM images in less lime or 

24-bii ones in Marginally more. 

So wbui are the virtues [ mentioned at the 

opening of this piece? Well a lot more of the 

parameters which define the final landscape 

are placed under direct control of the user. For 

instance the number of springs, which give 

source to rivers and lakes is user definable* as 

is the degree of slope that w ill turn a river into 

a waterfall. The degree of meander of a river 

can be defined as can its depth. Each point in 

the landscape can be edited to give precise 

control over the shape of the final image. 

Another i unique as tar as l am aware) feature 

that Genesis boasts is the ability to save land* 

scapes out as object files for 3D modelling 

programs such as Turbo Stiver 3.0. Sculpt* 

Animate 4D, and Videoscape 2.0L It is this 

ability that will define its niche* because as a 

simple creator of Landscapes for general use 

Genesis is really no belter than its competitors, 

while being a great deal less easy to use. 

If you are simply wishing to produce real¬ 

istic Looking landscape backgrounds for 

pictures, or animations this program is no bet¬ 

ter lhan Scenery Animator* and a good deal 

slower and more difficult to use. If you wish to 

study the large areas of the planet (most of 

them are admittedly on the North American 

continent, but European ones are on the way) 

they are available as DEM files, having to con¬ 

vert them using the DEM2Gen program is a 

bit of a pain. But if you want to loam about the 

process of fractal Landscape creation, and study 

the generation of said landscapes rather than 

the finished landscapes themselves, then this 

could be the program you are looking for, Q 

Genesis 

SPEED • A 
Not very feel ai all euher get in accelerator or 

haw a book on-hand when uting this program 

DOCUMENTATION i • 
A very extensive manual for an extensive pro¬ 

gram. Both ore over complicated. 

ACCESSIBILITY • • 
Not as easy-to-use as the competition, in fact 

not particularly easy to use al all, 

FEATURES * i 
No HAM, no animation no direct support for 

DEM format files, 

VALUE «•« 
It a a bit cheaper lhan the Scenery Animator but 

a lot worn*. 

W *Wtfck _ 

Mic) 65% 
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Show the True Colors of Your Little Angel 
Using spectacular Amiga Graphics with the RocGen Plus, you can combine your 
favorite videos with text and studio effects of overlay, fade/dissolve 
and keyhole options. So forget those boring Christmas cards and show 
your love ones how much you really care with RocGen Plus. 
9/F WIN WIN lndiwri.il Building, IS let Chung St., Chal Wan, HONG KONG, TEl;( $52) 6?M369 FAX: (IS2)fSMW Trade Infirm SDL 081 W J.W9 ZYE 02M3 5)8666. 



WORD PUBLISHER 

Word publishers that let you import graphics 

to brighten up your text are very Nineties. 

Asam Ahmad churns in his copy using the 

latest, more powerful incarnation of ProWrite. 

A WORD PUBLISHER is an advanced ward 

processor which has the ability 10 control the 

layout and final appearance of your document. 

Although they are not quite as powerful as 

a dedicated desktop publishing program, 

for example ProPage or PageStream. their 

output, especially something like ProWrite, 

can be quite superb. New Horizons have 

managed to take into account all the moans* 

groans and gripes that users had with version 

ProWrite has much 

better screen represen¬ 

tation of graphics and 
multiple'document arid 

foal capability os well 
os comprehensive moil- 

merge facilities. 

ProMrite 3.2 - g 1987-91 Hew Horizons Software, Inc 

«First Name» «Last Name» 
«Rddre$s» 
«City», «5tate» «Zip» 

Just thought you'd like to see an examples 
Its called PralDrite, and mith it I can finally 
letters. Rs you can see, I can use any conbii 
fonts, styles (such as bold, italic, and under I 
can even add pictures to the things l write 
top of this letter). 

3.1 to release this new slicker and far more 

friendlier program. 

This version secs an improvement in the 

graphics handling. The on-screen representa¬ 

tion of graphics is much better, with images 

now stored with all ihdr information internally 

despite only seeing a version of the image dis¬ 

played in the number of colours of the current 

screen mode. 

This means that although the screen may 

look awful, depending on your pulciic, the 

final printed result will be in excellent 4,096 

colour quality. As a method of conserving 

memory though, screen graphics are not 

cached (stored in RAM) any more, so this 

means that screen refreshes can be tediously 

slow when moving around, especially in hi-res 

modes with interlace. 

As well as improving the graphic printing, 

text printing has also been revamped to pro¬ 

vide smoother, 'jaggic-frec' output. This is 

done by actually using a font twice the size of 

that used in the document, and scaling this 

down for printing, to give a better resolution. 

You then get a far better, and sharper, printout 

than before* 

For those of you w ho arc using Workbench 

2.0, there is no problem with this system, 

because fonts can be created ’on-ihc-fty' to 

produce double-size fonts, but those who arc 

using Workbench 1.2 or Workbench 1.3. will 

have to make sure that the extra fonts required 

are in the appropriate font directory. 

This time New Horizons have decided to add 

the PostScript output facility to ProWrite 

within the program, means an external module 

isn't now required, The system it uses is simi¬ 

lar to ProPage* which uses font metric files 

to allow the use of the PostScript printer’s 

internal fonts. This means that ProWrite can 

actually load ProPage* s font and metric files, 

and even go as far as loading its text files as 

well* keeping all the style codes such as hold 

and italic intact. 

In general, the program has been rewritten 

to take advantage of the extra facilities that 

Workbench 2 offers, with a new look 3D-style 

interface giving a Workbench 2 look and feel 

ProWrite 3.2 
Word Publisher ■ £143 ■ New Horizons 

■ :l«* upj 

IlMTt | 

Prior : 

uould *xp*ct to H* Cron « 
dard housekeeping funcMorts inch 
Isa goes further, Opus has the 

f flit, be it IFF graphics to Font* 

f these are in the current 
ed upon. Opus acts accordingly, 

_con and font Files, gr playing the 
relevant sanplt etc. It also recognises Sounder acker type nodules 
and plays than outoMtically when selected, 

Itwfi it cones to reading those text Files. Opus provides a 
vary nice reading interface, with variable scroll - it evan allow you 
to 
read file* ervehed with the excellent FouerPacker avtonah&ilty, 

Hie ttasourui and 

spelling checker facili¬ 
ties da their best, 
although tare, the dic¬ 

tionary has failed to 

realise ihot the word in 

question hos the 
American spelling.*. 

PROWRITE 3.2 

Is available from 
HB Marketing 
0753 686000 

to version l owners as well. Something that is 

becoming popular is providing a friendlier, 

and more professional control system. Other 

new facilities include speech: yes it can now 

narrate text to you, or even say out loud the 

words you type, as you type them. This can be 

rather invaluable for the partially-sighted 

Amiga owners although it can often be a little 

difficult to comprehend what the Amiga is 

actually saying due to the translator device's 

idiosyncrasies. 

Another new addition is the auto save 

feature, which can automatically back-up your 

work at programmed intervals so that if ever 

your friend and mine, the Guru, comes round 

to meditate, you only lose the most recent part 

of your opus - a life saver for those, who like 

me, always seem to meditate. 

All ihe other features are there that you would 

expect from an update: multiple fonts, col¬ 

ours and styles, multiple document capability. 

graphic manipulation, with resizing to fit those 

gaps, and definable runaround for text. The 

100,000 word spelling checker and 300,000 

word thesaurus are iherc and also an improved 

mail-merge facility. The macro facility has 

also been updated to allow more flexibility and 

control, with new functions added and a more 

comprehensive macro language, which allows 

for more support and general operation key¬ 

board shortcuts as well. 

Pro-Write 3.2 is indeed good, and with 

these new enhancements, ii is far better pre¬ 

pared to compete with other heavyweight 

rivals such as Excellence 2 or Wordworth. It's 

lost it’s speed slightly since 3,1, but for a far 

better program, it is only a small concession. 

It's well worth checking out: the choice; as 

they say. is yours* O 

ProWrite 3.2 

SPEED • • • 
Excellent font-handling routine*. bul graphic 

handling Is stow 

DOCUMENTATION III 

A good manual, updated by a good pamphlet 
outlining the change* 

ACCESSIBILITY III# 
As easy and intuitive m It should be, with good 

use at keyboard shortcuts, 

FEATURES I I I I 

Very comprehensive, with Just about all you 

could need in the program. 

VALUE 
If* not cheap, but with all ihe Improvements, if s 
a lot better value than before. 

W aMIQk , 

M 84% 
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A1 500/2000 PERIPHERALS DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

MJC COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers ttf Discount Software since 19H4 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. Overseas orders please cal or write for 
quotations. All goods subject to availabilityt prices 

subject to change wait)out notice. E & 0 E, 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on any item. 

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone 
number listed below to place credit card 
orders {Access/Visa) or send cheques/POs ; 

made out to MJC Supplies to: 

MJC SUPPLIES (AF) 
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 

Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

PROTAR PRODUCTS 
Protar are a well known German company who have now 

opened in the UK. They produce a range of quality 
products for the Amiga at very reasonable prices. All 

products are backed by an impressive 1 year 
REPLACEMENT warranty direct from the manufacturers, 

NOTE; Protar products due November. 

SUPRARAM Ram cards with space 
for up to SMeg of extra Ram. 

SUPRARAM .vith OK fitted £84.95 
SUPRARAM .vrth 2Mb fitted £159.95 
SUPRARAM with 4Mb fitted £225.00 
SUPRARAM with 6Mb fitted £289.00 
SUPRARAM with 8Mb fitted £349.95 

SUPRA HARD DRIVES 
! Using the fast Word sync 2000 controller and quality 

Quantum drive mechanisms. 
(A1500/2000) 

SUPRADRIVE 52Mb (11ms) £34995 
SUPRADRIVE 105Mb dims) £499.95 

Page setter 2 ■ (Free Clip Art) 44.95 
PagestreamV2.I 139,95 
Pro Page New V2.1 149,95 
The above programs all require at least 1 Meg and 
2 drives/Hard recommended. 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 
Home Titter 34.95 
Big Alternative Scroller 42.95 
Broadcast Titter II 165,00 
Broadcast Font Pack !10 Fonts) 89.95 
Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack 89.95 

GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 

Great Video Production package ■ caH for details 
(requires 1 Meg + 2 drives) 

MJC PRICE £89.95 

PROTAR A500 HARD DRIVES 
A range of doves from 20Mb to 200Mb all with an 

impressive list of features: 
• Optional Ram expansion up to 8Mb 
• Transfer rate greater than 1 Mb/second 
• Up to FIVE times faster than A590 
• Drive disable switch 
• External SCSI interface 

PROTAR A500 HD 30Mb version £279.00 
PROTAR A500 HD 30Mb version £349.00 
PROTAR A SCO HD 50Mb version £429.00 

FREE Courier delivery on Protar Hard Drives 

52 Meg (11ms) version 

105 Meg (11ms) version 

QUANTUM DRIVE MECHANISMS 

Quality bare SCSI quantum drives, 
52Mb films) version £209.95 

105Mb films) version £299.95 

RENDALE8802 GENLOCK 
Great value Genlock offering both Foreground 

and Background modes. 
MJC PRICE £159.95 

8802 MOPE SWITCH BOX - €29.95 

COURIER DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
f ROM JUST £2.00 - ASK FOR DETAILS 

GRAPHICS 
Pixmate 34.95 
Digi Paint 3 44.95 
3D Construction Kit 37.95 
Digiview 4 Gold 94.95 
Deluxe Paint 3 39.95 

DELUXE PAINT 4 
Now available 

MJC PRICE £59,95 

PROTAR VISTO MONITOR 
Based on the Philips CM8833 the Visto comes with a 

variety of inputs and complete with leads, 
MJC PRICE £239.95 

FREE Courier delivery on Protar Monitors 

SUPRAMODEM 2400 

Fully Hayes compatible modem. Runs at 300, 

1200 or 2400 baud rates. Own power supply. 

Comes complete with FREE PD Comms software 

MJC PRICE €99.95 

DELUXE PAINT 3 VIDEO TUTORIAL 
Nearly 3 hours of how to with DPamt 3 

MJC PRICE €17,95 

PROTAR Meg Memory Expansions 
l/2 Meg internal (trapdoor) expansion, latest 

4 cNp design with battery backed clock. 
MJC PRICE £25.95 

SUPRA 500RX EXPANSIONS 

New memory expansions for the A500 * 
plugs directly uto the HD expansion port - 

NO INTERNAL CONNECTOR REQUIRED 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 1Mb 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 2Mb 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 4Mb 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 8Mb 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI with FREE Mouse House + Mat 
now also includes free Op Stealth game 

MJC PRICE €21.95 

SQuik - Replacement Mouse 
Same spec and design as Naksha mouse 

MJC PRICE £14.95 

Quality Brand name 3,5" second drive 
includes thru port, disable switch 
and No Hassle 1 year guarantee 
INCLUDES FREE V1RUS-X UTILITY 

MJC PRICE £54.95 

AMOS - The Creator 
AMOS VI,2 - The Language 
AMOS COMPILER - now available 
AMOS 3D - now available 

SOUND/MUSIC 
New Stereo Master 
Techno Sound Turbo (Stereo) 
Harmom - Sequencer 

£33.95 
£21 
£24, 

il 
!U 

£29,95 
£29.95 
£29.95 

THE MIDI CONNECTOR 
Featuring Midi In, 2 x Midi Out. Midi Thru and 

Serial port Thru + 2 cables, 
MJC PRICE JUST €14.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
INFOFILE 29.95 
MAXIPUN PLUS 34,95 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 22.95 

NEW - GB ROUTE PLUS 
The latest version of this popular 

route planner (1Mb required) 
MJC PRICE €59.95 

Fun School 2 
Fun School 2 under 6.32.95 
Fun School 2 6 to 8.12.95 
Fun School 2 over8.12,95 

Fun School 3 
Fun School 3 under 5..,15.95 I 
Fun School 3 5 to 7.„„„15,95 
Fun School 3 over 7.,..15.95 

FUN SCHOOL 4 ■ Please call for prices 

LCL Software 
Primary Maths Course....... 19.95 
Micro Maths GCSE............... 19.95 
Micro English GCSE.19,95 
Micro French GCSE.... .19,95 

Kosmos Software 
JumorQuij 6 to 11.  14.95 I 
French Mistress.,,.14,95 
German Master..14,95 
Math s Adventure..17.95 

Learn to Read With Prof by Prisma, is designed to teach a sight 
vocabulary of 63 words and is aimed at 4+ years, 

| The pack includes 5 small reading books and a cassette. 
MJC PRICE €19.95 

VlDi AMIGA 

VIOI COLOUR SOLUTION 
VhJ Colour package including Vidi Digitiser. 

Vidichrome and Photon Paint 
MJC PRICE €89.95 

RGB SPLITTER - for use with Vidichrome 

or Digrview. (includes PSU) 
MJC PRICE €59.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 

I Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the J 
1 RGB Splitter for a complete colour digitising out 
| fit NOTE: for best colour pictures you require a | 

video camera or perfect still frame VCR 
MJC PRICE £134.95 

VISA 



Trying to work out your personal finances 

is the chore everyone dreads at the end of 

the month. Pat Winstanfey checks how 

much change she has left with Digitas 

revamped home finance manager. 

ONE OF THE prerequisites for a home- 

accounts package is for il to be user-friendly, 

if a program h too complex then you may well 

resort back to your less efficient calculator- 

noiepad-and-chequc-book method. What's so 

good about Digit as new product is there’s a 

flexibility that will make it just as easy for a 

student to balance their grant, as it will be for 

the nuclear family to balance how much to 

spend on their 2A children, or a for a Yuppie 

to work out whether he has enough to make it 

to San Moritz this year. 

In the past, Digitii were criticised for lack 

of documentation and their screen displays 

were somewhat boring. All that has changed 

with their Tcvamped range, especially with the 

development of their Human Interface 

Protocol which pretends to run Workbench 2 

on a 1.3 machine. 

Various little touches are included which 

enhance both the look and usability of the 

screen For instance, requester boxes pop-up 

close to wherever the mouse pointer happens 

to be. saving time and energy. A variety of 

colour schemes are available* and multiple 

windows may be opened* which are useful for 

comparing entries in different accounts, and 

the window positions and sizes are remem¬ 

bered for next time, leons can be assigned to 

major files* such as bank accounts and differ¬ 

ent designs are available for different function 

types. This all adds up to a very friendly 

working environment. 

Home Accounts 2 sports some similar features 

to its older sister* but the user interface has 

changed beyond recognition, and flexibility 

has been increased. For instance the number 

and type of transactions is now limited only by 

memory and cul/paste facilities have been 

added. Other facilities include definable 

defaults* standing-order settings for any 

period* automatic account balancing and auto- 

cheque numbering to name just a few. 

Virtually everything the home user is likely to 

need is included. 

One of the major requirements of account¬ 

ing packages is the ability to set budgets and 

check deviations from the same. HA2 supports 

a variety of graphing facilities for both budgets 

and general-account balances. Pie. line, 

scatter* 2D and 3D bar in both stacking and 

overlaid formats offer options to suit any pur¬ 

pose. Each graph is given its own w indow and 

several different graph windows can be avail¬ 

able on screen at once. This is handy when 

pan of the data is confusing in tine format or 

another; The graph windows may be resized at 

will* with scaling taking place automatically. 

Graphs can also be saved out in IFF format. 

Printing reports from the data is just as 

flexible with the availability of headers and 

four account data can 

be displayed in a vari¬ 

ety of ways, all an 

screen at once or each 

of them can be resized 
fa fill the whole screen 

for studying in detail* 

Home Accounts 2 

Kurt 

frrtv ] 

topics 

This is one of the help 

screens and iff an 
attempt la reconcile 

your balance with the 

one on your bank 

statement and tell you 

which cheque hasn't 
yel been cleared* ft 

might take a couple of 

goes to gel it right* 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

is available from 

Digits International 

0395 270273 

Minimum A500 

1Mb + Workbench 

1*2 or greater* 

footers and style-and-pitch con figu ration. 

Budgets* income and expenditure types, net 

worth and VAT are among the print options. 

Reports may be printed to screen, printer or 

disk at your will. 

In addition to basic home-accounting func¬ 

tions the package offers a variety of extra 

features designed to make life easier. For 

instance the timed autosave and back-up 

makes sure you w on t lose too much w ork in a 

disaster* And if you already use the older ver¬ 

sion you can import data from that package* no 

need to type it in all oxer again. 

Another handy feature is the interest and 

loan-re payment calculator. This quick utility 

calculates just how much that instant credit 

arrangement in the High Street is going to cost 

you in the long run (ouch). A pop-up calcula¬ 

tor is available too. which offers the four basic 

arithmetic functions, but for some reason 

doesn’t have a percentage button - rather a 

large omission. User-definable keys and key¬ 

board shortcuts are handy though. 

Minimum and maximum balance warnings 

help to monitor your accounts* pointing out 

Personal Finance ■ Digita ■ £54.99 

when it is time to transfer cash around to 

optimise interest And if your funds really 

can t cope w ith the demands that are put upon 

them, both actual and projected budgets may 

be viewed side-by-side so you can see exactly 

where your careful planning fell over, On-line 

help is available* and if you find everything 

getting a bit loo much simply play the sliding 

puzzle game or go for a walk and let the built- 

in screen saver look after your monitor* 

Digita have made great efforts to listen to 

their customer comments and the result is a 

package which will suit any household* espe¬ 

cially those running a small or part-time 

business. The program js easy to learn and 

easy to use with a manual full o* screen shots 

and explanations. The built-in flexibility 

makes it suitable for a variety of purposes and 

the simple user interface makes it accessible 

even for beginners. O 

Accounts 2 

SPIED ••• 
Sksws down tom*wi%n when Uvtfii windows 

«r* open together 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 
Still a little patchy in place* but a great improve- 

merit on itHitr oflffing.i 

ACCESSIBILITY ••«« 
The n#w Human interlace Protocol works wall. 
Beginner* wtt hav* no trouble 

FEATURES #••• 
Everything the home veer need* he* been 

included - end more. 

VALUE •••• 

packages costing £100 plus. 
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GBRouttPlus w2.81 gil998,1991 Cotylex Conputers 

FASTEST 
Cist: 199 
Tine: 3:15 
Cost: £9,97 

CHEAPEST 

Cist: 1S7 
Tine: 9:27 
Cost: £8,69 

What's the big deal about a program that lets 

you plan car journeys? Well, it can save you 

time, money and from getting lost. And as 

Damien Noonan discovers, on the Amiga 

it's not only easier but also rather fun... 

GB ROUTE PLUS is 
available from 

Complex Computers, 

0706 224531 

The idea's simple and 
the program s easy la 

use: GB Route 

calculates three routes 

between any two 

plates you name in 
mainland Britain. 

GB Route Plus 
Intelligent route planner ■ £79.95 ■ Complex Computers 

wail ui any plate you're travelling via* *o your 

overall journey time accounts for your stops. 

New features in the Phi,i version include extra 

routes, places and B roads as well as A-Rexx 

support and a number of other tweaks have 

been added to the system. 

GB Route Pitts is quick at finding you a 

route. It’s also easy to use and generally very 

accurate and reliable in the routes it offers. Bui 

it does have a few problems. 

Included are around 3,700 places and 6,700 

roads which makes over 25 million possible 

routes. But a lot of smaller villages and roads 

that you use frequently arc not in the program. 

This need not he a problem, because you can 

buy a separate program called GB Route Plus 

Edit, This lets you add new places and routes 

as well as delete or alier existing ones. 

Normally it costs £39.95. hut it’s available for 

a limited period at only £9.99, 

WHEN THE FIRST VERSION of GB Rome 

appeared early last year, ii filled a surprisingly 

large hole in the market. There’s long heen a 

route-planning program on the PC called 

Auforoute* which is so popular that Amiga 

owners were clamouring for something simi¬ 

lar, GB Rome gave them it, 

The limitation with the program is that, as 

the name implies, it only covers the UK. 

Amortmte. by contrast* is a general sy stem on 

to w hich you can plug data disks to cover most 

of Europe. But within the UK, GB Route does 

everything a route planner should. Let's take a 

look al how it works. 

The basic idea is that you input your start¬ 

ing point and your destination and the program 

works out a route for you* w hich it displays on 

the screen in ihc form of a road map of the 

country. You can browse through the map* 

zooming in for greater detail, and you can also 

display and print out a list of instructions for 

following the planned route. These instruc¬ 

tions take the form simply of what road to 

follow and where to turn off it onto your next 

road. It's eminently clear and simple. 

The other important aspect is GB Route 

actually offers you three different routes: the 

fastest, the shortest and the cheapest To make 

proper use of this, you have to enter certain 

facts and figures into a set-up table: the price 

of fuel, the average speed you tend to achieve 

cm certain types of roads and the av erage miles 

per gallon you do on those kinds of road, So 

when it's set up, the program will give accu¬ 

rate information about him long a journey will 

take and how much it will cost you in fuel. 

Other options vihen you first enfeT your route 

allow you to avoid a number of places or a 

particular road, or set up a circuitous route via 

certain places you wain to visit along the way. 

You can also specify how long you want to 

Becouse G6 Route Plot works out the cheapest and tastes) routes os well as 

ihe shortest, you need to be able to eater up-to-daie petrol prices as well as 

bow fas) you drive and haw much petrol your car consumes on certain types 
of road. You can also bias il to pick types of road that you prefer. 

The other ihkuIv b ’hidden costs'. One exam¬ 

ple of this was when we planned a route from 

Bath to Cheshire: the fastest route was 

M4/M5, but ihe cheapest by about 80p 

involved crossing the Severn Bridge 

Unfortunately, this failed to take into account 

that the bridge toll is £1, This error is repeated 

for any routes involving tolls. 

That apart, GB Route Plus does its job very 

well. It’s very fast and very easy to use and it's 

also fun to play with* even if you're not actu¬ 

ally going anywhere. It's a lot easier to find 

your way around with a printout of your route 

and your turnings taped to the dashboard. The 

only problem is that if s also pretty expensive, 

especially when you consider the Edit program 

too, The original GB Route w as only £39.95 

and I’m not convinced there’s that much more 

to the Plus version to justify a price four or 

five times that of a really good road atlas, O 

GB Route Plus 

SPEED 
Routes appear very quickly: scrolling round the 
map is a little slow. 

DOCUMENTATION I IM 
A very simple program needs very little explain¬ 

ing In a slim manual. 

ACCESSIBILITY •••§« 
Very simple to use indeed. All the options are all 
seif-explanatory. 

FEATURES 

For the price. Ihe lack of some routes and toll 

payments is a fault. 

VALUE •« 

Let down badly by cose twice the price of the 
original version. 

W 

Mid 68% 



What Could Be 
More Natural? 

The Trojan Lightpen for the Commodore Amiga range of 
computers can be used as a direct replacement for the mouse 
in most applications. 

The pen provides an instinctive and very direct method of 
control for users of all ages, takes up no desk space and is 
completely maintenance free. 
Particularly useful in art or design situations the pen is 
compatible with most software packages that can be called 
from the Amiga Workbench, 
after running the short driver 
program supplied. 

Even very young children 
find the pen simple tooperate 
and it is therefore ideal for 
use with educational 
software. 

ITie pen includes KwikDraw- 
Trojan's own drawing 
program, and is available 
from all good computer 
retailers at £39.99 rrp. 

What could be more natural? 
• Compatible with DPaini [Cl, IV and other major art package* 
* Also available- Commodore CM l [>;htf>cn plus Prnmasicr, a fully featured art package. 
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AGONY 
Pit your magical powers against an equal but opposite mystical force. 
Use your sorcery and fighting skills to battle through six graphically — 
excellent levels, each infested with hordes of beautifully-animatea 
conjured-up creatures. 

Pick up potions and spells to help your valiant struggle to find the 
secret of Cosmic Strength, 

Experience four layers of incredibly-smooth parallax scrolling, 
animated backdrops, a massive play area, hundreds of on-screen 
colours, unbelievable gameplay and an exorbitant sound track all 
expertly mixed together and skilfully cast to bring you a spellbinding 
brew of computer gaming action. 

Experience Agony with no pain! 

SEEING IS BELIEVING 
Screen Shots from the Amiga version. 

PSYGNOSIS 
FREEPOST 
LIVERPOOL L3 3AB 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: 051-709 5755 
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HARD DRIVE 
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Hard drives are pretty expensive. If you want 

an all singing and dancing unit you have to 

pay the earth, so Pat McDonald examines 

the nearest thing to a DIY hard drive kit. 

THE FIRST THING that strikes you about 

the Dataflyer hard drive is Us size. It** huge! 

More than twice as big as the A590I The odd 

thing is that it's also very light. Your left 

thinking that perhaps it isn't complete. 

In a sense that's right. As bought the 

Data flyer is just a hard drive. It draws alt its 

power front the A500. and doesn’t have any 

sockets to put RAM chips onto if, The good 

news is that the reason there’s so much empty 

space inside is that you can buy optional extras 

and beef it up a bit. It w ill take a DataRAM 

expansion card, which will take the memory of 

your computer up by 2-8Mb, You can also lit 

the drive with it's own power supply, either 

inside the box or out. 

No other hard drive that I know of has an 

internal power supply, and J can’t understand 

why - it's so convenient to just have a lead 

with a plug. Possibly because the magnetic 

field of a PSU can damage hard drives - but 

the metal eases should eliminate this problem. 

Finally, for those who need a ioi of storage 

space, you can fit a SCSI connector on to the 

back, to plug-in extra hard drives too. All of 

these options add to the price, but not every¬ 

body has £500 to splash at one go on a GVP, 

The Dotoflyer is one of 
I he largest expansions 

available far the 
A50Q, so don't buy 

one unless you've got 
plenty of space. 

Dataflyer 500 
A500 Hard drive ■ £349.99 ■ Trilogic 

As set-up at the factory, the Dataflyer can be 

used straight out of the box. As all hard drive 

users will know, ii*s necessary to reformat a 

hard drive from lime to lime, because certain 

software (and viruses) can cause a hard drive 

to fail. All hard drives come with a separate 

floppy disk which contains the utilities needed, 

and this one is no exception, Reformatting this 

hard drive is unique, totally unlike any other 

I’ve seen. Rather than using a specialist pro¬ 

gram with a pretty graphical from end, the 

Daiaflyer\s set-up procedure is contained in 

a Shell script. Clicking on the Kormat-HD 

icon starts off a Shell window, and the com¬ 

puter asks you questions about how you want 

the drive set-up. 

All well and good, hut there are a couple of 

snags with this approach. The first is that, if 

you enter a strange value, the script doesn't 

error check and just comes up with an error 

code. The second problem is that people (in 

general! really don't like typing - a point and 

dick system is more approachable. 

There’s one more thing I don't like, and 

that's the lime it lakes for the hard drive to 

work out it needs formatting, and boot the 

floppy instead. You’re left wailing for over a 

minute while it mulls over whether to boot the 

floppy or not - no other hard drive is tedious. 

On the other hand, you don't have to reformat 

it often, so it’s a small glitch. 

In normal use the Data fiver is really quite 

pleasant. It takes ten seconds or so to boot 

from the hard drive, which compares 

As you can see, when 

setting up the 
Dataflyer you have to 

type in answers to 

quasi ions which are 

displayed in a Shell 
window. One mistake 

and you have to 
reboot and start again 

THE DATAFLYER 

500 £349.99 for 

basic model with an 

NEC 50MB hard 

disk unit, far fur¬ 

ther information 

contact Trllogk 

0274 678062, 

(A 2000 version is 

also available) 

favourably with competitors’ models. The data 

flies on to and off the disk fairly fast for a hard 

drive, and makes using the device a pleasure 

rather than a pain. 

E really must mention the documentation. 

This looks tatty, and is photocopied into a 

small hook. When you actually read it though, 

you’ll be pleased to discover it's mostly writ¬ 

ten in English rather blinding you with pure 

jargon. Step-by-step instructions are given for 

gening it working, rather than vague, general 

ideas of how io do things. 

It's also packed with lots of advice about 

the best way to use a hard drive - things like 

installing software on to ii, hacking it up, and 

connecting odd lypes of hard drive. 1 realty 

cannot fault the content, because it covers 

many different subjects concisely in a small 

space. If only they were all like this! 

The drive has a few faults, notably in the set¬ 

up software and in the size. It’s deeper than 

the actual A500 itself* and is offset to compen¬ 

sate. This means it goes 150mm (six inches) 

further hack than the computer* and l can see 

this causing problems. 

On the other hand, the hard drive is pretty 

unique in lerms of long term usage. If you get 

an A15(K) or B2OO0, you can take the guis of 

the machine out and install them in your new 

computer (you will need a longer hard drive - 

Dataflyer card cable 1 hough). It starts off 

pretty naff, but then again you can build it up 

into quite a good unit. O 

Dataflyer 500 

SPEED *••• 
Compares quite favourably with oil other types 

in general use- 

DOCUMINTATION •••• 

tt looks rather appalling but ii 15 e*eer. informa¬ 

tive and hotptui. 

ACCESSIBILITY • * 
The setup scrip! is pretty dire, but you don't 
need rt wary often. 

FEATURES ••••• 
Starts dull but you can expand It la a reason- 

ubfy desirable system. 

VALUE • •• 
Nd a particularly attractive buy, in view of the 

coat of the extras 

Wr#m± 
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Looking for a seriously good hard 

drive? Pat McDonald peruses 

one of the best available. 

GIVEN THE AMIGA'S huge popularity in 

Germany, it's surprising that very little from 

that country makes its way into the UK, 

GaKteiner Technologies are now importing 

products from a company called BSc - namely 

the Oktagon 500 A50Q hard drive (reviewed 

Amiga Format 28} and this link number for 

the ALS0U/B2U0U. ALF stands for Amiga 

Loads Faster: a silly name as I here's realty lit¬ 

tle doubt that a hard drive does indeed let you 

load things faster. It would he foolish to laugh 

at the ALF3 though. 

It purports to be the meanest, fastest hard 

drive controller around, ALF3 can use old 

fashioned ST412 (MFM or RLL - whatever 

that means) or the much better, later, more 

reliable fbui more expensive) SCSI types. 

On the board* there's a selection of custom 

chips to help shift the data from and to the 

hard drive as quickly as possible. The con¬ 

struction quality is very high, as you would 

expect given ALF3's origins. 

What you don’t get is any facility Ibr con¬ 

necting extra memory. Most hard drives do 

have this facility these days. It s not really a 

problem though, as Al500/B2000s still have 

three connectors free for a memory hoard even 

when fitted with an ALF3. 

Fitting the hoard into the computer is no dif¬ 

ferent to any other hard drive. Just unscrew the 

case of your computer, clip the card into a slot* 

connect the LED lead (so you can see when 

the hard drive is active) onto the board and pul 

the whole ihing back together. 

Even if you’ve never done it before, you'll 

rind it quite easy so long as you take your 

lime, l suppose really timid people could lake 

20 minutes, but 10 is a realistic figure. 

Setting it up and configuring the hard drive 

is not necessary , as this is done ai ihe factory. 

However, when a virus strikes or you acci¬ 

dently turn off your machine while a file is 

being saved* the hard dnve will have to be set 

up again. This is when you encounter what 

makes ALF3 special. 

The sei-up software is brilliani Ai everv 

stage it reassures you, informs you* and warns 

you of any problems. For user friendliness and 

simplicity it’s tops. You don’t just gel one 

floppy disk with one program on it - oh no, 

you get two disks with a whole host of utilities 

to configure the system to do whatever you 

warn tt to do. 

Just gelling the thing going from scratch is 

easy enough, but I cannot stress enough the 

depth of support. The software won't make the 

lea* but It will do just about anything else you 

could possibly want if you ask it nicely. 

The fly in the ointment is the manual. It's 

paperbacked but ring bound, so you can rear¬ 

range it in a sman binder for easy reference. 

The trouble is that the translation leaves 

the ALf 3 looks little 

different from any 
other Zorro II 

(A1500/B2000) cord. 
Notice the Quantum 

herd disk unit mounted 
on the end — the price 

given does not include 
this, olthough you will 

need one of some sort. 
Expect to pay another 

£200 or so for this. 

ALF 3 Hard Drive 
B2000 Hard disk card ■ £299.99 ■ Gasteiner 

ConfijMJ <&.5: :WQ 

Nearly all of the soft' 

wore crammed onto 

two floppy disks is as 
user friendly and pow¬ 

erful as the installation 

software pictured here. 

That's the way to do ill 

ALF3 is available for 

£299.99 (without a 

hard disk unit fitted 

- that casts extra) 

from Gasteiner 

081-365 1151 

something to be desired. Like a reiranslaticm. 

Honestly* the manual is virtual gibberish in 

places. I can understand why - ALF3 is a terri¬ 

bly sophisticated piece of kit. and it’s hard 

enough simplifying such concepts in your 

native language, let alone a foreign one. 

You gradually get to leant the ins and outs 

of the book (it’s noi very thin) but it really 

does take time to gel lo the nitty gritty of what 

you want. For instance, if you have a hard disk 

cartridge unit like a Syquesi connected to the 

back of the ALF3 via the SCSI, a standard 

Amiga gels very confused when you whip one 

cartridge disk out and pul another in, 

ALF3 can bypass this quite easily (as can 

most others) but rinding out how is a tall order 

without lots of coffee and a notepad. Even 

when you find the correct reference il lakes 

some trial anti error to gel it working, ICs not 

ihe software, it's trying to understand that 

dammed book. 

There's really not much else to say, ALF3 

has extensive SCSI support* for sharing a hard 

drive between Amiga* equipped with a SCSI 

interface (preferably all ALFJs of course), In 

terms of speed, though, it's the best - it 

just pips the GVP Series II hard card* hut the 

difference is not huge - perhaps 5% or less. 

For the buffs out there* that figure was attained 

on (he same machine using the same Quantum 

hard disk unit. 

If you’re technically minded* and want the 

best hard card, then get an ALF3. If you’re not 

prepared to spend a lot of time musing over 

the manual, then avoid it* The manual problem 

is going to seriously limit its sales potential. 

There's not a lot of point getting the best hard 

card if you cannot work out how to use ill 

Personally 1 love it* but there are a lot of 

people out there who should be prepared for a 

.stonily relationship when things go wrong (as 

they do with all hard drive systems). O 

• • • • # 
The best B2000 hard drive card available on the 
market up to now. 

DOCUMENTATION • 

All the informal ton is there, but ft's disguised as 

a load of nonsense, 

ACCESSIBILITY IMI 
Great set of software to utilise the full potential 

of the system. 

FEATURES •••• 
Everything except more computer memory, not 
realty a problem. 

VALUE 

As with everything In life, this son of quality 

costs 1 hat little bit extra! 

(ferd'ic) 82% 
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Greater capacity - Greater capabilities. 

The protar A 500 HD Series - 
The ultimate Hard Disk Drive. 
Your Amiga will have capabilities 
beyond your wildest dreams. 

protar A 500 HD. 
Capacity 20 MB -160 MB. 
Qn-board-RAM Option up to 8 MB. 
SCSI-Interface. 
1 year replacement warranty. 
2 years for Hard Disks with Cache. 

Flexible capacity for professionals. 
Made in Germany. 

Request for further information at 
protar Ltd. * Park House • Greenhill Crescent 
Watford Business Park • Watford Herts WD1 8QU 
Tel. 092 354 133/24 23 07 • Fax 092 321 20 46 

Amiga is a registered trademark ol Commodore'Amiga, Inc. 



If you're fed up with shunting a mouse 

around a desk, well then let 

Pat McDonald tell you about a new 

version of an old idea - all you do is just 

draw on the screen! 

EVER SINCE THE AMIGA was invented, it 

has always had a light-pen facility (go and 

check your manual if you don't believe me). 

Before mice became popular, you could often 

see people sketching away on their screens; 

this was a popular shot for Seventies TV 

science programmes. 

It's strange then that you don't see many 

light pens in use today or even for sale in your 

local computer emporium. So if it's a built-in 

facility, why aren't there any? The reason is 

that there is a general lack of support for light 

pens. 99.9999 per cent of programs just ignore 

them (the situation is similar for light guns). 

The reason is that, in (he Nineties, every¬ 

body gets a mouse with a computer - strange 

that you doifi gel a joystick loo. Because 

every Amiga owner has a mouse, that's the 

method for using most serious and some 

games software. 

Trojon hove done very 
I if tie to contour their 

light pen, It does lake 
a while to gel used to 
the pen 1 hot's all right 

angles, but after a day 

or so you'll find it a 

bit more natural to 

hold. You never get 
used lo the button* 

though “ they're loo 

far forward and loo 
close together, 

TVojan Light Pen 
Mouse alternative ■ £39 99 ■ Trojan 

Which is where ibis product comes in. It 

seems lhal you don't gel a lot wiih it - a boxy 

light pen with a lead and two bullous, a thin 

manual, and a disk. £50 doesn't gel you much 

these days. At least the box is fairly sturdy. 

It is pretty easy to get the device working. 

All you have to do is plug ii into the joystick 

port, and run the enclosed disk. The disk is a 

copy of Workbench 1.3. and it automatically 

runs the driver program. The driver patches 

the way lhal ihe Amiga works, so you can use 

the light pen instead of the mouse. The strange 

thing is, you can use the mouse too! 

This approach means that the light pen can 

be used with all software thai uses the standard 

mouse procedures that are built in to ihc 

Amiga. If ihc program has it's own mouse 

reading routine, then it will not work with the 

Trojan Light Pen. 

In short (hen. this wall work fine with 

Workbench, most graphics programs \ like 

Delia? Paim for ex ample), a lot of ray tracers 

and scenery generators (Draw 4D< Vista) and 

virtually no games at all. However, unless you 

don't get fed up with using a copy of the 

THE THEORY 
The principles behind how light pens work is 

not complicated. The light pen Is placed fairly 

close lo Ihe monitor; it doesn't have to touch 
It. As the screen 1$ refreshed by a beam of 
electrons, the light pen sees' ihe new informa¬ 

tion shining on ihe screen. M sends a pulse 

down the cable lo the computer. 

The computer sees the pulse, and works 
out where ihe pen must be on the screen for 
the enact moment It sees the new beam. By 

working out where the beam was at that time, 

and calculates the pen s position. AN this hap¬ 

pens 50 times a second! As for the buttons on 
the pen, ihey work exactly the same as the but¬ 

tons on a mouse. 

An extra, ifirown-in 
for free on the disk is 

Ifwikdraw, o simple 

paint program. Deluxe 
Paint it Isn't (it can 

handle 16 colours an a 

320 x 200 screen at 
best) hut for learning 

how to control the 

pen it's good. 

TROJAN LIGHT PEN 

is available from 

Trajan Products, 

0554 777993 

enclosed disk every time that you want to use 

your Amiga seriously, you will need to know' 

how to copy the driver program onto different 

disks - and for that you will have to use the 

Shell or CLL 

There is one group of people who will not be 

impressed w ith the way that the Trojan works: 

people who have just bought an A500 Plus or 

oiher Workbench 2 Amiga. It just didn’t work 

- the disk booled, the program signed on, hut 

the mouse pointer would not respond to the 

light pen at all 

This isn't good, but the reason is that the 

review version I had was sent to us before the 

Plus was released. A new version is now 

available which does work on ihe Plus, There 

will be some old stock in circulation, so do 

cheek to make sure you get the new' version if 

you have an A500P. 

There are a couple of faults, though, occa¬ 

sionally the pointer gets stuck in an area and 

won’t respond for a couple of seconds. This 

isn't helped by a dirty screen, but even hap¬ 

pens on a pristine system sometimes (usually 

on dark areas of the screen), Normal control is 

regained in a couple of seconds though. 

The worst fault of the Trojan light pen is 

the shape. It has no contour at all to fit in the 

human hand, and the buttons are too dose to 

the end for my liking. It just makes ii harder to 

control at first, in a similar fashion to an awk¬ 

wardly shaped mouse. 

For use in paint programs, the pen isn't 

brilliant. You haven't got the ultra fine control 

of a mouse, which makes detailed work tricky 

unless you're zoomed into a picture. The other 

problem is found on all light pens - the screen 

is partially obscured by your hand. After 

you’re used to these foibles, it's great. 

Light Pen 

SPEED «»•# 
Usually whizzy except occasionally when It 
freezes tor a moment. 

DOCUMENTATION •••«• 
Thin, but an easy read - contains everything 
you need to know. 

ACCESSIBILITY • • « • 
Takes lime lo get used to It. Doesn t demand 

technical expertise to gel working 

FEATURES t|f 
There* no ulira tine control, tout otherwise it 
perform* quite well. 

VALUE ••• 
A bit expensive. A replacement mouse only 
cost* eboul C30 or less. 

w A/m* _ 

(ferdicl 78% 



GASTEINER v, 
rech^,c>0' Trade and Educational 

Orders Welcome 

Tel: + 44 081-365 1151 
Fax: +44 081-885 1953 

Personal Callers 
Welcome 

Credit Cards 
Welcome bsc 

Outstanding NEW products from Gasteiner Technologies 
MEMORY MASTER 

NEC 3D 

QUADRAN 1480 

PHILIPS 8833 

ALF 3 

£499 
£399 
£229 

High speed excellent performance. 
Hard disk delivered ready far use after 
plugging into o free A2000-$lot. 
Optional data trasfer independent from 
processor & uses fully the Amiga-busband- 

width (16 Bit), £299 

OKTAGON 500 

M 
A reaily intelligent SCSI controller for the 
Amiga 500, 
* Autoboot by FFS 
* Automatic reading from SCSI devices 
* Supports up to 7 SCSI devises 
* Multi tasking capable 
* Login and password security 

£149 

THE TRACK BALL GOLDEN IMAGE 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

A half-length FastRAMN expansion with 4 
MBIT technology upgradeable 2, 4, 6 & 
8Mb. No additional Wait State in the 
Amiga 1500/2000 16 But-Bus-Technology. 
Includes RAMtest program and detailed 

manual. £129 

PRO-MONITORS 

Switchable between Atari/Amigo with the 
third button 'Click & Hold' feature this mustj 
be the best value trackball at only 

ALFA DATA MOUSE 

Amazing accuracy and reliability with the first optical 

mouse for the Amigo +• ST. £24*95 

ALFA DATA TRACKBALL 

Best replacement mouse which includes a 
mouse nolder & cutting pod. 

for Only —► £16.95 
UK's LEADING TOP SELLING 

SCANNER Mk II 

Alfa Data Trackball. Excellent high 
performance trackball for Amiga and Atari 
ST. Operates from mouse or joystick port. 
Top quality construction and opto¬ 
mechanical design, 

only for £29*95 
2Mb RAM CARD 

Outstanding quality, excellent value - this 
package includes a 100-400dpi scanner 
with dither options, plus the amazingly 
powerful TOUCH-UP software package 
which drives the scanner directly. Scanner 
includes viewing window & backlight far 
accurate scans. Scan either line-art or grey 
images up to 400dpi. 

*£149.00 
GOLDEN IMAGE 

RC 2000 = 2Mb-8Mb 

Populated for A1500 * A2000 

2Mb ■ » £99 
4Mb -► £POA 
6Mb -► £POA 
8Mb -► £POA 

* Fully populated board 
* Plugs into trap door expansion 
' and connects to gray chip. Populated 

RAM board with click _ _ 

*•£34.95 
Rom card ’/a Mb — £59 
Ram Card 2.5Mb —£139 

512K RAM/CLOCK CARD 

100% A500 compatible 
Battery Back-up Read time Clock on Board 
Support ON/OFF Switch to 

ename/disabie expanded RAM. 

Only £27.95 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY — 

GASTEINER Unit 12 a Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17 9QU 

Tel: 081-365 1151 Fax: 081-885 1953 Opening hours Mon-Sat (9.30am-5.30pm) 
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FONT CREATOR 

Getting snazzy new fonts to show off how 

flash your Amiga really is can be a difficult 

task to perform. Asam Ahmad tests out 

his very own ABC with a new utility which 

will make creating your own fonts far easier. 

Now it's time to make 
the font look torfctt by 

altering the character 

positions to I he some 

base level so that 

when you type, they all 
fit on the line properly. 

Fontgrabber 
Font Creator ■ £49.95 ■ Genisoft 

THIS IS ONE of those intriguing kind of 

programs, with no immediately obvious appli¬ 

cation area. It is in fact one of those utilities 

that you'll probably not get round to using 

very often, but when you do it can be dead 

handy. There are two parts to Font#robber. 

integrated in to just one program for general 

font manipulation. 

Creating fonls on a standard font editor can 

be such a tedious and difflculi task. These 

editors often do not have the paint facilities 

that a program like Deluxe Paint has and are 

severely lacking in the manipulative ability 

that paint programs have. 

Ii is far. far easier to create a font in a paint 

program than it is in a font editor, but the 

problem is that you cannot use the new fonts 

that you have created in any other application 

unless it accepts IFF pictures. You need to he 

able to cut characters from your font screen 

and paste them down on to your work screen, 

And this is wrhere the first pan of the program 

comes in to play. 

The real beaut) of Fimigrabber is that you 

can load up most IFF screens, except HAM 

and Extra-HalfBriie modes. The screens are 

translated inio a single hit-plane black-and- 

white modes meaning that you cannot grab 

colour fonts for example, but apart from that, 

the fonts can be as big or as small as you w arn 

them to be. but you have to work to the con¬ 

straints of the screen size. The screen can be of 

any virtual size, eg overscan, as it is possible 

to scroll through the whole image at will, Once 

the screen has been loaded in, though, if s time 

for the fun hit 

Grabbing foms is child's play. The pro¬ 

gram lets you *piek-up' images of any 

~ ‘ __ — 4- 

4ko<tefglnijl0 nonop 
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character that you wish by simply drawing a 

rectangle around the character as you would 

when selecting a brush in a paint package. You 

simply seleci the character via the keyboard 

and then pick it up. 

Once you hint* read in (he alphabet, or just 

the characters that you warn, it is lime (o edit 

their positions, relative to ihe baseline of the 

font. This is not as difficult a process as it 

sounds, as Fontgrabber has some clever rou¬ 

tines built into it. 

These can more often than not distinguish 

descenders and ascenders like those on ’p's 

and h's and act accordingly to put (hem cor¬ 

rectly at the same level as baseline characters 

like say x's. These are often taken as the stan¬ 

dard characters for determining positions of 

ascenders and descenders in foms. 

Once you have grabbed, the font can be 

saved to your FONTS: directory in the 

standard format for use in any application that 

Having just created my 

own spectacular new 

font, it is time to grab 
it using Fontgrabber, 

Just pick up those let¬ 
ters. You tan even mix 

fonts, or assign whole 

words to a single key. 

FONTGRABBER 

is available from 

HB Marketing 

0753 686000 

accepts Amiga fonts. The second pan of the 

program actually allows you to take any stan¬ 

dard Amiga font, and then put it into a 

standard IFF screen. 

The main purpose- for This is to allow the use 

of a paint package's superior editing capabili¬ 

ties to manipulate or just touch-up a font tn 

lieu of a font editor. It also allows you to 

change the font information to an extent, by 

re-grabbing characters from the screens to 

alter their positional information such as 

height and kerning, as when editing characters 

like before. This process ulso doubles as a use¬ 

ful way of creating screens full of fonts, to 

print out and use as spec sheets, to see whether 

or not some fonts have certain characters 

designed for them , 

Fontgrabber is an OK program, in fact it's 

quite a good pregram, but it does have some 

potential for improvement. The ability to grab 

and edit colour fonts would have been nice, 

and a slightly belter user interface would also 

have gone down rather well - it Is mainly 

menu driven and it does its job. but it is often 

a bit sluggish, especially when editing the 

character positions. 

There are a few bugs, in that it will not 

load all fonts, hut perhaps this is due to non¬ 

standard fonts that do not quite match up to 

formal specifications, though you can still load 

them up in Deluxe Faint. It's a program that 

can be put to good use by creating good-look¬ 

ing new fonts especially for applications such 

as desktop video or just generally to extend the 

capabilities of any program that uses the 

Amiga's fonts. £5 

Fontgrabber 

SPEED ••• 
Relatively fast In most areas, but a bit slow in 
the editing mode. 

DOCUMENTATION •• t 

Brief and to the point, pretty easy to understand, 

with no complex bits. 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Straightforward and easy lo use, fully menu 
driven, with keyboard short-cuts. 

FEATURES #• 

It does its job. Only bask: font support, but good 

nevertheless. 

VALUE 

Fontgrabber won t appeal to all, but M is useful 

addition to anyone a collection. 

_ 

ferdict 67% 
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The Perfect 
i Generals 

From the writer of EMPIRE this is a game of 
strategy ond tactics based on a 12 year old 
series of tournaments. Featuring a highly 
refined yet simple playing system, two 
difficulty levels, various scenarios, one or two 
players and modem play, amiga £35.99 

HARPOON Spe^' 
Harpoon + Battleset #1 & #2 £31.99 

Battleset #2 "North Atlantic Convoys" £14.99 
Battleset #3 "The Med Conflict” £14.99 

and a Scenario Editor Amiga £19.99 

MfTiEBOOK (emptmr ful) £ f6.99 

Flight Simulations - Strategy - Sports Simulations 
Role Playing - Wargames - Adventures 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 
or send for our 7th Edition CATALOGUE. 

Mail Order and Overseas orders welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 DAE The Courtyard. High Street, Hompton HI. Middx. TW12 IPD. 

ube 
a IVLad" 

Due to massive bulk buying ond low cost advertising we 
con offer you The Best Disks ot most Competitive Prices 

35" E .31 p 
Qly's below 100 @3 3p each; 250+@30p eoch,500+@29p each 

AU. DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

INC VAT 
+ LABELS 
For Gty's 
of 100+ 

SONY 35" 38p 
35- DSHD.65p 
5 25-DSDD. 21p 
5,25“ DSHD ..„36p 

100 Capacity Disk Bo* 425 50 Capacity Disk Bax .3-50 

Movie Pockets .175 Mouse Mor .2.25 
Printer Stand.. . 425 Amigo/Atari Dusl caver .2 50 
PouoSox. .... 15.95 3-5V5 25* Cleaning Kit. .! 95 

Amigo 512K RAM Expansion with clock 
Amiga/Atari Externa! Drive ... 

24.95 
54.95 

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER 
200 3.5"DSDD Disks 
4-2 x 100 Cop Boxes 66.95 

add £3.35 p&p/n«xi day EB 50 Ows/POi ta ftC COMPUTE!! SUWIIES 

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept. AFT) 
11 Mtakm Avenue, Clqytpn, Newcotfie 
S*A STiAEr 

TELESALES HOTLINE 
0782 21 2970 

GLOBAL COMPUTING 
Lucepool Lane, Woodhouses, Yoxall, B-o-T, DEI3 SNR. Tel: 0543 473131 

FLOPPY DRIVES Memory Upgrades 

3.5" DS DD External Drive.£51,99 

3.5" DS DD Internal Replacement 

Drive.£17.99 

Slim, quiet, high quality mechs. 

HARD DRIVES 
40Mb Both with optional.£299.00 

100Mb 2Mb/4Mb add. mem.£449.00 

52Mb comes with 512K mem.£449.00 

Also opt. 1.2,4 or 8Mb add. memory 

Quality Guarantee 
All products are made using leading edge 

technology to the highest standards and 

are fully guaranteed. 

P&P extra* phase enquire 
when ordering, 
lisa & Access accepted. 
Cheques/Pastai orders 
■iGLOBAL COMPUTING* 

512K no clock 16 Chip.£19.99 
4 Chip....£23.95 

512K with clock 16 Chip.£24.99 
4 Chip....£27.95 

1Mb Thru Board..£59.95 
(To use with 4 Chip size to give 

1-5Mb upgrade) 
l-5Mb with dock..£69.95 
A500 Plus Upgrades 
1 Meg.  £59.95 

NEW; External Memory Expansion 

Only 1" wide • moments to fit 
• Makes use of any internal upgrade. 

1Mb..£149 2Mb.£198 

4Mb.£273 8Mb.£423 

Trade enquiries for IC's * 
cemponents welcome 

CHIPS & BITS 
256K % 4 DRam £4.95.1M x l Dram._X4.95 
1Mb Simm.139.50.4Mb Simm.£145 
8372 Fatter Agnus.........£39 
13 Kickstart......£36 
Fitting and repair.................£P.O A 

NEW; MODEMS 
Get to those software bill boards - or 

anything you want down the phone. 

Possibly the cheapest way to obtain 

software yet!! 

100% industry compatible. 

Ready to go on line e...£119 

with error correction (EC)...............,£159 

with EC and data compression...£174 

STOCKING FILLERS 
A500 Replacement PSU.only £39.95 
Mouse. .......only £14.99 
3.5” DS DD disks .. only £0.32 
40 Capacity disk box.......only £3.99 
80 Capacity disk box. .only £4.99 
100 Capacity disk box ...........only £6.99 
Dust Covers AM/ST......£3.99 

Printer/Monitor.£5.99 
Disk Cleaner 3.5"...only £1.99 
Anti-Click Board...only £12.99 
Mouse Mat 6mm....only £1.99 
Mouse Mat 8mm...only £2.99 
Leads and Ribbons..£P.O A 

j-lity other requirements please call 
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(lOUTurmY)! and School ()tcKtv Wckiime. 

Next day deliv ery for erntH curd trders placed before 4.00pm 

subject to availability Alternatively seiKkkqueiirixfrtdt crier to 

A/it rornaif Ltd Unit M. Smug Ouk Buxines* Centra. Lye Lane. 

Brieiet Wmxl. ST Album. \L2 3(JG, Ptaw alkwv 5 wort ing tfciys 

Cor cheque clearance. Subject lo availability. despatch is normally 

within 24 Hours of receipt of cleared payment 

Dl i n KKV ( HAkt iKS: UK Mainland only 
Srral I oonsurnobles & 1 Xpctidicri hy j> jtatsc check 

st fit ware items duttyes vd rai imlennn 

( XIkt hems (except Lasers) Nexlday courier seivice £1000 perKix 

Laser printer* Ncxtday courier service £ 17JS0 

Offshore and High Lux k Normal rate plus £20 + VAT per lxi\ 
In utklitHii waDb the tolkming Express services 
Siilunliy delivews Normal rale plots £ 10 + V AT surcharge 

7anv9sm next <fciy Normal nac pkis £10 + VAT airing 
Am nevnlay Normal ime [>lus £5 + VAT aicharj£ 

(die above sutvta upcs ;tre per box * 

Callers Welcome at our Showroom 

Ml [jrkx* ,«ml 'fCdkAoA mv mmxtul inv lit puni: k>prevk 4ml an: suSk’vi k»kH*^.v 

u |hu fin 1 it til.fc,Ik m (ifcxK in- chit *+!«*) a *Utl NfHh |iw uiilmn JfU mkr I uVt * Prices Exclude VAT Unless Stated 



j your own 

buttons is child's ploy, 

with an easy-to-use, 
bat comprehensive 

programming screen, 

to customise the oper¬ 

ations at will. 

There's loads of useful things that only the 

CLI or Shell can do: but if you don't know 

how to use them, you're a bit stuck. Until 

now that is. Asam Ahmad finds a new 

way to get the power of the CLI, but with¬ 

out the hassle that goes with it. 

THE CLI IS CERTAINLY a powerful beasl. 

but it's also darned awkward to use. It’s all 

right if you've invested lots of time and trou¬ 

ble learning how to use it. but if not you’re 

simply stuck with no wav of getting access to 

all thai power. Until somebody cleverly came 

up with the idea of the directory utility. 

The Amiga's great advantage as a mouse- 

controlled computer is that you can make 

control of anything as simple as pointing to 

a bit of the screen and clicking a burton. This 

is what directory utilities do. replacing all 

those hidden CLI commands with a list of 

options on the screen, all nicely laid out for 

you to click on. 

Directory Opus is the latest in a whole 

series of easy-to-use CLI replacements. It 

comes on one disk with a hamly installation 

program for putting it on to your hard drive, 

and also included on the disk are several 

Public Domain utility programs. 

Opus hus all the functions that you would 

expect to see from a CLI interface program: all 

the standard 'housekeeping' functions that 

allow you to copy or move flies from one 

place to another, delete files and so on. But it 

also goes much further than this. 

It has the ability to recognise many differ¬ 

ent types of file: IFF. graphics, fonts and 

85VX sound sample riles. If a file of any of 

these types is in the current directory' listing 

and you double-click on iL Opus acts accord¬ 

ingly: automatically displaying pictures, icons 

or font files, or playing the relevant sound 

sample. It also recognises SoundTracker music 

modules and plays them when selected. 

When ii comes to reading text files, it can 

even provide a very nice reading interface, 

with variable scroll - it even allows you 

to read files that have been crunched with the 

excellent PowerPacker automatically, using 

the PowerPacker.Library. That's not all of it 

though, it also allows you to view ANIM 

brushes, and even Can Do decks using a 

CanDo.Library. 

Another useful feature is the Encry pt option, 

which takes any file that you select and 

encrypts according to a password that you 

specify. Very useful to prevent those important 

files being read by unwanted eyes. 

Anybody who has ever used BBS (a 

bulletin board) will know how useful an 

archiver can be. An archiver is a program that 

lakes a whole bunch of riles and compresses 

them into just one big file. Archivers, 

however, are renowned for their difficult oper¬ 

ation, Opus has the power to son out your 

| NO* J „ PARENT 1 ROOT BYTE 1 1 NAKED IR 1 DELETE 1 
CLONE rapy J ROW* I NOTE EDIT RUN ESSM 
PLAY 1 3MH I READ ] HEX REAO AOO ICON ASSIGN PRINT 1 

ARC LIST 1 ARC AOO 1 COHHENT DATES TAM* PROTECT 1 HUNT 

S ■ 1 '1 

PStrea* J Gadget nane 

0 Function 

l] Stack size 

_J Text colour 

Q Shortcut key 

_| JOutpyt yindou 
■ JOutput to File 

jMorkbench to front 
J _|0irectory Opus to front 

Other func | Other bank | 

fJttf;PaqeStreanCTigeStreanZJ 

Priority 

BG colour 

Qualifier 

I | Close delay g 

□ 
□ B| Executable 

nf 

vJRun asynchronously jRfecursiue dirs E 
^JCO source J Re load each Tile 
_JCD destination yJAuto iconify -d 
_!0o all files JOcn't quote filenaviU 

Snap | Okay| Cancel 1 

FLAY | SHOU j READ IjCXjOO 
ARC LIST |jgC AGP | COMCHT OATESTAHP 

ADO IEOH 

mm 
ASSIGN 

-HHL 
PRINT 

SEARCH 

1:2994448 CfflllMK 18rffcw-91 19:42:35 ItIeIcHIo 

Directory Opus 
The main Opm control 
panel screen, that lets 

you launch, execute m 
ran programs, and 

view pictures, fifes or 

listen to samples 

or modules. 

Gfus has a small 
macro-style language 

built into it la allow 

control of programs, 

such as iWArc, through 

the use of both menus 

and buttons. 
him jcvewiMtfw jwimtt 
bwttM 'dfcMttilB jmri «n. rii>jMBi 

DIRECTORY OPUS 

is available from 

Checkmate Digital 

071-923 0658 

Hi! 

problems in this area, providing you with 

functions to list, add to and extract archives, 

all as painlessly as possible. It does this by a 

clever script-like language, where rather than 

you typing in commands, you simply click on 

parameters with the mouse, making it all as 

simple as possible. 

Almost a complete ironi-cnd for your Amiga, 

Opus also lets you launch and run programs 

automatically, by simply clicking on them or 

on a special button created for them. It has the 

facility for over 100 buiiom and menu options 

combined, so finding room for ihcm is not 

difficult - they can even be assigned hot-keys 

to allow immediate execution. To complete the 

picture. Opus also allows you to run ARexx 

Directory utility ■ £39 ■ INOVAtronics 

scripts and programs for total control, assum¬ 

ing ihat you do of course have ARexx. Opus is 

really a work of art as far as directory utilities 

go. It is full of fab features and fully custom- 

iscablc. The customisation process itself is 

extremely easy to use and very powerful, 

allow ing you to assign functions to buttons in 

its extensive control panel or menu system. 

But all this power makes for one slight draw¬ 

back: the program requires at least one 

Megabyte to run. 

There are a lot of directory utilities in the 

Public Domain, one of the best being SID, 

which is shareware. But Opus is an excellent 

utility, very powerful, fast and friendly, and 

they've kept the price down to make it very 

competitive. So, if SID just hasn’t got the flex¬ 

ibility that you need, then get Opus, 

Directory Opits 

SPEED •*•#< 
All the operations are as taxi 4ft ihey could be, 
given Amiga DOS speed. 

DOCUMENTATION • * • • 

A good manual with all the options explained 

relatively simply. 

ACCESSIBILITY t Mlt 
Fully configurable and very easy for anyone lo 
get to gripe with. 

FEATURES 
Just about alt you could want and mare. 

Expendable by adding new functions. 

VALUE • • • # 
Very good value, although It does require one 
Megabyte of memory. 

4Mufc 

(ferdic) 89% 



KCS POWER PC BOARD FOR YOUR AMIGA 

© 

Now Available 

with or without 

MS-Dos 

See Below 

m § 

o o 

+■ o 

IS 
re re 

< E 
< 

The best of both worlds 

in the space of one 

HARD DISK 

Most hard disks are supported with 

version 3.0. To be sure give us a ring. 

Version for the 

A500P will be 

ready Nov/Dec 

91, and will 

allow total 

2Mb Chip Ram 

The KCS Power PC Board adds 1Mb memory to your Amiga and a 
real time clock 
Think how much 1Mb memory plus a clock costs £ 

Think how much MS-Dos/GW-Basic/Shell/Dos-Help costs £ 

Which leaves the cost of an AMIGA/PC just £_ 
For so little outlay the Power PC Board turns your Amiga into an up and 
running powerful PC, with no hidden costs. The cheapest PC in the world?! 

Run heavyweight professional PC software on your Amiga/PC 

EGA 

Available (Nov/91) will work from the 

full EGA colour palette. Both EGA and 
VGA will work on a standard TV or 
monitor and in most cases without 
using interlace. 

VGA 

Version 3.0 of our software (Nov/91) 
comes with VGA colour and mono 
option. EGA/VGA will work on ail 
standard Amigas irrespective of whicf 
chip set you have. 

PRICE Microsoft windows 
Including MS-Dos Excluding MS-Dos 

Microsoft flight simulator 4.0 

Some extra Goodies: 

• FUCKER FREE FIXER in PC interface motto. Will wort 
with alt Amigas. Software emutated. 

• PROCESSOR SPEED cart be flowed down from 100% to 
as tow as 16%, so rl you have nevet reached the highest 
level in a game, now ts your chance. 

• KCS PC “MOUSE driver will wort with your Amiga mouse 

• PAUSE can be activated at any time during a game or 
program, allowing you to continue at your leisure. 

Technical Specifications: 

• Excellent compatibility 
• ?04Kb memory in MGA/CGA mode 

• 640Kb memory in EGA/VGA mode 

• 200Kb extra memory to: MS-DOS RAMOiSK (reset proof) 

• 1 /2Mb extra FAST Ram plus i/2Mb Ram Disk for normal 
Amiga use plus real time clock in an modes. 

• AH iulure upgrades are software driven 

• Processor speed - 11MHz 

P Video - 'j 
runs faster than most AT 2S6 computers 

• Disk drive—1 

• Fitted m seconds and does not invalidate your guarantee 

• In a moment your Amiga ran be up and running as a PC 

• Helpline and excellent Back-up service 

4.01/GW-Basic 

Shell / Dos Help 

and on-Board 
memory. 

£219.95 

GW Basic Shell. 

BUT ind. Dos-Help 

and on-Board 

memory. 

£175.95 

inc VAT/Carr. inc VAT/Carr 
PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE ADAPTOR FOR 

1500/2000/3000 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR, 
NE8IRS ENGLAND 
TEL: (091) 490 1919. HELPLINE: (091) 490 0202 
FAX: (091) 490 1916 

Compatibility is excellent but noone can guarantee every single program available, therefore 4 your purchase depends on a 

particular program, please ask us first or send in a copy of the program. (With suitable S A E. (f to be returned). Pnce sutfeect To 

chamge without notice. 

Available from your local computer shop (If they haven't got it - Ask them why not!). Or direct from Bitcon Devices Ltd. 

Australia; HPD (To!) 08 349 8486 Kaotic (Tel) 03 879 7098, Spaip Discover inf. (Tel) 9S7 47 89 38. Sweden; Deiihatess-Daia (Tel) 3t -3D0SB0. Canary Customs Cfwp* (Ted) 28 276B3Q Denmark: Belafon (Tei) 31 31 02 73 

Portugal: Soltdub (Tel) 01 352 3452 Ireland: Computer City-tJubUr 745250. N. Zealand Parse (Tel) Q54'&2949. All trade enquiries welcome. UK and Overseas (PAL only) 
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The Fun Train section makes kids match 

words with pictures: hat, king, fish, boat and 

axe(!) are just some examples. If you gel all 

the questions right you are rewarded with a 

nice little animation of the ‘chuff chuff 

pulling away with a hearty toot Each level in 

every Fun School section has these dinky little 

animations which encourage the kids to gel the 

answers correct m> that ihey can see what 

Teddy will do ncxL 

Extending your kid's vocabulary is token 

one stage further with Teddy's House, where 

they learn different parts of the house as well 

as being encouraged to think about colours 

The final game for the under fives is yet 

another numbers game and finishes off the 

whole thing quite nicely by requiring the child 

to guess what the number of the missing bed¬ 

time story book is. With each correct answer a 

little ted rolls over and goes to sleep. ‘Time 

for bed! (Boing!)" - as a certain red and yel¬ 

low spring used to say... O 

Fun School 4 

speed ••• 
Dt*k changing can be a pain 

DOCUMENTATION • * • • 
Excellent read-through booklet 

ACCESSIBILITY •••# 

Any child will get something out ol the program. 

FEATURES !#••• 
A nice variety of different games. 

VALUE . 
As good value as a decent soot-em-up. 

AMVGk 

(ferdic) 79% 
kywMir 

And the kids will have Fun! Fun! Fun! until 

Daddy takes the software away. 

Gary Lord goes back to school with the 

latest of the popular educational software. 

ALL ASPIRING PARENTS want their little 

Jon me to do well: to grow up big. strong and 

clever. If s the mental exercise which is most 

difficult to provide* which is where Eiuropress 

have hit the nail on Ihe head with version 4 of 

their lively educational software. 

The series is divided into three different 

age groups: pre-school, for the under fives: 

then primary school, which is split in two; 

five-io-sevens and seven-fo-ctevens. Each age 

group is associated with a different* identifi¬ 

able. ‘strcet-crwT character that the respecti ve 

age groups can identify with. These characters 

have proved very successful throughout the 

series and it makes sense to use them: every¬ 

one remembers their favourite toy or character, 

whether it was Thomas the Tank Engine, an 

eagle-eyed Action Man or your good* old- 

fashioned teddy-bear... 

Naturally Teddy appears once again in the 

Fun School series* as in the preceding ver¬ 

sions. He is a bit more of a dude, though* than 

Roosevelt's Ted. Yes. this Ted wouldn't look 

out of place in an EMF video as he dons a 

baseball cap and a pair of statutory Rccboks. 

The idea of Ihe program is that the parent or 

teacher sits with the child on Ihe first time 

through the learning games. Obviously with 

pre-school kids you're going to have to take 

some time to go through key commands and 

mouse proficiency* hut there is a uniformity 

throughout the range* with the same keys 

(space-bar and the return key) being used in 

ihe majority of the games in each age range. 

Our lest child. Holly, aged five-and-a-haif 

soon grasped the rudiments of the programs 

land the necessity to change disks for the other 

half of the games! and was soon ploughing 

through them by herself. She enjoyed the more 

fun levels out of the six that are included on 

the two disks, especially the painting section, 

which is called Teddy Faint. 

The plot goes that Ted has come in from 

the playground, but kind old Teacher Ted has 

let them spend the rest of the morning painting 

- oh, wasn't life so easy then? It's simple 

enough to use: the computer screen represents 

your easel and a blank piece of paper. When 

you press Help, it will display what shapes and 

colours the different keys will produce. 

So all our young Holly did was find a 

shape* which you can use in the same way you 

might a paint brush with the help of the 

mouse. 11ns section is great for kids to explore 

the computer keyboard - it's not as though 

they can make any mistakes, or get themselves 

covered in paint so they can just be left to use 

their imaginations and produce their own pic¬ 

tures, There arc three different themed pictures 

that they can work towards - Beach* Country 

and Playground - and they can produce iheir 

very own fields full of swings* roundabouts 

and psychedelic cows! 

Holly, who is aged 
five-and-o-half is going 

through the levels of 

Fun School. One of the 
difficulties she hud 

though, was with 

working the mouse: 

it's huge compared tu 

her tiny wee hands. 

Fun School 4 
Under Fives 

£24.99 ■ Europress 

This is the Fun Train 
section where children 

have to match pictures 

and words. The (rain 

isn't quite as intelli¬ 
gent us Ivor though. 

Find the missing num¬ 

ber and Teds will roll 

over and fall asleep, 
and not out of bed. 

The either fun level is Karaoke* which Holly 

enjoyed, hut she found it went loo quickly for 

her to sing along with the eight nursery 

rhymes. A second level allows you to tap the 

rhythm at your own speed and is good for 

teaching about rhyme and listening to a beat. 

The other four games are standard stuff. 

Each is divided into three or four difficulty 

levels* depending on how advanced a child is 

w ith reading and 'rithmetic. 

The Addition section is set in the classroom 

and uses familiar pictures and numbers to help 

the child count up to nine. If he or she is suc¬ 

cessful in answering a question* a single 

Teddy per answer can leave the room. 
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DONE 

Primary Education in the comfort of your 

own home? Gary Lord gets ready for 

class, goes through some gruelling times 

tables and Finds how much money he 

should be taking to the shops... 

M you give Freddie 
enough money he con 

hove hb coke and eal it 

too.Just 10 pence? 
What 0 bargJ 

Fun School 4 
Five to sevens 
Educational Software ■ £24.99 ■ EuroPress 

FREDDIE THK FROG is your guide through 

Pondsvillc Park. Yes, the fun for kids in 

Fun School is enjoying the characters and 

reading through each program with mum or 

dad. The set-up is the same as the other two in 

the series: six games with various difficulty 

levels to get ihrough. 

Following Freddie through his antics will 

still need parental supervision, however 

computer-literate your kids are, because some 

games are taxing for average five-to-seven- 

year-olds. The program follows the National 

Curriculum, hut it seems likely that only a 

gifted six- or seven-year-old could complete 

some of the tasks. And what a horrible feeling 

of failure when they can't complete what 

appears to them to he a fun game. 

English, Maths and Information Technology 

(typing, basically) are core subjects covered. 

The Basketball game covers the alphabet and 

The Library game gets 
harder by degree: it 

visit off with filing 
books by letter, bet 

gees an to serf by book 
name and author. 
Sishh, quiet please! 

counting, Filling in the missing letter from the 

alphabet is what's required. A colleague who 

was peering over my shoulder didrf I immedi¬ 

ately gel it because the alphabet was in reverse 

order and with a couple of letters missing in 

the sequence. Putting the difficulty flaw' aside, 

though, the program does flow along nicely, 

and is packaged very well. It comes with a 

glossy booklet divided into mo sections. 

The Log Cabin needs 

same finishing touches, 

ond if you <on help 

Freddie with his arith¬ 

metic it will moke his 
fob that bit easier... 

The first is the story* the second is the parent - 

teacher guide which gives a breakdown of 

what each game is trying to achieve: for exam¬ 

ple, when Freddie is building the Log Cabin, 

the aim is to teach addition and subtraction up 

to 20, then 30, and the 2-to-12 times tables. 

The Information Technology section is 

important in a computer package The game 

here is Typing and it aims to encourage a child 

to understand the basics of a word processor. 

The aim of the game is to stop Freddie being 

harassed by a crocodile: by touching the 

appropriate keys on the keyboard you help 

Freddie hop away to the safety of the pond, 

but you've got to be quick, which encourages 

kids to learn where ihe letters are. 

The other games are nicely done, with 

Freddie whizzing off on his credibility skate¬ 

board if you get the answers right in 

Shopkeeper. Kids have to work out if you buy 

some beefburgers for £ 1,72, and you pay with 

£2, how much change you gel. The problem is, 

though* the kid not only has to do some hefty 

subtraction, but understand coinage as well: 

that there are 100 pence in a pound. 

Opposites leaches that right is opposite to 

left, near to far, success to failure, truth to lies 

and so on (heavy stuff) and has some groovy 

frog-hopping animation. And finally Library 

sets the hapless task of filing all the books 

away in alphabetical order: which must be as 

popular with kids as doing the washing-up, but 

Freddie makes it a bit more fun! 

Fun School will not actually teach your 

kids. It is an excellent package for revision and 

encouraging the child to want to leant more, 

but don't expect it to work miracles. If you get 

a question wrong it won't sit and explain why 

it's wrong and howr to go about getting ihe 

question right next lime - artificial intelligence 

hasn't got this far yet! 

Fun School 4: 5 to 7 

SPEED ••• 
Nat bad far two disks.. 

DOCUMENTATION till 
The sections arc nicely divided end easy to use. 

ACCESSIBILITY Ml 

It won t take long to become familiar wtth. 

FEATURES tMf 
Nice friendly characters and fun animation 

VALUE •••• 
Wall worth keeping your kid a quiet with. 

Kiel 79% 



CITIZEN 
ALWAYS A 

Silica presents some great 
offers on the award winning 
range of high quality matrix 
printers from Citizen, Each 
Citizen printer is built in the 
UK to exacting standards, 
ensuring superb reliability 
and output. Our confidence 
in Citizen's quality is such 
that we are pleased to in¬ 
clude a 2 year guarantee 
with every printer Plus, if 
you buy a Citizen printer 
from us, we will give you 
the Silica Systems Printer 
Starter Kit (worth £29,38), 
FREE OF CHARGE* 

GOOD IDEA 
FREE DELIVERY 
to Bay - in tta U* iftNinUAtf 

FREE STARTER KIT 
Worth C?938 - with MSfy Organ pnw horn Sfei 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 
S*a W# * i vttr wmmtr <*eiu*rtg tr* 

Dinfittf head) e*ry Dhitn pwm irom S*i« 

WINDOWS 3.0 
f*« Wm<km 30 Wtw 

intteiJetf win the S^tci Stim* Krt 

FREE COLOUR KIT 
With euery Swill 9 ird Swirt 2H printer 

FREE HELPLINE 
iKhnttf suoport ftefctac open during otto ham 

MADE IN THE UK 
Oban jrrtgt w rmrwimuw) la hQh gmdws 

9 PIN PRINTER NEW! 
LOW PRICE 

+WW135.13 fel: PRI2120 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN 
• Citizen 120D+ ■ 9 pin - 80 column 
• J44cps Draft. 30cps NLO 
9 4K Printer Buffer + 2 fonts 
• Parallel Interface ms Standard 
9 Graphics Resolution 24Gx240Pp> 
• Epson and IBM Emutation 
• Pull tractor 8 bottom feed 
9 FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

s uai 

HRlAL OPTION 

tin CtJD V*tK ,5 mlatae *nti 
* win nVerftcf fcf tltf+WJ 
fit4 PR| ros. 13 nc 'AT 

£115 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• technical SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a 'Same product ■ Same price " basis 
• ESTABLISHED 13 YEARS: Proven iraclt record in professional computer sales 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Yokjme discounts available lor large orders, 
• SHOWROOMS: Demons)ration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup tranches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Afl of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Wilt be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details 
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and alt major credit cards 

Before you decide when la buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE 
you buy it Consider what it will be like a Tew monthg after you have made your purchase, when you 
may require additional peripherals or eofiware, or help and advice And. will the company you buy from 
contact you with details cl new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will nave nothing to 
worry about. We have been eelablifihed for Over 12 years and. wilh pur unrivalled experience and ex■ 
pertiu, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second 
to none. But don't just take Our word for n Complete end return the coupon now for our latest Free 
immature and begin lo experience the ' Slice Systems Servce" 

ILICA 
SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: 
Order Lit*** Op*ri 

LONDON SHOP: 
OpttnnQ Hour* 

LONDON SHOP: 
Oeemna ftouis 

S10CUP SHOP: 
Opening HPUt* 

14 The Mews. Hatherley Rd. SKfCup. Kent, DAW 4DX Til: RBI-309 Itll1 
Morv full BOOjm-600pm NO Lilt k^ni Own^g F*i Ne OflT-308 0600 

52 Totienha-m Court Road! London/ W1P OBA Tef: 071 5BD 4000 
Mon BJOam-SOffijm H» UitMmM Qpwrirtfl_F«t Mfr *n4g^*7J7 

Selfridges ns; neon. Oxford Street, London W1A fAB Tel: IrtBTBi 
■&*l eaoem-awem iaiNiW TtepBdEr unfil tarn EHm^ 3fil4 eao*m4«pm _ _ ue TfiuHd» yW* Jpm EiMnua* 3SI4 _ 

14 Tne Mews Halherhsy Rd Sidcup Kent. CMM4 40X Tel: 031-302 8811 
Men St fibOenHSaopm_UM N«yi FndWy 7pm F*4 Ho 0*1-30*0017 

Silica Systems, Dept AMF0R-0192-55, 1-4 The Mews. Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kem.™i4 4Dx\ 

| fPLEASE SEND ATiTIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUT 

I 
MrfMrs/Ms: 

Address 

Iniffalr.Surname 

m 

I 

I 

^ Company Name ill I applicable) 

^Vhich computers), if any, do you own? ... ...55DJ| 

EiOI prk« Jind tpK.heMiDn m,py ch«r,|p iWl** lh* tttKT 1^ Hh! ^Vrmihen 

Tfel (Home): 

Postcod*: 

Tel (Wofk) 
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EDUCATION 4 

maths tests. Spy Travels, works well: Sammy 

has to find his way to various comments, 

oceans* countries, cities, seas and major cities. 

Children will find this seciion difficult: there 

are many seas and rivers which I had difficulty 

finding the location of. but the program can 

actually show children where places are. If 

you've got 10 direct Sammy to the Pacific 

Ocean and you've placed him in the Atlantic* a 

compass pops up pointing you in the right 

direction. The infuriating thing is you have to 

be very accurate* so if you've got to locate 

Paris you have to put the cursor exactly on it* 

and the world map you are given is very small: 

there were some debates in the office as to 

where precisely it Is. so children will have 

problems but will learn from their mistakes. 

History and general knowledge will be use¬ 

ful depending on what eras children have been 

studying. Desert Dates for example asks ques¬ 

tions like 'When was the first public dentist 

opened". The thing is history is more than 

dates, it s not necessarily important to know 

the precise dale w hen the first dentistry was 

opened but why it was opened: the effect on 

public health and the state taking more respon¬ 

sibility for its population: but this is maybe a 

slightly tricky topic for something at the level 

of Fun School to take on board. 

As a whole, the series is very consistent 

and could be used through the majority of the 

child's formative years. It is nicely animated* 

the sound can become decidedly irritating, but 

no more so than some of the top shixit-em-ups. 

It's important to remember that they will help 

reinforce what your children have already 

learnt, and would be an excellent replacement 

to boring homework assignments. Beware of 

some of the levels in each age group: I hey can 

gel quite advanced and ihcy may in some 

cases teach many parents a thing or two. O 

Just in time for 
European union, your 

kids can learn the 

major Euro currencies 
and flogs, os well os 
learning a bit about 

long multiplication 

□long the way. 

Fun School 4 
Seven to Elevens 
Educational Software ■ £24.99 ■ EuroPress 
HERE IS THE first major change in the new 

Fun School series from the previous 

Fun School i. because Europress have done a 

bit of market research and found out that 

Sammy the Spy, who is codenamed Agent Q, 

is for more popular than the poor rejected 

Robbie the Robot. But this has allowed for 

some excellent scenarios and animations 

involving Sammy as he spies his way round 

the world 

Thr section comes on jusi one dUk* so 

there i' no disk-swapping hassle, hut it takes 

far longer to load each game when you hop in 

and out of each exercise. This is also the first 

time kids arc introduced to Geography and 

History, about the age children in schools are 

going to be start learning about other countries 

and understanding about time and the pasi 

The mathematics section is the introduc¬ 

tory section and is divided in to three different 

levels, based on Sammy who is chasing the 

double agent. In order to do this he must pass 

the proportions test set by the double agent. 

il.cn he moves on to the laboratory where he 

has to collect a secret formula and find out the 

location of the final test. The maths tests arc 

on proportions: for example there are 10 spies 

md Sammy has to \vork out how many of 

them have got moustaches. A selection of 

imwers arc given on screen and by using the 

cursor arrows its possible to swap the answers 

so that they ire percentages, decimal values or 

fractions. If Sammy gets the answers correct 

then the double agent will pass him the sccrci 

message: the end-of level animation. 

The beauty of this section is the change¬ 

ability of the answers: a child may find 

percentages easy, but have difficulty with dec¬ 

imal values, so they can interchange between 

the two and leam lo become just as familiar 

wiih the second as the first. 

The top end of the Fun School range takes 

in a couple more core subjects from the 

National Curriculum. Gary Lord stretches 

his grey matter over some taxing History 

and Geography lessons. 

The difficulty level again may well be quite 

taxing for some eleven-year-olds, but just 

because there are three tests does not mean 

every child who buys Fun School has Lo make 

it to the top levels of each seciion. 

The other two maths levels are Exchange 

Rates and Timetable. The latter is excellent in 

helping a child understand lime, and ai the 

same lime leam aboui addition and subtrac¬ 

tion, This seciion is set in an airport departure 

lounge, and Sammy has to work out how long 

flights have been delayed for. Another impor¬ 

tant lesson for kids to leam about: sitting 

around in Gat wick wondering how much 

longer your flight is going to be delayed! 

Exchange Rates may be a bit problematic 

because the figures kids will be dealing with 

arc quite high, especially when you gel 

involved with, for example. Italian Lire, Plus 

they will have to be able to recognise all the 

countries' currencies and flags. 

EuroPress have had a bit of a challenge 

with the history and geography sections, 

because these aren't as easy to transfer lo the 

computer as straightforward spelling and 

la Spy Travels ihe 

world mop is very 
smal l considering I he 

precise lo cations you 

have to find in the 

later levels. Here 
Sammy is in his plane 

but when he's b a 

submarine you tan 

only tra vel on the blue 

stuff lie water). 

Fun School 4: 7 to 11 

SPEED • • m 
The older section takes a long lime accessing 

on one disk: the oihers have two disks. 

DOCUMENTATION lit* 
Mlcely divided Into two sections: the first covers 
the stories, then the teacher-pupil stuff. 

ACCESSIBILITY ••• 
Children will be able to be Lett by themselves 

once they're 1afn4li*r with the set-up 

FEATURES •••• 

Good animations, irritating sound, a nice 
updated character and story lines. 

VALUE 
If you want to Improve your kids' core subject 
understanding, you cenT go Isr wrong. 

W _ 

M) 79% 
L.VTQIWr 



THE ULTIMA 
CONSOLE UNIT 

Rigid, colour coded aluminium 
construction detachable, easy 

assemble side panels. 2nd drive 
aperture. 

Excellent access and ventilation* 

£34.95 in< P&P 

Simple design enables smooth, 
single handed mouse operation* 
Comfortably rests on operators 
knee. Supplied with or without 

mouse mat, 

Lap Mat.... £6.95 in< P&P 
Mouse Mat £2.45 int P&P 

ORDER FORM 

j Please supply Ultima Console/ 
{Lap Mat/ Mouse Mat 
( 

j I enclose cheque or P.O for 
i 
i 

i Name 
» ..—...... 

J Address, 

WESTLEY 
DEVELOPMENTS 

12 MENTMQRE 
COURTS 

MENTMORE 
LEIGHTON BUZZARD 

BEDFORDSHIRE 
LU7 OTZ 

Any enquiries pfeose 
ring 0296 681658 

Please allow 10 days 
for delivery 

I 

I 
i Incredibly Awesome1-.Amiga User international 
I "Extraordinarily high quality *.impressively clear imacje 

I 

PICTUREWARE® 
©NJ.N. Williams 1991 

iiy high quality *.impressively clear images."...Amiga Shopper 
"Digitization of the pictures is very impressive11 *.*.,,.New Computer Express 

Eight Disk Hyperdemonstration! ga 
18 stunning pictures only £9.90 all in!! 

a f A perfect product for your favourite paint program » 
(Answer al yOLt questioosf Oir Hyperdemo wi astonsh you. Using GoW Detfs Hyperbook. 

have packaged our HAM&IFT demos wuh two catalogue disks, and a 'specoT d«k 
I with 12 super pictures on it (in IFF) for £9.90 a! W. No Amiga user should be without itf! 

GIVE YOUR AMIGA A PRESENT THIS CHRISTMAS!! 
ASTONISH YOURSELF FOR AS LITTLE AS £4.99 

Sunsets Disks 1 &2 

Complation Disks 1&2 

People Disks 1&2 
Hothouse Plants Disks 1,2&3 \ or ham?? 
Over 50 disks now availa&eifF 

Pictureware Disks JUST £3,50 Each for 5+ Disks 
I People Disks 1&2, 
| Children Disks 1&2 
I Motorbikes Disks 1 -4, 
I The Nude Disks 1,2&3P 
| African Famine Disks 1 &2 
. African Animals Disks 1&2, 
S*lverback Gorilla Disks 1 &2t 
Vew$ of Vietnam Disks 1&2, 
Edwardian Photos Disks 1 &2 

1 An in Photography Disks 1 &2 
I FitmCrew on Location Disks 1 &2 

Hippos Disks 1&2 
Castles Disks 1&2 

Tall Ships Disks 1-3 
Aeroplanes Disks 1&2 

World Wildlife Disks 1-5 

7 Disk £4:99 Hothouse^ 
Compilation Set Disks 1&2 
Mannas & Boats Disks 1&2 

Rocky Coastlines Disks 1&2 
Beautiful Sunsets Disks 1&2 

Household Objects Disks 1&2 

4 Disks £16:00 

2 Disks £9:00 

Includes 
VAT & 

Postage 

1 yoers by posi to ■ Nik Williams Broadcast* * 
|3ept AF, Aspect House* 21 Brynmill 
ICrescent, Brynmill. Swansea, SA2 OAL. 4 
i Orders normally dispatched same day 

24Hr Credit Card Phone/FAX Hotline 
0792 645946 

I When ordering by telephone please wait for 
FAX lone to finish, at which pomi you'll be 
■ connected to our telephone system) 

_ Visa, Access 
Cheques POs _ 
No cash please 

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM 

NIKWELIiAMS 
BROADCAST 

0792 470503 

ADVENTURE 
National Curriculum Maths for Ages 6 -14 

SUPER FREE Gl 
only forKosmos mail order oustomemi 

CASIO SOLAR 
CALCULATOR Amiga only 

Price £25.99 
flnc. VAT and P & P) 

Now you can leam. revise and check your progress 
in National Curriculum Maths in a way which is 
challenging and fun to do. The computer can 
automatically adjust the difficulty level so you will 
never be out of your depth, nor will it be too easy! 
By solving the Maths problems and learning as you 
go, you face the challenge of the four games in the 
Adventure through Time. Start in the land of the cave 
man, and if you survive long enough, you can help 
Zen in his desperate struggle to defend a Martian city. 

Topics included... 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 

Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money problems 
Measurements 
Number patterns 

Telephone or writs for our FREE 20-page catalogue of educational 
and leisure software. Please state your computer type. 

Kosmos Software Ltd, 1 Pilgrims Close, Harlington 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6LX 

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406 

in 
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YOUR ONE 
STOP AMIGA] 

SHOP 
Software Bargains (limited stock) 

Q TITLE RRP Our Price 
Kick Off 2 a a no 

1 Oj 10.99 
1 Kick Off 2 (1 meg) n a f\n 10.99 

Chuck Rock H E QQ 10.99 
N Stricter It no qq 9.99 

Kindwords II rr\ nri 39.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker OA QQ 6.99 
Dragon Breed fin 4.99 
Back to the Future 3 oc an 

£7,75 6,99 
Turrican II 1C QQ 

CL 9.99 
KILLING CLOUD Y>e fin 9.99 
White Death (1 meg War Game) on r\n 

£L£/,-&& 12.99 
Atomic Robokid OX.QQ 4.99 
Xennon ll/Bombuzal (dual pack) AQ QQ 4.99 
Manic Miner 9.99 
Steve Davies Snooker n a r\r\ 6.99 
BETRAYAL (Microprose) fm 9.99 
CHESSMASTER 2100 (1 Meg) on 14.99 
TNT Compilation - Hard Drivin - APB - 
Toobin - Xybots • Dragon Spirit QQ QQ 

L7. ju 9.99 
Carthage (Psygnosis) SuL-jQQ 

L1!. vl<v 9.99 
Nitro (Psygnosis) DA QQ 9.99 
Daily Double Horse Racing nj qq 6.99 
OMNI-PLAY HORSE RACING oq QQ 12.99 
Blitzkrieg (1 Meg War Game) QQ QQ 

CT7.T7Z7 12.99 
Mail Order software is by phone only due to availability 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
2 MEG UPGRADE 

* Brings your NEW AMIGA PLUS up to a full 2 
Megabytes in seconds. 

* Easy to fit . TOES NOT INVALIDATE YOUR 
GUARANTEE. 

* RELIABLE, fast, high quality chips on a robust 
through plated P.C.B. Do not confuse with 
cheaper, inferior products. 

* Disable switch 
* No need for clock - on board clock 

now fitted in Amiga PLUS. Our 

_ Lowest 
ONLY £59.99 +E2 Postage Prices 

Ever 

AMIGA Cartoon Classics 

PRINTERS 
All Printers with FREE Cable 

©BSP LC20 
"Best Buy" budget printer. 

Only £159 .99 

©G©[? LC24.200 

Only £259.99 

New Colour Printers 

©3@[? LC200 

Only £219.99 

©Gat? LC24 ■ 200 

Only £319 .99 

Bumper Pack Offer 
♦ Amiga A500 PLUS 329.99 
♦ FULL 1 MEG MEMORY 99.99 
♦ The Simpsons 24.99 
♦ Captain Planet 25.99 
♦ Lemmings 25.99 
♦ Deluxe Paint Jll 79.99 
♦ Zipstick Autofire Joystick 14.99 
♦ Lockable Disk Box (80) 9.99 
♦ 10 Blank disks + Labels 6.99 
♦ De Luxe Mouse Mat 4.99 
♦ Dust Cover 3.99 
♦ Disk Drive cleaning kit 4.99 

CUMANA 
DRIVES 

the BEST NAME in Disk Drives 

EVERYTHING 
you could 

possibly need 
for your 

AMIGA 
Blank Disks 
We sell only the 

highest quality 

blank media lOO«o 

certified and made 

in Japan. Each disk 

is guaranteed for 

life 

Unbranded 

BULK PRICES 

50 _£19.99 

100 ..£37 99 

10 with box (40) 

...£9.99 

10 with box (SO) 

...£12 99 
Add U pusi.usr' per order 

Legendary Quality 
Great Styling 
Total Compatibility 
Fully Guaranteed 
Outstanding Spec 

NOW Only 

Carriage & insurance £2.00 

TOTAL PACK VALUE £632.88 

Our Price £399.99 

MEGADRIVE 
+ SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 

ALIEN STORM + Joypad + Japadaptor 
-*■ Quickshot Python 3 Joystick 

UK 
Version 

cl 64.99 
Carriage £5 

Order HOTLINE (0782)204639 

Unit 7a Oldham St 
Hanley 
Stoke on Trent 
ST 1 3EY 

STOKE-ON-TRENT 

11 Markct Square Arcade. 

Manley, Stoke On Trent 

Manager: Adrian 

Tel: 0782 268620 

Open 6 days 

ST HELENS 

27 Baldwin Street, 

Manager; Andy 

TiU 0744 27941 

Closed Thu rid ay 

STOCKPORT 
6 Meal house Brow, 

(Off Little Uhhaeahk), 

Manager: Ray 

Tel: 061 480 2693 

Open 6 Days 

WARRINGTON 
Twl Courtyard 

SO HQM It MARKET St 

Tel: 0923 232047 

Manaqer: Adrian 

Open 6 Days 

BOLTON 
SnipQates 

Swopping Centre 

Manaqer: Ian 

Tel: 0204 365831 

Open 6 Day* 



EDUCATION 

Helping children write their own stories is 

taken one step further with this kid's 

animation package. Gary Lord creates 

scripts and animates some stories that 

would easily rival the BBC's Mr Benn... 

THIS PROGRAM TAKES parenting and 

Learning far beyond Listen with Mother, and Is 

galaxies ahead of Jackanory. This storybook 

is, according 10 the authors (or should we say 

■programmers1) a very complex one. 

Magic Storybook will help you get the 

most out of your Amiga, because at its most 

basic level it is a whole lot of fun: watching, 

and adding to, animated stories on your com¬ 

puter. Bui at its most difficult, it will probably 

stretch parents and children alike. 

Its starting age is five. You start listening 

to the stories and watching the animations, and 

Later adding sprites (people and objects) and 

noises to the stories. Magic Storybook also lets 

older kids add their own sprites, backgrounds, 

and even their own animations and story lines: 

serious creative writing. 

Loading is a two-disk affair: the main disk 

and then the Books disk which contains five 

different stories (Goidibcks, Robin to the 

Rescue, The Angry Dragon, The Selfish Giant 

and finally The Christmas Story), 

To help you is a very detailed 100-page 

booklet, which gives you a due as to the depth 

of the program. Getting Started lakes you 

through loading a story, step-by-step. And you 

will have to go through it with your child first* 

because there are so many different elements 

and mouse configurations which your average 

tot will not be able to work through. 

Lonff a«o and far 
awap there was a 
kinsdoh. People A* n This kin&dort 

ad beccme very 
frightened. Each 
day a dragon flew 
froM the Mountain 
and breathed fire 
everywhere. 

This i, tuf o 
readers: they can pick 

where they wont to 
pop a fire-breathing 

dragon, and help write 
the story and print it 

out to show their 
proud grandparents. 

Q 

* 

T 

i*. 
nenu | story | sound| oops |play[ ♦ » hack|<|hcki view 

Magic Storybook 

The first tale, with the guide of the tutorial is 

The Angry Dragon, and as when you click on 

the story the loading screen of the first page 

animates on the page: sprites run across the 

screen and cheers and roars blast out. 

The screen is divided into three. The top 

third is the actual book where you will see the 

pictures and words. Ibis resembles an open 

book with the other leaves of the book at the 

side: clicking on the next page with the mouse 

allows you to turn hack and Torth, 

The next pan of the screen is where you, 

the readcr/animator, come in. The sprites, 

sounds and words to put in your story will 

appear as you build up each talc. It's up to 

your child to continue the an i mat ion/pi ciurcs 

of the story after your first token animation. 

The final third of the screen is the Main 

Menu Screen ,which is the control area that 

lets you change between screens: whether you 

want to change the sounds, words or pictures, 

and allows you to access the Screen Editor 

To start adding characters to your story 

you dick the left mouse button for a selection 

of sprites. To get them in your animation you 

click a sprite and place it in the picture. If you 

click on *oopsT you can erase the characters 

that you don't want in your picture 

Sprite priority cheeks that sprites that are 

highest in the picture are automatically moved 

furthest back and subsequently have the lowest 

This li the Screen 

Edit of, which is only 

accessible lor the over 

eights. Here you con 
odd your own link 

touches to the back' 

grounds and sprites. 
Mouse commands can 

get confusing here. 

priority - this adds real perspective to the ani¬ 

mations* giving them a professional look. 

There are nice little touches too: the mouse 

pointer is a green pencil when picking your 

sprites* but changes to a magic wand when 

using the menu. The magic pan is when you 

play the animation, and the sprites come alive: 

dragons breath fire, clouds drift across the sky 

and giants stomp along. 

It docsrft follow a specific educational 

structure* but allows children to be creative. At 

a basic level it helps teach sentence structure: 

presenting words to make up the story. These 

arc colour-coded and help explain how a sen¬ 

tence goes together: verbs - doing words - arc 

in red* nouns are in blue, describing words are 

in green and the rest are in grey. 

Education Software ■ £.29.99 ■ Softstuff Software 

variety of sprites. Plus three main windows: 

Background is the current scene being ani¬ 

mated: Sketchpad is the place to experiment 

with your own drawings; and the Scroll win¬ 

dow is used to scroll sprites during editing. 

The Editor is very complex and will take 

up a parent's time to become familiar with* so 

that you can help your child design its own 

stories. Children will need a real interest to gel 

up to this level, which will take some time to 

become acquainted with. By the time they are 

capable of heing left alone to add lo current 

stories they might find it somewhat limiting 

with stories like Goldilocks, but they can then 

create their own material. 

Plenty of thought has gone into Magic 

Storybook, but the Screen Editor is not very 

user-friendly and is too confusing for young 

children. But if you and your kids arc prepared 

to persevere, plenty of fun can be had: if not 

you still get excellent value and youngeT kids 

will Love playing and animating. O 

Magic Storybook 

Once ymir children have grasped adding 

sprites, sounds and words to animations, and 

wants to do more* they can have a go at adding 

their own sprites and backgrounds. This is 

aimed at eight-year-olds upwards and resem¬ 

bles an early paint package: the next stage on 

from here would probably be DPaint. 

The Editing screen has three elements: the 

palette* 16 different colours; the menu strip, 

where you pick your tools depending on the 

shape you want to make: circles, lines and a 

tit 

Loading time is slow but no more so than most 

Amiga programs 

DOCUMENTATION • III 

Very In-depth, but by golly it needs to be 
because ot some confusing commands 

ACCESSIBILITY ••§ 
Younger children with parental guidance will find 

II easy: but the Editor is somewhat complex, 

FEATURES #••• t 
Enough to keep a child going right through to 

its primary years. 

VALUE !§••« 
Good value Cor the bask si ones, but It (hey aver 

update lets hope the Editor is simpler.. 

81% 
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AMIGA HARDWARE 
Cartoon Classics 1 Mb. 
Plus 10 extra games + mouse mat. 
10 disks, labels + storage box 

.£395 99 

Screen Gems 1Mb. .. 
Plus 10 extra games + mouse mat 
ID disks, labels + storage box 

.£395,99 

Class Of The 90’s.... 
First Stops.. 

.£409 00 
.,£41 

AtSOO Bundle. 
At 500 (No Monitor).... - 

CD-TV...,.*.. 
(CALL FOR CO-TV TITLES) 

. 

EDUCATONALSOFTWARE 
Answer Back Junior... 
Answer Back Senior............ 
Arithmetic... 
Belief Maths (12 16).. 
Better Spelling (8-12).. 
Donald Alphabet Chase... 
First Loners (Under 5) ,***_,** 
Fun School 2 (Under 6)... 
Fun School 2 (6-8)*,***.*'**.**'*,' 
Fun School 2 (8 + Over)........ 
Fun School 3 (Under 5)..... 
Fun School 3 (5-7).,... 
Fun School 3 (7 + Over).. 
Fun SchooU (5-7).*. 
Fun School 4 (7 11)........ 
Fun School 4 (Under 5) .*.*, 
Goofy's Railway Express....... 
Henrietta's Book of Spells. 
Hooray For Henrietta (5-12). 
Junior Typist (5-10)..... 
Maths Mania (8-12).. . 
Mickey's Runaway Zoo*.*..*..* 
Mix & Match,...... 
Sesame Street Number Coun 
Sesame Street Letters, . .. 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
Naksha Mouse + Operation Stealth 
Squik Mouse........,£ > 
Optical Mouse (Golden Image).,.£: f f 
Trackball Crystal (3 button)- 
Golden Image Hand Scanner—i: i 
Naksha Hand Scanner....■ OA 
3.5" External drive ... 95 
Zi Fi Siereo Sound sysiem 
(Inc speakers).........£39 
1/2 Mb Expansion Inc Clock ... 
Power Supply Unit.........*...£* 
48 * 3.5* Disk Storage Box...« 
80 * 3.5" Disk Storage Box...... 
Protar Colour Monitor____ ; 
Philips 8833.... £235.3 3 
Commodore 1064S—....-...t 
SM2400 Serial Modem..! 
Vorlex ATonce PC Emulator. 

PRINTERS 
SiarLCt0(9Pin Mono), . * £139,99 

Star IC200 (9 Pin Colour). ... .£219.99 

Star LC24 200 (24 Pin Mono).. ,£239.99 

Star LQ24 200 (24 Pin Colour). *£299.99 

Panasonic KX-P1180 (9 Pin Mono) *£145.99 

Panasonic KX-P 1123 (24 Pin Mono) *£199 99 

Panasonic KX P 1124i (24 Pin Mono) .£264-99' 

Canon BJ 10e (Portable Bubble Jet) *£264.99 

HP Deskje! *£399 99 

HARD DRIVES 

Proiar HD 20 .£279.00 
Protar HD 30.-.. .£335,00 
Prolar HD 50.... .. .£415,00 
Protar HD 50DC.. *£515,00 
Protar HD 60 .... *£525,09 
Protar HD 80. 
Protar HD 100DC. 

.£585 00 
'£625.00 

Protar HD 16DDC.. *£895,00 

1 Mb Ram...*. ...£58,00 
2 Mb Ram.. 
4M‘b Ram.... 
&Mb Ram..... 
Ram Power Supply.. 

*£118.00 
,£248.00 
*£495.00 
***£35.00 

THE MIRACLE PIANO SYSTEM 

Call Far details _1 

BOOKS 
2665 Advanced Amiga 8asc..,™™.,.£ if 
6657 Advanced Systems Prog Guide. 

5452 Amiga 30 Graphics Prog Basic. 
2754 Amiga Applications.**.***.*..**,***.„ 
4257 Amiga Base Inside A Oul___ 
5454 Amiga C Advanced Prog__ 

5453 Amiga C For Begtnners --...... 
6035 Amiga DOS ..............,...... z 
5223 Amiga DOS Instde 8 Out.*,**„.... 

6618 Amiga Desktop Video Gwde .. 
5224 Amiga Disk Drives Inside 8 Out . .. 

4256 Amiga For Beginners ... 
6233 Amiga Graphics Inside & Out .... 
6502 Amiga Hardware Ref Manual..... 

4259 Amiga Machine Language ,..........,£i4 
8089 Amiga Printers In & Out (+DK),. 
2755 Amiga Programmer's Guide. 
5889 Amiga Horn Kernel Pel Aeiodock? 
6541 Amiga Rom Kernel Ref Lib S Dev 

8396 Best Amiga Trick & Tips (Inc DK). 

6010 Making Music On The Am (Inc DK) 

AMIGA BUSINESS S/W 
Amas Sound Digitizer. ... 
Amos.. ...£36.99 
Amos 3D.... .*,£27,99 
Amos Compiler,..,... ... £23,99 
Big Band. .£135:99 
Cash Book Coniroiter (Digital. ...£39,99 
Cash Book Final Account (Digital ...£55.99 
Deluxe Music Construction Set. ■**£.49,99 
Deluxe Paint 4.. ***£7l!99 
Deluxe Video 3 + Inc Photolab . .... ...£77.99 
Oevpac 2..... .**£44,99 
Digicalc. ...£31.99 
Distam Suns..... .**£35,99 
G B. Houle Plus. ...£64.99 
Hi-Soft Extend.,,,.,.. „*£ 16.99 
Home Accounts 2 (Oigrta). ...£41.99 
Home Office Kit..... *£119.99 
Home Titter.... ...£31,99 
Infofrle.... ***£39,99 
K Data . . ...£40.99 
K Spread 2 ...£49:99 
K Spread 3... ...£64.99 
Kindwords 2....* *.*£39:99 
Master Sound.. ...£31.99 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing .,** ***£23,99 
Maxiplan Plus (Spreadsheet} ...£55.99 
Personal Finance Manager. *..£23,99 
Powerworks..,,,. .*.£79,99 
Prodata (Database). ...£63.99 
Pretext VS..... *£119.99 
Quartet. f nq qq 

Rombo Complete Colour Solution 9 ■> 
Superbase Personal 2.. *** £79,99 
Vista...*.. ...£48,99 
Vista Pro.... **.£77.99 
Wordworlh Vl.1 (WP}. ... £85.99 
X-Cad Desioner. nan qu 

LEISURE ! SOFTWARE 
"3D Socceri ... 
688 Attack Sub... 
A10 Tank Kilter..Z25M 
Action Stations (1 Meg).. .L2L93 
Armour Geddon......*,*.*„***. 
Araham.- --—.-.fib 9'* 

Atomino ,,..*.*.*■«*.*....*.*.*.*...» 
Back To The Future 3 *.*.*,*.*„** *„.*.***.*'.* 
Baa.. 
Battle Of Britain .... 
Batttechess. ...... 
Betrayal.....-....— ... 
Big Bo* 
rn Nascar Raong 
Blue Max. 
Bhtf .„,*.*****—..... 
Breach 2 (1Mb)... 
BSS Jane Seymour.™——.. 
Buck Rogers ,. 
Cadaver... *,****** ****,*„™**„™ w 
Captive .. 
Champion Of Ra|....... 
Champions Of Kryrwvt Meg ..... 3 
Chess Champion 2175___ 
Chessmaster 2100................. 
Chips Challenge..... 
Chuck Flock........ 
Chuck Yeager...... 
Chuck Yeager-AFT II.... i. ■ j 
Cluedo Master Detective. .. 
Codeman iceman (I Meg}.,..... 
Coin Op Hits II.....*.C21.W 
Colonels Bequest (1 Meg).-.. 
Colossus Chess X.............. 
Colossus X Bridge... 
Conquests Of Camekri (1 Meg). 
Cricket,.,......,...... 
Cruise For A Corpse.. 
Curse Of The Azure Bonds...... 
Death Knights Of Krynn.. 
Duck Tales..... 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg)..*. 
Elf,....*'*.*.*,*.*'**.*£18 50 
Elite ..„*,w...L I ' 
Elvira....,..... £?i 
Eye Of The Beholder.... 
F-15 Strike Eagle It........ 
F-16 Falcon........._...*„ 
F-16 Falcon Mission Disk 2..1 
F 19 Stealth Fighter......***** 
F-29 Retaiiator-------- 
Rnal Fight......   
Final Whistle..........„.*. 
Fists Of Fury........ 
Flames Ot Freedom.... 
Flight Sim H.............. 
Fkmbo’s Quest....... 

Full Blast 
Gauntlet III..,......... •, 25 

Giants.....£21.69 
Gods.... 7.99 
Golden Axe..*,..*£ 1 7 E ” 
GunShtp--*.*,*■*,*.*--£13 25 
Hard Nova.■- 
Harpoon (t Meg)-----«*C2l 1 
Heavy Metal  .: : 
Heroes.. 
Heroes Of The Lance *.*.*„*.£18 25 
Heroquest ____....____ £18.50 
Hill Street Blues__*,**™*,*.**.*£i e 25 
Hollywood Collection £21. 
Hoyles Book Of Games™..£i 
Hunt For Red Octoberi ; 
Hunter. 
Indiana Jones The Last Crusade ..™* n 
Indtanapoks 500 .***.******«*,,*.*'*.*.*. £1 & 50 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited „,**,***,**,„***'*,*, 
Jones In The Fasi Lane..... 
Kick Off II.......„£ 16.99 
Kick Off II (t Meg}...... 
kitting Cloud...... E1B 25 
Kithng Game Show ... 
Kings Quest 1........_£25 50 
Kings Quest 2,*..,*....«*..*.*.**.«... £25.50 
Kings Quest 3_._____£25 50 
Kings Quest V.......£29 J&? 
Knights Of CrystatUon.....£2 39 
Leisure Suit Larry 1 *„.*.*,**,„„.*.*.— 2 j L 
Leisure Sun Larry II,.,.....■ ?& 
Leisure Sun Larry III -..... 
Lemmings.......£1799 
Life And Death ....... 
Line Of Fire........: 21 
Lord Of The Rings..............: 
Lotus Esput Turbo.... 
Ml Tank Platoon,..... 
Magnetic Scrolls Col... 
Manchester United European...... 
Manhunter 11 San Fran.. . 
Megatraveller 1 
Metal Mutant..... 
Mig 29..........£25.50 
Might And Magic ll........... 
Monster Pack ...... 
Marc.,.......£18 25 
Nfnia Remix ............ , 
Pang.............£17.95 
Partza Kick Boxing 1 Meg ..... 
PGA Golf Tour....... 
Pirates.......£18.25 
Platinum......„ei * 2$ 
Police Quest I...... . 
Poke Quest (11 Meg ...z I 
Pool Of Radiance..... 

Power Up 
Powermonger....... 1 i < 
Powermonger Data Disk ... i, 
Prphisionk..    1 1 

Premier Collection 
Prince Ot Persia.. 1 

Pro Tennis Tour II.... 1 

Pro Flteht...    : 
Quest For Glory....E29.99 
Quest For Glory itTrial By Fee... 
R.B.1.2  .....£21.50 
Railroad Tycoon....... 
Rainbow Collection.... 
Red Lightning . ..... 
Red Storm Rising. .... 
Rick Dangerous If..... 
Rise Ot The Dragon......__ 
Robin Hood..... £21.99 
Robocop II.........,..n6 25 
Scrabble Deluxe ______ 
Secret Ol Monkey Island.. 
Secret Ol Silver Blades... 
Sega Mega Mi*........ 
Shadow Dancer 
Shadow Sorcetor. .. 
Shadow Warriors. ... 
Silent Service If ..*.. 
Sim City/Populous...... 
Space Quest 2....... 
Space Quest 3,...... 
Space Quest 4........ ■ . 1 

Speed Ball II ... 
Stellar 7,.,,...■ 1 

Stunt Car Racer,.... i. 
Super Monaco G,P,.... i: 1 

Super Off Road Racer ,  .. 1 

Supercarsll... 
Supremacy ... 1 

Super Sim Pack Con .. 
Swap . ....«*£i jO 
Swrv --------1 1 

Team Suzuki...... 
Team Yankee,,,,..... 
Test Drive IS Compilation... 
Test Drive II ■ The Duet... 
The Winning Team ...... 
Thjndaftowk. ....; 1 

Toki.—£17.99 
Total Recall. 
Toyota Ceiica G T. Ratty...... 
Trivial Pursuit...... £ 1 

Turrican II....... 
U-M.S. II........ . 
Ultima \f»■   __£2, :Q 
Viz ..... 
War Game Con Set ...... 
Wheels Ol Fire  _____ c 2 

Winning Tactics......... 
Wolfpack   .... £21,99 
Wonderland.... 

NEW RELEASES 
4 Wheel Drive (compilation).. 
A.T.A.C......£24 99 
Agony...    £18.99 
Air Support.......£1 

Aten Breed 1Mb ...____ 
Aten Storm.....£1 .9? 
A rrwrxs^ ..18.Q9 

Aquaventura .......... 
Bflrtiafian ? .. , 
SHI Elliots Nascar Racing.„.,.f,r+,.T„T„ 
Slues Brothers..........E 10.99 

Board Genius.. 
Boston Bomb Club.... 
Captain Planet  £18.99 
Challenge Golf....___   99 

Chan Attack (Compilation) ..£2 > 
Deluxe Strip Poker 2.    99 
Devious Designs.. £18.99 
Fighter Command .   £21.99 
First Samuraiian Botham s Cricket 
Flight Of The Intruder.. 
Fort Apache.... 
Formula One Grand Pfix.. 
Golf (Microprose).. 
Greal Napoleonic Battles...,.£2i,< 
HomeAkine... 
Ian Botham's Cricket__£21.1 
intelligent Strategy Games.. 
Jimmy White's Snooker 
Knights Of The Sky.. 
Leander..       : 
Lemmings Data Disk .. 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2... 
Magic Pockets.. £ t 
Magic Story Book..    : 
Magnetic Scrolls Vo(. 1.*_..... 
Megkxnarta..... £ 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrm ... 
Never Ending Stories (Arcade) 
Pegasus lt. .....£ 1 99 
Pit Fighter..    7 99 

Rugby The World Cup.. 
Super Nereos (Compilation) ___ 
Super Space Invaders ' 
Terminator 2.——n—T-r--T-.-- r, fi 8 99 
Turtles Arcade......,,,.,.. 
Ultima 6.    £22.99 
Utopia__     £21.99 
Video Kid... 
World Class Rugby... n 5 99 

All Prices include VAT and Carriage 



Q. Which is the only Amiga magazine 
solely dedicated to using the Amiga as 

a serious computer? 

Q. Which Amiga magazine takes 16 
pages of each and every issue to 

answer readers’ questions? 

Q. Which Amiga magazine has monthly 
columns from some of the Amiga 
world’s most respected writers? 

Q. Which Amiga magazine gives you 
twice as much for less 

than half the price? 

There’s only one answer really... 

LATEST ISSUE OUT NOW 



New Showroom 
232 Tottenham Court Road 

London W1 

Upgrade your A500 PLUS to 1.5Mb for only £24.95 

AH AMIGA 500’s are now the 500 Plus model. 
Workbench 2 and the enhanced Chip Set. 

D I a M O N 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

Pack 
RAM RAM 
THE CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. 
Captain Planel 
Bart Simpson. 

+Deluxe Paml 111 

+ AH AMIGA standard 
features, Mouse etc 

ONLY £359.00 INC VAT 

Or with 3833 Mk II Monitor 
+ FI9 Promotion 

omv £574.00 inc 
WE CANNOT 8E BEATEN 

ON PRICE 

1Mb 1Mb PacK bam 
RAM RAM 

HOME OFFICE PACK 

9 AMIGA 500 PLUS g 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings, Captain Planel, Bart Simpson. 
* Deluxe Pami III + All AMIGA standard features, 

Mouse eic. 
4 

The Home Office Kit 

Seikosha 9 Pin printer 

only £499.00 inc vat 
Or with 8333 Mk II Monitor 

4 FT9 Promotion 

ONLY £699.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE JM 

Add £100.00 tor a colour printer! 

1Mb PacK 1Mb 
RAM DIAMOND RAM 

CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings, Sal Simpson, Captain Planed DPainilll 
all armqa standard iealur&s. 

BRAT. Shadew CH The Beast 2. Car-vup. 
Corporation, Xenon 2, Back To The Futures. 

Cadaver. Line Of Fire. Veenage Muteni Ninja Turtles 
4 Top Quality Joystick. 

ONLY £399-00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk tl Monitor 
4 FI9 Promotion 

ONLY £599-95 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb PacK 1Mt> 
RAM aiieiMece dapv RAM BUSINESS PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 
.... ?4 

^ COMPRISING p* 

' Lemmings, Captain Planet. Bart Simpson. 
* Deluxe Painl III. - All AMIGA standard features 

Mouse eie. 
4 

The Home Office K ii 
+ 

High Quality OKI 24 Pm printer 

ONLY £599.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk Tl Monitor 
4 FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £799.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £100.00 for a colour printer! 

PacK 
RAM everything but the 

KITCHEN SINK PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMP RISING 

Lemmings, Captain Planet. Bart Simpson 
+DehJxe Paint 111. 

4 AH AMIGA standard features. Mouse etc, 
4 

Mousemai, Dust Cover. Joystick, 
10x3.5" Disks, 1 Disk storage box. 

Speed ball Ik Shadow Of The Beast 11. Car Vup 
Corporation. Xenon II. Back To The Future It. 
Cadaver, Line Of Fire, Teenage Mutant Nin^a. 

Turtles, St Dragon 

ONLY £399.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
4 FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £599.95 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

PacK 
PHOENIX 590 HARD DRIVES 

52Mb 3 5 V 9ms IDE 0k 
52Mb 3 5 V 9ms IDE 2Mb 
52Mb 35 I" 9ms IDE 4Mb 
52Mb 3.5 r 9ms IDE 6Mb 
52Mb 3.5 r 9ms IDE 8Mb 
80Mb 3.5 r 9ms IDE 0k 
80Mb 3.5 9ms IDE 2Mb 
80Mb 3,5 T 9ms IDE 4Mb 
80Mb 3,5 r 9ms IDE 6Mb 
80Mb 3 5 1" 9ms IDE 8Mb 
105Mb 3 5 T 9ms IDE 0k 
105Mb 3.5 1* 9ms IDE 2Mb 
105Mb 3 5 1" 9ms IDE 4Mb 
105Mb 3.5 1P 9ms IDE 6Mb 
105Mb 3.5 T 9ms IDE 8Mb 
210Mb 3.5 r 9ms IDE Ok 
210Mb 3.5 1* 9ms IDE 2Mb 
210Mb 3.5 T 9ms IDE 4Mb 
2t0Mb 3.5 r 9ms IDE 6Mb 
210Mb 3.5 V" Sms IDE 8Mb 
Add extra memory as well as a Hard 
your Amiga 500, only Irom Diamond 
the new Phoenix 590 range 

£399 
£455 
£499 
£565 
£599 
£499 
£550 
£599 
£665 
£599 
£599 
£650 
£699 
£765 
£799 
£699 
£75S 
£799 
£065 
£899 
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Cr 
WANT A1500? 
GOT A 500? 

All Prices Include VAT! 

SWAP IT 
FOR ONLY 

£499.00 Cr 
DIAMOND’S PART ^ EXCHANGE CENTRE 

AMIGA 1500 SPECIAL PROMOTION 
Comprising THE NEW AMIGA 1500 PACK 
AMIGA 1500 52Mb 9ms access hard disk driven by the NEXUS SCSI hard disk 
controller with 2Mb of RAM which can be expanded in 2Mb steps up to a 
maximum of 8 Mb. The NEXUS also comes with suite of storage software utilities: 
Flashback. PowerBench, SmartCache. Spoolit, DiskSurgeon. InstantFormal. 
Memory Doctor. Utilities to enhance the control of your SCSI Hard disks. 

Software with the machine comprises DeluxePaint 111. The Works, Home 
Accounts, 3 Games, Puzznic, Toki and Elf. and a book entitled "Get Th e Most 
Out of Your AMIGA". 

ONLY £999 wc 

Or with 8833 Mkll Monitor +F19 promotion ONLY £1199 imc 

With Multisync Monitor and CBM Video Card (Flicker Fixer}. ONLY £1699 wc 

The A150O is one of the best kept professional secrets it seems. This workhorse 
regularly produces the press ads for DIAMOND including this advert.lt is also 
central to the production of many game shows such as “CATCHPHRASE" and 
“ALL CLUED UP" to name but two. With AMIGA professional software costing a 
fraction of its counterpart on the APPLE MAC and PC. it must be the obvious 
choice for professional and leisure use. 

T 
m 

AMIGA * 1500 
A 1500 1Mb RAM. NEW 
3.5" floppy disk drive, 
base machine with 2x 3,5" floppy disks 
and new software pack £599,00 

all above + Monitor £799.00 

with XT Bridgeboard £999.00 

INCREDIBLE PX OFFER 
visit Mr, Diamond and discover what 
your A500 is worth in part exchange 

XT Bridgeboard 
5.25" floppy drive £149*00 

AT Bridgeboard with either 
3,5" or 5,25" floppy drive £575.00 

AMIGA ' 3000 

The NEW 
Commodore AMIGA 

AMIGA 3000-25-100 25Mhz. 100Mb harddisk 

An Incredible £2395.00 INC 

Mr Diamond Incredible Offer 
Includes FREE 4Mb of Static RAM 

with 1950 M/sync monitor 
Only 4 left! 

£2595.00 INC VAT 

Phone Danny on 071 580 4355 

£199.95 for an additional 4Mb ol Static RAM 

DON’T YOU OWE IT 
TO YOURSELF 

TO DRIVE THE BEST? 
NOW YOU CAN WITH DIAMOND PX! 
Full upgrade paths and trade-ins are 
available on your Amiga 500 from all 
our branches. 

All you have to do is bring in your 
computer and any accessories and as 
long as it is in adequate condition 
then you can walk away with an Amiga 

1500 for only INC VAT 

P/X is available at all our branches. 

Old 1500 base unit + software 
Or with Mk 2 PHILIPS monitor 
A1500 '2000 plus: A1500 Software 
pack including The Works, Platinum 
Database. WP, Spreadsheet, Deluxe 
Paint 3. PLUS Sim City. Populous, 
Their Finest Hour. Batttechess, A-Z of 
computer jargon. Get the most out of 
your Amiga. 

AMIGA 1500 

At 500 Software pack 
Including: 

Sim City, Populous, Their Finest Hour, 
Battlechess, A-Z of computer jargon, 

Get the most out of your Amiga. 

All this for an 

INCREDIBLE INC VAT 

OR 
ONLY when you P/X your old 

machine 

BUY WHILE STOCKS LAST 
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CDTV at an incredible price of ONLY £499. 

Don t miss all the Top Titles including KARAOKE. 
All the fun of the party in your ownfront room this 

Christmas.(Tottenham Cl Rd, Only} 

BUY NOW & SAVE 
MONEY THIS 
CHRISTMAS 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S SUPER SPARES CENTRE 

PHILIPS MONITOR 
8833 Mkll colour monitor 
rnc. dust cover and lead 

+ FI 9 Promo only 

HARD DISK DRIVES SPARES 
IMPULSE 
IMP52S/LP 52Mb 9ms ^229,00 Internal A500 Disk Drive £41,95 
IMP52S/IP SOMb 9ms £369.00 Fatter Agnus £74,95 
IMP52S/LP 105Mb 9ms <9.00 fitted by one of our qualified engineers 
IMP52S/LP 170Mb 9ms 1599,00 CXA. chips £14*95 
IMP52S LP 210Mb 9ms 1659.00 A500 fixed repair cost : 54,95 
SYQUEST 

44Mb 28ms P.O.A. removeable cartdndge drive 
TRUMPCARD FOR ABOVE add 115.00 

JOYSTICKS 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
for your A1500 or A2000 with the 
I CD 8Mb RAM board 

Bare Board £81.00 Extra 
2Mb populated £75.00 Extra 
4Mb populated £149.00 Extra 
6Mb populated £223.00 Extra 
8Mb populated £295.00 Extra 

Competition Pro £7.99, Competition Pro Extra 
£13,49, Competition Pro Star Extra £12,99, 
Quickjoy Jet Fighter £13.99, Quickshot 111 A 
Turbo 2 .99, Quickshot 138F Maverick 1 £12.99, 
Quickshot 130F Python £9.99, Stingray Handheld 
913,99, Turbo Joypad £14.99, Top Star £19.99, 
Quickshot Starfighter remote +two joysticks £29,f" 

_ GENLOCKS 
Randal© 
G2 

CBM internal 
New Rootec 

SPEED UP 
your 1500, 2000 with a Co-Processor board. 
Phone for details 

SOFTWARE - CLUB MEMBER PRICES 

Dtgiview Gold £99.95 Pro Net Personal £84.95 
Pro Video Font 1 £29.95 Dos 2 Dos £24.95 
Pro Video Font 2 £29.93 Mac 2 Dos £49.00 

I Pro Video Font 3 £29.95 Quarterback 4.3 £34.95 
I Pro Video Font 4 £29,95 Quarterback 
Pro Video Font 5 £29,95 Tools £49.95 
Pro Video Gold £139.95 Crossdos V4 £24,95 
Pro Video Post £139.95 Desktop Budget £19.95 
Video Fonts £44,95 ProPage2.01 with 
Can Do £69,95 FREE Pro Draw £169.95 
A Talk 111 £44.95 Video Utter 3D £24.95 
Draw 4D £139.95 3D Text Animator £24.95 
Sculpt 3D XL £84,95 Credit Text 
Sculpt Animate Scroller £24.95 

4D £239.95 Pageflipper Plus £74.95 
Sculpt Animate F/X 

4D Jr* £69.95 Pagerender £74.95 
BAD £24,95 Art Department £44.95 
Pro Board £239.95 Art Depart, Pro £109.95 
Pro Board Pro Write 3,1 £79.95 

Personal £84.95 Bars & Pipes £89.95 i 
Pro Net £239.95 Bars & Pipes Pro £159.95 

MULTISYNC MONITORS 

High Res 14" colour 
High Res 21" colour 
Microway Flicker Fixer 
CBM Flicker Fixer 

NEXUS COMBO’S 
High speed Hard Disk Controllers taking 
up to 8Mb of on board RAM 

Bareboard £199,08 
52Mb Quantum 11ms £399.00 
114Mb NEC 20ms £689,00 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

GVPPRODUCTS 
A2000 COMBO6803O accelerator card 
33MHx with 4Mb RAM. £1659,00 
A2000 30 4MB Upgrade RAM £599,95 
A20OO HC/0 II Hard Disk controller able to 
take 8Mb RAM. No Disk resident £169.00 
A2000 HC8 +GMb/0 II SCSI Hard Disk 
controller 2Mb resident RAM. Quantum 2Q0M 
hard disk. £899 
A3050 - 4/0 SO MHz 68030 accelerator with 
maths co-processor and 4Mb RAM £2599,00 
A3050 -4/00Mb 50MHz accelerator card, 
4Mb RAM and SOMb Hard disk. £2995.00 
A3050 *4/200Mb 50MHz accelerator card, 
4Mb RAM and 200Mb Hard disk, £3649,00 
A3G50 *4/340Mb 50MHz accelerator card, 
4Mb RAM and 340Mb Hard disk. £4449,95 
A500 HD/40Q GS external SCSI port with 
PSU, 40Mb drive, up to 8Mb RAM, £659,00 
A500 HD8 +0/52G external SCSI port with 
200Mb drive, up to 8Mb RAM. £699,00 
22/1 COMBO 2000 68030 accelerator card 
22MHz. 1Mb RAM. SCSI port,. £949,95 
33/1/105Q COMBO 2000 68030 accelerator 
card with maths co-processor, 4Mb RAM, 
SCSI controller, 105Mb HO, £2395,00 
33/4 200 COMBO 2000 68030 accelerator 
card with maths co-processor, 4Mb RAM, 
SCSI controller, 105Mb HD. £2395.00 
A2000 030RAM/4 68030 accelerator card 
22MHz,4Mb RAM. £999,00 
WE CANNOT BE BEATEN ON GVP 

ICD PRODUCT LIST 

AD1DE 40 INTERFACE AM2000 The IDE 3.5" hard disk controller which 
fits under the CPU - It uses no expansion slots £99.95 
ADIDE 44 INTERFACE AM500 The internal 2.5" hard disk controller for 
the AMIGA 500 * includes cables and brackets £119,95 
ADRAM 2080 Add up to 8Mb of Internal RAM to the Amiga 500, It comes 
0Mb populated. £119,95 
ADRAM 505 0k Fits A501 slot adding up to 1Mb 0Mb populated' £29.95 
ADRAM 540 0k Fits A501 slot adding up to 1Mb 0Mb populated £109,95 
ADRAM 560 D RAM Adds 2Mb to ADRAM 540 £109.95 
ADSCSI 2080 0k A2Q00 SCSI hard disk controller up to 8Mb RAM £185.95 
ADSPEED A budget 14.3MHz accelerator card £239,95 
ADVANTAGE ADSCSI 2000 Hard Drive controller £135.00 
FLICKER FREE VIDEO AM - Used with a VGA monitor and an AMIGA 
500/1500 2000 will produce flicker free displays £299.00 
HOST ADAPTER ADSCSI + ST Theworld’s smallest host adapter for 
adding a hard drive to a MEGGA computer £99,00 
NOVIA 201 AM - A 20Mb hard drive that uses an IDE interface to work 
within the AMIGA 500 £579.00 



DO NOT FORGET CAPTAIN DIAMOND S PRICE PLEDGE! 

0501 512k RAM card + dock 

ONLY £19.95 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

D501 512k RAM card + 

Disk Drive ONLY £74.95 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE 

CHIPS & DISKS 
We only sell new chips 

A590 Memory chips 
0.5Mb £17.60 
1.0Mb £35.25 
2.0Mb £69.00 

A590 2Mb Populated £328.00 

6UP BOARD & CHIPS 
Bare Board (0Mb) £81.00 

add cost of RAM to your spec. 
2Mb +£69.00 4Mb -+£137.50 

6Mb +£206.00 8Mb +£274.00 

DISK CONTROLLER CARDS 
The GRANDSLAM, new SCSI controller 
from IVS. Extra Parallel port - space for 
8Mb on board RAM ONLY £235.00 
NEXUS SCSI hard disk controller card • 
space for 8Mb on board RAM. 

ONLY £199.00 
The U.K. official importer 

50 disks in 100 capacity box 
ONLY £19.95 

MONITORS 
ALL PHILIPS U.K. MONITORS 

HAVE t YEAR ON SITE 
GUARANTEE + FI 9 Software 

PHILIPS 8833(U.K.) 
Colour Monitor with stereo sound 
+ FREE LEAD & DUST COVER 

- F19 Promo Only £229.00 
COME & SEE DIAMOND'S 20 INCHER 

DIAMOND Multisync Monitor 
Only£347.00 

COMMODORE 1084/s 
Only £229.00 

COMMODORE 1084/SD Monitor 
Only £239.00 

DISKS 
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE ARE 

SELLING HIGH QUALITY 3.5" SONY 
BULK DISKS AT ONLY £0.35 EACH 

HOME OFFICE KIT ONLY £69.95 Word Processor, Spreadsheet. Database. 

ABACUS BOOKS - WITH 40% OFF 
ADVANCED SYSTEM PROG 

GUIDE AMIGA 
AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS PROG. 

BASIC 
AMIGA BASIC INSIDE A OUT 
AMIGA C ADVANCED 

PROGRAMMERS 
AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS 
AMK5A DOS IN$JD€ & OUT 
AMIGA DOS OUCK 

REFERENCE 
AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO 

GUIDE 

AMIGA DISK DRIVES INSIDE 
A OUT 

AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS 
AMIGA GRAPHICS INSIDE & 

OUT 
AMIGA MACHINE LANGUAGE 
AMIGA PRINTERS INSIDE A 

OUT(WAT) 
AMIGA SYSTEMS PROG 

GUIDE 
BEST AMIGA TRICKS A 

TIPS^VAT) 
MAKING MUSIC ON THE 

AMIGA(*VAT) 

0% 

Bh AH 

Seikosha 9 pin printer £114.95 
STAR LC20 £149.95 
Citizen 1240 £199.95 
STAR 1X24/10 £199.95 
STAR LC 200 Colour £199.95 
Swift 9 Colour £199.95 
STAR LC24 200 Colour £299.95 
Swift 24 Colour £299 95 
XB24-20Q Cloour £399.95 
XB24-250 wide carriage £499.95 
HP Paintjet £584 95 
HP Deskjet £349 95 
OKI 400 Laser £584,95 

NEW DESKJET 500 
Colour Printer 
Come in for a 
FREE DEMO 

SCANNERS 
Golden Image Scanner £129.95 
Sharp JX1Q0 Scanner P.O, A, 
Sharp JX300 A4 Flatbed 

Colour Scanner P.O,A. 

GRAPHICS TABLETS 
Podscat £249.00 
Podscat + XCAD Designer £299.00 

NEW A1500 
ONLY £599 OR £399 P X 

OR 
with Mk 11 PHILIPS monitor £799 

Or £599 P X 

P X on yourold Amiga 500 

Diamond Computers 

"V 121 Regents Street 
Leamington Spa - Warks 

TEL 0926 312155 
FAX 0926 883432 

Diamond Computers 

V7 144 Ferry Road 
EDINBURGH-Scotiand 

TEL 031 554 3557 
FAX 031 554 3557 

^^ Diamond Computers 

V 1022 Stockport Road 

MANCHESTER 

TEL 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

Diamond Computers 

V 232 Tottenham Ct Rd 
LONDON W1 

TEL 071 580 4355 
FAX 071 580 4399 

(RETAIL ONLY this branch) 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply selephcuie through your order, giving your Access or 

Visa card Number or send a cheque or posial order 10 your 

Local Dealer. AH prices include VAT unless otherwise stated. 

Courier Service Delivery £11,75 
Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. 

Bankers drafts clear on the same day 

ALL POSTAL ORDERS TO OUR 

ROMFORD BRANCH ONLY PLEASE. 

1HE 
Diamon 

PRICE PLEDGE 
* If , iMbt (ruyinggoods fnm us, you can show us a hater price 

cm the same goads fnm one of out 'U.% compctiors then 

'Piatmmd will match that price. 

‘Even if our prices have increased, wc wilt honour 

the prices in this advertisment cm items in stock 

This TLTDQE applies only to customers producing or relying on this 

advertisment before the end of the month ofpuhCication. 

It does not apply to competitors prices offered in closing down 

orstoediclearancc sate£ 

05S& Diamond Computers 

W 84 Lodge Road 

SOUTHAMPTON 

TEL 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232679 

/s-frvfr Diamond Computers 

V 406 Ashley Road 
POOLE - Dorset 
TEL 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

Diamond Computers 
v 443 Gloucester Rd 

BRISTOL 

TEL 0272 522044 

FAX 0272 521738 

Diamond Computers 

1045 High Road 
Chadwel I Heath - 

ROMFORD 

TEL 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 
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GENLOCKS 

There are a multitude of genlocks arriving on 

the Amiga scene. But which one do you need? 

Gary Whiteley has rated and reviewed a broad selection 

that will satisfy both the hobbyist who just wants to add 

scrofly credits to their sister’s wedding video, or the hearty 

professional who wants to get down to some serious anima¬ 

tion and graphics on the latest corporate promo. 

218 

The Gen on 
„ Genlocks 

A MISCONCEPTION about genlocks is (hey 

arc merely devices for overlaying, or as ii is 

termed in video-speak, ‘Keying*, graphics on 

to video hy replacing a specific colour, usually 

ihc ‘background’ with the video signal. This is 

not really true. In the video world a genlock is 

used for synchronising one video source fa 

camera. VCR. video disc or another computer} 

to another so that mixing, editing or other 

effects can be achieved. 

Amiga genlocks arc produced with the idea 

of adding graphics (captions, titles, animations 

etc) to video signals, though many now offer 

additional facilities such as colour splitting, 

video processing and effects. These extras are 

not necessary for genlocking but might well be 

useful where extra creativity is concerned. 

With new- video formats tike S-VHS and 

Videos, and increasing popularity of broadcast 

systems such as M2 and Betacam, the range of 
genlocks has widened to encompass the 

higher-quality component signals (Y/C, YUV 

and RGB) as welt as the traditional composite 
(CVBS) ones, while prices have fallen as 

quality and features have increased. 

How does a genlock lock then'* In order to gel 

one video signal keyed on to another it isn’t 

enough to simply add them together. Levels 

need controlling, as do the times when the sig¬ 

nals coincide Timing is crucial to television - 

and I don't mean getting the news on at Ten - 

(rthcrwisc we wouldn’t have the illusion that 

wc perceive as moving pictures. 

A UK television picture, called a ‘frame’, 

is made up of 625 horizontal lines of picture 

information. Each frame's subdivided into two 

‘fields’ of 312.5 lines each, the first is com¬ 

posed of all cKld' lines (1st, 3rd. 5th etc) and 

the ‘other’ of all the even ones, though num¬ 

bering is regarded as being hy field, rather 

than Frame. So the lines in the ‘tM' field are 

numbered one to 312.5 and the even 313 to 

625, The fields are displayed in rapid succes¬ 

sion - first odd. then even, with each display 

lasting only one 50th of a second - at this 

speed the brain perceives the two fields as 

being ‘interlaced*, resulting in one image. 

Since there arc 25 of these frames a second, 

the illusion of movement is easily created. 

If you were wondering why they arc dis¬ 

played 50 fields a second, it's because UK 

240V electrical supply runs at 50Hz, making it 

the ideal master 'clock' for the system, 

Similarly, in America, where there is a 110V 

supply with a 60Hz frequency the NTSC 

(American TV standard) system runs at 60 

fields {30 frames) a second. These liming dif¬ 

ferences arc why American equipment and 

signals cannot be directly mixed with PAL 

(the UK standard] equipment. 

It is important, with split-second timing, that 

additions to a video signal, must he timed to 

coincide with the lines and fields of that sig¬ 

nal. Since the start of each line and field arc 

identified by electronic markers (known as 

line sync and blanking respectively] you can 

use them like a clock to set the liming, instead 

of using the Amiga's own internal clock. A 

genlock's purpose is to slave the computer to 

video (by GHNeratmg LOCK), so any graphics 

produced by the Amiga will be synchronised 

to the video signal arriving at the genlock. 

A television picture is 
made up from two 

fields, normally they 

would not be displayed 

together like this but 

shown consecutively 
For one 50th qf a sec¬ 
ond each (and at 

full -screen width). In 
the centre is how the 
resulting interlace is 

seen, giving the illusion 
of one coherent, whole 

image - the f rame. 

Thus line one of the Amiga signal will coin¬ 

cide with line one of the video signal, frame 

one with frame one and so on. And with boLh 

signals in sync effects such as overlaying, 

mixing and fading can he correctly made. The 

mixed image can then he output to a video 

recorder* for instance. 

Now, all this is very well, hui what happens 

when the video input is substandard? If, for 

example, a poor quality VHS tape is being 

played on an old VHS machine ■ and some of 

the sync information is lost. When the genlock 

receives poor information it cannot always 

lock the Amiga up, and instability can occur. 

No matter how good a genlock is, the quality 

of the incoming video signal is critical. 

Always remember every time a video signal 

is prtx'csscd (unless it's entirely digital) you're 

going to lose quality. Systems with lower 

band widths fie less room for information on 

the tape) like VHS will inevitably lose more 

than higher band widths (such as Bctucam) and 

composite signals will degrade faster than 

component ones like S-VHS or HiHr Similarly, 

poorer quality (though not always cheaper] 

genlocks can spoil your signals. Because all 

genlocks are connected to the RGB monitor 
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port you may find sometime* you cannot use a 

1084 monitor, for instance, as the RGB infor¬ 

mation is not relumed through the genlock for 

subsequent reconnection to the monitor. 

If that's the case you’ll have to use a com¬ 

posite connection (the video output from your 

record VCR will do) and the image quality on 

your monitor will be reduced, making graphics 

creation more difficult. Degradation is a prob¬ 

lem only overcome by using higher standard, 

wider bandwidth equipment or by the use of 

expensive video processing equipment. 

Super 8802 
Marcam Lid £599.99 ■ Marcam ■ 0602 790466 

KKNDALE'S NEW GENLOCK is aimed al 

the semi-professionaJ/professional market, 

going by the price and the S-VHS features. 

Surprisingly it arrives as two boxes! Along 

with a modified 8802 genlock you also gel a 

larger, wedge-shaped box with knobs on. This 

is the mix/fade/wipe controller and it connects 

directly to the genlock unit via a length of 

cable. It wasn’t long, though, before I was 

having problems. The integral RGB ribbon 

cable from the 8802 is very short, which 

causes problems getting it to sit safely on the 

desk ■ especially if you have a 1500 or 2000 

and a standard size desk. And if you're think¬ 

ing of getting a 3000 Tower you’ll have to 

prop the 8802 up if you want to connect it. 

The rest of the connections are straight¬ 

forward. Connect a video input to the mixer 

unit (cither S-VHS Of PAL composite), then 

connect the video output, hook the RGB hack 

out to the Amiga monitor, connect the genlock 

and plug in the power. Switch on your Amiga 

and you're ready to go. Note that while both 

S-VHS and composite inputs and outputs are 

available you can only have one input in use at 

a time (selected by using a slider switch} 

although both S-VHS and composite outputs 

can be used simultaneously. 

The separate mixer/fader/wipc unit has a 

host of knobs and switches on-board. There 

are four different sliders that arc marked (from 

left to right) Mix Fade. Wipe. Cross Fade and 

Input Fade, There are also four small push 

switches which are used to select the current 

wipe pattern. Lastly there is a rotary switch for 

selecting the key mode (Foreground mode I, 

Background, Amiga Only, External Video 

or Foreground 2), 

With such a wealth of controls conic plenty 

of permutations which are achieved by a mix¬ 

ture of sliders and switches. There are 16 

wipes available, all of the straight-edged, 

vertical or horizontal variety and the various 

combinations of switching each results in a 

different wipe being produced - ranging from 

plain up, down, left or right to comer boxes 

and finally square to centre when all four basic 

shapes are combined. 

During fading the position of one slider 

may not only affect the outcome of another but 

give rise to combinations of Amiga/Video 

which could be either wipes, keys or key- 

wipes, Amiga-only or Video-only faded to or 

from black. And here's another small gripe - 

the good-looking crinkle finish of the case 

interferes with the sliders and makes smooth 

fading harder than necessary. 

Well, what about the quality? OK, in general 

it’s good, but it is disappointing to sec ghostly~ 

wipe edges (appearing as dark and light lines) 

when they really shouldn’t be there. This 

apparently can be corrected, but the unit would 

have to go back and be disassembled to make 

the adjustments. There was also some digital 

break up on the edges of wipes left mid¬ 

screen. Otherwise, though, keying Is good and 

all the controls are simple to use, once you 

have a grasp of their functions, though the 

selector switch has several positions which 

aren't marked, but still selects signal positions. 

Overall I wish I felt better about this genlock 

than I do. Sure, it works pretty well, but why 

the two boxes? Presumably they are for 

upgrading existing 881)2 owners. The connect¬ 

ing leads are so short that everything may as 

well all be in the same case - there certainly 

seems to be room! The build quality appears 

high and the documentation is generally good, 

though there is a lack of detail about all the 

functions of the control unit. Also the range of 

wipes will only have a limited use, especially 

without any positioning control. So 1 reckon 

there’s room for improvement yet. 

If you already have an 8802 genlock and wish 

to take the upgrade path to the Super 8802 you 

can do this for £420,00. You’ll also have to 

return your 8802 to Marcam for modification. 

Some geuktki me 
phono connector! for 

video (Ibe type com¬ 

monly found in hi-fi 

systems). These tend 
to be more difficult to 

use and are leu 
effective than the 
usual BNC connectors 

used in moil profes¬ 
sional equipment. 

Phono culprits include 
MiniGIN, RocGen and 

PAL genlocks. 

There arc now genlocks available which run 

the whole range of tastes and pockets, but any 

genlock for the Amiga requires al least three 

basic things - namely connections for Amiga 

graphics in, video in and mixed video out. 

From simple beginnings there is ample scope 

to add all sorts of extras software control, 

video effects, signal processing, RGB splitting 

for digitising, various input and output formats 

etc. And whilst many of these functions could 

be of great use in the right circumstances, you 

may not actually need any of them for the 

work you want to do. 

All the gen lex; ks reviewed here are external 

- they plug into the RGB monitor output of 

your Amiga and should work with any Amiga, 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 

Genlocks are an Integral part of what's called "desktop video'. 
This threatens to do to video graphics, animation and titling what 
desktop publishing has done to the world of Journalism and 
printing: taking it out of the hands of "pros’ and thus allowing the 
enthusiast to do a professional job. but with just the aid of a 
home computer at the comfort of their own desk. 

What a genlock does In simplistic terms Is it takes the two 
signals; the one that's coming out of the Amiga (your video 
titles or graphics), and the signal of the VCR (the video you want 
to add them to) and mixes these two signals together, so that 
they are synchronised, A term that is often used Is a video 
source' which Is Just a techie term for referring to the Amiga or a 
video tape or recorder. 

Rendale Super 8802 

QUALITY 

Could be improved. 

DOCUMENTATION • • • • 

Skimpy on some details, otherwise good. 

ACCESSIBILITY IM 
Awkward cabling 

FEATURES 

Well equipped 

VALUE IM 
Comparatively overpriced 

V'erdic) 69% 
LyKRfw 
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PRESENTS 

MAC 

BACK-UP 

FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
INC. VAT & P/P 

THE MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE BACKUP SYSTEM EVER PRODUCED FOR THE A500 
THERE IS NO SOFTWARE YET PRODUCED THAT CANNOT BE BACKED UP USING THE MAC II SYSTEM 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES ROCTEC 
• The most comprehensive back-up utility ever! 

• Optimisation and data verification for fast loading 

• Also backs up other formats: IBM, MAC, ATARI etc. 

• Menu driven options which make it easy to use 

• Also available for A1500/A2000 

• Quick and easy to install (second drive required) 

SLIMLINE DISC DRIVE 

ONLY £59.95 

ROCTEC DISK DRIVE 

+ mac 11 ONLY 
+ UTILITIES DISK £gg gg 

ORDER MAC II BACK-UP NOW AND YOU WILL 
NEVER HAVE TO PURCHASE ANOTHER BACK-UP UTILITY AGAIN 

MAC II UTILITIES DISK 
BACK UP OPTIMISER, SPEED CHECK 
AND ALIGNMENT CHECKER £19*95 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. ASHCOM neither condones or authorises the use of this package for the reproduction of copyrighted material. 
The facilities offered by MAC II are designed to reproduce users own software, PD software & other such programs where permission has 
been clearly given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted material without the permission of the copyright holder or the licencee thereof. 

NEW PRODUCT NEW LOW PRICE 
A502 PLUS 1 MEG RAM EXPANSION 

for the new A500 PLUS. Ultra compact design using latest DRAM 

technology, will give you 2MB of CHIP MEM. Will not 

invalidate Commodore warranty, fits in trap door. 

Inc* 

.95 

512 K RAM 

EXPANSION 

£19.95 
£21.95 

Clock Version 

NEW PRODUCT__ 
AX508 8 MEG EXTERNAL RAM EXP £399.00 
AX504 4 MEG EXTERNAL RAM EXP £269.00 
AX502 2 MEG EXTERNAL RAM EXP £179.00 

0 

fifBEELINEfifi 
7 Jr STEREO SAMPLER MM 

STUDIO QUALITY STEREO 
SOUND SAMPLER FOR THE AMIGA 

A500 1.8MB EXP £139.95 
44256 DRAMS £ 4.50 
SIMM’S IMEGX9 £ 33.00 
ASHCOM MEGA 
UTILS DISC £ 2.95 
SQUIK MOUSE £ 14.95 
ANTI-CLICK/ 
BOOT SELECTOR E 19.95 

AUTOMATIC i 
MOUSE/ 
JOYSTICK SWITCHER \ 

ONLY £14.95 
+ SQUIK MOUSE £24.95 

INCLUDES SOFTWARE 

WORKS WITH ALL KNOWN SAMPLER SOFTWARE 

EASY TO INSTALL, JUST PLUGS IN 

ONLY £24.95 
2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P/P ORDERS. NORMALLY DESPATCHED IN 24 HRS. 

Only from ASHCOM, DEPT AF1,10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 
mon-fri 9.00-5.30_Telephone: <0530) 411485 (24 hrs) Fax: (0530) 414433 sat9.30-4.00 



MiniGEN 
ASDLB £99.95 ■ 0724 280222 

MiniGEN 

• # QUALITY 
Acceptable enough. 

DOCUMENTATION I • 
Informative but somewhat lightweight. 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Straightforward enough to get your head round. 

FEATURES MI 
BasicP but what do you expect for the price. 

VALUE §•• 
Entry-level unit. 

AMtfck _ 

(ferdic) 65% 

This a rather small device which looks strangely like a Commodore modulator 

and plugs into the RGB port in the same way. The MiniGEN has video in and 

ouL no RGB pass through and a single three-way switch for selecting Amiga. 

Video or mixed signals, simply using Colour 0 as the Key Colour. One of the 

most basic designs of the cur¬ 

rent crop, the MiniGEN is 

obviously designed lo be easy 

to use and, if you own an A5GU, 

it probably is. Others may 

experience some difficulty get¬ 

ting at the selector switch when 

the MiniGEN is plugged in 

behind a larger Amiga. 

If you want to see what 

you’re doing on your usual 

Amiga monitor then you will 

have to connect an output from 

your video recorder For the 

price the quality is OK and as 

an entry level unit the MiniGEN 

may be worth considering. 

IVocgen RG300C 
RocTec ■ £1 19 ■ Silica 081 -309 Mil 

RocGen f?G 300C 

QUALITY Hit 

Not lit all bad 

DOCUMENTATION III 
The basic Instructions that you need 

ACCESSIBILITY IIII 
Simple trough to s&t up and control. 

FEATURES I I I 
Unfortunately It lacks RGB pass through 

VALUE III! 

Good value tor a budget genlock. 

LMI&k _ 

(ferdic) 72% 

This is slightly more up market than the MiniGEN. and offers more features and 

far easier connection, but still lacks the RGB pass through- Instead of being 

plugged straight into the Amiga's RGB port the Rocgen is connected by a sturdy 

cable that's a couple of feet long. In addition to the output selection switch the 

hardback novebsi/ed RG30QC 

has a fader control which is 

used to either crossfade 

between Amiga graphics and 

video or to fade the keyed 

graphics up and down over 

video - depending of course on 

how the switch is set 

The result is that you can 

be more creative with the 

Rocgen than the MiniGEN, 

with fade and key levels at your 

command. At this price you 

will be surprised at the output 

quality of this genlock and, 

with a little practice, the fade 

control can be used smoothly to 

produce good results. 

221 

Rocgen Plus 
RocTec ■ £ 199.99 ■ Silica 081 -3091 

RocGen Plus 

QUALITY • • • 
There is definitely room lor improvement. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Not available with review unit 

ACCESSIBILITY • • E E 
No problem! setting up al all. 

FEATURES IIII 
Fine it if! tor general use 

VALUE SEE 
The reduced quality reduces value. 

Me 70% 

Slightly larger than the original this new device has more connections and more 

controls. RGB pass through has been added (a definite plus), as well as a second 

rotary fader. The Input video cun he looped out again, providing extra monitoring 

capabilities. There's also Key Video input and again there's a 12V DC input for 

external power. 

1 was initially disap¬ 

pointed. but after some internal 

adjustments l produced an 

acceptable output quality that 

was superior to the original. 

Controls are smooth, though 

possibly a little limiting as they 

are rotary knobs. As with the 

other original Rocgen, video 

input must be supplied at all 

time for the RG310CR to con¬ 

trol the Amiga properly. No 

video input results in loss of 

interlace at higher resolutions 

and it is even possible that 

crashes and read/write errors 

could result. 
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GENLOCKS 

§ 

Rendafe 8802 

QUALITY • • • • 
{ Good - a workhorse unit. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Fnlormativo and very useful 

ACCESSIBILITY ••• 
Easy to set up but it ItM an awkward cable. 

FEATURES •* 
Just a basic genlock really, 

VALUE ••• 
Perhaps a little expensive nowadays. 

ferdic) 66% 

Rendale 8802 
Marcam Ltd ■ £189 ■ Marcam (0602J 790466 

The 8802 has been around for a good while now and was one of the first quality 

genlocks to become widely available. It's connected by a short cable to the RGB 

port but it isn't always easy to accommodate where desk space is at a premium 

and often ends up suspended by string and rubber bands behind an Amiga 2000, 

But don't let this put you off. 

once it is installed you have no 

need for access because it has 

no manual controls. 

While the standard 8802 

simply uses colour 0 for keying 

there is an option to bring it 

under software control via the 

parallel port, permitting more 

advanced functions like inverse 

keying, graphics only and split 

outputs. Although it's been 

around for a some time, the 

8802 is stilt a reliable and good 

quality genlock, which belies 

its 66 per cent verdict. Give it a 

good signal and it will return 

good, no frills, results, 

Electronic Design PAL Genlock 
Electronic Design ■ £350 ■ 0257 472887 

ED PAL Genlock 

quality mmmw 
Good throughoul all ihe features, 

DOCUMENTATION •••• 

Good, with clear hints and diagrams. 

ACCESSIBILITY •••• 
OK for all but it Is ihe fattest fingered. 

FEATURES #••• 
Its big on useful features 

VALUE •••• 
You gel plenty lor your pounds 

F4MGk _ _ 

(fertile) 85% 

This German offering gives colour processing 

(colour, contrast and brightness), RGB split¬ 

ting for colour digitisers and inverse keying, 

along with controls for fading and superimpo¬ 

sition levels. Much like the 8802, the PAL 

has RGB pass-through but at around twice 

its height this model sits solidly by the 

Amiga, connected by a flimsy integrated 

ribbon cable. It's possible to remove all the 

colour (*c make a black-and-white picture) 

using ihe processing controls. The effects 

faders set the graphics key level, crossfade 

between Amiga and video signals, or simply 

fade the video to black depending on how 

the) are set in combination. The only prob¬ 

lem here was yo couldn't fade the graphics 

out completely - an annoying ghost was 

always present. Otherwise quality was good. 

A Y/C version’s available which 

does all the PAL does, but has additional 

Y/C input/output for use with S-VHS or 

Video 8. The quality and price arc higher. 

G2 Videocentre VC3 
G2 Systems ■ £1.700 ■ 0252 737151 

G2 Vidoecentre 

QUALITY_ M * I 
Extremely good. 

DOCUMENTATION • • • 
Slightly skimpy, but enough tor the informed, 

ACCESSIBILITY • • t • 
Easy, for those who understand these things. 

FEATURES 6 6 6 6 
Most of the things you want at this level, 

VALUE •••• 
Broadcast quality, broadcast price. 

A 

ferdic) 82% 

Amongst the league leaders, this is a genlock for the professional, designed to 

provide the solid output that is necessary to satisfy the stringent broadcast 

requirements. Since the majority of users of equipment of this standard will 

already have video mixers and effects generators there is little point in adding 

them just as some expensive extras, though 

the optional controller will provide fade 

and mixing levels. 

The VC3 provides connections for 

all the major Ibmiats - Y/C. YUV, RGB 

and composite — as both inputs and outputs 

and is the only unit mentioned here which 

provides the adjustments necessary for truly 

professional applications - ic the Horizontal 

Phase and Sub Carrier settings necessary to 

completely align the genlock to the rest of 

the video system. All the required pro-con- 

nettions are there, including Reference 

Video (which is commonly used in multi- 

YTR editing set-ups to ensure all equipment 

is synched to the same source). And as 

expected from professional equipment, the 

VC3 puts out a very high-quality image. 



[fllHf « NIGHTS HOLIDAY! 
[rKCBS HOTEL accommodation] 
Every Amiga from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full 
colour brochure with accommodation vouchers. These 
vouchers entitle 2 people to stay up to 16 nights in one 
hotel (or any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights) with 
accommodation FREE (you , 
could take up to six nights for 
four people, or other options). 
Choose from the 250 hotels 
featured in the catalogue. All 
you have to pay for are your 
meals (prices are listed in the 
brochure). Reduced rates in top 
London hotels and hotels in 
France are also featured. PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

FROM SILICA 
WITH EVERY 

ARCADE fSP 
The new Arcade Action Games Pack is THE 
software compendium for Amiga owners, featuring 
ten top titles with a variety of different types of 
games for you id enjoy. Each title is packaged in 
its own plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full 
instructions. The Arcade Action Pack is FREE! 
when you buy your Amiga 500 from Silica. 

FREE!) „„ £219.78 
PHOTON PAINT 2.0 

« GRAPHICS PACKAOEj 
Every Amiga 500 from Silica Systems comes with a FREE 
Photon Paint 2.0 (RRP £89.95), one of the most advanced 
art packages available for the Amiga. With it, you will be 
able to harness the extraordinary graphics power of the 
Amiga and produce inspirational 
pictures in minutes. With 4096 
colours, your pictures will reach life' 
like appearance. These can be 
animated in reaMtme using a vast 
range of graphical effects, including 
blending colours and dithering, 

stencils, shadowing, -JJ'Jf1! — 
contour mapping and fQQ QC 
surface mapping, IDvivlf 

ARCADE ACTION PACK - £229.78: 

Asterix - By coktei vision.£24.99 

Chess Player 2150 * By cp software .... £24.95 

Drivin’ Force - By Digital Magic.£24.95 

Live & Let Die * By em. £19.99 

Onslaught - By Hewson.£24.99 

Pipe Mania - By Empire Software. £24.99 

Rick Dangerous - By Firebird.£24.99 

ROCk 'n' Roll - By Rainbow Arts. £19.99 

Skweek - By us Gold.£19.99 

Trivial Pursuit - By Domark. £19.95 

ART PACKAGE - £89.95: 

Photon Paint 2.0 • By Miomitiusions.£89.95 

TOTAL RRP: £319.73 

T 

STAND-ALONE 

500 COMPUTER 

£329 
SILICA PRICE INCLUDES VAT + FREE DELIVERY 

NEW! CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 

• 512K AMIGA £329.99 
• TV MODULATOR FREE 
• MOUSE CONTROLLER FREE 
PLUS! • FREE FROM SILICA 
• ARCADE ACTION PACK .... £229.78 
• PHOTON PAINT 2.0 £89.95 

TOTAL RRP: £649.72 
YOU SAVE: £320.72 

SILICA PRICE: £329 

„ PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

FREE! 
WORTH 
NEARLY: £320 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
* FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders Shipped in the UK, 
» TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Amiga technical experts at your service 
* PRICE MATCH: We normally maich com petti ore on a Same product - Same price' basis 
* ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven I rack record in professional computer sales 
■ BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders 
* SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and naming facilities at our London & Side up branches 
* THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All oi your Amiga requirements from one supplier. 
■ FREE CATALOGUES: Will he mailed to you with offers and sotiware/peripheral del arts 
* PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards 

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you ihmk very carelully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what ii will bo like a tow mourns afier buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals Of software, or help and advice wiih your new purchase. And. will the 
company you buy from contact you wiih details oi new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that 
you will have nothing lb worry about. We have been established lor over 12 years and, with our unrivall¬ 
ed experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements wuh an understan¬ 
ding which is second to none. But don't jus! take our word tor ii. Complete and return the coupon now 
for our latest Free literature end begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service"'. 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 
SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Haiberiev Rd S :up, 
_min Open SOOunHOQpm NcL ' 

LONDON SHOP: 
J-tourt; 

Fax No oei-3oe ceofl 
52 Tottenham Court ft&ae Midori, W1P DBA 

MaySM 93QtiT>-ftjaO^ U* Syr until 6pm 
Tel: 071 S80 4600 

Fli Kft 071-3234737 
LONDON (SELFRIDGES): l£t Floor, 369 Oxford jodon. W1A 1AB Tel: Dm29 1234 

QfWflmp Hours: Mort SH 930«ro-a QDprti LMtMgtt Tlmdfiy un«t Spin Mi for wtlwtugfi 3fll4 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1*4 The Mews. Hstr :cup Kent. DAI4 4DX Tel: 081-332 3811 

11 PLEASE SEND FREE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

I 
Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials:.Surname: 

, Address: 

Postcode I 
^Which computers), if any. do you own? .... 

EiO£ Ad¥*»5rt*d pfcwi. mm2 ip«:irt*bon, nutT chingt • plttR O'* fcrf Hm itfut 

I TOTAL FREE PACKAfiE) 

HARDWARE: 
512ft AMIGA 500 £329,99 
A520 TV MODULATOR FREE 
A5Qf RAM EXPANSION £99.99 

SOFTWARE ■ ENTERTA1MEHT 
BART SIMPSON £24.99 
CAFF PLANEU PLANETEERS £25,99 
LEMMINGS £25,99 

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS FREE 
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

SOFTWARE - FMwmvm 
DELUXE PAINT 111 £79.99 

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA 
ARCADE ACTION PACK £229,78 
PHOTON PAINT 20 £89.95 

TOTAL RRP: £906.67 
YOU SAVE; £607.67 

£399 
suck miCE ■ isc wr + mu delivery 



ROCTEC 

* 

fi jC r The Slimmest and Ligt 
3.5" 880KB External D: 

5.25" 
360KB/880KB 
Switchable 
External Drive 

Classical 3.5" 
880KB External Drive 

u RocKnight 
Anti-Virus Device 

■ Write Protection, Virus Prevention 
TYack Location Display 

Stffe-'£ fctf 

512KB RAM 
Expansion card 

Interna] Drive 
for A500/A2000 

2MB RAM 
Expansion Card 

Roc Gen Plus 
Video-Thru and RGB-Thru Ports 
Variable Fading Effect 
Inversion of Overlay Function 
External Key-In Port 

RocHard 
Hard Disk Drive 
Built-In Autobooting 
On-Board-RAM 

Option up to 8 MB 
Optional IDE/SCSI Hard 

Manufactured by 
ROCTEC ELECTRONICS LTD. 
9/F Win Win Ind. Bldg.. 
16 Lee Chung Street, 
Chai Wan, Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 897 3869 
Fax: (852) 558 8099 

IVade Inquiries: 
SDL Tel: 081 300 3399 
ZYE Tel: 0293 538 666 

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc. 



Vortex ATonce-Plus 

The 16 MHz PC/AT-Emulator For £ 248 
For Amiga 500, A 500 plus, A 2000 

vortex ATonce-Plus is the high 
performance 16 Bit CMOS 
80286 AT emulator for the 
Amiga 500, A500 plus and 
A2000. It converts your Amiga 
into an AT compatible 
computer with multi-processor 
and multi-operating system 
facilities. It provides a 16 MHz 
clock frequency and offers a 
Norton SI of 16,2. 
Each ATonce-Plus is supplied 
with 512 KB vortex FAST-RAM 
and a socket for an optional 
80C287-12 arithmetic co¬ 
processor. Without any further 
RAM you get full 640 KB DOS 
memory. Memory above 1 MB 
can be used as Extended or 
Expanded Memory. Windows 
3.0 runs unrestrictedly in the 
Protected Mode. 

ATonce-Plus runs as a task 
within AmigaDOS. It does not 
affect the normal operation of 
your Amiga and is totally 
transparent when not in use. 
You may work with PC/AT 
programs under MS-DOS or 
DR-DOS as well as with your 
Amiga under AmigaDOS. 
ATonce-Plus accesses the 
entire environment of your 
Amiga: Commodore compatible 
hard disk systems as well as 
internal and external disk 
drives, the serial (mouse) and 
parallel interface, sound, RTC 
and CMOS RAM. 
Video emulations such as EGA 
and VGA in a monochrome 
graphic mode, CGA with 16 
colors, Hercules, Olivetti and 
Toshiba3100 are available. 

The ATbnce-Plus Gate Array, 
the Chip-Level Emulation and 
the ATonce-Plus AT-BIOS 
guarantee an AT emulation 
with the utmost degree of 
compatibilty and provide your 
Amiga with full system 
reliability. 
ATonce-Plus is delivered with 
installation and emulation 
software (no DOS) and a 
detailed user’s manual. 
The compact SMT-PCB plugs 
directly into the socket of the 
68000 CPU without any 
soldering, so all expansion 
slots remain free. o o a o 
ATonce-Plus for only at Z4o. 
For further information please 
contact your local Amiga 
dealer or call CompuServe at 
100015,330. 

vortex Computersysteme GmbH. FalterstraBe 51-53. D-7101 Flein. Tbl. 449-7131-59720. Fax. 449-7131-55063 

All company or pruduit name* are irivlo-niark* or registered trademarks uf their respective holders. ATbnce is the n^tstued Ga-man tredenwfc dvtrtex C<*nfX*ersysterDe GmbH 
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FIRST AMONG EQUALS 

would like to announce 
the most important 

development to the AMIGA 
A500 for over 3 years/ 

The New c Commodore 
AMIGA A500 Plus 

The New AMIGA A500 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack comes with: 

* New Super Agnes gives 1 Mb of CHIP RAM as standard upgradable to 
2 Mb of CHIP RAM (and 8 Mb of FAST RAM), thats 10 Mb of RAM in total/ 

* Super Denise and improved Custom Chips allow connection of a VGA 
or MULTISYNC monitor without the need of expensive Flicker Fixers 

* New "PRODUCTIVITY" video display mode gives screen resolutions up 
to 1008 *800 

* Built in Battery backed Real Time Clock 
* KICKSTART ROM version 2,04 
* Latest WORKBENCH 2.04, FONTS 2.04 and EXTRAS 2.04 
* New improved user friendly manuals 
* Software includes The Simpsons, Lemmings, Captain Planet, 

Deluxe Paint 3 plus Mouse, Modulator, and Manuals 

only £374.99 in stock 
now!! 

A500 Pjus RAM Expansion 

by Phoenix 
RAM expansions made for the older A500may not work with 
the new ASOOPtus Phoenix have developed a range of RAM 
expansion units specifically for the A500 Plus, 

Take your AMIGA up to 2 Mb of chip RAM without any 
soldering or internal modifications whatsoever Fits simply 
and easily into the bottom expansion port. 

The Phoenix RAM will not invalidate your warranty. 

Take your A500 Plus 

up to 1.5 Mb only £29.99 

or 2 Mb only £54.99 
12 month Replacement Guarantee 

The Phoenix Kickstart 
ROM 1.3/2.04 sharer 

Because some older games software will not run on 
the new Kickstart 2.04 ROM Phoenix have designed 
a sharer for both ROM chip sets. 

Switchable between 1.3 and 2.04 ROM you can get 
all the benefits of the latest A500 Plus without the 
drawback of losing some of your favourite games 
software. This unitwill also fit into older 1.3 machines 
including the 1500/2000. 

only £34.99 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM chip oniy £38.99 

Kickstart 2,04 ROM chip only £P.O,A> 

E&OE 



The 
Prize 

IT S PATHETIC 

great Amiga Format 
Christmas Crossword 

Win a fabulous sporting trip courtesy of Electronic Arts! 

ACROSS 
I. Hear the Bulf frogs insult your father [8). 
5, Antipodean home of golfing Great White Shark (9). 
10 Spoke clearly, hut nine dot printed badly [7). 
11 Poverty-stricken position won't help your drive (4* 6), 
12 Ad it away on is slrmy fish (4). 
13 Natural hazard when playing with a wood? (4) 
14 KiJobites in a strop are hanging around (8). 
15 Face that faded to grey (6). 
16 Vision defect causes golfplaying problems (3,3), 
17. Good at chess, great at goff championship! (5, 7). 
19 Picture in picture is hip with the crowd (5), 
20 Of African origin (5), 
23 Sufficiently hard? (6, 6J 
24 Is that a snake in your stocking?! (6), 
26 Clubbed over the head and defeated (6|. 
28 What carnivores eat (4, 4), 
29 First name of golfer who started at 23 (4f, 
30 Hi or Jo it's still advanced (4). 
32. Dry death Ed? No. but certainly short of water [ I Of. 
33 O an ogre is wild, but it’s not thyme (7), 
34 Present shocks? (9). 
35 Hired out again or on sale |8) 

DOWN 
1. Why Deluxe Paint IV is an artist of every style (8, 2, 3H 5f. 
2. Muscular man not shot on the green (6), 
3. Yearn for distant shot (4) 
4. Comprehends while beneath the bleachers (If). 
5. The chap at FWoolpack is good at making games (4). 
6. Pet shot? i&l 
7. Get your_ first before you are attacked (If, 2|. 
8. Tall people loads, snakes nil (9), 
9. A large bird right now gets good score at hole two (2, 
S, 2, 3, 6). 
11 Desperate times when promises are made (7), 
15 The one thing apart from the Amiga that nobody can 
programme properly (5, 8), 
18 Two to halfway tf you re on course (7, 4) 
21, Thors dad is head of the Family (9), 
22. Respected as a god (7). 
25 Wipes the screen (6), 
27 Puts down again and passes the baton (6J. 
30 River on the course? (4j 
31. Only a lake f4), 

We thought it would he nice to give you something to keep you busy over Chriruble* 

and a crossword sprang to mind. Electronic Arts agreed to offer some prizes, so here 

we all are... 

EA's strikingly enjoyahle PGA Tour Golf came oui a* the top game of 1991 in our 

chart of the year (as well as being my favourite game — Ed) so the crossword has a 

bit of a golfing theme, Youll also find a few other familiar EA names in there, just 

to help you along with the clue-solving. 

As for the prizes: well, what with PGA Tour Golf having had such a successful year* 

and with EA’s John Madden s American Football promising great things for early 

next year, we thought a sporting theme would be nice. The winner will get a pair of 

tickets either to sec the London Monarchs play at home, or to see next year's British 

Open golf championship. You'll also get all expenses paid on your fabulous day out, 

AH you have lo do to enter is fill in the answers on this page or on a photo-copy and 

send it along with your name, address and phone number on a piece of paper to 

Amiga Formal Xmas Xword, 30 Monmoulh Street, Bath BAI 2BW to arrive before 

January 20th. The first correct answer out of the bag wins the prize. Normal compe¬ 

tition rules apply. 

IE I. ■ C T I? NIC ARTS 
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CALL 

AREAL 
MINI¬ 
RACER! 

0839- 

654334 

Here's <9 

<J WIN A KIDS 0839- 
200cc GO 

KART 

WIN A CAR 0898- 
1956 BEETLE 

CONVERTIBLE 

WIN. 0839- 
AFTERBURNER 

THE ULTIMATE 
ARCADE GAME! 

4WIN A £600 0898- 
JVC 

CAMCORDER 

5 WIN f600 
PILEOF 

TOYS!_ 

6 WIN A 0839- 
PAIR OF £300 sso 

ROUERBLADES! 03S 

7 WIN A CD 0898- 
NIEGA-BLASTER. 

+ MINI COLOUR TV 

8 WIN HIS‘N1 0839 
HERS MUDDY SS 

FOX MOUNTAIN 
BIKES 

9WINA KIDSOS39- 
ELECTRIC 5 50 

MOTORBIKE 03~l 

4 A WIN A KIDS 0839- 
lUMUDDYFOXSSO 

BIKE! 0-0--1 

WIN THIS AWESOME 
SOee SUZUKI QUAD 
IDEAL FOR ANYONE OVER 10! 

call: 0839-654335 

IDEAL FOR 
ANYONE OVER 5 

CALL: 

PLUS: 
3 SIGNED 
HULK 
HOGAN 
RUNNERS-UP 

COLOUR PHOTOS 

IVIOUS WINN 
SIMPSONS ARCADE GAME 
R0LLER3LADES 
YAMAHA BI-WIZZ 
SKATE PILE 
MOUNTAIN BIKE 
YAMAHA PweO MOTORBIKE 
SUZUKI LTSO QUAD 

KATE POSEY. HANSTON. LINCOLN 

DANIEL GREGORY. BECKENHAM 

A BRYAN. KIDUNGTON 

GARETH HUGHES. KIRKRUSHTON 

NATHAN 0-REILLY. WILLENHALL 

GALIC ZDRAVKA. LONDON W12 

ROBERT WRIGHT. ROCHESTER 

BILLY WANNA FIGHT?; 

BUTT 

CALL 

ORUM KIT 
KEYBOARD 
BASS GUITAR 
LEAD GUITAR 
LIVERPOOL SHIRT 
ARSENAL SHIRT. 
NOTTS FOREST PRIZE 
ENGLAND FOOTBALL PRIZE 

WAYNE TAYLOR, CARNOUSTIE 

H TRIVEDI, STANMORE, MIDOX 

CLIFF MARUSSON. ABERDEEN 

SIMON SMITH. BELFAST 
STEPHEN FYLDES. CASTLE BROMWICH 

VICKY BARROW. CHESTER 

LEE ROBERTSON LAURENCEKIRK 

MARK TATE. BARNSLEY 

Calts cost 3Sp (cheap rate) 4$p (at ait other timet} per minute int VA F, Mega fone Ltd, 
Sandy lands House, Motetambe. LAS IDG, Average calf duration 5,5 minute* Ask youi parent! perm niton before you call. 
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Evesham Micros • ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

Amiga 500 at REALISTICALLY LOW PRICES! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

Specially designed for the 
A500, our new Reference SCSI 

Hard Drive Systems offer 
exceptional value for money, 
incorporating top brand, high 
performance NEC hard disks ! 

O NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms for optimum performance, 
25ms Average Access time, with Autoparking 

O Includes its own Dedicated PSU Commodore recommends 
against use of peripherals without independent power supply, 

O COOLl due to popular demand, we have now fitted a cooling fan 

# Option for up to 4MB of additional RAM Expansion, made 
simple through the use of SIMMS - the modern way to upgrade 

Q Includes SCSI Throughporl at rear for further expansion 

O High quality metal casing, colour matched to the Amiga 500 

O Includes Configuration/Format Software, plus MR Backup Pro' 

MRBackup Professional 
FREE with every hard drive! 

Included with every hard drive is MRBackup Prp, 

offering hard drive owners full data security and 

peace of mind. MRBackup can backup riles to floppy 

disk or $C$f tape streamer, with or without its own 

"fast" format feature. Features include intuitive user 
Interface, plus Data Compression options which 

help reduce the quantity of backup media required. 

MRBACKUP PROFESSIONAL 
Available Separately lor Only C29.95 

REFERENCE-40 : £299 
REFERENCE-100 : £449 
2MB RAM VERSION: ADD £80 • 4MB RAM VERSION: ADD £160 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER OFFERS AND ORDERING INFORMATION ►»> 

At Lo&t/~ I ... the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

• AU3AH30 9 1VA 3amDNI SSDIHd 77V • swim uieusaAa • AH3AI7TO V 1VA 3Om0NI S3DIHd 77V 
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PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6 50 Extra 

• Slimline design 

• Suits any Amiga 

• Cooling Vents 

• Sleek, high quality metal easirti^^B 
• Quality Citizen/Sony drive mechanist 

• Qn / Off switch on rear of drive 

• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 

HOW TO ORDER 

RAM/CLOCK 
UPGRADE 

rffL* Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
i=-0 ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 
ACCESS/VISA 

• Cards Welcome 
Government. Education & PLC orders welcome 

Same day despatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) E 6 50 extra 

Please note that 5 working days must he allowed lor 
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building 

Society cheques or Bank Drafts 

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 

THE FASTESTm 
MOST SIMPLE WAY TO 

UPGRADE YOUR 
A500* TO 2MB RAM! 

r Unit 9 St Richards Rood, Evesham^ 
Worcestershire WRM 6XJ 

17 0366 765160 
fa* D3B6 7053W 

Open Mon-Sot . 9 00 - 5.30 . 

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CBI 2HA 

17 0223 323698 
‘a* 3223 322653 

OpenMan-Fr. 9 30 6 00 & SO! 930-5 30 
Copotfe Sees Dec* # iBMoeoie* 

Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area > Increases 

total RAM capacity in Amiga 500 Plus to 2Mb ChipRAM 

,> Convenient RAM On/Off Switch > Compact unit size 

■> Only B low power RAM iC's High reliability 

251'255 MOSELEY ROAD. 
HIGHGATE. BIRMINGHAM B12 0EA 

17 021 446 5050 
fat 02i^«S0iC 

Open Mon-Sot, 9 00-5 30 * Easy Aortangr 

UPGRADE 
TO 2MB FOR 

ONLY £79 1 

> Fully populated board Increase* lolel HAH in ASOQ to 1 

> Plug* into the (rupdoor eipantkjn. end connect* to Gary chip 

> Include* Auto-recharglnq Battery -backed Real-Time Clock 

■> Socketed RAM 1C* on 5i2Kj' 1 Mb for titling up to i SMB RAM 

NB Th* *H>anit»oft 
'eomie* kk AHart 1 3 to 
operaif Itatjitn i 3 

upgrade eyjiiepie ”om 
u*l«E»»5 

2T 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.30 - 4 00 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock*,.,*.,*.,,.,,.,..,,.,,.....,..,.™. 
With 512K Installed,,.£ 54.95 With 1 Mb Installed. 
RAM Board full populated with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

AM datarff correct time of gong no press. * AS gooes sjfrect to m-afr'-fy 

Connects to your 512K RAM 
upgrade to give 15MB 

H^h quality doubte-sided 3 5' happy 
drive ottering itte lull 

A 630K lormatled capacity 
jm paras* disk Features a 

spec^i LED display 
which accurately shows the 

Cii'renr Track being accessed 
^F during any disk drive 
r adivny HEW LOW PRICE* 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further expand 
your A500 S memory to a total of 2Mb without 

disposing of your existing 512K upgrade {must be 
4 x RAM-chip type, or not exceeding 9cm in length) ONLY £59.99 

EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE ! 

including VAT & delivery 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 

Also available: 
5.25" External Drive 

^ 4Q/S0 Track Switchable 
Only £99.00 Inc, VAT/deNvery 

0386 765500 
AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES lines open Mon Sot. 9am - 5.30pm 

DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, 

SALES LINES OPEN UNTIL 7.00PM, 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY. 

ONLY £27.99 
including VAT and delivery 

'A500 PLUS 
1MB RAM 
UPGRADE 

ONLY £49.99 PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF 
ADDRESS OF OUR BIRMINGHAM 

SHOWROOM FROM 4th NOVEMBER 

A500 1.5MB 

ONLY 
£59.95 

3’/r Track Display Drive 

MEQABOAHD nerds Ktckstan 1.3 
to operate (Ktchsiafl i J upgrade 

availabtp from us for £29 tt) 

installation requires connection 1o 
the GARY chip £»y to lodow 

intfrucfionf provided 

DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, TELESALES LINES WILL BE OPEN 9AM - 7PM 9 MONDAY-FRIDA 

512K 
RAM/CLOCK 
EXPANSION 

| FEATURES: 

> Direct replacement for the ASOt expansion 
^ Convenient On f Off Memory Switch 
■> Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock 
■> Compact Unit Size ; Advanced, ultra-neat design 
-> Only 4 low power consumption FASTRAMs 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT CLOCK 

t ONLYE23.99 ] 



WRING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER, TELESALES LINES WILL BE OPEN 9AM - 7PM • MONDAYFRIDAY 

tv ri amplified stereo 
4 I Tf speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE 
SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 

Your Am113a produces Iin quality hhti stereo sound 
E?n|oy quality stereo Ktond raproduclion lo the fail 
wdh Itws specially gr*#i ti«e twr spaa*!* 
system" Features rails* poried spwihtr dest^i with 3 
separate drivers in mti gnu ur*d reorporarat a 
buil-in amplilwr Mh ed|uslabi* volume Mfttitf Ruth 
irpm PSU (supplied] or irum batteries mot included t 

Spvakwr O<rrt*nstof\i {HmWkDIt 

ONLY 
£39.95 

NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE! 
Ftepre*eniing outstanding value 
for money, thi* package combinee 
fop quality scanning hardware with 
the distinctively powerful DAATASCAN 

PROFESSIONAL software 
A1 « fw-uma iOOdp- icanning raatfulttfi t*i* m 

produces irvy *u»ro uu*lfty «*na Ha* a lull1 
scanning width var-ab-a bngMnata control md ICO TOO > 300 ■’ 
400dp rwciuEnn Paatiiean Professional scanning and editing Mt«rt aiQWi 
r**i'l:*W Karting in *Hhar linj ah pr ift up to CH HftiuJliadi gum scales F*tovd« 

powerful aditir-g Paalur** arid 
pjiceilant conpanb»li!y wth 

itk»1 DTP and P»ml Pathag** 
ng Oeiui* Paint *. Touch-Up 

ONLY £119.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY 
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP 

Outalfendrfg qualify *«*&*"! wtue tor money - dm 

package «ciuOw a iOtMOOdin «*""*' *r?> stn*' gm 
pij, pw amtrmgy pcwr’^ TOUCH-UP atf»an 

pacaagt when droee the la-ni' duacdy Scan*- 

me; jmi vwwmg window A bactogft! ky acetate 
scans every imi Sea' i?«f i-ne-ah or groy 

image 1 op to «000o Many image 
•nnanewmem i special twK'4 auinitfe 

tiwm within Tout*-Up ■* •***&»* 
iroiitmen! for Destlnp Pjtfaftmg wiyk 

ONLY £145.00 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this it the 

smoothest, most fwporstv# and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy tor the Amiga EiceMeni 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price! 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED £16.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible ■ 
excelled travel*accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! C 29 00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK. 

ONLY £99.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 

nftnn Including VAT, 
LZQ^'UU delivery A cable 

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll including cable £ 239 00 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
A5S0 OWNERS* Expand your hard Os* #i>r«g» tuf«W wlUh Wit Of Our «d-dn 

evtemaiiy ca&ad SCSI Herd Dnvee. with 25m* a jtopwrkjng NEC mecharwn and 
separaie pew&t supply into the toeael provided an tha tear of the AS96 uM 
External 40Mb SCSI Drive cased with FSU 

to direelly add-on 10 the Commodore AS90 . ... £299.00 
External 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with P5U ....£ 449.00 

O AMIGA 500+ SPECIAL OFFERS 

'•SffiL 
■?*?& 

XT'© 

A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
TOP VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES : 

/ J NEW AMIGA 500 PLUS with 1Mb RAM. 
Mb Drive. Kickstart 2, Workbench 2. 
TV Modulaior, Mouse, etc. 

DELUXE PAINT III*, PLUS: 

‘LEMMINGS’ (top setter!) 

*s>: 

£369.99 
AVAILABLE WITH 2ND SS* 
EXTERNAL DRIVE FOR A 

SPECIAL PRICE OF £419.99 
CAPTAIN PLANET- 

BART SIMPSON vs. THE SPACE MUTANTS 

GAZZA 
limps id E«sha«n Micros I 

irourbiillianlMl* 1 
Classics Eitra Pad1 

‘CARTOON CLASSICS EXTRA’ PACK 
TOTAL OF 22 
MEGA GAMES! 

Treckauti Manager 90 
20,000 League* Under The Sea 
Better Dead Then Alien' 
Tank Battle 

Features Amiga 500+ Cartoon Classics'P&ck as detailed above 

plus Virus Protector. Mouse Met. Top Quality Joystick plus 19 
FABULOUS GAMES including : - 

GAZZA 2- UNDER PRESSURE SuBSuTEQ 
B*rile Squadron NIGEL MANSELL ASTERIK 

Germ Crezy High Steer The Bait Gam* 
Diet R mt Night Walk' Slock A lane he 

Treasure Trap' Lost N Maze' DiskMarf 

PLUS' Wordwrignt wordix«mor and 'Scale tpreatitheer 

£389.99 
AVAILABLE WITH 2ND 3,5- 
EXTERNAL DRIVE FOR A 

SPECIAL PRICE OF £439.99 

C u* tf she Hi 
C*U tf rn* W A tfy* 3 5‘ 4d#m*i 
Commedor* A$eO J0M& Dnv* 

C*W0Q AEl90Si2KriAWUbgj*i3* 
CWfll AS90 iMDRAMU-pg-aa* 
C 2W « ASS0 2Mti ran Upg 'itj* 

C29 45 Am.gi 1400 S!ll*'PlC^' SM&RAM 2*1 S'* Co*u* 
E SO ^6 W*Mer. DP*'"! 1 Pl*1 «urm wyij l+t.'n* 
C 99 S5 A&CGUrti 3 i G«rn« el^j C 00 

ONLY £41.99 

TRACKBALL 

ONLY £29.95 

ONLY £39.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 

YOU WILL HAVE TO PAY AT 
LEASTTWICE AS MUCH 

money 10 obtain • similar 
leva! of quality, function 

and sophistication ottered 
by our new GENLOCK 

adapt**, compeutiia to all 
Amiga*1 Special features include 

me ac-iify lo record graphes 4 
inanitions on video recorders and 

oner ley graph* a^d text onto *»deo 
Capable oi smooth and s?asue 'a&q and 

overlaying #fT#cU with special lumng fcn<* 

Oh*rtng lull co+nputi.m-r *flh timcei any An,g* *jao flpgrtii#r obcutgt 

Simoon raslursf tsceHervl circuitry yatdwig cttftu-tfii- rHutc The m*ifl AD 
Costner g Y** ■ q.glHihg -iKHutKV tf up lq &0KHz > r**l ne* "»!* Tec prisno 
IKkiFi nr* p^'0*d Itf H*ro« I n* inptf p jJ *n ptf|>Oh tor rrKiC0'Hon* AeIUii«fe* 
g*ih Ik wDh Dull-I* 
com rtf hhoe Corro>*i* *rfh pubic 
Oorw." tf <i h Ctfitaihthg UHjftd 
•vnplmg W trcr'i / .1- 1« 

ONLY £29.95 

cx/f 1 T»4L ptfU k* JM Vittfi 
■ *#jn !i0 rttfir, =T i*cr jor ^ 

piXpMt LfrC :py*c? ONLY £19.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
CMMfa4FnuR-auoitffYiMt#r^9ei)tfitfS»aeM[drv* erDtfiie<i$**riaM aoitc!i^ 
ri rfime *rti I**ms 4ma htfh Sort 
tfOCl rirwt iwpwl* * Is 
*him a UbMH IN tftfldiMi tptiWfy ONLY £6.95 

with hi rkdiutsd monitor Input, this mod*-: 
nvnbina* Eto advirlmj*i of I high quality nwjlum 
rntfutlon cokxv iroTHot wtih lh* »n wnttnc# tf 

rameto control TtMeit TV - it an ticetierii tow pr tot1 
HEW V*rnlon litium dark gtou scroan for impmvM 
tonUnl. Oto* full ring# ipfiur fQimd OUtpVt 

REPLACEMENT AMIGA 500 
INTERNAL 3.5” DRIVE KIT 

Fu% compatible with 1MD untormatted capacity 
Strakjtidbmtrb rnstiftlton procedure Kit 

mbtfles hifl tilting instructions 

sfrfima*« "icte- p^ecry <c-"vrbe io 
ary- Aroga tr toan $T pi^ge +Wirte v 

pof SsiW' imotfhiMjiccvala-yfri# 
EYaoaby won1! w*rrr :o ute « ag*i« ahw 

ui^ng rrns Trot sia'1 ■ Fuii wtfrtf 
Teo quilfly oprp-m*cM^ea1 gvihg 

r«gh speed anp i«4 racy , rT^ No 

drw whwr* rmdtd * 

POIA/TCPC Prices Include VAT, 
*Km f V f tnJ delivery and cable 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER ! 
AH STAB Printers include 12 month* Orv-Site Maintenance 
stwLCKO A-Pwi CotouF a ter** i& C2oe oo 
sta* LC J4-10 7* Pr> A torn 1« «0nw C 209 « 

Star LC 24-200 5 lo«tl 200 «?«» C 249.00 

Star LC 24-200C 7 oototf Wl«?" tf *to-t t 209 00 

Automatic Sr*»1 F**4*r tor aOOv# p**tf*^l pH *1ji+ metft t 64 9S 

NEW! Star KB24-2M COLOUR 24^" «£> c R*e p-wr** C 299 H 

NEW1 Star XB24-2SO 132 colu™, tf XB24.200 1479 99 

Ollmfli JP-140 InafU ftrtcMii auaiify Sitatf a*I ,*i--4+ C »9 99 

OHvenl JF-5M Inliri IHCtNnt hqr weed XMp primer £ 399 99 

NEW! Hewtoll Packard De*k>el SOOC COLOUR £ 5S9 DO 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 

Unit. Good quality switch mode- 

type. Super low pnee1 

NEW! STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer 
NEW SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10, WITH 

MANY FEATURES AND A FASTER PRINT SPEED 
Pfov-’ding *upefta!rv* pa£#r handling f^yr NLQ lent* and a 
new s^per-fait pn+1 *p**d tf l OOcps in draft and 4* cp* in NLO ih* 
LC20 appropriately *up*rc#dw* (h* ph*npmanaJ»y *uc«**rul LCTO 1 

INCLUDES CONNECTION 
CABLE A 12 MONTHS 

ON-SIT E MAINTENANCE" 
ONLY £139.99 

5PECMUJ STAR FR PROFESSIONAL SERIES 
PROFESSIONAL SERIES 9-PINS WITH COLOUR 

UPGRADE EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER!! 
J V#* viMp and fuggad J Hign P*dorm rg 
Prtfnuonal Sanaa frPai Pnntw* wflh Ctfouf 
UpQfada J 300 epa wlpm m draft 76 cps m 

Nio mod* 115 NLO tortJ Fu« cqtfritfl ln?m 
front pantf J3tk btff*T _J AOvabtm0 Parking 

i 

STAR FR-10 (80 column) ONLY £ 199.99 
STAR FR-15 (132 column) ONLY £249.99 
Prices include VATr Delivery, cable A t year on-tite warranty 

MIDI INTERFACE 
On tJi m«* ^ u»a. MC« *w«e termeu lnc% *f K~ta wro pen me h 

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR 
Professional 24-pin Colour Printer *| 

at a budget price! 

I pr^iar 'j 20C cpk ag^ur <e #*ft I 
66 t(rt #■ LO medB iS "'u* i«tr«<r | 

quuar<Qrts} f ufi oowtf in 
p*^ J GiatVwca r*s3GOi 10Octo>| 
J 2 Vmf Wm^Klurtri Wwanly I 

Normal fiftP £ 746.35 Inc.VAT I I 
ONLY £269.00 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 
HARD DRIVE / RAM UPGRADE BOARD KIT 
Kift mdud* tul aua hard dak contro«»r card* unpop^lalad S^MMS RAM 
L*)gr*to Kidru kv lifting up to SMb RAM tf u* n>gh tp##d NEC Hard dak* 

40Mb HARP DRIVE A INTERFACE / RAM CARO ...... £ 349 00 

100Mb HARO DRIVE 4 INTERFACE / RAM CARO +.., £ 499 00 

PLEASE NOTE These veiiieiy RAM socket - AtttttOOpef RAM iwed 

NEW' COMMODORE CD T V totfutfng Lammlnfl*' l 
‘HirieMneeee Enifciopttdu Sunar Compact DNca t 499 oo 

VlO U Amiga >yJ*o d^itiui package me VI Dl-Chroma C 110 00 
VXH-Cftreme Amiga colour trime generaftion ha tipen BSW imegtt t liH 
VIOI-RGB cokxji tram« ganantem kfl from B4W .mages f 04 95 

KCS Pwwtfhoard Hardware Pc Emulator wnh n$ own 
1Mb of RAM on-board. Si2K useable ai Anaga mod* C 229 99 

Kktcatan 1J Upgrada t 29 95 
Amiga SCO Dual Covar C 4.9S 

Olivetti DMT24C COLOUR 

|L[ 
Professional 24-Pin Colour Printer with 

fuH 12 Months 0n*Site Warranty Cover 1 
j £Qp<p**tdraft HtjjsatOman 

j 7 Gotour etfpvi Griphc* «i 3®i ia&*n 
J Huga 40 buffer j Tractor & S-ngJa snaai 
P«d j »2 MONTHS ON-SITE WAPRANTY 

DM174C Normal RRP C 369 05 Inc.VAT 

ONLY £269.00 including VAT. 

delivery and cable 

QakAt Ydn 3 £ 64 95 
MR S«IIC £29« 

Spec***' Dig** WordYHJhh f 00 

kindWcrds2 £ 37 95 

Prtf asl V5 € 119 95 
Oigiffl Home ACCOo-nts £ 23 95 

Deluaft Paini 4 £ 79 99 

AMOS 
h,S(5H LJlticaC 

GPA BASIC V3 
GFA BASIC CorTZSilff 

Davpac ? »5 

Ditnav Animarion Studc 

£ 3? SO 

£ 199 00 
£3995 
£34 95 

£ 44 96 

£ 69 95 

•UIQIhin runVFMRFO A nFCFMRFU TELESALES LINES WILL RE OPEN OAM - 7PM rn MONDAY-FRIDAY 
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AMOS Stereo Master 
Tticy call it The Creator! A superb easy-louse 

programming language for creating games* educational 

programs - aJmost anything! Comes complete with 

AMOS Sprites 600, LATEST VERSION! 

Description___Price Order No 
AMOS £35.95 AM16B 

This updated version of Microdeal*s MasierSound is an 

ideal entry level sound sampler. Its numerous features 

ami improved easy-to-use graphic interface make this 

an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description __ Price Order No 
Stereo Master £29.99 AM234 

AF T-shirt 
The extremely exclusive limited-edition Arnica Format 

T-shirt is now available to Amiga Format readers. It 

features the ‘Lichtenstein* cover of Issue 20 in a large 

four-colour back print, new AF logo on the front. 

Description Price Order No 
Amiga Format T-shirt £8.99 AM225 

I 
232 

Amiga Format 
Mail Order 

The latest and greatest 

offers at simply the 

best possible prices. 

Home Accounts 2 
Save £10 

Home Accounts k*_^■ 

ODigitus brand-new upgrade of their cvcr-popular home finance 

system is further evidence of their commitment to quality in both 

I presentation and functionality. Extensive features keep track of all 

I your financial affairs, even if you run a small business. It won the 

Format Gold aw ard in our sister magazine ST Format and you can 

read our very own review on Page 191 of this issue. 

Description Price Order No 
Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AM229 

Fun School 4 

OThe latest versions of the top-selling home educational programs are 

here! The Fun School series aims to teach basic skills to children 

| via enjoyable games. The new series comes in three different 

) flavours* aimed at three age groups: Teddy looks after the under 

fives* Freddie the Frog caters for the fivedo* seven year olds, while 

Sammy the Spy is there for cight-to-elevens. Each age level has six 

different games, which teaches and tests different facts and concepts. 

Description Price Order No 
Teddy Disk £17.99 AM231 
Frog Disk £17.99 AM232 
Spy Disk £17.99 AM233 



Flight of the Intruder 
An excellent flight aim which lets you lake 10 the skies 

in an F-4 Phantom jet as well as an A6 Intruder 

bomber. Authentic aerial thrills designed by the team 

who put the mighty Falcon together (AF rated 88 %). 

Description Price Order No 
Flight of the Intruder £23.99 AM210 

Back Issues 
Why miss out on invaluable information just 

because you didn't buy an issue when it went on 

sale? Back issues even come complete with the 

original Coverdisk; sec Pages 238-9 to find out 

whai was in each issue. While you're about it, 

why not gel a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 14 £4.00 AMF14 

Issue 16 £4,00 AMP 16 

Issue 17 £4.00 AMF17 

Issue 18 £5.00 AMF18 

Issue 19 £4.00 AMF19 

Issue 21 £4.00 AMF21 

Issue 22 £4.00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5.00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5.00 AMF24 

Issue 25 £4.00 AMF25 

Issue 27 £4.00 AMF27 

Issue 28 £4,00 AMF28 

Issue 29 £5,00 AMF29 

One binder £4,95 AMIQ8 

i AMIGA 

5 

All prices include postage* packing and VAT 

IUo Hidden Extras 2!r 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

First Samurai 
If you haven't played the demo on Coverdisfc 28* you 

should do! Youll be amazed by the look and sound of 

this oriental seek-and-slay game* but you'll realise the 

hidden depths of gameplay, loo..* 

Description Price Order No 
First Samurai £17.99 AM227 

Jimmy White's Snooker 
The Format Gold snooker game* with an amazingly 

playable 3D system conceived by master programmer 

Archer McClean. One of the most enjoyable games of 

Ihe year to date. 

Description Price Order No 
Jimmy White's Snooker £22.99 AM228 

Naksha Mouse & Tracey 
Improve your mouse control with this high-quality 

replacement mouse. It comes with Tracey* a special 

tool (RRP £7 99 but free to you!) which will allow you 

to (race pictures with the aid of your mouse. 

Description Price Order No 
Naksha Mouse and Tracey £28.99 AM191 

Technosound Turbo 
The updated sampler from New Dimensions will not 

only grab digitised sounds but also allows you to 

sequence them into full compositions. It even features 

MIDI linking* so you can use it with MIDI instruments. 

Description price Order No 
Technosound Turbo £27*99 AM199 

See our remarkable Subscription offer on Page 238! 

Amiga Format Mail Order 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Description Price Older No, 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Untiled. 

Credit Card No. _ 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Islands or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Date 
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MAIL ORDER 
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equencer One: the 
On the Coverdisk of this very issue is the best possible special offer you could have: the 

complete Sequencer One music package, RRP £89, for next to nothing. But it doesn't stop 

there! Why not make the most of your Sequencer One by taking advantage of the host of 

extras which build up to make your Sequencer One system the 

most powerful easy-to-use music-making system there is! 

And here they are, all at the best possible prices! 

THERE'S MORE TO LEARN. 

From next month, Amiga Formal will be 

running simple lessons in how to ovate your 

own musk with Sequencer One in various 

musical styles, using new samples. Why not get 

a step ahead of the game by kitting yourself out 

with all you could need? 

THE HIT KIT! 

A music composition system to use with 

both Sequencer One and Sequencer One Plus. 

It can help you to create professional- 

sounding drum tracks, bass lines and other 

accompaniments in a wide range of musical 

styles (eg ballade blues, house, disco, latin, reggae 

or techno). Very little previous musical knowledge 

is needed to obtain frighteningly rapid results! Can 

you write a number one hit? Here's the kit to help 

youT only £24.95 (RRP £29.95)1 

Description 
The Hit Kit! 

SAVE £5 

Price 
£24. 

Order No 
AM237 

SAVE 

tajm 

IQUEIUCER ONE PLUS 
IRADE KIT ONE 

miss out on this incredible offer! Upgrade to Sequencer One Flux to 

advantage of a host of extra features including the unique Juke Box 

screen and Gajits* new 'Diamond Drag' note editing system. Also includes: 

tempo maps, auto count in, MIDI sys ex handling, track solo, extra quantize 

options, and much more! All of this will sell for £129.95 ( RRP). For a short 

time only, Sequencer One Plus is available as an upgrade kit for Sequencer 

One owners (and that includes everyone who has the program from Amiga 

Format Coverdisk JO) at just £49,95 (RRP), But we're offering it to you at 

a mere £39.95 for an amazing total saving of £90! 

Description_ Price Order No 
Sequencer One Pius 

Contains not only the 

full program User Guide 

but also a personal 

User Registration Card. 

User Guide 

The User Guide includes a beginners’ introduction to sequencing and 

MIDI, lots of helpful illustrations and examples, and a full index. 

The User Registration Card entitles you to tree update information and the 

Gajits Telephone Helpline support service. You can benefit from all of this 

for the special price of only £6.95! 

£39.95 AM235 
Description _ 
Sequencer One User Kit 

Price 
£6.95 

Order No 
AM236 



MAIL ORDER 

SAVE UP TO £25! 

235 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque I 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited. 

PO 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

THE SAMPLE SERIES 
A collection of five volumes of IFF format 

digital sound samples for use with Sequencer 

One and Sequencer One Plus (as well as other 

programs using IFF samples). Each volume 

contains up to ftO high-quality samples and 

includes a specially-written demo song to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the samples. There 

are five volumes to collect: 

1, Percussion and Effects 

2, Guitars and Strings 

3, Brass and Woodwind 

4, Synth and Vocals 

5, Piano and Keyboards 

Each volume costs just £9,95 here (I! RP £12,95). 

The complete set can be bought for only £39,95, 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 1; Percussion £9.95 AM238 
Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 2: Guitars £9.95 AM239 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Senes 3: Brass £9.95 AM240 

Description _f Price Order No 

Sample Series 4; Synth £9.95 AM241 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 5: Piano £9.95 AM242 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series Complete Set £39.95 AM243 

Sequencer One order form 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No, 

Description Price Order No, 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Island or 
the Isle of Man 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

A Mo Hidden Extras 21 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Credit Card No. Expiry Dale 
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FIRST CHOICE 
LEEDS TEL: 0532 637988 

FAX: 0532 637689 
OPENING HOURS 

OPEN MON - SAT 9.00AM-5.30PM 
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9 30AM-7.30PM 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND A TARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, 

COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO & PHOENIX 

V/SA 

IVlili UL1V /il/iiLi; LLUL uuSV /UAHs/il 
fclfl? L'HLUXill 
The A500 Deluxe is an uprated version of [ 
the A5Q0 Plus incorporating the Phoenix 1 
ROM sharer because some older software 1 
will not run on the new A50G Plus. The A5G0 1 
Deluxe has been developed with a built in 1 
ROM sharer so you can choose to run 1 
either Kickstart 1.3 or 2.04. 

only £439.99 or £487.99 
for 2 Mb version | 

Now complete with: 

4 One Mb of chip RAM cxpandible to 10 Mb of RAM in total 

* The new Kickstart 2.04 * Workbench 2.04 

4 Built in battery backed real time dock 

* New improved user friendly manuals 

This pack also comes with Lemmings, (the only game ever to get a 100% 

racing!) The Simpsons. Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 the incredible 

paint and animation package plus mouse* modulator 

| only £359.99 or £407.99 for 2 Mb version 

Take the headache out of buying a I 

computer this Christmas with our 

ever popular FfRST CHOfCE 
XMAS PACK. All the essentials 

required for the first time buyer. Ideal 
for any Amiga and great value too! 

Top quality microswitched 
Powerplay Cruiser joystick 

I* Mouse Mat 
* Dust Cover 
* 10 Blank Disks 

I* Plus 2 Extra games/! 

K2D1V 
Commodore Dynamic 

Total Vision 
Complete with Hutchinson* Encyclopedia. Lemmings and Welcome CD disk 
CDTV is a powerful media for both entertainment and education. Capable of handling 
up to 540 Mb of data, whole encyclopedias can be stored on just one compact disc. 
The CDTV is also a high quality audio CD player. We also stock a large range of CDTV 

| software all at discount prices 

now only £459.99 

New CDTV keyboard by Phoenix 
I Effectively transforms your CDTV into an Amiga so you can get even more 
I out of CDTV. With the aid of a standard 3,5" disc drive the CDTV will take most of 
I the normal Amiga software from word processing to entertainment 

only £79.99 

AK'd^A. leuu/uuuu l:A.OlvS| 
Amiga 1500 Base Pack 

The Base Pack comes complete with 2 
floppy drives, Workbench 1.3* mouse, 
manuals, and a separate keyboard 

only £579.99 

Amiga 1500 with 
Commodore 1084SD 

Same as the base pack but with the 
Commodore I084SD monitor 

only £819.99 

Amiga 1500 Business & 1 
Classic Software pack 

Same as the base pack but with Deluxe 

Paint 3. Platinum Works (thebest integrated 

pack available for the Amiga)* Their Finest 

Hour. Sim City+Terrain Editor. Populous 

+ Promised Lands* Battle Chess, and 

Amiga Format Tips Book 

only £679.99 
or £869.99 

with 1084SD colour monitor 

SIAU PLlKUiUS 
All Star printers inc free std printer 

cable and 12 month guarantee 

The New Star LC20 
I Our best selling budget 9 pin mono printer if 
now even better value for money from Fim 
Choice. We've dropped our price by another 

tlO.OO.M 

Replacing dw famous LC10, the LC20 vs faster at 
ISQcprc dnft and 45 cps NLO And quieter The from 
panel now has push button operation replacing the 
LOO membrane panel. Other spec is similar to the 

| LCIQ 

now only £139.99// 

Star LC200 
Colour 9 pin printer with 9 resident fonts and a 
high speed of 22Scps draft and 45 cps in NLQ. A4 

Landscape printing 

now only £199.99 

Star LC24-200 
Mono and colour, 222 qjs draft and 67 eps LQ 10 

resident fonts, A4 Landscape prmting 

only £229.99 mono 
or £289.99 colour 

Star XB24-10 
Professional Series 

Colour 
The choice of many professional organrsauom 
this printer comes with one year on-site 
maintenance. 240 cps draft. 80 cps NLQ. 27k 
buffer exp to 107k 4 super LQ fonts and 25 LQ | 

fonts 

now only £339.99 

Star LC24-10 
24 pin quality at the price of many 9 pms 180 cps | 
draft. 60 cps in NLQ, 8k buffer expandable to 3 7k 

now only £189.99 

mum mamma? 
AH Citizen printers inc free printer cable 

and come with a foil 2 year warranty.' 

The New Citizen 224 
If you want 24 pin quality, you want to print in 
colour if necessary and you don't want to spend a 
fortune, the new 224 is an ideal solution. Using the 
same technology as the Swift 24. the 224 is ban- 
tally a cut down version. 

192 cpi draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 3 bufk 
in fonts. 

only £219.99 
£249.99 inc Colour kit 

Citizen 124D 
(Micro Decision Best Buy) 

The I24D brings quality 24 pin output to you at 
the price of A 9 pin 

only £189.99 

The Citizen Swift 9 Colour 
Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts. 
(92 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ Highly recom¬ 
mended. This printer is also available in a wide 
carriage (136 column) version 

only £199.99 (80 col) 
or £289.99 (136 col) 

The New Citizen 
Swift 24e and 24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

The best budget 24 pin printer 

has just got better? 
This must be the best 24 pin colour printer for less 

than £JOO. 0k buffer expandable to 40k, 216 cps 

draft, 72 Cps LQ and multilingual 

only £279.99 (80 col) 
or £389.99 (136 col) 

li&!< 
EHE m. 

I With Epson LQ and IBM Rropnnteremaaoori, I 
I The S)4S is a revolution in printer technology. I 
I The quality a almost as good as an expensive I 
I laser printer yet costs less than many 24 pm I 
I printers Portable w\ size, very quiet, and faster I 
I than most dot macnx printers at 100 Cps in [ 
| LQ* Printer cable included 

only £229.99 
I Auto sheetfeeder £52.991 

With Silk of RAM as standard from 
First Choice expandable to 6 meg 6 pages 

I per minute, HP2* FX. LQ. GQ compat¬ 
ible i SO autosheet feeder, 12 months on- | 
Site maintenance and printer cable 

only £719.99 
Toner cartridge £59.99 

llllf 111-’ HSIULT R(> 
This very popular inkjet printer allows you I 

to create laser jet quality without the cost, 

with 100 page auto sheet feeder, printer | 

cable* 3 page /minute speed and 

3 ytpf UK rtrUy 

only £359.99 



VlUr CttlllpLete 
ICuloin Scluliou 
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I As official dealers for Rom bo, we are 
now able to offer this excellent pack¬ 

age at a great price. The Complete 
I Colour Solution comes with RGB 

Splitter, Vidi Amiga, Vidi Chrome . 

| Power supply plus Photon Point 2 

now only £ 134.99 

iz?ii=cr< 

YIDt AMUcA 
Frame grabber. 

High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi 

chrome colouring software 

only £84.99 

ItGls SI:L11TUU 
Enables you to Colour Digitize 
in a second. Replaces red green 
blue filter set. Can be used with 
Digi view or Rom bo products 

only £64.99 

Is! V 4£i 

11 m uiuvl' k'lictiuiicmcb- 
Accuuat/iiou uo/ULOt* 

The VXL is an advanced 68030 accelerator for 
the Amiga 500/1500/2000 with space for an 
optional co-processor (CP) 
VXL30 25Mhz EC....only £299.99 
VXL 30 40Mhz EC......only £499.99 
VXL 30 25Mhz EC+CP^only £479.99 
The VXL 30 ISMhz EC+FPU differs from the 
others in having Fast Page Mode. This allows it to 
accept an optional superfast 32 bit 2 to 3 meg 
RAM board running at 60ns 

2 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns)..only £214.99 
8 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns).*only £419.99 

1CD 14.7Mhz..£ 189.99 

YLi-LE KLeVl IlYUUC 
UAKU LO=Ll 

We are now able to offer you high 
I quality scanning at a fracboo of the 
normal cost with the new Zydec 
scanner. Complete with the high 
quality Daaca-scan software the 
scanner is able to pick out text and 
graphics at up to 400 dp.i in real 
time. Daata-scui enables you to 
easily manipulate the image. Ideal 

r^ST,*h',"d £119.99 
COME IN FOR A DEMO 

only 

IWAICli U/dlD L'ULVLt /illL* lildj! 

liliLUXii 1-A.1IO IV' WOM'OiaH Vmto, 1.1 
The latest version of this highly ac¬ 
claimed WYSIWYG word processor. Simply the best graphics package available on the Amiga. Now with „___ ___ „ „ r. . 

Hold St Modify (HAM) DP4 gives you a pallette of 4096 colours. Comes with multiple fonts, powerful 
stunning innovation and probably the best software 

I package for this market Steve Franklin MD for CBM 

only £59.99 

IIQlsU^L 
I This best selling word processor 

incorporates many featu res found 

I only in a desk top publisher. Also 

| includes an easy to use database. 

Highly recommended 

now only £54.99 

Uk'lAkcLKE 

L/Al 1ICU lL'£ 
vvouue_ 

We believe this to be the best ail 
round ntpgrated business package on 
The Amiga. It comes with Phonum 
Scnbbe w/p, spell checker, thesaurus, 
Analyse ( a "Lotus 123" compatible 
spreadsheet with 3D graphics), a da¬ 
tabase. sideways printing utility and 
communications software. 

only £59.99 

ly-weLsuasAitU'”.! 
1 Imagine, the ultimate 3D 
animation rendering system 

no w on ly 
£ 148.99/ 

A powerful DTP package that 
we use and recommend ^Better 
than any DTP package on a PC 
and better than most on a Mac 

only £129.99 

mmm nimi i am a« t 
This is the best video titfer on 

| the market however it does 

require 2 Mb of RAM 

only £169.99 

Zydec 3.5M 
I meg external drive, high 
quality low noise and 

high reliability 

only £54.99 
Cumana 3.5" 

I meg external drive. The 
best name in disc drives 

now at a super low price 

only £59.99 

iKAkSKA It'iOUSlzl 
This famous Hi-res mouse 

now comes with Operation 

Stealth, mouse mat, holder 

and 2 year warranty 

only £24.99 

ISCUlk HOUSE' 
very similar to the Naksha 
but without the extras 

only £18.99 

Their Finest Hour, Sim City + 
Terrain Editor. Populous + 

Promised Lands and Battle Chess 

now only £29.99 ! 

theasurus. large spellchecker, speech 

■"""'“only £79.99 

Mil L’lmittUii piii< 
image processing system 

only £114.99 

C.1KI32 SOmVAUL 
3D Text Animate.19 99 
Aegis Sonix.*.****...£39-99 
Amos Compiler^.... *.£24*99 
Amos 3D.. £27.99 
Audio Engineer.£169.99 
Audio Master version 4.£39.99 
Calligrapher font creator.£75.99 
CruiDoi. 
Deluxe Paint 3.^jsowotWy £29,99 
Digi View Gold 4.....£99.99 
Fiexidump printer utility..£31.99 
CB Route Planner***....*....! 34*99 
Gold Disk Office.........£104 99 
Pagesetter 2 OTP,***************£4i.f9 
Pro Page professional DTP.„,£I34.99 
Pro Video Plus,**,*.,..£149,99 
Sequencer One.*.£7£ft 
SuperPlan Spreadsheet_£29,99 
Vista.*.*...£29.99 
Vista Pro (2 Mb required)„.+£69,99 
Wak Disney Animator.£61.99 
Xcopy Pro Utilieies..T.,.T.T.T.T.T.T...T..£31.99 

LL 

GVP Series 2 Hard Disk Controller Frame 
with 8 MEG of unpopulated RAM (uses SIMM 1*8/9 cards) For the 
I 500/2000. Ideal for use with Quantum drives 

_now only £ 169.99?.1_ 

Quantum Hard Drives (requires hard frame) | 

52 meg....£l99.99 105 meg....£369.99 

GVP Hard Drives for the A500 
Recognised as being probably the best targe hard drives for the AMIGA. 
GVP dnves come fitted with fast access Quantum drives and 8 Mb of I 
unpopulated RAM GVP drives use inexpensive I Mb by 9 SIMM | 
modules at only £37.99 per Mb 

52 meg.£379,99 105 meg.£669.99 

Amiga A590 20 Meg for the AS00 

inc 2 meg of unpopulated RAM Only £284.99 

or populated to 2 meg of RAM HOW Only £338*99 

1 Mb by 9 SIMMS I 
boards as used in GVP and I 
Cortex boards as well as| 
most IBM compatibles 

only £37,99 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS 
as used in Supra boards. 

2 I Mb by 4 ZIPS equal I Mb| 

only £22.99 

RAM CHIPS 
256*4 ideal for AS90 & I Meg by I chips 

suitable for 8 up boards and others: 

QTY 
4+ (52 IK).now only £3.99 
8+ (I Mb).nowonly£3.79 

16+ (2 Mb).**,.now only £3.49 

iiYtoisurous 
Commodore 1084SDI 
Colour stereo monitor. 640 256 line reso¬ 
lution, green screen facility, cable for Amiga 

| included 

only £239.99 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour stereo monitor, 640'200 line 
resolution, green screen facility, one 
years on site maintenance, cable for 
Amiga included 

now only £229.99 

or £239.99 
with F19 Flight Simulator 

CF7 SuperVGA 
Colour monitor 

I The CF7 monitor is a high quality VGA 
I monitor ideal for making your AMIGA 
| into a professional system 

only £369.99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

for the AI500/b2000 

or £499.99 
I with Flicker Free video card for the A500 

All our disks 3 5* disks are GUARANTEED 
FOR AUFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100% 
ERROR FREE. KAO double sided, double den¬ 
sity disks are recognised as being of the highest 
quality in magnetic media and are extensively 
used by duplicating houses 

iZ7U5 ro 
l=ULk ^ liU&KUta? 

U/4h’, UKlVUCbHUUfc? 
Tht ultimate Amiga A500 expansion Take [four 
AS00 up to 9 Mb Fits onto the side expansion 
port Auto configured, ng software patching 

8 Mb pop to I Mb.£ 109.99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb_£ I 36.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb.£239.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb.£389.99 

10.£4.99.£6.99 
25.£10.99.£13.99 
50.£19.99.  £25.99 
100.£36.99.£44.99 
200.£69.99.£84.99 
300.£99.99....£124.99 
400.£123.99. £159.99 
500.£144.99.£189.99 
1000..£279.99.£329.99 
Disk Labels....500.now only £6.99 
Disk Labels... 1000.now only £9.99 

KC5 Power board PC/XT emulator 
comes with Dos 4.01....« now only £ 199.99 

Amiga I 500 adaptor only £64.99 

AT Once emulator turns your Amiga into an 

IBM AT compatible.. .only £169.99? 

MAIL (?liW3i l 
I Order by telephone quoting your credit card 
I number If paying by cheque please make payable to 
I FIRST CHOICE. In any correspondance please 
I quote a contact phone number and post code 

TEL. 0532 637988 

L-imii /iL'L'ULLT Lll 
OWaamUMdifei: V0 i m immim ? 

* All prices include VAT and fast delivery 
* All products are genuine UK spec. 
* Free postage UK mainland 
* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra ! 
* Goods despatched same day as order 

unless otherwise stated. 

DEPT AMF, UNIT 8 
ARMLEY PARK COURT, 

OFF CECIL STREET, 
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE 

1.5 MEG POPULATED.....84.99 
* Gary board supplied with all expansions 
boards, If you have a Kicks tart 1.2 Amiga the 
board will be incompatible when populated 
to 1.5 Mb 

Zydec Megaboard populated to I 
Mb this board can be used with your exist* 

ing 4 chip 512K upgrade to take your Amiga | 

up to 2 Mb in total. only £57.99 

L-t^lL lifeL'i 13J7Jilb1LMik- 
Top quality PhottUX RAM expansions for 

the A500 complete with battery backed dock 

and on/off Switch, This RAM expansion 
will notin any way invalidate your Amiga 

warranty!* only £29.99 

Personal Cheques Will Require 
Clearance Before We Cm Qei- 
piuh Your Goodi All Prices 
Correct At Time Of Goirtf To 
Press. All Items Luted In Our 
Adverutmenit Are E* Stock 
Ready To Ship Unless We Ad- 
*iie Otherwise Computers 
Are Always Tested Before 

Despatch.EiOE 



BACK ISSUES 

AF back Issues 
Please use the subscription order form opposite. Prices per issue include 
Coverdisk, packing and postage. UK - £4.00 (Issues 18. 15, 23 and 24 £5) 
Europe - £5.35, Rest of World - £7,65. Sorry. Issues 1 - 13, 20 and 26 are sold 
out. See panel for Issues 18, 23 and 24, which all came with complete games. 
What an amazing offer! Still available are these issues: 

14 Public Domain special issue: what It 
is, how to make the most of free soft¬ 
ware, Plus complete PD game on disk. 

16 Huge feature on CDTV. the future of 
home entertainment, AIMime classic 
Captive is demoed on the disk. 

17 24-bit graphics: the first full report- 
Buyers' guides to word processors and 
hard disk drives. 

19 Buying a new Amiga, new software 
or new hardware? Our Know your 
Rights' feature helps you get it right 

21 Get into graphics! All the paint pack¬ 
ages reviewed, plus Amiga artists and 
their tips, Big disk demos Moonshine 
Racers and Hyper book. 

22 A spectacular guide to sound 
samplers, video digitisers and scanners. 
PLUS play The Bitmaps' Godson disk. 

25 Discover the secrets and techniques 
behind DTP, from fanzines to magazines. 
Play Mega-io-mania on the disk! 

27 The ultimate in computer graphics, 
the classics o! computer gaming, and 
much, much more, 

28 Find out the secrets of how a game 
with superb graphics is created, play the 
amazing First Samurai on disk, check 
our complete buyers' guide if you want a 
new hard drive, listen to what an Air 
Vice-Marshal thinks of flight sims and 
heaps more besides! 

Amiga Format back issues with 
complete games 

( f:j 300 page Xmas 
special! Games of 

the year revealed; Top 
coders make their pre¬ 

dictions for games 
of the future; All the 
big Xmas games 
reviewed. Plus! Two 
disks! Interphase- 
the complete game! 
Total Recall - playable 

demo! Lemmings - 
playable demo! And 
more! £5. CM3 

wfj 236 page giant! 
3D special; How 

3D games are created - 
The Assembly Line tell 
all; massive guide to 
3D graphics, and more! 
Plus! Two disks! 
Balance Of Power - 
the complete game! 
Atomtno - playable 
demo! 3D Construction 
Kit - useable demo! 
And more! £5,00 

220 pages! CDTV 
special - Is this 

the future of home 
entertainment?; 
Graphics special 
report, and more! Plus! 
Two disks! 
Archipelagos - the 
complete game! Vaxlnc 
- the complete game! 
And more! £5.00 

ffj 260 pages! 
Revealed * the 

new AS00 Plus, the 
most Important Amiga 
upgrade ever. We tell 
you all about it. Plus: 
the first ever review of 
word processors with 
graphics: which Is best 
at pictures as well as 
words. AND on the sec¬ 
ond CoverdiSk: 
complete music¬ 
making package 
QctaMED (worth £10)1 

Remember! At various times throughout the year we produce bumper issues that 
retail at £3.95. But as a subscriber you won't have to pay any extra and you've 
already got your gift software! 

Amiga Power 
issues with 
complete games 

You not only receive an excellent gift when you subscribe 

you can also take advantage of our exclusive 

subscriber offers! An extra bonus or what? Just 

take a look! This month s special offer to sub- 

scrlbers is,,, 
| Who do Renegade think they are?; 

* Work In Progress: Birds Of Prey; The 

game I wish I d written - veteran coders 

f speak; Rainbow Islands Players Guide; 

over 40 new games reviewed, including 

Exile, Gods, Cyber con lit, Eye Of The 

Beholder, Railroad Tycoon... Pius! On the 

disk: Bombuzai - the complete game! ^ The Flames of Freedom are burning on a lone 

Isle, An evil empire seeks to extinguish them 

by enslaving these survivors of the cli* 

PP matic apocalypse, A stunning 3D 

adventure. Midwinter II let’s you fly, 

float and fight for freedom in a frac¬ 

tal generated world. Vehicle sims. 

fire fights and espionage com¬ 

bine in this strategic test. 

j ^ Creation, Bob'. Populous II - Bullfrog 

^ Interviewed; 20 Amiga classics for 

£10.99 or less: Eric Matthews; Rainbow 

Islands continued; over 40 new games 

reviewed, including Monkey Island. 

Switchblade 11. Hero Quest, Wonderland... Plus! 

On the disk: Kid Gloves - the complete game! 



SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Receive a superb gift when you 

FIRST SAMURAI 

A game of honour hard knocks and the 
Hallelujah Chorus! First Samurai has 

that cutting game-play edge and is 

backed to the hill with some of the 
most stunning visuals ever seen on an 

Amiga screen and some extraordinary 

sound effects. A huge arcade odvM- 

lure, it takes seek and slash further 

than ever before. Seen hi excellent 
playable demo on Amiga format 2ft. 

MEGA-LO-MANIA 

lt*s not even been released and already 

it's become a classic! Although inevitable 
comparisons have been mode with 

Papuhm, this is a gome with a style all 

of its own. Develop the technology to 
conquer other races and win! Playable 
demo on Amiga format 25. 

JAMES POND 2: ROBOCOD 
This yeor+s Rainbow hlands: one of the 

most colourful, playable and enjoyable 

gomes of the year and a great contender 

for the Christmas no.l slot. All the fun 
of Mario Bros and Sonic the Hedgehog 

rolled into one keeps the Amiga way 
□head of those console rivals. 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
This home accounting package will 
help you plan and keep track of all 

your finances, you'I wonder how 
you ever managed without it* 

Just loolc at all the benefits you get 
► You save time and trouble >• You receive a superb software package - as a gift! 

>- You guarantee your copy > You get it delivered > You get first crack at all 

special offers - at exclusive prices ►» For the same price you pay at a newsie! 

YES! Please enter/renew my subscription to AMIGA FORMAT and send me the software of my choice... 

Europe m2© □ REST OF WORLD £97 45 

0 mugnOft* ondtibkiMcMy anti ixidMnagod. M tMfoaoa atwkaom n aut Afenal 

Please also send me 

SOBS CLUB OFFER - FLAMES OF FREEDOM - £25 99 itAxm* pnww* oMyou* ntateoc*tnmtm from your addtess fate* 

□ UK 

NO To ran you 

AMIGA FORMAT BACK ISSUES - £4 EACH {ISSUES IS. 23 ft 24 - ES EACH) 

pluutMt 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 23 24 25 27 2$ 29 

□ AMIGA POWER BACK ISSUES - £5 EACH 

pleajw1 curie 1 2 

TOTAL COST £ 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

pki*» to itoPH that yw itov* uck&t Above 

visa/access ini l.mrTTTJLJGDDLXDar mm JLJU 

—- ONENO 

CHEQUE mato payable to Future Pubbstmg Ltd 

ADDRESS 

POST CODE 

[most mis coupon (together with tout cheque ie jmcjiui m an anraon to juuga format suivatimots freepost, somestqn hi i nt 
PHASE NOR WHILST YOUR SUBSCRIPTION HU IE PROCESS© IMMEDIATELY. PLEASE ALLOW 21 OATS FOR D0M1Y OF TOUR CHOSEN PACKAGE 

TUB COUPON G VAIJD UfflL 31 JANUARY Iffl Af/MWllfl 



™e aM,GA 500 true SYNERGY WIT* 
A 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 
* EXTERNAL FITTING, (JUST PLUGS IN}, 

* AUTO CONFIGURATION FOR 2MB, 4MB OR 8MB. 

* THROUGH PORT, FULLY COMPATABLE WITH EXTERNAL 
HARD DISC DRIVES, SCSI ETC. 

A ULTRA LOW POWER, NO EXTERNAL PSU REQUIRED. 

A FULLY BUFFERED DATA & ADORESS BUS 

A TRUE FAST RAM. USES LATEST TECHNOLOGY HIGH DENSITY DRAM 

0530 
411485 

ASHCOM 0530 
411485 

A ZERO WAIT STATES. GURU FREEI 

A SLIMLINE ATTRACTIVE UNIT. 

A RAM TEST SOFTWARE. 

A ALLOWS CREATION OF VERY LARGE AND FAST RAM DISCS. 

A WILL NOT INVALIDATE WARRANTY 
NEW PRODUCT! 

AX502 2MEG £179.00 INC VAT 

AX504 4MEG £269.00 incvat 

AXS08 8MEG £399.00 incvat 

BEELINE- 
HIGH QUALITY STEREO SOUND 
SAMPLER WITH SOFTWARE.- 
ALSO WORKS WITH ALL KNOWN 
SAMPLER SOFTWARE!- 

THE ULTIMATE AMIGA RAM EXPANSION. 
SIMS 1 M'9 £35 00 POPULATED TO Si 2K £53.95 

256K*1 DRAM £1.00 SQUiCK MOUSE £14.95 
256K‘4 DRAM £5.00 ASHCOM CATALOGUE DISC £1.00 

512K RAM EXP + CLOCK £21.95 MAC+UTILS £4995 

512K RAM EXP £19.95 ASHCOM UTILITIES DISC £4.95 

1,8MB RAM EXP £139,95 DISC FULL OF GREAT UTILS. 

ONLY £24.95 

NEW PRODUCT! 

AUTOMATIC JOYSTICK SWITCHER. 
AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHES TO JOYSTICK 
OR MOUSE, WHICHEVER IS IN USE. 

ONLY £14.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT/P&P. 

FREE CA TALOGUE DISC WITH EVERY ORDER, 

SOUICK MOUSE + SWITCHER £24.95 

GREAT VALUE! 

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT / P&P. ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS. 

Only from ASHCOM, 10 The Green, Ashby-De-La*Zouch, Leicestershire, LEG 5JII 

Telephone: (0530) 411485 Fax: (0530) 414433 
MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30 SAT 9.30 - 4.00 



GREAT SOFTWARE 
CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE AS ABSOLUTELY, 

TOTALLY, DEFINITELY, VERY NEARLY, 
JUST ABOUT NOTHING AT ALL. (HONEST) 

Owning an Amiga, PC or ST now means that you can buy incredibly good software 

for little more than the price of a disk. Stunning games, utilities, demos, graphics, 

word processors and more can be found in Public Domain and Shareware software. 

But (but! but!!] where do you start? How do you know which programs are 

completely wonderful and which ones should be re-formatted instantly? 

What's the best way to buy PD? And - whilst we're at it - just what is PD anyway? 

For these answers and a whole trainload more, you'll need a new 

magazine colled PUBLIC DOMAIN. 

t Every issue is packed full of reviews - 
PD programs assessed for the Amiga, 
PC and ST. 

t Every review is screenshotted You can 

see exactly what you'll be buying. 

I Every copy of PUBLIC DOMAIN comes with 
an incredible program-packed coverdisk 
so you con get the very best PD for your 
machine every time. 

t Every page is in glorious full colour, so you' 

have unrivalled quality. 

I And every edition of PUBLIC DOMAIN is backed 

by the full editorial resources of Europe's most 
successful news-stand computer magazine 
company, Future Publishing. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN comes to you from the compony thot brings you Amiga Formal, 

PC Format, ST Format, Amiga Shopper, PC Plus, Commodore Format, Your Sinclair, 
New Computer Express, Amigo Power, Amstrad Action, PC Answers, Sega Power 

and 3000 Plus; markets leaders all. 

ssf?-. 

Issue 2 on sale 5th December at £2.95 
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When you ore considering pufchosjng o sound sampler there are plenty to choose from Why compromise? your choice should 
be the new full featured STEREO MASTER for the Amiga wrfh software that is designed from our top selling Amiga sampler AMAS 
and a package that gives you more extras than a M senes BMW By purchasing this state of the art product which combines 
a quality sampler with the expertise of over 10 years of software programming, you ore purchasing a top quality product with 
the knowledge that It is not only compatible wrth existing Microdeal products but will also be with future ones 

What Is Stereo Master 
Stereo Master is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for the Amiga range of computers The sampler cartridge included in 
this package plugs into the printer port at the rear of the computer and allows you to analyze the sounds coming in from devices 
such os Personal Cassette Players. Compact Dtsc Players etc. or change the way they sound using the Real Time Special Effects 
or record them Once in the computer STEREO MASTERS unique editor wilf enable you to edit the sound in practically any way 
you can imagine. Once you have the sound sample how you want it. you may incorporate it into your own Demo's or use STEREO 
MASTERS own built In sample sequencer to play bock the sample in sequence wrth other samples' 

The Sampling Software 
Every feature you would expect to find in a professional editing suite including. 
* Real time record/play ghost markers * Playback volumes 
' Cut or Delete selected sample area * Decrease volume 
* Mix sample with fu» or half volume * increase volume 
* Shrink in by 25Bt/5tW75% by drag or wipe * Bounce sample 
■ Fade in/out with selectable degree of fade * Paste sample 
* Filter sample with soft/medtum^hard fitter * Trigger recording 
* Selectable trigger votaries * Clear leff/nght samples 
* Record frequency from 30 to 55.9 Khz ‘ Loop sample 
* Fai edifing and control focarty tor lett/righf channels MAIN SCREEN 

The Special Effects Software 
For me first tfne ever you can emulate special sound effects n tool time just like the sound 
labs can for film studios, normaffy the hardware to produce these effects would cost 100's of 
times more than this package. Features on the FX menu include. 

* Built in real time special effects 
including Echo. Reverb. Ramp. Pitch up/down. Stereo bounce. Multi echo 
Chorus, Phaser. Reverse and Pitch bend 

* Fuiy programmable special effects so that customised effects can be recalled 
THE SPECIAL EFFECTS 

CONTROL PANEL 

The Analytical Software 
A whole host of pro-type analyfica! functions include. 
* 3D display of sample frequencies (Fast fomier transform) 

3D display also includes 2D envelope display plus sample information. 
* Built in Stereo spectrum analyzer 
* Stereo Oscilloscopes with trigger markers 

i. 3D DISPLAY OF SAMPLE 
FREQUENCIES (FFT) STEREO SPECTRUM ANALYZERS STEREO OSCILLOSCOPES 

The Sequencing Software 
Our butt in sample sequencer allows you to take up to 16 samples (memory permitting) 
and sequence them into your own Tronic” mixes, features on the sequencer include; 

* Real time entry of sequences from keypad " Sequence copy function 
* Step time entry of sequences * Loop sample 
* 2 stereo charnels for sequencing " Selectable sequence speed 
* Storyboard style editing • Dimp/re-edit function 
' Digital sequence position display * Test function 
‘ Fast torward/rewnd controls * 2 octave playback 
■ Program sample to keypad * Inseri/deiete sample m step time 
■ Stand alone demo player deploys IFF picture whilst pkjyng sequence 

THE SEQUENCER 
CONTROL PANEL 

***** , 
0 1991 MICRODEAL U K. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

Other innovative features 
We know this product c years aheod of its time and these additional features justify our boast 
‘ New style stereo cartridge * Includes wakmon type cable 
* Produces stand alone executable sample files * PAL/NTSC full screen display 
* Fully multi tasking * Can create workbench icons 
* Saves in IFF/Raw/Instrument 1/3/5 Octave * Save customised settings 

Amiga STEREO MASTER ORDER FORM Amiga 
STEREO MASTER IS £39.95 Post & Packing £1 (All prices inc V.A.T.) 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 
SEND TO: Microdeal PO BOX 68 St Austell Cornwall England PL25 4YB 

BY PHONE 
WITH 
CREDIT CARD 

V****- 

(0726) 68020 

With cheque. Postal Order or Credit Cards. 

Name.. 
Address. 

.Postcode. 
Credit Card Type.Expiry Date 
Number .. 

BY POST 



BRSDFT 
HARDWARE U K. ONLY 
ftre* delivery, courtai CS-OCf 

AMIGA PACK 1 ■ (1 Meg of memory) 
A50CJ pks Cartoon Classics 
rv rrecuaiar. Ctfn Puna*, lkwtk^ 

Snpsaiv OPAflMM 364 99 

AMIGA PACK 2: 
Cartoon Classes Pack wtm 10 
game part,..,..  40*99 
ATWRI LYNX GAME CONSOLE 7990 
PHIl IPS MKH SrtHtDMOWTOfi 249.90 
CBM NEW 10B45 MONITOR« LEAD 264.00 
GVP S2M6 HARD DRW! 399.99 
1*2 MEG EXPANSION.'CLOCK.3* 99 
Commotio™ li?M«d FlerwClOcii .59.00 
EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE 5*99 
ATONCE PC Emulator .199-99 
CFTIZEN 1200 + PRINTER 144.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 235 00 
CmZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR 335 99 
Star LO200 Colour .235 00 

SPECIAL OFFERS - 

OF EAST ANGLIA 
Battle Command ............ 
Chase HO II .. 

.15.99 
tS69 

Chuck Rock 1699 
Corporation 9 99 
DAMOCLES 163$ 
Deuieros *17.99 
FMa 17 « 
firms 17 99 
HhIh ___ 20 99 
tnteqjha* . .,,, 999 
Jimmy VVhfli 
ft* Off R L 

Mage Pockets 
Me^a Ld Mania 
Mercenary IT 
MidWinlerll ..,. 
PGA Tour Go*t. 
Populous . ...... 
POWERMONGER 

20 99 
1399 
IT 99 
1799 

.17 99 
.20 99 
>20 99 
.26.99 
1799 

199 

Professional Drew 2 (1 MRj 99.90 
Pro Video Pius 179 00 
Pro Video Pott..  ...199 00 
Real 3D Beginners 119 00 

MUSIC APPLICATIONS 

MasSereound Dottier.. 35 90 
MUSIC X U K VERSION i 1 69 99 
Mai intBrtacs* Lnds . 29 96 
MiM Lead... 2 99 

BUSINESS A EDUCATION 

Amegas n 
Art of C* 

5 99 
599 

Back To Ths Future N. 
Barbarian (potato). 

999 
5 99 

Banta VaBvy.. 6 99 
Burmudo ProiOd. KStan 1 2 Stliy 
Du® Storn.,,,... 

6,99 
599 

□ays at Thunder 9 99 
Dungeon Guenl ..5.99 
E-Matron. . ...$.99 
Exolon - 6 99 
GaunMUl. .6 99 
Grand Mor^ter Slam 
Heroes of the Lance 12 only 
Kjd Gloves 

6 99 
-599 

599 
Mercenary 4 99 
Mcroprose Soccer 
Powrerptay 

699 
599 

RVF Honda 799 
SMAepuck Call* 5 99 
Stayer 699 
TertorpodS . 4 99 
Ttww ol Elafcei ....... 699 
Zynaps , ... 6 99 
lIsure 

Alien Breed ... .17.99 
AMOS Game CrMlOf. 
Altered Bpasi . 
Armour-Goddon 

.36.90 

17,99 
A-TJJI.... 7.99 
A W E S.Q M E + T Shin 
BATTLE CHESS 

22 99 
1799 

20 99 
20 99 

-20.99 
23 99 
10 99 
17 99 
699 

1699 
15.99 
17 99 
20 99 

ADVENTURE RPC 4 SIMULATION AMIGA 

Power Up Compilation__ 
Realms 
Shadow of the Reasi II * T Shirt 
Space Hamer II 
SPEEDBALL II 
True Sorter___ 
Toyota Cefcea Ra*y .,. 
Triad II fTetm Menace,Baarj 
Turt» OhMgnfli II. 

aARDS TALE III 
Chaos Strikes Back (1 Mb) 
Dungeon Master 11 Mbi 
Eve or the Beholder f iMb: 
F-15 Strike tag* 
F-19 Stealth Flatter 
Flight of the mi ruder 11 Men 
Fight Snt II... 
Southern U K/Europe Scenery 
The JmmoriaJ (1 MM—_ 
Secret ol Monkey nm 
Silent Service II |1l4i| . 
ULTIMA VI--- 
U M S II41Mb i ^ 

mm 

,17 99 
17 99 
17.99 
20 99 
25 99 
20 99 

*26 99 
2790 
1399 
15 99 
1799 
26 99 
20 99 
19 49 
20 99 

Distant Sum.-..... 
Excellence 2.0... 
FUN SCHOOL 2 Under 6 a, 
6-fi's or over ffs. 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5.57 v wer 7|. 
FUN SCHOOL 4 

(5. 5-7 or 7-llyri).. 
GOLD DISK OFFICE 
Home Account^ 
Home Accounts it . 
Kntanids? 
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor 
Mcro GCSE 
MATHS FRENCH or ENGLISH 
PEN PAL {PAL) I’ MBI 
PRQTEXT V4.3 (ret i MB) 
PHOTEXT V5-.0 1M6 
Pacesetter ufpal) n mb 
PagBEEreamS.1 (1 MB) 
POWER WORKS 

Infofrle A MaxfAan 
Professional Page 2 (I MBi 
Supwttase Prof 4 11 or 2 MB) 
word Perted 
WQRDWOftTH 
WORKS PLATINUM 

131 

GRAPHICS & VIDEO AMIGA 

3D Construction Kl...36-99 
DELUXE PAINT III (PAL [ 11 MB) 59 90 
REAL THINGS BIRDS 1 *2 2? 90 
Reel Things; ..22 90 
DELUXE PAINT 1V (1 Mb) 65 99 
DELUXE ViOEO 111 iPALj (1 MB| 59 90 
OraJrn III (PAL) ..59.90 
D1G1V1EW 4 * DiO'prvnt (PAL) 109.93 
PHOTON PAINT (PAL) .13 99 

39 95 
65 99 

14 99 
1799 

,1799 
..MW 
. 20.99 
36 99 
35 90 
20 99 

2199 
66 99 
66 90 

103 90 
46 99 

138 99 

56 99 
177 90 
235 99 
164 90 
88 99 99 50 
1490 

QUALITY JOYSTICKS 6 ACCESSORIES 

Am^u* $en« Cabta 12 99 
Pnrter Lead 9 99 
S*o«uTcr Leeds 9 99 
Colour ROtor (LClOt 6 99 
Otar® Pro 5000.™. 13,29 
Comp Pv EiAt itAetr. mioj 14 29 
Super Pro* <MC*re wrtonj.14 29 
Ptafc Drive CieanmQXI .. 5 99 
A500 Dus! Cover . 4 95 
Mouse Ma; .  4.95 
Naksha Mouse 23 99 
20 x SONY BRANDED 
DISKS-CALC...,10 99 

LocUtte D»h toi 8 99 
shell 695 

100 Capacity Loo 
10*35" DSDO C 

Weas* Send Ch**m/Po**l Orders rfl: | ^pryto HnTt IMF I = i'—-- 

HAMMERSOFT. (DEPT F) 'l!l.V mTJha it? **»* ****** VAT 4 1ST CLASS 
47 MILL ROAD, TELEPHONE POSTAGE IN ILK. 

HETHERSETT, NORWICH. (0603) Si 241 6 !Buwp» P*M»i OM per Hem) 
NORFOLK NR9 3DS L-_—_I * P»* S*"*» on Slock Hem, 

Access, Visa, Eurocard & Mastercard Accepted, Cheques Subject to clearance 

_ . variable on Release 
PTt»* *ncK#fte VAT 4 1ST CLASS 

POSTAGE IN U.K. 
I Europe plain add £200 per Hem) 

Return of Poet Servio* on Slock. Hama 

Jioiaplex 

VISA 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road. 19 High Street. 
Slough, Old Town, 

Berkshire, Swindon, 
SL1 3UW Wilts 

Tel: 0753 535557 Tel: 0793 488448 

showroom 

Mon Fri 
9,30 - 5,30 
Saturday 

0.30 ■ 4.30 

MAILORDER 
Conimn ■hlee 

£ l .50 
Hardware 

£8 00 

AMIGA A500 
HARDWARE 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems * 

1 Meg Pack. .......£299 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack + free 

disks + 10 extra games pack..............£339 

Amiga A50Q 1 Meg Class 

of 90s (First Steps)...»......£369 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 
(Software includes Lemmings. The 

Simpsons v Space Mutant. Captain 

Planet, Deluxe Paint 3) 

Cartoon Classics plus - 

C299 

A1500 £549 
A1500 Base plus software .£549.00 

A15G0 + Philips CM8833 Mk2 

Colour Monitor...£725.00 

A1500 + Commodore 1G84S 

Colour Monitor...£735.00 

1 Meg 3.5* internal...*..,..£49 

1 Meg 3.5" external {Cumana)..,.£60 

1 Meg 5.25" external,.....„.£90 

c hiding VAT 

ACCESSORIES 
512K Ram 4 dock__ ..,.,„£30 
Joystick . Pin 
10 Blank disks in faeray bo*... „„ 
Mouse Mai. ..._£3 
Amiga, ALan Mouse .. ...,.£29 
it Moo Ram + Dock.. . £99,00 
A5O0 Power SuQQiy Urirt .. 04 00 
Naksfta Mouup s Operation Stealth 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Screen Filter for your monitors 

Protect those precious eyes £15 
(Woven nylon fibre, fta/e reduction 90%, 

cuts uftra violet reflection by 85%) 

MONITORS 
Philip* CMB833 MK II Colour Monitor 4 
FREE Lead.™__«....,£175 

PRINTERS 1 
Sxar IC2C Wtato 
Star LC20C Cctoce <9 pin] .£100 
StwuC24 1ft . 
st» i rjasnfirtAfMf . £160 
5ttr LC24 200 CatoLT __ £220 
Panaaont KXF1124 __,j£t99 
Pwmorm kxp 1123.- £155 
Pvresonc KXP1524 j£2*g 
Cduen 1200 * ....... X115 
C8tt*n &w#i 24 , CokXA Upgrade £239 
Cdmn Switi 9 + CotoiA upgrade . .. .X190 
Cror BJ 1QE Cl 90 
HP Detar|« 500 * LMds....___ £329 

.£49 
Ai above com* complete *ih ks&to 

N#w SUOM BuSMft Pmser. SJ46 .tl» * VAT 
Injuring has 

mm Hart Do* lof VH AJTWJ3 500. upQrtfMto 
ToSAfc O^HHfdO^Trit. .£349 * VAT 

69Mh HanJ C«d tor Am^a 1500 ► VAT 

500,000 COMPUTER 6AMES 
SURPLUS STOCK SELL-OFF!! 

TOP SELLING GAMES 
FROM ONLY £1.00 EACH 

JUST SEND ONE FIRST CLASS STAMP TELLING US WHAT COMPUTER 
YOU HAVE AND WE WILL SEND YOU A FULL LIST OF AVAILABLE 

SOFTWARE AT PRICES YOU JUST WONT BELIEVE TO: 
SURPLUS SOFTWARE SELL OFF 

DEPT.l, Nol SATURN HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK, ALDERMASTON, BERKS. RG7 4QW 

500,000 COMPUTER GAMES 
| THIS IS NOT P.P SOFTWARE, ALL GAMES ARE SHOP SURPLUS I 



Send your order to : 
CRAZY JOE S 

DEPT. AF 
145 EFFINGHAM ST, 

ROTHERHAM 
SOUTH. YORKSHIRE 

S65 1BL 
Please make Cheque / PCX 
payable to "CRAZY JOES* 

rt~ - J' 4 rs Oil 

Amiga Public Domain 
(L$ta£[istied 1989 

Softwj 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

(0709) 829286 
FAX ORDERS 

(0709) 878308 
MINIMUM CREDIT 

CARD ORDER £3.00 

24 HOUR SERVICE 

JT Merry Xmas and a Mappy 9{ezv year to aCC our customers! 
UTILITIES GAMES MUSIC SLIDESHOWS DEMOS /ANIMATIONS 

410 DPaint Cartoon Brushes 
442 DP Bint Fonts Disks (4) 
458 HAM Radio Utilities (S) 
560 Dope Inlfo Maker 
591 Business Card Maker 
632 MSH (Messy DOS) 
642 C Manual 
682 Sound Applications (2) 
684 Video Applications (2) 

901 The Com ms Disk 
1022 AMOS Update 1.3 
1095 Database Workshop (2) 
1097 DPaint / PSetter Clip Art (2) 
1099 Video Graphics (4) 

HOME BUSINESS PACK 
A suite of prog rams for serious 
users : Nag, Bank’n, Journal, 
DBase, Spread, Wordwnght, 

AmigaSpel, Inventory, and more1 
8 DISK SET ONLY £8 00 

1117 Geneaology * 
1228 ST Emulator (German) 
1234 Telra Copy 
1273 C Light 
1450 Superstore (BootX 3.72) 
1451 Electro CAD VI. 4 
1535 Master Virus Killer V2.Q 
1536 North C (packed) 
1537 North C (unpacked) (2) 
1545 SpectraPoint V3.0 
1550 HexiBase V2,0 
1569 A138 Language Tutor 
1606 At76 Database Master 2.0 
1629 ZX Spectrum Emulator 
1663 Dynamite Cut n Paste Fonts 
iBSfl Demolishers 202 Utilities 
1878 Tertplus Shareware WP 
I860 DCopy A Utiities 
1864 Equinox Intro Wnter * 
1866 ME0V3.1 
1893 DICE V2 06A 
1896 Desk Bench p) 
1906 PageSetler CNp Art (B) 
1914 Slideshow Construction Kit 
1951 King James Bible (3) 
1954 Celtics Demo Maker 
1960 RSI Demo Maker (Engfeh) 
1961 RSI DM UlilityAfelp Disk 
1962 TS8 3D Vector Designers 
1967 Quickbench * 

315 Ffetum To Earth 
496 Holy Grail Adventure * 
648 Star Trek (USA) (2) * 
680 Learn & Ray (2) 
727 Star Trek (Richter) (2) 
766 Treasure Hunt 
957 Pipeline 
962 Drip! 
987 Snake pit 
991 Jeopard* 

1004 Games Disk 9 
1113 Wet Beaver Games 
1230 Dragon Cave 
1245 Rings Of Zon* 
1411 A62 Arcadia 
1520 AH5 Balloonacy * 
1533 The Jar * 
1539 Mega ball * 
1544 Seven Tiles 
1558 Adventure Solutions (2) 
1577 A146 Fruit Machine* 
1564 A153 Missjfe Command 
1591 A160 Quizmaster * 
1670 Wheel O* Fortune 
1690 Hints Disk One 
1700 Terror Liner? (X) 
1711 Mental Image Games Disk 1 
1715 Frantic Freddie 
1720 Cabaret Asteroids 
1746 Word Games Volume 1 * 
1747 Word Games Volume 2 * 
1748 Strategy Games * 
1749 Truckin' (Z)(20) 
1790 Serene 2 
1827 Scum Haters 
1832 Pom Pom Gunner* 
1679 Sea Lanoe * 
1862 S,E U.C.K Simpsons Game 
1663 Blonde II * 
1905 J Nicktous Course Disk 1 
1916 Air Ace II 
1926 Napoleonic War System * 
1945 Island of Ncphotons 
1949 Dungeon Master Companion 
1975 Raid 
2011 Twiniris* 
2013 Zeus 
2014 Cubulus 
2015 Yelp! 
2016 Downhill Challenge 
2017 Mech Fight 
2018 Wizzy'a Quest 

654 Powertords Power Musix 2 
713 Flash! - Queen (2) 
722 Beat master Ckib Mix 
724 Technofrofitc Remix 
746 Crusaders Bacteria 
858 Sonix House 
935 Madonna Hanky Panky 
941 Soundtracks Jukebox 
969 100 C64 Games Tunes 
970 The Comic Strip Remix 
976 Scoopex Beast Sonbc 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SPECIAL 

Make your own music on the 
Amiga! This pack indudea 
enough programs, songs, 

modules and instruments to get 
you started and keep you going! 

8 DISK SET ONLY £8 00 

986 Amaze Revolutions 
993 PSA Music Demodisk 1 

1026 Digital Concert VI 
1107 Stop Right Now!* 
1292 Crusaders Does Genesis 
1630 Accession Sun Wind 
1685 Depeche Mode Music Disk 
1694 Ail Of MED Music Disk 
1695 Seal Crazy Remix * 
1713 Spaced OulVol. 1 
1714 Spaced OulVol 2 
1716 I Think We’re Atone Now 
1717 Everybody Dance Now 
1718 Betty Boo Doing The Do 
1755 Amazing Tunes 2 (3) * 
1763 Aamond Gallant Knight p) * 
1772 Taipan Music Disk (2) 
1776 Crusaders Sheet Muse 
1777 Beatm asters Technology 
1787 Magnetic Beats 2 
1788 Magnetic Beats 3 
1821 Academy Music Coiection 
1822 Brainstorm Best Of Grufai 
1824 SCR Musax 2 
1921 Computer World Music 3 * 
1969 LSD Dont Panic 
1973 Musical Dreams 1 * 
1993 Cats Sing Kylief 
1995 Crystal Symphonies 
1997 Protogic Music Disk 1 * 
1998 Dimension X Music 1 

GLAMOUR DISKS 
For a full list send S, A.E. to 

BLUE MOON 
POBOX 123 

WATH-UPON-DEARNE 
ROTHERHAM 

S63 7DW 
You must be 18 or over and 

include a statement saying so. 
Blue Moon is not connected 
with Crazy Joe's in any way. 

282 Forgotten Realms 
617 Neighbours Slideshow 
725 Diggy Piggies (2) 
742 Madonna Slideshow 
814 Viz Slideshow 
831 Utopia Cartoon Slideshow 
863 Scream Queens (2) 
891 Qeepshow 
899 Madonna Slideshow 2 (2) * 
94? Garfield Slideshow 
968 Gorezone Slideshow (X) 

1051 Total Recall Slideshow 
10B5 Comic Slideshow (X) 
1103 Girls Of Sports Illustrated 
1210 Turtles Slideshow 
1263 Crusaders : Richter (2)(2D) 
1277 Fraxion : Divine Visions (2) 
1279 Forgotten Realms 90 
1708 Invisible World Slideshow 
1719 Yabba Dabba Cartoons 
1781 Reflections Ray-Traced 
1835 Night Breed Slideshow 
1876 Reflections Ray Traced 6 
1901 Leeds United Slideshow 
1919 Debbie Harry (2)(2D) * 
1984 Terminator SJkteshow 
1985 Flathnero Slideshow 
1986 Aliens Slideshow 
1991 Aquarius Images 

906 Madonna Cartoon Anim * 
1001 Station at Khern (3) ** 
1033 Al the Movies Anim ** 
1105 Cronies Neverwhere Demo 
1168 Filet The Fish 
1200 Fielders of Lost Ark Anim * 
1229 Budbram 2 
1238 Evil Dead Demo (X) * 
1540 Amy va. Walker Anim * 
1541 Batman Animation * 
1552 Magician Animation V2 0 * 
1560 Phenomena Enigma * 
1628 Do The Bart, Man* 
1707 Decay Simpsons Demo * 
1753 Life Of Brian (2) 
1782 Canon The Chicken (2)(2D) 
1784 Carrott Insomnia(2}(2D) 
1823 N n n-n-nineteen Demo 
1837 Plasmlilex Demo 

We stock Deja Vu 
Licenceware 

Price £3.50 per disk 
(2 disk sets £5.50} 

Full details of titles on 
our catalogue disk 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
A large amount of software, 
both commercial and PD1 
will not run on these new 
machines. We are working 
on a list of compatible titles 
but this will take some time 
to complete. If you own an 
A5QQ Pus, or are planning 
to buy one, be prepared 
for problems and please be 
patient, wherever you buy 
your software from. 

1841 Anti Lem min' Demo (2) ** 
1846 Enterprise Anim (2)(2D) * 
1850 The Wall (6) (2D)* 
1856 Betty Boo Anim,Slideshow 
1877 AMOS 3D Demo 
1885 Ftobocop Animation * 
1900 Sitonts lea Demo 
1902 Tom sohVtrtual World 
1923 Star Ware Demo (2)(2D) * 
1943 Windsurfer Animation (2) * 
1947 Mr Potato Head * 
1948 Mr Potato 'Chips Are Up*1 * 
1950 Super Woman Animation * 
1956 Creature Comforts Demo 
1976 Equinox So What?1 0 * 
1982 Real 30 Pinball Animation * 

GAMES PACK 1 
(Some 1 meg - NOT A500+) 

The ULTIMATE Games Pack! 
37 titles on 8 disks including 

many old favourites! 
8 DISKS ONLY £8! 

GAMES PACK 2 
(1 meg only * NOT A500 Plus) 

* Baloonacy * Crossfire * 
* Twintris * Wizzy's Quest * 

* Arcadia * 

5 DISKS ONLY€5! 

GAMES PACK 3 
(512k - A500 Pius Compatible) 

* Dragon Cave * Drip! * 
* Megabail "Zeus * 

* Air Ace II * 
5 DISKS ONLY £5! 

GAMES PACK 4 
(512k - NOT A50O Plus) 
* Card & Board Games * 

r Frantic Freddie * Cubulus * 
* Serene II * Mental Image * 

5 DISKS ONLY £5! 

These are just some of 
more than 2,000 disks in 
our library. For full details 

send 50p for 
our goodie-packed 

CATALOGUE DISK! 
KEY TO ABBREVIAT ONS ; (2) = Number of disks in set; * = 1 meg; ** = 2 meg; (2D) = 2 drives; (X) = Adults Only 

P. D. PRICES 
1*9 disks 

El,25 each 
10 or more 
£1.00 each 

Price is per disk 
NOT per title 

r 
BLANK DISKS 

10 disks . 
50 disks. 
100 disks 
200 disks 

. £4,49 
£19,99 
£37.99 
£69.99 

DISK BOXES 
10 capacity 99p 
40 capacity £4.99 
50 capacity ..£5.99 
B0 capacity.£6,99 
100 capacity.£7.99 

St2k RAM UPGRADES 
With clock..£31.50 
Without dock . ., .£27,50 

ACCESSORIES r 
Dust Cover £2 99 
Mouse Mat .£2.99 
Naksha Mouse . . . £26,99 

Budget Disk Drive . , £49.99 
Cumana Disk Drive . £59,99 
1,000 Disk Labete . . £12.99 
Stereo Audio Leads . £3.99 
Drive Cleaning Kit, . £1,99 

PLEASE NOTE PRICES MAY DIFFER FROM OUR SHOP PRICES 

POSTAGE 
UK,.Channel Isles. ...FREE 

OVERSEAS AIR MAIL 
Europe, Eire ... add £2.50 

Rest of World ...add £4 00 

-A 

Payment must be in 
Sterling 



LI > 

Find out what the best releases are from the wild and wacky world of PD, in the bewildering company 

of Pat McDonald. He also picks what are the Top 10 utilities and programs of the year. 

TEXTENGINE V2.1 
AMIGANUTS 1 194 

Regular readers may remember I he original 

TextEngine, which featured on a Coverdisk some 

months ago. It's a word processor without frills, 

designed for priming the occasional small document. 

There*’s not much new in the latest release. It can he 

set to work with 60Hz (NTSC American) Amiga*, 

which is thoughtlul. There have also been a couple of 

bug fixes by ihe author. Nicholas Harvey, In the main 

though you’d be hard pressed to spot the difference 

between this and the original. 

What Is different is the inclusion of AZSpcIl on the 

disk, a PD spelling checker written by Danny Hartley; 

Although it doesn’t come with much in the way of a 

dictionary, you can add words to it that it doesn’t 

recognise and so build it up to usable standards. 

Anyone looking for a cheap word processor need 

look no further. TextEngine is last, simple to learn, and 

will no doubi find many followers, It’s a shame that 

TextEngmc h one of Ihe easiest, yet moil versatile word 

processors you can get through the PD, A shame the docu¬ 
ment length is limited ta 50,000 thoroclers. 

you can’t check spelling from inside the word proces¬ 

sor {you have to save the file first) but in the main it’s 

a very reasonable program. 

Oh. nearly forgot. There’s something else on ihe 

disk called MiniTool (Fnarr Fnair), It’s a simple icon 

utility for switching your system between 50Hz and 

6UH/. and also for turning the power light (which con¬ 

trols the sound filter) on and off. Not that amazing, hut 

it can be useful occasionally. 

SEA LANCE 
PD SOFT 2022 

“All hatches closed... Board is all green... Dive! Dive! 

Dive!” Sea Lance, in case you haven’t guessed is a 

submarine simulator. Unlike all previous attempts at 

this tricky subject, it’s got a relatively original plot, 

simple controls and good graphics. 

Aliens from another galaxy have conquered earth, 

^mashed the US forces and are using the Russian 

equivalents to police the planet. The only thing left to 

defeat the invaders is Sea Lance* a modified Trident 

submarine crewed by vary ing nationalities, 

The idea is that the aliens have set up 20 bases 

around the planet. You have to launch Trident missiles 

at them. These have a small nuclear warhead, as well 

as biological warheads tilled with a virus toxic to the 

aliens only. The nuke penetrates the force field 

defence, and the virus knocks out the aliens. 

The first thing you have to do is tool up. As well as 

the Tridents. Sea Lance can cany Tomahawk cruise 

missiles, Subroe II anti-submarine weapons and con¬ 

ventional torpedoes. How many of each you carry is up 

to you - but it takes a brave commander to set sail with 

just torpedoes. 

Playing Sea Lance is easy to pick up. There are just 

four screens to master - the bridge is used io alter 

course, speed and depth, and also to abandon ship or 

increase air pressure to combat breaches in the hull. 

Satellite maps can he downloaded whilst surfaced. 

Being pursued by alien aliened (think about it) Russian 

vessels If just no fun for a highly-stressed nuclear 
submarine commander. 

The Weapons screen shows a sonar view of the local 

area, and any host ties in the vicinity. Launching an 

attack is simple - pick a weapon, pick a target. The 

Damage control screen monitors damage and repairs. 

Finally, the Trident screen is used to select targets 

for your missiles, and this is where the game gets 

tricky. You have 24 missiles. 20 alien bases, but 40 

possible cities! Which do you attack? 

5ea Lance has slick graphics, good presentation, 

and manages to make a game out of one of the most 

tedious simulation types, Jason Bauer (the author) has 

spent ages getting everything right. 1 love it, 

MUSIC BOX 
DEJAVU LPD45 

For those who want a simple music program. Music 

Box is quite good. It's presentation is very good, and it 

explains standard musical stave notation before gelling 

on with the program proper (you can skip this when 

f r J j 
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E L L E u m\ 1; •. ’ L B 
As you ran f»«F all you have to da is pick up a note and 
plank it dawn on the stave where you want rt. 

you know what the program is all about). In use. all 

you do is pick up ihe different notes, and plonk them 

down on a stave. You can play Ihe tune at any time, to 

see if you’ve made any mistakes. It’s also possible to 

use different instruments for your tunes. 

Maybe the content is somewhat lacking, but if you 

want to start at ground zero in music. Ibis is the pro¬ 

gram for you. You can learn quite a lot just by entering 

sheet music into your Amiga. It’s also gentle on begin¬ 

ners. which has got lo be good. Well done Jeff Tullin. 

XSTITCH 
OEJA VU LPD42 

Ever wanted ta turn an IFF picture into a piece of neat 
needlework? This program will create the pattern - all you 
have to da Is the manual labour. 

Ncedlecraft veterans everywhere, this could probably 

be just whai you’re looking for, XStitch can read in 

standard Amiga IFF pictures (but unforiunalcly not 

HAM ones) and it can print out cross stitch needle pat¬ 

terns for you io spend time working on. It’s very easy 

to use. but ihe printouts are really just configured for 

Epson compatible primers. If you have one of these* 

I hen why not go for it. 

Continued on Page 2411 
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NBS 
UPD/F, 1 CHAIN LANE, NEWPORT, 

ISLE OF WIGHT. PO30 SQA 

0983 529 594 t UNITE&PUBUQ DC 

Astronomy Slideshow 
Nice pictures.... 

Anarchy Digital 
innovation Great l 

Psygnosis Agony 
Brians big Valley . 

VIRTUAL WORLD* Demo 
of the year award ? 

CUBULOUS ’ Tobias's 
bitty puziie gome 

Get one of mete tor the 
price ot a disk... 

Weird Sciences 
Butterflies shfideshow 

Whores my disks ? He 
should have chose UPD 

GAMES 

PGOOl 7 ADVENTURE SJXLTlONS 2 d 
p-GOCj ajR WAftfftOfr itat it i mg#n n . . , . 
PGOM S ALL NEW STAR TREK Grtfl gem* from Tobrtt Rtotoen (2) | 
P0006 AHTfR 4 SLOT CARS A graph** row pMygtg uk» k a car gam* 
PG007 APffJtA Met demo of a honaoraai uwo *m up 
POOOfl ASSASSJN3 1 In, RoUeroed* 0***** 4 Amtgorti. 
Bft^a iwigiaiK ? Grlecuto MtiS'ieoomfflwrt Invader* 4 Jmora!1 

PGG10ASSA5SM3 3 Magabai 1 Wp! Superb brvttcM aunt I pmfcrfr gtma 
POOTI ASSASSINS j Jumper. Gmfci. Ota*, JumpyTurbo dutf 4 Wond**1 
PGQT2 ASSASSiHS 5 R*C Goloofy 4 HftiMv1 aho* u*e 
PGO'3 A5&A5&NS 6 tart** cr*iirnge. Pieman IT, Mata Ural 4 W*%M 
PG0!l ASSASSINS 7 Dn^wHwibiKlm, it*gMwoiHl,i 4 Claud) nW# 
Ptj£lr5 ASSAS&HS B A* K* ■. W. Numb* Fun** 4 SnakepT 

PUC22 CHEMESTHET1CS Chemlrtry program tar 

PLKE3 CHET SOUCE UT*S 26 U«*M tolh«S(J 

ENIGMA ? Well its de 
finetety a Phenomena t 

POOlfi A5SAS5MS I Btffl* pong, A atiuvd 
PGfli7 ASSASSINS -0 Escape. P^ataa. Pfetart 4 SyV 
PGQlfl ASSASSINS 11 Dad. Ctonei. Tom el Hanoi Aemru & TrtppW! 

WH19 ASSASSINS 12 UHKVtroru C*r. Powerpoog 4 X F1! 
PGfl2C ASSASSINS 13 Bafl.AstPOKHJwwH.QIocIt il.SquarabM 4 Anugitrition 
PGOJt Anc ATAC A wwvon of «* Qrt dusts Spwniti gwrte 
PG022 AWESOME PREVIEW Fantastic preview ol a grail gam*1 
PG023 BATTLE FORCE A strMegy war game Similar 10 Maclliorc* 
PG024 BLACKJACK A rally goto Mortal |h« gam*! 
PGaiS BUCK ROGERS A n riy \m ifiootemup from in* C44 day a 1 
PG0» CASTLE OF DOOM Easy graph* adventure game 
PGQ27 CHINESE CHECKERS CoinpuMr version ol iha popular board gem* 
P0028 COLOSSUS 4 WG«L0 Two very good adventure* imrn SoflwittdiilliWfy 

CROSSWORD COMPILER Nice program tv maamg erauwonh! 
PG030 CUSULU5 Nice mb*k Cub# itjfH gam# from TfrWlt 
PG031 OAflJtSTAFE A ucfcVK *mule«ed **fl adventure gam* 
PG532 DRAGONS CAVE greet Dungeon* gam*, ran grapneat 
P05S3 ED 209 Ro<wn>p e^te thotfi em up" 
P&W ETERNAL ROUE 4 DOMINOES 2 am gra* o* thn dn* 
PGIGS E NSIGIAA MAZE I*m IflM mi* game Mm * yien ol mart *t m 
PCim FLASHBIER Om 20Q bM4* m rha bouUvdaan t^p* gra 
PG03? fftAHTlC FREDDIE CMUN pMtlo™ type ten wrth gooP mvwc 
PGQ3E CALACnC FOOD FKjHT FigM Hvpuah m craara taott tfuM Me 
PO039 GAMES GALORE l Drip tile* Own 0*» ImreUn Cheat V*Me Olt>M*o 
PGMO GAMES GALORE 2 WMKrii ShytagfHit Bourear JacUanl Lam BAimoon 
P®n GAMES GALORE 3 Gravattact Axhrmii Pingpons Himblaal Orbfl 3d 
PGOC GAMES GALORE 4 Mi Murik Otpracy Cv Mutant Cheat Egyptian run 
PG04J GAMES GALORE 3 Coama Cal 4 mout* Haztman Rattan Imta Rwom 
PGOw GAMES GALORE G TM Jumpy Drf ATC C-HotoKt 5*iUit KeigraUSB 
PGCR5 GROWTH Snitnrt gam* unere yw muM ahOonne praal1 
PGD4G HACK Great »iT aMhivt m Oie m*ocom ityii 
PGW 7 HOaVHTOOO TRIVIA Wc* urni gra wtfl lad «f RuHW 
PGW4 HOLT GftAJL A UK* Nil fcJr*T*jr* onaofMbeaf 
PODC9 JETMAM rramper It* old gam jt*K > W*» Nff ■ It! M«ga' 
PGO50 JEOPAROT 'tttwn of Bh* board gra RWk< 
PGOSl KILLER CARS A greal «r game with M*| «*cK>r gnphn! 
POOS LAMER GAME SflUar» dpvaban wrm Mm* am up 
POSS3 lARN AAott* *try »H regarded Wit edvteeun gam* 
PGCS4« LEARN 4 PLAT Gnat IGft In the hJd* Oh two ditka 
PG054 LASERZOME Great aid W ciaavc sfw< tm up' 
PG057 LEAPING LAflfiT SahpM ptattorm game don m Ann 
POOGE LETTRfX tin public gamn itmUr to Tetni1 
POOH LORE OF CONQUEST Ek*)*H ipio indtng game 04D Btytftl 

roOGO MARBLE Si-JDE Pwile mi«. build *H0e« up' 
PGtftl MASTER OF THE TOWN Shoot It* ugnpoaia in ihli gam* 
RGOH MENTAL IMAGE PACK 3 g*e*< gamea GltdruniW Invad*ra 4 Rebound 
PG043 MOfflA Tent a^eniuie based trpurKl Dungeons 4 Oregon* theme! 
root* NAPOLEONIC WAR SIMULATOR A nice atretegy lyp* gam#1 
PG04S NESTOR CARD GAME Another card gam*. Icnti qulle gwrt' 
ro«GE7 NETHACK Dunoepn 4 Oragofl advenlu re style gama, iriwy popular! it2| 
PGMfl NO MANS LAND Hi lech war games stool em up 
POOH NU CAME Stool eim up winh goto gtaphles. Rutle MTleiill!! 
PG070 PETERS QUEST Rwcue the marten in IhM fun piatorm gem* 
PG07t POM POM CUNNEfl BLasI the enemy ureflft Kt Chti S«cheto ctoto 
PG072 PROPERTY MARKET Become a rndnonaliv beipr* you retire at 44 
PG073 RAPHAELS REVENGE A lurfee germ ton# to SEVCK1 
PG074 RETURN TO EARTH Erta type tpac* trading game! 
POP75 RINGS OF 20M hLer«UAg ihartmirt adverive an elegy game 
roo 74 SEVEN TTLES Superb futuresfwrte aperttoN Typegra,(kml 
PQP77 SKATE TRIBE nang on lo your tAtMurd1 N«e grapiuf i 
PQP7* SCUM HATERS ShPPt em up tone by Brmlile Atom* to SEUC* 

SEALAnCC A submarine strategy game eecma eery towieed 
PG0*0 SEftENE SHOOT UP Another gtod quality Stool *m up 
PGOBi SERENE u Fotow up to me efiew game 
PGoe? SIMPSONS GAME Vcmcaitv vrroiing ahoot am done to SEUCK1 
PG0G3 SPUTTWG Puzzle game rearrange ttpnaki Fngan kalurae 
PGOM ST BASH Btafl iha Alan SH m Owalun mvadan game 
PG0S5 STAflFLEET Met me game ton# m SeUC*' 
PGM6B7 STAR TREK The US ecrw by Jen Bart* wy good (If 
P&m STAR TR£K NEXT GENERATION Strategy gra nma to Hat* l mg 
PGQtg STAR TREK THE SHOOT EM UP Yes a SEUC* weton o« game 
PGD» SUBCULTURE PMAe ift tewN of ■ goto itoPi em up 
PGffllSmRTWwasSu^oaplayiff--- 
PG0S2 SMV DEMO Superb demo of to * 
PGttS3 TEKHS A good lAarewarv tanM gwov! img 
PGOW TRAftl CQMSTRUCT1QN KTT maA* yOuf Own tnO MyOuH" 
PG095 TREK mm* For you star Trek freakJ- tootool qwftofti' 
PGW4S7 TRUCK IN ON A trading game tasto arouto fruti hartaat tS 
PG098 TllRRCAN 2 PREVIEW Grtil damp of auptrb MtoPl *m up1 
PGD» THE EVU DEAD GAME Bias! the goo*M tl Ihn crazy game 
PG100 THE J 4R V«y rice MS# jvnp 4 run game 
PG101 THE INSIDERS aUB $Wclii 4 sharet game, aee how Hr you g*t 
PGl 02 WATERUftNfS Nice boulderdnh type game1 
PG103 WET BEAVER GAMES Vernon oMhe ou pong gam# 
PGl (H WONDERSOFT GAMES Golf, Congi, Missile. TrIVto. Wkrtmill * Concentrate 
PGl 05 WEZYS GUEST Artty good arcade aAreniuregam# trem Oarmany 
PGi 06 YELP- Nice Ifflle peinier type game 
PGl 07 ZEUS A very goto 4 popular block pMum garn# 

Nbie: FtMjMCk MTinm<*. pHafify at QitAt vaAiePD g 
Anugj 5WPJUJ1 Phone tor detwii f 

a wHcft WILL wort on IN* new 

UTILITIES & SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
PUOGl AJMCASH Brand naw bank management program very *#ty lo ut# 
PU00! A-GENE Good geneology program !□ luce ytwt innily name Imeg 
PU0CG A68K itiOOb Aawnisar program rtr the Amiga rather drtkuK to ine 
PQ004 A64 EMULATOR Commodore 64 emMlftor program » adm# toM hftogt! 
PU005 amateur RAW01 Sort* program at Wareat lo Iha radio tom! 
PU006ANIMATEDPOWTER PACK Disk igtitHanimatedptoton* 
pu»t AMIBASE ITS On# at the best Amiga datfrbnea Secrdi lacnrtm 
PWW6SANYLYT1PU.C Ho* unpadtodato ready tp oae! |3 ft* e*i**n) 
PUdD Af^ 1.3 Amtgadoi mglactown prqj«L fiorum n#w iimntt 4 mor* I 
PUOll ASI LABEL WWfTERS Alt the bed MM printing program* to 1 disk 
PUO12 A5SASWS GRAFFIX UTILS Great d«* tui of vaphe* oonrertort ilC- 
F^ 13 ASSASSMS BOOT OTUTK Loeto of bwdd^ vUMed to h*re 
RJDH BANK1H A comp*«# cheque book analyse program Keep baba on cart 
PUOl 5 KQRYTHMS 4 STAACHART Check your Storythms 4 eiammt the nrghi aky" 
PWS BUSJHES5 CARD MAKER Make ytwr own an* H« ui«M U*% 
P«J17 » c mahuai 11*] tow and baftor - torw J to* craa on i *toa ■ 
PUOJt OUGHT RAT TRACER A commercial ray tracing p«ajg* howPOIT"! 

1 PU024 CLERK Amthar program artriar to Journal, managaa your bank account 
PUC2533 CUPART 4 tfeH enmmed Ml of im of dto b*M efrpto around1 
PLlOHK COUNTaCh CLIP ART t3i 3 rkaki packad tod of dtpvt1 vanoua 
Pin* CURSER BASIC COUPLER Just what you need !□ tpeto W Mk pvpwm 
PU037 D-COPt Qn* 5* th* bni PD copy utMbea ntor. vary any to un 
PQOa DARKSTAR BtUTES 3 A *Sk ftJ Of aawW mM utoMy 
maDBW Good PO r*y 'r*;ini3 prograrr- r< ton* ' CU a 

PGQ40 DEMQLSHER yTft.Tt$ Ififaaay to u 
PUG*" *3 DESKBEHCH rtceb 
PU044 desktop publisher From Germany, Engfcto t 
PUGCS DAECT ACHOti A Lsefui IMfry Iv (ddmg ammiton aaquanen 
PU046 DtSKMASTER 3.D CU WAdy ptgWL COpy HH datoe fermai disks 
PUG*7 DOPE IHTR04LWLEF Mtotyov own dm urtUhii uttoy 
Pmu DYNAIMTE FONT 1 Another oopuiM AaA Stack* or if F iMacraara. 
PUW DYNAMITE FONTS Ei«len| Ignti difk (or use In Dptori fie 
Puo® 54 EDUCATION SET fS) Fine disk* full oi adwcadtoii program* goto 
POMS ELECTFIOCAO PREVIEW If you*'* inlg circud diagr«maett, fry ini* 
PU»6 EXILE FONTS More ol l«s« superfc taniKfaem. For ua# with DPamt 
PU0S7 FIE XI BASE DATABASE A simple lo undatibiM lor to* b*flrth#r 
PUOSe FONTS AND RAM MANAGER loti of lonO pA» a wftwii* tm iwhcfr f 
PlHfiS FONTS 4 SURFACES Lola of useluJ Ionia bruahn Me tor wh to Dga*m! 
P1XH&0 FRANZ MEGALITHS DISK Plenty ol Font Ed* and > goto boot menu program. 
PlMi GENESIS DEMO Suferb iraew gawilar. really good' 
PQM2 GRAPHICS DTUTlEs Load ol uselul graphically onerUCto prognmi 
PU063 HAMLAB ConveH VGA PC ptcfureilo Amiga h*m mod* wllh ml* uiiiiiy 
Pufol HARD DRIVE LiTlLSSorn# goto irUIHi#ktor hard dnvt owner* 
rows ICOfiUANlA Lotos e-l progrra fa icon creation 6 many Ktofl 
PU046 ICONS Thu dnk a jail crammed with useful 4 vwied icon* 
ro»7 IMPLODE R V40 Vbry goto ctimchkig program, very etndemi 
PUM* INTERFERON PRO draait protectwi bootbtodt* agafrul rtruaaa 
PlfflW JAZ2BEHCH A great aftemativ# workbench much prtterito by many! 
PU070 journal a net program designed lo keep tuck on your hw*n 
PU071 Jft COMM 1-02 Lalasl wfMon of another lupetb comme package' 
PU07T KEFRENS METALLJQN UTILITIES Graal ulJ duk tun of fonls 4 mort! 
PUD737f KING JAMES BIBLE OKI twtemen! 4 New teetamen! 4 l*it rMd#r (4f 
PU07T languages DISK AH you ew needed 1 Forth Module 2, X-Ltip and Logo 
PUQ7* M-CAO Comouip irtto design package use* bt m mode. Goto. 1 Meg 
RlJSTft MACVEW.DRAW.ROTATE Cotoctkm oi three unuaual program* intonating 
PU0SP MESSY-SC Easy to use PC - Amiga He transfer program. bnm*ni 
PUM1 MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS PROGRAMS Goodrnc. Grocery Pal CMctMw etc 
PU0|2 MGBED A very Ldato program tor tortng eto btoa.' 
PU0» HORSE PROGRAMS dito M ol Hvte cod* pregrami N 
row MTSTIK HARDWARE MOOS. Documinti **k lor nmOwit 
roots NCOUH liss UlHi tod best mm oHm* nettent comm* package1 
row? NORTH CU(^ A iwoskskunpaditoetrtW of atow program I 
roOBB NORTH C I 3 (Pack*d"l T>w ccenpfrt* C comptor bj StM M*wtm 1 
roow PASCAL COUPLER Now bKtowig a popuMr kanguage now ****** on pd 
PU090 PC emulator Software PC emttotv na*d* MS DOS to hto" CGA raua' 
PW9t PtlDU EUROP* HEftAUTLJTieS 1 An ittofrtMtoiiaw ol tor gft i 
FV09? PENOLE E UROPA UmmES I Knot her gre# compact fry the Rad Oato 
PUWIPDCLE EUAOM UTuTES « MckrtH «bfMi» tod an uMrtaa 
PU09* PENDLE iuflOFA UTILITIES 7 A nry poprtv utWy coiac&wv Try B! 
PUQ95 PRINTER DHVER GENERATOR Dekign ydw gun prmlv *iv*r wifi Cfnea. 
roo* printer DRIVER utilities Vanoin norvatandwd pmuar driver* 
PUD97 PRINT STUDIO VTJ5 Grtot utfily tor accurM* jxiMout ol pic*to r! 
PlJQiB OBASE Databau program. umpM in uae with full wrch facMRy 
PWS9 OED A race e«y to uie ton editor program! Load earn*, prim, 
PU100 QUiC k BASE A small datBb&e* program. Ku Kigeii 4 Tart editor on AiA 
PUlQi QUICK BENCH Atotftet altornellve warkteiWh system, very clever ItM* one' 
roi02 HAJOfl I»11 Graphici nppen, ttrua *Hkri. DtobaH. powerpacker 
PGi 03 RED SECTOR DEMOMAKER Probably the beM iMmomtoar arouto' 
rotCM RSt VECTOR BALL EDIT Oft Design wclorhalli for use In RSi drarwker 
PllTOS RSI VECTOR DESIGNER Design fresh new vector object* for above 
Pill 06 RSI FONT DESIGNER Give your demo* custom designed fonts' 
Put07 RiM DATABASE Vary comprehensive raWtonat daiabiM tysiem Powerful 
roiOBROT A simcJe 30 drawing package for ywrAmrti Very popular 
rotog SCOPE 114 siruchired clipart lor deikop publishing tit' Ppaga elef 
PU1I0 SCOPE ns Strwiured dipan tor use In FrotosetonM page ETC 
PU111 Sltl VI .6 Newell rtfSIto ol Ihc easy 10 use CtJutfty Eiaa«li*l I 
PU1123 SOMETHING FOR MOTHbK# 2 disk sei full ol *d» oMs, loms eic, |2j 
Pun* SOZ-OB AN C Another very popular C Mrtorament. timilat lo Nonh c 
roilS ST EMULATOR Run Alan ST sotlwara to your Amiga Need I 7 drive* 
Pllttl SUPER 'C DtSK Ai nau to a hard dHv* at mar* mortal* gat! 
PU117 flURGMELERSKMl 1T2 viru«*, mora thto Mailer Viru*2.? A muatf 
PUilB SUPER WORKBENCH T*i toother ahraliva imdibtnch dtok' 
PU11S TARQT Arrauralogy program tor yout Amiga. 
PU1»TEXTRlUS V3J0 On* of toe best wordprocete . _. . 
Pui 2i 7 Tv GRAPHICS Superb Oeamt backdrapt and some great lonta. 
PU123 UEDIT LATEST RELEASE fWoid prooesemg iharewara program 
PUi 2# ULTIMATE CON DtSk Contains iconnwlr. IconMi. tooraater 4 icona! 
PUI 25 ULTRAPAfrfT r3 A race -punt package tor IFF ptciyra*- 
PUI» UlXiTtES COLLECDON Another gnat u*M«en of uUrtwa abort 10Q1 
PUI V LFTinES 0*SK 1 ArtNlwr one fqr the crtMOtoft Abend W or nor# 
PUi 2E VECTOR DESIGNER A very compretiertim but iMhcrtt to me proggy 
PUI 29 30 VIDEO APPLICATIONS # Pra^ra tor im wrtl 4 «&*' 
PU131 rtSCALC SPREADSHEET Simp*# to u*a spnaabsheat program btatd an VC. 
PUI323 WWOOWSBENCHA Wmdora* 3 Workbench} took**#, very race 12 BnM 
Pui34 WORKBENCH HACKS D*sk irtl of artrang wodAcoch hartal 
PU1» WOPDWHTE WORDPAQCESSOR Gomprahensiv* ■urdpr^ew wifh epciV 
M. 
PUT» ZX SroCTTOU EMULATOR Ute$1 wraton tow Wthwyrrt loo ■ 
PUI37 600 business LETTERS contracts, letters atoods mrtudKl! 

ANIMATIONS 

PA002 AGATRON. 2 Wi«- jH homer wrtirg . 
PA0O3 AGATRON J Star Tr« * Sfluttl# fly pail 1m 
PA004 AGATRON S SUr Trek KJmgw fire* lorpedoe* IN 
PA005 AGATRON T Siar Win Fighter domg loops etc Tm 
PAQ06 AGATROWB Star Wn ■ Flghtof Ity fry, impnvii 1m 
PA007 AGATRON rQ Star Tiek . Enterprise in dry dock Good iM 
PAOOfl AGATRON 11 Ttoh - Tank r Deachvaior dood vector* 
PA0Q4 AGATRON 12 Tran amnatHn Not one of m» beat 
PA010 AGATRON 13 Ulk - Rofro 1 A robot waving 1m 
PAOll AGATRON 1l Star Trek WorkJMa 4 RatowiL 3 shot* 
PAOIJ AGATRON 15 LblUS car. Billiards 4 Jet Fwh|fT enkmaflonft! 
PAOl 3 AGATRON 11 Star Tr* TWOK anenatiorv Short but okay 
PAOU AGATRON 14 Star Tt«k - Enterprise lly by. Short arwni 
PA0U AGATRON 20 Huey 2 A hekopter leaving a banding pad Nan i Meg 
FAfllfi AGATRON 23 Star Tret flam manfievre lrr> 
PA017 AGATRON 21 Kliii pen toimaiion 4 Ping pong, Gnat! im 
PA01B AGATRON25th* nm a sufrerfr wch»e img v m im 
PA019 AGATRON 26 A ship rocking at m*. j amarpn*a Man* dock 1 m 
PA020 AGATRON » Gbrtra Hyper space anmalrtn 1 Landing entowlien 1 * 
PAOai AGATRON 3i ,Anen ol a Ftorche ntamg oui af i tibia 1 mg 
P*023 AGATRON 3? Space - Sp*w probe hying #w»y im 
PWJ23 AGATRON 33 Probe aramatiOA Bwd of prey ammanon 4 KAngorwr im 
PWW A GATftQN 34 sier IT B* the space ort«- e b* short 
Pk825 AGATRON 3S Space- spaa probe frying ewiy im 
mm AGATRON » Nik B*rtJ (H prey loop Ih* kwp 1 m 
mm AGATRON 3T Mac ■ Tofni goes ItfiacfcarV !m 
PASI26 AGATRON AMCS 5 grattm looped vwn*w 
«029 APPLECV5 AHWATXJN Great arum of an ebeoa Ktwfaanf?) 
PAffiOBJLDenCAfdMATION Hoc i» bad thn one 
PA531 BASKETBALL A baskeibefl payer ahooerg a b 

prying Uh 
PA033 BUSY BEE Cute tomator of a freaky baa atmotl k 
PAD34 CLOTHES PEG Bouncing cube* pegs and it 

i.1 Meg 

PUG5 COOL COUGAR A cartoen style aram. left* the alory of port Cwdtr IM 
PA036CX1 SPACESHIP A Seautftol sculpk 4D arwnpl i snipcwdmgTg&e ifr 
FOOT DART AMHIATTOH Good armabonDfa dan pnsmg ihrougn » egg! 
P*dJ8 DRAGONS LAJR THE WAfi^1 Anmotion rt iha certaon 
P40M EFBC-S AMT VS WALKER Cv* and tSKfO) dming 1 Mar 1 W 
PAU4 EHC-S BATMAN Agnal arumabto istuniig batman and the fam i ktog 
PMHi EfK-S C0TDTE 3 Tfa ones t corkercuyvta up to Cha mrtu UMeg 

W2 ERIC'S CDVOTE STAKES'BACK ttaingnd Mi m* but ■HpopuMriU 
P*D« ERIC-S MQftE *£RQTQO«S Mora torwnui cartoon capers Great Mrtf.lM 
PADM FRIOS SHUTTLECOCK Two Space Shuttle* playing with i uU*fr. iHh 
PWMS ewos STEALTHY l The M^29 end Stoadhy bender cartoon. GriaOM 
PA046 f RAnkiv k the FLY Great aram of a day m Iha Me si e houaedy! 
W047 GHOSTBUSTER ANIMATION Anim on the popular ghoslbuSIHS Ihra. 
FAME GYMNAST AMUTKJN Animailon of a gymnasl swinging around (tw bn. 1H 
PMH9 HAPPY AMUT10HS Happvllin, TrwFrag, Wmdpwnwn end ttomm*. All Si IK 
PWHO HIGHLANDER SWORD ANIMATION Anm of a Scotsman danertg to tw#d*. 
ms i holiday animation noi m bad tw* one. 
PW52 LAUREL AND HARDY Brain! Atkins, select ytmt Him horn the video*IN 
PMH3 4 LIGHT CYCLES i2> Huge toimairan Irwn the Tran Him. EiaHleni. 1 Meg 
PME5 LUXO TEENAGER Father 4 wn Lamp amrrjlHjn comrerled lo the amiga. lH 
PMH6 MAGICIAN It ml* one* 4 Nl beflir, moreplttilar thla nme round IM 
PMB7 MAGICIAN Srtitiar lo the |vggler animalion. but not quite h gtouy i U 
PMISB MINER A miner true* loading coat* m!ei buggy to be liken away IM 
PMH9 MR POTATO HEAD Witch in* potato man m eabartf! 
PL^ NEWTONS CRADLE ray traced anlmatldh, pig* F-1B tod Hpck.ng chair 
PM»1 PHAROAH ANIMATION An anlmatJon or a Pheroah 'King* matt 
Pi#S2 PIANO ANIMATION Thu 4 ah animation or a cartoon* plana! 
P.LW3 PORKY PIG ANIMATION Cult enlm of the Porky pig character with aoundl 
PJUK4 PROBE SEQUENCE Probe investigate* new me lorma on diiiinr pltoN i H 
PUB5 SB REAL 3D (43 $u«rt Etomn «f the effect* possibto with Real 30,1 Meg 
PJUK9 REAL THING HORSES demo ol the anlnubon package tor deluit palm 
PWI70 SHUTTLECOCK AMMtAHW 2 shuttle* playing withTmeHUt1 
PW i THE BOfNGS Great arm of 2 Zebedee charadera on apnngi! 
PA0T2 THE JUGGLER ihe &W classic eramailto that sold hundred* ol Amiga a ! 
wm the KNIGHT DEMO Arwm*tibn of a knighl rtimbrtg tot at a book. IN 
P«71 THE WALKER DEMO Hetico^ff itlecking the w*k*r Fam Hyle 1U 
pmn THE WALKER DEMO R Walker Attacking the A2000 Not bad 1 Meg 
FKfJB UGLY MUG ANIMATION The ugly mug gw* lor a epm" 
p*77 UMCYCLE animation Eiebcnt animation of a utocyrte l a m' 

iMMMgMMS Swcrb o^oitty red baron biplane antmauon Very mot nrtees ,M 
BUST ANIMATION Ai- ^ | ■ —' - - ■ J fttmzEuse N Animetion ef • gorten but! routing1 

POWER ANIMATIONS! 
PWD13 AlfO LElbfcGS.01 Abtoluttey brrtianl tMHton' Gel IM* raw SM 
PPC3 AT THE MOVIES Cut* rum tom Ene SctonHx Mailing Amy tgwrrei S .5M 
PHUT AUTOMATED UGKT |*i Grt« battlttMr goMaiqe type •ntmplito 3 Meg 
PRO® id BUittDmGrtM btonabon of a <*» crashing fao ntnga. 3 Meg 
Pfirt 112 DATING GAME |2j Superb new demo fram EncSchwtoz. Get IllU 
Ptfl'U 15 DRAGONS LAIR I3l Three irwg power demo wrth sound aftocti. Graar 
PRMS GULF WAR AMtfflnd art what hapgcm tq Itonein! Brrilom 2mgf 
Pffl 17 JUGGLER n Juggler meet! M* Juggler Graal followup i.SMeg 
PW1B2D LOST m SPiCE TV **** 7 ThifbS 13Meg 
PR2I 24 LANDING |4| Tgbw Richler Powervnen ! Superfi ray traced Mufl. Ulg 
PR4S 2T STATION AT KHAftN (3) Ansnettijvi ol i a epecenetito,n«*y done, M 
PWS33 UPGRADE :«i Wow ' Camber*** Green irmla toe Amiga' GREAT 15 H*g 
PPOM 35 VAUA KILLERS [2f An old but quite good 2mg demo 2mg 
PPCM. 37 WALKER DEMO i 2i The 2 disk 2mg version of this cMsait damo. 
P-pja M WAVE SAILING (2) Arnce Bn.ntHran ot 1 Wive aalMfl 1 Brhfl 

DEMOS 

BUTTERCHII 
UPD/F, CLIFFE HOUSE, 

PRIMROSE ST, KEIGHLEY, BD21 4NN 

0535 667 469 

PD ■ 1*9 SI.25 EACH • IOy TOP EACH 
DEJA VU IICENSEWARE £3 SO 

UK - PLEASE ADD SOP PiP 
EC +2SP PER DISK • NON EC +SOP PER DISK 

AW orders dispatched same day t 

ORDER BY POST Jus# send yM order to any of the 
four distributors listed. 
ORDER BY PHONE: Call any of the tour'ompanies 
before J PM Quoting your credit card fjmber tor 
same day dispatch 

IMIS ADVEffllSMENT WAS WRITTEN. DESIGNED AMD TYPESET ON THE AMbGrUSW® 



1AlNi)ISTRIBUTORt UPD/F. 20 HOLMESIDE 
SUNDERLAND SRI 3JE 

PSM* COLOURCYOES A sfcdavhow d k*m cycled pchns. Vary t^man* 
PSCS CREEP Show tan matdaniypf octur** tu« md moft Nod ouk toe. 
PSD?’ DARKiQflD SUM SHOW Lois ol picture* m the Derttonh fly* 
PS02 DEBS'* SUKSNOW SOW OK* ttrtiifM Of ft» popMtt [2 
PSO»KIIOHSi«Aqu0ii»»li(MWlTOiiiC-[hvhiyatffwis.wnii»c - 
PSOM BEStm 5UuSt^O£SH^ Zm 
PS02S2t EHVWE VISIONS m * »Wt*»w« of Hythytogiui gtfi wim muse 
P5K7 Qfl WHO SLIDESHOW Piccre* ot Dr Who and th* taamous Dafefe- 
PSOa FENN TASHC VOL 1 Picture show ol Twii pe*« star $h*rvki F«n 
P502S FORBIDDEN PLANET NIC* tlide W«i »loiry 1*1(1 or cufl SOt So ll ffl 
PSG30 FRAXiQN FUTURE VISION Great iama*y alkfcfhow atpcM* lock re*. 
PS03GARFIELD Dunked *Mwtow oi the cartoon here by Jhn davis. 
PS832 GENOCIDE great Janttiy iWt wHlh unusual lades & wipes 4 wundtrerfi 
PS033 GERMAN R AT TRACE High qmiiiy tty traced ptrtuit* by * german artM 
PSG34 GRUSEl SLIDE ten* tantan mde from Germany, unusual. 
PS035 HARRY ENFIELD StWSMW A titttaho* of Marry ErrfkW 1 Smith t Jew*. 
PS036 HEROIC DREAMS SLIDESHOW i Great fantasy an p*cs from Perea* Europe 
PS037 HEROIC DREAMS SLIDE SHOW 2 More great ttrfaf arl picture* 
P5838 HEROIC DREAMS SLIDE SHOW 1 And yd more great lankly pktura*. 
F'StfS INVISIBLE WORLD Nolinlv people wand et creepy crawly creature*! 
PSWQ BON MAIDEN SLIDESHOW D»mi*d pad Iran maiden A mm* 
PSO*i « Jim HENOHX SLIDE SHOW Great pcshoai oMtw SO* rod legend? tt\ 
P3043 JOE SLIDESHOW t very good quaMy thdnlKm draw** DpairtLJnsci 
pSCnajMSLJKShOw?MorefupNiprefer k* Chec*th*™ wlk*ywne* 
PSOAS KELT? SLIDE SHOW Soma aiClilK quaMy MAM pictures Vanou* tubfett* 
PSO*G KIM WILDE SLIDE SHOW u*4 or pad! NR manly m bkc* I wtrt* 
PS0t7 41 madonna SlOE Show La et picture* m needs i mg 12 mm ft 
PS04950 MADONNA WC* TRACT SLIDE m ffcdtahow. fZ) 
P$0S1 MILLER UTE fVlure* and RUM Irom |h* TV advert hv Milker Ute 
PSOM NAGEL PICTURES Greei hi m pictures hem a tamwa arm 
PSoy NAPALM DEATH SLIDE fhtt on* a tot trm the lop mashere only! 
PS054 NASA SLIDES i Pklwra Of IN* *pew fhdirto in^g etc. Not bed. 

PDfflS SHADOW OE THE BEAST DEMO Superb demo of • eiatvc gen*1 
PD09t 5HIWN0 VECTOR EXTERMINATOR Eiafleftl demo. Incredible AH «Fh 
PD09T SiLENTS GLOBAL TRASH This n a MUST lor Ml demo fr***t Magi f! 
PD0« SILENTS ICE Latest demo *rgmn hm Silent*, frllllarri mut\c Iratki1 
PtKBS SILENTS MEGADEMO OW hri still up to aorSlch, VKlon and muik 1 
POT 00 SIMPSONS BY DECAY With superb animation md ■ great funky maH 
PD10I 5IMPSCNS EQUINOX Remu dtt* *ong « pit* ol our favortte Iwa fti 
P0102“ SIMPSONS EftEEHAmD Slklnhdw wHh funky Bari S«ni»oi> mwe 
POl 01 * ST PEPPERS LONELY HEARTS Gn^ 60s tyl* damo from BttZlIa f2 
POl« TICMNOFUGHT MEGADEMO Not • bed MM*m^«Wmo 
POl Dft TECNNOfMtjKT A spooky demo with good iduw I cilacti’ 
PD10T TIME A HYPRA Greal deme that look* like a pWfafffl game I good ntu 
POIQB TCMSOFT TWPTO MARS CM bul vwy good 30 HIM redwfiMW m 
POl 09 TOMSOFT VIRTUAL WORLDS An ifcmJul* Epic ! Bell d*mo DMh* y* 
POIIQ TRtPtE THOUBEE Brdi^ pM*mi and Rwr !■ «Mi Na*y itmk ha 
POl 11 UNREAL DEMO 5t*erfc graphacs 4 sound m W* gr*M damo 
POl 12 UNIVERSAL PfCTUVS Very arnmn* MW «W dtm m ifaci 

Adorn of START on a 
■bodday 

AP01A3 Pus KINGDOM CKSJU 
AP0I9Q BLACKiBELT Oop m bkKU m Nt »«W«M vU gtm 
APOlAB BOMBS FROM BAGDAD PftGOlGAL SON 
APD3« FKMAW i as Another weN laid ool brewing padug> 
APOJ S S JlGMAJdA OtUddk 2 
APQEO-tTMttMA oatadtiA 2 
APDiJt AMOS BINGO CRACK THE COTE 2 gammon thl* *U 
APD229 AMOS MULTIPAW Another Amoi pelnl progrem1 
APDOT AMOS ASTEROIDS Four ****** ol the after wf* gam* 
APD2JP AMOK Tour robot if tnbpfd Hi a Strang* world s mg 
APO&7 SHAPES Very nK* Nttl* putt!* game 
APD2M AJ.M. A Ottlura cunvarlof A irmga oroceasor' 
APEID254 HOBBS GAMES Crapman, Badie. Adrian A »+ Igartm. 
APDfiST CASSETTE LABELLER f MIXED SOURCE Mali* your own ( 
A POJTf W2AROS DOMAIN Nicely done .graphical adveniure gem* 
APD2S4 AlADSAGRAM Nice anagram program. 
AP0392 WAR OF THE FOUR A «h*fem graphs idnnlure gam* 

PMHJ1 1QQ GREATEST 64 TUNES Over 10f dauic M fumn imortaliftd S 
PM092 i-MAT C€S MUSIC Abcvl t^greal Song* by 4-m*1 Of Anarchy 
pmqw A MAT REFLECTIONS 2 Four or Five good wng* again by 4 Mu 
PM0U ALCATRAZ THE POWEH' ErcHknt r^mli of th* Wng by the band Snap. 
PMOM ALCATRAZ MORE THAN MUSIC A auperb iMic dHIt very w*n preaantad' 
PMOM ALCATHAZ SOUNDS of ENERGY Four GreM house music iradif GET IT 
PM097 W9 AMAZING TUNES I m Thrt or#* > b«gfy IVMdi of great muIrfC ! 
PUOig AMIGA PARTY WINNERS Fdur EXCELLENT tong* ihpt wqn Ihe Aitwga party I 
PHOl t AMIGA CHART BLACK BOX. QUEEN The reWMmn and Rrit on tana 
PM0I2 AMGAK'US CLASSICAL Supvb imdAionf gtEki* Klthw ait 
PU011 ANARCHY CAPTLNtED KA&HATiON SOm* itry ractfy Jx«er**d WHmc by MAat 
PH314 BAHGWG RAVES Tien * Pump up m* muec. Wdun remb d amt houaa 
PMQU BEAST soNix Scocpei present the emitH irom teal l ad hm*L 
Plant BEATLES SOWK Loti of 8«n*f mua*c don* ai SoiW 
PM017 BEAT1IA5TER W» STATE Cub* and more (ri lyp* pi ffluSK 
PW11BEATMASTERI LOVE TECHNOLOGY More ol the met type name- Great Shd 
Piaoi g BRUNOS MUSICBOKI Thi* h* grant ready Firtry (ihiuc nfth yai daea 
PM02021 BRUHOS MUSC BOX i Some superb jasrtim* muw on 1M* 2 MM m 
PM022 CLASSICAL MUSIC Grew run* of Bach. Handel etc bore Rob Baator 
Plum CLASSICAL MUSIC ■ Anplher great plaawcat imut dnk 
PM024 CRUSADERS BACTERIA.Great music *•* on* Ol fh* beat ererl 
PMtRS CRUSADERS AUDIQX Another da»*lc music di*k great music 
PM026 DEPEChE MODE MUSIC Nice wundtreckared da* or iheb muMcl 
PUW7 D MQB MUSIC 3 A Grwl quality hqu» rttu*le remll, ffanHy good 1 
pimhb 79 0-HOB MUSIC 4 (2} PopMuM. PumpUpTbeJam and more great tout* • 
PM030 DIGITAL CONCERT 3 Thkleen minutM or muiit. Dodor in lha house 
PMD31 DIGITAL CONCERT 3 Another home muiM re-mu Greal quality ■ Lore it! 
PMM2 DIGITAL CONCERT 4 Four wng* reduding Gel lb k**pon - Brdlunl Iffl 
PTW33 DIGITAL CONCERT $ Th* Power Kao*. Map Buvtm. and Touch Me. end’ 
PMQ34 DIGITAL CONCERT 6 Latest In Eh* s*rf*i. very good quality House muM 
PM03S DIGITAL DEBUSSY Great dasvcai mw Nom^A BaiWr. CM* d* tune 
PUQK DIGITAL DEBUSSY 2 More drrel Ortkriiy ttackJ Oh put 2nd disk 
PMOJ739 DO THE BARTMAN p| TN* Chan lopping long sampled onto three duff. 
PMWO ENCYCr MUSK CKSK NO 1 Grt* auiCCML W 
RH041 EOUAHANIAII Demo with a gr»l dmc* ™*n*t Pat* and lab aqualuers 1 
PM04243 EVIL FORCES Grind new mega ac4 houtt d*mo Homa vwrenng 'h ?: 
RMP4A46 HELLOWEEN DEMO Great tcrepwig rook, au4w d*mo' (2 iAUt*1 
PW4* GENESIS LAW OF CONFUSION A sample qt W* m known track 
PMC47 4| GQLDflRE CEREBRAL DELIGHTS r2i !Wo dreU of murn **h lap* wMct 
PU049 GROOVE IS W THE ftAPT R*™i of rh* song by OreLrt* ' 
PMD» JARRE DOCKLANDS The keyboard wtxvd, MmpW and on your amga Greal 
MSI JUSTIFY MY LOVE R*mn Of Madonna wng plut more miltd it! 
PMS52 KEFRENS JUKEGOA 7T«f am fupe<! Lovely muMc with * Juk* bo* ! 
PU053 LSD DO NT panic Superb new mufk diik. eretWra qualny mualc 
PMQH S.7 MADONNA VOGUE (4) Sampled remir ol lha tong, good qualrfy umpM I 
PMOSft MAGNETIC FIELDS CHIP FESTIVAL Crammed Ml of greal chq> muMcl 
PM05# MANIACS Of NOISE Tbit la brilliant I Great alert* wonder type muik I 
PWOhd MIAMI VICE REMIX Sampled imnk * • diglibted pit' 
PW061 MEWTRONS MUSIC BOX Hudlungrt d*nw 1 Beal* m lime Id the rnutk 1 
PMQ62 PAT MUSIC l Collection Ol f*n|**tic rlppid mualc. by rariewi am*!*. 
PM0M PAT MUSIC II Another gr*oi collection ot ripped muik here. 
PMQ64 PAT MUSIC IH Another meat colledion of eohgf by Pal. Well cool 
PMOfi.5 PHENOMENA MUSC DREAMS i Twenty wicked wng* by twmi pi Phenomena 
PMQft PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAMS ■ Second in lha venti More superb muik I 
PMQG7 POPEYE MEETS THE BEACHSOVS Greet Im very funny' 
PUQK RAM RAT ■ 4 really kma aong* an IN* are. wary good 
PM069 RAZOR FACE ANOTHER DAY Tht* i* an inert*** inuw bach1 
PMQTb RHAPSODY H BLUE Great cxmmtuo at Gerahwvi nanic by Rob Barter m 
Plight 72 SILENTS BLUES HOUSE r2f Tangerine Dream ify* mv*ic Wirtv q*m« 1 
PW71 SILENTS FULL POWER Houa* 4 up muM WcWH Rerna ol tncay 
PU574 SOUND OF SRENTSTh*f 4 a musi | Greal jemrapheW Jaapar Krtl muitf' 
PttT&Tt STAB DREK SAMPLED (2) Ammmg mcUi ta** ol Star Tret Greal laugh 
PWTT TALK TO THE TREES Another wry tunny iM^kad hwHt CcMy track 
PMQTg TECHNOTROWC REMIXES Pump Up B* Jim and Gel Up ■ iney *v*n wng N1 
PM079 TE CHNOTNOWX REWI AI' oMharr aongi reiuiad mo one «M NBC* I 
PWflO THE SOUNDS Of GNOME Mahoney and KifctutmuK art* 4E greal tune* 
Piaoei HMEdROE MUSIC Nor* Cdmniodejra M «yf* muttc vary good 
PM0fl2 VIVALDI ■ FOUR SEASONS (2 Superb rendmon of 4 teafom by Rob Barter 
PHQU ZARCH 1 Great miai.it treckt inc, Itsy bitty,oh no Timmy Mallet ARGHMMH l 
PMM4 ZARCh 2 Anelher greet peck ol oipl*rH lone*1 
miQSS ZARCH 3 More good quality turai on th* compilation 
i>U0e& ZARCH 4 Till* n the latest disk, good quality *a utual 
PM097 W His MASTERS NOISE Meg* new muilc diih by Mahoney *IW kahlut I 

a45S0S5i05 Gomes, rhonks 
to JelebvQ d Arty Iff 

LPOH CU PIWftER DUMIP Prtrds ■ tcreen ckanp of the tcrean Aiplay 
LPOH HARD DRIVE MENU SYSTEM Has menu oiOrerlJH (tarn*. 
LPOJ3 CREATIVE ADVENTURE TOOLKIT Produce Bland Mona adventure* 
LPOJ4 INVOICE PftlNTEfi QidCk production of Invokei on paw 
LP035 T-TECDRAW Technical drawing program wdb prim laclhtia* 
L PD36 FRACGENII Great fractal program owner si or 
LPD37 ROCKFT MATHS Help chifcin in pnalht with Ihbt game 
LPOM AMOS ART Comalra tata ot DHrta.btMia jprlin 4 K«n*ry btadta 
LP03S MAGIC FOREST H Great eidewayt «fotlmg funfiorm game 
LPO40 SPRITE BANK EDITOR Make* iprtfe* realty May to wa 
LPOll RESCUE A 3D adventure game ddne artih 30 conitruettan art 
LP042 X-STHCH Prmt Oul pk* lor ffflftroidenng. wflh document* 
LPTM3 LAZERZONE A vary me* thool *m Up game 
LPD44 FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE Mrce road racing gwn* 
LPD45 MUSIC BOX A mu*ic pregrem lv CfMdren of 7 upward* 
LPOiE MAGPIES CUPWRT LOU Of u» JvaAMWe akaaifwa 
LP047 OVfTY CASH An ciHNnl tnM madan* program 
LP&M SPARX S STOCK«G FILLERS 3 great mw* 1m game*' 
LPOffi1 MARVIN TX MARTIAN A maze ryp* gan* COKeci *«* **c! 
LPO50 MAGPIES CUPART 2 llsre expert. AnwnaN Pang**- Food ate! 
LPftl MAGiCAL VOUNG ARTIST Cwkain* 39 ftmea* to colour bif 
LPDS? LC742O0 FONTS Sam* a* LP022 bul *V 24 pin pre*Wi' 
LPOS3 MAGPIES CUPAftT 3 ns prect*, Kmat, P***. Scene* to* met 
LPOS4 MAGPIES CUPART 4 199 preen. Carloon* pbnti kreati* bath *tc' 
LPteS Spftittx Vl J3 New *prn*editor.fuperey toortgaieiadAorf 
LPDS6 CTElfT VirBand U fa progremmet* Uf* kon bar* bated tanUl 
LPOST KIDDIES CUP ART Hewrtnotyrt reviewed 1 
CM tot MM LPD Ties' 

\ff iAr \tujf at MRS, Rlimn htf^, Yuliy and Sturt wish 
i try towny C hnsimu\ and a Nappy N*w Year * 

APOD63 AMOS PAiiT VS.J Nice pairvi package «n 24* cotaure 
APtW REVERSt. SNAKES A LiSltftS 2 known gamw* 
APD0% PAIR ET Match in* card* tomahea pa*.a**y to pity limb 
APOMr DYNAMITE MCK H*t* imin amo* ganw* living tkdHhow 
APD103 PICK UP A PUZZLE Sara jut** pucrl**,! difficulty krai* 
APD1&4 PICK UP A PUZZLE Diladrtk lor abov*. 
AFUJl 09 WEIRD SCIENCE DEMO I BIRDS OF PREY Rkj* flidtiiiow 
APOna CROSSFIRE Nice gam*, keep the kid* Miupred lor age*. 
APOtlS &AUOONACY Good wakn of lha datik 'Bembaf' game. 
APD13D THE WOODEN BALL A *herewere gam* 1 mb 
APD132 FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE N«* gemgy program imfc. 
APD1K SIMON A SPACE MATHS 2 educational gam** on thn diik. 
APD117 TILE TRIAL Staling in* puart* to totra wftHn a time land 
APOi 38 SPANISH TUTOR OocHl Vyou na*d to Nam Sparath 
APOf» MASTER RACE A quu gam* art in outer *p*c* 
APD148 DEMOLITION MtSSlON Anodrer aw 0r ooputar bombar grn.' 

APD1S3 HGS4.E COMMAND Nk* rerw of Ch* o« c&w1 
APDi W P4CK UP A PUZZLE Ma**fc 3 
APD1E7 JlGMAMA Datadrea t . (reads iPOl 3) 
APOtTS D ATABASE MASTER VU Nk* Ortabcia program, need* 5 mu 
APD’30 DUNGEON 0&VEH Roam round m*»* collect k*y* rte iZ drf**.. 

AoVance Warn - Thu 
view from JVBS's window 

ALL thr di%k\ tinted ahttve arr availahfr from ,4/VY of the 
four 1Pit dhtiibuiors. if you irr a disk nvuwrd in tkh 
nmttuzmr just girt iij a tall t Chantes art wtrft got it, 

So rrmtmbtr. if jjl« %trvict and qualm you>r looking for 

I mini Public Domain Distributors - Tht 

UPD/F PO BOX 75, PETERLEE, 
Co- DURHAM, SR8 1NZ 

MUSIC DtSKS 

‘Dt la Yu Licenseware £3.50 ‘Each 

MUSIC UTILITIES & MIDI 

AMOS PUBLIC DOMAIN 

SLIDESHOWS 

AISO AVAIIABIE FWOM UPD DISTRIBUTORS FISH 
DISKS 1 ■ 560 T BAG DISKS 1-54. SCOPE U8BARY 

AMIGOS SNAG. SMAUG & MORE I 

ASOO PIUS* OWNERS 

Du* to compatibility problems some PD will not 
work with th* ASOO+ Please cat! us os we now have 
o range of programs that are FULLY compatible with 
the new omiga details 
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1 PD UTILITIES 

248 

ACC 1 7 
AMJGANUT5 

Yet another disk in the series for budding machine 

coders everywhere. The Amiga CAulers Club has 

finally got off the beginners tutorials and is now tack¬ 

ling more serious subjects like testing the hardware for 

5(1H/ or 60Ha, writing 3D vector hall routines and 

simple icxt/screen printing. There's also a quick run 

down on how to use DOS routines in your own pro¬ 

grams and more. Novice coders: miss this at your peril. 

DISK LOCK VI .OB 
AMIGANUTS 

Xavier LeClerq* intrepid virus hunter and author of the 

Master Virus Killer, has taken some time off to create 

this useful utility. Have you ever been cautious about 

sending an example of your programs, in case some- 

body rips off your work? Read on! 

DiskLaek can take a standard AmigaDOS disk tit 

must he no more than 93 per cent full - the program 

needs some space I and encrypt it w ith a passw ord. 

When you boot from the disk, you must enter the cor¬ 

rect password or you can't continue w ith the program. 

The clever bit is that the w hole disk is encoded, and 

reads 'Not a DOS disk’ when you try and look ai it 

from Workbench. All righl. so a hardened hacker could 

still gel at the programs, but it does prevent casual rip- 

off merchants from taking your latest creation, 

THE NEW 
SUPERKILLERS 

ttSe Classic Games 
Pat McDonald looks back at the best that the 

produced over the past years. Whether you’re an arcade 

a strategy type, you'll find something to insert here 

PD has 

freak or 

1 SEA LANCE 
As reviewed this month, Sea Lance is one of the best stabs ever at making a submarine simulator with a 
sophisticated background that s easy to play. Great fun if you like launching nuclear missiles In a 
good cause (sick, am t not}. 

2 AIR WARRIOR 
An odd P0 program. Air Warrior is a flight simulator of World War I and II aircraft. Although it’s fairly bor¬ 
ing as It Is. you can link into the network with a modem and compete against whole squadrons manned by 
human pilots. Great fun if you have a modem, so-so, though, if you dont* 

Jeff Winter's stab at producing a Robot ton clone. Ltamatron has lots of strobe effects, genuine arcade 
noise and the hairy mammals commonly associated with Winter's work. There are 100 screens of absolute 
non-stop blasting that has had the whole world straining at their joysticks. There are, though, a couple of 
bugs in two-player mode though. 

PD SOFT V391 

This is the latest in a series fmm Norway - by Erik 

Lovcndahl Sorenson to be precise. It’s a regularly 

updated disk, containing the best in PI) virus killers. 

There's Virus Checker 5.20* which can look at dif¬ 

ferent disks {including hard disks) for file viruses, and 

the excellent BooiX 3 Mh for bool block viruses, BvotX 

can also save hoot blocks. If you do this for your 

games, and, a virus overwrites the game's boot block* 

you can put the original hack again - handy! 

In addition* there's VT2.2S. a German vims checker 

(hut you can pick out most of the features even if you 

don't speak the lingo). Finally there's that old favc. 

ZeroVirus 3. with the updaie five brain file* 

The disk can detect 172 different viruses. However, 

there are a couple of points to remember. First, you 

have to use all the virus checkers to get that good a 

detection chance. Second* every Superb tilers disk has a 

virus on it! It’s a BGS9 type, which means that it’s 

easily detectable bv the v irus checkers on the disk. 

The reason why it's there is to make you look at the 

documentation {the virus is named ‘See Important', the 

name of the doc Hie) and also to be paranoid about all 

disks. It's a nasty way to do it but sometimes you 

have to he cruel to he kind. 
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BaotX if excellent for cheeking different hoof blocks, and 

can alio record the hoot blocks from commercial game 
disks - a useful back-up if a nasty virus overwrites them* 

4 MISSILE COMMAND 
Max Blthead's attempt to recreate the old flashing screen full of incoming nukes is Just as playable as the 
original. Featuring some interlace graphics that aren't that flickery (for once) and a mean line in sound 
effects. It’s become very popular all over the place, 

5 PLAY IT SAFE 
Not strictly speaking a game at att this. It s more of an educational program for young children, teaching 
them about the common dangers found In every household. It uses a polnt-and-cllck system that's very 
slick and easy to master. One of the better (and more useful) pieces of educational software around. 

A TRUCKIN' 
Australia is so big that It needs a huge ffeet of transport vehicles to keep it running. Truckin' is a simula¬ 
tion of running your own Aussie transport company. Start off with one rig and try to meet contracts as 
fast as you can. Not an easy game to win, because there are plenty of random elements - but quite satis¬ 
fying when you make a payoff. 

7 TINY BALL 
Surely the smallest game ever written. Tiny Baft crams the whole game of baseball Into the weeniest 
space. It's played on the Workbench screen (useful for when your machine is tied up ray tracing or what¬ 
ever) and uses the mouse entirely for control. Cute and lots of fun. 

The best fruit machine simulator ever. Dirty Cash lets you pit your wits and reactions against those spin¬ 
ning reefs. Full of features found on real arcade machines, it s an addictive pursuit to try and beat the 
system, tt also records an on-going jackpot plus record winnings to disk too. 

9 MAGIC FOREST 
The best arcade game to be written with AMDS, Witt It (Will isn’t bad either) has a standard plot: "jump 
and run to collect the apples". Playing it is a different story though, as the bad guys lend to have you 
more often than not. Requires a Tot of joystick skill to do well. 

1 O INSIDERS CLUB 
Ever wanted to play the stock market? You know, buying shares in companies, launching a takeover bid 
and reissuing shares? This game lets you do all that and more. You can read the incoming futures mar¬ 
kets, make calculated decisions on share prices and even cheat' - get some inside information from the 
Club itself. Fun. if difficult. 



CHRISTMAS PACK 

VARIOUS UTILITIES 

S STRJItiS Mat MWT aOOK 

CUT, TICK & POST.....CUT, TICK & POST ' « 
Hotline (0702) 466933 

ZEI PD Soft (AF30J 1 Bryant, Southend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

SECTOR Inc SECTION 

J VO 16 FISH TANK SIMULATOR A program 
V'rUlkjlpS, On aqUCFium VtSyOty JhiCTIStt 'C 
j V0?3 APPOINTMENT CALfNOAR NAG Ar 

F *ec r'gr* csppo^tmer*t calendar lor to* Amga 
J VM6 SAWN Mi 0*aw y:v v>*ivc frock o' your 
ban* actourtHsi m perfect balance 
J Wll SPELLCHECKER Gtoent gtroery rontons aw 
9 000 wares mp^wofOStlWbeadHod 
J V029 HOUSE HOLD INVENTORY MflOPS o* 
Ttainlaining all wvr Haase hotel possmsiarts 
J ¥041 OPAINT ART tonarin* xwtfc d (X fares lor 

vwj la mess araitftd with 
j ¥0*4 TV GRAPHICS, VI DEO GRAPHICS (BJ 
Pouted wtfh background screens lor yql» video 
production other ulHines. Drfteeni types olgfaphic 
sryles, ped - lakes, an IFF Fy lure pod down the 
screen: shawtaN A Loads more 
j VM6 VIDEO PRODUCTION (2) Seth disks art 
Packed with woeo £ genlock lhiIhips 
j V090 PDS UTIL'S No 1: D-Cdn V - grabber 
Sideshow moter & pcMt mpi>t 
J ¥099 DP4JNT ART I Joncv- . *>:■ Ipc^rcteP 
iiou to mess Pound w* ft* second tab 
j VK» AMJ&ASE VJ 76 This Mas1 pc*K.«r 
Amigo Database vwy good 
j Vtoo WANT STUDIO I roeltenl lor prtnung p-; lu-es 
or lad For Printer users An ejccHkint progiom tor pH 
prinN?f owners ir* Oths*UrH$. 
J Vl3l C4JGHT This a Ihe mosl well *.rvoWT' rQy 
noting pfprgm gri IheAmiga lo-dGte? 
J ¥149 RIPPED MODULES COLLECTION Ml with 
Music 5 Samples, module cotecltei IKK* 
J ¥191 MASTER VIRUS KILLER /tort : ■ v 6 - rte 

WHti ExceSem dptaons incudes worth disk 
J YM the emulators M Vr m 

:■ CBM, IBM PC ft ST ■ 
$T Programs, regures hVC date drws 
j> VT94 M R BACKUP HD 

ogrsrr tattei»dl or berime 
j VWS GRAPHIC CHANGE 
Between A*n SI/PC QftBJhitS Wtie Arriga 
J V2W ARP (VI.3] W&1 3 2 nsiall lo spned up yput 
liVortcbercns tsperations repkKrt »mc t ornmands 

on your workbench d*k 
j V215 DlSKM ASTER VJ.J Cdpvs Wus iram one 
disk la onpihti DISKSAtV : orrw Is 4 repaint 
J V259 MED Brand new w&ltjn 4 Intturte, Med 
sands [2} Disk. 2 pocked with Med module 
J V261 TEXTPLUS VERSION 10 TN.s &X i-, -,il *j<,r 
on upetalt? Dufcompbtty New Word processor 
J ¥262 DUPLICATION £ BACKUP 

Pupa.Tu^O <0Pt. Sanity cop* 6 PCotft Fw w ropers 
b backup wor anondb tor sow keeping 
j ¥263 DRAWMAP3D V3 2b Generate Njt Globes 
Ot**F 4 Mercataf PiCMw <i Biw Effti 
J V2&T RLAOALS Vl.l Frot*Oi Generator "tat 
gcreram wms ddacn: Wei o( (rareiii 
j V26B AMIGA VENTURE CREATOR ADt the 
AdvpritijedefcrirtKiir tonguOMpnogtam 
J V273 FRACTAL CONSTRUCTION 50 HStflo 

generoie vonauS Iratlolt 
j V274 DICE C STSTEM [J] Oflons ln|m yrated 
ErwvTctmenr svitem V? 06 15 
J V274 DrSKJWNT V27 PrmK lutn-K hir J 5 

Pnman^ tor smoR PO Llbrarv 
J V277 FORTRAN -77 VI 3c Compiler lining 4 run 
hme support UCarotTv M70 
J V27t CROSSWORD CREATOR A [xogrdrti Ihert 
creole* c'tPSSwords UPDATE D VERSJOil 

vfBO BUDGET 4 program *> nap n " managing 

personol finances Vi 3a? 
j V3M MCAD PROGRAM OtH^ - 

ijyrom tor Rte Anga e CAD 
V7BS EDUCATIONAL TTPWG TUTOR A mpie 

tutor 'Mich meosures spaed 
J V2B6 DKB RAT TTIAONG PROGRAM ' tow ■ xa 

wiHi e*toitoniEn«isc3i 
J V29I POSTSCRIPT IlMTERPRf STi R Vl $ Ah 
cHcbllenl Past scnpl interprebw tor ihe- Amigc 
J V294 ED'S MED MUSIC MOOUUS „ 
various musit modules an excelk*nf 
J V29B NORTH C VI.3 (2] Unpacked Version of me 
be$l c DfOQTQmrning progrom 
J V301 EVE OP THE BEHOLDER MINI BOOK 
Mops. StmtoCry 4 Sobitar 
JV304 CHAOS 
Mops. Sffoegy 4$<Men 
j V306 A-GINE V3.T25 . P/--V rf-. or- of rr* 
Eittn v Tretptograrr' revewed «t CU Amgo 

j V307 vioeo tape database prgram 
CokmoomR ofl rour wdea* tapes or« o database 
j V311 JACK MOWS COURSE D&KS |5) 
Various New courses tar the God Garre, 

V31B PRO TRACKER VI IB 4 SOUND TRACKER V2 6 
The LosfctS 4 best wrswns iew s programs 
j V3J3 ANALTKAIJC SPREAD SHEET E2] Ar tall a 
rnw 'itirsion inai works LwrNeni dnk 
J V327 SOUND TRACKER CONVERTER • oauerts 
music modules m ataCutabtos 
J V324 PRlSSVSlOCarwh/lrari^’rv Amgo Ttfxt 
ta and tram any ISM PC disks/Amiga 
J V332 AMIGA PWf PROGRAM - racing 
prcckcbgn program tor ihedfmga 
J V333 KING JAMES VERSION Of TK B«U 
Pockud oh tour dT«ga cWks W 
j V33B TKANSHDRMtS v3 3 

von cri if* iBM j mutator ana 
J ¥339 SRtCTRUM EMUATOR DATA DISK 
Adventure Oas&a needs vJ)6 or V443 
J ¥341 Cl* ART COUECnON 2 n<n I^ 
totahMCttd tMihflttMieM clip an i«| 
J ¥149 SID (VT.M) Pel >kxt» lbn Cl It omrr innd * 4 
mokes like every easy reranvnended For at 
J VISO BUSINESS CARO MAKER Dmjn your [iwh 
Etorunow cards t>n ArrwM 
j VJS2 RADISH HOUSE MUSK SAMLES IH 4 EMF 
SAMPLES v. ye Sampiod sounds {2] 
J VJS4 POS UTirniS NO U Free Copy, remove 
[yrAKfud games cojpy praRsfltan so Ihai ihe uwr 
cor install Them cy his/her hard risk VMK. Andhcf 
m,w mob kilkw Osk -CafT. Cm crcdtar your own Odk 
catalogue Scenery, creates some ewettonr baUQi 
bowcUand KOPei h*Ap. K*t itw* LqlRp ytrui 
J V3M GEhCSlS LAMSCAPt jtoHprroutaany 
tandKdpe v octal various types fff 501 * 
J V3A1 POS unrSM Vki^ C^ua (tme 
Tr* tatosi mod corned program. The N» Now Ptotto* 
program. The Lotosf MuAftosot program, whtth wipkh 
vanous modules not pirsl one lype 5orrw modules tor most 
myiK ptogrorns, 4 new mrarymonts 
J V362 PLAYING MODULES COLLECTION! I, ■ 
disks ara vay won pfosentaJ m 
J ¥366 600 BUSINESS LETTERS There tint W 
5iondadbusmaistonascinffp(Silisk Canbttnedai 
ttay are or msert some ports rvto your own tonaviM 
j V173 IST-S1/60I lorrmncrtCK Running'Atan 4 
Prttaatar Samples 4 sound Fv. (B OtoMl 
J ¥3*9 QUKXBEHCH LdOCH OS wtfkiOCh & 
machine resets workbench reopcori 

MORE UTILITIES 
J ¥390 DESK TOP PUBLISHING PROGRAM 7** 
ftrsf rsTugd PO OrsIt. Too ftjblrshmg progrorri 
Enctodes wanous Bta taotures aver the old 'MvO 
pracessty. Test Edtaor Gncucs edb B toads more 
j V191 THE SUPER KUiflS '■■ ft * l*eCeSi rfui 

ua list to dale bH 9Mf >W wus and may be more 
nciutes vonoos eweiini!IRrs «*ti os Bac* K «n 
cisW tofUte ftl oor kxl protoclickii and more Wus 
Dwek« Vi 26 JHard ctoA win Utor 4 good tito chectert 
J V392 AMICASH t»M bOOkm program #ta1 - 
haw? ewer i^ed on ihe amiga ousy cpnlrc«s 
J V393 PDS un NO IS ^ r-ii'nes The IS to 
rmiaO one ni two goinw onto your disks bout&lads 
Brao^artaSraAer. verirfrnpletaifie SooiGa 

m BodtFto _ 

Scrwuntger. The KM B to toad any ptaure or program 
and'tw your anwa load t« crcgror- <rd suet* 
rrtarWY/pCWeOS.dn F ptau't Trow Maker 
j ¥394 CHEMESTETK n a prog'am mardnjtw 
motocutas usrng ttc catam mood Thnmeons 
That otofTtt w* drawn astnwts iwg ihe model, 
ewn adwn^f dangerous mrfecUbs ite dnow 
j V39SUHKT va.Mt " ‘u*, >s a shQiewdie word 
processor oddoj wtfri vomaus toom moctos. o 
commond language, menu customization, 
hypertext on Ime help, a toot h mode, spSfl 
wwdows copy 4 pa&te undo, toatures 
J V396 PDS km No 16: Datoetrey. Excufem 
aialabase program which needs NO CLi krtawnoge 
to USO, mce menu driven syslem Landscape, 
drowning prowcm ttaseta around a tandscope 
j V397 MANDELBROT ADVENTURE Kff 0 hxrely 
done mandetoro> genetator with W source cade 

labour H.OCO lines (JrfC code! tafktotossome 
sample mages along with ihe parameters used to 
generate from and i<jnsa( buR-et hap screens 
j V19B MED MUSK MODULES No 2 Anumer 
coftodtan oE tancs tar use wrth the med prog 
J V399 POS UTIL'S 1*9 17 MHh»v isa palien 
pretgram 4 *M6W* 11 wdoo produettan scroAer 
j V400 RAY TRACER CONSTRUCTION KIT 
Ananlhe* ray tlpt# to1 Ihe Cimiga computof 
j V401 WNOOWBENCH VT.O (2jhi& is ftp- 
exteilenr Wcrtbent h reploce an n siyled in Amiga 
Workbench II brm. GwumMended 
j V«3 AMOS UPDATE VI 32 The latosi update 
tor the program Amos 
j VttM HAM RADIO V mu- *■ /tiutws For the Ham 
Rode* user Excellent unites puked (6) 
J V4» PDS ums No 1 PWtIMG UTIJTCS 
Vaneusuabstor criyorrtier user bat* same 

pr«jfomshifett. WTypc 

■ mv Tinyhfc* 1-.lim a k* *■ and Mefi prFitod 
tYOugh ta trtgram ts* led cantes od imrf Po 
ftepmoprt PPMem 'an-In’ Irtrad Pmiatt 
A progron-. lor Dwtoei WO you wtjnfi tousetie 
re$o*u*cn enhanced graphic GwPnnt ■, 

V41T NCOMM VI 921 T * e ta', vc-wtm ^ Ihol 
exceliehl Modem piogrum On of me best 
Modem proofammi on the Ammo 
J ¥413 WORKBENCH J A WORK STATIONlh.b,. 
ncu^usi aneihoi workbench cksre Ifs ocbitochtm 
utttiesvirthihevyiyk±tonchih£^ Co«iwiisdiihe dsic 
are as Wtows, DMane. 8 Colour Wb. My Menu. Hctta. 
potfuer inm. WWdled KCotour. MegaWB Excitodtng 
Wndowi NeMack, wwsel 6 «Ubme Mwi enhance 
workn/t^ii Workbtmch yi dAtypntwwn (2] 

¥415 VIDEO SCREENS.1 Another fat ported 
wt* eaceAerti bcjcfc ground ptiur« tar wckeo 
production work or taod them iMO DfKWir 
j V4T7 SUPERBIXK 4 EXTRAS • ■ --• 
OffirttofidMi wm more duyi han fte ongnd ft? CD 
j V*20 CURSOR BASK COMPILER f umtwe ptyr 
Amtao Bos< progrom wnn this uiilrty dtst 
JV422C COMMANDS h^dtSAisiltodwtRuUMes 
whtti con te u»d n any Stariup- sequence 
j V424 POS UTILITIES No IB Anothtf toltoOan o? 
utlUtos by us hire. LMlNlti me i> ft AnMHUr 
program. mynJ to v;jfi The tin ken m High Res Atart 
Emvkarw Another pogrom 10 him your (irrwgo mio 
on ST Smart keen This program vwfl change your 
workbench 4 smart up ihe window system 
WBLooh Anomer egtaccmenr window progrom 
j V429 DtGfTAL MARKETING DEMG MAKER A 
new demo owor and nor by Red Sector c2l 
j ¥433 AMMAhON STUDIO An ewpeem 
Ammaltart emstar tor you to mqtje your own 
j ¥435 COMBBKH VI R f«e ftam uWlRS 
torthd Wodbertch teptace producTan 
j ¥433 OPTl UTILITIES ¥2 0 Ihs dnA d DOCLM 
with sorr* «cetam hand drsl umkhes 
J ¥439 AMIGA C MANUAL tl 1 ha monufl. i re 
iomptoto C manyol to the Amga 6 dpsatocs open 4 
workw«iai portsafit*C fystom iiahocoriidiwvarieus 
flsampes. some* imptoi vom* mouxomrw ct mewoy 
hrouflh the o L’kjriul is (hr-»• 'tr heto you aui (4 ] 
J ¥443 SPECTRUM EMULATOR Vl J By KGB 
Various new toalures bur me man updated 
febftjfle b Ihoi it rtaw Ns sound ability 
j V444 PRINTER DRIVER UPDATE DiSK « Anolher 
uppOatetaoiiKprirter^iyef cobKhort na«conkgrft 
o^ruClidrtdrt how totassal ihom 
j ¥445 JRCOMM ¥1 03 TNs % Ihe taiesr ver$4yt 
ol Ihe e*tenenf modem based compotor program. 
J V446 JACK MCKLAUS COURSE DESK 7 Another 
coieciion al courses tor uwvmhrheJ N goli 
Gome ropuifes, f» Ongunoi game 
J V44* V44* (V4S3 HOUSE MUSK SAMPLE 

couiCTiQN Th*j*d*i am be Hid mtwm,«te 
ore Shamw 5ompks, «F Soampies. 6onto the Sms 
ScunpiB, CSC Mu« tocKkY wmples. Radish jomptes 
SEPi 4 Etocnomc Sompk-s 16 Drakfcrtf 1ST.68^ 
J V45S LAND BUILDER A "ilKldt gOrtOfallng 
program to aenwoie landscapes 
j ¥456 LAfiELfiASE V3.0 An rtcHleni aorta base 
praaarr. his® wry easy to use Brcomptaed 
J ¥457 POS UnUHES N6 19 BOOT K ¥4 03 The 
best Virus k6er Itni go* bMtor it now wgnues 
2nd boototocRi 5 a u > ■ r. 2 compomil. ■ flaST 
COPY 1 K , f 1 copyK'' /. Syrtvn rttormqlton 
J V4SA MB COPIER .Vkjtw lOpn} progrom. 
Jhease check Rw cofjmgrti ol tie prognRn *itf you 
fntertdtacoar very goad raw vernon 

NEWSFLASH EUROPE 
Thf NtwSFlASH MoQazirta is Potted with Editor** & 
pnerot news, Software Ntws 4 feewows. Hints, N». 
mertoinnwii4iJiriH]hvr-li^. ■ in (2 disk cotecttwt | 

jipMapsMM 
IFFCdn •: :.=-,vt -!r-, in |. '!■ A-iirktiff.1’. ■ ans 

Impioder 4.0 EjwUabli^ilR<Omprcs«f CWpfodo 
UncomDresses irnpiodtof »,* Lob hope recovers 
deleted Nes Syi into ¥3.36 dhptays vour amigas 
complete mterntatwh Burtrion Compteie monflex 
A*' ^ <o™ »t,' Qnty £4 99 

MEGA DEMOS 
j 1S7B THE SANTS - GLOBAL TRASH A Truly s Lperb 
mteracNe demo Onecrfihe tpesi 
j KBG MK3A DEMO (2}-his (tek B tata^ 
briber* 4 r«yy woH presen,ted mega demo 01 

1744 ANARCHY - INPtftATION IS NONE .otos' £ 
ihe best mega demo %om one cf me be^ 
Am™ demo groups tacAiwn 
J lf4B THE Ski NTS . CE MEGA DEMO > a r* ttyye 

tatasi mciQOdBnws£tsta«*siunnmg 
J 1767 GOLDfWI ■ ULTIMATE FX Tht-y S wjrn,, 
emcfllpfif dtrmos toteh £ here's onoiher 
J 176B DARKNESS MEGA DEMO II Anoihe-i wi- 
cjtJhn mego demo disk Extern di$k 
j 1947 TH( HUNTS - FRANCE MEGA DEMO Hies 
CM demo of lhe merth R^dmendod by us 
J 1957 ALPHA OMEGA T>^ Pure Meto endert 

prewnilhahveonddireci from CNN 
J 1976 ANARCHY - DIGITAL INNOVATION Anofttar 
ctassK mega demo Tom toe Anarchy produrttan kve 
Do m be iurpreed to tort rt Af » CU An¥gq 
j 1910 VWTAi WORLDS MEGA DEMO 
j 1945 THf REMLS - TK ThbnG TNs rs P# K5Y-U 
feebtft Pfodurtorv and * esteHerY 
j W47 THE DEVR3 - MO REAUTY .«KfS Of sedtans 
and eixekeni mus< 
j T9BB RAY Of HOPE II Tti® c one of toe bes? 
grapTH: ai mega demos we have seen he ai PD Soll 
DEMO OF TNI MONTH SEPT 91 
J 1992 GHOSTlfY SPREADERS V<fry tnpresm 1st 
mego demo i»tt4wii.Wu*£ £ Gtaohics 
j 199J SUBCONSCIOUS CKMENTlON An txt *■ ' 
dtsptay £ music sekxtocyi Very Good 
j 199* base - subliminal vision Sjperb 
Interactive Oophti £ bnumnr sound 
j 1995 KIFREHS GUARCKJN DRAGON 
produrttort iromihis greoi grout 
j 1996 WHAM- l*W VECTOR DEMO %ke 
tookmrt p, odutto" £ extettertT muse s^peron 
J 1997 HVU Anuiter ewrefientivodvOKta 
j 1999 DREAM DEALERS TSAIS OE A DREAM 

Superb prat**' tty the Dream Defers 
J 2006 AlftO 91 OVER DlMENSlOhft N«lf demo 
wflh Dtentf oi ejects £ idol musto 
j 2024 IBB - jaanGaD s producltort has boon 
vqi.x: DEMO OF TT* MONTH hy qB here at PD- Soft 
Fucelenil Sound, music £ Grpanics 
■J 20*3 PHENOMENA OBVIOUS DISASTER More 
exteHoni oftocis witn neoi scrottifta Great 
J IW CHAOS - FIRE CREW other exceflent inlet 
active mega demo wito strange (fleets 
j 2101 PANK KXM WAMW DREAMS Agrwl 
new produeNys ^urri toe- guys 91 fton«e 

STAR TREK SECTION 
j ATOJ NCC 16B4 ftMtant t ^ tty b* FIS J*t W 
By Al» ; ■ ; NCC -41B Nehor 
j AT05 Klngen D7 Omm ' i*s toTWtoesMikr paung 
NCC 1464 nkril very good 

J a™ ENTERPRICES Moves the Star station Oort 
NCC 1701 -A 'he ttostK arwmahori 

ATI* GRABBER WORK BEE i.rnfc on tv Enter .pnv 
Ship Arvm i anotoor NCC 1864 PeAnl 
j AT16 THE STAR TREK toma?on d toe brldg* S 
voncus bcM« from toe ttma Star trek 
j AT17 THE TWOK NCC-1B60 Seltonl £ The NCC 
1701 A r nlwprii*- MEMSCH POBOTER 
J AT1B TWOK -0 Antm NCC 1660 Avenger £ NCC 
ITQl-A-Entefpr»e NCC lOB9Grrs$om 

Flgha Wvelrome tandscope by T tochier 
J AT23 STAR TREK RffT MANEUVER NCC-W40 Fly 
aver £ by ammefcon «tceBenfi (ka« 
J AT26 THE SHIP AlwnWl IDCkmg di 9B0 S*Of T«fc 
onrmotion NCC ITpl-A Dry doCtahg 
j AT33 THf PROBE I AmnCiBn A BR*D Of MttY 
Ahimokif ho- sum Trek KilNGONHfT 
j AT34 LEAVING SPACE OENCE AntmoWn . 
DOCKING A' -,malton from itai trek ATTACK MODE 
Bird ol Piw Seoul h4> m attack mode 
J 1060 STAR TREK THE NEKT GENERATION flirt 
gome a by Teny a Me intosh vi 47 ■ 
J 1041 THE UTLTlMATE STAR TREK Gvnabv IcKms 
R«hrer vl O.^equces 1Mb£(21 disks 
j 1107 yqr Trek ™ So^g l?.2D0f 
j 1254 v-or Tret fheShooi m Up gome 
j 169* t (» Star Trek ifma gun game* 
j 1435 'rteNwvSaar Trek Game iTMbi 
j 2031 STAR DREK muSK f2) 
j 1033 STAR TREK MEGA DEMO ($ T tochteY 
presents a Mogo demo oi Star Irek okTuiqs 
J SMAuGUD e Star Tret lhogomcbr f rc 
CkntaHon US ftrwori req*« IMI> and r?tdrtM 

j SMAUGiM 114r 3Ki Trrt toe gortte by Jtobo Babin 
Ameream vwunn 1Mb and Df ctda 
_i AMUSE 19 TREK73 A !?rrt Irak EtaTtte Stfmfl^jtor 
where you can attack khngons £ Romutans 
J V367 STAB TREK INFORMATION A tala bmed dll 
Ihe original I6h» Very DeKulec 
j V444 STAR TREK SAMPLES yWjq »uhd tram the 
Co^r Ql Star Ttek pngm-jl_ 

DEMOS 
69B REINCARNATION Of SGT [2) PfPREfl 

FieaRy cotaurtU graphes Revtowert n 4f26 
J 1740 DRUMS A PUNS M ,vC Ngto 
OuMy itond not ta to? mused 
j 1741KU MUSK DISK prewtah th* graat 
mujK de* pioduciondfsfc; 
j 17S0 PINK aOYD Andw bret m toe wan 
ommoitar. rew?wed m mosi manoxmes (4t 
J1762 TtRMlNATOR ft SUDE SHOW iTtaW'S 
some rm ellonr pn'iwes iiom ihe Wm (2) 
j 1772 HAM PKTUBES Totafy siunnung graphk v 
ore stared on toese diital 131 
J 1409 FRACTAL GEN SLIDESHOW An exceUmf 
coIkKrue od froctai bo$«d pKturM 
j 1454 wRESTLiMAWL vr |2j All the SKRbl 
ihe wwf bonte n am on computer ddks 
J 1466 SEGA ADVERT C£M|X Very tanr^ wmpte 

W a t emtved Seoo ototen 
.1146 7 THE KJJ EXTERNAL STEREO REMIX Ox* 
ol toe totaer house nwx Stereo 
j I9S1 CRYSTAL SYMfHONe »Y (tRDMM 
Anoetow protoKltert fetonvndteC 
j 2D04 TKHHOTRCIMC Mt* flMbl -he Heat 
Fortory Preieers to* encdtent Megomut 
J 2015 ELVIRA b PRf view Take a tart ai toe 
taiHrvt yurrx' betaur me Iprih comirtg reteaur 
j 201? DUNGeONS Of EVALON a preww by 
A-Cion £ Cyberstyte Lxceitent Gome rnon 
JMllAWUTTAnimohon 
J 2021 VKTHNAM CONFUCT ArttaVlSOrt 
j 2030 JfSTTR - SONK BOOM An tntereM r-g 
music t olkKhon by Jester 
J 3035 BUNSENBU«r«R .tofntoaietd0d9ng 
torough Froctate Mountains 
j 2037 EYRGMA - SADNESS 1 Anom« cowx 
wruorv of a ipertacutar mmc dance vac* 

J 2042 STEVE WRIGHT 
Hies Total Re Heat £ fowl Re pnrn 

205B I'M TOO SEXY A w " f ted W 
ud tred M record tji 

2064 tXfT COCA COLA ADVERT 
sequence tafeen Rom toe TV AdwT 
J 2072 AMFIHRI Li Ipiow 

J 707(1 WWF PICTURES 3 £ 
-J 20B1MOHT MOVES ' ...^ 
Kaohls ftdhlmg teque«s 2 SMb LM 
J 2M4 TERMINTOR N somp® ,'. p- ■ 
j 2091 KKK OFF w Sltaeshow Vvr, 
J 2099 PSYGWOSA MSTORY TRM 

oil d ihere enceaeto computet gomes 
J 2105 QUAD WAIH BY STESO ■ 
muMdrMftem The-group Cteod 
J 2W7 TIB - SL4JKXAR11 tarty *>- 
J 7U0 TAJRQT H %) ■_ 

GAMES SELECTION 
SMAUGM9 MOBA ,30-. ^ p 

g.]’’VL- w“ v* ^uwed Topha 
j 1367 BUCK JACK i SuO.^ rtwyon c< r»L»xrd <fj~* 
Bkxk radL Conoro ol toe normg# tom 
-J V42G DTBS Well fK-, v in* b*V 
version to Dene IWnh 7 Player oqAcnt 
j 1454 MEGA BAR IT wf ftfs' tJK/WQG 

GWW itral any M Price Gonwri 
J 14B6 SQUTAIRE £ SOUTAME ROYAL 
exceitefii & oock’tve coed gomes 
j 1S3* THE HOLY GRAIL -sd odw-. a? v ” Ay - 
styteto Ihe tntargam games 

j is6i naiwts' nirtetHiw'VtfitfT«Rktort 
toeatwgo wdha 3dibyatotan 
j 1622 LORE Of COnOuiSt game 14TKJtar to 
ccrcepi ta toe gome ®K 
J 1664 I>* CASTLE ADvENTLAK ■ rww 'Wd 
adWAxe wntoar ta Iht wfKom 
j 1665 BAmi FORCEROLl PLAYING n'nrotKf 
term wtotn toq e^edtent gome 

J 169S NAPOLENK WAR SMMJUTOt rtu-tar 
program seni oirecr by toeaiteior 
J 1707 IMPEtauM Hrtolher ati'-rr Urotcg, gome 
bosod open Pprruy tme 
J 1735 ASIEJHOOS THE Ott&toA; ta 

ctassK Remember fwtCJas« 
J1747 LLAMATROn GAME 2001 By MB Mn*w 
Bniiani ?*utt & EHefasnt praducitoT 
J 1749 SCRAMBLE TheOr.;--,: Pwrwrber ~ 
ctassK wei s now cr- toe amhga 
J 1416 SUPER TWWTO5 o v ptayaDte 

game tots a toe oesr verson « date 
j 1964 AMIGA COLUMNS Fornax tontrtMr -* he 
cr*jn0 Qcme caurms ’(Y4 ml 
j 1977 POM POM GUNNER oor sown toe 
interning world wor H tor pfcmn 
j I9B4 AJft WARRIOR te test rral ^ v^ultatar 
on me athgdwrth vtanout Air ptanes ta Ffy 
J 2014 JET MAN Anotoer Sprs-nr-m runw . orwinj 
ta toe amtao ri teiPrt 
J 2019 CASTLE Of DOOM -- 
tar you ta ptay totoundvwito 
j 2020 jeopardy i.rssKf ‘ - • 
board game tRedSKK 
J 2022 SEA LANGE 'he *v t yf* v D 
MRganeyytfito our cmgq PC fq»*ertor 
j 2054 ATK AT AC A ' ■ <jt t,- toe 

ongrttol^^fto^ computer_ 

HOT NEW AMOS 

taruntryrttoetKograrramper progiQm 
J VJM «D SECTOR DmUS 06K 11 Or Trt Art 
tot JlftWftrti tePoWtenti ^tofSta^-SKr firth £ 
ituk Spate JoumwjIflmg By 1 arodajrte Troopm 
J vi31 - RED- SECTOR EXTRAS DISK 2 ! On tort disk 
toe 6-g tagov kn^iogai vector Star^. StarStods Bab 
fljnmv vetlto OCtatfL vector Baa Obi«R. 32. l£ £ 0 
Ptart Forev 4W» toe orW f-ul DoCtoTtefrts on toe 
demo tram to ns« 
j V360 - TS4 VICTOR DESIGNER PROGRAM te 
Kseoo# Batow* totemeft The rse. vector aeugr^r 
¥l l *« program wte create Bed vector abyebs Ine 
vKtarsi & be© Cototas tables 
-J ¥345 - RID SECTOR MQOULiS 1MU5IQ /TtaUS 
wrtenf ituk medtatei ter uut vwSi toe demo 
mofcfr iel Ea red Httart modules rctecte losp k*a. 
ioodna teufy House l £ More 
J ^74 - RfD SK70R BOBS ffifTOR : Srtw ta toe 
vector ertetotas an irtta iwfleow^yt? erne Sab 
rautnes ter toe Rid Sector Demo Maker tattoctes 
vtotorrt Soto to hMp you Starr 
J V4S4 RED SECTOR FONT EDITOR NdW you ran 
create & Ed4 any torn* Far mam terts ta use wiih the 
demo maker £ hr editor see ftps Betow 

j LIT - DUUteTlX RED SECTOR EXTRADtSK 1 :The 
ffCOrtwrter krt YOU convert fT PtOures Irtta rohovs 
tarmofsrcteGngscitte4 Sprte 16,Cooper ISM 
Raw Norm RawlN & Outre Ths S a Pto^soR 
Kentewar toOtotoT ard cosh C 3 00 
j L a - CHAhCTto RED SECTOR EXTRA DESK 2 ; T> 
dM Ortini to* Bid Sector wrtata«™ po^on i 

|totfitaJ5ettawTrto Ate-cvRsrsUfwirtronsteuse 
f ftio vaPtAart' IcencMvt program vta cosh E3 00 

FlfTCHER VIDEO FONTS 
415 DO PER PACK 6 DISKS 

:k 4 tfTP*. 5a tosis paued wrtn o wmed 
cY totaled Iottk n many cirtAAs drapes 

k MB far use With Dpa*r programs or any vkiee 
traducfion utirittes Thu pact nos same loloh 

isiandingi tores and tar on** £ 14 toey you o«r 70 
r«6tapidy>Mfh hcwr tun Otoer packs are TOw start 
lour poets 1-46 mono pocks A io 3 

(E2) THE EUROCHARTS BY THE 
CRUSAIOERS: Issue 12/ Nov 

VWh the latest Amiga softwoto therfs 

NCMMBHB91 The eurocharis gives monlhy 
reyteMG. 4 fhtt 0(ny wxjy ta keep bang upiq 

DtoewRi taebe^Mega demos i utiWy disks 

All for only £3.00 

THE COMPLETE FRED FISH 

tote* prtrttod. bound £ snrtudes c saned 
at toe drvts n now stands of ewer 134 

"he Corroteto Tred N7i oho comes with 
tote pages cn toe new risks ffe reeased 

Ptease note topi r*$ it now avatiable from PD-$oN 
'■'S otsa con be aptamed by our taccri Pd deaden. 
PD-Sati stacks an ihe Fred hih disks and 

im dneci Irem to# USA 

£SSD HSH is d cdlerkcn of Arroga gomes UlMes £ 
uch moroeo^rt toe 560 plusaskscvetaR^v pockBdl 
to programs Al Fred F6h data came wtoi Ml 

“ ' 500 progroma 

J APD318 BOMG .jarv t to >rt nwbwt 
back home to hsvioge LSe prtAcl t itidw eper 
purpff msKmixwi ttaftoemofipctarnsgvTW n 
OU ktrah PU vBEy {Mrttate 
J AHU25 HANGMAN V? 0 Ms 

ateiiiMMitorRlitogmivtafitAmgs ttedMdM 
conlons or. Mftj in L’&te you aw’ PjKB. 

J APD326 HYPERBALL MlB he taW vwson dMBdlft 
bdl Thsfiw-iMiteN&teeRafgitaegtoetoWfCuar 
pkiy rt Ihe cqrojte or a Ytenc 
J APD329 AMOS FWJfT MACHINE I Jy gory Hunt 

IhisprogramtscHineor os possible ta to* type rttarf 
machtrta you can tod yi any snook* tvl or Pub t 
Arcade tenures tnctede Hold. Nuniars Ha* 
iVnspcs saaerwrki Bronze/ SWer/aokJ ftes SkR 
Shan. Stop, a wit. Ctshpof Gampte £Ofta 
j AP0333 AMEteCAH FOOTBAU RADIO VERSION 

You are acaocb al Laroon anaycu no# 5 teasers 
ta wm eie Amosftowl 
~i APOSJ4 SHAKE IN TV* GRASS h p— 
in* idea ot toe geene a ta coiectete vtodte 
musbroems Avota rep toodvoA Cbtkn hedges £ 
your «wp RH 

THE PD DATABASE SET 
Teed at bemg odtabgue data7 Get to* unsjue, easy 

tausePD^OF'DataMsecaicAagueDiBa ThercanKins 

dBWfctf CNW4.00S etataiiMMctate4teaiJy tom stack 
toam us ArrutetaO* rt DfHOTtl toduritog 5e^ch£, Prlnfl 

El.50 (2 Disks} 
Cantens Ortota on Fted Fah. tflao Amos.. FAuG. 

SMAlXf Scope Agaeon. APDC, Ftartafamtt Amtcus, 

S«p rieu: £ bcwxewore Caanwig sow TCUG £ 

Larvon 4nms Chw 4.000 Drtks m Start at FO See 

MONUY UPDATE SMIfTS SENT TO 

RCGUAL CUSTOMERS 

nes wroDeoii cbnsimas coo^ a FrwTtasMoe 
PACK 1 - STARTS! PACK : .goner Mouse 
r*ad. Mom hows*, dm Hataer ATvga Dust cover. 
Packman game, utd« tot Ward Procesar £ The 
tateV Meuo demr. by pn - mono 
OtHKArtPaaster OYwy E19.99 

EXTRA BITS 
j THE MOUSE PAD to pro^i mouse vs dust £| 
helps ntxerw* t2.99 
J 4500 AMKM DUST COVfil -jsedta proteO your 
keyboard ham Ol v t3 99 
j 35 NCH OSK OLVtelG KITS *■*■ 
Mhos btfetie to ttang volt jye . 12-99 
j ROU CK KJOO £»K LAJELi 3 5 £10 99 
j 2M PONTH LEADS £6 49 
_j DfiK BOA .40 J 5 MCH €4 99 
jMKlOXMtiKri £7 99 
-J DGK 40* f210| } 5 WCH C19 99 
. S-rt ,®G4Wtt toe aOcrt £34 99 

EASY ORDERING INFORMATION 
Onw BY fK>5* 

When ordering dtsta picote i*k tw bowntar* total toe rtsx nuttatol 'Any cotaurod pen Hi-Dgttte or 
|ui4 pust au*ne ihe disksi Adte choung toe ddtafm you «m*. Cui au at Photocopy thrs advert/ 
pagattlar me moganne Hand «rtton erderj are aceptoa Poj? teftoaddHt beraw/Ac»ve Cheques £ 
Postal orders should be make porobte « PD-SCTf MTOl l BPMN! A«, SOL-thEfO-ON-SEA, tSSBH 551ZYD 

NON EUROPtAN ORDtRS AIRMAIL ONlYI 

AJIardersoreswKbyaf mol kf tcropear orders btetase odd 20% WewTKta £2 001 ntemongn £ 
eiXripAdo ctepi Caro LtaltosvMi be cFprwd postage of cos Aty Chnjym mus be tfown on a u r t»nk 

EUROPEAN ORDERS A* AML NOW F«S OF CHARGE] 
When ordenr^ teyn wAhri Europe romerrotr tv* towt a a nwi order cF 5 Ma but wto. al orriero tejm 

ttaw Oh tte 6 NO POSTAGE CHARGE MutVM wR otso now (4 W( ta- CR maj€X customers 
OROCteNG BY mfftKM 

The letetoone hcAr« ^ open u days a week ftomvom - Tpr. iWect doyst & tom 9om - 4pm ESpuTOoysl 
Answer Phone ctSer hours MSTQujte yoiACftarcaro rtarTiber Nome. Atoess E you how ordered betae. 
Day Tme telephone Mercer Dale. &tsa numbers £ Viheie you are ordcnnci tttxTv* ihe 

rmfTfTwrf Mirmt 
When ling in toe order bun use your occourt iKtobte, Day tone tetophanenumbar, Nam* £pa$t code 

1 -5 Disks £2.50.6-10 Disks £2.25 
11-20 Disks £2.00.21-49 Disks £1.75 
50-99 Disks £1.50.100+ Disks £1.25 

ALL ORDERS ARE Df£»ATCKEO WITHIN 4« HOURS 



Can you afford not to join? 

PUBLIC DOMAIN CLUB 
Ves that a nflhU you crow fltt Amiga PD for *n amazing 39p pet disk (Frt* if you supply tht duki. 
one*, you hav? joined our fntffltty. fast growing and ertreirwly popular Amiga PD Club. It muH surety 

be the Public Domain buyers dream come true! 

I .iff ttm# membership to the club cost* only £19,95 Much of this, however, will go straight hack into 
the dub to provide you wiLh 11 even better service. Members will be able to ehooH as many PD titles 
as they like from our detailed catalogue disks. Listing many of the Classic and Latest titles. We will 
bring you the very best in Demos, Utilities. Music, Art, Business, Animation, Cimes. Slides and much 
more Just send us the blank disks & return postage and we will despatch your order lo you the same 
day. It just couldn't be easier As an added bonus, members not wishing to supply Ihetr own disks ■ 
don't have to. We will send your order on our own high quality disks for just 39p per title. We can't say 

fairer than that? 

Members will also enjoy many other benefits including: 

* Many new title* to choose from every month! 
* Massive discounts on other Amiga Products' 
* AM catalogue disks are constantly updated and are available FREE! 
+ Superb disk magazine, FREE every month, {News. Reviews, Competitions, Letters, 

Classifieds and much morel I 
* A FREE games compilation to welcome all new members! A FREE mystery gift worth £14.951 

* No minimum or maximum order! 
* Members can even request titles that we don't haye at no extra cost! 

Membership is usually priced at £29,95 a year, so apply now and take 

full advantage of this extra special offer Remember, you can have 

LIFETIME membership for an incredible £19.95! Even your first 

order could save you £fc£Y 

To become a member, simply fill out the form below knd send with 

3 Cheque/Fostal Order to: 

PJLS. EnterprUeSt Amiga PD Club, 3 St. Johns Walk, 

St, lveiT Cornwall TR26 2JJ, England. 

Join now. We promise you wHI not be disappointed 

rPlease enrol me as a member of the AMIGA PD CLUB and rush me my members pack and 

j membership number. I enclose a Cheque/Postat Order for £19.95 payable to PAS, 

! Enterprises 
i 

[ Name   - .-  .——  Address 
» 
* ___ __ 

i Postcode._......——   -- Telephone     
i---- 

sa i l IINCS PD 
Special Offer 65p per disk, large selection of Amiga PD including. 
Games, Graphics, Animation, Adult only. Utilities, Music. Demos, Fred 

Fish Disks, T-Bag Disks 1-56. 
Below is a small selection of titles at a liable 

1005 Drip (Excellent Game) 
1035 Flasch Bier 
1054 BaUoonacy 
1077 CubuLus 
2013 ITu- Lost Ark It Meg} 
2046 Walker 1 |2 Meg. 2 Disks) 
2059 Iraq Desno 
2066 Newtek 3 12 Disks! 
2074 Heroin Dreams 1 
2068 Amy and Walker (I Mejj) 

2100 Bugs Bunny Show (1 (Vfcjii) 
4024 SlDfCLI Utility I 
4065 Noise Player 4 .0 
4078 Master Virus Kille r V2 i 
5049 Xmas Song 12 Disks, Over 18) 
5051 BlaekAdder 2 
5063 S0 Pepper (2 Disks) 
6042 Bud bra In Megademo 2 
6059 Indianapolis 500 
6060 Total Destruction 

Mwk im f)jvm. IQ for 14 JO* SO form, 50, IOQforl37.(XtfPr*Ptueluslw> 

Send S.A P for list of titles or 5Gb for catalogue disk Please add 50$) for postage 
and packing to all orders oj PI) Chaple&postal orders made payable to 

South Lines PD 
10 Linden Rise, Bourne, Lines. PL 10 9Tf) 

Tel: 0778 393470 

K-RAM 
COMPUTERS 

16b Fairmount Road 
Bexhill-on-Sea 

East Sussex 
TN40 2HN 

games ^ 
GA04Q CubuLus - Puzzle Game by Agatron 
GA049 Advanced Lode Rimer 64 Classic 
GA046 Atic Atac ■ Spectrum Classic - 
GA047 Legend Of Lothian Ultima Style 

DEMOS 
DEI50 Decay Simpsons Demo lMeg 
DEI51 Phenomena 91 Demo ■ Brilliant' 
DEI56 VIZ Crap Jokes - 2 Disks 
DEI67 Devils Labyrynth Demo 

ACCESSORIES ■\ 

10 3 5* DSDO Disks + Labels .5.00 
3.5* Head Cleaner Kit 299 
512K Ram (full 16 Chip). £9 99 
512K Ram + Clock (16 Chip).,, 34 99 
Amiga Dost Cover . 9 99 
External Amiga Drive. ..59 99 
Monitor Dust Cover 599 
Quality Mouse Mat... 299 

^Squik Replacement Mouse 16 99^ 

utilities 
, UT104 Speedbench - Fast Replacement 

UT114 Anti-Flicker - Cures interlace 
UT116 Windows Bench - 2 Disk PC Look 

\[fnm K-RAMDisk ll - Inc NUKEI> j 

^ Full catalogue disk £1.00. Cheques 

1-5 Dliki £1.25 M«h 
6 + Ditkt 99p Hth 

(2 dl#k PD I* charged 
at 2 disks) 

payable to ‘K-RAM Computers" J 

AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLYSROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6QX. 

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE DEDICATED AMIGA CODERS CLUB DISKS 
EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE T.BAG DISKS. Numbers 1 to 58 now available 

MASTER VIRUS KILLER 2.2 It recognises the 
dreaded Sha Validator virus.,....£5.00 
BUG-BASH Kill the bugs, clean up the trash in the 
garden. A great kids game.£3.50 
NUCLEUS: An excellent underpriced arcade shoot 
them up by Mutation Software...£3.50 
877: 1 ACROSS 2 DOWN. A fully fledged 
crossword program (Data disk no. 1 is supplied 
free) for only £5.00. Data disks 2, 3, 4, & 5 now 
ready at £2.50 each. 
1068: MOD PROCESSOR VI.92. Make picture 
and/or music progs, adjust pic height/width. This 
version will load the V2 8 Channel Octamed music 
and is excellent!.   ..£3.50 
1161: INTUIMENU V3. The easy way to execute 
your programs. Treat yourself!.£5.00 
1199: AMNUTS TEXT/VIDEO DISPLAYER. A brilliant 
new way to display your text. There is not much 
you can t do with this one. It displays different fonts 
in the size you choose. You can control colours, 
presentation of the display. It recognises 
powerpacked files, you can print all or just the 
screen etc..........£8.00 
1201: The delightfully crazy and fun hotdog game. 
Can you get through?.  £4.00 

Into coding? - Hfruf lo hunt? Jftt Amigai Coders Club is for 
you! tf you want to leant Assembly, using, Devpac, (or our 
c?iihii ACC special Assembler disk}, this is the club for you! 
Each issue if £3,00. Introductory offer issue ACC t to 4 only 
£2-00, The Amiga Coders Club disks are packed with source, 
hints, tips, advice from many of the wm JtirouTi coders that 
are on the Amiga seem today. Laresr issue no. IS. ACC 12 is 
our birthday issue, it is a 2 dish set, and therefore the price is 
£6.00. Important notice! ACC disk prices will rise to 14 00 

as of January 6th 1992, Amiga Coders Club special! Here 
is a low priced Assembler package for all you coders out there 
in Amigatand. (Instructions on disk}. Received good review 
£5,00, A note to all customers, please remember to add post/ 
packing, (see below}. 

D1SKL0CK: this excellent program by Leclereq Xavier will 
turn your disks into non-DOS format, they will boot and run 

but cannot be pirated! A must!! £10.00 

Mike Simpson s A-GENE V3.29 (full 2 disk version) 
available directly from us. Price: Europe £15.00. Rest of 

World £20,00 + postage The best genealogy prog 

AMIBASE PROFESSIONAL IH. The additions to this new two disk 
version database are excellent, (see reviews). Also contains a 

converter to alter files saved with previous version. 
Only £10.00 EC or £15 RoW (remember the postage) 

WORDS V3 by ACC editor Mark Meany. If you want to enter 
those anagram contests, see how many words a given 

phrase will make, this is the one for you It has a massive 
glossary of over 50,000 words? An excellent program. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 
With the exception of Disklock all 
advertised programs will run on the A500 
plus. (V2 Chips). Programs that will run 
on the V2 Chip are also denoted in our 
catalogue disk, If making an enquiryt 
please enclose a S.A.E. - fax us or? 0703 
785680. 

INTO MUSIC? THEN THE (1Mb) 
EIGHT CHANNEL MIDI COMPATIBLE 

QctaMED V2 IS FOR YOU! 
It now contains full notation, including a notation 

editor with notation printing !>7 channel modes for 

high quality, norvCPU stressing audio/split channels, 

sixteen track display for Midi use and a host of other 

new MIDI features. The final release of Teijo s PD 4 

Channel Med V3.2 is encoded into the program. 

Price is £20.00 European countries {£25.00 ft.o.W.), 
see ordering details below. 

The progs advertised are copyrighted and not 
available from any other library. Please add the 
following to your order to cover return post and 
packing:- All EC countries (inc, UK) add 50p - 

Non EC Cl.00 - Rest of World add £2.00. 
Payment must he in pounds sterling only, orders 

from overseas customers must be by bank 
draught/Eurocheque, etc; file do not accept 

credit card orders}. We would tike to wish alt 
our customers a Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year. Seasons greetings to: Mike 
(Diamond) - Paul (N.B.S.) - Darrell (Pacific 

PD} and all those involved at Future 
Publishing far the best Amiga magazines. 

Orly £15.00 

SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE 
If you would like to get hold of the Amiga Coders Club disks as soon as they are published, why not send £33,00 and ask to 

go on the ACC mailing list row? We will send you each issue as soon as it s ready, (applies to issue 14 onwards), 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ISSUES RELEASED PRIOR TO ACC 14 MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY, 
IMPORTANT NOTICE] SUBSCRIPTIONS TO ACC WILL RISE TO £44.00 AS OF JANUARY 6th 1992 

(Subscriptions from outside the EC, please add £6.00 to cover the extra postage) 
The new 1992 catalogue is available now? £2,00 (This includes return postage) 



32, ,v 3-5" 
135 TP1 DS/DD ind Labels and VAT. 

Postage and Packaging £3-50p 100% (>ua ran teed 

FREE YES FREE// 
Send a stamped addressed envelope for a sample 

disk with information on our disks and other 
products including the new MegAChip for 2 Meg of 

chip in your 1.2 1.3 A500 or A2(XK) 

AQUARIAN PUBLIC DOMAIN. Phone 0703-685006 
S.A.E + CHEQUES TO 78 Merridate road Southampton S02 7 AD. 
\___ > 

PROJECT PD 
Presents a Superb offer — 20 PD disks of your own 

choice from our vast list of PD for £15 

0114 TV Graphics 
0113 Thunder Child 
0195 Virtual World 
0183 Phenomena 

NEW Mega Demo 
D193 Cult Vector Demo 2 
D188 Sllents NEW demo 

G041 Wacko in Wonderland 
G040 Air Ace 2 
11096 RSI Vector Designer 
(more stuff on requestl 
11037 Strobes Mega Copiers 
U015 Ray Trace Kit 1 
U016 Ray Trace Kit 2 

Disks may be purchased in less than 20. 
Price from 1-20 ts £1 + 50p P&P. 

For full listing send SAE to; PROJECT PD. 
354 Eden Park AveN Beckenham, Kent, BR3 3JL 

Cheques/Postal orders made payable to: PROJECT PD, 
WE ARE A MEMBER OF THE CGPDL 

PENTIRE PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane, Taplow, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 0JH 

(0628) 666641 
TRY SOME OF THESE 
GREAT VALUE 5 DISK PACKS: 

PACKS £4.25 each 
3 OR MORE £3.95 each 

Pleas© add 60d per order p&p 

ARTS PACK: includes oil the programs needed to design your own 
masterpieces and change others!! WIN THE SOFTWARE TITLE OF YOUR CHOICE!! 
Design a loading screen Tor Pentire PD. 

ADULT - Rease state over 18 
Pack 1 * slideshows 
Pack 2 - animations 
Pack 3 - games 

GAMES 
Pack 1 - classes Ik© Pocman. invaders ©fc 
Pack 2 * various puzzle type games 
Pack 3 - o variety of games to sat everyone 

DEMO MAKERS 
The superb RSI demo maker plus 
additional utility disks 

EMULATORS 
Relive the pastl FHay Spectrum and C64 
games, Atso ST emulator and programs 

BUSINESS 
Pack 1 - essential for all home 

management needs 
Pack 2 - database, word processor 

spreadsheets, etc 

EDUCATION 
A variety of educational software 
for the younger ones! 

UTILITIES 
A host of utilities designed to deal 
with most problems, Ce. copies IFF 
convertors, etc. 

BEGINNERS 
A pack designed for the beginner 
Lots of programs 

MUSIC 
Design your own tunes, play samples tf 
you ike music, this Is tor you* 

PRINTER 
Gat a printer? 
Then get this!! 

PREVIEWS 
5 of the latest games in demo form, TNs month includes: Barbarian 11 Leander, 
Rotoocod, Borttie Iste and Ok! (f yog are thinking of buying these games, try 
them first! 

OTHER PACKS 
AVAILABLE CONTACT 
US FOR DETAILS 

BLANK DISKS 
£4.50 for 10, inc. labels 

035 (1Mb) 
046 - 
052 (2Mb) 
063 (2Mb) 
054 (2Mb) 
056 
057 (1Mb) 
056 (3Mb) 
075 0 Mb) 
105 - 
124 
127 (1Mb) 
128 (2Mb) 
129 (1Mb) 
146 (1Mb) 
148 (1Mb) 
160 ■ 
185 (1Mb) 
221 (1MD) 
229 (1Mb) 
291 (2Mb) 
292 (3Mb) 
293 (1Mb) 
294 (1Mb) 
295 (1Mb) 
309 (2Mb) 
314 (1Mb) 
316 (1Mb) 
3M C 1Mb) 
355 * 
356 (1Mb) 
357 (1 Mb) 
367 (3Mb) 

Coyote 1 - Coyote s Revenge 
Puggs irt Space 
Wolkef i (2d) 
Walker 2 (2d) 
At Th© Movies 
Stealthy 2 
Dragons Law 
Dragons Lair 2 
Education Of Cool Cougar 
Space Ace 
Juggler (The original anlm) 
Coyote 2 - Road Test 
Miss Mamselle 
Iraq 
Iron Light Cycles (2d) 
Amy vs Worker 
3 Stealthy Aerotoons 
Star Wars 
The doings 
Shuttlecock 
Ann Lemming (2d) 
Dating Game (2d) 
Basketball 
Batman 
Super Woman 
Wave Sartng (2d) 
fractal Ffighf 
fighter Plane 
Bugs Bunny 
Donald Duck 
Juggette 2 - Revenge 
Terminal by E. Schwartz 
Buzzed (3d) (2 drives) 

001 Emerald Mme2 
Oil Monopoly board game 
044 Bfezzord shoo1*em-up 
1 IS Seven Tiles (Speedball done) 
120 Dnp(IMb) 
122 Pseudo Cop shoot-em-up 
187 Sealonce submarine simulation 
166 Bottlepong bat 8c ball game 
237 ST Bash shoot-em-up 
327 Snakeplt (Centipede clone) 
333 BaHoonacy 
334 Crossfire 
33* Pixie Kingdom (2d) 
342 Pom Pom Gunner shoohem up 
343 Jetmon shoot-em up 
344 ExcaHbur shoot-em-up 

005 
016 
022 
□29 
071 
072 
078 
IS? 
169 
166 
206 

SLIDESHOWS 
NASA slides by Kerry Lancaster 

“ i by Boris Valejo 

DEMOS 

036 (1 Mb) Red Sector megademo (2d) 
039 (1Mb) Crlonlcs megoaemo 
080 Defjam 8c Red Sector megademo 
081 Do«e demo compilation 
126 OMb) Budbram <2d) 
12* - Budbram 2 
222 * Predators megademo (2d) 
235 (1Mb) SAE compilation * 19 
23* (1Mb) SAE compilation 4 35 
135 (1Mb) SAE compaction 4 36 
345 (1Mb) SAE compilation 4 39 
346 (1Mb) SAE compaction 4 50 
347 (1Mb) SAE compilation $ 52 
340 (1Mb) SAE compilation 4 53 
349 (1Mb) SAE compilation # 54 

Space Bubbtes by 
Mirage by Boris Vblejo 
Demons sJOeshow 42 
DMne Visions (2d) 

F«*or 
Iron Maiden sideshow 
Sun Connections sideshow #3 
Psygnasfe screenshots 
Cokxrpic ptoduc»slideshow 

364 images From Aquarius 
062-069 Agcrtion slideshows 1-8 
194-199 Fenntastlc volumes 1-* 

PREVIEWS 

101 Xenon 2 playable shoot-em-up 
113 Swlv playable 

Pipe Monia playable 
Turrtcan 2 playable 
Gods playable 
Brat playable 
Supercars 2 pkiyabte 
Nebukc 2 pioyabie 
PFTiammef ptoyaWe 
Magic Pockets pkayobte 
Elf pkjyobte 
Pegasus pfcsya&te 
Prenstortc pioyabie 
Bloodmoney playable 
Lotus CnpHengo ? piavaoie 
R-Type 2 ptayable 

1455) 850984 
OPENING TIMES; 10.00 til 19.00 Men to Sat 

024 Crusoders presents freekd Out 
040 Jeon Michele Jarre ■ Equmoxe 
050 DMob2 
060 DMob 3 
061 DMob 4 (2d) 
092 Bocletrick Crew present J M Jorre 
137 Block Box ■ Ride On Time 
144 ByteRoper Mussak desk 6 
145 Hocktfick Crew present Ihe Model 
149 SAE Amazing Tunes 2 (3d) 
159 SAE Megaforce Music 
160 Sounds of Kname by Mahony & Kc*rus 
147 Debbie Gibson * Electric Voutn (2d= 
038 Kyiie Minogue - 5 samples + pics (2d) 
175 Kylie Mmogue - Made In Heaven 2d) 
330 Kylie Minogue - Locomotion 
361 Madonna sample - Ch©n$h (3d) 
3*2 Tiff any sample * I Think We re Alone Now 
179 Vangelts Sample 
3*3 Oassix 1 (Mozart on the Anvga 
379 Fun Moon SoundTrocker modules Pi 
381 Technotrpnici samples 
130-142 Chgrtai Concert 2-6 
151-156 Stud»o Music 1-5 

003 Wbrdwnght word processor 
017 NIB vl Odbkcopw-r 
156 GFX graphics utity comp^ation 
173 Nosepkiyer v30 module player 
174 Red Devil disk 8t file crunchers 
109 ST-00 Soundtracker v2 4 
225 ST-00 Protracker v 1.0 
200 Amibas©v3.7& database 
201 Flexibose v2.0 database 
202 Module To Executable utility 
203 Master Virus Killer v2 1 
205 Hamlab Image processing utility 
207 Fortiss desk & file crunchers 
200 Fortissicontoois/iumilties 
209 Fortiss preference tools./utilities 
2TG Fortiss workbench utilities 
211 Farfiss workbench utilities 
212 Fortiss workbench utif ties 
213 Forttssworkbench/bockup utilities 
231 MessySlD v2 
2S9 Printer Driver Generator +• driven 
290 Assassins Label Printer uNrhes 
340 Rim database 
366 Database Master v2.Q 

HARDWARE SPECIALS 
Commodore Amrgo A500 plus Cartoon Classics Pock 

• 1Mb chip memory expandable to 2Mb 
• Workbench v2 04 and Kckstart v? 04 
• Modulator for use with standard TV 
• Manuals, mouse, dust covet m DPamf 3 and three games 
• 5 PD disks of your choree from FORTISS PD 

We stock a wide selection of Amigas, printers, external drives, memory expansions, disk 
boxes, disk labels, etc Pleas© phone for details. A price list Is included on our November 
issue catalogue disk Please note that delivery charges ore not Included on hardware items 

HOWTO ORDER 

toceforupto IS dam 
Price tor 14 or more dot 

iliSeocn 
S)Q0«Ch 
SIOOMCh 

Credit card cyders please add SCp *3 *5** 
Pnc* ccuift detverf bf ftv aam cm* 
we tahe qcc*» Vto arvj jCfr corat 

Ordering fay Prat; 
Please write down me catalogue numoets or the 
dfcsfcs you requte. and send them with yot* norm, 
oddras, and payment mode out to Tories PQ“ ip 

Fortiss PD. PO Bo* 2. Eon $h*on. lit m 

u 1 ^ s. 

— ■ 
QidflrinqbY pfronfr 

Phone our credit cad order fine between 10 00am ond 7 00pm Monday to Saturday on 

(0455) 850984 

__I 



DEJA VU Software 
UX'pi. AF), 25 Park Road. WIGAN, Lancs, 

Wm 7AA Tdr 0942 495261 

We are also the only 

Official AMOS PDL in 

the l>ntted kingdom 

Now in our third year of trading. (* denotes )Mb) 
AMOS PD Disks DEJA VU Licensed Software 

NB: AMOS NOT RFOITRF.D 

GAMES 
APDZi Treasure Sturt li 
Apmz. Arcadia 
APD9<»: Pair-U * 
APD97: Dynamite Dick * > 
API VI02: Chainsaw Dealh * 
APlHiB: Pit'k-Up- A-Pu zzk1 * 
API)] 10: Cross Fire * 
AFDI15: KalhKxucy p 
APDUO; Wooden H.ill p 
APfll2$: Deadline * 
A PD 149: tit Jihii Ptmitxm * 
APD237: Shapes * 
APD2711 Wizard's Domain 
APD277i Battle Pong * 
APD292: War of the Four4 
APD326: Hyperhall * 

NOW AVAILABLE 

AMOS PD 1 - 350 

FRED FISH 1 - 5b0 

TBAG 1 -54 
m JA VU GENERAL PI> 

GAMES 
LPD17: Dogfight 11 * 
Urt>26: Cyad * 
LPDJ9: Magic Forest 11 * 
LPIMA: Formula One Challenge * 
ivur. Dirty Cash * 
IPDSH: Locks. Keys it Enemies * 
LPD6ll The Final Chapter * 
LPlKti: Revolution * 

TITLES FOR THE KIDS 
LPD14: Play It Safe• 
1 rh is Are Angel's Shapes * 
1 ipi >2^: Flow er Power * 
LPD29: Big Top Fun * 
LPD57: Rocket Matlis * 
LPD4*j Music Box * 
LPD48: SPARES Xmas Disk * 
LPD49? Marvin ihe Martian * 
LH)41i Magical Voung ArtiM 1 
LPP59; Prehistoric Fun Pack * 
LPDhG: Tedir»o Snail * 

ALL PROGRAMS SUPPLIED ON 
P ATARI USE BRANDED DISKS 

DFJA VU UCENSED SOFTWARE PRICES: 
*3-50 each UK (inch VAT). £3*75 each Europe, £4.00 each ROW 
All prices include a royalty payment to the programmer. 

AMOS PD PRICES: 
NOW £1,75 per disk UK find: VAT), £2 Europe, £2.25 ROW 
Choose 1 PD disk free with every 10 disks add 50p P&P to total order. 

Cheques/ PO's should l>e crossed and made payable to DFJA VU Software. 

Send £1 for our catalogue dlsk(lMh) for details of our Clip Art 
Collection, General PD, and the Official AMOS Pt> list. More than 
60 DFJA VU licensed Software titles 

King for details of the latest version of the AMOS updater disk. Send 
SAB for details of the DFJA VU Software Club 
and the current issue of DFJA VU Spotlight. VISA 

aujjumijimu SSirtllUUSLY AM' C5 

/JVERDISKS^ 
DN REVIEWS J 
I OLDIES SPEC!) 
cs amos irriLm 
IASTS FOR ENl 

ifTTEN BY ENTHUSIASTS -OR ENTHUSIASTS ONLY S55.PJ 
E FOR AMIGA PD FREj 
)N INTERVIEWS 
iSTS FOR ENU 
IGA PD SEI 
: FOR AMI 
5USEASTS 
riLrriES fi 
G TWO 1 
1ITTEN BYT? 

JS ARTICLES GRAPH 
LES DEMOS WRIT, 

tHICS FRED FIS 
»HICS MUSIC 

IN 8Y EN1 
ED FISH AM 

SUE ONLY 
VGAZINE Fd 

i TAKES AMIGA PD SERIOUSLY. 
kSTS FOR ENTHUSIASTS ONI 
-j REVIEWS ARTICLES Gi 
I1SKS UTIUTIES DEMOS 
iSTS ARTICLES GRAP1 
„Y AMOS ONLY £2.25 
ERDISKS AMOS WRI 
)N REVIEWS LATEST 
ES SPECIAL FIRST 

IOS MUSjC W 
MAGAZINE FOI 

IES EDUCATION 
ENTHUSIASTS FOF 

ISH REVIEWS TAKES t 
MUSIC THE MAGAZINE 

THUS IASTS FOR ENTHU 
AMIGA ONLY DEMOS U1 
£2.25 INCLUDING TWO C 

□TIES THE MAGAZINE FOR AMIGA PD MUSIC WRITTEN 
iSTS FOR ENTHUSIAS 
USLY AMOS DEMOS 

iSTS AMIGA PD AMOS 

E 2 COVERDISKS Tj 
fTTEN BY ENTHUSIASTS 
25 THE MAGAZINE FOR 

- REVIEWS ARTICLES | jiAPHlCS IL 'ILFTES £3„G 
NS 2 COVERDISKS EMOS ARTICLES GRAPH 
PD WRITTEN BY ENTHUSIASTS FOR ENTHUSIASTS AR* 

AmigaWare is available by single issue or subscription at £2.25 

per issue (£1.95 w ithout cover disk) or £22 for 12 issues (£19 JO 

without cover disk). Cheques/POs payable to Amiga Ware : 

AmigaWare (SubF),AnugaWare House, 

57 Oxford Road,BANBURY OX 16 9AJ 

CREDIT CARDS 0295 279000 

Fred Fish 
UTILITIES 
U192 Protocol Utilities 
U19i Wimdowsbeneh 
U190 Do Font 
U187 24 Pin Fonts 
U189 Assassins Label Printer 
U186 Ham Suite (6) 
U188 Printer Driver Generator K4 
U185 Radio Terminal 
U184 Slick Utilities 
U183 Vogue Utilities 
U182 Picture Help 
U181 Dip Dap Broth ers Utilities 
U180 Convertors Disk 
U179 Ozone Utilrties 
U178 Words (2) 
U176 Easy Text Plus 3.0 
U175 Word Frenzy 
U171 Messy Sid 
U167 PC Emulator 
U164 RSI Add On 1 
U165 RSI Add On 2 
U144 Quickbeneh 
U141 Jas Super Virus Killer 
U133 Slideshow Creator 
U127 Kevs Emulator 
U160 Cartoon Brushes 
U159 Flexibase 2.0 
U158 Spectra Paint 3.2 
U020 Jazzbench 

DEJA VU UCENCEWARE (£150 EACH. 
LPDDl Colouring Book 
LPD04 Thingmajic 
LPD08 Work & Play 
LPD09 AMOS Assembler 
LPD10 Word Factory 
LPD13 Jigmania 
LPD14 Play It Sat© 
LPD47 Dirty Cash 

LPD46 Magpies Clipart 1 
LPD43 AMOS Lazerzone 
LPD45 Music Box 
LPD37 Rocket Maths 
LPD29 Big Top Fun 
LPD39 Magic Forest 2 

GAMES 
G052 Megaball 
GQ69 Pom Pom Gunner 
GQ64 Air Ace f Sealance 
G001 Learn & Play (2) 
GQ27 Monopoly 
G020 Card Games 
GO07 Ten Game Compilation 
G02i Chess Compilation 
GQ03 Pipeline 
G063 Sierra Solutions 

AMOS SELECTION 

AQ04 Fonts 2 
A005 Fonts 3 
At 15 BaJloonacy 
All 9 Electro-CAD 
A146 Fruit Machine 
A0O6 STOS to AMOS Convertor 
A f 35 Simon Says / Space Maths 
A021 Word Square Solver 
A031 Screen Designer 
A035 Archivist 
A052 Forms Realty Unlimited 
A139 Master Race 
A215 Fractal Workshop 

DEMOS 
Dl26 Mad on ER Demo {6) 
Dili Pink Floyd The Wall (6) 
D121 Taxi Driver 
D123 Flypast Animation 

D124 Virtual Wo rid 
0125 Electric Touch Demo 
0125 The Fantasy Force 
0127 Paradise Genesis Demo 
0130 WWF Demo 
D131 Predator 2 Animation 
0114 Star Trek (2) 
0112 Sgt Pepper (2) 
0119 Pogo Animation 
0101 Robocop Animation 

MUSIC 
M007 Queen / Black Box 
M012 Technotronic Comp. 
M013 Amigadeous 
M014 Bagpipe Music 
M016 Aliens (2) 
M022 Jarre Revolutions 
MQ28 T9f 
M029 Iron Maiden (2) 
M045 Star Trek Sound Disk 
M048 Adam ski Killer 
M071 Mozart (2) 
M070 Nightbreed Demo 5 
M076 Weird Wizard Collection 
M079 Vertical Mystical Tune 

SLIDESHOWS 
5050 50's Slideshow (2) 
S049 Betty 800 
S042 Judge Dread 
S039 WWF Slideshow 
S037 Star Trek Images 
S026 Gremlins Slideshow 
SOU Aliens Slideshow (2) 
S008 Bloodsport 
S007 Reichter Slideshow 
S005 Total Recall 

1-520 
T-Bag 1 - 56 

Amos I * 293 
Deja Vu 
1-47 

Pri<es 
1-9._£1.25 
10-19..E1.00 
20+_£0.89 
Minimum order 

2 disks. 
We weltome 
international 

orders. 

TEL: 0236 
737901 

The above represents only a small selection of our collection. Please call for new 
arrivals, or why not call into our showroom. 

Prices include postage and packing. Payment by Access/Visa or make your cheques or P.O. 's payable to 
Office Choice:- Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ 

Our full range of software Is also available from our computer centre 
"Micro Choice" 30, Townhead, Kirkintilloch. 

VISA 



PD UTILITIES 

T&r Classic Utilities 
I^^^J Want to know what impressed technical impresario 

Pat McDonald the most over the past 12 months? Well now's 

your chance. Here's 3 0 of the best. 

This is probably one of the smallest (it works on a 0.5Mb machine} and possibly one of the easiest 
databases, in terms of setting-up and using, BuddBase is a winner It can handle very large databases, 
because they're all on disk, rather than being held in memory. Ifs also quite fast, which is rather unusual 
for disk-based databases. 

2 BOOTX V3.SO 
The is the best boot block utility, BoofX can recognise many different types of boot block vims. It can 
also read game boot blocks and save them on to a separate disk. So if a virus wipes the boot block, you 
can put the original back on. 

3 MVK 2.1 
This is the last version of Master Virus Kiiter to be released into the Public Domain (2.2 and above are not 
PD)t MVK 2A knows about 130 different viruses, including the elusive ROLE dlsk-vaUdator virus. 
Although a bit dated for a virus killer, it can still recognise the most for one individual program. 
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4 ELECTROCAD VI.4 
The full program of this demo isn't In fact PD. But even with just the demo, you can draw your own elec¬ 
tronic schematic diagrams and printed circuit board layouts^ and print them out too. For electronics 
enthusiasts everywhere. 

5 IVIED V3. 1 1 B 
The last version of MED to be put into the PP. MED is basically a sample sequencer for arranging samples 
into tunes. Although a bit difficult to use with a TV (the writing is a bit small) it can at least be used with 
MIDI Instruments, via a suitable interface. 

6 NUKE! V1.2B 
This program was written to combat the problem of disk-validator viruses (viruses which hide in the disk- 
validator file commonly found on data disks). Can find and kill the Saddam and the ROLE virus, and will 
spot new ones too. 

L 

7 ACC ASSEMBLER VI 
Although not a new program (it actually uses the rather old A68K assembler), this Is quite a viable offer¬ 
ing, It puts a text editor assembler and linker onto one disk. Not as good as commercial assemblers, but 
reasonable lor learning about programming in machine code, 

8 PROTRACKER VI .2 
The music program for amateurs (and a few professionals too), ProTracker t.2 is the latest in a long, long 
line of similar programs ending in -Tracker, Although slightly easier to pick up than MED, it can't cope 
with MIDI Instruments. 

9 NORTHC VI.3 
The chance of getting a full version of the C language In PD? Yes. and not only that, but a relatively 
bug free one at that! North C has become so popular that there's a special three disk manual for it In 
the PD, and some C tutorial books on C even have notes about the differences between this and 
the commercial Lattice C, 

1 O MOD PRO VI .9 
There's a host of music modules in the PD. With this program you can set up your own collection of per* 
sonal favourites. Mod Pro can read SMUS, old NoiseTracker and current Sound!racker modules, as well 
as MED modules. Then you can save the resultant file and listen to the music just by clicking on an icon. 
User friendly too. 

SPRITE BANK EDITOR 2 
D£JA VU LPD40 

This one is aimed squarely at AMOS programmers. 

It's a utility for loading in sprite hanks from that pro¬ 

gram, and rearranging them according to your taste. 

For instance, suppose you have a collection of 

AMOS sprites, but you need to delete the first and Iasi 

five sprites, and then reverse the order. This is not an 

easy job if you're just using SpriteX (the included 

sprite editor) hut if s a doddle with this program. 

If s also a good idea to use SBE2 to cheek that you 

havenT wasted space and duplicated some sprites. A 

utility that no AMOS programmer should be without, 

unless you've written your own version of course. 

MBS 0206 

At long last, the first PD 3D Construction Kit rears it's 

ugly head. Wasteland* Looks bland - do not adjust your 

mag. it’s supposed to look like that. The plot is the 

standard 3DCK waffle: 'save the world in an hour by 

wandering around collecting the keys and shooting the 

had guys' In this ease, the time limit is set by the 

Joshua missile, which is due to be launched and 

destroy mankind 4,000 seconds after the game starts. 

You've seen one 3DCK game, you've seen 'em all. 

Having said that. I did find it enjoyable, but it's not 

easy - it takes some puzzling to work out how to leave 

the first level. Free scape fans and those who have 

never seen such a game only, I'm afraid. 

As promised, Wosteiands looks o little dull, but oil the 
puzzling more than makes up for It. 

PD TOP TEN UTILITIES 
PD SOFT 

1) Desktop Publishing - V39G 
2) Spectrum Emulator 1,2 - V443 
3) Jetman-2018 
4) Red Sector Vector Demo - LIB 
5) Ami cash - V392 
6) Air Warrior Flight Sim - 1984 
7) BootX Virus Killer 4,03 - V457 
8} Wlndowbench - V4G1 (Two disks) 
9} Pom Pom Gunner - 1977 
10) Printer Drivers Collection 3 - V444 

CONTACT LIST: 

AMKSANUTS PD: 169 Dale Valley 

Rood., Holtybrook, Southampton, 

SOI 6QX 

DEJA VU: 0942 495261 

PD SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend-on-Sea, Essex:, SSI 2YT> 

0702 612259 

MBS: 132 Ounvflle Rend, 

Newporfy Isle of Wight, P030 5LH 

0983 529594 
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BYTEBACK 
Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

..and the keenest prices 

GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS 
HEW RELEASES 

AD & D Collectors ..  21.99 
Amnios...-..17:99 
Beast Buster ..   .....17,99 
Blitzkreig...   19.99 
Captain Planet.  17.99 
Cruise for a Corpse.....18.99 
Deluxe Paint IV............ 59.99 
Deuieros..    17.99 
0f„...   16.99 
Eye of the Storm...................phone 
Final Fight..  .17.99 
Finest Hour - Mission....*12.99 
Flames oi Freedom...24.99 
Gauntlet 3. 16.99 
Hard Nova. ....*.17.99 
Harpoon.......21.99 
Hunter...19 99 
Jimmy White Snooker ..17.99 
Kings Quest V...    27.99 
Knights of the Sky....___... 22.99 
Lemmings - Data disk.......11.99 
Little Beau..,*.    16.99 
Lord of The Rings... 17,99 
Magic Garden..........—. .17,99 
Magic Pockets..17,99 
Magic Storybook....19.99 
Mega Lo Mania ....—21.99 
Mega Twins  ..,.....,16.99 
MIG 29 Super Fulcrum...27.99 
Napoleon    ....,..... 19.99 
Nebulus 2.    17,99 
Never Ending Story...,...17.99 
Pegasus...*---19 99 
R Type 2.  ....17,99 
Rise of the Dragon.....24.99 
Robin Hood,..*17.99 
Robin Smith Cricket.*.,17.99 
Robozone...*....17.99 
Rolling Ronny ..    16.99 
Rubicon....+.17,99 
Rugby World Cup  16.99 
Shadow Sorceror...  18.99 
Shoe People ..  17.99 
Silent Service 2........ ......24.99 
Simpsons...  ..16.99 
Spirit of Excaiibur......21.99 
Starflight 2.  ...................17,99 
Super Space invaders...17,99 
Terminator 2-------,.17 99 
Thunderhawk....19.99 
Turbo Challenge 11 17.99 
UMS 2 ■ Planet Editor.«....12.99 
Under Pressure..........17 99 
Utopia..«..........19 99 
World Wrestling Federation....phone 
4D Sports Boxing . .,.17.99 

BUDGET GAMES 

Batman - The Movie-6.99 
Bubble Bobble..........., ,,6.99 
Last Ninja 2  ...6.99 
Shadow of the Beast,.,...6.99 

SALE 

Centrefold Squares,,.,....8,99 
Corporation.13-99 
Dungeon Master + Chaos.,19.99 

Elite....,...-..12,99 
Hero Quest .. 13,99 
James Pond.*...9.99 
Rick Dangerous__  .....8.99 
Steve Davis Snooker..,,.,.....6.99 
Strip Poker ......, .8,99 
Sword Of Sodan ..7,99 
Turtles,,...,..   .,12.99 
Wings...14,99 

GAMES 

Armour-Geddon...  17.99 
Battle Chess 2..   17.99 
Battle Command...16.99 
Battle of Britain.19.99 
Blade Warrior. ,,...,.,,.,,,..  17.99 
Captive.,,,,... 15,99 
Chase HG 2,........,..,.*16,99 
Darkman...  17.99 
Death Knights of Krynn...19.99 
Demon iak...20 99 
Elvira*..,........ 19.99 
Eye of the Beholder.21.99 
Feudal Lords..  ,,,,,.16.99 
Flight of the Intruder...,.,,.....27.99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle II....22,99 
Geisha ..    .17,99 
GODS ..    ,,.16,99 
Golden Axe .. .*....16,99 
Halls of Montezuma...,....17.99 
Hard Drivin'2...16.99 
Kick Off 2 (Mb)...  15.99 
Lemmings.   ,.,,.17.99 
Life and Death (Mb). 15.99 
Lotus Esprit Turbo..16.99 
Merchant Colony..........19.99 
Mighty Bombjack... 16.99 
Moonbase........23,99 
Mi Tank Platoon...  19.99 
PGA Tour Golf.. .....18.99 
Pool ot Radiance ..,.,,.19*99 
Po we rmon ger..„... 18,99 
Predator 2...,*.   ,.17.99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2. ,....,16.99 
Railroad Tycoon.  23.99 
RBI Baseball......  19,99 
Rick Dangerous 2..  16.99 
Sarakon ..     ,13.99 
Secret of Monkey Island ,....,,,.,....19.99 
Shadow of the Beast 2..24.99 
Speed ball 2............. 16*99 
Spirit of Excalibur (Mb)..21.99 
Supercars 2.   ,.16,99 
Super Monaco Grand Prix 17.99 
Supremacy..,.,,19*99 
Switchblade II.  ...,.,,17,99 
S.W.I.V...  ,.,.16.99 
Team Suzuki...   16.99 
Toki..     17.99 
Turrican 2...   .,16.99 
U.M.S. 2...............  ,,..19.99 
Ultima V....  22.99 
Warlords .,.    .19*99 
Wings (Mb)...,. ,,.,.18.99 
Wrath of the Demon.....19.99 
Z-Out.....14.99 

COMPILATIONS 

Addicted to Fun..........14.99 
Board Genius*.«....,,.17.99 
Falcon Collection..   20.99 
Fists of Fury..    19.99 
Hollywood Collection....19,99 
Master Mix....*.16.99 
Monster Pack.... 19,99 
Phantasie - Bonus Edition .19 99 
Platin urn... 17.99 
Power Pack*,,.,,,...16.99 
Power Up....21 *99 
Rainbow Collection.,,„.,*..14.99 
Spo rti ng Gold   ...* 19.99 
Super Sega ......21 *99 
Tesi Drive 2 - Collection ..«,«,.21*99 
Premier Collection ..,...18.99 
Virtual Worlds ..,.,,.19.99 
Wheels of Ftre...   12.99 

EDUCATIONAL 

A8 Zoo (Alphabet tutor).... . .5.99 
Manic Storvbook . .17.99 1 
Fun School 2 
(Under 6, 6-8 or over 8).. ,,..13.99 

Fun School 3 
(Under 5t 5-7or 7-11),............. ..,*15-99 

Fun School 4 
(Under 5. 5-7 or 7-11)... .15.99 

Donalds Alphabet Chase . ..** .16.99 
Gootys Railway Express.... .16.99 
Mickeys Runaway Zoo.. *,.,*16-99 

Micro Maths.. ,..*18*99 
Micro French... .18,99 
Micro Enolish. .18*99 

BOOKS (Abacus) J 

Amiga for Beginners. ...12.90 
Amiga Basic Inside and Out... ,...18.90 
Machine Language. ,14.90 
Tricks and Tips. ,.,*14.90 
More Tricks and Tips.*_ ***.14.90 
System Programs.. .*,.32*90 
Amiga DOS inside and Out.... ,,*,18.90 
Disk Drives Inside and Out *.*.. 

Disks to accompany books. ....13.90 

[ART and design 

3D Construction Kit..,.,,,.32*99 
Deluxe Paint (3) ..59.99 
Deluxe Paint (4).....,.*69.99 
Director (2)....,....79 99 
Disney Animation Studio*..,....79*99 
Digiview GOLD (4)....129.99 
Home Tiller     32.99 

MUSIC 

Audio Master (3)... *,.*,.*54,99 
Deluxe Music Con, Set. ,.,..,.4999 
Dr* T Copyist Apprentice. .69.99 
Mastersound. .29*99 
Midi Master (Hardware). .34.99 
Tor.hnn Sound_ 249Q 

UTILITIES 

Distant Suns ..... ..59*99 
Vista Pro.*. .74.99 
GR Route Plus. .59.99 
Interspread...„ .39*99 
Excellence.... .84.99 
Interword .....    39.99 

Kind Words ..    34*99 
Pen Pal..    ...63,99 
Scribble Platinum.. ...42*99 
Wordworth...84.99 

1 HARDWARE 

Cumana Disk Drive. .64.99 
Zydec Disk Drive. .59,99 
STAR LC10 Colour Printer.... ..**179.99 
STAR LC200 Colour Printer ** .,,*199*99 

500k RAM Expansion!. .**..*34*99 
FREE: 10 Public Domain disks! 

|DISKS (100% Guaranteed) 

Plus labels! 
( 10). 
( 50). 

.4.49 

.20.99 

SONYboxed fi'o7.:~ z.'.z.'.r.: is? 

plus labels ( 50). .42.99 

DEJA VU Licenseware 

DEJA VU...ONLY £3.50 each! 

LPD 
01 Colouring Book; Fun for kids 
02 Arc Angel Maths; Educational 
03 Galleons; Battling Ships (Mb) 
04 Th i n gam a j ig; Jigsaw Pu zzles. 
05 Jungle Bungle; Adventure (Mb) 
06 Pukadu; game. PLUS; Sprites 

600. use in your AMOS programs! 
07 4-Way Lynx; Puzzle Game (Mb) 
08 Work & Ptay; 3 Educational 

games for children. Good! (Mb) 
09 AMOS Assembler; (needs AMOS) 
10 Word Factory; Educational 
11 Go-Getter; Original game (Mb) 
12 Hypnotic Lands; Puzzle game 
13 Jigmania; Jigsaw fun (Mb) 
14 Play It Safe; Educational (Mb) 
15 A.A. Shapes; fun for kids (Mb) 
16 Reversi 2; Classic game (Mb) 
17 Dogfight 2; Arcade game (Mb) 
18 Touchstones; Board game (Mb) 
19 X-IT-50; Original game (Mb) 
20 Wordy; Word Processor Good! 
21 Quingo; Great Trivia Quiz (Mb) 
22 LC10 Fonts; Plus fort design 
23 E.S.P.; Original Arcade game 
24 Shining Way of Kung Fu; with 

digitised pics! (2 disks) (Mb) 
25 Mission; Text adventure game 
26 C.Y.A.P.; Puzzle game. (Mb) 
27 Flower Power; Great game! (Mb) 
28 Buddbase 1; Simple database 
29 Big Top Fun: Educational (Mb) 
30 Shymer; Kids Adventure (Mb) 
31 CLI Printer Dump; (needs 

AMOS) 
32 Hard Drive Menu System ... 
33 Creative Adventure Toolkit. 
34 Invoice Printer; Utility 
35 T-Tecdraw; CAD package. (Mb) 
36 Fracgen II; Fractal designer 

To order, quote; LPD nn 
(nn is number of disk, eg LPD. 01) 

POLLYSOFT.ONLY £3.00 each! 

POL 
01 Space Blob; Platlorm game 
02 Mr. Dig; Dig Dug style game 
03 Q-Boid; Tetris in Reversed 
05 Subculture; R-Type style game 
07 Dizzy Lizzy; Boulderdash! (Mb) 

08 Lizzy's Funtime; Education* (2D) 
11 Tron Dim X; Light Cycles (Mb) 
12 Ultimate Grabber; AMOS utility 
13 Bounty Hunter; Graphic Adven¬ 

ture with Arcade shoot outs! (Mb) 
14 Classroom Maths; Educational 
15 Crystal Caverns; C64 game! (Mb) 

To order, quote: POL.nn 
(nn is number of disk, eg PQLQ1) 

JOYSTICKS 

Joystick & Mouse extension.4.99 
Quickshot III Python.*.9*99 
Quickjoy III Supercharger,.,,,.,.11.99 
Quickjoy Jettighter..,,,...12.99 
Quickjoy TOPSTAR..........19.99 
Competition Pro Extra....15,99 
Sting Ray Handheld...  13,99 
Zip Slick Professional .,*.,.....15.99 

W 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FIRST CLASS POST 



THE BEST of THE AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 
DISK PRICES 

1 to 9 disks...£1,25 
10 disks + tile box...£9.99 
11 and over.....99p 

(2D - 2nd drive required) 
(Mb = 1 Megabyte required) 

(• - NOT Amiga Plus!) 

We onty slock the best 
Public Domain disks 

If we can’t praise it. We don’t list it! 

GAMES 

AG.01 Star Trek; Superb strategy game. 
Digitised graphics! f 2D-Mb-3 disks). 

AG.02 Various; Gravwars, Jackland, 
Pacman, Othello, Empire, Hanoi.,, 

AG.Q3 Star Trek {Agatron); Strategy 
game- Tobias Richter, (2D-Mb-2 
disks) 

AG.04 Monopoly; Full version of the clas¬ 
sic property trading game! 

AG.05 Pacman 87; Multi level version of 
this addictive arcade classic 

AG.07 Board and Card games; Cluedo, 
Othello, Klondike and Cribbage. 

AG. 10 Space Invaders; Arcade Classic 
version! Plus: Lander. Anoeba... 

AG. 11 Tennis; excellent shareware sports 
simulation, (Mb) 

AG. 14 Flaschelber; Boulderdash style 
game. Almost commercial quality ! 

AG. 15 Paranoid game; Arkanoid style, 
including a screen designer 

AG, 16 Castle of Doom; Adventure game 
with graphics - beginners level 

AG.1 B Golden Fleece; Infocom quality 
adventure, Tronh Train. Star Fleet.. 

AG.22 Return to Earth; Elite style Space 
trading game, digitised sound 

AG.24 Drip; Arcade quality painter game, 
China Challenge, Frogger etc. 

AG,27 Star Trek (USA); Strategy game. 
Captain the Enterprise. (2D-Mb 2 
disks) 

AG.29 Chess; Superb Multi Featured! 
Tiles, Tetri z Two, Battleships etc. 

AG.30 Twintris; Superb Shape dropping 
game! MUCH better than original! (*) 

AG.31 Simpsons; vertical scrolling shOOt- 
em-up style game! (SEUCK) 

AG.32 Legotris; another Tetris style 
game, amusing digitised sound 
effects, 

AG.34 Tile Game; AMOS games creator 
variation on the old 16 puzzle. 

AG.35 Cave Runner; Commercial quality 
Boulderdash style game! Excellent! 

AG,36 Wizzy's Quest; Professional qual¬ 
ity arcade puzzle game. 

AG.3B Star Trek - Arcade game; SEUCK 
produced scrolling shoot-em-up, 

AG.39 Wacko in Wonderland; Platform 
game with large graphics! Cute! 

AG.40 Metagalaclic Llamas; Classic 
Commodore 64 game by Jeff 
Minter! 

AG.42 Games Galore; Star Trek Trivia, 
Pharaohs Curse. Monopoly, 
Mazeman. 

AG.43 Gridrunner; Classic Jett Minter 
shoot-em-up. Rebound; Arkanoid 
style. Invaders; Space Invaders 
version, 

AG.44 Sorry; the board game, Flipper, 
Missile, Blackjack, Video Poker etc. 

AG.45 Seven Tiles; Superb Speed ball 
style game with digitised effects! 

AG.46 Megaball; Brilliant Arkanoid style 
game with Editor! 

AG.48 Diplomacy; War Strategy game 
AG.49 Eat Mine; Emerald Mine Copy. 80 

levels ot brain straining action 
AG.51 Frantic Freddy; Platform game, 

good conversion of G64 favourite! 

GAMES (continued) 
AG.52 Block ft; Superb Puzzle game! 
AG.53 Nakamoto; Great Platform game, 
AG.54 Downhill Skiing; Classic game 
AG.55 Amos-Defence; Shoot-em-Up 
AG-56 Assassins Games II; Invaders, 

Girl Action, Missile Command etc,,, 
AG.57 Battletorce; Fantasy Action. {*} 

SOU NDTR ACKER 

SND.01 Soundtracker; Four versions of this 
favourite Music creation program, 

SND.02 Soundtracker 4: alternative ver¬ 
sion + instruments disk (2 disks) 

SND.05 Soundtracker 8 Track; Superb! 
Plus converter for 4 track files... 

STI.01 to STI.OB Digital Soundtracker 
samples! 8 disks packed with 
100 s of files! (Buy one, or all 0 
for £7.99) 

STS.01/02 Sampled effects! (2 disks) 

EDUCATIONAL 

AE.01 Blackboard Maths, Concentration 
Colourpad, Cat & Mouse, etc (age 
5+) 

AE.02 Speliquiz. Wheel of Fortune, Tug 
o' Word, Maths Test, etc. (Age 5+} 

AE. 03 F ractats, Desktop Calculate r. 
Function Plotter, Evolution (Age 
1U) 

AE.04 Gravitywell. Weatherman, 
Gravsim, Airfoil... (Age 1T+) 

AE.05 World Data Bank; CIA world map. 
3D Plot, Calendar Factory. {11 +) 

AE.06 Talking Spelling Tutor, Speech 
Toy, German Language Test, 
Elements. Globe. Geotime 
(2 disks) (Age 11+) 

AE.07 Educational Graphics; Technical 
illustrations: Biology, Astronomy 
etc. Load into Deluxe Paint etc. 
(Age 9+) 

SLIDESHOWS 

AS,01 Boris Vallejo 1; Professional 
quality graphics in interlaced HAM! 

AS.05 Exodus Real 3D show; 9 very 
impressive Ray traced pictures. 

AS 06 Swimsuits: Great pictures from 
the U.S. Sports Illustrated mag. 

AS,12 MX. Esther; Animated slideshow 
of Eschers paradoxical artwork... 

AS, 20 SI i d esho w Con s t ru chon; Pictures 
scroll up/down, lade in/oul! etc... 

AS.22 Viz; Digitised pictures from the 
wonderful Viz magazine. 

AS 23 Agatron Slideshow TO; Ray 
Traced pictures of Star Trek ships 
induding shots from T Richters 
impending video 

AS.25 Fraxion Slideshow; Fantasy pic¬ 
tures, expertly digitised in HAM 

AS.27 Tobias Richter Slideshow; Hi 
Res pictures with a Sci-Fi theme.. 

AS. 29 Col ou rpic; Digiti sed pictu res pro¬ 
duced with Real Time digitisers. 

AS.30 Invisible Wortd; Amazing Hi-Res 
digitised pics of fleas, bed bugs etc 

CLIP ART 

AC.01 Deluxe Paint; lots of quality pic¬ 
tures in low, medium 8 high res, 

AC.02 Pagesetter Art; Animals, Food, 
Computers, Fantasy, Holidays,., 

AC.04 IFF Alphabets; 30+ screens of 
character sets and surfaces... 

AC.05 Animals; Anatomy, Buildings.,, 
AC.06 Cartoons; People, Animals... 
AC,07 Holidays; Flags, Flowers eta 
AC.08 Music; People, School etc. 
AC.09 Signs; Titles. Logos, Headings. 
AC, 10 Teddy Bears; ideal for present 

labels, greetings cards etc. 
AC 11 Nightclub; Viniage Cars, Bikes 
AC. 12 Colour; Occasions, Transport, 

Signs, Electrical, Architecture. 

UTILITIES 
AU-01 Jazzbench; Workbench upgrade 

with many indispensable features! 
AU.02 UEdlt; Excellent fife editor, a vast 

improvement on Ed! 
AU.03 QL Emulator; plus 2 data disks 

packed with files. Superb! (3 disks) 
AU.10 Graphic Utilities; Fontfixer, IFF 

Convert, Palette Convert etc... 
AU. 11 Starchart; Gives positions and 

movements of all major constella¬ 
tions 

AU, 13 Visicatc; Superb full featured 
Spreadsheet with manual on disk. 

AU.15 Dope IntTo Maker; Create Demos 
with this user friendly package. 

AU.17 D Copy; Excellent disk copier, 
similar to X Copy, Good Nibble 
mode! 

AU. 18 North C; Complete C environment 
tor the Amiga! Amazing value! 

AU.19 SID; Workbench replacement. 
AU.21 Avoiding CLI; useful unities Oth¬ 

erwise only obtainable using CLI, 
AU.22 Text Plus; Word Processor (v2,2) 

Professional quality program! 
AU.23 Word Wright; Word Processor, 

Plus: Amiga Spell; Spell checker! 
AU,24 Spectrum Emulator; Run some 

Spectrum games on your Amiga! 
AU.26 Complete C Manual; 11 chapters 

plus 70 executable examples! (3 
disks) 

AU.27 Amibase (v3.76); Professional 
quality, multi-featured database! 

AU.29 Mash Booter disk; 20+ utilities 
AU.30 Mash Booter Disk 2; 25+ util s. 
AU.31 Ghostwriter; Popular, easy to use 

Intro and Demo Maker (Mb) 
AU.32 Label Designer; Design and print 

black & white or colour labels. 
AU.33 Nib; Powerful disk copier! 
AU.35 Quickbase; Easy to use Database 

Ideal tor address book or simitar! 
AU.36 Rainbow Writer; Demo maker, 

Scrotly text, 3D stars, various 
fonts, toni edit, load Soundtracker 
modules! 

AU.37 mCAD; CAD package, superb value 
for money, professional features! 

AU.38 Ultimate Icon Disk; Great icon 
creator, nice and easy to use! 

AU.40 Red Sector Demo Maker; 
Powerful program for creation of 
demos (Mb) 

AU.41 Mandelbrot Generator; Superb. 
written with AMOS language, 

AU 42 Rippers Guide; Various music 
and graphic rippers. Very good 

AU.43 Master Virus Kilter; Ultimate in 
Virus Killers, will detect over 124 
different viruses & boot blocks!' 

AU-45 Slideshow Construction Kit; 
easy to use Slideshow creator, 

AU.4S Home Utilities; Wordwright, Word 
Processor. SCalc: Spreadsheet, 
Label Print: Labet Printing utility. 

AU.49 Ripped Fonts & Logos; Character 
sets extracted from various demos! 

AU.50 Picturesque; Good art package. 
AU.51 Business Letters; 600 plus to 

adapt and use in your word pro¬ 
cessor! 

AU.52 C64 Emulator; Latest version, 
hardware available separately! (*> 

AU.53 Speedbench; Load in 15 secs. O 
AU.54 Printer Drivers; 30 different 

FONTS 

AF.01 Cosmopolitan; Rangers. Peignei, 
Avant Guard. Aldous, Celtic etc... 

AF.02 Fancy; Hollywood, Park Avenue, 
Broadway, Came lot, Courier. 
Ham,,, 

AF.03 Publishers; Helvetica, Akashi. 
Andover, Bookman, Boxie. 
Times... 

AF,04 Various; Unusual, Videofonts 
Large & Small fonts... Utilities. 

HELP! 
AH.01 Adventure Game Solutions; 

More than 100 including: Dungeon 
Master, Future Wars. Ultima 1 to 
5, Sierra, Infocom. Bards Tale, 
Rainbird...Every Adventure 
players dream! 
(2 disks) 

DEMOS 

AD.01 Walker 1; Classic animation (Mb) 
AD,02 Walker 2; Classic animation (Mb) 
AD.04 Probe Sequence; Video pictures 

from an alien planet! Amazing! 
AD, 18 Puggs In Space; Amusing cartoon 

of alien creature exploring Earthf 
AD.21 Busy Bee; Amazing Sculpt 3D ani¬ 

mation of a large flying Bee! (Mb) 
AD.23 Ship and Sphere; Ray Trace film of 

space ship and glass sphere. (Mb) 
AD.24 NewTek Demo Reel 3; Incredible 

professional demo. (Mb-2 disks) 
AD 25 The Run; 3D film of Lotus chase 

through traffic with police car! (Mb) 
AD.32 Vision Megademo IV; Superb 

Digitised music and sound effects! 
AD, 36 Kef re ns Megademo VIII; 10 

demos including: Kill the Beast 
(Shadow of the Beast meets 
Xenon (2 disks) 

AD.39 Agatron animations; 3D film of USS 
Enterprise attacking USS Reliant. 

AD.44 Laurel and Hardy; Digitised clips 
from various films! (2 disks) 

AD-45 Star Trek, Dry Dock demo; The 
highly praised Ray Trace master¬ 
piece! 

AD.46 Stealthy Manoevre II; Cartoon 
style Stealth Fighter animation. 

AD,47 Walker Demo; The incredible 2 
Megabyte animation (2Mb - 2 disks) 

AD 48 Amy V Walker; Amy the Squirrel 
chases AT-AT with Monkey 
Wrench! (Mb) 

AD 49 Budbraln Productions; Quality ani¬ 
mations induding Movie! (2 disks) 

AD.50 Budbraln Demo 2; Great sound, 
great graphics, another classic! 

AD.51 Fishtank demo; Animation of sea 
creatures miming in lime to music1 

AO.53 Iraq demo; Mini film involving 
Saddam Hussain and John Major! 

AD.54 Simpsons; Digitised: Qo the 
Bari man plus great Bart slideshow1 

AD.56 Phenomena Megademo; Trip to 
Mars; Fly around 3D landscape, 
Pius: Ray-Trace Fractal demo. 
Light Sourced World animation etc. 
GET THIS! (Mb) 

AD.58 Applecus; Ray Traced apples 
replace beads on animated abacus! 
(Mb) 

AD.59 Ptasmutex 91 by TEA; Super 
smooth animations! Truly amazing! 

AD.61 Franklin the Ffy; Very amusing 
series of animations . (Mb) 

AD 62 Dating Game; Eric Shwartz, very 
amusing animation. (3M -2 disks) (*) 

AD.63 Batman; Terminal & Late Night; 
Three great Eric Shwartz anims. (Mb) 

AD.64 Shuttlecock; E.Shwartz (Mb) (’) 
AD-65 Stealthy Animations; 3 great Eric 

Shwartz films. (Mb) (*). 
A0.66 Substance; by Guartex, Fractals. 

3D animations, Ray Trace 
Bubbles O- 

AD.67 Interspace by Phenomena; O 
AD.68 Universal Intensity Demo O 
AD.69 Decaying Paradise Demo. (Mb) 
AD.70 Global Trash by Siiems; Ray 

Traced Space Ship, Superb Piazma 
effects, 30 animations .stunning! 

AD 71 Ice Megademo by Silenis: O 

To order any of our PD disks simply quote 
the required disk numbers. 

Minimum Order 3 Disks? 
Catalogue disk.99p 

TOP QUALITY DISKS - BY RETURN OF POST! 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 
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SOFTWARE 

17-BIT SOFTWARE, THE PD 

LIBRARY YOU CAN TRUST! 
MAKE THE MOST OF 

CHRISTMAS WITH AN ORDER 
FROM 17-BIT. iM#riBtT*'£rrrvR tLm 
PLBASB PIT 0»(T AMIUA FQKM.T OS AU. lti>T Al, COKRASPOMIUNCK 

CHEER UP HOUR CHRISTMAS WITH SCHEME S 7 DISK 12, X 
KARAOKE SING A LONG WRITTEN 37 MIKE ARCHER CRAMMED 
WITH ALL YOUR FAVOURITE CAROLS, YOU WILL BE HOLDING 

YOUR BELLY FOREVER WITH THIS ONE.„.ONLY £SEO 
RLLkm ADD TO ALL CIPHERS LSSS THAW 5 BIEl&S.■ TKANKB 

LISTED BELOW IS JUST A SMALL 

SELECTION OF OUR VAST LIBRARY, WE 

ALSO HAVE FRED FISH UPTO 550, ALL 

AMOS LPD, TO AG, AND SCHEME I7P OUR 

AIM IS SIMPLE.-TO BRING YOU THE 

PUBLIC THE VERY BEST LN PD AT WHAT 

WE FEEL IS THE BEST PRICE. MAYBE YOU 
CAN HUY IT CHEAPER, BUT CAN YOU BUY 

WITH CONFIDENCE FROM OTHER 

LIBRARY'S* WE ARE HERE FOR GOOD!!!! 
SO YOUR ORDER IS GUARANTEED A SAFE 

24 TO48 HOUR TURNAROUND.. 

OUR FRIENDLY TELEPHONE STAFF WILL 
GLA DLY POINT YOU IN THE RIGHT 

DIRECTION II YOU ARE NOT SURE WHAT 

KIND OF PD WILL MOST SUIT YOUR 

NEEDS..SO GIVE US A CALL 0924 366982 

WrUTllS!!! 
38 ICON DEVELOPMENT 
56 CU UTILS 
75 CALENDAR ORGANIZER 
151 BANK ORGANIZER 
174 AM CAT 
243 DISK SALV 
247 DISK X 
1353 MED V3.1 IB(NEW) 
778 NOISETRAKER V2J 
784 BOWL V2 
785 om UHLS 2 
793 JAZZ BENCH 
H9 NOISETRAKER 2 
HI UTILITY MIX 2 
>61 SPECTRA PAINT 
1005 AMIGA TOOLS 
1034 TEXT CRAFT 
1036 PRINTER DRIVERS 
1037 SUPER KILLERS 
I05S MUSIC RIPPERS 
1068 WORD FRENZY 
111! C-UGHT 
1133 SUDESIIOW 
"ONSTRUCT Ki r 
1148 VIRUS BLITZ 
1152 PERSONAL JOURNAL 
1197 VECTOR DESIGNER 
1222 ART Ql: MED 
1252 RSI LmS 
1255 PICTURE HELPER 
1275 OPT! COMMS 
1276 MUSIC 
rONSTRUCnON KIT 
1295 ST EMULATOR 
1338 MESSYSID 2 
1320 MUSIC RIPPERS 
1340 VIRUS KILLERS 
131 MIDI UTILS 
353 GHOSTWRITER 2 
*97 RSI DEMO MAKER 
1252 UTILS FOR ABOVE 
1390 UTILS FOR ABO VE 
1391 UTC1.S FOR ABOVE 
1391 UTILS FOR ABOVE 
1365 MED MODULES 
166 ARP 
1369 OFI7 UTILS 2 
1-362 FENSTER 
1-531 BIJiSURCII 
F403 HXDISK 
1494 INPUT LOCK 
F363 LABEL PRINT V35 
F455 MEM MON 
1-420 MENU WRITER 
f-98 QBASE 
F33S SID 
F318ZOPER 
K4-0X-SPELL 
F440 3D PLOT 
F5L7 AMIBACK 
1*361 BRUSH 4D 
1-276 CUCK DOS 
1-302 DISK TALK 
1*472 1CALC 
F284 ICON TOOLS 
F452 IMAGE LAB 

24 HACK 
71 MONOPOLY 
3 35 BACK GAMMON 
173 OTHELLO 
107 AGATRON GAMES 
370 TENNIS 
130 GOLDEN FLEECE 
445 CA STLE OF DOOM 
1350 POM POM GUNNER 
192 WERNER GAME 
556 HOLY GRAIL 
595 596 STAR TREK 
&99 PSUDOCOP 
759 GAMES GALORE 1 
775 PROPERTY MARKET 
781 GAMES GALORE 2 
795 BATTLEFORCE 
827 GAMES GALORE 3 
837 GAMES GALORE 5 
841 BLACKJACK 
973 REBOUND 
980 STAR TREK NEXT GEN 
981 QUIZ MASTER 
1046 SHAPES 
1048 EMPIRE 
1052 A+BTRUK1NON 
1058 ZEUS 
1069 AT1C ATTACK 
1113 GAMES GALORE 6 
1114GAMES GALORE? 
1145 PACMAN 
1154 WARFARE SIM 
1155 MASTER OF THE 
TOWN 
S159 DARK STAFF 
1166 STOCK MAR KIT 
1174 SCUM HATERS 
1281 MEGA BALL 
1282 JUMPY 
1284 CHINESE CHECKERS 
1285 ASTEROIDS 
1290 CONNECT 4 
1419 SUPER TWINTRIS 
1342 CASTLE ADVENTURE 
1351 W1SSYS QUEST 
1354 RETURN TO liA RTH 
1367 CARD GAMES 
1378 TETRIS 2 
1407 POOL 
1423 NO MANS LAND 
1427 DUNGEONS 
1436 W ARC A ME 

A GAME FOR CHARITT 
MATE. A SHOOT EM VP 

OF THE HIGHEST ORDER 
AVAILABLE NOW 

AT ONLY 13.00 
WITH 2 POUND GOING 

TO THE R.NJ.B 
GAME SUPPLIED BY 
KEN AND THE BOYS 

IN LONDON, HELLO PEEPS 

J] CAR + UNICYCLE 
53 JUGIJ-R 
148 KNlGHr ANIMATION 
2:20 2 MEG WALKER DISK 1 
221 2 MEG WALKER DISK 2 
255 WAIJCER DEMO 
163 GHOST POOL 
185 COOL COUGER 
591 THE RUN <CAR) 
584 FRACTAL FLIGHT 
762 STEAL'ntY 2 
*02 MAGICIAN 2 
*08 STEALTHY AN1MS 
903 PEG AKIM 
911 APPLFCUS 
975 JUGGLER 2 
990 PIANO ANIM 
999 TRACK BALL 
1022 AMY VS WAIXI k 
1032IUGETTE 2 
1075 SPIDER MAN 
1092 MARSFUGHT 
1096 CONGA MAN 
164 SPACE SHEARE 
329 STAR TREK DRY DOCK 
1190 PINBALL ANIM 
1191 TEA CUP ANIM 
1208 ANTI LEMMIN DISK 1 
1209 ANTI LEMMIN DISK 2 
PLEA SE NOT A NTT 
LEMMIN IS A 2 MEG DEMO 
1256 HOLIDAY ANIM 
1305 CORSAIR 
1337 SHUTTLE COCK ANIM 

LATEST PD 
1481 RIM DATA BASE 
1480 MCAD 
1479 VISi CALC 
1478 A Ml BASE V3.76 
1477 GOOD GAME 
1476 EXILE FONTS 
1475 GUTLAND REBELS 
1474 SILENTS FRANCE 
1473 REBELS THE THING 
1472 A-GENE FAMILY TRE^ 
1471 TECHNO FRIGHT 
1470 FACE ANOTHER DAY 
1469 TEXT VIEWER 
1468 PRINTER UTILS 
1467 LEMMING CURD 
1466 TOO SEXY UTILS 
1465A TERMINATOR 2 
1465B SLIDESHOW (2 DISK) 
1464 INTRO'S COMP 
1463 DAVES ANIMATIONS 
1462 UNICOPY 
1461 ANIM (MUTLY) 
1460 DEVISL l^ARRYNTH 
1459 STATIC BYTES MUSIC 
1458 KEFRENS GUARDIAN 
1457 WFMH VECTOR DEMG 
1456 SONIC BOOM 
1455A EQUINOX SO WHAT 
I455B EQUINOX SO WHAT 
1454 MAG1K12HGPE 

-^MESTTir 
1453 SOUNDSPLASH 4 
1452 LSD MUSIC DISK 
1451 TEC1 INC TRANCE 
1450A DIMENSION 4 MUSIC 
1450B DIMENSION4 MUSIC 
1449 SSI DRAGONSUDES 
1448 RAMJAM MUSIC 
1447 DEVILS MEGA DEMO 
1446A TOXIC WASTE l 
1446B TOXIC WASTE 2 
1445 LUKE + JOE ART 
1444 A’ll-ANTIS SUDES 
1443 NUMERIC MUSIC 
1442 PSYGNOSIS AGONY 
1441 PUMA TRACKER 
1440 PRO I ON MUSIC DISK 
1439 QUARTZ MEGA DEMO 
1438 MISC PROGS 
1437 TRAVEL GAME 
1436 BATHE: OF BRITAIN 
143SA KILLERS DEMO L 
I435B KILLERS DEMO 2 
1434 INTRO'S COMP 
1333 LSD MEGA DEMO 
1432 CHAR LY PRODUY 
1431 MUSIC WINNERS 
1430 NANO DEMO 
H29A HIS MASTERS NOISE 
1429B HIS MASERS NOISE 
1428 CHESS TUTOR 
1427 DUNGEONS OF 
SADRO 
1426 GAMES FOR MAY 
1425 ANARCHY INTRO'S 
1)424 SILENTS MUSIC 
1423 NO MANS LAND(GAM 
1422 HOT STUFF!!!!!!! 
jl 421 A BREED ANIM 15 
MEG NEEDED!!!!!!! 
1420 GAMES GALORE 9 
1419TWINTRIS 
1418 INSANITY TOOI.S 
1417 GRAPHICS 
IONSTRUCTION KIT 
1416 RAF VOLUME 1 
1415 DIGITAL ADDRESS 
300K 
1414 40 VIRUS KILLERS 
1413 SYSTEM TEST 
1412 CRYPTIC UTILS 
1411 CRUISE FOR A 
CORPSE DEMO 
1410 CRYPnC UTILS 
1409 PETERS QUEST 
1408 GAMES 
1407 MOON BASE, POOL 
1406 BACKGAMMON 
1405 DESK TOP PUBLISHER 
1404 LN BED MADONNA 
1403 MADONNA AN1MS 
1402 RHAPSODY IN BLUE 
140] TEXT 2.1 (£L10 A DISK 
1400 SHA MEN MIX DISK 2 
1399 SHA MEN MIX DISK I 
1398 DESKBENCH DISK 3 
1397 AS ABOVE DISK 2 

WARNING IF YOU HAVE 
JUST GOT A NEW AMIGA + 

BE WARNED A LOT OF PD 
WILL NOT RUN HU! ALL NEW 
PD WILL BE TESTED PROM 
NOW ON, BUT BUY WISELY 

UPDATE 23 

IS OUT NOW! ONLY 

£1.50 AN ISSUE 

IT OPENS A WHOLE 

NEW DOOR FOR 

YOUR PD NEEDS. 

OFTEN COPIED BUT 

NEVER BETTERED. 

IT’S YOUR 

ESSENTIAL GUIDE 

TO WHATS NEW AND 

BEST IN PDH 
TIBS PRODUCT IS A FORCE OF I 

PRODUCTION 

rnmrnmm 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE 

TAKEN , OPENING TIMES ARE MON 
TO TOURS 9 .00 W1 HU- 8.00 PM AND 

9.00 TO 5.30 FRI AND SAT. 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND 
POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO 

17-IIIT SOFTWARE 
WRITE TO:-PO BOX 97 WAKEFIELD 
WFl1XX TELEPHONE 0924 366982 
IF NO ONE IS THERE OUR ANSWER 
PHONE WILL GLADLY TAKE YOUR 
ORDER..PLEASE BE PATIENT OUR 

PHONE HOTLINE IS VERY BUSY, 
MOST ORDERS ARE SENT OUT THE 

SAME DAY, IP RECEIVED EARLY 
ENOUGH, PLEASE ALLOW AT 

LEAST A WEEK FOR YOUR ORDER 
TO ARRIVE BEFORE RINGING AND 

ASKING WHERE YOUR ORDER 
I&.THANKS 

AMIiiA SPECIALS 
TRACK BALL-£2695 
MICE* ONLY £15.99 
SECOND DRIVES-£55.95 
SECOND DRIVES (TRACK COUNT)£60 
AMIGA RAM EXPANSIONS -£24J5 
MOUSE MATS -£200 
ZY-FI SPEAKERS”£35.95 

CHRISTMAS MUSIC DISK 
ONLY £1.50 

C PLEASE HELP US TO RfUJ> YOU PLEASE QOUTK YOVK CUSTOMER NUMBER IF YOU HAVE ONE (ITS ONTRE FRONT OF tOUF JIFFY BAO^_ 



PD DEMOS 

BUZZED! 
PD SOFT TO&&, 2087 AMD 2088 

The prize for best demo of the month goes to this little 

masterpiece. Most of the 3D animations we see are 

simple live-second pictures of bouncing balls or other 

suitahly rounded objects. James Robinson has gone 

way beyond that with Buzzed. Picture the scene: a 

peaceful meadow next to a quiet highway The birds 

swoop through the sky, the sun shines and a busy bee 

flutters along the roadside. If he doesn' t look out he'll 

CRASH! ...hit that post. 

The animation style featured on Buzzed is nothing 

new, but the sheer finesse and precision involved are 

absolutely superb. The bee drifts around smoothly, 

with some beautifully coloured objects and scenery to 

back him up. The attention to detail is excellent, from 

the car that drives past, to the spider hanging under the 

mailbox. Excellent! 

AMI-FX 4 
AMIGANUTS UNITED, DISKS 1 1 80 

(THREE DISKS) 

The original idea behind the Ami-FX range (which, 

incidentally, stands for Amiga Fractal Exchange) was 

to allow those interested in fractals to find contacts and 

make new connections within the Amiga community. 

Unfortunately, this idea hasn't really been fully 

achieved, w iih the disks that do appear simply contain¬ 

ing a few pictures and animations based on fractals. 

Some of the clips featured are pretty g<xxl though, 

including spiralling Julia Curses. Mandelbrot kaleido¬ 

scope effects and some very nice Vista shots. It may 

not be much of an information exchange, but it*s very 

impressive to watch! 

If you're looking forward to getting loads of nice computer pressies 

for Christmas, but can't stomach the idea of being given yet another 

copy of Josephs Amazing Technicolour Dream Coat Medley by your 

auntie, then you need to get hold of some serious audio-visual 

entertainment. But where can you find this? The Demo Zone! 

GOTTA GO 
ANIMATION 
PD SOFT, DISK 2109 

REQUIRES 1.5 MB 

Following the recent trend of humorous cartoon-slyle 

animations, Alan Pi chid has pul together a piece last¬ 

ing just over four minutes! The clip consists of a bloke 

walking to the park with his faithful hound* only to 

find that it is closed for the day. The dog goes into a 

frenzy and drags his poor master across the city lo find 

an alternative location for his daily constitutional. 

Although the demo is touted as being four minutes 

long, this isn’t really a deciding factor in the quality. 

The action is pretty slow and drawn out, making it 

seem as though very little happens. Still, some of the 

antics are quite amusing - if a little predictable. 

ALIEN BREED 

swiping through an asteroid field and docking with a 

space station above the planet*s surface. Although the 

game wasn't Format Gold material, this animation is 

still impressive, making it well worth investigating. 

MAGAD! MEGADEMO 
PD SOFT, DISK 2028 

Seeing the word ‘megademo* in the title of a disk is 

off-putting, since these usually consist of a few duff 

tunes, a handful of vectors and some banal scroll-texts. 

The Afagad! megademo is different. The sound is a 

last-paced dance track, with some very nicely drawn 

pictures and animations. The tiny clips arc very much 

in the style of Japanese animators, featuring cute-faced 

girls with huge eyes and a surreal dancing panda. For a 

change from the normal megademo, this is ideal* 

257 

17 BIT, DISK 1421 

After iheir foray into ibe full-priced g antes arena, it 

seems natural that 17-Bit would want to promote their 

game through the PD demo scene. The Mien Breed 

Animation is the full version of the Tobias Richter 

spaceship aoim used on the game’s introduction 

sequence. The clip features a deadly-looking craft 

ANIMATION 
MBS, DISK H665 

If you're thinking that this 

is an extension of the 

Eric Schwartz Anti-Lemtnin' 

Demo* then you're wrong! 

This clip was put together by 

Jan Paion of Re be I soft and 

is very different to the 

acc I a i mod S c h w art / de mo, 

both in style and content. 

Whereas the last demo was 

very much a ‘knockabout 

fun' affair, this one is far more 'deep'. The cartoon is 

basically a talc of guilt, compassion and honesty, fea¬ 

turing a large lemming splitting a smaller member of 

the species* only to be so racked with remorse that he 

is forced to go back and revive him. The end of the 

cartoon features a strange twist... but you'll have to 

look at the demo yourself to find out w hat it is! 
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ALL DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

9Vp EACH dnglia PD 
- 1 W—^ _ a*500 Plus Compatible 

mw trivia pack 4 disks ns* 
Imciada HnBymwd Tnm. TtH. md tad g 

BUSINESS PAC K (Fl 5 DISKS 14,A? 
frit Pita *22E iVMprui. 4&utmM$ RIM 
Clrtk r«nnniii, .yvW*VfT, ML 4/) f iJ. * 2 
.tpetfrArrirrc 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK (P) 4 DISKS CJLffc 
crtferlfelW A* vwlro/*rt)d-im itarfitafet 

Jfatfmc CrHhts, flAlfen Bdrb^ufclr 

PjjWnt OVwriHrv «tf nieirr"1 

pin K*k ammems pack 5 Dlvk> ui? 
F**t* 2» lap. Loto, purui. *o«* C>/ J ♦ C 
Mhum/A* 

wmmmuMMmMtnttfK jdimslp> a*r 
Coif mke, ApwsMiArpr f/r—toig Wriwr. 

W.*U Tome. Budget Chrgurhpok rhsM.hu** Ttpimt 

TmU» frjiffJftJim, tin Wjfcrf l/«nr flteitoix 

rams PM K(P) 4 PISkH ILK 
CO rutamul, <?i«rA €(**». CIA f ^pri, Dili Master 
v3A 

CUPAKT PACKS *. UM J EACH PACK ^ S DISKS £05 
.1 <<J A*ii WIM ^ Ac irfi best . ftp** 
jte ftfW rir fPi 

nms PACK Klirtt J EACH PACK * 5 DISKS I4K 
J b c/J **t4 purk I ,’iMitai; PMMuAtf 

fnmt*. ranino , Awin Jit* 2, Cnsmiptdihto fonts, 

targr fit*li flnMuf ipwi font} ft* DPwnl rte.) (P) 

»W! ANGLIA C Ol.CH RMJVTX (Fl 5 DISKS C4*5 
r«iMj 5 fltpil JW/ ujT urrfT+ri admuftmlt prt*tue*d 
hrtt m 4*fiu. iMjiw taptw*u, rtri™, rtc C* w«* 
/ww m 

ADVEMTRE PACKS IM 1 EACH PACK = 5 DESKS CAM 
Pmk t ihtfv Grmi Flmr. Custie cf fAwii, 

tfdffcru to Ear*. 4VW CtafaTtalf. AMrtTWY »W 

Pjh* J /tofjfO« Cm. Mon*. Amri Wrnwn 
ffiAMM. Lam v/1 

f A k ll A BOARD C A ME5 1 Pl 4 DISKS UK 
( "iWJit. { ruVnayr. A/nmynVy ffmftiA wtrjhm!/, 
Matiermtul amt murh 

STW! GAMES GAI -OIK PACK 5 DISKS £4*5 
Ch<T J0 Lhiwi air 5 Includei &r& tamei jkA 44 
Sh Ftj;lk. £W. M /tow, fitMHlw 

I TlIJTtES PACKS 1*2,4 OR 4 
EACH PAC K a J DISKS 14 W 

* different f*u-ks »'tth att the utt(> w*t ■ill <wr ■**/' 
Pari I f*n MicrrfWfTC -du. DrrW.xr. 
r O) ArAift^ t 2,3 A 4. 

MRA ATION PACK I (Pl S DISKS CAM 
(,,-r #K4h. (tbfht. GnMir, IV^TH^iap. /• hhimj-m C/r** 
f Vfmt/j, Ar/*vl. Gra>ir\ Sim. Wtafht*. Hitksr 
Wrvt4 tSioBank amt iww" (TKufuAu mt of*w h*x 

tirarrmhmTritnm 

NEW! SPORTS PACK 4 DISKS tV** 
Trtuni.D<m-nkiltSkai*£, C*tXj*mg, /*u?law> SociW 

NEW! ASTRt 1MJMV PACK (Pl 4 DISKS UN 
CAirf Aiaierr,flnfjlr.Qwilt Miff.Grate, 

MKHm 

newimemcscrpackm *pmss tew 

LdArl PTTWr Fattier (VfW PlrW 
fcarfi^f/afMnfY' 

NEW! ARTISTS PACK iPl J LUSKS CAPS 
Sfm ****** €44pAc. I>w La*. TUkt P*f. liaaf/ 
Wi. Uimr Atm dip* Amp An, Wp Ijf 

NEW! MCSaAKS PACK j wsks 1A*5 
Mrt# V3, $cmmttr*fa Fm. Okmtizrr ,B Ov*mt! j. 
(ten Aimir t malor 

CLASSK' GAMES PACK $ DISKS 14*5 
Pa ■*», lm taJrrt WattM Cr.ftaW FtmtH/irr 
(BamUnlmMkf, KiC«. Mill. Clni «4M,ar' 

PVw «4r Ml pact 4oL% la will* M «p! 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY *V 

W9NES 
B30t BamIn Aw Mmf parLifti |P» 
■SP* Flrvtnn* tGmtfDBmt mrifprmJmjtmri IPl 
RAM RtedirntM fGraa Rteil AMW *tfA Mte Mii^MP> 
sm Amfrfm lEagtuk Dnt r*bfu*i*x} tFt 
B322 WO Jlnnvtf Lettm tSttpftbi - RwdS to wj |fi 
Jtl#2 SpmaiiK^ IE**? to i« . flrdliomti fP| 
flLO/ Ah^whh yjM fTke bett FO Uilrtili1 if allliffJ (Pj 

S.IJJ g Sou (Theprrfect4m**mrn fa htfumfryuFt 
M3I4 fiuwn LVJ JWteif r/Vtaf« Kw Otatal 

LT1IJTIES 
C4p: MtAtffl- Ai/lfr *2 / (TKr Hw 
U4Q5 ST * C64 4 Mrmf JOS 
CM/i Sat *I Btmakrt wad **>w tfCU* iPj 
14/n C& Tmamt ttsm n 4t +*m crj |f> 

JVpwtotf I 4k («rr JW atea a <ff) 
C4JO Nan * SnWvi (Has + vmpmr +*r*mu h 

V47t XCm Bl I ft* *wwm<frmmtm*pnv-SmtiXPU <Pl 
U41K Tvpinr Tmtrr (SnT Gmx firnmn I |P| 

V*W Wiod^y firm k OtMh t****1 WoriSrm-k 2D) 
U49t PC Emmimor * tj* a amt Tarto JfT| fP* 
V4VQSfwCMmmal V2*f4 dtik tt*i tt) 
t 44* timid tram trvmBeit - **rf *an )tP) 

V475 M«nnI Head * art* MSDO& dnki-nfiw*'*t fPl 
D4I5 llflrrf /!„* ( nfcK/ |W0*fr?/Wjfcr /ID CwtjJ Ip/ 
U414 Ear. 4a tor # VVw» 'Pi 
(M/0 tart* CYlJr^dkiti (ArKntC toaftatfTii|Pi 
LMSM PavM (2 AjJj - 

GAMES I*-IMEGi 
GfiO: MrrjNil/ rW^ifeii^U ArArwW wwa-HPl 
G06/ £«fltsA A#.t»wy*ijI» rPn^hrl^rCAriitowOlPj 
G677 Amiftmts (Thf hrft AUrrmds Gamrt {Pi 
G6S6 CtaFiSfoclmmlet gn ritk 

*wrt^(P| 
G&93 Cohmkmi rWab rait pw:MHPi 
G6B7 M^hk Kte^ter SMater (Pi 
AS&3 ftw* T- £tef* r/aymust* Tulin 

GtevoPi 
Gft2S /top' n HS» ™u m rAti rtom jfw/) IP/ 
IM2-I &L:z*nt (*) (PD's best shoot em up) (P) 
G6B9 Porn pom Gtawr (* l (EsretUm imvk 

garnet IP} 

chujhhas 
OP/ tel * Plat (2 thiLf iuprr nJartfKa/sr 

4t0ynHPi 
CTO? Dwa Sef iRmhta Park, set2 trmmsgotag) (P) 
C703 Talking Colouring Book (P) 
OP4 Sum* SaysJSpm e Maths fP) 
C7Q5 Treonw ttiamS X marks the spot bM* tpeerh1! 
006 Shakes * LmUefi tCkutit board g» f u*i 
am Pm* tt C) (Match the ronii-frwitf/toi^ tP) 
am ifitetH anode game) |P> 
aW Pme Kingdom (2 disks - me the pixies l(P) 
CTW Nambier EtonNet f tf wii** bUk pm^-tej tP> 
cm Wmt* m MrWifiobenergmmmmUtteifPt 
0/2 Cthm tod iXrw cokmrng boat for fomtt&n) (P) 

GRAPHIC'S 
GUBlA Spectrapaim (The best paitu package) (Pj 
Gttm? Graph*t VohUes Dak (Loads of useful 

prop** HP) 
GMQ6 A*Jttm Dstfemts (Use DPotos fft <md 

tatemnesi fwogamtiP) 
GPTC9 MmMemmtMMe mm** frorta! taetgommh) fP) 
GJtftt? f ma jtr Lab fAher hi ptrturr in loads $ 

umjtHP) 

unar* 

WW?f Med *3V Oea MWar Paia?t - PD » uthn+xsr, (P) 
MVOTSomtdTrader Pw <BnlUa<v rrmaphstto* disk) 
MWJ U Smfke tbiki lA^nu M tampies m t*rkdtok)(P) 
M920 Future Compotes iCrootr artwjf the 

Amiga Chip) 

DEMOS 
0140 Neptune Pies f 2 Disk * Sped funding spate 

imagrsHP) 
0/4/ No ReaUn {Eye pttppin# nr* demo) 
pm Pttggi In Spat e tUrtUiatu fO minute mrtaouJ 
P12S Pussy innenhip (Demo. Mmir + Game') 
DtOCryptohumersn 
Util FMet The F*k toilers and u im rtdme indue for 

Simply phone your order through or send a cheque!postal order, Please add 6Op to cover post and packing 

PUBLIC 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

l&ep! AF), HSRanslagh Road, Fejusio#e, SutloiK, iPn THU 

< « 

S S 

TELE o 
x 
a. 

H VISA 

Utdildwa 

Ss 
'CREDIT 3 

0394 
283 
494 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1 Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 512K 
-—| memory expansion at no extra cost. ^ T—— 

KS AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered 
* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
* 20 qualified technician engineers ai your disposal 
* We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
* Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
* Prices include full service check* overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

VISA 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: sitnply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 

computer will he sent hack by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS reserve the nghi lo refuse machines thai in tmr opinion are tampered with, to an extern bevond 

reavonahle repair 
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COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £219.00 

| PHILIPS 8833 MK H | 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Fiee Lead 

ONLY £219.00 
i_i 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC Emulator 

CDTV now in stock 
only £459.00 

^ ' Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

Easy parking 

i For Amiga A5G0 C/W i 
MSDOS 

ONLY £195.00 _ 

[at once amiga] 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR THE A500 

! ONLY £159.00 

HARD DRIVES 

GVP SERIES H GVP SERIES H 1 GVP SERIES R SUPRA 500XP 
1500/2000 A500 ASOO 52Mb Quantum 

105Mb Quantum 52Mb Quantum 105Mb Quantum Space for 8Mb RAM 

Space for 8 Mb RAM Space for 8Mb RAM Space for 8 Mb RAM with 1Mb free 

£419.00 £379.00 £519.00 £369.00 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

52Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£289.00 

SUPRA 500XP 
105Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 
with 1Mb free 

£499.00 

AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK 
. Amiga i„„. —„„ -I- -- -. . 
1 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpamt ID. FLOS 13 GREAT GAMES Lemmings, Simpsons Captain 
| Planet. Stai Wais, Toobm. Barbarian H, Licence to Kill - James Bond Game. Running Man - WrUi 
! Schwarzenegger, APB. Xyhots, Dragon Spun. Hard Dnvm. Voyager, 1 Meg ol Ram 

ONLY £399.00 Now includes NEW A500 PLUS 

AMIGA A500 MAX PACK 

Please phone for other Amiga Packs 

SOFTWARE AND DISKS 

Amiga A500, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals. Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, Disk 
Box, 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint C, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star Wars. Toobin, 
Barbarian H Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man - With Schwarzenegger, 

APB, Xybois. Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager 

ONLY £389.00 NOW INCLUDES NEW A500 PLUS 
L.---...---1 

Please phone for other Amiga Packs 
-! 

DELUXE PAINT m.....£29.00 PIXEL 3D V2..£79.00 

AMOS + EXTRAS DISK......£32.00 QUARTERBACK—-.  £33,00 
BROADCAST TTTLER H...£159.00 PRO-WRITE V3.1..  £7500 

TV SHOW... £55.00 EXCELLENCE V2 __£89.00 

DIGIV1EW GOLD V4.*. £87.00 TITLE PAGE ......£109.00 

LATTICE C V5 ! ......£149.00 GOLD DISK OFFICE.....£99.00 
PAGESETTER V2. DTP......£42,00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D....£109.00 

PAGESTREAM, New Version 2.1 £125.00 DRAW 4D PRO......£139,00 

PAGESTREAM FONTS.......£49.00 QUARTERBACK TOOLS.....,..,.£55,00 

TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL....,.£79.00 WORDWORTH.......,..,,£77 00 

CROSS'DOE, Mulu fonnat file transfer —...——£19 00 
HITACHI 720 VIDEO CAMERA. Ideal for DigiView....£199.00 

PEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor [1 Meg)....—£49.00 

IMAGINE 30 Animation 8t Rendering software ...-...£139,00 

ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL .....,£99-00 
ALL IN ONE, Art package. Word Pro + Music package ..£49.00 

VIDEO EASE, Video wipes, titling package........£35,00 
PHOTON PAINT D, HAM Art + Animation.........£25.00 

AMOS COMPILER....-.-...£23.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package. .........,,.£55,00 

AUDIOMASTER 4...._...£59 00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO (1 Meg)......£67,00 

SPECTRA COLOUR.......———   £42.00 
X-COPY PROFESSIONAL...................,..,.,.£27,00 

PROFESSIONAL PAGE 2,1 (new) with video---—...£129.00 

I_______1 

HARDWARE 
i 

* COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Disk, Unpopulated...........£279.00 
| COMMODORE A590 20mh Raid Disk + 2m RAM  .£33100 
I FRAME GRABBER PAL, Real Time colour from video.«........£480 00 
11ENDALE 8802 Genlock, A5D0/B2QGQ..... .. ,£185 00 
1 AUDIO ENGINEER PLUS 2 Sampling hardware/software .....£174.00 
| SOPHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sampler..... .£49.00 
| AOC Multisync Monitor........i.......£349 00 
’* AlJTTr’ A uiifialiMfl, Hie-h H-frit-rA enjtii/iK ■Vl-ii** thn■ rvisrT PC7 Efl 

1 Sound Master. £105 00 
1 ICD Flicker Fixer. £22900 
i NAKSHA CLONE MOUSE. .£19.50 
[ HAM E PLUS. £249 00 

PRINTERS 
1 PHONE FOR LOW PRICES ON PRINTERS e.g. 

1 STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR inc. lead. 
J STAR LC00 COLOUR inc, lead........£195.00 1 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead.....£275.00 I 
I STAR Laser Printer 4..........+.£719.00 1 

AMIGA AlfOO —i 
i 

I The A1500 inc. Philips 8833 or CBM 1084S monitor. Twin Drive. Dpamt3, | 
I The Works Plat.T Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick ONLY £845.00 I 

I AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 
I__1 

AMIGA MEMORY 
SUPRA RX500 for A500 inc 1Mb..£99.00 
SUPRA RXSOO for A500 inc 2Mb...£125.00 
SUPRA RX5GQ for A50Q inc 4Mb_*........£225 00 
SUPRA RXSOO for A500 inc 8Mb..... £309,00 
B2000/1500 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Mb RAM..£155,00 
Extra 2 Mb Ram for above board........£75.00 

LA500 TARGET 512K Ram, With Clock + Switch .£29.00 j 

I 

ACCELERATORS 
I 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT MODEMS 

I Microbotics Accelerator VXL30-25MH2     .,£239.00 | 
. Microbotics Accelerator VXL3G-40MHz.................£369.00 i 
! 68881 Floating Point Co-processor for above...£135.00 
IICD Adspeed 14.7MHz..........£157.00 I 
I_:.____I 

1 2400. V21. 22, 22Bis & MNP 5 (speeds up to 4800) ....£139 00 j 
| Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600)...£165.00 | 
I Supra 9600 Modern (speeds up to 38000)  ...£399.00 I 
^Internal 1500/2000 Plus (speeds up to 9600)...£159,00 J 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address. Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* iubjeci to change without 

All prices include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/520322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 

Access 

VISA 
: Wk1 
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I PD DEMOS 

VIETNAM CONFLICT 
TO SOFT, DISK 2021 ns. Classic Demos 

New PD demos are always being released, but there are 

very few that can be termed as classics. Here is a quick round up 

of 20 of the best demos featured in Amiga Format,. 

1 . ANTI-LEMMIN' DEMO 
The king of PD animations, Eric Schwartz, surpassed hlmsetf with this one. The cartoon master applied 
his sense of humour to Rsygnosis4 phenomenally successful little characters to come up with one of the 
most entertaining demos ever. 

Come on* you didn't expect us to go for an issue with¬ 

out an Eric Schwartz animation did you? Following the 

477 Agiiit? ariim featured lust month, this one is yei 

another in the long running fund highly acclaimed) 

Atmiotms series, featuring a cheeky little plane giving 

a bn of sauce lo a large bomber Bravery ivn*t too 

much to the fore in his personality though, as ihe clos¬ 

ing scenes of the demo show! 

The animation is well up to Erie's high standard, 

but it has to be said that this is one of his shortest 

works! Fans of his earlier stuff should still add it to 

their collection though. 

LATE RIM A MAGIC A 
17 BIT, DISK 144-5 

This was actually featured on a few compilations disks, but stood out way above the others. COMA is a 
serious slice of acid music, with a series of incredibly wild images to back the tune. The music and 
visuals wouldn't look out of place on the Chart Show- they're that Impressive! 

3. LANDING 
Tobias Richter has long been acclaimed for his Star Trek animations, but Landing Is without doubt his 
most ambitious effort yet. The pictures are superb, looking more like models moving around the screen 
than computer graphics. 

-*.n CAMf £0Y- 

ill 

Slideshows to he gening rather thin on the 

ground these days, hut this ime makes up for the luck 

of them in recent month*. The pictures have all been 

carefully drawn, covering such wide-ranging subjects 

as helicopters, weaponry1 and mystical lands. The 

‘M* Maybe* picture is a stroke of genius* consisting of 

a Game Boy running a version of Define Paint lit 

could happen!), and a picture o« the LCD being a Roy 

Lichtenstein creation. Along with the pretty pictures, 

there is a swirling, ethereal soundtrack to gi\e the 

whole thing an 'an gallery' fed. 

17 BJT, DISK 1461 

STUNT ANIMATIONS 
17 BIT, DISK 1463 

Dave Henderson has released a couple of digitised ani¬ 

mations into the Public Domain, hut these latest disks 

are one of his most impressive lo date. The Stunt 

Animations disk is a combination of three cartoons, 

featuring a car and a bus performing jumps and an old 

car rolling dramatically across the arena. Mutriey on 

the Bounty is taken from a Dastardly and Mutt fey 

cartoon tsurprisingly enough), with some very silly 

seafaring antics to he ho Id. 

4. THE DATING GAME 
A second entry into the hall of fame for Eric Schwartz with bis Dating Game animation. The style and 
humour are the same as his previous releases, but the attention to detail makes this one of his best. 

5. CLASSY ANIMATIONS 
Starting with a disk called Weird Little Arrims, Steve Pack created a whole series of animation disks in a 
simple style which worked extremely well. The subject matter varied, but all the clips had a cute quality 
which quickly earned him a reputation. This was the series that brought the character Chuck to fame! 

6. NEMESIS 
Although this was a comic on a disk, It wasn't what most people expected* Instead o! being based on the 
2000 AO character, Nemesis was a totally original story with some very Impressive artwork. Unfortunately, 
only the first Issue appeared. A shame, since the whole story would have been excellent. 

7. PINK FLOYD'S THE WALL 
Coming on six disks, this is one of the most ambitious demos ever to appear. The demo was split into 
sections, each covering a different theme found on the album The Wall. The quality of the sections varied, 
but the overall scope of the piece was very Impressive. 

Originally appearing on the scene through Senlac Software, this Is one of the slickest space anims to be 
released. The scene is a colony on Mars, with a transport ship swooping in for a landing. The style is very 
atmospheric, with plenty of dark colours to portray the action. Very moody! 

9. URANUS MUSIC 
As a whole, this disk isn’t that Impressive, with some of the tunes featured being pretty ordinary. The disk 
Is definitely worth getting though, due to the best version of Kraftwerk's Muslque Non Stop heard any¬ 
where - including on record. Don't miss this, electro fans. 



Software 
Expressions 

Introducing some of the best public domain & shareware disks available for the Amiga today* Go on.**express yourself! 

UTILITIES 
U0G1 
U003 
U005 , 
um 
U0T2-. 
uou., 
U016,. 
mi 
uioi 
U02G.. 
U024.. 
um 
U033 
U035 
U036.. 
U092. 
U104 
U042 , 
U043 
U04S „ 
U049 
U050 
U106 
U110 . 
U102 . 
UQ52 . 
U099 
U053.. 
uios.. 
LJ10S 
D061. 
0062 . 
0073.. 
0075.. 
U076.. 
U0B3 
U103 
U0S4 
U069 
yiii . 
UQ77... 
UG90 
U107. 
U091 
OM3 
0097 
U114 
0040 
U117 
U1 IS 
um 

A Gene (1MB)., Trace your ancestors 
Alpha Flight Demo Crealor.—... With instructions 
Amibase .........Excellent database system 
Amigazer.,... For those aslrologisis 

. Anti-virus disk .........Useful killer 
Batman ia.........Batmans' afternative workbench 

.Biorhythms ft Mb)..........Chart your feelings 

. Business pack (3 disks) ...Ptoase, s/sheet, w/p 
C64 Emulator..........Take your Amiga back to basks 

„C-Manual (3 disks}..,.....Guide to C-programming 
..Catalogue Maker (2 disks}............Good: be patient1 
. Database Master..... . User Inendly 
. Education 1.*..............Learn German 
-Education 3 ....*.... Weather 
Education 4......Evolution 

..Cartoon Brushes .... Lots of famous characters 

..Goff Recorder (1 Mb) .Excellent. Recommended for goffers 
, Gurubuster .......Blitz those meditations 
. Intromafcer.......As it sounds Good 
Jazzbench .......Another good W/B alternative 
Mandtebrot Explorer.._..... ..Excetent p*cc*es 
Master Virus killer_Recognises over 100 viruses. Essential 
Med v3.11.......Latest sequencer version 
Messystd v2.0_____PC to Amiga file transfer 
Mufti nppers.....Plus Sanity and Pacman copy 
Business Card Maker........Simple, but useful 
Noiseptayer v3 0 ....Leeds more modules 

..North C.,.—...—*.Compiler 

. Personal Addresser  —....................Useful 
.Picture Help....Convert Ham pics 

DOld 
D058 
D060 
D061 
D062 
D223 
0063, 
0067 
0069 

Games Music Creator...Fav. composition writer 
House Samples 1 Loadsa samples, Suiiable for GMC eic. 
.Sid v1,06.„........—Cfi helper. Very popular 
.Spanish Tutor............Bueno! 
..Star Trekker....6 channels, sampler. Superb 
Workbench Funf......More WvB alternatives 
Word Frenzy................Good wordprocessor 
WordwrigN.............For all you dizteckslcks! 
Journal. ....*.Very good account handler 

..Tarot (2 disks}---Amiga card reader) 
, TBag 31 .......... .....Includes boot intro 
. Te xt- editor___......_„___.Also text-paint 

D075. 
DC70. 
D222. 
DD62 
D083 
D092 
0099 
0210. 

0103. 
0114 
0117 
0218 
D126 
D12S 
D129 
0131 
D132 
0143 
0146 
0225 
0146 
0205 
0154 
0162 
0166 
0177 
0189 
0200 

D201 

TSB Vector Designer ..Special Brothers classic 
.Chet Solace Utils extravaganza plus game 
Jamcracker,.^rtetl.Songcreator from Vision. Wei! presented 
Red Sector demo-maker.............. Recent. Exc disk 

D226 
0204 
0250 
0234 

Cross Do« ......Demo only version 
Fonts (4 disks)........^ LotS of venous fonts 
NComm,........Modem ufifity 

M001 
M006 
MKJ13 

Red Sector Extras.........™_........ Objects tor demo making 
Spectrum Emulator_*.....Very popular 

DC10 
D012 
D215 
D015 
D01G 
0017 
0020 
0022 
0021 
0023 
0027 
0036 
0037 
0041 
D20S 
DC46 

DEMOS 
Animations “91......,3anims. including rocking chair 
AMOS Game Creator...Demo pi AMOS'S capabilities 
Another 5 ways lo Kill a Mote......tl gets sadder1 

. Agatron Star Wars (1 Mb# disks}..Captivating graphics 

. Acid Music....Some wicked museec & graphemes1 
, Addams Family .....Slideshow of TV senes 
. Bowie Demo.......David Bowie ol the past 
...Budbrain Megademo (2 disks).,Still oneol the best disks around 
...Budbrain 2.....The equally brilliant sequel 

Bass Megademo Electnlymg graphics & pulsating beat. Gel it! 
.Beasfie Boys ....Excellent presentation 
..Coma/Cebn/Vietory (1 Mb)..Classic Acid-type demos 

..Cool Cougar (i Mb)......Classy cartoon 
Gongaman (1Mb).......Bongo player anim 

. Dragon Slideshow ......Compilation 
Oream goes Berserk (1 Mb) Astounding graphics £ imagination 

M016 
M023 
M028 
MQ32 
M038 
MG39 
M085. 
M081. 
M052 
M053 
MQBG 
M057 
M059 
MG62 
MO60 
M078 
M005 
M067 
M061 

Desen Island slideshow .......Gruesome pics Good 
Enterprise Leaving Dock......„Famoitt animation 

..ElvTfa .....—.The sexy lady endows her sett1 
.Elvira Activities.... ..Now move her body! 
5 Ways lo Kill a Mole....Funny, Not for animal lovers! 
..Evolution...Ham pcs ol world devetomem 
.Fillet the fish...The possible sequel to Puggs A musi 
Fraxion Horror..Chainsaw macabre cartoon V. popular 

..Franklyn the Fly (1 Mb} ....Long cartoon on cute 
Irttle franklyn 

..Girts of Sport ...... Pretty shots of talented girls 

. Goldfire ultimate fx. ..Excellently produced. Walch those bobs! 
Greenpeace...Demo ol Green group. Interesting 

. Holslen Pils.......Demo reproduction of ad. 
Home 8 Away......... Down-under disk 
Iraq Demo (1Mb) Topical cartoon. Bush meets Saddam1 Bang1 
Jesus loves Adid.....Mindblowing music and graphics 

..Kick OH 3.........Good Music 
Legend of &lfy the Kid (IMP) . ..Long running animation, Good 
Mike Tyson amm......,.Wel compiled 
Magyar v2.0...Recently appraised animation. Recommended 
Mr Potato Head... .Incapable dancer demo 
Neighbours.Sfideshow from Ramsay Street 
Punk croc crew megademo.Now see Jason get shot Ha? 
Puggs m Space Bnll cartoon Puggs finds iTs a different worWf 

. Pussy Irmershp ,™.Demo, music, game Recommended 
, Phenomena demo...Top-quality demo 

Ray traced pics.....Some knrely pictures.Loads of W/B 
Red Sector megademo {2 disks).....RSI's classic 
Reincarnation of Sgl Pepper (2 disks) ... Beaties classic 
The Run (1Mb)............1. Richter's car-chase animation. Good 
SAE 53......10 quality demos 
Subway Clapping World.Music 6 Graphics Okfie favourite 
Steallhy Manoeuvres (1Mb}.........Excellent demo 

.. Star Trek Animations ... . ..Anims. ol USS Entefpn&e 
„ Star T rek Animations ..Agatron no. 17 More like above. Good 
.. Viz Slideshow.... Fad slags & others in Ihis slideshow 
. Silents Bfuehouse (2 disks)................Game, demo & great 
music. Excellent 

. Sickness simulator..Amusing sounds such as 
fans, belches etc. 

...Virtual World........ .Good 

...Honzon Sleeping Bag . ____Excellent 

...Jimmy Hendnx...*......Music and skdesbow 

...Taxi Dover (1Mb)........Good animation 

MUSIC 
808 State remixes....Four good tracks 
Batdance remix....Redly good disk Catchy stuff 
Crusader's Bacteria.. ..Excellent production from 
toe muse maestros 
Depecne Mode.tracks of reasonable quality 
Digdai Concert 2.Rash pnxfns, First ol five compositions 
Dd Disco Lerfs Hcts ..Really good presentation and beat 

. ..Godbrair loves the world.,......Great acid-house musak 
.Hugo's Excentna ~ This has to be one of the best house disks 

, . i Love Technology Recem production from Beat master, Good 
James Bond Remix .......Catchy stuff 

...Miami Vice_____Theme remix 
..Original Rips 3..Comprlaion ol toe best PO music 

Pendte Europa Xmas song...Mistletoe music again 
.. .Pet Shop Boys .............. ....The Manic Mix 

, .Powerpack 3 (1Mb)...Jncludes Vanilla Ice track 
,. Powerpack 5 (i Mb)..*...4 dassy house tracks 
.. Random Access..Art of Noise and more Startling aod track 
...Sound of Silents .....7songs from Silents 

,, ,,2ees Hip Hop disk............ Sfightty aged now, but good music 
Amazing Tunes (3 disks}..Some of the best music around 

.. Iron Maiden.________.The Wes of March 
Rock Around The Christmas Tree ,,*......Mef 4 Kim 

G001 , 
G0O4 
G005 
GO08 
G010 
G011 
G013., 
G014 

G114. 
G099 
G015. 
G118 . 
G019 
G021.. 
G022 
G029. 
G031. 
G038 
G040 
G110 
G043 
G050 

GAMES 
Autobahn 3000...Control ball through tunnel. Hard 
Airwar.Fighter simulation Good shareware game 
All New Star Trek (2 disks) ...USS Enterpnse classic. Best one 
BaHoonacy...  .....«... Destroy city from balloon 
Breakout....... ..Classic bat & ball game 
.blizzard .....Horizontal shoot-'em up. High quality 
.Bullrun.War-game, based on US Civil War Control Army 
Adventure Solutions (2disks}...,....Loads of hints ol 
commercial games. Good 

..Buck Rogers ......Shoot 'em up 
Cabaret Asteroids...... At last a brilliantly playable version 
Crossfire (1Mb). ..Excellent game written in AMOS 

.Downhill Challenge......,.Ski simulator 
Dungeon Defver (2 disks).Difficult adventure quest 
Demolition Mission (1Mb)......... Similar to Balloonacy, good tun 
Escape from Jovi....Guide ship to safety. Simplistic graphics 
Flasehtxre,,..... .. Ofd favourite Get to alarm clock 
Gravattack ............^.^...Comrot spaceship., picking up keys 
Jeopard (tMb) .......Risk-type strategic game 

..Holy Grail (1)to).—___...Text adventure 
Ladybug......Pacman type game 

G049 
G055 
G056 
G124 
G060 
G06i 
G062 
G063 
G060 
G065 
G120 
G072 
GI07 
G077 
G102 
G115 

Leam and Play 1.Good for toe kids Blackboard maths, etc. 
Master ol the Town-,Use mouse to smash windows 
Very add ct ve 
Mega ball (1Mb) Excellent game. Improved version of Breakout 
^Medhtorce....Strategy game 
Monopoly.—.....Board game on disk 
Napoteonc warfare.....Good simulation 
Netback F sb 46Qi Good adventure game, recently appraised 
Pick up a puzzle \ 1 Mb2 disks iFit toe pieces Good for the kids 
3D Pool.Control cue wrto mouse and it’s all pot luckl 
Pacman....The dass*c game still here 
P'pekne ....Build an oil pipefine 

, Pix»e Kingdom (2 disks).......... Tncky adventure game Good 
.Raid..Good shooF'em up 

. Star Trek: Nexi generation...Not as good as G005 
Serene 2.....Shooi-'em up sequel 

■Seven Tiles.....Excellent soeedball game from Alpha 
Simulations .Metro. Amigods, impenum and more 

...Survivor...—....Rote play an alien 
„+Towers of Hanoi.. ....Text adventure G100 

GO79 ... Treasure Hunt.Find toe hidden treasure Good graphics 
G081 . Trek Tnvia...Test your Star Trek knowledge 
G063 . Wooden Ball (1Mb).... Score toree goals to win 
G084,, Wet Beaver Tennis..Simple, but good fun bat 6 bal game 
G086 . Wraithed One....--Good general knowledge quiz 
GOea ,. Pax Crazy____ 
G094.Zeus. 

—.Match toe pcoes 
.Simple puz2ie game 

GQ96 Assassins games comp , Very good Includes 
Tanx and Amigwte 

GG98 BatHetorce. ..Control battle of robots 
G097 T omptespete!____ ..Speed ball game 
G125,.,. Attic Altac... ..... ghosts 
G132 DarkstaH Text adventure 
G133,.,. Escape...... .Good ptatiorm game 
G104 .Hints.. ... .Packed with tips & sheets 
G127 .. Games Galore fl... 
G045....Lam.. ... Popular adventure 
G05fl... Mastermind.. 
G135... No Mans Land (1Mb)......2 player shoot out 
G126.. .Pom Pom....Defend Pearl Harbour 
G070... Rings Of Zon (1 Meg).....,,.....Excellent adventure 
Gl34,...Star Trek (3 disks) (1 Meg),....The original version 
G131... Tom Cal..........Shoot 'em Up 
G0B5, 

LOCI 

Wordsearch......Puzzle game 

LICENCEWARE 
Transcript An excellent user Inendly wordprocessor, suitable 
for novices to boffins. A percentage of money goes to the 
author. Recently received 5 out of 5 in a magazine review 
Pnce £2.00 pkis P&P 

MUSIC MAKERS 
Over 100 samples, 

Jamcracker, Med v3.il 
and 

Star IVeklier. 

5 disk set 

only £4*50 

POSTAGE 
UK orders..60p 
Europe.£1.25 
World.£2.50 

PRICES 
PD.£1.00 per disk 

Orders over £10.00 may 
order 1 free PD disk! 

Send cheque/postal order made payable to: 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS, 
Studio 4, Hebron House, Sion Road, 

Bedminster Bristol, BS3 3BD 
Local orders welcome. Just phone in your order and pick up later! 

Tel: (0272) 637634 
Fax: (0272) 631770 

EXPRESSIONS No* 2 
Not just a catalogue 

disk but letters, 
competitions, virus 
killer, game, over 

1000 disks 
catalogued. 

OUT NOW 
FOR ONLY 

£1*00 



to MARKETPLACE 

ST. ALBANS 

HERTS AL3 5DG 

TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

,O00AM-4 30PM 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Full Amiga S00 port WITHOUT Cartoon Clossks/Streen Gams 
software BUT WflH Joystick and Deluxe Point II PLUS: 
35 Programme Hobbyt* PO Of tots pod including Virus 

Best Slor Tre4 and other top len gomes, Arcade 
Hours Boord Cknucs, Beil ol the Utilities, Home pod mdudiog 
Word Processor. Spreadsheet. Dotobose, 

512K AMIGA 

1 MB AMIGA 

DP 113 instead of OP II (IMG only) ADD 

£299 
£325 
.£29 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PKK, PIUS: 

POSTMAN PAT, SNAP. SNAKES AND UDDERS, IUDO 
PLUS A CHOICE OF 101:- 

FUN SCHOOL 2 FUN SCHOOL 3 FUN SCHOOL 4 
(speedy iMer > yw y undm 6 yeon. isjwnyifflw jyews, UMNtinnrgyeL., 

im. ik 4* ¥o«) $ te I jim. Of h 5 to ’ dmk,« t* vbdii)| 
yeon, 

1? stunning UK edixotiord games with beaunhV pictures, exciting aniirortion and 

rfiusw that help tn develop number. word and other skills, Up to 6 dl Iteris. 

(onfaern ip Hoiiond CitfKUitfi 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, toftytng up te 1?,U*n whde fm 
ploy'game (MnB sewing id oge gaup; 

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN S GAMES, 
10 rise pod mt* few fane, Wth«. 
JOYSTICK + DELUXE PAINT II ~*rr 
512K AMIGA...*.£355 
1 MR AMIGA...£375. 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS S/W PACK £55. 

A500 PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK 
PLUS: Corloon Classics, Lemmings, The Simpsons, Captain 

Plane!. Deluxe Point III 
PLUS: Hit Works Platinum WP Spreadsheet. Database 
PLUS: flwir Fines! Haw Highi Simulator AND Banlechess 
OR ANY Fun Schod 
PLUS: ID Blank Discs, One Bote, Mouse Wot, Dust Caver, joystick J 
+ IS disc Hobbyte PD Greats Pod to The LoO 

1MB Amigo Pack £429 
1MB Amigo Pock PLUS Monitor 
As above PLUS Commodore MPS 1550 
Colour Printer + Leads.. 

£639 

£799 

ORDERING 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next doy delivery I or credit card orders placed 

before 4.D0pm subject to availa bitty. Alternatively 
send cheque, pasta! order, bankers droll or official order 
{PLCs, Education and Government bodies only) to; Dept* 
AF, Hobbyte Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, 
St* Albans, Herts AL3 5DG» %)se allow J working days for 
cheque rieaome Subject to availability, despatch is normally 
witfm 24 hours of receapf of cleared payment, Prices ore correct 
ol time ol gong to press, however, we ore sometimes Iwcedto 
change them, either up at down. Please check belwe atdenng 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland fnor Highlands] 
Small (omswmobles l Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, excep! losers Next day courier service, [ 10 per box 
User primers Next day courier service. 1) 1. SO 
Offshore and Highlands Normal rate pius £20 4 VAI per box 

In addition we offer the following express services 
Saturday deferens Normal rotepfos£SO + VAT per boi 
?om to 9am next day Homed rote pA^£10 + WJppbox 
Am next day Normal rate pb £5 * VU per box 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS 
CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN GEMS 
Full Amigo 5M pod. PLUS: lemnmgs, Ihc Simpsons ■ Sort v The Space 
Mutants, tapfain Planer owl the PlaneiMts, Deluxe Ptonr III (Deluxe Point IF 
with 5 !?K {ffiom Gosse) + Joystick 4 Mouse Met 
OR Sawn Gems software: Stadow of the Betel II, Sock r> the f ante li, 
Dcyn at founder, NigtatvEed, Deluxe Porni II * toysixk 1 Meuse Mor 

512K AMIGA £325 
1MB AMIGA £345 

DP III imlMd ol DP II (1MB only) ADD ... _ £29 
Sown Gems S/W Pock only..£35 
Cartoon CtasS/W Puck only,. .£45 

AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCATFOHAL/APPUCATIONS PACK 

FUL1 AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: ttOl SI7KRAM t>; RAM expansion 
Lets Spel al Home, Musk Mouse, Piwmte WP. btoffe spreotfiteei, Dduxe 
Pwt ( Deluxe Pont, Mwc tee* LOGO, Wing Wile, BBC Imdota, 5 
BBC programmes, 10 <feeH DCh ond DON Is poster, Resource fie, ki Pack 
Video, m Booklet. 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK* fencing up to 12 'Learn 
while you play' gomes {varies according to age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, Wife pock 
k m fa am mmm 
JOYSTICK £449 
DP III justed of Of II ADD £29 

£149 FIRST STEPS SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK 

* CHRISTMAS BUNDLES FOR EXISTING * 
AMIGA USERS 

tetier Qoimc Gimps Fed tony DokjWi Sotin liwtidoti - torbtatn, 
Mqaptde. fa*** Days of Ihufidr {car raring] Hofabytt 30 losy Chidren -s 
fa** £19*99 ■m*p 
W Omsk Gomn Pid file* Fwsf rtw {RpN wnl fcffwhes 
(mitel dire) Ihodai ■rf 4* Sang It «£«*«] M^ahmii 
(stantegj,/ornidt rWmpt) 35 fruumi-n PD fart hri (nc Vrai KIb Wad I 

lOwd ipwkh*? mcA Snh* oil o*w pras) 

Mists f ad Dtiui Pdni III wHi Diwnntw 7od Cufnano Orivt A 10 
Unkdtti Aimgff Ipnntfl s Gtf the test Ml of you Anna’ 

£69*99 « p p 
As uiove will Slur Lt?M CoIouit tVinlut ...-1279.99 
Horn Btfuiwst Pod 2nd CwmorH Drive A. ID bbrd <fcw> Pfaiinum Wcwki, 
< HttgrAd WFjwidiM J tefomrt t 'font* tea wi of yw 
te £70.99 inc ptp 
AiAmdhSivLCTOiaQFntef . 

-HOBBYTE EXCLUSIVE 
A59QHerdDrwtforte»0 

“£399- 

UJ2I999 

teCanteei^EWmi j riK f*f ntre 2MB LAW 
KS1WT bj 

A3000 WITH 1950 MONITOR OFFER 
PRKIS EX VAT 

WOOD 75/4Q 25 mi to Ml -D. ?RAM. \ 13 r m Horn. LetiwJ £ 3 989 
A30M 7S/IOO KMi, : 30MB HU. M MM. h 3 V 580«=te Mrd ttlff 
4MB sum RAM for A3000 5PEOA1 WEG PGA 

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 1950 OFFER 
A3000 Trdt ■ yrxt. PW«« pdur 

PlecM see mJer *EiU®* fsroddm bpangon 

CBM CDTV 
A i*vOlu*ionfflY new conreprt m riormB @r»erTDinn>enr imd urkxoTKW. Am^o bened wvrix 
d pWeruond CD tystw ml intoned "emote t untrol unri, A ci urrdv in rppeoiDrve la 
e VC t and vdy which to tew tetrsw (ml you fcft spiem iymnmlkt 
wtwlde erterate* myhfnudQ iAund tand gpopdiin dlacft The C8M EOIV pbn 

STOP PRESS CDTV NOW • £449 

CBM I0B4SIM OR HBUPS 8833 COUHJt H0MTM LEADS £219 
1 tfllH lUTf ^A11, **** j j. 
CTRZEMS4MFT24CflADUC WlfTBL LWfi £269 

THE GALLERY 
ARNDALE CENTRE 

LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG 
TEL (0582) 4§m5/411281 

||OW OPEN 

SUNDAYS 
0.00AM*4.3OPM J_ 

AMIGA THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 

CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN GEMS GAMES PACK 
AS LEFT, PLUS: 10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES 
previous xfiPs £19.9M39.99 each, phone to choose from current Irst 
of 15# or leove it h d$J Children's gom« available. 
3S PROGRAMME HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, fttoog Vw& 
Um, ihe BEST Sw hk Camputef twifei, Mom md con^vciiofi jfir. Bfajoricnj 
o*w gome, *««» Ctes. Brad Ctaa, tete Qmck 8e^ af cbe 
UfAriws. Home pmxl: ^tckningi Word :^roc«aor//SpBl Check. SfrearHheer, tkPotey? 

Dust Cover, 10 Hank Discs, Dbc Sax, Movie Mai, Mimwiidv 

I Tinfce Jiyitid SlJKKmigo £365 

1MB Amigo £3JJ9 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
f J LHC,s»C| bteslipap wih RUM, mouse, e»ponsoi a 82000, 
nwuE orri operotng discs, max os 
A1500/2000 PLUS: 35 PROGRAMME HOBBYTE PP GREATS 
PACK . LieiStS&i. __ 
msfructwn Ifi Sj/oiri and ocher oomei. Made Clattc, Board Obssjg, Shoet^iHJsi 
Ctes. Besf of bteHmPedtefvv Ward tasar/Spti (heck, 

' ' WiHioul moorln WiA 8813/CBM motor 
DUAL OSIVI it? U>) 
OB • GW U MB (M1M HD BS9 1059 
00 * GW 52 MB OU HD. 2MB 179 1120 
00 > GW 100 MB QU HD 1041 1241 
At 500/2000 PLUS; A! 500 SOFTWARE PACK include 
The WorkY Pkrtmum dotee, WT! Spreodtot. Dekixe Pant III, 
PLUS EITHER: S^m City, Poptejheir Finest te, Bothechess. A? 
ol Computer kirgon Get the most out ol your Amigo OR: Puzrrik. 

Toki, Digrla Nome Accounls, Amigo Book 

PLUS: 35 PROGRAMME HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK 
Witemwitw mSS33/CfiH mentor 

DUAL DRIVE 619 819 
00 * GVP S2 MB Q4JN1UM HD 9?9 1129 
DD * GVP 52 MB QU HD -r 2MB 999 1199 
DO ♦ GVP 100 MB Qti HD 1099 1299 

A5QO TO 1500/2000 TRADE IN 
tXd&ive, w^Hobbyte35ProgriiiinePD(k^P{ic^ 
bul without A1500 s/w pod c* momtor £449 
As oboYe with A1500 s/w pock. . £489 
fa above with A! 500 s/w pack pkis col stereo monitor. £6B9 
Dud Owe plus 52MB Quartun Hod Drhrc md GVP 
Caitroler, with Hoobyte 35 Prognimmo PD Grwls Pxk, 
bul wiihoui A1500 software pack or monitor £7 29 
fa above with A1500 S/W p«k ................. £799 
fa above with 1500 S/W pock plus <d. mcailoi £w 
fa above with 1500 5/W+1950 + fkkef Fixer .£1349 
EXTRA RAM (find if required) 

+2MB - £70 44MB - £135 +6MI - £200 

: VAI 
El«9 
£275 
£149 
£249 

EXTRAS 
Stef U700tdbw prirterwlhbad,.,. 
S*» LC2420C (te printef wiki kadi _____ 
Cptiwpi Swifl 9 pin colour printer *irh bods 
Cittiin Wifi 74 dui colour printer wiih leads . 

I Coftinicidixt «r nstfiss stereo rtiocu momlor, ► WJ; £229 
Wrrmt inter nd 3.V dri« with daBydton dip ugh pod and dndite swiick £47 
fCttOortukkerr _^£H 
4501 Itte OfhoN m S12X UMw......„J39 

1 5171 EAM tiponioa + Oodr_„__-_ Q9 
1 h Hi KAN toord (n«ds. K5 1 31 

I cvf a soo smm+w 
m 

| xl entt it fcnuW Isr ASM ...... 
4590 7QMI Hors dmre.. 
A590 20MI Horfli dmee + e*irn 7MB 

I 4590 57MI Hdio drr.c 

£459 
£199 
£264 
E319 
£399 
.,£6.99 
£16.99 

ID blank disn 1 M% gwnptHd with PIN no m ba* 
50 Monk dr.es 100\ gumrsnlBed wiih PIN no. 

nru 4500 H If IW B fAM e^Hnuwi flopula led te 2MB ... £199 
G2 Genlock for 2000/15O0H. _ £570 
47300 internol genlock for 2000/1500. .. £99 
ATOM XT Bnift l«ri MO*, MS DOS 3.3 + 5 25’ fat f« 2000/1500 £139 
2786 At Intee |«rd .... 
A205IIMIUM tip board, ppateltd te THt. for 7000/1 SOD £199 
BUfUIUlLcKFte^teSMBftir 7000/tSOO ... £391 
A7630440M mi. (tew io 2MI lur 7000/1500 ...£999 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK momkmd) 
Ml iBtrm ct 34 8 ; APR (wnobke) can be QntinpJ for purbevw om S150, 
subvert fa status. Competitive leosn^ schemes ore oho available for husirws.^ : 
including sole hacks and partoerships. Just lei loi written details and 
appkcaikm form. 

tils!_ 
MicnHMn ftAii FrifflwSo/ISM.... 
GVP/70h4 OuomMi HD (In A700Q/1500 loku to B¥B IAN] 
CVF/57JU Quomwu HD ifw A7000/1500 tekmup to m SAM] 
GVP/10WAB Qwsmvn HD (Ih A20W/1500 te up te m ttWj 
CBM 1950 Menrtw ♦ Mktwr/ FSckw faer 

£125 
£249 
£799 

,.£499 
. ..£499 

Commodore premier dialer 
Mbyte proudly announce tbit bifheii (IU 

eccelade. ewirdid i« only the top few deiei •cctled*. ewirdid iv only ihc fop few deiei 
CBM dcains elferng the bttl in expertise and 
tvpperi AM Amigot fill UK vetelwai. 

ALLERS WELCOME AT OUR BR tCHESj OPEN 4-5.30, Monfcy to Saturday Amiga prices, except where stated or# inc, VAT. E SO [ 
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_ f ITS HERE 
> DEUTEROS | 
X £20.99 

^Vvw 1 

7 V -i 
FINAL FIGHT 

£17.99 

^Vws/^ 

. / / A\ 1 } 

T4 MAGIC 

^Vwv^ 

£17.99 „r 
Hvyv^r4 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 
Alcatraz .... 
Bart Simpson.*. 
Billy the K«J .. 
Blues' Brothers 
Championship Athletics. 
Cisco Heat 

TOP 50 CHART 
..£1799 
....£17.99 
.£1799 
.*.£17.99 
..  £17.99 

_ __ .£17 99 
Crimewave .. £17.99 
Deaiitibrfnger............ £20 99 
Elvira 2.      £20.99 
Executioner ..  £17,99 
Face OK Ice Hockey......£17.99 
Gateway to Savage Frontier .£20.99 
Gaunttel 3...£17 99 
Hard Nova..  £17.99 
Hudson Hawk...£17 99 
Indy Jones Fate of Atlantis. - £20.99 
Jetngfiler 2..., ............ £22 99 
Kiwttnare ........... £i 7 99 
Moonbase ..     £24.99 
Moonstone £17 99 
Myth..    £17.99 
Ofk............£17 99 
Paperboy 2...£17.99 
Patriot ...... £24 99 
Populous 3....£20 99 
Power Monger 2 ....£20 99 
Robocop 3....£17J9 
Sarakon.... £20 99 
Secret of Monkey Island 2..£20 99 
Secret Weapons of Che Luftwaffe ..£20,99 
Shadow Soroeror .---------£20.99 
Shanghai 3 - Dragons Eye..£24.99 
Sim Earth.......£24 99 
Starflight 2......£17 99 
Supapnx.....«„  .£17.99 
Suspicious Cargo....... Ci7 99 
Tip Off..          £17.99 
Ultima 6-.........-.£20.99 
Wing Commander (1 Megl..£24.99 
World Cup Rugby .....,., ,£17.99 

Please note fftsf the majonty of the forthcoming 
attractions are not released at time of going to 

press These wilt be despatched within 24 hours 
of release subject to availability 

ACCESSORIES 
1/2 Meg Upgrade + Clock .  £24.99 
2M Joystick "Mouse ext. lead , £6 99 
40 Lockable Disk Box .£5 99 
SO Lockable Disk Box . £7 99 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor .*. £7.99 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover £4.99 
Disk Cleaning Kit.... . £2.99 
Mavenck Game Controller £14,99 
Mouse House.  £3.99 
Mouse Mat 6mm.£4,99 
Pro 50t>0 Clear Extra...£12 99 
Quickfoy Jettighter....£10 99 
Oulckjoy Tppsiar ...£19 99 
Ouickshot Python........£& 99 
Ouickshot Python Microswitch ,£10 99 
Stingray Hand Held Joystick...£13 99 
Zips tick...  £12.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
Answer Back Junior...,.....,, £13 99 
Better Maths (12-16).   £16.99 
Better Spelling (0-14).....£16.99 
Count and Add,,.....£17.99 
French Mistress........£13 99 
Fun School 4 Under .  ,£17.99 
Fun School 4 5-7.....£17.99 
Fun School 4 7-11.......£17.99 
German Mestef , ,.....,., . ,.,....,,,£1399 
Henrietta s Book of Spells....£17.99 
Hooray for Henrietta ......£17 99 
KkMype.£17.99 
Maths Mama (8-12)..£16 99 
Magic Storybook (i Meg).£20 99 
Mix 6 Match...£17 99 
Puzzle Book Vo! 1 ...£13 99 
Puzzle Book Vol 2.....£13 99 
Spettoook |4-9).....£13 99 
3 Bears ..,,,,£16,99 
Things to do with Numbers ..£13 99 
Things 10 dk> with Words ..£13 99 
Lets Spelt at Home.,3.99 
Lets Spell At The Shops .........—.£13.99 
Lets Spell Gul « About .. ..£13,99 

•or Tyoti 

4D Sports Boxing .......£17,99 
Battle Isles.    £20.99 
Birds of Prey (1 Meg},,.........,,.£24 99 
Castles...£20.99 
Cruise For A CorpseJE19 99 
Deuieros ...........    £20 99 
Eye of the Beholder ..,£20 99 
Fi5 Strike Eagle2..    ,..,,.£24,99 
Fl9 Stealth Fighter,,,,....£18 99 
Final Fight.......£17 99 
Final wfcilte..     ,£Q,99 
First Samurai , ,,,,,,.. XI 7.99 
Flight Of the Intruder.........  £24.99 
Formula One Grand Pnx...   £24.99 
GODS...   £17 99 
HeimdaK ...... £24 99 
Hero Quest (Gremlin) ~.,,,.,.,...,,.£n7 99 
Hunter.... ,...., .£24.99 
Jimmy White s Snooker....£20 99 
Kfc*Olf2.....  £12-99 
Knights of the Sky..   ,£20,99 
Last Ninja 3 ,„.........-£ 17.99 
Leander...   £17.99 
Lemmings . .-£17.99 
Ufe and Death.  .,£17.99 
Lord of the Rings...- .£l 7.99 

Lotus Turbo 2. . . 
Magic Pockets 
Man Utd. Europe... 

.£17 99 

..£17,99 
..£17 99 

Mega lo Mania.. . . £20 99 
Mega Twins... 
Microprose Golf. 

.£17.99 
......,.£24.99 

Midwinter 2 ........ 
Oh No More Lemmings. 

.£24.99 

.£1399 
P G.A. Tour Golf... ™,.£17.99 
Powermong&r.. £20.99 
Railroad Tycoon.. ... .£24.99 
Rise of fhe Dragon. .£29 99 
Robocod ..... ..£17 99 
Rodiand. ... ... £17.99 
R-Type 2. ...... .£17,99 
Rules of Engagement. ..£17 99 
Secret of Monkey Island (1 Mag}tH,,„„ 
Silent Sennce 2. 

. ,£17 99 
, £24 99 

Sim City + Populous. ., £19 99 
Strike Fleet. 
Terminator 

.£17 99 
_£17 99 

Ttiundefhawk...,+.„+w,+TT.+.+i*,..*,iti,„...... ..£20.99 
Uiopia ... .£20.99 

POWER UP-£19.99 
Turrican. X-Oul. Rainbow Island, 

Altered Beast, Chase HO. 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION - ONLY £20.99 
Test Drive 2, Muscle Cars. European Challenge, 

Super Cars. California Challenge 

COMPUTER HITS II * ONLY £7,99 
Tstns. Black Shadow, Golden Path, 

Joe Blade 

COMBAT ACES ONLY £19.99 
FI 6 Falcon* Guns hip. Fighter Bomber 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL ONLY £22 99 
TV Sports Football, Lords of the Rising 

Sun, TV Sports Basketball, Wings 

PHANTASIE BONUS EDITION - ONLY £20,99 
Phaniaste i. Phantasie 3, 

Questrofi 2 

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT 
COMMAND - ONLY £12,99 

Eliminator. Skychase. Sinks Force Hamer, 
Lancaster. SKyfox II 

ACTION MASTERS ONLY £18.99 
F16 Combat Pilot, Maly 1990, Welltris. 

Turbo Outrun. Double Dragon 2 

RAINBOW COLLECTION ONLY £14.99 
Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Island, 

New Zealand Story 

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £939 
Football Manager 2. Microprose Soccer. Gazzas 

Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition 

POWERPACK - ONLY £14,99 
Xenon 2f Bloodwych, TV Sports Football. 

Lombard Rally 

MIND GAMES - ONLY £14.99 
Austerlite, Waterloo, 
Conflict in Europe 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME 1 - ONLY £24,99 
Midwinter, Carrier Command, Ini. Soccer 
Challenge, Slarglkfar 2. Stunt Car Racer 

AIR/SEA SUPREMACY ONLY £20.99 
Silent Service, Wings, Carrier 

Command, P47 Thunderbolt, Gunship 

TOP LEAGUE ONLY £20.99 
Speed ball 2, Rick Dangerous 2, TV 

Sports Football, Midwinter FI6 Fafcon 

LEISURE GENIUS PACK ONLY £18.99 
Monopoly, Scrabble. Cluedo, 

Master Detective, Risk 

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • 

Junior Typist -,.'£1699 

3D Pool.,,.,,£7.99 
Airborne Ranger..£9 99 
Art of Chess . £4 99 
Atom* Rcbokd £7 99 
Bouiderdash ConsT Kif £4 99 
Brian Clough's Football.£6 99 
Bubble Bobbie .£7.99 
Centrefold Squares .£7 99 
Chase HQ.£7.99 
C J*S Elephant Antics.£6 99 
Cloud Kingdoms..£499 
Continental C»fCUS.£7 99 
Cosmic Pinto. t-.m*h**»**+«+.£4 99 
Count Duekuta ....£6 99 
Daily Double Horse 
Racing.  17 99 
Delenctor of the Crown.£7 99 
Deluxe Stnp Poker .,...£7 99 
Double Dragon .  £7 99 
Dragon N.nja... £7 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.£6 99 
Fast Food.£6 99 
Federation ol Free Traders CS 99 

F-t»ll Manager II + Exp Kit .£9 99 
Fools Errand ...  £7.99 
Full Metal Planete. £9,99 
Gauntlet II. -... £7.99 
Head Over Heals . £7.99 
Iron Lord.. 
I van hoe .. .. 

£9 99 
£7 99 

James Pond. .£7,99 
Jumping Jackson 
Laser Squad,_ 

.£799 
..£799 

Leaderboard .,.£6.99 
unto Puff..,.. £699 
Mane Miner... 
Might & Magtc 2 .. 
Nighf Hunter. ... 

£799 
£12-99 

£9 99 
Nirha Spirit . , in ,....,,,., £7 99 
Nina Warrior... ..£7.99 
Norm And South £7 99 
Paoerftow . £7« 
Puftys Sage £7 99 
Quest lor Time Bud. £6 99 

£7 99 
RocKet^Langar .£7 99 

Sherman M4__... 
Sbinobi. 
Silent Service......... 
Sim City,.-- 
Speedbaii.. 
Spy Vs Spy 
Spy Vs Spy II 
Spy Vs Spy ill 
Street Hockey.. 
Stum Car Racer 
Super Gndnonner . 
Super Off Rd Racer 
Sword of Sodan. 
Tank Attack 
Time Machine__ 
Treasure Island Dizzy 
Tumcan,,,.... 
Tusker ___ 
TV Spdfls Footba|:! 
Tulmpi UUajtUhI I nrarr r f Of IQ 

Uninvited 
Venom Wmg... 

| CLASSIC COLLECTION 

3D Construction Kil.. . .£34 99 
680 Attack Sub.. ... .£17,99 
Aid Tank Killer,. .... .£24.99 
Armour Geddon.. .. , . ..£17,99 
SAT.... 
Battlechess . 

.£20.99 
.£17.99 

Battiechess 2... ... 
Battle Command. 
Bandit Kings of Ancient China . 

.£1799 
£17 99 
£22 99 

Blitzkrieg 1 Meg . 
Bridge Player 21 SO____ .£20,99 
Cadaver Pay Off . ... . .£12 99 
Centunan  .......,.,£17 9 
Champions of Krynn.....£20 g 

World Class Cnckei.......£17,99 
WWF Wrestle Mama......,..£17 99 

Colossus Chess X .. 
Death Krwghts ol Krynn ..£20.99 
Dragons L air 11 Meg , 
Dragons Lair 2. 
Dungeon Master [i Megf 

£26 99 
...£29 99 

F 16 Combat PAot ... 
F29 Ftotakaiof ........_ -T-Tri,..£17 99 
Flight Simuiator II £24 99 
Gengis Khan... .£20 99 
GoktonAxe ..£17 99 

....£7.99 
.£799 
£999 

£14 99 
£7 99 
E499 
£4 99 
£4 99 
£7 99 
£9 99 
£4 99 

. £9 99 
.£7 99 

,..,£7.99 
.£7 99 

£4 99 
£999 

. .£7 99 
£9 99 
£7 99 

. £9 99 
£7 99 

Indianapolis 500...£17 99 
Jack Nicklau$ Unlimited Gofl (1 Megi £20 99 
Jahangtr Khans SguasJi..£17 99 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg) ..£17.99 
Killing Cloud..    £17.99 
Kmghts ol CrymUon ..    £2099 
Ugfed...     .,£1499 
Lotus Turbo Challenge..17.99 
Ml Tank Platoon.....£20 99 
Mega Traveller 1.....£20 99 
Metal Masters .......£17 99 
MiG 29 Fulcaim.......£24 99 
NAM.....    £20,99 
MARC ..    £17.99 
Pang...     ,£17,99 
Pirates...    £17,99 
Player Manager...  ..,..£12.99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg) ..£24 99 
Pools of Radiance (i Megi,,.......£20.99 
Populous... ..... f,   £8.99 
Populous promised Lands ..£5 99 
Prehrstorik.......... £17,99 
Prince of Persia....£17,99 
Pro Flight....... £29 99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2 .£17 99 
Red Slorm Rising.......£17 99 
Space Ace .. ...£27,99 
SptodbilZ. . .£17.99 
Steve Daws Snooker  £9.99 
Super Monaco G P ...£17.99 
Supremacy .....£20.99 
SW1V.   £17.99 
Team Yankee ...£20 99 
Test Onve II...£17.99 
Their Finest Hour ...£20.99 
UlTimaS. ..E20.99 
UMS2H Meg 1 .£20.99 
Wtvte Death 1 Meg .....£22.99 
Winning Tadics ..£6-99 
Wonderland ........£20 99 

UTILITIES 
A. MAS. ....£79.99 
AMOS ..     £34.99 
AMQS Compiler.......£20 99 
AMOS 3D.........£24,99 
Animation StixJio..........,£79,99 
Can Do VI.5...£99 99 
Deluxe Paint IV.„„.,.£69.99 
Deluxe Video 3.£59.99 
Devpac 2.......£44 99 
Dtgicalc ......£27 99 
Fantavision...... £9 99 
Home Accounts..  ,,.,.£22.99 
Kindwords ..      £29.99 
Utboe C VS...£174 99 
Master sound...    £24.99 
Mav^s Beacon Typmg . ..  £20.99 
Mugioan.. ..       £9,99 
Photon Pamt 2 ...£19.99 
Professjonal Page V200 .£179.99 
Pretext V5 ..    ..£109.99 
Quartet...  £29.99 
Superbase Persona] 2.       £29-99 
Superplan (Spreadsheet]...£29 99 
Techno Sound Turbo ..*...£32,99 
Wordworth (iMeg)...  £79,99 

Turbosoft, Unit 6 & 7 Acacia Close, Cherrycourt Way Industrial Estate, Stanbridge Road, 
Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 8QE Tel: (0525) 377974 (5 lines) Fax: (0525) 852278 

Please charge my Access/Visa No: Expiry date: 

ORDER FORM E CS 
Please supply me with the followini 
Computer. 
Titles 

»0 
g for 

Price 

Customer Number 

DATE:.. 
NAME:. 
ADDRESS:. 

.Post Code. 
TEL 

AMIGA FORMAT JAN. ’92 

Please make cheques & PO 
payable to Turbosoft 

Personal callers welcome 
Catalogue available at £L 

Credit rarri orders taken. payment cashed 
oaiy ori despafcfb Orders tinder £5 add 

75p PAP per item. For First Class add 75p 
P&fJ per ffem UK only. EEC 

countries add £2,00 per item. Non EEC 
countries add £3.00 per item. Exf^ress 

airmail £4.00 per item.. All items subject to 
availability. .All prices subject to 

change ivithout notice. E. & O, E> Pfease 
note: Mat/ Order companies may take up to 

28 days to deliver goods from receipt of 
order. Please allow for cheque clearance 



AMIGA PACKS 
ALL AMIGA PRICES INCLUDE WAT AND UK DELIVERY ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK STOCK AND CARRY A FULL It MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US 
BETOHL OR PEKING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES 

\flji5* j'J tiiJiliiiiiJj^LLiiZ "to jIjj 
Som* of tha fttfira of (fio MEW enhanced Amiga A300 Plum include I 

* 1MB of RAM built In on tho motherboard * Workbench and Klokatart V2 * 
* '’Trap door" axpanaion of 912K takaa total RAM to 1.9MB * 

AMIGA A50Q+ 1MB BASS ASOO cmrputer auppied with MB ram baft it Ktokstert V2. expanaon to 15MB ram 
possible via "trap ctoor" uang 5t2K ram expansion, mouse, tv modJator, manuala Workbench V2 software, etc ai^pfed 'bare' with no 
games software 

AMIGA ASOO+ 1MB ASTRA Amiga A500 computer, supplied with MB ram bult in. Kick start V2, expansion to 15MB 
ram possible via "trap door" using 5T2K ram expansion, mouse, tv moddator, mantuia Workbench V2 etc dteka plus the ASTRA 10 
games pack inducing the f dowing games: Datastorm IXngeon Quest E Motion, Grand Monster Siam tOd Glovea Powerptay RVF 
Honda SWfle Pick Gale. Soccer and Tower of Babel 

AMIGA ASOO4' 1MB CARTOOR CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer, dwled with 1MB ram bull in, Kickstert 
V2 expanaon to 1.5MB ram possible via 'trap door- using 5t2K Ram expansion mouse tv modulaiDr', manuals Workbench V2 etc dak a 
plus the folowing top acting software ettes; Lemminga The Simpaona Captain Rare! and Deluxe PairH 3 

AMIGA A1SOO BASE A15QQ coirpuier with 1MB ram detachable keyboard, 2 x 35" 680k risk drives butt in, mouse and 
ail mamfiJa The Amiga A15G0 accepts A2000 peripherals The AI500 base pack is suppled with no softMre Please note that the 
A1500 does NOT have a modUfetoc 

AMIGA A1SOO PACK A consists of A1500 base pack and the folowng software; Platinum Works Deluxe Paint Verson 
3. Populous. Smm Gty. Battle Chesa Their Finest Hour (Battle of Britain) sad 2 books 

AMIGA A1SOO PACK B consists of A1500 base pack and the following software ; Platinum Works Deluxe Paint Version 
3. Home Accounts Elf, Puzzric, Toki and Getting the Most Out Of Year Amiga book 

Protar Hard Drives 
* Perfect fitting to the ASOO 
4 5 times faster than the A590 
41MB, 2MB, 4MB or SMB internal ram 

expansion facility 
4 1 year REPLACEMENT warranty 
1 Auto parking & auto booting 
* Ultra low power consumption 

from AMD's own PSU 
f Sub 24 mflllsecond access time 
* Hard disk management software 

Prater 20Mb Hard Di A £275 00 
Prater 30Mb Hard Disk £345.00 
Prater 50Mb Hard Disk £425.00 
Prater 60Mb with Cache £525.00 
Prater 60Mb Hard Disk £540,00 
Prater 80Mb Hard Disk £595.00 

GVP Hard Drives 
Rx the Atoqb ASOO ranpe are trow 

PRINTERS 
All of on printers corro with a paralei caWe to suit Atari Sis. 
Aminas and standard PC etc. AN printers carry a ful 12 
months warranty. Wa only sol gentire UK stock - we do not 
offer inferior *gr©Y imports*. Phone for prices on 
accessories for the printers feted be tow 

Cartoon Classics 

software pack 
We hove Smiled stocks of the 
software peck which comes with the 

_ a , ASOO Cartoon Oasaca We are 
rbbons and offering this exoeiont pack at the 

very low price of only C40.99 
This is what you get 

stocking the folowtog 
dak drives: 

GVP 52mb Hard Dak tttinsl 
GVP I06mb Hard Disk (Tims) 

I herd 

£38900 
£58900 

The above two herd dnves can be 
expanded ntemaly with iuto 8MB RAM 
The plug in ram mocktea can be either 
bought with the hard drive or added later 

2MB Ram Expansion £8900 
4MB Ram Expanaon £15900 
SMB Ram Expansion TCA LL 

PHOIE TODAY F01 TIE IfIT PRICE I 01 

THE OYF RAISE OF HARD DINES t RAI 

BOARDS FOR THE A WO A *1500 I *1000, 

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS I 
We era offering, to all buyers of Citizen printers 3 different special 
offers. 
f. CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK The pack comprises of : 
3£~ disk fidf of printer drivers for the ST Amiga & PG 200 sheers of 
fanfold tractor feed paper 200 fanfold tractor feed address is dels, 
5 tractor feed envelopes alt for only £1290 
2. CITIZEN COLOUR PRMTtMQ KIT This kit enables you to 
upgrade either the Swift 9 Swift 24E or 224 to a ftdl colour printer 
The kit comes w1th a colour rtobon. Normady retaMng at aroiwtd 
£4000. we are offema white stocks last the chance to buy tilts 
cotocr kit for only £1999 
J- CITIZEN SHEET FEEDER This semi automatic sheet feeder 
wj§ Tit the Citizen 12QCX Swift 9 or Swift 24E Put an end to having to 
feed each angle sheet in by hand, simply put a ream of single sheets 
in this feeder pud a fewer and away you go! Special offer price of 
only £ HI 99, 
Citizen t20D * (9-pin 144 cps draft 30 ops hLQ) 
Gtizen Swift 9 (9-pm. 192 cps draft 43 cpshLQt 
Citizen 124D (24-pin. H4 cps draft 48 qps LQ) 
Gtizen Swift 224 (24-pin. ^2 cps draft 64cpsLQ) mw 
Gtizen Swift 24E (24-pin 218 cps draft 72 cps LQI mew 
Gtizen Swift 24X (24-pin. IT carriage) 

Star LC20 Mono (9-pin 180 cps draft 44 cps M.Q) 
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin 18Q <ps draft 45 cps NLQ) 
Star LC24-2O0 Mono (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) 
Star LC24-200 Cototr (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) 

Canon BJtQE Bdbbte Jet Qnk fit portable and compact) 
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 fet 3 pages per mrmte) 

(colourinkjet WODPt printing) Hewlett Packard PaintJet (colour inkjet 1 

£139,00 
£19900 
£19900 
£22900 
£299.00 
£399.00 

£159.00 
£220.00 
£200.00 
£29500 

£28900 
£39900 
£785.00 

tyou get 

A Deluxe Paint 3 Ac 
A The Slmpaom * 
* Captain Ptanet A 

* Lemmings * 

Colour Monitors 
PROTAR VISTO C14M 

* Cofcxr 14 inch monitor 
* Sterao speakers 
* 000 x 285 pixel resolution 
* knprowd version of 8833 Mk2 
* Green screen switch 
* Free with STEr STFM or Am^ lead 
* 12 months REPLACEMENT 

warranty 

only £ 239.99 

Accessories 
512K ram expansion * dock £29.99 
External dtk rirve £65.00 
Squck replacement mouse £14.99 
Arriga A500 dust cover £8.99 
Mouse Mat £350 
Gmaer Joystick £8,99 
Zipstick Joystick £9.99 

IF YOU WISH ID ORDER WITH THEN PLEASE SEND KXJfl CHEQUE BANKERS DRAFTS, POSTAL ORDERS, CASH ETC IQ OUR MAtt ORDER ADDRESS ( 
PAYABLE OR RING OUR MAR ORDER HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN IOOOAM AND 12 MIDNIGHT, J DAYS A WEBC. (OUR LINES A PER 

Fan ANSWERPHON E) AND USE YOUR ACCSS OR VISA CARDS. OR AITBTNATVEY PAY A VISIT TO OUR SHOP, CHI’S COMPUTER CENTRE 

VISIT OUR SHQWJBQ-QM 
chips coMPtrn carm. 53 wees mo. 

womme. vast sussex bhu sub. 
* S3L i fihJUdJ ytlS/ifi/UL 

OPENING MON IO FRUOAM TO 6PM SAT 9JOAM IO 530PM 
FINANCE / CRH>H FACIUTIES (SHOP ONLY) 

PART EXCHANGE CON5ID0^> (SHOP ONOQ 
NEW AND USED ST. AMIGA fc PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY 

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS f LESUIRt / EDUCATIONAL) 
REPAIRS UNDHTTAKB^ TRAINING INSTALLATION ON-SUE WARRANTIES 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
bcst mas (dipt An S3 was bom. 

wmHm.wssTsossa.amsm. 
TSL i 

ORmmma; 7 date a week ioam to is mtomont 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17 5% VAT AND FREE DEUVERY 
PLEASE ADD £700 FOR NEXT WEEKDAY DBJVSW 
GOODS USUALLY SENT OUT THE SAME DAY WHEN 

CLEARED PAYMENT is RECBVEO BEFORE 2PM 
PERSONAL CMEQUB REQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE 

All prices Include 175\ VAT and free UK delivery unless staled otherwise All price* I specification* / special after* subject to change without notice 
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lO. THE CHIPS ARE UP 
Mr Potato Head first appeared on the Amiga courtesy of Chris Hill with a simple animation, but the sequel 
ranks alongside the great Mr Schwartz, tf (his Is anything to go by, we ll be seeing more of this chap. 

1 1 . LIGHT CYCLE DEMO 
Put together using DPaint Fantavfsion and Audiomaster, the Light Cycle demo features animated images 
and sounds from the film Tron. The clip Is based on the section where the light cycles break out of the 
game grid and are chased by tanks, and captures the feei of the movie extremely well, 

1 2. STATION ANIM 
This was the forerunner to the Mars Flight animation, and was one of the first epic space animations to 
appear. The clip features a swooping ship and revolving radar dishes* ail based on a moody, futuristic 
asteroid colony. Still impressive after all this time. 

1 3. POPEYE MEETS THE BEACH BOYS 
This has to be one of the wildest demos ever! There are no graphics, but the sound has been sampled 
from a spoof record, featuring Popeye singing along with Beach Boys classics. Worth a listen for a laugh. 

1 4. RODENT ANIM 
Although simple In Style, the feel of this piece is very effective. The story is an American Comic-style 
affair, telling the tale of a team of troopers hunting down aggressive mutant rodents that have been terror- 
ising the city. Bright and colourful are the order of the day here! 

1 5. AMY VS THE WALKER 
Eric Schwartz does it again! This time it's Amy the Squirrel wha‘s the star, as she chases an imperial 

Walker around an Amiga with a spanner. Sound odd? Well it is. that s why! Short, but sweet, 

1 a. OPTIMUM PRESSURE CRISIS 
After deciding not to continue the Classy Animations series. Steve Packer came up with another cracker 
in the shape of Optimum Pressure Crisis. The animation is easy to spot as Steve's, but the scope Is wider 
and the feel is much more sinister than his previous work. A little odd. but a winner never the less. 

LZtvirx oe =iP 
aci tv viiLOi cauiiouiLv as«:jn oe * 
OR CHE LAsR. 

1 7. BUDBRAIN 2 
This disk has been hanging around the top of the demo charts for quite some time now, proving that a 
sense of humour can be very successful. The demo features a whole bunch of short animations and 
music demos, each with an individual feel. If you haven't seen it yet, it might be worth catching up! 

1 8. FILLET THE FISH 
Jester Brothers International were set for PO fame after releasing this amusing little ciip. but they never 
released anything else! The demo tells of a naughty fish that gets drunk far too often, rather than carrying 
out his mission properly. A lesson to be learnt hero.,. 

1 9. FENN-TASTIC 
Now up to volume six, the Fenn-Tastlc series consists of disks containing a number of digitised shots of 
Sherllyn Fenn. taken from her various film roies. Twin Peaks and her interview on The Word. Fans of Ms 
Fenn will be interested... and there are quite a few! 

20. DISCOVERY AND HOLOCAUST 
These two anims. like many others, are based in outer space. The first shows the Space Shuttle on a 
flight, while the second depicts the destruction of an asteroid colony. The Clips are fairly short, but Still 
manage to look impressive due to the care that has been taken to make the objects move convincingly. 

You can alter the speed of the animation or pause h to 

contemplate each frame, since I he demo uses Sparta's 

Show ANIM program tu popular animation viewer), If 
you want to sec some creative digitizing, then this is 

well worth watching. 

PERFECT PICTURES 
VOLUME 1 
PO SOFT, DISK 2029 

The title of this demo is a hit presumptuous. True, the 

pictures are nicely digitised, with clear definition and 

very gtnid colour balance, hut the only people who 

may consider them ‘perfect1 are heu\y metal fans. The 

subject matter for virtually even screen is Iron 

Maiden s Eddy. If you want a rest from the head-hang¬ 

ing and w am to look M some pictures Instead (can't see 

it myselfi then this is worth a sJiuftie. 

PD TOP TEN DEMOS 
PO SOFT 

1) Ray of Hope Mega Demo 2 
2) Gulf War Conflict 
3) Guardian Dragon 
4) Man gad 
5) 1000 Wasted Dreams 
6) Infinite Dreams 
7) Agility Animation 
6} New Vector Demo 
9) ice Mega Oemo 
10) Ghostley Spreads 

o 
£ 

CONTACT: 
ANUCANUTS UNITED: 1 69 Dale 

Valley Road, Hollyfarook, 

Southampton SOI 6QX 

NBS: 132 Gunville Road, Isle of 

Wight, P030 5th. 

0983 529594 

PD SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend-on-Sea, Essex SSI 2YD 

1 7 BIT SOFTWARE: PO Box 97, 

Wakefield WF1 1 XX. 

0924 366982 
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9 £ 100,000 
of items must go! 

We have the following comnuter products 
for DISPOSAL before Christmas 

RAM EXPANSIONS 
1/OMb Upgrade without clock. ......£96,95 
1 VMb Upgrade with clock  --- £99,95 
1 i 2Mb Upgrade with dock „ „....£89 95 
1 Mb Meg aboard                    .. £69 95 

1 yew guarantee 

SOUNDBLASTER 
ZX FI 
twin stereo amplified speaker system for the AmrgwAtan 
5TE Archimedes or Sega Mega Drive Built-in power supply. Easy lil¬ 
ting instructions included 

ONLY £34.95 inc. VAT 

DISKETTE BOX OFFERS 
3 S' 40 cap bcw comes with 95 3.5" diskettes .£11,95 

3 S' 100 cap bo* comes with 50 3-5' diskettes £99 45 

AMIGAS 
Scr* en Gems 1Mb ....£349.95 
Cartoon Classics 1Mb.........£369 95 
A1S00..,*,+,+,+.«„«„++.+.+*.....O*Y£575O0 
A500..........£250.00 

Ask about starter packs 

3.5" DISK LABELS 
Roll of 1000 3-5' labels........ £* 95 per roll 
Roil of 1000 3.5* Tractor Feed labels ..... ..B.95 
Roll of 1000 3-5' multicolour {45 labels.,.,.......,...£7.95 

MICE 
Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 
as replacement....... ...,.....£14.95 

Naksho mouse Inc £ year warranty, mouse mat 
and mouse bracket 
Operation Stealth (worth £24.99) Free....£25.95 

Gemscan GS4000 scanner ...+«.« *.*.+.*£129.95 

DISK DRIVES 
3 5* tit dftfc drive mroughport connector, oa off twitch, 
1 year guarantee, dimmest drive in the world ... £5995 
OJMANA DtSK D«vt 
3.5' cut. tihk (kive, throughport connector, on ofl switch, 
1 yew warranty ........................£57.50 

Telephone for hard drive pnees. 

AMIGA PD 
Send 70p for latest list on a disk. The best yet, 

HARD DRIVES 
55Mb hard drive with 0,5Mb RAM 
52Mb hard drive with 2Mb RAM. 
80Mb hard drive with 0.5Mb RAM. 
80Mb hard dnve with 2Mb RAM... 

105Mb hard drive with 0.5Mb RAM... 
105Mb hard drive with 2Mb RAM ... 

£449,00 
£509 00 
£549 00 
£599 00 
£599 00 
£659 00 

MISCELLANEOUS 
KCS PC Emulator..... 
Amiga Rower Supply ............ 
Amiga 3,5" Internal dhvt,.. 

.£21500 
.£37 95 

£49 95 

MONITORS 
Philips8633 II.... . .£239.95 
Commodore 1084S monitor .£249 95 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 
SONY DSDD 135 tpt 
50's 42p each   £91,00 
100 s .41p each.. £4100 
400's.„„„39p each.£156 00 
BOO s 36p each.£288 00 
1200's ...,35p each..., £420,00 

MITSUBISHI DSDD 135 tpi 
50's  37p each.,...,.£18.50 
100's.36p each.£38 00 
400 s.33p each  £132 00 
300's ..3Qp each .......£2#0 00 
1200Y 29p each  £348.00 

All disks are WN numbered and cany a 100% quality control/no 
quibble guarantee Disk labels supplied 

Large or small users - we 
have the prices for youl 

3 S'DSHD 
Konlca made In Japan 

from 65p 

3.5' 80 cap boxes buy six set one FREE 
3.5" 100 cap boxes buy six get one FREE 
3.5" Slimpak 10“ holder box buy 5 get a 

Fastrack disk holder FREE 

PRINTERS 
Star LOO..... 
Star LC20... 
Star LC900 colour.. 
Star LC24/200 colour... 
Citizen 1200,... 
Citizen Swift 9 colour... 
Citizen Swift 24 colour, 

£149.00 
..£189,00 
£209 00 
£289 00 

..£139,95 
£204 95 
£272.95 

LISTING PAPER 
11 x 9.5 single part plain micro perf. 

500 sheets......,£4 95 
2000 sheets............£16.95 
1000 sheets...........£8 95 

BAGS 
Sega Mcgadrrve bag.... 
Atari Lynx bag____ 
Game Boy bag ....... 
Game Gear & PC Engine bag..... 

..£1999 
.£11 99 
..£9 99 

..£10 99 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshot Apache ..... 
Quickshot III Turbo new mkroswitch. 
Quickshot 128F Maverick.... 
Qulckshot 128F Maverick new microswiteh,, 
Quickshot II Turbo.... 
Qulckshot III Turbo... 
Competition Pro Colour— 
Qulckjoy Topstar ...... 
Quickjoy Topstar ... 
Qulclgoy Jetfighter... 
Cheetah 1®$+..... 
Quickshot 127 infra red remote.. 
Quickihot fltghtgrip... 
Zipstick autofire.„„+„. 

,...,.£5.99 
......£8.95 
. £12 99 
....£12 99 
.£7.95 
.£8.95 
.£9.95 
....£23.95 

. £19.99 
....£13.99 
.£8 85 

£29 95 
.£7.99 
..,£10.99 

CONSOLES 
Sega Megadrive.£129,95 
Nintendo Game Boy £69 99 

Sega Game Gear 
Atari Lyra. 

.. £99.99 
..£119.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Philips CMB33/10B4 bust ctw.......£4.95 
Punier <80 cob...+++.„+*.....£5.50 
Punter stand with tray (80 col 132 oaf). £*.9S 
4 Player adaptor ........£4.95 
Data switches 12^way serial or parallel)  . ClB 95 
Mouse.-joystick extension...........£3.95 
A4 desk top holder........,,£7.90 
Mouse mats red, bkit, pcy deluxe... .£@.00 
9 metre joystick extension...... .£3.95 
Mouse brackets.......... £1.95 
Amiga printer leads,.........£4,95 
3.5' cleaning kiB„+„,M++,*+„...Ht+1...£1 95 
Amiga dust coven......... ,£@.95 
Star LCKV241024 200 dust cover.  ...£4 95 
Grip Clip copy holder..........£3 95 
Copy holder metal arm.... £@ 95 
14' monitor stand (tit W turn)..... £9 95 
Ribbon R« M ..........----........._Xl2-95 
Monitor Cables (any type}.. £9 50 

BOOKS 
TOP TEN AMIGA TITLES 

Amiga format Bk DA Package ~~—......£13.95 + VAT t> £14 52 
Amiga Format Get Most .£9 95 
Screen Ploy Amiga Format .. 
Amiga For BegHnnoi 
AmgafiASXkwdeaOut . 
Amiga Machine Language 
Amiga DOS , 
Best Amiga Tips* Tricks Bk & Dk 
Master Anvgn DOS 2 vo|. 1... 
Mastering Amiga C...... 

™«++..£9.95 
£15 45 

--.-£92 95 
-- £18 45 

.-.£14 95 
... £27.45 + VAT m £27 93 
...  £21 95 
....,..,,..£19 95 

ANY OTHER TTTUS NOT USTED CAN W OftDERED, KfAM CALL. 

STORAGE BOXES 
3-5' (to capacity box) ■Slimpak1 
(New see-through 'Slimpak*)..... ,£0,25 each 
3,5* (10 capacity box) seethrough Vision 10*.£1.00 each 
3.5* (40 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box .....£3 50 each 
3.5' (50 capacity boat) lockable disk 
storage box  ...£3.95 each 
3.5' (BO capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box ...........£4,30 each 
3 5' (100 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box ........*...£4.95 each 
3 S' (120 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage bo* ......£5.50 each 
3 5' ‘POSSO* stackable box (holds 150).. £15 99 
3 S' *flANK' .ockaote stackable (hoWs 80} £8 95 
3.5" (250 capacity) lockable stackable box ... £24.95 

All disk boxes are anto-static, Arrvga berge, contain keys, dividers 
and rubber feet (with the exception of ID4*} 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
Qtyt Qty 5 Qty 10 

Star LCB4-10 Mono ..  £3.90...£3.70 ..£3 20 
Amstrad DMP 20001000.1MW,i®,90..£2.50. £2,20 
Amstrad DMP 4000..., .£3.90 .,£3.60 £3 20 
Amsuad Ptw 8256.^8512.£3.50 £3 20.£3.00 
Amstrad KW 9512.........,. , .£2,90.£2 60 
Brother HR15/20/25/35...,.,.,....£2.50 

Citizen 120D1SP10,....£2 90 
Citizen Swift Mi mono .......£3.90 
Commodore MR3803 ... £2,90 

Epson LXBOBS...£2.90 

Panasonic Xxp 1080*11 .. J3.90. 
Star LC10.. ...........£2,90 

,.£3.90. 
£2 90 .... 

.£9 30 

.£3.60. 
£2 70 

£2.15 
.£3 20 

£2 40 
,.,£3.90 .£3.50 . . £3 20 
£2.90. £2 70 £2 20 

,..£5,50. 
,.£4.90. 

£5 20 .... 
.£4.50 . , 

£4 90 
, , £4 IQ 

- £3 90 , .£3 SO £3 20 
£2,90 £2 70 £2 40 

.,£3.60. .£3 40 £3 10 

£3.90 .£3.50 
.£2 30 

£3 20 
.,£3.90. ,+.*.,£3.70.. 

£2 70 . 
£3.20 
£2 40 

...£5.90 . .. £5 30 .£5 00 
,,+.-£3.70 . .£3 20 

Fleose note that this « just a small selection of our large range 
Telephone £0827} 50000 for priong on other nbbons not listed 

Dept AF 12, Amber Business Village, Amber Close, Tamworth, Staffs, B77 4RP. 

Fax for instant response on: (0827) 60976 
or ring (0831) 471312 (mobile after 6pm) 

To order make cheques/P.O.’s payable to E.M.D. Ltd and send to above address. 
Corporate, education and trade accounts welcome. 

All prices include 17.5% VAT 

POSTAGE £3.95 - NEXT DAY CARRIER £8.95 VISA 



PROFESSIONAL T.V-VIDEO 
GRAPHICS SYSTEMS ON-LINE 
Amigas/genlocks/software/training 

Tel: 071 284 1366 

GREENWICH COMPUTERS 

Amiga REPAIRS 
competitive rates-no fixed charge 

Tel: 071 284 4030 
44 Malden Rd. London NW5 (Camden Town) 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Yes, making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you know how! 
Your AMIGA is* if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is 

irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by smarting your own 
HOME BASED BUSINESS, 

This may he the most important move you will ever make! 
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone elsefs ’ ditch". 

Anyone in the country, including YOU* can become very rich in a relatively 
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! li s more rewarding than 

playing games, 
The benefits are many and varied. 

Full or pan time. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E, to: 

ft omewase cplhi 
4* 

siness. 
31 Fillon Place, King and Queen *Slreet, AF30 

Walworth, London, SE17 I DR* 

Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser - for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 

moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga’s mouse 

to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to 

either side of the mouse for left or right handed use* 

★ Removable when 

not in use 
★ Ideal for Naksha, 

Commodore and 

all flat-sided mice 

★ Only £7,95 
including VAT 

and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Format, Nov, 190 

“If the rule that aU the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 

then Tracey gets the prize” - Computer Shopperf Jan 191 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries* welcome. 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF30), PO Box 4, 

Totnes, Devon TQ9 7EN 

* You do no* hove to lorn our c lub *> buy software 

* lQOQ'i of extremely satisfied customers 

* Exclusive Mies Ifom or* very own programmers 

* U Ooy Money Bod Guoramw On Everyttang 
* Access. Mosieicard and Visa Acc pp4ed 

* When buying educational food far you chiWs 

computer consult the specialists ond don't 

waste yax money. Get out free catalogue Jo 

discover al 1h« odNfontogei of our dub. 

/ Educational 

| Software 

Club Ie|s!c 

We ▼ 
‘Have Over 70 Top Class* 
Educalional Programs For 

The Amiga, PC & Atari ST. 

All Ages Covered 

Contact Us Now For Your 

Free Fully Descriptive 
Catalogue. 

0702 600557 
E S C. Dept AT 32A Southchurcti Road, 

Southend-on-Sea, Essex SSI 2ND 

Colour Scanning Service 
Pictures scanned in colour or grey scale and saved in IFF 

format for use with word processors, DTP, DPaint etc. 

Quantity 1-4 5+ 
Cost per scan £1.00p £0.85p 

P+P £1 on all orders. Prices include disk(s) necessary. 

Send your pictures with clear instructions for your 
requirements, including the software you intend using with the 
scan and the graphics mode/number of colours required. E.g. 
Pagesetter 2, grey scale or DPaint 3. low resolution, 32 colours. 

Please print your name and address on the backs of all 
pictures, which will be returned. 

cheques payable to: Uskvale Computer Services. 
P.O. Box 14, Caldicot, Gwent, NP6 3YJ. Tel (0633) 880889 

BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 

YOU CAN BUILD 

A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW! fastest and best way to build 
muscles ond strength without weights — 
EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 
Just 20 minutes daily in the privacy of your 
Home will develop an amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is o new bodybuilding system based on 
principals developed after years of exhaustive research. It is a total 
exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 
breakthroughs in the field of muscular development, if is (he fastest, 

most effective way to build muscles in existence. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS (AF), PO BOX 40, GATESHEAD, NE8 1PD 

Yes! I wont to build muscles fast Please rush me my FREE information pack! 

Name ....... 

Addrt» ....************** 

l_. 

.. Postcode .. 

(A stomp for reply appreciated} 



RIBBONS Post Free 
1 OFF 

CITIZEN 120D/LSP10/1240 SWIFT 24 2.50 

3 OFF 
2.30 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR 15.00 - 

EPSON FX/MX/RX80/FX800/LX800 3.20 3.00 
EPSON LX80/66 2.00 1,80 

MANNESMANN TALLY MTB0 4.80 4.60 

PANASONIC KXP 1080/81/82/180/1190/1123 i 2.90 2.70 

PANASONIC KXP 1124/1140 2.60 2.40 

STAR LC10 MONO 2.80 2.60 

STAR LClQ 4-COLOUR 5.90 5.70 
STAR LC24-10 280 2.60 

STAR LC24-10 COLOUR 12.50 - 

STAR LC200 3-20 3.00 
STAR LC200 COLOUR 11.50 - 

STAR LC24-200 2.80 2.60 
STAR LC24-200 COLOUR 12.50 

kl 3.5’ NEW PRICES 
DS/DD 3.5" SONY B 

25 9.99 11.99 
50 18.99 21.99 

100 32.99 39.99 
250 76.99 102.99 
500 148.99 194.99 

1000 284.99 369.99 

LOCKABLE 
DISC BOXES 

40X3.5-£3.99 
80X3.5-£4.49 

120X3.5-£6.49 

SIPIC^l 
120 CAP BOX PLUS 

100 X 3V, DS/DD DISKS ONLY 

'Our disks ar« fully guaranteed and come 

complete with labels r- 

SNAP 
COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES LTD 

ACCESSORIES - POST FREE! 
Amiga External Drive 54.99 
Amiga 5t2k Upgrade, clock 23.99 
Amiga 512k Upgrade. No clock 21.99 
Mouse Mat (Boxed) 2.99 
Mouse Holder 2.99 
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 6.99 
31/2 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 
51/4 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 
Roll of 1000 31/2 disk labels 8.99 
Printer Cable (I.Smtr) 3.99 

PAPER Top Quality 

FANFOLD WITH MICROPERFS 1000 2000 

11 X 9 S60GSM 7.99 13.99 
11.66 X 9 25 (A4J70GSM 10.49 18.49 
11 66 * 9.25 (A4) B0GSM 11.99 20 49 
11 66 x 9 25 (A4) 90GSM 13,99 23 99 

SOftfWI fiHAOIL 
©IHIOIERi OWLY 

ALL PRODUCTS SUBJECT 
TO availability 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
PLEASE ADD £2 59 POSTAGE AND 

PACKING FOR DISKS * BOXES £3 99 
FOR PAPER E.O.E 

IKl®fiflBmi® IM10=0tnnila)®tp © S 411 @411 
1st Floor. I-Mex Business Park, 42 Flaxley Road, Stechford. Birmingham B33 9HL 

MICRODRIVE UK Ltd 
28, Cobb Hall Road 

Newton Longville Milton Keynes, 
MK17 ODW 

Please make cheques and RO's payable to Microdrive UK Ltd. P&P is included in 

the UK. Europe and overseas add £3.50 per item. If the title you want is not listed, 

please phone for prices. ENQUIRY HOTUNE |0908) 368366. 

•ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ‘ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY E &OE 

* ULTIMATE COLLECTION* 
3D Construction Kff £29 50 
3D Goff £23.50 
4D Sports Bowing £16 50 
688 Sub Attack £16.50 
A10 Tank Idler £2150 
Adv Destroyer 5<m^DS| £16 £0 
Adulas Golden Shoe £15 50 
ATFil £16 50 
Afrika Korps £16 50 
Agony. £10 50 
Alcatraz.... £15 50 
Alphawaves ....£15 50 
Andu Xing of Ancient Chma£21 SO 
Armafyle -16 50 
A/mour Geddon £15.50 
Atomic RoboUd£f5 50 
AWS O M E £18.50 
Back To The* Future iir £15 50 
Barbauan II [Pfygnoys) ,.,.£16,50 
Bards Tale HI...£16.50 
Bat.£22 50 
Battle Bound* £16.50 
Battle Command.£14.50 
BattFeCbess ..£16.50 
Battle Chess B.£16.50 
Battle Haw* 1942 £16.50 
Battle Master LIS 50 
Betrayal ...£18,50 

me K*d* .. £14 50 
Stride Wvnar .......1)6.50 
Slue May £18 50 
Bomber Bob.£15 50 
Brain Blaster £16.50 
Brai £15.50 
Suck Rogeirs . ,£18,50 
Cadaver . £16 50 

Cadaver Pay Off £10 50 
Cadaver Levels Pay Off £ 10 50 
Captive £15 50 
Carve Up. £14.50 
Carthage,. £16,50 
Cdla GT4 Rally.1)5,50 
Centurion...£10 50 
Chaos Strikes Back £10 50 

"i Hi,I £15 SU 
Ctxjckffock £15 50 
Chuck Yeagers AT F £16 50 
CckVu £18 50 
Corporation £9 50 
Cnme Wave £16 50 
Cause For The Corpse £16 50 
Cybeaonin £16 50 
Cyber Fight £15 50 
Dafkman £1550 
Das Bool £2150 
Dick Tracy £15 50 
Disc* £15 50 
Double Dragon 3* £16 50 
Dragons Lair £26 50 
Dragom Lair D pVnewarpjOfc 5Q 
Dragon wars £16 50 
m2....  £16.50 
Elvira Mrstnessof theOark £21 50 
Ep*c .   £15 50 
Eswai ................£16 50 
Eye of the Beholder ,.£1850 
F 15 Strike Eagle N £23 50 
F-16 Combat Wot £16 50 
FT9 Stealth fighter £19 50 
F29 Retaiiator £15 50 
F1I7A...£21.50 
Feudal Lords . £16.50 

Final Conflict... 
Final Whrslle 
Fright of the Intruder 
Formula One. 
Fulurc Basketball 
Gauntlet IN. . 
Genghis Khan 
Odds 
Golden Axe 
GqW Of the A/tecs 
Gun Boat .......J 
Gunship 2000 
Hard Dr non II 
Harpoon f I mb) 
Heroes Quest (I mb] 
Hill Street Blues 
1 FVy 3D Soccer 
immortals . 
fmpenum . 
Indianapolis 500 
ini ke Hockey* . 
Iron Lord 
hJhrdo .■ 
fvanhoe. .............. 
James Pond 
Jimmy White Snooker 
Joe Montana Football * 
Kictoffi ir/2 Mbj 
Kick Off ! |l Mb] 
KafcngOoud 
Las Ntnja n 
Leisure Suit Lvry til 
Lemmings 
Line Of fW 
Loom... 
Lost Patrol 

£16 50 Lotus Esprn E15S0 
£8 50 M3 Tank Platoon £19 50 

.£19.50 Mad Prof Marwir .. .£15.50 
£16 50 Manchester Utd Europe £15 50 
£16 50 Mega Traveller I £19 50 
£16.50 Metal Master £15 50 
£2150 Metal Mutant £15 50 
£15 50 Mjdmghi Retttance £14 50 
£15 50 Mdwrnter £19 50 
£15 50 Mig 29 (Fulcrum) £2(50 
£18 50 Mdwinterll £23.50 
£2150 Moonstone £2150 
£14 50 Moonbase £22 50 
£19 50 Monkey bland £16 50 
£2150 MUDS £1550 
£15 50 KAjrder £16 50 
£16-50 Mystical. £1550 
£15 50 Myth £15 50 
£16 50 Nam 1965 3975 £10.50 
,116.50 Marc £15,50 
£16 50 Navy Seals £15-50 
£15.50 Ntghfofeed {Adv] £15,50 
£10 50 Nighibreed fArcadel .£15.50 
£14 50 Nightshirt £16 50 
£14 50 Nrtro . £15.50 
£10 50 Otortus.£21.50 
£16 50 Operation Steafth £16 50 
£12 50 Op Thunderbolt...£15 50 
£15 50 Outrun Europa .£16 50 
£15 50 Pang £15 50 
£15 50 Raara Kick Bowng £16 50 
£26 50 PGA Tour Guff £16 50 
£15 50 Pkximg £15 50 
£16,50 Pppulus + Sim Cffy £2 T SO 
£18 SO Pcwermongw .£18.50 
£34 50 Predator II E3 5.SO 

Ffince of Persia .£15,50 
ftjimc ..E 15.50 
R.B.I Baseball it .£3 7 50 
Railroad Tycoon ..£23 50 
Robocop.£34.50 
Robocopl.£3 5 50 
R Typed ... £16 50 
Savage Empire £19 50 
Search For The King.£19 50 
Shadow OT The Beast 11 £15 50 
Shadcw Dancer £16 50 
Shadow Wamor .... £15.50 
S^n Earth £16.50 
Simpsons £15,50 
SkiOfOe £ 16 50 
SkuB and Crossbones £15 50 
Sly Spy 2.£15.50 
Space Ace.£26.50 
Speedball N ......£15.50 
Spirit of Excalibuf £19 50 
Star Control.£16.50 
Star Trek V* £16.50 
Stnderll  ...£15.50 
Super Grs II..£15 50 
Super Monaco GP.. £16 50 
Supremacy .  £19 50 
Swap £16.50 
Switchblade n ...,,£1150 
Swv . £16 50 
Team Suzuki £15,50 
T«m Yankee...£1950 
Terminator 11 .  ,,...,,£14 50 
Test Drive ill .^..1 15.50 
Teenage Mut Heroes .£16 50 

Their Fnesl Hour 
The PUnrsher £16 50 
To*i.. . £15.50 
Torvafc The Warnor £15.50 
Total Recall ....... £15.50 
Tournament Golf. £16 50 
Turncan. £9.50 
Turncan 2 £15.50 
UHimate F6de £16 50 
UbmaceV..... £18 50 
UMSII £19 50 
UN Squadron £f5 50 
USS John Young £16 SO 
Vendetta .. £16 50 
1At.. £16 50 
Wtrtxk The Avenger £14.50 
Wings [1/2 Mb) £18 50 
Wings [1 Mb)... £18 50 
While Death 11 Mb). . . £18.50 
wolf Pack__ .,,.£18,50 
Wonderland ... £18 50 
Wbdds At War £16 50 
WYath Of The Demon £19 50 
Xiphos _____ £16 50 
Zltrax... £I6 50 
Z-Olc £16 50 

ONLY SEVEN GAMES ARE 
STARRED |*| AND NOT 

AVAILABLE YETI 
PLEASE CHECK 

* RELEASE DATE TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 

I ACCESSORIES ★ 
. upg™ 

2M joystick/mouse ext lead £6 99 
40 Lockable disk bo* £5 99 
80 Lockable disk bo* ....  £7 99 
94 Bank stackable bo* £13 99 
3 50 Fosso stackable bo*. £17 50 
Amga 4 player adaptor .£7 99 
Amiga 500 dust cower £4 99 
Sqm 10 Bulk disks..  £6 99 
Box 10 Sony branded disks £999 
Cheetah 1/5+  £7 99 
Pro 5000.110.99 
Pro 5000 Clear Extra £ 12 99 
QuicPyoy Jetfighter .£10.99 

19.99 
£1999 
EIS99 
£1099 

£9 99 
£49 99 

Quickjoy Mega board 
Quickjoy Tdpsiaf 
QmcJishot Python .... 
OuKkshgt Python Microswitch 
Ron 1000 labels l SF 
Golden image Optical Mouse 
GoMenknage Scanner £109 99 
Maverick Game Controller £ 14 99 
Mfwgalcx.£12 99 

MUCH, MUCH, MORE 
AVAILABLE!!! 

PLEASE PHONE FOR PRICES# 

PRODUCT 

* ORDER FORM 
PRICE 

TOTAL 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Tel 



iiigBf of Hampshire 
UUBaGrVG Best for service 

Visit our shovi/rooms. See before you buy. High quality products. Full technical support. 

NEW 
Citizen 224 

Enhanced 24pin printer, optional colour 
with easy to use control panel 

2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

NEW HP 
Deskjet 500 Colour 

300dpi colour inkjet printer. 
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost. 
3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

£629 inc VAT 
Optional Colour Kit £26.00 with printer 
Amiga printer driver £5.00 On Site support available phone for details 

Swift 24E 
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer 
2 yeaf warranty. + cable & paper 

£275 inc VAT 

Brother HJ-100 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 
Price includes on site maintenance 

Competition Pro 5000 

Sports Joystick 
Various Colours. Micro switched. 

Fully guaranteed. Steel shaft 

£11.50 inc VAT 

Amiga 1500 
with Full software pack 

£629 inc VAT 

CBM 1084SD 
Colour monitor with cable 

£249 inc VAT 

Citizen Swift 9 Canon BJ-1 Oex 
with cable & paper 

£ 1 7 5 inc VAT 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable & paper 

£119 inc VAT 

Printer Drivers 
Citizen Swift Colour 9,95 

Canon BJ-lOe Colour 4.95 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available. Price with 

r ^ cable Bl paper 

£ 1 7 9 me VAT 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP11 70 9pin.. 134 
KXP11 24i 24pin 227 
KXP4420 Laser ..... 761 
Epson LX400 9pin 135 
Epson LQ450 24pin. 239 
Epson LG570 24pin 281 
Epson 4100 Laser 839 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

£ 2 1 . 5 0 inc VAT 

Squik Mouse 
£ 1 3.9 0 inc VAT 

£2 2 9 inc VAT 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

The above 3 printers are 
all Canon BJ-lOe's 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc vat 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin 135 
LC200 Colour 9pin 189 
LC2410 Mono 24pin 182 
LC24200 Mono 24pin 219 
LC24200 Colour 24pin 275 

Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Deskjet 500 
H,R 300dpi Inkjet printer 
Laser quality at dot matrix price 

3 year warranty 

£345 inc VAT 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour monitor with cable 

£219 inc VAT 

1 (2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£24.95 inc VAT 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1 M Drive 

£54.95 inc VAT 

_GVP Series 2 52M 
for A500 £37 9 inc VAT 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 
£269 inc VAT 

Accessories 
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4,70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead 3,75 
A5G0 Primer cable.. 7,95 
Modu I a tor/Disk Extension  10.95 
23way Plug or socket..... 2.95 
A500 Dust Cover .. 4.70 
A501 1/2M Memory + Clock 29.00 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) 4.95 
Mouse House .....*.* 2.95 
IM internal 3,5' drive .. 57.50 
A500 replacement PSU ....... 39.00 
1/2Meg Ram NO Clock .. 23.90 
GVP Series2 52M (A1500) 289,00 

1M Cartoon Classics + 
£359 inc VAT 

Class of the 90’s 
£439 inc VAT 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 

10k 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 7.50 
50x 3.5' DS/DD 135tp». 32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi .. 59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ...... 141.00 
Ikx 3.5" DS/OD 135tpi  540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

IQx 3.5" DS/DD 135ipi. 5.95 
50x 3.5' DS/DD I35tpi ...... 19.80 
100x3.5' DS/DD 135tpi.„ 37.95 
250x3.5' DS/DD I35tpi . 88.42 
Ikx 3.5' DS/DD !35tp. . 339.58 
50 x 3.5' Disk box with lock 5.99 
100 x 3.5' Disk box with iock 7,50 

Phone for our 56 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification 

Established 6 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Mon. to Friday. 9 to 2 on Saturday 

Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT) 

UlcServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Format Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants. 
PG16 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 



You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb piickiigu with immense power, to t'u Mi I all your 

word processing requirements and... it include* a Database! 

It's all so easy to use, you probably won’t need to refer to 

the extensive 2511 page manual too often. 

Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 

simultaneously (memory permitting), search ;md replace: cut 

copy and paste; check your spelling with a I(X),(X)Q+ word 

dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 

graphics, from programs such as DPaint II or Clip Art tiles 

in various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 

matically flow text around graphics in any 

Workbench compatible font (there are over 

200 available styles), in different sizes and 

colours to suit your design.,, even as you 

type. All this from a word processor 

Pbn Pal 

k- 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 

processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 

of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 

and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 

reports, into w hich the database can be merged. 

Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32(XX) records 

#pcr database with a fast sort of 1000 records in less 

than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 with a minimum of /megabyte 

of available memory. 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

and.,. Much, Much, More! 

\ 

£79.95 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 

Pen Pal is supplied into the UK through... 

Gordian Harwood Computers New Street AHrcton Derbyshire DE5 7EP 
Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 831040 

.". .its handling Of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program [ tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics.,." 
Amiga World.* JuL *90 

."..without beating around the bush Pen Pal is very 

special.." - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

deserves to do well." Amiga Format ...Dec. '90 

RnPai 

"...I am extremely pleased with your product especially 

the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor, Having 

the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program I have..." DS.H.t PltumleaX, l.OS DOS 

''...Please let me tell you how amazed 1 am at how EASY 

IT LS TO USE PEN PAL. The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very dear,,.* 

P.SS.t Clifton, NOTTINGHAM 

"...A most excellent piece of software../ 

E.PJi„ Strathclyde, SCOTIA V/; 

Mipi (tad WcmHi'O flw Frtnd 

Pen Pal Order Line 

& 
0773 836781 

Pen Pal is also available from good 

computer stones everywhere! 

Trade Distributors... 

gfS? rnison 
Ti fTlHB MARKETING 



-SHIRT revolution 

A HACKER piccy in black, 
and chocking blue 

while 

ALL T-SHIRTS XL WHITE 
ALL 100% COTTON 
ALL FULL-FRONTAL PICS 
ALL £8.99 EACH (iliC PSP) 
ALL CHEQUES or P.O.'s 
(crossed with name 4 address on 

back) PAYABLE TO: 

reel revolution 
send to: REEL REVOLUTION 
9 DALKEITH ROAD, 
LONDON SE21 8LT, 
MAX. 26 DAYS DELIVERY. 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. NO 

CALLERS. AWRIGHT SON! 

a ZAPPER piety in black, while 
and blood red 

* ADVENTURER piety in 
black. white and blinding yellow 

fS Switchabfe 

voice fax line 0983 79496 Open 1 Qam-7pm 

Monday to Saturday 
W2HM 

ACCOUNT'S 
MwgraM Ac. 122 67 

GssftxM^rr^rvtnn 54 99 
EatyUdgara..i&3*6 
How Accounts ...19-7* 
*tetaAH8lrtl2<NE!¥> 44 66 
Personal Finance Mg* .2565 
SfiAXIra .79 90 
System 3 Inisgraletf 39 95 

BOOKS m LNt Slocked 
fiOOM ten Un Piping _2l.9S 
fenga Base kiGut 16% 
Armga C Bepnrter* U*5 
Amga For Bwdrvn 12 96 

23*5 
A-mgaDGS intO# ft Oul 10 45 
AssimWyUng Prgrmg. .14.9$ 
Desktop Video Guide 1$*5 
Dish Dr-ves IrvOwl_27.% 
Hantfwara Hel Manual 21 95 
Ins ft Docs: ROM Mnl . 26 95 
intnxJuctOr To T*X .21 95 
Kris ted Th# Anwa 1* 95 
lute ft Devs: ROMMN 29 95 
M**tngtf* Amiga 2095 
System Prognw*Gurit 32.95 

CABLES 100, Ur** SlocfcKj 
D23S-D1SF NEC MS 301* 10 
M5IM3aPiMPnn**i 6.56 
D25P D25P 9W 2M Mod ti ffl 
D25P-D25P 25W2M 13 T« 
DINSP-CHN5P MIDI 5 17 
Null Modem Gaft* r?22 

Changer*.,..r_.7.99 
Fas Fta Transfer 35 72 
SodukDZJSftHwo 517 
SwttH Boa 025S d 2 19 74 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
30 Conshuceon k* ** 65 
Design-3D. . ..5922 
Owi$n Work* <N£W> . 59-69 
Professwar Draw 2 .0977 
X CAD 2000 <N6W> Query 
X CAD 3000 33961 

DATABASE MANAGERS 
image F*xter *9.62 
Wbfife ...... 46 06 
MateWPiut 39 01 
Oryanw .1974 
Probata-2* 59 69 
Sudrtw w PvrMAM 27 73 
Superftas* P*r*ote 2. 59 69 
Su»ft»» P'V 3 149 93 
SupedMM Pro 4 2MB 199 75 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
teTNjaT** TypHMria 1T1 33 
AmgaTAX Driver* HI 52 64 
GDTys*. 0*pgi>*r MO -3290 
SDTma: PUtMtar MO 32 90 
GDTyp*. Video HD 3290 
GD’yoe: Decor MO .32 90 

CMfcr*hJf*s HO 9964 
Pag«Sefl*f2 *7,00 
Pagest>**m2i 13959 
P*g Op* Stf tel 23 97 
PtflP«»2 2Mb 179 5* 
Saxon Publisher .... 199.75 
SaxonScnpt Pm 94 9* 
Structured Clip An .35 5* 

DUST COVERS 
Monkra I D64&B&33 9J7 
tenga 500 Oetei* 7 M 

EDUCATION 
Desiant Sun, 4 59 69 
Fun School 3 leech) 16 33 
Mega Maths A Level 2* *4 
M<xq Engfc&ri {GCSEl .23 97 
Mob French fGGSEl ..23.97 
Mtcrg Maiha (GCSEi -23 97 
M y PMm 2 24 91 
Primary Maths 24 *4 

EDFTORS 
Cygnuj&jpy&2 59 69 
TiAoTM 59 m 

GRAPHICS 
Anmaeon Studo ,79.90 
Art Dep*nmem Pnj 2U .. 134 89 
Com* Seller 44.65 
DafcmPiti3(Ftf) 49.62 
Detune Pe»nt 4 69.56 
Deluxe Phototeb .5640 
Deluxe Prait 2 ..37.60 
Deluxe Vow? 3 .49.82 
Dgi Par* 3__,-M.m 
FarmYmor ... 35.72 
imagre 30 Mcrieang 179.5* 
PnmateMrtf* 3995 
Read 3D 1 3 .,,119 85 
Real 3D Turbo 2Nte 329 $4 
Scene Generator ...35.72 
Sculpt Anemaie *D 2Mb 337.23 
Vista Pm 3Mb....79.90 

HARDWARE 
UKteMfertROM 3055 
3 5~ External Drwe 59.69 
3 5" in* *2000 Dnv* 59 69 
512K A5O0 RAMOw* .29 61 
AS90 20*A> H*tj Daw 266 23 
*590 Wff 2Nte RAM 357 67 
A59Q RAM CN»51?K 24 44 
teiwosiSM I i Dove 599 72 
A™»&* 1K» Mpfl*SW 949 67 
terwfl* 1500 ft SW . . 694 66 
temga 1SOO-2 Dmrw ,643.90 
Arr™, 3000 1640.1999.65 
CDTV 459 66 
CttMA 124D 2* Fta 19975 
Faner Agnui Ctup 61 10 
GVPA20&0 2flAto w& 
GVP 68030 aasut ij* 53956 
3'^ W30 5C**n < 33M0 '*99 77 
GVPA2000 SCSI 08MB 18967 

GVP A2D0Q D W) 29986 
GVP A2000 itCAfc 08i*. 460 53 
GVPA5OO526»0eito379 7l 
GVPASftlQaftfhMb 559.77 
Natela Mouse 6 Gan* 29 &t 
Nateka Scanner..Query 
owrtunsayfcscsiHO.rsaire 
Sharp Colour Scanner SM 72 
SugraRAM ASOO 2 a**> 189 68 

PACKAGES 
Appetite* .__30.» 
Graphs* Starter lOt5$4fl 
C*» By Goad Os* 94.9* 
S&rtwKit.-5123 
Th* Wort* PlMiiwTi « S& 

MULTIMEDIA 
Am^Vision (CBMj ..95 88 
MyperbM*.49,82 

PROGRAMMING 
AMOS Compiler ,27 73 
AMOS Creator 37 60 
Mbl_^3^1 
CPO {State .9 67 
Dnpec 2 AaeanMar .4371 
GFA Bate Wed* 3995 
GFA Baskt Compter 23 97 
Htsofl Bae Compdax.57.61 
LaUceC 51 .  159.80 
Pascal pd 2 82 
RIBBONS 
6C3MMPS1500 .31.02 
3C8MMPS1500 Colour 36 66 
6 C0M MP$t230 .25.38 
6 C*ien 1200 .19 74 

SOUW 
ALriomatar 3 SW..49^2 
BarsftP««Pte 2199$ 
Deteae Mlaic Compottr.. .55.93 
MreterSourti Bampter.31-9$ 
MIDI plug Interface. .25 36 
Music X Sequencer. . 1099& 
Music X Junior.86.27 
Sequencer Or* .79 90 
Sort* 2 COmpoeer ..52.17 
SoundMaalw Sampler 109 9$ 
Sound Tup 3 Sampler . 30.55 

SPREADSHEETS 
****apa .-$9-5$ 
- -.Mm 

UTILITIES 
Art*-Bacfc SCSI Backup .49 $2 
BA r> 4OptiiiMer .347$ 
BBC Efflulaior ..3572 
Byte T| Back Backup ...19 74 
CmoDOS Transter M.9i 
Deedory Menage 3572 
D*k Master 2 49 82 
Doctor ten mutea.40 m 
GS Route Py*-$9 56 
GB Route PUrtW. 33.84 
Itenft Beacon Typing.27 73 
Perionel Fonts Mate.....*982 
Quartarback Tota.61,10 

VIDEO 
D*f VewGold*,..IQBflA 
Hitachi Carrier Alans 204 45 
Hem* T*ter .J7.B0 

^101 s 
Rentate ms GentocK i &9 88 
Scate Prwentatwm._,179 54 

Video Ease Ttar....,47,$0 
VriM TWar.-54,60 
Vri Complete Solute,, .159 80 

WOflOPROCESSORS 
£x«ltence2 __79,90 
Kintawte l ...35,72 
PmPM I 3    79,90 
PfftOte Wnie <NEW> 29 $1 
PmteriS i._  101 99 
Prwait4 3    *982 
RraWm*3*-^-.99 64 
OwokWrilt .39 95 
Scrtbdte PlMinuffl..42.77 
TransVWttfl...32.90 
WordPerfect ,___189 88 
WortaOfih .  ...89 77 

P*e$e send SA£ kx mte. 

Richard « Angel* Howe: Applied Research Hemet 
Coma Fermhtwjw Curve Lane. 

Chate Green, Nr Venlnw, POM 2 LA, U K. 

POST A PACKING ;on hems averaging than lKo| 
UJCDO. Specialbrtvery a 29^S*0urtC5r E9.87 

BFPO ft CHANNEL ISLANDS CO. Special D«bv*t> £3,29 
EUROPE C5 is; Hem ^ £3 tor each addmonal item, 
WORLD £ 16 1 st item + £& nor each KMrtionai item. 

CHEQUES London Sterling to A R K, Cheques may dear 
NORMAL DESPATCH Slock 2* tm Supplier 48 In. 

EXPORT A BFPO Remote UK VAT (&1 1?S)fNci Book*1 
VA T. Pnces ir^Arie VA T Boote are teO rated 

PRICES Are r*eaa$ar>v tubteO W cnonge 
MEMORY teaume IMS RAM Id bad. unieu m 

Vurtort are always welcome by appomtmem 

DATADEAL SOFTWARE ' 
TEL: 0908 606S11 

Hanslope, 

Milton Keynes, 

MK19 7LQ 

AMIGA CLASSICS AMIGA CLASSICS 
Thunder Jaws 
Thunder Hawk AH 73m 
Toki - Goat w<kj 

£l$*9 
£21 *9 
£1749 

Tol«J Recall 
Toumarnshr* GoH 
Tumcnn 2. 

£15*9 
. .£16.49 
.,.£1749 

T.V. Sports Basketball 
Ultima IV 
Ultima V..—. . 

£15.49 
£1749 
£2149 

U M S 2 (IMegf 
U N Squadron 

£20 49 
£1549 

Oflfouchatkes £1549 
USS John Young 
Utopia ... 

£15 49 
.£20 49 

Venoana . 
Vtokted . 

£16 49 
£1749 

Wartock Th# Avenger 
war Zona,... £1549 
WTute Deaih (IMeCtl £2049 
WiteWheeb £17.49 
Wmg Commander iTMeg} £29 *9 
Wings (IJAegl £1$ *9 
Wu Kri C14 49 
wondenand £15*9 
World Class Cncket 
World* al War 
wriih ofrie d*mon 
WWF Wrestling 
iltUBX ___ 

£1749 
£20 49 
£2049 

£1549 

COMPILATIONS 

1 Meg Qrtdiat..£18*9 
30 Consbuctpon Kit ..£3* *9 
30 Pool,-—- „...£$ *9 
40 Boxing...^........£T7.*9 
B8B Sub Attack . ...£17 *9 
Aid TanA Kilter.£22.*S 
Action Stations..£19.49 
A.D.B...£20.49 
AfriKa KorpA__£20 49 
Atari SttPYh__£17 49 
Atria Waves...£15 49 
AUtraj _, .£17 49 
Amos 30   .£24.49 
Amo* Cdmoter__„.....£1B *9 
Amo* Tlta Creator ..... £36*9 
ArmcurgecWon ..£17 *9 
Amhem .  £17,*9 
ATFII £16 49 
Back IP tria Future III. £16 *9 
Back to the Golden Age ,£17 *9 
BancM King ot Anoent 
Chra..  -£21.49 
Bwhanan II |Psyh0W}......CIS 49 
BAT .....£21 49 
BEIIte Bound..^.£17.49 
Bante Chaw.£1$.49 
Bank) Chm U..£17 *9 
Bante Command...£15.49 
&H and Tatfi Exc^ A#tentur». £15.49 
Billy Tta KW.„„1„,.£17.49 
Bird* d Prey.£2*49 
Black Crypte. £19*9 
BiiU KnegO Mag)..£20 *9 
Btede Wamor...—.£17*9 
Bteat Brother* -~~£17 49 
Bomber Mission Dr*.,.,..£13 49 
Bortama Brodws. ..£17 49 
Bre>n Blaster .El 7 *9 
Srldga Player 2150. £26 49 
Cadaver ■ the pfly Ofl..£11 49 
CaiilDfnla Challenge .. ra 49 
Captain Plan*..£17.49 
Cardinal of 9* Kremlin £l 7 *9 
Cetec Legends - .—C2l *9 
Cenfurwjrt. 
CharTtfMrishte Arieteos £17 49 
CampprrS &( Kfyrtn £20 49 
Chaos Strikes Bee* .£17 49 
Chase H02   ..m.i 17 49 
Chati Champion 2175 £19*9 
Chuck ROfiK.£15 49 
Chuck Yeagers aft 2.£17.49 

Ctaco Haai . .. . £20 *9 
Cohort.. £20*9 
Cotta.  £19 49 
Colossus Chess X £1349 
Crazy Cars III.. E21 49 
Crime Wave. £16 49 
Cruise tor a Corpse .£17.49 
Cyber con III. £17.49 
C V i Av Conrial £20 49 
Darkman___  £l$49 
Dai Hoot.......£21 49 
Days of Thunder £15 *9 
Dwtf KntfrtsofKrynp £2149 
Demomak ,-h.. .. .£17,49 
Deathbmge* ..£17 49 
Deuterofi.£1749 
Double Dragon III.£16*9 
Dragons Lair <1 Meg} .,.££6 49 
Dragons Lar 2 Timewerp..lK8 49 
Dragon Wars .£17*9 
Duck Tate*.£17*9 
Durgaon Maste« 11 Meg] £16*9 
Dungeon MiSter tfl *9 
EX..   J£17*9 
E te* Mt&*» oi Dirt £21 *9 
Elytra tl Jews d Cwttem*. £23 *9 
Emiyn Hugh** So«*f ,,£l 7 *9 
EpkC . ,-£i* *9 
European Challenge (TDW),. C5.49 
Euro Suttafteogue .£1649 
Eye or me Beholder £19*9 
Exacwnooer..  £17 49 
FI $ Combat Pilot £1749 
Fl5S*r*eEagte2 £24 49 
FllTASwMh' m** 
F19 SteSJri Fighter £iB*9 
F29 Reiakmor £19 49 
Final Figffl. £17 49 
Fmar Whistle £6 49 
Ffaghl of the intruder £2* *9 
FNghl Simulator 2 £2* *9 
From Una....£18 49 
Gateway £22 *9 
GauntteHU. £16 *9 
Geisha. £16*9 
Gengto Khan __ £21 *9 
Gettysburg .  £l$*9 
Ghtral Bafttte ..£17.49 
Gods...£17.49 
Golden A«e.£17.49 
Golden Shot .. . £ 16.49 
Germ Crazy.  ,-£17.49 

Graham Gooch Cncte ......X21.49 
Grind Pri* .. £23*9 
Gurteoat.  -C2149 
Guftst*p2«» .£21*9 
HartfDnvinll ..£15 49 
Harpoon (1 Magi £20.49 
Hawk.£1949 
Heroes of th# Lance.£17.49 
Heros Ovteft il Mag) £2149 
Hero's Qam (GremiMtaj ,£i 7 49 
Hi Star.£1749 
H& Street Blue- .£17 *9 
Home Aten* —E23 *9 

.£1749 

.£l$49 
Hurtter. .£20.49 
rilrtKXIAlp ...£1649 
Indianapofcs 500 .£17.49 
Interceptor £2649 
tl cam# horn |h* d**trt ..£1349 
tyahho*.- £2649 
Jack tecueu*. Comet .£ 1049 
Jack NriJaus fen( Course* £10 49 
Jack tackiaua Untenaed 
God (l Meg i . £2049 
Jahangv Khih'i Sduaih ...£1649 
Jeifighter 2. .£21 *9 
Jimmy Whit# Whirlwind . £20 49 
Jupilors Nasterdrive ,...£17*9 

Hudson Hawk 

rp,un ir . 
Killing Cteud . £17*9 
Killing Game Show 
iCng* Quest V 

£17*9 
£26*9 

Knight o4 ria Sky . 
i jwi itfija (ti 

£23*9 
.£17 49 

ietiuningi. __..... £1749 
Legend* .£17 49 
ue ft Owari .. 
Logical . 

,.£1749 
£1549 

Lotya TufboChalteng* . 
Lotus Turbo £. 

£1649 
£17 49 

Lord* of Chaos £17 49 
Man uid Ei^op* 
Maupwi island 1949 

£1649 
£17 49 

Mage Pockals .£1749 
Med Dog Wikamt 
Msga-Lo mania 
Mega Travafter 1 

£2049 
£2149 
£2149 

Mega Twvns £1749 
Mercs .£17.49 
Metal Mutenl £1649 
Midnighi Resistance .£1749 

Might ft Mage 2_ £20 49 
Might ft Mage 3 £21 4f 
Mg 29 
Moonbuse . 

£24 49 
£24 49 

Mnnnln!l . £25 49 
Ml Tank Platoon.£1949 
Musloe Car* [TO ■■ Dish) £9 49 
Mvlh £17 49 
Nam .£20 49 
Narc .... £1449 
Navy Saab £15*9 
Nebukjs .£15.49 
Navwianring Story il .. ..£1649 

£16*9 
Nitro . .£1549 
Ninja Remix . £14 49 
Operation Stealth. 
Operation Thunderbok 
Outrun Europe 

.£1749 

.£1749 

. ,...,£1749 

Secret Of MerAay teterte £17 *9 
- *of 

MIND GAMES £1* 99 
CcmAct Europe, Austerity, 

..-£17.49 
PGA Gotl Tour .£164# 

.._E174B 
£18-49 

Player Manager j£i 2 49 
Powerhouse ____£18 *9 
Prehiwortk.  £1649 
Pm Flgfr (Hteoh) .00*9 
pro Tenma Touni ..£17 *9 
Pariia K<* Boning^H.H„,s,.£i$ *9 
Pofto* OuaM 2 (tUegg.£24 *9 
Poote <K Radtenca 11 Meg} £20 49 
Poputeua Sun City--£21 49 
Proof Per**...£17 49 
Predator 8.  _...X154f 
Railroad Tycoon. £2*49 
Rainbow teiand..£ 16.49 
R&i 2 Baseball ..£20 49 
Red Storm Rtamfl.£17 49 
Rick Dangerous .£1749 
Rick Dengarout n.. £17 49 

Shadows of Beast 2. 
Shadow Soroeror... 
Shadow Wamor 
Shanghai 2 Dragons Eye 
Silent Service If (Thtegi 
S»mp$on* (.5 Meg|< 
S*mpson5(1 Meg) 
Slu or Dm . 

£20*9 
£20*9 
£1749 
£24.50 
£24 *9 
£15 49 
£1549 
£15 46 

Skjj* ft Crossbone* 
Spec* Act,.. 
^peedbel,, ___„ 

£1749 
£27 49 
£17 49 

$ta Trek 
Steve 0avt$ Snooker 
Strtder ii ..... 

£16 49 
£9*9 

£15 *9 
Sjper Car* n ^Grembni 
Super Skweek 
Super Monaco G Pru 
Supremacy. „_ 

£17*9 
£17*9 
£1749 
£20*9 

Swap. ... £16*9 
Swteri ^ade n £15*9 
SWTV. ^ £17*9 
Team Suijv. £14 49 
learn Yankee .. 
T eam Yankee 2 
Test Ow# III 

£20 49 
£24 49 
£1549 

T«1 Dmte ||„„.. £19 *9 
Terminate* l|. 

HOLLYWOOO COLLECTION tt$J9 
Ghotibutter* 2. Reiman the 
Movie. Robocop. Indiana Jones + 
iMtCfuaarie 

TEST DRIVE 3 COLLECTION £29.99 
Muscte Car*. Super Cars. Test 
Dnv* 2, Etidpaan Chaitenge 
CaMonu Ch aienpa 

POWER PACK £1499 
T.V Sport* Footoak. Xenon 2. 
Bioodwych. Lombard Rely. 

VIRTUAL REALITY Vfcl 1 m 99 
Carrier Command, Slargirier 2. 
Mtfwintirf, im Soccer ChaFtenge. 

POWER UP £16.911 
Turxan. Ramtww bland*. X-QuL 
** na ' 

PLATINUM Cl ft,99 
Shouts tf Ghosts Smder. 
Forgonon worws. Black Tiger 

Thtet Fmest Hour 120 *9 

3D VIRTUAL WORLDS Cl9.99 
Toiat Tri* CrypL Castte 

Roboood .£16 49 

RoOQCOp II 
.£17 *9 
. £17 49 
..:£17*9 

HOOd 1 i ini! .. £1$ *9 
nodUtfid ..£17 *9 
Rolling Penny-..£17.49 
R'Typi li --...|f$49 
Rugby Th# World Cup.£17.*9 
Sum Dragon .£1549 
Search for the King . ^..£17.49 

ORDER FORM 

Name. 
Address * 

Date. 

Post Code,..,,........ Tel: 

Computer Titles 

Please make cheques and P.O's payable to Datadeai Software 
P+P is included in the OK. Europe: Add £2.00 per Item, 
Elsewhere please add £3,00. 
All items subject to availability, E & Q. E. 

Price 



AMIGA SOFTMACHINE AMIGA 

COMMODORE HARDWARE 

A50Q 1Mb Cartoon Classics.£379 w 
A50Q First Steps....&T59 99 
A1500  .Options from £694,99 
A30Q0 2SMh2 + 50Mb HD..£2749.99 
A3000 25Mhz + 105Mb HD....£3024 99 
A1G64S Colour Monitor.£254,99 
A19S0 Multisync.. ,..£439.99 
A59Q .Options from £294 99 
A1011 1 Mb 3,5' Drive.£79 99 
A501 Rotti Expansioin/Clock £44 99 
A520IV MocWator.-..£29.99 

SupraRAM 50ORX I Microbotics Ram Expansion 

• SupraRam 5QQRX for Amigo 600 Computers 
• Options of 0.6. 1&2Mb using 256k Zip Ram 
• Options of 2,4 5 5Mb using 1Mb Zip Rom 
• Zero watt Pates & hidden refresh 

Auto 
contiQtilng 
Amigo bus 
pass* through 
2MP version 
populated 
with 1Mb Zip 
Ram 

TXvl 

• Microbotlcs M501s S12k fast ram expansion 
• Expand your Amiga 500‘s memory to 1 

megabyte internally 

Battery backed clack 
with calendar 

On/Off switch 
Comparable to 
Commodore A50t 

Only 

Roc tec 3 .5" Slimline Drive 
• Sony drive 

mechanism 
• Capacity 880* 

V; 

(formatted) 
• Access time: 3ms 

track to frock 
• Clinches high 
• Enable/dtsacie switch 
• 23-pin pass-through 

socket 
• A Bows the connection 

of a 3rd drive 

JESS 

Microbotics VXL30 
68030 Accelerator 

• Turbocharge your A500/1500/ 
2000 wtth this 32-Bit 08030 
based accelerator 

• 25Mhz version only £249.99 
• 4QMhz version only £394.99 

• Optional 66581/2 FPU £130,00 
• 2 & 8Mb 32-BH memory TEA 

Contriver Euromouse 

The most responsive miexaswiTched i*>gfocte 
mouse on The market Comes complete wtth 
mouse pocket and carries a 10 day money back 

•otisfoctiori guarantee | £14.99 

Contriver Trackball 

Save on desk space wtm the uttr o-responsive 
!iocktoa« Features three toctang drag buttons 
and catties a 10 day money bock satisToctton 

Setkosha SP-1900AI Printer 

• 192/160 cps 
Fost/Srd Draft 

• 48/40 cps 

Fast/Sld NlO 
e Push tractor wtth 

paper parking 

• Auto paper 

bad and eject 
• Complete wtth 

Centronics 
Cable 

Philips 6833/11 

• 1 year on-site warranty 
• 14* colour monitor 

• 640 * 200 pteeH on RGB input 
Suppled 
complete 
wtth cables 
Optional 
fttt/swfve* 
base 
avattabte 
FreeF-19 
Stealth Hghter 

SOFTWARE 
WORDPROCESSORS/TEXT EDITORS 1 

Excelence2.. 
Ktndwords2..... .£36.95 
Pen Pal..... .£5995 
Piotexf v4 3..... ... £4995 
Pretext v5.5.... . £102 95 
Pro Write v3 T..... .£102.95 
Ouickwflfe... .£4295 
Scribble Ptatinium. .£42 95 
Transwrite 2. ©1 95 
Turbo Text ....___ .£49 95 
WordPerfect --... ....... £19295 
Wordworth vl 1... £89 95 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Gold Disk Type. .each £31 95 
Outline Fonts.... .£99.95 
Pagesetter II.... .£46.95 
Pagesffeam v2.1.. £16495 
ProcBps... ©195 
Professional Page v2.1 .£19995 

DATABASES 

K~Dafa __._ ..©7.95 
Ptodata ... . £6795 
Superbase Personal.. .©6 95 
Superbose Personal 2. ...£64 95 
S4perbase Professional- .£16495 
Superbase Professional 4..... .S25995 

UTILITIES 

Cross DOS... ..©4.95 
Can Do.... ........... .£39,95 
GB Route ..._. .©795 
GB Route Plus .. .£59.95 
K-Corrm 2___ .£37.95 
Quarterback __..... .......... 339-96 
Quarterback Toots__ .£5995 

[ EFFICTS/PRESENTATJON/TITUNG 

SPREADSHEETS 

Advantage.. .676.95 
DGCalC. £27.95 
Maxiplon Plus.... £5195 
Surwmtan _ CM Qh 

ACCOUNTS 

Cashbook Combo £5495 
Cashbook Cantroler £34 95 
Home Accounts 2 . ©7 95 
Home Accounts . . .©195 
Persond Finance Manager .©2 95 
System 3. £34 95 

ASSEMBLERS/COMPILERS/ 

LANGUAGES 

3D Construction Set.£39.96 
AMOS.£34 95 
AMOS 3D.. £24.99 
AMOS Compiler.£2195 
Devpoc3..   Cal 
GfA Basic Compiler £22 95 
GFA Basic Interpreter £3995 
resort Base 2........  Cdi 
Hboft Extend.£14 95 
K-Seka Assembler .£37 95 
Lattice Cv5.01 £174 95 

EHg Art Scroller.... £42.95 
Broadcast Idler 2.  £189,95 
Broadcast Font Enhancer.£109% 
Home Titter...  £34.95 
HyperBodt..  £64 95 
Frontier... £126,95 
Scala...  £199.95 
Title Page...  £134 95 
TV Show V2_____£56-95 
TV Text Professional.m 95 
Video Effects 3D ..£132 95 
video Titter 3D..  £78 95 

AUDIO MUSIC 

Audiomaster IV.......  £46.95 
Audition 4... £42.95 
Bars 8 Pipes Prof.©22 95 
Or T's Copyist App ... £94 95 
Df T's Copyist DTP... ...,©19.95 
Dr T's KC$ Level 13.5 ....©64.95 
Dr Ts Phantom  ...£219,95 
Dr Ti Tiger Cub...  £94.95 
DrTsXOR _   £20995 
Music X....   £9995 
Quartet.. ©695 
Sequencer One.-.    £74.95 

3D./ANIMATION/CAD,'GRAPHICS 

Amiga Vision... ,.£95.95 
Art Department.. .£55 95 
Art Department Pro,.,,.. £134 95 
Decree Pont IV.. .£64 95 
Deluxe Print II.. £35 95 
Deluxe Video !H. .£69 95 
Design Works... £84.96 
Director 2.... £97 95 
Dsney Animation Studio. £84 95 
Daw 4D ,... £149,95 

£179.95 
PlXmate. £3095 
Professional Draw v2. . £9995 
Rea! 3D Beginners... .£127.95 
Red 3D Pro Turbo . . £359 95 
Spectracolaur.. .£5895 

EDUCATIONAL 

Setter Maths 12-16 yrs £19.95 
Setter Spefr>g Over 8 £19 95 
Fin School 2 Under 6 £14 95 
Tim School 2 6-8 £14 95 
fun School 2 Over 8, .£14 95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Under 5.£17 95 
Fun School 3 or 4 5-7. £17 95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Over 7. £17 95 
KkJs Type..,.©1.95 
Magic Moths 4-8 yrs .£1995 
Maths Mania 8H2 yrs.£19.95 
M Beacon Teaches Typing.£22 95 
Mega Maths A^tevel £20.95 
Micro English GCSE £20 95 
Micro French GCSE £20,95 
Micro Maths GCSE . ©095 
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs ©0 95 
The Three Bears £1995 

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS 
Citizen 12004,...    £124.99 
Citizertl24D.,.,£184.99 
Clften Swift 9...£194 99 
Citizen Swift 24.....©64 99 
SrotLC-20... £164 99 
StarLC-24‘10. .£199 99 
Star LC200.......©14 99 
Star LC24-2Q0.   ©3999 
Star LC24-200 COkXJ.©99 99 
Cunana 1Mb ZS Drtve..£59 99 
GVP Series il 52Mb HD A5Q0. £359 99 
GVP Setters II 52Mb H/Cttd. ©69.99 
2Mb Ram for GVP series It .. .Can 
AT Once... .... £179.99 
Hitachi camera & Lens.. . ©24.99 
DigMew  £99.99 
Golden Image Scanner .£179.99 
MWgen,....    £102.99 

Supra 2400 Plus Modem.£174,99 
Supra 2400 Modem.£144.99 
AMAS...£71.99 
Audio Engineer 2 Plus. £179.99 
Stereomaster.©9.99 
Perfect Sound. .£39,99 
Sounamasfer £10999 
Moksha Mouse.©4,99 
SqtJk Mouse.£1499 
Universal Monitor Stand . £9.99 
Universal Printer Stand £6 99 
Centronics Printer Cable £4,99 
RS232 Cable £999 
Scarf Cable.£10.99 
3 5 80 Capacity Box.£6 99 
10 * Sony Bul< 3 5‘.,£5,99 
50 x Sony Bulk 3.5'. .©4 99 
100 x Sony Bulk 3 5’:.£44 99 

Please call us for a price 
on any hardware , 

software or peripherals 
you may require but 

canl see listed 

Please make ctieques/postai orders payable to SOFTMACHINE 7Sitems subject to 535Hy 
Alt prices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice 
AS prices Indude VAF and UK detvery E 8t OE. AH ftademanks acknowledged Callers welcome. 

r? SOFTMACHINE 
Dept AF 30,20 Bridge House. Bridge Street, Sunderland, SRI FTE 

Sates Tel: (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax (091) 564 1960 
Goods are not offered on a friol basis. Goods are offered for sole subject to our conditions of sate 

Our hours of business are 

9 30om till 5.30pm 

Monday to Saturday 



EMS 
THE ONLY PLACE 

FOR 

AMIGA 
REPAIRS & SPARES 

ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE SERI ICES LTD. 

I NIT 12 KING STREET INI). EST. 

LANGTOFT PETERBOROUGH 

TEL 0778 560752 FAX 0778 560850 
Announcing 

POOLS WINNER 
riu: pools prediction program /~1q^ 

WITH AKTJK1CIAL INTELLIGENCE 

• Till LLGLNnAKY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Peoliwinnrr, 
no* hjs jjiiiifijl mtf tlagf Fief The l«iir%i vrmort of thr pnfrin, 
PonKwinncf C,i*Is7KzNihr power to Irzm from the it%uit* of it* 
own predictions comuntly adjusting the prediction lormulj to 
impmvr pcrlornunce. 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION Future* for English 
jnd Scoitish 1 refiur mjichrs zrr gmcrJird automatically by 
Pookwinner Gold, which now incorporates its usier program 
FfXGEN *1/*2 tyrarlv updates are miliblr from SelrcK 

• MASSIVE DATABASE 22000 milch database over 10 yeara. 
• PRITltCTS SCORE DRAWS* NO-SCORL$, AWAYS and 

HOMES Predictions ire based on many factor* recent form, 
I He iMANivt daizbavr, Icagur Mending, goal weiring r zirv. and 
draw average*. The user can adjust afl parameter*. ~~ “ 

• SUCCESSFUL Selec hat Pookwinner perform* £3o*D0 
significanlly belter ihan chancr 

LEAGUE AND NON+LEACUt mat the* ate covered. Can be uved for the non-league 
and a mature matches so often on the coupon now. 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically generated by the program 
a* multi come in. 

• UPDATED WEEKLY. Pookwmner Gold is supplied fuJly updated with all league 
results from the start of the season - its ready for immediate use. 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support Literature* all you 
need to start forecasts immediately. 

Aba dvQikthle fro/*1 Se/ec 

COURSEWINNER V4 £36.50 
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. Uses artificial inlcl)*- 
genee. Uses past form, going* distance, speed ratings, prize money 
etc. Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw 
effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. 
Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree, 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with S years of coupon results and nular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning lines, 

tits your theories on results over the Last 5 years. Reveals all the weeks 
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50 
Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables, 
fixture l ists, sequences etc. Set up for British League 
fool ball, but can be set up by the user for any League* 
amature etc. Ideal f or all fans, league secretaries etc. 

l ied on 
tailed 

Ad program* arc %uppl 
disc, packaged with del 
ifisimcDon manual, and support 
literature Forman available 

IBM tysm orSJJ^I 
AMIGA 
ATARI ST 
aMSTRAD pcw 

pwcci iw huJumw of VAT k drWry 

jCit ttimfm of pen str*u* to Selec Software..* 
62 Altrincham Rd. Galley * Cheadle, Cheshire SKB 4DP 

(«idItrMllmi4aw u4iwjwj_ 

TrfMM2f~?425 
nwcvFAX 24tas 

the class! Three brand new packages combining the 

essentials of the National Curriculum with beautiful graphics, 

cleverly animated rewards and stimulating sound keep your 

children engrossed while they learn. 

Teddy for under fives* Freddy the Frog for five to seven year 
olds and Sammy the Spy for seven to eleven year olds 

provide SIX original stimulating programs in every pack. 

Plus, the carefully designed levels for each program 

encourage your children to have fun and learn at their own 

pace - and ensure they get the most from Fun School 4 and 

keep coming buck for more.’ ? 

FORMAT Amiga ST PC 064 Spectrum CPC 
Tape Disc Tape Disc Tape Disc 

PRICE £ 24.99 24.99 24.99 12.99 16.99 12.99 16.99 12.99 16.99 

e UrVPRESS 
SOFTWARE 

Europe Software Lid. Lujopa House, Adlinglon Part. Marcksfiekl, Cheshire SK1G 4NP 
On sak at top readier* nationwide. Selected formats available at larger branches of 
Boots WH SmiLh and Menzies. For credit card purchases call 051-357 2961 



YOUR SYSTEM 
DESERVES DELTEK 

Deltek purpose-built quality home office systems at keenly 
competitive prices. There are 7 separate Deltek ranges in a 
choice of attractive finishes. 
DATA COMPUTER WORK STATION 

OTHER UNITS AVAILABLE IN THE 
DATA PAMf.F^ >n black ash Style 
LPMIM KMIMVjCD or mahogany style. 

3 Drawer 
Filing cabinet 

ONLY 

£79" 
Cupboard Unit 

ONLY 

r89" 

> •: 
Typist« 
Return 

ONLY 

£49" 
UP TO £2000 

INSTANT CREDIT 
WithHomepian 
Accountcard 

subject to status. 
APR 32.9% variable 
written quotations 

available on 
request. MFi are 
licensed Credit 

Brokers. 

SHOPPING HOURS 
MON 10-8 
TUES WED.10-6 
THUR5-FRI .10-8 
SAT 9-6 

Scottish stores 
open Sunday 10-5. 
(Northern Ireland 

exceptions 
Mon 10 6, Wed, 
Thurs, Fn 10-9 

OPEN ALL HOURS (WELL, NEARLY!) 
9am*10pm Mon-Sat 10am-6pmSun No Answerphones! 

3.5*' Disks with labels | 

KAO Disks 
MOO. .,38p 
100+. .36p 
500+. .34p 
1000+ . ..32p 

SONY Disks 
1-100 ... ... .45p 
100+... .42p 
500+.... .39p 
1000+. ..37p 

I RAINBOW Disks 
MOO... ..™44p 
100+. .41p 
500+..... ...38p 
1000+... ...36p 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! f 

! TRACTORFEED DISK LABELS ! 
500 Labels plus FREE 

software to print your own 
professional labels!! 
★ ★★ ONLY £9.95 ★ ★★ 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 

10 cap.95p 
Red, Yellow. Green. Blue, 
Black, Grey - Your Choice 

50 cap.fid .00 
100 cap.£4.50 

Stackable Disk drawers 
Posso (150 cap).£15.95 
250 cap.£18.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 

512K Ram (No Clock).£24.99 
512K Ram (+ Clock).£27 99 
Zydek Ext Disk Drive..£54.95 

★ ★★SPECIAL OFFER ★★★ 
1.5 Meg A500 Ram Expansion 

Only £79.95!!! 

Mousehouse.£1.60 
Mousemat..£2.49 
Diskdrive Cleaner..£1,79 
Comp. Pro Autofire.£12.95 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782 642497 9am-5,30pm Week 

0782 311471 Evening/Weekend 

0630 653193 Evening/Weekend 

54 Spring Road 
Longton 

Stoke-On -Trent 
Staffs ST3 2PX 

Prices Inc VAT P&P Please add £3.30 
We accept cheques/P.O's/Visa/Access 

WE MUST BE MAD 
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost ADVERTISING 

we can offer you THE BEST DISKS AVAILABLE 

AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES. 

3.5 
II DSDD 

DISKS 
FROM 31p INC VAT + 

LABELS For 
Qty's of 100+ 

Qty's below 100 @ 33p each; 250 + @ 30p each; 500 + @ 29p each 
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

3.5" DSHD.65p 
5.25" DSDD.21p 
5.25" DSHD.36p SONY 3.5" 38p 

DSDD BULK 

100 Capacity Disk Box.4.25 50 Capacity Box.3.50 

Mouse Pockets.....1.75 

Printer Stand..4.25 

Posso Box.15.96 

Mouse Mat.2.25 

Amiga/Atari Dust Cover.2.95 

3.5"/5.25" Cleaning Kit.1.95 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock. 

Amiga/Atari External Drive (ZYDECj....... 

.24.95 

.54.95 

THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS 
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES 66.95 
Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to 

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept AMF) 

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, 

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY. 

TELESALES HOTLINE 

0782 212970 
[ Access Prices are for self assembly units and do not include ornaments, accessories etc 

Some items may not be available in smaller stores 

PHONE 081-200 0200 FOR YOUR NEAREST STORE 



Miles Better Software 
219/221 Cannock Road, 
Chadsmoor, Cannock, 

Staffordshire, WS11 2DD 
Telephone: (0543) 466577/8/80 

Fax: (0543) 466579 
Access & Visa orders accepted. 

Add £ 1.00 per item for overseas orders. 

Miles Better Software 

39 High Street, 

Brownhills, West Midlands. 

Telephone: 0543 373836 

Shop Hours 9.30am-5.30pm 

Monday to Saturday 

ARCADE 

Magic Pockets. .16.95 
Paperboy. .7.99 
Gauntlet III. .16.95 
Outrun Europa. .,,16.95 
Xenon 11. .7.99 
Count Duckuta. .7.99 
The Simpsons. .16.95 
R-Type II. .16.95 
Bubble Bobble. .6.99 
James Pond. .7.99 
Turrican. .7.99 
Turrican II. .7.99 
Commando. .7.99 
Scooby/Scrappy Doo. .6.99 
Final Fight. .17.95 
Chuckie Egg. .7.99 
Lemmings. .16.95 
Yogi’s Great Escape. .6.99 
Alien Storm. .1695 
Wacky Races. .6.99 
Afterburner. .6.99 
Arkanoid tl.. .6.99 
Rainbow Islands. .14,95 
Blood Money. .6.99 
Top Cat in Beverley Hills. .6.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy. .4.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy. .4.99 
Manic Miner. .7.99 
Silkworm. .7.99 
Edd The Duck. .7.99 
C.J.’s Elephant Antics. .5.99 
Wrestlemania (W.W.F.). .17.95 
The Blues Brothers. .17.95 
Leander. .9 95 
Lemmings 2 (Add-on Disk).... .12.95 
Lemmings 2 {Stand Alone). .17.95 
Turtles - The Arcade Game.... .19.95 
Pitfighter.. ..6.95 
Conan. .16.95 
Home Alone.. .17.95 
First Samurai. .16.95 
Robocod. .16.95 
Paperboy 2. 16.95 

adventure/strategy| 
Deuteros.  ..19-95 
Heroes of the Lance —..6.99 
Leisure Suit Larry Triple Pack..29.95 
Armada. ..16.95 
Megalomania...19.95 
Powermonger..19.95 
Utopia. 19.95 
King's Quest V...27.95 

Cruise for a Corpse. 
Midwinter II..... 
Heroquest.... 
Railroad Tycoon. 
U.M.S. II. 
Ultima VI... 
Trivial Pursuit (Genus). 
Red Lightning.. 
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy. 
Leather Goddesses of Phobos, 
Secret of Monkey Island II. 
North and South ..... 
Eye of t he Beholder. 
Elite. 
Bard's Tale II. 
Galdragon's Domain.. 
Zork I. II, III each at. 
Heimdall ** (Dec. 5). 
Colossus Chess X. 
Dungeon Master... 
Captive.. 
Breach 2 Enhanced.. 
Deluxe Strip Poker. 
Hoyle: Book of Solitaire.. 
Might And Magic III... 
The Godfather.. 
Bridge V - Ultimate Bridge. 
Casino (Accolade). 
Moonstone... 
Floor 13. 
Shanghai II. 
Nightmare.. 
Board Genius (Monopoly, 
Scrabble Deluxe. Cluedo, Risk) 

EDUCATIONAL 
Fun School 3, U5. 5-7, 7+ **. ,18.95 
Fun School 4, U5. 5-7, 7-11 “ 
each at. .,19.95 
Firstbyte Software ages 3-8 **. ,18.95 
First Letters and Words... ,17.95 
First Shapes... ,17.95 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit,,,,.,. ,,17.95 
Puzzle Storybook. ,,17.95 
Mix & Match (Pre School) **. ,17.95 
Count And Add (4-7 yrs) **. ,17.95 
Henrietta's Book 
Of Spells (7-14 yrs) **. ,,17.95 

SIMULATIONS 
Silent Service II.... 
Pro Flight (Hisoft). 
Flight Simulator II. 
Jet (Sublogic). 

.18.95 

.22.95 

.17.95 

.22.95 

.19.95 

.22.95 

.16.95 

.19.95 

...7.99 

...7.99 

.19.95 

...7.99 

.19.95 

.14.95 
,..9.95 
,,6.99 
,,7.99 
.22.95 
,,9.95 
,14.95 
,16.95 
,19.95 
,,4.99 
,14.95 
,22.95 

19.95 
.17.95 
,17.95 

19.95 
,19.95 
,19.95 
,17.95 

,19.95 

.22.95 

.24.95 

.22.95 

.16.95 

Scenery Disks for Flight Sim 11/Jet - 
Hawaiian Oddysey, Disk 9 (Chicago) 
Western European, each at.9.95 
Mig-29M Super Fulcrum.,24.95 
Flight of the Intruder.22.95 
Falcon Collection.22.95 
FI5 Strike Eagle II.22.95 
FI9 Stealth Fighter.19.95 
Ml Tank Platoon.19.95 
Team Yankee... 19.95 
Their Finest Hour.19.95 
Their Finest Missions.13.95 
Sherman M4.6.99 
Knights Of The Sky.,,22.95 
Microprose Formula 1 G.P..22.95 

SPORT 
Lotus Esprit Turbo il..17,95 
PGA Tour Golf,,..  16.95 
Jimmy White s Snooker...19.95 
Toyota G.T. Rally.16.95 
KickOff 2.   11.95 
Lombard RAC Rally,.,. 6.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf.19,95 
Steve Davis Snooker.7.99 
Rugby - The World Cup,.....16.95 
Football Manager 2..7,99 
Football Director II...17,95 
Indianapolis 500.    17.95 
Speedball 2,,,,„.  16.95 
Winners - Steve Davis/Brian Clough's 
Football / Daily Double.,,.,..,,9,95 
Turf Form/System 8 Pools.,7 99 
Bill Elliots Nascar Racing.17.95 
Microprose Golf...22.95 

CX80 Trakball **.14.95 
Zydec 3.5" External Disk Drive **.54.95 
Zydec Twin Speakers **.32.95 
Pro Glo Pink autofire joystick.7.99 
Deluxe Paint IV **.  ,52.95 
Wordworth W.Processor **.84,95 
Interword **.  29.95 
Star LC20 Printer **.149 00 
Star LC24-10 **.  205.00 
Star LC200 **...219.00 
Star LC24-200 ”.247.00 
Star LC24-200 Colour **.305.00 
8833 II col. monitor **. 259.00 
The Miracle Piano 
Teaching System **.279.95 
Zydec Trakball. 24.95 
Bodega Bay 
A500 Expansion Console **.,.279.95 
Visionary - Aegis 
Gaming Language **.  44.95 
Home Accounts 2 **.39,95 

** - Information readily available, ask for details. E&OE. 

Orders welcome by post, fax, telephone or in person. Access and Visa both welcome. Please make chequcs/postal orders 

payable to 'Miles Better Software' and, if possible, give your telephone number when ordering. 

All prices include V.A.T. @ 17.5% and delivety is free in the U.K. 

All goods are inspected prior to dispatch. Prices correct at time of going to press. 

Please address any queries or enquiries f.a.o. Pete or Wayne. 



5003? 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

SOFTWARE 

Some of fhfl folio wing t 
games trtiei ire limiM 1 

offers tt the time of aoing 1 

7D press. Order eerfy to 
evoid disappointment. J 

We s toe it elf the la test end : 

currently available titles f 
which we offer at $ 

30% OFF 
Ftgt»it Pnctt » 

i 

GAMES 
F 
F 
1 

3DPWI 7 B* ^ 
Arftincchd Fru* Machirw S4fi 509 a w - 
After but iw Jg dq 1 0 W 1 
Alti vd Etejil 9*9 
Anarchy 9*0 
Aun fnim 79* , 
Hu bar Ian (Pam) 99* 
Biimw Ifw Mrxrte 99* 
IV-T-MteT Him C*p 7« 
BHtTkrtegd Mb) 17*9 , 
fitesd Mcrnby A CM U Wl | 
Btendwych 7*6 , 
Rrijn Ckugftl fOPlbji Fprfuntt 0 *9 
Bubble BuMMe m oo ' u m , 
Budutwi □ on H w ■ 
Cabal fl*9 , 
Cditltr Command 99* 
Cam Up 79* . 
CentiaKiid Sguartt 700 , 
Ol»» HO 990 
Qum HQ i| 7 *9 
Chuckic Egg 7W 
Chuckw Fgg n 7*9 
Qnilc 4 5*6 

> CdIoiIui Ctte*< X 7*6 
Conflkl In E urope 7*6 
Conquww 43*6 
Daly Douhte Horn Racing 7*9 
Drttndir ul the Clown 7 09 
>iuie snip Fort* 7 9* 
DeuMt Dragon B 9* 
Ora*m Breed 0*0 
Dftgcm Ninji 9*9 
Fdd ihn Duck 7*9 
Fncnjnfer 7*6 
FtwJf 7*9 

EurofH«n Suptiteaoua Spcw 9*9 
Emtefi 4*9 
1A il Dtwttptei 099 
ftew Atefnom Td 1 790 
lartny Wacld Durr 5*9 
Fan F«N Drrrr 5*9 
Fatt Ltn* 4*9 
Ivrnxrde? Musi Oft 4 99 
Fnuari Tormirla One 7 99 
Fkt t Brnnifm 799 
Fortbahf' rt TtW Ytp ■ 996 
lu« Canlatl T» 
G*unTM M 9 99 
Chertbuftert (1 ft* 
Hard Dttein-1| roe 
Head 0*n Fknli 6 99 
FtefOdt (comp Mat ion) OB*' 
HAchhltaeri Guide to IN Ca1uy 7H 
Dong Kang Phooey 699 
Imnwrlal 999 
ImpUi i krttekE 999 
litiguiltete Mriiwnll 99* 
indy Jonet/| ift 0rut*4* Actton SM 
Inf etf anon 09* 
InternU tonal 30 Tannli 799 
Internal tonal Karait * 096 
Jockay witeftfi Darn 4*9 
Jet 809 
Kick Oft li 9*9 
Kjci(Will Europe 999 
Kin 69* 
1 ait N inja 11 96* 

C Ilf 

T n Ready 

$*y Hbgtv Sturt min 
Skull I >vm* 
Spoil log Injflpipc 
$PT Whn I nTPd Mp 
Sim Dfrif Ennokar 
Si rider II 
Slrfii 
Sim* Cm Racer 
Supffciri 

Grand Pfft 
Super League Socmi 
Super DIF Adi4 Raw 
Super Scumble Slmulalor 
Swtudl nl lwlhghl 
Twna*» Hu ml Hen? Turtle! 
Ten nil Cup 

Terrorpodt 
The Deep 
The Spf Who L m4 1* 
Thru Time (eomptenw) 
Thunder Ndl 
Tifundei blade 
T Manic flunky 
TNT (cqmpH rilon) 
top cm 
lnature liijPid Dtr/i 
IrtM n jrun 
Turnem 

T*rtc«i II 
TY Spent Tertbal 
l*imm 

Vwiacafert 
Waery Oifli 

wmtww 
Water i m 
Wrwn or Fife It 
wwt* Deem {x Mb] 
Wnftbnp Tecici 
WHhbrlnger 
World Clan Leader board 
World Cup Year 00 Cftmpt*** ftrtrt 
Yogi * Gif ■ ( k«p« 

7rwk tat II •rletllll 

Inwfttick Junior H 40 
A newer hac k Seme i 13 00 
Ai Ihmrtlc (AfMWtacfc licit) MO 
ah tooitan {Aniwrbitk ratu) 7 40 
Spelling (Aniwr hick rarttJ 7 40 
nailer Maihc (1M«) is 40 
Reltei Spelling (oew B) 1MB 
CfcunlandAdd is 60 
Donate% Alphabet ie*o 
0*ilart Sum fAflreoomji 3? 00 
Deep itj Object! H BO 
Skjrmip tipamlpn 11 BO 
fan tetter i (Under $) B W 
fnn letter* A wurdi 1700 
funScbPDt?{7-«.«'B. Oi 9*} 13 00 
Fun School 3 (?■!>, 5-7. n 7*) 16 00 
run School 4 (7-5. 57. or 70 10 00 
Gama Sef and Watch 13 
GMty jRa.hrar 10*0 
MenrWHi'i Seek of Speih 18 00 
tte*F*r iw Hemwni (s-m 10 oo 
Jutwsr T 7pit1 (6-IB) T? 40 
Kid [aft 17 OP 
Kid (Type IB 00 
I «4i Spall at Heme 13 00 
tell Spell at the Shopi 1300 
I an Spall Ort and Abnul 13 00 

TIOfG 4 teULTMFOM 
Phrton Video (CM Anrmrtru) 14 9* 
(teiu» vide* ill W *9 
AegU Animaglc 5**9 
Bruadcan Titter 7 174*6 
Broaden* Tttter Fort Pack *9*9 
Broadcitl Inter Fort Makvr 9**9 
AmigaYNMn SO 9* 
Showmikai 73**0 
Me 11000 
CwteoPtoPiA 77*9 
Hygerbook 49 96 
Seal* 174*6 
OllOClDI II 79*6 
TV Tint Pioleiiional 8*99 
TV She* 7 4*9* 
V tee mil ftr 15 3D 0*9* 
WOHDPKOCEIfllK 
StrWB Pltfuwm 39 9* 
Kmdwordt 7 39 99 
i trier word 39*9 
Penpal 59*9 
F R»ltenc« t B9 09 
Piutert 4 ? 09*9 
Pi often 60 9**9 
ProWrMt 3 1 *0 99 

BE AMONG THEmSlH-ELAYJll 
PRE BOOKED MEMAM 

We accept advanced orders for all 
forthcoming software titles and your 
order will be despatched on the day of 
release. Your credit card will be debited 
also on the same day as despatch !!! 

TOE TITLES SPECIALS 

Lotus Turbo Esprit Mermircator 2, Magic Pockets, 
Cruise For a Corpse, Lemmings. Monkey Island, 

PGA Tour Goll. Lest Ninja 3, Robin Hood, Final Fight, 
Rodlartd Hero Guests...._„«Lir tltM 

Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker. Hunter, 
Thunderhawk, Megi-Lo Mania, Ulopia ONLY £ff.ff 

Knights of the Sky, Flight of the Intruder, Flames of 

Freedom, Railroad Tycoon, F 15 Strike Eagle II. 
Silent Service IL..... £22.11 

Michei't Rum»*i ?m 
Magic Haihi(4-8) 
Mag* STotrbMk 
UtfM Atfeentw 
Hath! Or**0* 
WUhi Ma*i(mr I) 
Watt, Tift FtKfWi 
Mj*i* Bex0« ItacNtf iTping 
Mf gi Mjfft, 
Mcr«[ngkth 
M*tfl Trench 
Witfd M il hi 
Mil £ Milch 
Palm W* I Slory 
Fty* Garden 
Pint Hufrli T*r WMd* 
Pi<4 Lentl Kwdl 
Pit* Miktt S«fllHK«1 
Piaf Pl*y| 4 hnr G*N 
PulfK SfK* 
Pulfft Bex* II 
PuiHe Starve* 

IN Fmteul >trt 
Thmgi 1# to vrtft iWnNU 
TNng4l«4b-dh WWft 
thrpt Bear* 
Wtifhp Wrtdrti 
WvWABh 

IBM 
10 40 
IQ W 
19 BQ 
IBOP 
19 4* 
17 0* 
19 « 
17 9* 
17*9 
17 99 
17 P9 
19*9 
19 4* 
19 *P 
17** 
17** 
17« 
17*9 
13*9 
13*9 
17 99 
14 99 
>9 99 
13 9* 
13 9* 
16 49 
179* 
44 0* 

K 0*0 30 
AcgFt Drmr 7000 
AC COURT! 
Heme Act«unti f 
CafhbHk/hiul Actuirti 
Ppfiwitl Tttpimef 
Pniofia) fmance Manjgei 
Small Betlnetf Act nit Cash 
Small Buiine« AccrtiVtu 
CBMmt 
Oelrn* Pmm IV 
Wim Ptfrt a 
Photon Pwm 
DtHint Fti citolib 
Spoctrxolcir 
OftWf AnkmWkm Sludio 
Head Thing* Rlrdi 
Real Thingi Humani 
Real lMn*» Hone* 
Pt*rtR 
Pramat* 

The Art [tap an inert 
The An Depan inert Pro 
Kara Artm forti 1.1 w 3 
Kara form Haadimet 1 or t 
Kwa forti Sub Headbnei 
10 BODELLIMQ 4 RF1DERIMG 
30 GonCtMKiWn KR 
4Q PtoiHfiwiai 
Sculpt 3PJCI 
S^y*p4 AftlrfnM 40 
Ytfll 
YWi Proleitl cmaf 
ScttnttiT Gfoprator 
SceWT Animator untyj 

30 Preletupnai 
Red 30 EMhpnwt 
Ren 30 Prrtettrtnirlurbo 
prqcmmmrc 
AMOS 
AMDS Compiler 
A MOS 30 
Bmpac f 
LjRkceC 
FAieftSeite 
rtiuft Sat* tsdand 
■UfIC 

3*90 
44*9 
79*9 
71*9 
59*9 
79** 

59 99 
3* W 
99* 

34** 
97*9 
74 P9 
74*9 
74** 
19*9 
74 9* 
37 9* 
77 « 
4**9 

134*9 
79*9 
49 09 
44*9 

37*0 
199 99 
84 9* 

19*99 
47*0 
me* 
37*9 
39*9 

14* *9 
349 ** 

HARDWARE 
AmqiSOO Baric 31* 
A500 Screen Gemc lMbyte 37* 
A500 Plot Cafltttfl Qttrlu 379 
AMO Claii ef 90 i Pack 499 
A1500 Including MnnH&i 
A1500 Nb Men Aw 
A 7000 40Mb H/Drtk 
43000 IflMfuJiOMti 
43000 ?5Mh/. 40Mb 
A3Q00 TVUu/IOOHb 
tort 
\&% OfF all COTYtrtiwaia 
Amo to Mb Hvd Oihe 
AMO 70Mb WDrDe- 7Mh FUM 
GYP AMO 57Mb<flMhHAM(0h) 
GYP AMO 105Mh. AMhFT A M(0t) 
GYP SCSI CortioVti *SWtKOk) 
GYP SCSI 57Mb*BMbkl MfOkl 
GYP SCSI lOMto+flMMUMtQt) 
GYP SCSI 700Mb- SHbRAMi Ok) 
45Mb SCSI Httd Oi|k (Bara) 
l*5Mb SCSI Haid DHk (Salt) 
135Mb SCSI Hud Drik (Bata) 
i»7Mb SCSI Kwd Dm (Bate) 
130Mb SCSI Hard DHI (Bh«) 
570Mb SCSI Haid Dlfk (But) 
TSMFv 09030 A«*l#t|lui Card 
40Mhj 6B030 Arcemnor C*d 
75A4hi 9*887 Mathi Ce-Piecenw 1» 
8Mb 37BK RAM Card (7Mb Pa*) I** 
Oimana 0,5" Filer njl Dfhrt 55 
?ydK 3 5* External DfIt* 56 
RF 5 76" External Dilve 9* 
AMO 3 5" internal Hurt 40 
CSM 3 y Irtetnal floppy Dim 119 
A500 517A Ram Upgrad^no dpeh) 75 

11**9 A50Q517Y Ram [ apamion* cteck ?B 
7W 9P 1 5 Ate Run f apjn IW m 

Supra 500R* SMh RAM (71* Pbp)71B 
Supra 6O0RK BMP RAM (1Mb Pep) *9 

049 
8*9 

70*9 
74*0 
IWO 

779 
3M 
379 
a** 
15* 
39* 
47* 
94* 
189 
339 
3*6 
449 
9*6 

10*9 
759 

WwdPw1«14 1 15*9* 
Wend Perfect Lfevj 79** 
Wnrdwurlh *696 
tPRfADIHEFT 
Ad* ml age 7**0 
DGCtec »*9 
DAT AJAlll 
kirtPt 316* 
Sufiwbaii Penonal 7 MB9 
Supeibaio Pioretttehi4 4 19*9* 
IHTECRATfO (Wtetl/DI) 
IN werki Platinum 6**9 
Gold Ollk DIDH 10**9 
DTP 
PagaSiream 14**0 
PageHTtei 7 0 57*9 
Pio Page 13 9*99 
Pro Peg? |.l 1*9*9 
Pro Drew 7 90 6* 
QuHine infill 90 09 
Gold Dill Fonti H 34 60 
STiucTin id Ckp an 39 9* 
Ickpi 76 90 
Recife 17*9 
Pm Yetis* 16*60 
Dtirgnvcfki 79*6 
net me Pi lit If 34*9 
CM 

Drtun Muek Cenit Set 
Muifc X Jm 
Guilin 
Mattel teund ibund timpler 
Audio Engineer Sound Sampler 
lr*p Cub-Midi IrtarfKedBadt 
Bart 1 Pipef Piet«f»njl 
But 1 Plpet Irri Sound Kn 
Ban t Pipet Mwf« Bex a 
Bart I P»pf i Muik Boa B 
■ItCFLLANFOUl 
ARffflt 
BAD Ditk Optl miter 
Croat Dot 4 
Dot 7 Dot 
Dnt Mallei 
DHkMaftet II 
Ena 
GB Roula Plot (Nee YecfJpn) 
ken Palm 
Quarterback W Dili Backup 
Quarter hack loo It 
Ryte'N'FKk W DUk Backup 

37*6 
70 4* 
73 49 
4* B* 

71* 0* 
67*9 
14 4* 

7*99 
40 9* 
7*99 
35*9 
?*** 

170** 
7*0* 

174** 
4**9 
49 9* 
40 9* 

37*0 
34*9 
79*9 
3B09 
30 *9 
44 9* 
74 W 
54 9* 

B*0 
49*9 
5**9 
1**0 

AttftY 1600 8Mb R amc it d IS* 
7fjflki4 RAM chipi per Mb 36 
IMbxl DRAM chip* per Mb 36 

AT -Once PC 789 EmufJlot 17* 
Gotetf SekibdiKYIdt^nGBapIR) 160 
Sharp JjtlQQ A9 CM Scwtei 876 
Sharp JH3CO A4 CM S?*v*r 
Grtdni Image Rand Scanner 175 
Pedtcrt Graphic 1 Iabiei 19* 
Genttirei Craphct 1 abtei IT* 
tfOte Micr eewMctwl Moum 17 
Naktlu Mouie - Opai at (on Stealth 73 ** 
Tteba Meui< 1? 
mouh war 4 
60 »ank Ouki » 
■or non 1 
Ptelpt B833 M {me Lead) 73* 
Cammodofa lOSti 754 
Commodore 1*50 Multi *jnc 49* 
PWMERl 
(Inc loadi'Amlga Printer Driverf) 
Star LC?00 Cor our 719 
Star Ffl-10 Cotem 779 
Stai IC74-7O0 A4one 75* 
S3 ir IC74-700 Coleur ?90 
SiartciiptPr»iacripua«er iQ9* 
Dtuen Swifl * Cutout ip* 
Oekon Swift 74 Colour 79* 
Canon Rubbtejet Pon abl* 76* 
IIP Pallet colour InkJet 076 
PmiinnK 4470 later B49 
FanaiwiH: 4470 I Mb Upgrade 1Q0 

AMIGA 500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Litift tp*Bifeition IHfc RAH, Verkleneji 2 wiHi 

enkeeeed ehifitt (Of to t Mb Chif RAM} 
Plus utu11 Cartoon Clmlot Sefiwtre Pteklll 

Only £379 
One Meg Upgrade for A500 Plus 
Enables 2Mb CHIP RAM.£59.99 

You name it... We do it... Ju$t phone and we II quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to 5Qi337S, Ha Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 

(Answerphone outside normal hours) 
VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 

Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 
Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 postage. 

MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 

VISA 



CM8833 Mk II 
The CM8833 is ihe beat selling colour 
monitor lor the Alan ST and Commodore 
Amiga ideal for game playing, it off era 
excellent colour graphics and has stereo 
audio speakers lor enhanced stereo out¬ 
put from the STE and Amiga. The per¬ 
formance and reliability of the 3833 is 
exceptional, which Is wtiy we are confi¬ 
dent to otter i£ months ON-SITE warran¬ 
ty with every 8833 purchased Plus, 
every Cm 6833 from Silica comes with a 
FREE F-19 Stealth Fighler flight 
simulator worth £2999, PLUS a FREE 
Cable worth tl 4J&5 to connect your new 
monitor to your computer 

' FREE CABLE 
CAS 5050 . AMIGA STEREO 
CASS510 STE STEREO SOUND 
CAS 5506 STFM MOW SOUND 
CAB 5*90 PC EGA CWPATlBlES_ 

Tfe receive your FREE table. worth £14,95, 
please quote which computer you own and 
.the cable reference Code._j 

• OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT 

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY • FREE! F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER 

• FREE CABLE FROM SILICA 

• 14" CGA COLOUR MONITOR 

• RESOLUTION: 600x285 

• HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15.6KHZ 

• .42mm DOT PITCH 

• STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS • EARPHONE SOCKET 

• TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG 
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL 

• CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL • DARK GLASS SCREEN • GREEN SWITCH TO 
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY • AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE 

PHILIPS 8833 Mk ii 

14" COLOUR MONITOR 
WITH 

F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 

The N° 1 Computer Games Monitor! 
FOR THE 

ATARI Sf & & AMIGA 
TOTALLY 
UNREAL 
ilpTk 
II_ • - 

PLUS! 

FREE F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER 
— WORTH £29.99! — 
WITH EVERY 8833 MONITOR 
Buy the N°1 Computer Games 
monitor from Silica Systems and get 
the N°1 Flight Simulator FREEI 
With every Philips 8833 Mk II monitor from 

Silica Systems, you will receive an FI9 

Stealth Fighter flight simulator game from 
Microprose (worth £29,99) absolutely FREE! 

The game comes with disks and 'flight' 
manual, PUJS an entry form for the exclusive 
Pilot a Plane with Philips' competition 

where there are over ONE THOUSAND 

PRIZES to be won! And, when you buy your 
Philips 9833 from Silica tor only £259, you 
will save nearly £60 off the RRP of £317.24! 

FLY A RIAL 
737 SIMULATOR 

mu 1.000 PRIZES TO BE WOH 
II 3 PRIZES: 
lr 1ST PILOT A BOEING 737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 

PLUS. LUNCH AT A RYE STAR HOTEL WITH TRIPS TO 
AJTO tRQM THE SMJLfflM BASE ^ MRTOQCTER 

I 3D PRIZES: 
■ ND PILOT A BOEING 737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 

tIODO PRIZES: 

AD EL1T! 8633 SQUADRON OOTH BADGES 

| MONITOR + F-19 + CABLE 

£259 
I m MON 8830 PRICE tNCLUOES WT + FREE DELIVERY 

* FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On ali hardware orders shipped to the UK mainland 
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your MAhce 
* PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product Same price' basis. 
* ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
* BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available lor large orders 
* SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Side up branches 
* THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
* FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/periphtral details 
* PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards 

Silica Systems, Dope ami oh oim &l 1-4 The Mews. Haiheriey Rd, Sidcup, Ken!, DA14 4D)^ 

ITIHSE SEND PHILIPS MONITOR INFORMATION | 
Before you decide when lo buy your new monitor, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE 
you boy it Consider wtiat it will be tike a lew months after you have made your purchase, when you 
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice And, will the company you buy from 
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensurs that you will have nothing so 
worry about We have been established lor over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ak 
partusa, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with in understanding which it second 
to none. But don t |us* take ou/ wore tor it. Complete and return the coupon now tor our latest Fra* 
literature and begin to ax penance the "Silica Systems Service" 

MrWr$7Ms: 

Address; 

Initials:. Surname: 

Postcode 

SILICA 
YSTEMS 

Tel (Home)- 

Company Name (if applicable) 

Tei (work): 

I 
I^AjhiCh computers}, if any. do you own? ........ 84^^ 

EfcOE IMRIIM pnem fiVl »p*c4ic*tK>n8 i-*? thing* . PiHit iWtr-fl Hi* covpp*! tpi fh* intoHhM«h 
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kND YOUR 
QUALITY PRODUCTS ' 4 

at affordable prices 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD 

SUPRA RANGE 
>> the most cost effective, highest quality, technologically advanced products available 0< 

A All prices include P&P & VAT Ar Please add <£5.G0 if you require 24 hour courier to your door or parcel post will be used JSr 12 month warranty 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds. 
Tel: 0582 491949 

British Made 

Allow addition of many 
peripherals without 
damage to computer 
or power supply 
Switch mode design 

British Made 

A500 Internal replacement drive.-£59.00 
8372 Fatter Agnus Chip (allows Chipmem feature).£52,00 
1.3 Kickstart Chip ...£36.00 

Latest design incorporates chipmem option at no extra cost 

Increases computer memory from 1/2 Megabyte to 1 Megabyte 

Allows all 1 Megabyte software to run 

Direct replacement for Commodore A501,16 Chip Technology 

for complete compatibility. 

Simply plugs into the side port of the Amiga 500 

Auto configures to work in conjunction with computer memory 

Easily expandable from 1Mb - 8Mb using latest Zip chips 

Proclaimed as being the best expansion available 

This neat robust unit is“set to revolutionise the market. 

500RX 1Mb 

500RX 2Mb 

500RX 4Mb 

500RX 8Mb 

High quality 
High specification 
Anti click 
Long moulded cable 

without dock with clock 

100% Hayes compatible 
Tone Pulse auto dial/answer 
RS232 Interface 
Internal diagnostics 
Programmable number 
storage 

0Mb ..£119,00 

2Mb ..£179.00 

4Mb ..£289.00 

8Mb ..£409.00 

CVP 52Mb HARD DISK CARD l-8Mb 
EXPANDABLE MEMORY..£299.00 

Supra 2400... 

Supra 2400 + 

Supra 9600.... 

£119.00 

£174.00 

£499.00 
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WEIRD PRINTERS 
I recently acquired a 1 insert obscure printer type of 

TfHir choice I fur a very re a sun a hie price. However it 

came with no manual, and the connector took* dif- 

ferent to other printers. Can you supply me with 

some informal ion to gel it working wit h my Amiga? 

It's very tempting to think th«t any old cheap printer IS 0 

doddle to conned to your Amigo. Sheer folly I 

Not really! I'm not an expert on every printer under the 

sun: although they arc all designed to do the same task 

they differ radically in how they work. It’s all very 

well leaping at what looks like a bargain buy. but all 

too frequently you end up with a white elephant. 

Unless you have the technical expertise to get an 

obscure printer working, then avoid it. even if it's free. 

You can spend years of your life trying 10 get non- 

standard peripherals to work wiih computer*, with no 

guarantee of success. Sorry to disappoint. 

Having dampened the desires of the shoestring 

brigade, here's a few general tips on the way to go 

about your own detective w ork. First, find out the man¬ 

ufacturer - this is pretty easy, as most printer makers 

pul a distinctive badge on their products. 

Next, you have to Find a company that supplies the 

manufacturer's products - it needn't be a similar 

model of printer (or even a primer at all). Ask the sup¬ 

plying company for the address of the manufacturer, 

and w rite off asking for a manual. You w ill have to be 

very persistent, as most manufacturer's tat least in the 

UK) ignore individuals on a regular basis. 

You may need to pay for the manual, or perhaps 

settle for a photocopy if the printer isn't made any 

more (very common for din cheap printers). Don't get 

irritated - make just enough of a nuisance of yourself 

so that they give you what you warn to get rid of you. 

Once you have ihe manual, you will know whether 

the printer is serial or parallel. By taking the manual, 

and your Amiga User's Guide, to a computer shop you 

can get a cable made. Only when you have the right 

cable should you attempt to plug in the printer. 

If von rush the job and make a cable by trial and 

error, you will probably destroy the Amiga's internals 

which communicate w ith printers. This won't disable 

your computer, but you'll he forking out lots of dosh 

for repairs to make it work w ith any printer at all. 

Finally, don't expect to get anything other than text 

out of a skid-row printer. It may have the most sophis¬ 

ticated graphics in the world, but unless you can obtain 

a printer driver for it (unlikely for unknown primers) 

the Amiga will not be able to use them. 

BEST PRINTER 
I want the best colour printer possible for about 

ON). 1 was considering Ihe Star LU24-200 or the 

Canon BJUks hot I am unsure as to which pro¬ 

duce* the best output. 1‘u* heard that the ( anon (a 

bubble jet) printouts look great at first hut can 

smudge and fade. So should I go for the Star, or 

would an entirely different printer be better? 

Both the LC24-200 and the BJ iOe are fine printers but 

for different reasons. The LC24-200 works very fast, 

printing characters extremely quickly, it has a prim 

head composed of 24 pins, which press down on a 

coloured ribbon, stamping out an ever-changing pat¬ 

tern as the head moves across the paper. Although 

excellent for letters (the characters look very sharp and 

clear} the graphics printout is not so hot. 

The BJIGe works by applying a fine film of ink 

onto the paper at ihe right spot. Although slow by doi- 

mairix standards, graphics priming is greatly enhanced. 

The LC24-200 works very fast, and is ideal if you've a lot 

of documents to get printed. The graphics ain't so ho). 

The BJlOe is also very small in comparison to the 

other printer. Printed text looks very good loo. The 

printouts can smudge if w iped while still wet. bui with 

a ImJc care they look very good indeed. 

The bad news about speeding up your Amiga i: 

you cannot make the custom graphioand-sound i*)i 

go much faster. The flashy, noisy bits of your Amiga 

are pretty well set (although look at the top 10 Agnus 

questions for a cheap 10 per ccm speed increase). 

The only pan that you can speed-up to any great 

extent is the 68000 processor, the decision making 

■■brain" chip. By plugging in a faster version of this 

chip (a 68010) you can gel a small increase in speed - 

about It) per cent again. Although cheap at £10 or so. 

the 68010 isn't as compatible as it could be. and some 

software will not work. 

The next option is an AdSpccd front ICD, This will 

give a 70 per cent or so speed increase, and again is 

basically a souped-up 68000 chip. At £150 it may 

seem surprisingly cheap, but by spending more you 

can get better increases. It is, however, very compati¬ 

ble. and you can also turn it off for the odd piece of 

software that doesn't work. 

Above that you have the irue accelerators. These 

use the next generation of ihe 6KXXX series chips, the 

6K020 and 68030 (and real soon the 68040). You can't 

take out your old 6800(1 and plug in one of Ihese - 

they’re the wrong shape for a start, and they also need 

some other circuitry to work. 

You can have a special type of memory with these, 

called 32-bit memory- Most accelerators of this type 

can have at least 1Mb of this, usually a maximum of 

4Mb although more expensive types can give 8Mb, 16 

Mb or even 32 Mb! "This 32-bii memory w orks in addi- 

Workbench 
In this special edition of the section that answers your questions. 

Pat McDonald offers help on all the m :ommon Amiga problems! 

279 

So, if you're planning to use lots of coloured text 

for many dtxumenis. go for the Star (or the slighily 

more expensive Cuj/eti Swift 24), If good graphic 

dumps are your goal, and you don't mind waiting for 

them, invest in the BJ 10c. 

On die other hand if you just want a primer for typ¬ 

ing out the odd letter (or perhaps an essay or report for 

your work) then a nine-pin primer will give good 

results. Look for any Epson compatible nine pin - 

prices start from about £ 100, 

GOING FASTER 
Eve heard about accelerators and Floating Point 

Units (FPL I* replacement Central Processing l nits 

and go-faster stripes. How do I make my Amiga 

work faster, and how much do the different options 

cost. Finally, do they work with all software? 

There ore many chokes now lor speeding up the system - 

the ICD AdSpeed pictured here is one of the poorer types 

l ion to all the memory of y our Amiga and usually goes 

on the accelerator board itself. 

So you always get one of these on a card, to either 

plug in the 68fXX) socket (or the accelerator slol on an 

AI500/B200Q), These cards can also have FPUs for 

programs which have FPU maths intensive bits (ray* 

tracers or scenery generators). 68040s have this chip 

built in. Both the 6888! or 68882 lypes are available - 

the latter is better. Make sure you get the correct ver¬ 

sion for your machine; some A500 accelerators don’t 

fit in ihe AI500/B2000 and vice versa. 

Types to look out for arc the Solid State Leisure 

A500Q for £299. the B3000 for £499. the CSA Mega 

Midget Racer for about £550 (very reliable and com¬ 

patible between Ami gas), and the GVP series that is 

available from Silica. The latter are for the 

A1500/B2000 (with a mm card for the A30001 and 

are very good but expensive. 

KINDWORDS 
ODDITIES 
When Pm printing mil documents using 

KindWords* I often gel a few odd characters printed 

in the top-left comer - *PP' or ‘KPP\ Why does 

This happen, and can I prevent it? 

It happens because you are using the wrong printer 

driver. I suspect that if you use Preferences to select 

EpsonXtCBM MPS 1250) the letters will disappear. If 

you find thai the primer driver is not on the KittJWords 

disk, here’s how to gel a selection on there (or to any 
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Questions for 
Memory Expansion 

IWhat should I look for when buying a 0 5Mb What different chips do memory expansions 
A500 memory expansion? use? 

§ 

280 

“< 

o 
o 
NJ 

Look for price, the size of the board (the smaller the 
better), the speed of the chips (100 nano seconds or 
faster - needed for chip RAM) and whether or not it’s 
got an orvoff switch. 

2 Are memory expansions, that ere larger than 
0.5 Mb and fit In the trap-door slot of an A50Q. 

any good? 

They are, in that they do give you a lot of extra memory 
fairly cheaply. However, expansions larger than t.SMb 
must have another program run before the Amiga is 
recognised. They also need a jumper connection to the 
Gary chip, To do this you must open the machine, 
which invalidates the warranty, Dont get one unless 
cash is very tight, 

3 What's the best large (4Mb plus) A50Q memory 
expansion? 

Depends on how rich you are. The SupraRAM SOORX 
gives from between 0.5Mb and 0Mb of extra RAM, It fits 
on the left-hand side of the A5GQ, and can take two dif¬ 
ferent kinds of chips - 256 X 4 for between 0,5Mb and 
2M0, and i Mb chips for 2Mb to 3Mb. ft does not have a 
power supply as standard, although one can be fitted 
later It costs Cl 79 for a 1Mb version. 

The Cortex costs more at £279. and uses SIMM 
modules to grve extra memory. SiMMs cost about £85 
per 2Mb, so they’re pretty cheap if memory in bulk is 
your goal The Cortex always comes with a power 
supply, which can augment the ASOO’s power supply. 

4Whal are my options for expanding memory? I 
have an At $00. 

There are many different memory boards for the 
A15GG/B2GQ0. The Cortex is available in such a config¬ 
uration, as is the SupraRAM, The former is superior 
though, in my opinion - it certainly takes less power, 
because this version of the SupraRAM is chock-a-block 
with consuming chips. 

Old style 16 chip RAM boards use 256 x 1 chips. Later 
four chip cards use 256 x 4. State-of-the-art 1Mb (one 
megabit chips) are available but expensive - it's 
unlikely we ll see a one chip expansion. They re gener¬ 
ally used with 256 X 4 in large capacity RAM boards. 

Finally there are SIMMs (Single Inline Memory 
Modules) which are a little larger than a stick of chew¬ 
ing gum. These have the chips mounted onto them; no 
legs to bend or break. SIMMs are available in both 
standard 16-bit memory types and 32-bit memory types 
for accelerators. 

Are RAM expansions sensitive lo static? 

Yes, although the tolerance varies Some manufactur¬ 
ers use CMOS type chips, which all hough they are 
cheaper they are very sensitive to static. You should 
always handle circuit boards by the edges and the 
chips by the case. Don't touch the legs - you can pick 
up a 30.000v static charge without even realising, more 
than enough to kill a chip, 

O < noticed four empty sockets on my 
O Amiga's circuit board. Can I use them to 
expand Ihe memory? 

You can. although ihey can only be configured as chip 
RAM To do this required a modification that was 
detailed in Amiga Format 18 (oh dear, I’m afraid wa ve 
sold out of that one - time for an up-dale). Dont 
forget the 100 nF capacitors, which are also fitted on 
to the existing RAM chips! These help smooth the 
power to the chips. 

Hard disks often have memory on them - can 
this be used by the computer? 

Is my old style (large 16 chip) A501 all right lo 
9 be used as chip RAM? 

Maybe yes, maybe no. Any board which goes in the 
expansion slot must have chips of the same speed as 
the internal memory. A lot of A501s have chips with t SO 
nano seconds access times, which is slower than the 
internal memory, Take out the board and peek at the 
memory chips - if they have ISO (or more commonly 
just 15) at the end of the number, the board is too slow 
(although the internal chips might be 120ns types loo, 
so you just don't know without trying!) 

Yes! If you want memory expansion and have lots of 
money, a hard drive often has this feature, for use by 
the computer. Hard drives do not directly need memory 
(although they work better with large memory Amigas). 
Hard drives with memory are the best all-in-one buy. 

Does extra memory cause compatibility 
problems? 

It can, depending on the program you are using. That's 
why a lol of trap-door 0.5Mb expansion boards have an 
on/off switch. 

other disk): First, boot-up with Workbench (1.3). 

Double click on ihe Shell, type Ihe following and then 

press Return: 

copy all from *Extras 1,3idevs/print¬ 

ers* to KindWbrds:devs/printers 

This will then copy all the printer drivers from ihe 

Extras disk (which the computer wit I then ask you for) 

onto the KindWords disk. Notice that the quote marks 

that are around the Extras part of the command: 

ihis is because the name of the disk (Extras L3) 

has a space in it. 

WEIRD AND 
WACKY MODEMS 
I've just bought a second-hand modem wilh no 

manual or instructions. I don’t know a lol about 

modems, so could you tell me him do I get it work¬ 

ing wilh my Amiga? 

There are various makes of modem, but as long os they 
are B! approved, they'll behave in fhe same way. 

It's not much easier to connect a modem than it is an 

oddball printer Firstly, modems all do ihe same job: 

provide a gateway between a computer to the tele¬ 

phone network, via a serial port - modems are always 

serial in nature. Make sure the modem has a green 

British Telecom approval sticker: if it hasn't there's no 

point continuing as it is illegal 

The first thing yon need is a modem cable (opposite 

of a null modem cablet. Have a look at the hack of the 

modem: nearly all of them will have 25-pin D-type 

connectors (which is similar to the serial port on the 

Amiga). Some of them have a five-pin domino DIN 

connector, called RS422* 

See whether it's a male connector (with pins) or a 

female connector (with holes). Get the cable from a 

computer shop, saying whether the modem end has 25 

or 5*pins, and whether it's female or not. The Amiga 

end is a 25-pin female connector. 

Next you need some communications software. 

Both NCommVl.9 and JR Comm am available from 

the Public Domain, as is Access’, which was on 

Coverdisk 13, Plug the modem into a telephone socket* 

put the cable between the Amiga and the modem, turn 

every thing on and run the software. 

The only tricky hit to it all is dialling. Many oldeT 

modems do not have something called Hayes com¬ 

mands. a standard way of talking to modems. To find 

out, make sure ihe speed setting of the software is slow 

enough to talk lo the modem (300, 1200, or 2400 for 

the majority). While you're at it. set the data bits to 

eight, the stop bits to one and ihe parity to none. Type 

ATT and press Return. 

If you can see the letters on the screen, then the 

modem is echoing them back to you - it should put 

up an *QK' message. This means that the modem is 

Hayes compatible* and you can dial with it by typing 
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ATD phone number* and then simply press Return 

afterwards of course. 

If it's not Hayes compatible, you will have lo dial 

manually . Plug a normal telephone into the hack of the 

modem (the socket might he marked RENi and dial 

normall), When you hear a whistling tone, put the 

phone down - the modem will keep the line open if it's 

working properly. 

What I want to he able to do is create floppy disks 

that run without W orkbench - so that y ou can just 

put them in and they start working on their own. 

How do I do this? 

h depends on how good you are at programming. The 

way that commercial games do this is by turning off 

the Amiga operating system (Workbench, Kiekstafl 

and Amiga DOS} and use their own custom-writ ten 

machine code, 1 can't explain how to do that in this 

limited space. But read the following piece for a sim¬ 

pler w ay and a few practical examples. 

The standard way of doing this is to first make at 

least twro directories on a Wank disk - one called c. the 

other s. You put a lext file, a list of instructions 10 do 

when starting, in the s directory and you call it start-up 

sequence. Rather than you typing in the list of com¬ 

mands from the Shell or CL1, this list of instructions 

will be executed so long as it’s called start-up- 

sequence and is in the s directory. Formal a disk 

( make sure that it's called Empty}, double click on 

the Shell and type; 

Makedir Orptyss 

Makedir Drptyjc 

ed Qrptyi s/startup-sequnece 

An editor w indow will spring up for you to type in the 

start-up-sequence too. Type in the loading instructions, 

just as you would from the Shell or CLI. and press Esc, 

then X. then Return to save the file. Alternatively Esc, 

q and Return will abort and reium you to the Shell. 

Any commands that ihc startup-sequence uses 

should be put in the e directory or in the 'root* direc¬ 

tory (which means that they are not in a directory, just 

stuck on the disk). The disk should then have a boot- 

block written onto it, using the Install command 

from Workbench. 

To do all this you really need to have at least a fair 

understanding of using the Shell Here's one example 

in start you off; load Workbench, double click on the 

Shell icon and then lype: 

List 

You have just set off the List command. The Amiga 

reads the command from the e directory' of the 

Workbench disk, and runs it. Ii produces a list of all 

the commands in the current directory (the root direc¬ 

tory of Workbench). Type: 

List c 

This will print the contents of the c directory, the com¬ 

mand director)'. Try looking at different directories, 

and do use a copy of Workbench - that way you can 

experiment w ithoul doing any permanent damage. For 

further reading, look at the Enhancer software manual, 

the Users manual and (for a full tutorial) Mastering 

AmigaDOS 2 hv Mark Smiddy. It costs £17,95 but it is 

well w'orth it. 

Are there any tutorial hooks available covering the 

AMtga Operalinj* System (AMOS), preferably with 

lots of listings? Failing that, any general Basic 

hooks w ith lots of listings would he of help. 

they have to be updated in order to recognise^ 

strains (viruses often mutate themselves in 

detection). 

Look out for Master Vims Killer version 2.2 from 

Amiganuts and aKo ZeroVirus HI and Nuke! (which 

i*c Ctotu toil* «« ul'*i 

rctt T«tf rum* 

*m litatflM1 IfettoMfei ON «*iits tm 

lirow if >l i vrtfliM m Ut tor ricIhbk mi ran ftoaji ihtu 
vuiLse Ltol «IV vd M«k 4*t* (Mi fIR ihts s«h *achiMl 

«r« j 
fcrti 
ine TW I 
toiifiwi r*ck Iwl. 

.s WBfUr^tffgsrasi rrwv 
N- IS* to flirt cm IIm to 1bmc4 lb Ki till «to* ton Air** 
iifBtoi fiU Iml. 

i put rur t40» * i «rtii ito 
* it 

fefl . 
| aa toft Mwi Mtota W—Ttowto ■— 

| fcwtiftofj wn mm town ito roi/tofBHmw i*wh 

1 LI M n.l-JM r«st-S$TO«f Wo; Wr.U(i«<W»l | 

AMOS has a friendly interface that lets you use the mouse 

first, until you need to work faster with key ta mm mauds. 
Master Virui Kitter V2,2 uin handle about 1 SO different 
viruses now, and it's updated regulory to know new ones. 

There are no current specific AMOS books available at 

the present time, although l understand that there might 

be one next year. For a general guide. AmigaBasic 

Inside and Out (Abacus) is quite good, although you 

will have to modify the listings to get them to work 

with AMOS - quite extensively in some cases. 

VIRUSES 
Recently a lot of my disks are misbehaving - they 

show a lot or raid/write errors, and often I hey 

won't HihH (start working! at all I also ycl a lot 

of weird messages appearing (for example, 

"Something wonderful has happened../!. What is 

going on, hovi do I get my disks working again and 

prevent it in Ihe future? 

You have just been the victim of a vims (possibly even 

more than one). A computer vims is a program. Their 

primary purpose is to survive - they can copy them¬ 

selves automatically to different disks. Whai else do 

they do (after a certain number of replications) varies: 

some put up silly messages: some actually change 

Workbench (obscene mouse pointers ami the like); and 

some destroy disks. 

Viruses can survive soft resets (like just pressing 

Control plus the two Amiga keys), which means 

that they are most common among games players who 

play a game, get bored, just reset, play a game, reset, 

play a game... The virus then happily copies itself on to 

the different disks. 

There are two main types of virus: the boothlock 

and the file virus. The hooiblock is the first couple of 

sectors of a disk, which contain the programs to make 

a disk load automatically. A virus here will go off if 

the disk is booted. Boothlock viruses can spread 

amongst all disks. 

Kile viruses are less dangerous (most game disks 

can't catch them, unless they are standard AmigaDOS 

disks) but more insidious. A file virus can hide inside 

another program, infecting other programs on different 

disks. You'll get a file virus infection if you use 

Workbench a lot without a virus checker. 

Prevention: the easiest way to stop viruses spread¬ 

ing is to write-protect all of your disks (move the tab m 

the comer so that you can see ihrough the hole). If you 

must write on a disk (say a game that saves the high- 

score table) turn off your computer for at least 50 

seconds before playing. 

Cure: to find any viruses, you need at least one 

virus hunter/killer program. There are many* many of 

these in the Public Domain, but as new viruses appear 

deals with subtle disk-validator file viruses like 

for example. Return of the Lamer Exterminator or 

Saddam Hussein). These last two are available from 

virtually any PD library. 

SCART 
What Is Start? Is it similar lo Ihe Peril decision 

connector often found on Ihc hack of video 

recorders? And could you possibly I ell me how [ 

connect my Amiga lo Scarf equipment? 

Scan and Pen are similar, but they’re not the same. 

They arc a combined stereo sound with video conn¬ 

ector. Peri uses a system whereby you have to send a 

control signal to Indicate that the unit is plugged in. 

Although it s possible to do this, most Amiga-to-Scart 

cables don't have iL So don't assume you can plug the 

Amiga's video output directly into an Amiga. 

What you can do (if you have a monitor w ith a 

Scan socket) is use it with both your Amiga (via a 

Amiga-to-Sc art cable - this has jacks for sound loo! 

and a Scan video recorder. More details on Sean next 

month, including how to wire the Amiga to a Sean 

video recorder. 
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GENLOCKS 
W hat dires u genlock do? Can you recommend one 

for home use. as well as what Ihe professionals use? 

Genlocki come in different shapes and differ greatly in 

•heir performance - expert to pay £100 for a cheap one. 

A genlock is a box that connects in-between the video 

signal on an Amiga and a monitor or television. It has 

a socket on it, to feed another video signal. It takes the 

video picture coming in from the socket, and overlays 

the Amiga's graphics on top. A certain colour (usually 

colour number zero) is made transparent, so the two 
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CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

mummmunu 

A Brain . the next best thing 

• External fitting. Warranty remains intact 
• Fully implemented auto-configure 
• Fully operational through-bus 
• Uses standard 1M x 8bif or 1M x 9bit SIMMs 
• Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, 

US or EURO) 
• Designed with A1000 compatibility in mind 
• Zero wait-states 
• RAM test software 

2Mb-£239 4Mb-£319 8Mb-£479 

tcnn CORTEX 512K RAM EXPANSION for the Commodore Amiga A500 

CHIP UPGRADES 

• Essential A500 upgrade -1 Mb Amiga is now standard 

• Functional equivalent of CBM A501 

• Lower power 1 Mbit DRAM 0 0 Q CI 

• Latest technology high-quality components Jivwj 

• "Fatter" Agnus compatible for 1 Mb CHIP RAM 'e29 95 w,,h clockl 

• Lower profile enable/disable switch 

• Available with or without battery-backed clock/calendar module 

CORTEX EXTERNAL 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE 

• High-quality silent mechanism 
• Through port PCC 
• Enable/disable switch tOO 

I See CHIP UPGRADES section for 
Xetec RAM upgrade prices 

• Xetec FaslTrak hard disk system 
for A500 (A10QQ version avail¬ 
able to order) 8Mb Fast RAM 
card (optional) Super-fast (9ms) 
auto head park Quantum $2Mb 
Pro-Drive £499 

• Xetec FasiCard Plus hard disk 
system (for A1500/A2000) featur¬ 
ing Seagate 48Mb auto head-park 
drive space for 8Mb Fast RAM on 
board (using SIMMs) 

£449 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION for the 
Commodore Amiga A1500/A2000 

* Fully implemented auto-configure 
* Zero wait-states 
* Uses standard 1M x Bbit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs 
* 2,4.6 or 8Mb configurations possible 

2Mb-£185 4Mb-£265 6Mb-£34Q 8Mb-£419 

sound - requires com f 9,raPhics anc 
' ,flstructions supplied9 echnfCal sk'H tc 

upgrade^oN?ar(3fdisk°usPr3 * fEssemia< 
the FastFile System* °Sers * feat^ng 

■ 

■ column modeU(?SJJS for th^A Sintatic 
station. IN STOCK NOW h@ A3000 won 

B 4Mb- £24< 

.»,K£85,4Mb‘E165“bE240 

‘ 25’1Mb *2Mb * £85 

price same as 2S6K xTbi! A20°° Cards) IInew products 

* 

I? 

FREE 
5 DISKS OF THE 

LATEST PD 

SOFTWARE 
WITH ANY PURCHASE 

FROM THIS AD* 
(DEMOS UPDATED 

_REGULARLY) 

Ail prices include VAT and Postage & Packaging. Trade enquiries welcome 

Send cheques to: 

CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD (Dept AF) 
BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB 
• 24 HOUR SALES 051 -236 0480 • 24 HOUR FAX 051 -227 2482 

* Free software is limited to one set per order and is supplied without warranty 



AMIGA ADVICE 

iM Emulation Questions 

What is an emulator? 

An emulator is a system (usually consisting of both 
hardware and software) to let you run programs writ¬ 
ten tor computers other than the Amiga. Although 
never as good as a dedicated computer, emulators do 
give you a wider choice of software for your machine. 

Software-only emulators {no extra gadgets to plug 
in) are usually less compatible and slower than ones 
with hardware. All emulators suffer compatibility prob¬ 
lems when you try to run software that doesn't use the 
target machine's operating system 

2 What are the different IBM PC emulators, and 
whai are Ihelr strengths and weaknesses? 

The original IBM emulator was Transformer. Running 
from only a disk (no hardware) it was slow and offered 
little in the way of IBM graphics. There is a PD equiva¬ 
lent calied IBEM, which although very cheap isn't 
amazing. It also needs two drives to run, 

The ATOnce emulator from Vortex (distributed by 
Silica in the UK) is a good hardware emulator giving 
AT support (accelerated version of the IBM). It needs 
an adaptor to fit in the A1500/B20QG, but cannot tit in 
an A3QQQ and to work with the A500 just requires the 
case to be unscrewed (it fits internally). Although offer¬ 
ing a reasonable PC, it splits memory between the 
Amiga and the PC side, so you should really have 
2Mb or more memory to fit it. It offers you full 
CGA'MCGA and Tandy graphics, but displays 
EGA/VGA graphics in black-and-white only, I under¬ 
stand full colour EGA/VGA is on the cards, and will 
only require a new disk. 

The KCS Bitcon Device boa’id is the easiest 
emulator to fit. It fits into the trapdoor slot of an A500, 
and can be fitted to more up-market Amigas with an 
adaptor. In theory, though, it just gives you a bog stan¬ 
dard PC (XT type), but the screen handling is very fast 
and it outruns a lot of true AT PC computers! It can 
also now handle all colour modes up to VGA, The best 
all-rounder at present. 

If you have an At 500/B20DQ. Commodore's own 
Bridgebcards are possibly the best choice. They are 
not as fast as other emulators, but they probably offer 
about the best compatibility and are available in both 
XT and AT models. You can even plug in a PC card or 
two, to fit standard IBM expansions 

Sts there a Public Domain Sinclair Spectrum 
emulator available, and can it run all 

Spectrum software? 

Yes there is and no it can t. It works in conjunction 
with a sound sampler - you sample Spectrum tape 
software into the Amiga, where it can be saved on to 
disk. It also has no sound and is pretty slow, but then 
again what do you expect for a few quid? 

M le there a C64 emulator? Can it cope with 
laps software? 

There are a couple of different C64 emulators, but the 
most up-to-date one is A64 (a PD program). It cannot 
use tape software, and requires an additional bit of 
hardware to interface C€4 disk drives to your Amiga to 
use disk software. Unfortunately this is only available 
from the author, who lives in the USA. 

5 I've heard some conflicting reports about 
Macintosh emulators and how much Apple 

hardware you can plug into them. Could you tell 
me what the options are? 

The only Macintosh emulators that I've heard of are 
the AMax series from Readysoft. These are distributed 
by Entertainment International in the UK. The original 
AMax was a box that plugged into the external disk 
drive socket. Although it did let you run Macintosh pro¬ 
grams, it had very little hard-disk support and required 
both a Mac disk drive and Mac ROM chips. 

The AMax El is similar, although hard-disk support 
is much better {you can split a hard-disk into Amiga 
and Mac sections). One feature of both emulators is 
that they work very well with accelerator cards (neces¬ 
sary for some up-market Mac software). Because 
Macintosh software is generally well behaved, compat 
ibilrty is very good. 

Coming up soon is the AMax if Plus, which con¬ 
fusingly only works with an A1500/B2000. Fitted on a 
card, it gives excellent compatibility, let's you use the 
Amiga's disk drives for reading and writing floppies 
(this might be dropped in the final release) and even 
has an Appletalk connector for linking to Mac net¬ 
works. It s accelerator friendly too. 

^ Are there any ST emulators? 

Yes there are: it s called the Medusa and Is available 
from George Thompson Services, and has a tiny piece 
of hardware with it. Its available in both A50Q and 
A1500/B200Q versions. A better option though, is the 
PD ST emulator. Although ft needs two drives and is 
pretty slow, it does give a reasonable quality ST. 

71$ the BBC emulator any good? I've heard it 
was up-dated recently. 

The BBC emulator is fairly good, but it's not very com¬ 
patible with most commercial BBC software. It also 
cannot read BBC tapes - it must use BBC disks. The 
good thing about it is that the BBC Basic is 99 per cent 
compatible with a true Beeb, so if you're programming 
with that language (widely used amongst UK educa¬ 
tional circles) it's a reasonable buy. 

8 

10 

Which computers have no Amiga emulator 
equivalent? 

Basically any that I haven't mentioned here. 

9IVe heard that you need a DOS system disk 
when using IBM or Mac emulators. What is 

this, and where can I obtain one? 

Macs and PCs are similar to Amigas, because you 
can't start using them without putting a disk in first (the 
operating system is partly on disk - hence Disk 
Operating System or DOS tor short). You need a copy 
of such a disk (like Workbench they get up-dated 
every so often} in order to use emulators for these 
machines. You can get them from most shops which 
sell PCs or Macs - or you could get a copy from a 
friend who owns such a computer. 

Are emulators just as good as owning a 
true computer of that being emulated? 

No You’ll always have a few problems with emulators. 
Then again, IVe never seen a PC, Mac, Spectrum. 
C64. BBC or ST that was any good at all at running 
Amiga software. 

pictures are mixed A genlock is not quite ; 

video mixer. You can use them to title ’ 

videos and for ffoger Rahhihsiylt productions, where 

the computer graphics go in front of the main video 

picture. If you have two video recorders, then you can 

play the background from one. and record the final 

gen locked image on the other. 

There are two cheap genlocks for non-professional 

use. They are the MiniGen and the RockGen, for about 

£100, Both work with standard VHS home video 

recorders (and camcorders too). The RockGen plus is 

more expensive at £199, but can have a chroma keying 

system put in the back for the same price again. 

Chroma keying gives the exact opposite of gen¬ 

locks, It makes the computer graphics the background, 

with live action appearing in front. The live action is 

filmed against one colour (usually blue) so when the 

final picture appears, you have some video cut into the 

computer graphics, It's the same technique as used by 

the weather people on TV. 

As for professional genlocks, the sky really is the 

limit. Most professional systems use SVHS (rather 

than VHS) for better definition, A cheap pro genlock 

costs £500 - there are more expensive ones (and 

chroma keys too) with features like using a back¬ 

ground colour other than zero, cue fading and 

transition wipes. 

How and why do I have to use the Diskdoctor? I just 

keep getting a message telling me that a disk cannot 

be validated using this program, hut I can't find it 

on Workbench. 

You should only use the Diskdoctor on standard 

AmigaDOS disks (ones that come up with ‘copyright 

Commodore* start-up messages). That is to say. one's 

which look similar to Workbench when starting up. So 

don't use it on games disks, which often show a vali¬ 

dating error when in fact they arc perfectly all right. 

Here's how you use it. Firstly boot-up with 

Workbench, and double click on the Shell, Type the 

following and then press Return:- 

DISKEHXTOR DF0: 

The program will ask you to put the disk you want 

fixed into DFD: (the internal drive which you start up 

disks from). It will read all of the disk, and then rear¬ 

range it. It will inform you of any files (hat it deletes 

(sometimes necessary when files are corrupt). 

If Diskdoctor cannot fix a disk, it will delete the 

directory and name it as Lazerus. Although all the 

information is gone from the disk, you can formal it 

and use it again. It’s drastic medicine, but sometimes 

disks do go bad for no reason. 

HIGHER DENSITY 
What is a high-density disk drive? I've heard that 

you can Tit about 1.2Mb of information on one, hut 

that you have to use special disks on il. Gan 1 fit one 

to my Amiga and can I use standard disks with it? 

A high-densiiv disk drive is one which can read and 

write data at twice the resolution of a normal drive. In 

theory it could have about 1.6Mb of data on it. 

Unfortunately, though, nobody sells Amiga-specific 

ones in the UK. yet. 

In addition to wiring the drive, you would also have 

to put a patch into Workbench to set-up the Amiga to 
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read-and-write the disk* correctly (otherwise 

you'd llnd it would just treat the drive as a 

standard one). So I ni afraid you have to use high-den- 

sity disks with these drives. 

The Advanced Engineering High Dwifity drive is very desir¬ 

able if you work with files larger than a standard disk. 

1 want to make u control Interface For my school 

project, to control various sumII electronic circuits 

tuning motors and relays). Him do t do this, and 

w here can l pet the information Trom to control it? 

First off, take the pinouts of the Amiga's parallel pod 

lo your tutor. They will be able to tell you how easy 

or difficult it will be to do your project (as theyII 

be helping you with your project, it's really their 

opinion that counts). 

As for controlling u+ you should open PAR as a 

device for input and output through Basic. Then Input 

values through the pod. and Print values oui to it- 

Check your Basic manual for more information on the 

Open command. 

Could vou tell me how to pul a password on disks 

and files lo prevent other people from using Ihe 

disks or looking at the file? 

Please bear in mind that you cannot password games or 

other non Amiga DOS software. Protection can always 

be bypassed. Still interested? Well, the easiest way to 

do this is to move the startup-sequence somewhere else 

on the disk. Where exactly you pul it is up to you* 

although the C directory is as good a place as any. 

Make sure the Execute command (for running the 

batch files like the start-up-sequence) is in the c direc¬ 

tory of your disk. Remember it lakes a few disk swaps 

to set-up on a single floppy system. Use ihis from 

Shell* changing "Mydisk" to the name of your disk: 

List Mydisk:c/execute 

Then copy the start up-sequence with this, swapping 

“Mydisk" for the name of your disk and changing the 

4S^ 03 Hard Drive Questions 

What Is a hard disk? 

A hard disk is a custom made, precision-engineered 
disk in a seated unit. The advantage that they have 
over floppies is that they've much more space on them 
- their capacity ranges from 20 Mb up to 300 Mb In 
addition, there are a couple of different types that 
behave in a similar way to floppy drives (you can plug 
different disk cartridges into them) but their use is 
quite rare and specialist. Such removable media’ 
drives range from the 40 M8 SyQuest to 500MB+ 
read'write CDs, and they nearly always need a SCSI. 

What’s a SCSI? Small Computer Systems 
Interface - in theory a general standard for wiring a 
plug to talk between different computers and peripher¬ 

als. Some hard disks use SCSI, some do not (IDE or 
ST-506 are two other common variants on IBM PC 
hard disks). Most Amiga hard disks use SCSI. 

Hard disks need a controller with all Amigas 
except the A3000 (which has a built-in hard disk and a 
SCSI port). On A5D0 hard disks, this is usually 
mounted in the same box as the hard disk, and the 
whole lot sits on the left-hand side. A1500/B2000 
types go on a card to tit inside the machine. 

- , What advantages does a hard disk give me? 

US 

Essentially, an easier life when loading and saving 

programs and data. Because hard disks are so targe, 
you can put all the computer programs you use a lot 
(like word processors, paint programs or other serious 
software) into one place, it saves scrabbling through a 
pile of floppies. Hard disks are much faster too. 

There is one other advantage to a hard disk. 
When you set-up a hard disk, you put Workbench on 
to ft. Using floppies, every time you change a 
Preference setting or customise an icon, you have to 
copy the change to all floppies'. A hard disk only 
needs one change, which will work with all programs. 

If you just want a hard disk to put your game col¬ 
lection on to. bear in mind that most games will not 
install onto a hard disk. A lot of flight simulations, role- 
playing and war-games, and a lot of PD will go on to a 
hard disk, but not much else. 

name to the password you warn: 

Copy from Mydisk:5/startup-sequence 
Mydis k:c/Password 

Delete the old start up-sequence 

Delete Mydisk:s/startup-sequence 

Now when you boot the disk, u will stop wilh a prompt 

for you to type Shell or CLI commands. So type: 

Having said that, though, more and more software 
ol the "serious nature is released as hard drive 
installable. Perhaps 20 per cent of the current 
releases fit into this category, and I would expect this 
percentage to rise as more and more people buy hard 
drives. One day. whether or not a game is hard drive 
friendly will seriously affect sales — probably in a 
couple of years or so. 

The access time of a hard drive is the average time rt 
takes for the read head to reach a given part of a hard 
disk. It is not a measure of how fast the data actually 
goes on to or off a disk. 

How easy Is it to set-up a hard disk? 

It varies from system-to-system , but generally it's 
tricky. All new hard drives are set-up at the factory, to 
start you off. Should you wish to reset the hard drive, 
then the problems start. You basically some common 
sense and trial and error the first lime you set one up. 

Are there any books on hard disk manage¬ 
ment? I've seen a few available tor the PC but 

none for the Amiga. 

Tm sorry but there aren't any! 

How do you write-protect hard disks? 

You can't Some systems have a switch to disable the 
hard disk when you're not using It. 

7 Can the RAM disk be used instead of a 
hard disk? 

Sort of, but it's not as good. If you beet-up your com¬ 
puters memory (RAM) lo 2Mb or so. then you can 
make use of RAD This allows you to copy a disk into 
memory, and then reboot It quickly when you reset. 
Although this saves loading Workbench more than 
once, it's not as good as a hard disk, because you 
must still load programs from and save onto floppies. 
More details on RAD can be found in the Amiga man¬ 
ual. 

Q Are viruses just a problem with hard disks? 

No, Viruses copy themselves from floppy disk to 
floppy disk, and quite a tot of them will not even recog 
nise hard disks. However, some do attack hard disks, 
which is bad news for the programs and data on the 
hard disk. Putting ail your eggs in one basket means 
you have to take great care of the basket. 

Why are PC hard disks much cheaper than 
Amiga ones? 

Because most Amiga ones are better. Some cheaper 
Amiga hard disk systems use PC hard disks (which 
can plug straight into a PC - they don? need con¬ 
trollers). SCSI type hard disks are much more reliable 
and generally faster than PC types, despite being 
more expensive. Of course, as more SCSI types are 
sold, then the price will drop - this is the inevitable rule 
for hardware: the price does come down, 

f ve just bought a brand new hard disk. It's 
a metal box with lots of electronics and a 

couple of connectors. The problem is: how do I 
wire it up to my Amiga? 

You can't wire it directly to your Amiga because you 
also need a controller, 1 recommend you phone 
around hard disk advertisers, tell them what type of 
drive it is and whether or not it will work with their con¬ 
troller. If it does, buy the controller. If it doesn t work 
with any of them, sell it. 

3lm thinking of buying a hard drive and In 
each advert I’ve noticed that they have 

various access limes for each drive* Could you tell 
me what Ihis means exactly? 

Execute password 



SELECTED PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE 
FOR THE AMIGA FROM SILICA SYSTEMS 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FREE DELIVERY 

x/OTTex 
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ATonce+ PC EMULATOR 
ATonce Plus is a PC-AT compatible 
emulator for the Amiga 500, With ATonce 
Plus fitted, the Amiga can be used as 
a PC-AT compatible computer The 
emulator works with all standard Amiga 
hard disk drives and provides com¬ 
patibility with most printers, A profes¬ 
sional fitting service is available for £34. 
If you own an Amiga 500 and require PC 
compatibility, you will not do better than 
ATonce Plus. 

FULL 80286 PC-AT EMULATION 
MDA, CGAt EGA & VGA GRAPHIC MODES 
MULTI-TASKS ALONGSIDE NORMAL AMIGA 
PROGRAMS 
COMPATIBLE WITH AMIGA HARD DRIVES 
CAN ADDRESS ALL AMIGA RAM - UP TO 9Mb 
RUNS EXTENDED S EXPANDED 80286 MODE 
LEAVES EXPANSION PORT FREE FOR MEMORY 
UPGRADES , 

5 x 
RRP: £249 

£189 
Onto Ref EMU 2284 

2 GENLOCK DEVICES 3 VIDEO TITLING 4 3Vi" FLOPPY 5 514" FLOPPY 

ROCGEN GENLOCK 
Vital lor Cfftoaling vhTm linn* arid qihnr ip^cml 

effect*. a Genlock will ano give you hour* cH 
tun mmrvg your Amigi trf aloCJ p«C1ur(i$ and 

tf xt Wlltl tHHTM vld*04 

• Owltfinfi pf 4 miffm frtpfrtct m t riito tauttt 

• Built-in httOwtrt toWtfi Ia4 wtrying 
m Ovtritf ftdt jfltf Amlft mount 
• flit tni Qrttitr tnatptfwcr c&tmt 
• wnfU witn nil MAttt 
• CompoHH to output f RHP flIWO T 

WWiS 
S99 

t Orftr tof ¥*1093 

ROCGEN+ GENLOCK 
A fti&te powerful version ot th« be*S selling 
HocGnn Th* plus vWHOh feature# 

i*e<Uli*>. bolter -.mage qutiifly end improved 
ilylingi The beri value gonfoch Available 

• Qvff iff Wp 0t Amt ft fiitpklct on t NUUTf 
e ftdi tin pi0*e ptu tumifit 
• Htfpvtn Mf tor ovtrfrr M4 Mt 
• tayloto tOtct rtftKt 

mr coteut m 

* Qptimti oNtmt itr 
FfflP CWH 

£149 
L o-flimr vid are 

SCALA 
Scaia ado** you lo create fwefess*onal quali¬ 
ty gfdao Mta and credits wnh n* complete 
range of background* and wipes Seale 
requires m hard drive & 1Mb Chip RAM 
* 59 IUMtlTf AKtpJTiMifc 90 tttmplt btvtfitt 
* A? DtmrMf viptt toe SO toff tint wiptt 
e Mvmpit Hat upm - V flwto ivppiirt 
e Muf tor ut* wilt) RocGn or RocGtn* 

* louts pktmi ttvPm 
MimMtiMM mt Hut 

S Digital 
Vision 

RRP mi 38 

£199 

SLIMLINE 1Mb VA" FDD 
The hdw Stinlme drive from Shea wik nol onty 
mats* the Amiga seem latter, tart ifeO Hlto 
to U50. with te&& swapping o> dtiAe. Thin drive 
it becoming the market leader 
* CWptfiN* wit* *tt AmfeiY 
e Fall ttrfto 4»ti§n antx/tt fthtbfifty 

e Saiii. nium MM pvtnty 

# Ctoftot cc-mptftr. mrn til tittn 
e Compost, Him dttfpn --- 
w t$QK fprmtttrO ctpxify f RRP tl^-DO 

'1LICA 
VSTCMS E £59 

FLOPPY DRIVE 
it you use ATonce Ply* or any other PC 
emuWlor. then ifr« &v, - floppy d>»k drive will 
provide yo« wiih full compatibiiiiy wxth arty PC 

360K w 72W PC duke 
e 40/M led twUchtOit 
* it** < ttmpMw tor t»r pt foivtaer 

e CtmpMlilt wftt mmt ptpmlt/ MS-DCS 

RRP C999S 

£79 

ANIMATION 7 DTP PACKAGE s B/W SCANNER 9 WORD PROCESSOR t io ART/DRAWING 

SHOW MAKER 
snow Maker a I low i lb* creation a» comptea 
preaemetioni Sequence and eyiKhromi* 
aTHmettOii, tdlmg. toitki, mvtic, found ehecte 
and wf« Needt nerd drw « iMp chip RAM 

e j|«c*re*Uf mmum m t 

at aaieuda* A pttpitet 

a GOLD 
I DISK 

£179 

PROFESSIONAL PAGE 2 
A fu% leal ured page layout program adowwig 
you io creaie «v*rt*. meevt. book* ■ m tact 

ed together The beet DTP package avt. table 
e tofJtof ito U id otbrn uw 
a Aeafecff fypop/t,pttttt ceeirW 

* frtoeu1!* raff* at 

I GOLD 
DISK 

RRP C2499S 

£179 

DAATAscan PROFESSIONAL 
Aiiqwi gnpfucs to be scanned into the Amiga 
and umo m gfapdtc package* or DTP pro¬ 
gram* An ideal ittewt aoM»n for your 
black and whute fcannihg requirement* 

e Fifty fpmpthpit 
DTP t prwpt* pKkxgn 

e £4 fifty tiMt 

Qandaal £169 
Me ton SC4*aa 

PRO WRITE 3 
ha 

100.000 word tpefl>ng checker, mnefo*. muto- 

e FmO pnptfci tmapmn mm Itrt enepliy 

New 
Horizons 

fW H29W 

£89 

DESIGN WORKS 
Untoui'i the arn« wtthin you Debgn work* 
it • ia*t, eaty-Eo-ute. high quality nrucitured 
draw -ng program met enatdee you to achieve 

■ May aid# n*f« of dnetof toefr 
to ImptrUiipmrt Iff pKtvwi 
e Mttt Ptmcript I**ntf i 

New 
Horizons 

RRP CUB 

£59 
taw M *ic mu 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
* FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders Shipped in the UK mainland 
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team oi Amiga lech meal experts ai your service 
* PRICE MATCH: We normally maich compentors on i Same product Same price" Oasis 
* ESTABLISHED J2 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales 
* BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders 
* SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at Dur London 4 Sidcup branches 
* THE FULL STOCK RANGE: AH of your Amiga requirements from one supplier 
* FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with oilers and sotTwarerpenpherai oeiaNs 
* PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards 

Befora you dochdt whim to buy your now peripherals and software, we puggetl you think very carefully 
about WHERE you buy (hem Consider whai n will be like a Tew months alter you nave made your pur¬ 
chase. when you may require help and advice. Will Ihe company you buy from contact you with dOlaitfl 
ol new products? At Silica System#, we ensure (hai you will have nothing to worry auaui We have been 
established lor over 12 year* and, wnh our unrivalled experience and expense, we can now claim io 
mem our customers require men!# wrtn an undemanding which is second to n&na But dtmHt just lake 
our word for ii Complete end return the coupon now tor our latest Free literature and begin to exper^nce 
the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 
ilLICA 

SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Halheriey Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: D81-389 Itlf 
Ontor Lri>W Owr. Uto- $41 SdOww HOOgni_Mb Lto* NigW Ofwnung F*i No W1 Xfl CkUB 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road London, WiP DBA Tel: 071 SM 4000 
Op*ftif>fl HQtf* Mp»v5*l 93&*meJOpm_No LH* Opening _JPi N« 071 31254737 

LONDON SHOP; Selfndges tt« Hw). Oxford Street London, W1A TAB Tel: 071-629 1234 
Datfting Motir* Mtfvito 93Cfm-A0Qpm  Ltfto N^W Th«i*d*^ u««l Sewn EzHnwn Hii 

IDCIJP SHOP:__ 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 
OMnliftg HOyt* tA&l-Slfl S,0Q»in-&3Qpm IMm NigM Friday wr*¥ 7pm fmx ho oei-mooiY 

Fo Silica Systems. L-;- aMroB-019? 67. 1-4 The Mews Halheriey Rd. Sidcup. Keni, OAV DAM 40Xi 

| SEND ME AMIGA PERIPHERALS/SOFTWARE INFORMATION 
I am migresied in: 0 © O 

Mr/Mrs/Ms- Iniliftls:... Surname 
I 

| Address 

I 

I 

^Wnicti computer)!). >1 any. do you own? .... . 

e* <*« rd wrcfftcjdxrw m*, i'hm ndufi* m* «voon ng, m* i«*in 

.... Postcode . 

Tel (Home:' .... Tgl (Wockl: 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

IM Agnus Questions 

^ Who or what exactly I* Agnus? 

Agnus is the graphics chip in the Amiga, It controls the 
blitter (moving graphics around quickly} as well as 
maintaining the screens and memory area, It doesn't 
handle the video side of things (producing a TV pic¬ 
ture). That s Denise'S job. It just deals with chip RAM. 

hand side of an A500 (or similar) then most memory 
upgrades with fast enough chips (see the Top Ten 
Memory section) will work tine. 

But, if you just have a 0.5Mb A5Q0, and you want 
a iMb Amiga with either 1Mb chip RAM or 0,5Mb fast 
RAM/chip RAM. then it makes sense to get an expan* 
sion wrth a switch to choose. That way you don't spend 
a lot of money and you avoid incompatiblity problems 

2Whal is chip RAM and how does the Agnus 
chip affect ft? 

g How easy is It to update Agnus? 

286 

Chip RAM is memory which both the processor (the 
decision making CPU) and the custom chips (the parts 
that do the graphics and sound) can manipulate. 
Here s where all the sound samples and all the 
screens must go. 

The type of Agnus you have fitted to your Amiga 
directly affects the amount of chip RAM your Amiga 
has. The A1500/B200Q types have 1Mb ol chip RAM 
as standard. And so do the latest Amigas But older 
ASDOs only have 0.5 MB of chip RAM (extra memory is 
configured as chip RAM) 

What is fast RAM? 

Fast RAM is memory which only the processor can 
address. You can t open windows or play sound sarm 
pies from this son of memory, What you can do is get 
the processor to store such data here, and move it to 
chip RAM when rt needs to be seen or heard, 

4 How much chip RAM do I need and what's the 
point ol getting more? 

You may have noticed on an older A5QG that Deluxe 
Patnt ill can t manage 16-colour, overscan, high reso¬ 
lution pictures. It's not the program's fault - it's 
because there's not enough chip RAM available (as 
screens have more colours, higher resolutions and 
larger areas, they take up more and more chip RAM). 

The point of getting more is that graphics pro¬ 
grams such as Deluxe Paint can access bigger 
screens with more colours If you re into creating with 
your Amiga, rather than just a player, more chip RAM 
is fairly important 

Note that the new standard for Amigas is 1Mb of 
chip RAM A lot of old A500s are only configured to 
work with 0,5Mb, although many of them can be 
expanded to 1Mb quite easily as they have a suitable 
Agnus chip fitted. It you don't, it's quite possible lhat 
some future software will be incompatible with your 
machine, although there's no need to panic just yet; 
1Mb chip RAM Amigas are still uncommon. As it is. a 
lot of software expects some fast RAM to be available. 
So don't get iMb of chip RAM unless you have some 
other fast RAM available. 

Also note that on an A500, memory that goes in 
the trap-door slot can be configured as chip RAM 
However, 1.5Mb expansions that go in the trap-door 
often stop working - you get 1 Mb of chip RAM but the 
rest doesn't work properly. Check to see if such an 
oversize expansion can be configured as chip RAM. 

Sts it necessary to buy a memory expansion 
with a chip fast RAM option, or will any do? 

It depends on how much chip memory you want to 
add, and whether or not you want to be able to switch 
it back to fast RAM (some software doesn't like 1 Mb of 
chip RAM), if you just want 1Mb of chip RAM and you 
have another memory expansion sitting on the left- 

I'm afraid it's not easy. Agnus is a square chip, which 
means you need a specialist tool to winkle it out of its 
socket Plugging it in is easy, taking it out is difficult 

7 I've noticed a few of my latest games, while 
loading, make the screen jump. The game 

hasn't crashed - I can hear the music and sound, 
Hacklrlck 60Hi program did exactly the same. 
Whal benefits does this 60Hz syndrome offer? 

Since the inception of the Fatter Agnus chip (which by 
now mosi Amigas have) ft’s possible to switch between 
the European PAL (50Hz) video standard and the 
American NTSC (60Hz) one. The benefits of 6QHz is 
that it speeds the system up by over 10 per cent, but 
only displays 200 vertical lines (that's why a (ot of 
games leave a blank area at the bottom of the screen). 

To get a 5QHz or 60Hz on your system, run some 
suitable software program (Vectacheck from Coverdisk 
15 allows you to choose which you want, as do other 
PD utilities). If the picture doesn't change, your Agnus 
doesn't have the feature. If it wobbles, try an adjust¬ 
ment to the vertical hold control on your monitor - this 
will produce a clear and steady display. Notice on most 
systems you need to do this adjustment once or twice, 
to find a midpoint which will lock onto 50Hz or 60Hz. 

8 How many different types of Agnus chip are 
there? 

So far as I know, six. The 6367 Agnus was the original 
rectangular chip fitted io AI&OOs years ago, and is 
obsolete The 6370 Agnus is no better, but it s the right 
shape to upgrade, The 6371 Fat Agnus can be 
upgraded lo iMb of chip RAM, but has no ECS 
(Enhanced Chip Set), The 8372A Fatter Agnus has 
1Mb of chip RAM and ECS. The 8372B has ECS and 
up to 2Mb Of Chip RAM (it's fitted in A3000S), Finally 
the 6375 Super Fat Agnus is the latest Agnus fitted in 
ASOOPs. It gives up to 2Mb of chip RAM and has ECS. 

Q Are there any other custom chips that have 
9 different versions? 

Only the Super Denise, fined In A3000s and ASOQPs, 
which with an ECS Agnus gives full ECS support. 

10 
What is the Enhanced Chip Set (ECS)? 

The ECS is all the old Amiga s graphics modes, plus 
three new ones. Super Hi-res mode gives 1,260 pixels 
across the screen, in up to four colours. Productivity 
mode gives an interlace quality horizontal mode but 
doesn't use interlace - you just need a multisync moni¬ 
tor. you don't need a flicker fixer as well. Again it s four 
colour only, and is great tor desktop publishing or word 
processing. Finally comes A2Q24, which gives a reso¬ 
lution of 1,000 x 1,000 or better and works in four 
colours, only they musi be four shades of grey. The 
EGS only works properly with Workbench 2. 

You will now find that the disk will run normally. 

Beware of using parent's names fur passwords , 

because if you do this they lend lo get the wrong idea 

of your intentions should they sec you using pass- 

worded disks! It's also a bit obvious. 

MONITOR LEADS 
I’ve just gone out and bought myself a second-hand 

monitor, and would like to know him to connect it 

up lo my Amiga, 

Monitor connectors differ a lot as lo the number of pins 

end shape: but generally any monitor should wcrk OK, 

Assuming you know the pinouts of ihe monitor, look at 

the back of the user’s guide. There's a listing of the 

Amiga's video pinouts. The pins you have to connect 

arc GND; analogue red* green and blue; and CSyne, If 

the monitor has two sync pins (HSync and VSync) 

then you should connect these instead of CSyne, 

because the monitor is a multisync type, 

DISK TROUBLE 
Every time I try In delete a file on a disk or save a 

file to a disk, I net a message telling me that the disk 

Is write protected, even though it isn't. Why does 

this happen and him can I stop it? 

What has happened is the detector in the disk drive 

which checks the write-protect lab has failed. The 

computer thinks (hat the disk is write protected, 

because that's whai the sensor is saying. The thing to 

do is send the computer back, if it’s under warranty or 

get it fixed ( locally if possible) if it isn't. 

ARCADE CLASSICS 
Why did Coverdisk 27 just have games on it? 

Coverdisk 27, widely seen as the shape ot (Kings to come. 
Have we turned our bask on utilities? Of coarse noil 

Because there wasn’t any space for utilities. Many 

readers arc into old arcade games, and because that's 

what the feature was about we decided to let you 

decide for yourself whether games had lost touch w ith 

(heir roots or not. 



AMOS HELP 
Any charKt of an AMOS column to help me shirt lo 

program? 

Real seen Af will start printing regular programming 
guideline! from the Bullfrogs, authors of Populoui 2. 

There will be a programming feature very soon. 

Starting in a month or so there will be a machine-code 

tuiorial by the Bullfrogs, Although the listings won't 

be AMOS specific, a lot of the background information 

will be. 

STARTUP SEQUENCE 
How do I write or modify a startup-sequence on a 

disk? Whal software do I need? I can never seem to 

gel at I he one on I he Workbench disk, why? 

A startup-sequence is a text file. You could sit down 

and type all ihe commands in manually, but that would 

mean Workbench would lake about 15 minutes to 

load! To write or modify icxl files* you either need a 

text editor or a word processor. 
There is a text editor on the Workbench disk itself, 

called Ed. It's very finicky and difficult to grasp with¬ 

out leafing through the manual, but if you read 

AUTOBOOTING DISKS you should get the general 

idea, 

COBOL PLEASE 
Where cun I get a ( ohoI compiler for the Amiga? 

1 don't know. Does anyone else? 

PUBLIC PROBLEMS 
I don't understand a lot of Public Domain pro¬ 

grams. The documentation just doesn't tell me 

enough to let me use the programs. Help! 

PD first started as a general method of communication 

for programmers. The best method of finding out about 

PD programs is to write to the author. Inside practi¬ 

cally all PD programs is a name and address for you to 

write to about the program. 

It’s a good idea to send a stamped, addressed enve¬ 

lope with your request for help {when dealing with 

programmers from other countries. International 

Postage Coupons are available from post offices). 

Many shareware programs have incomplete docu¬ 

mentation - the idea is that you only get the full 

documentation when you send off vour shareware 

donation. 

TEXT TRANSFER 
What is the best way to transfer text files from the 

Amiga toother computers and vice versa? 

In the case of the PC or ST, the best method is to use 

Messy DOS <PD) or CrossDOS. which sets up the 

Amiga to read and write PC’ format disks. For other 

computers - which have a serial port - you have to get 

a null modem cable to link the two. and some commu¬ 

nications software at either end to download and 

upload software from one place to another. 

Where can I get a version of the Pascal language? 

Most PD libraries have PCQ, a Pascal compiler. Some 

also stock PCQed. which is the same program but w ith 

a text editor and a linker as well. 

Whal are the best graphic digitizers and 

fra meg rah hers for the Amiga? 

Digitizers provide o simple way of reading video pictures 

into the Amiga. Press play and pause, and instant picture! 

At the lower end of Ihe scale (£100 or so) both Vidi 

Amiga (Rombo) and DigiView (Newtek) are worth 

considering. Vidi Amiga is fast, and can create simple 

black and white animations from a video source. 

However, the digitized quality is not as good as 

DigiView. which has some powerful but slow grab 

processing software. 

Bcnh digitizers can only cope with mono still 

(paused video or video camera) signals - you either 

have to use a black and white video camera plus fillers 

or Rombo's RGB splitter (it works with both) to get 

colour grabs, Vidi RGB also needs VidiChrome to get 

colour pictures. 

As for expensive - £500 or so - framegrabbers 

(digitizers which can grab from a moving video signal, 

as opposed to a paused one) boih the JCL 

ColourPie/SuperPic and the Marcam framegrabber are 

good. I prefer Marcum's offering (it’s easy to use and 

the pictures are pretty good* but SuperPie has some 

more advanced features for those who want the very 

best. 

I'm worried about Ihe power supply unit tPSL) 

that came with my A5QQ, I’ve heard that it’s too 

puny to cope with mure than I MB of RAM and one 

extra drive. Is this true? I want to expand my com* 

puter much more than IhaL Can 1 get a more 
powerful one? 

li is true that some A500 power supplies are only capa¬ 

ble of powering l MB of memory , a modulator and one 

extra disk drive. However* some are more capable - 1 

have seen Arnicas that can cope with a hard disk and 

2MB of memory as w ell. 

The two big warning signs that your power supply 

is being overloaded is that the power LED goes very 

dim when expansions are plugged in* and mechanical 

devices (that is, disk drives, both hard and soft) speed 

up and slow down, creating read/write error messages* 

You can get meatier power supplies - "ATS (0582 

491949i supply one for only £45 or so. They're not the 

only ones who sell such units - check out the adverts 

for different suppliers. 

Irrelevant 
Questions 

Where can 1 get the game (insert ancient 
obscure game of your choice)? 

Check out the long mail-order listings. Bear in mind 
that the older software tends to be incompatible with 
the later Amigas. 

I like your Coverdlsk labels. What equip¬ 
ment do I need to make mine look like that? 

An Amiga, an Action Replay 2, a DTP system, a 
Linolronic 300. and an ofl-set titho web Total cost 
£1,000,000 plus a warehouse to put it in and a 
dozen or so people to operate it. You don't need the 
tatter items, as bureau companies will do the actual 
printing for you. 

Why don't games use the keyboard 

Why should they when 98 per cent of Amiga owners 
have joysticks and the remaining 2 per cent would 
never touch a game anyway? 

^ My 5.25-lnch disk drive has suddenly 
stopped working. Why? 

Because ifs broken. 

*■ Why don't you use PC Format paper? 

The sort of paper that they use on that magazine is 
lighter but thicker than the paper we use now. 
Amiga Format would be a lot thicker but more 
insubstantial if we used n. 

Why does everyone knock the new 
Erasure album? 

Because they don’t like it. 

■pp Why are your mags so good? 

Because we work hard. 

8 The Amigas in your pictures often have 
a red LED power light. The thing Is I'm a bit 

worried because mine Is green. Do t have a 
bootleg Amiga? 

Minor details like the LED colour often change, but 
it’s basically the internals that realty count. 
Different LED colours do not cause any incompati¬ 
bility problems, but please note that Amigas 
that have green LEDs often have the more up-to- 
date Agnus chips. 

Is it possible to get my LED upgraded from 
red to green? 

No. 

10 Why don’t your Coverdlsks work with 
my IBM PC? 

Because they were designed for a far superior com¬ 
puter system, the Amiga, which isn't directly 
IBM-compatible but can be made so. The opposite 
is not true, and probably never will be 
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AMEAGRE PRICES 
FOR AMIGA USERS 

CAME 
3D Construction Kit. 
3D Pool 

PRICE 
£32.95 
£7% 

GAME 
Halls of Montezuma.. 
Harpoon {1 meg). 

PRICE 
.0 6 95 
£19 95 

AMOS 3D,. . £22 95 Head Over Heels.... . £6.96 
AMOS Compiler. £19 95 Heimdall. . £19 95 
AMOS The Cteator. . £32 95 Heroquest.. . . ..£36.96 
Addicted To Fun-Rainbow (comp). £13 95 Hill Street Blues.. .£16.96 
Advanced Fruit Machine.. .£5.95 Hollywood Collection (Comp). .£19.95 
Alien Breed (1 meg) „ £16,96 Hudson Hawk. .£16.96 
Alien Storm £16.96 Hunt for Red October., .€16.96 
Altered Beast . £6.96 Hunter....... £19 95 
Alter ed Destiny. ... £19.95 IK+—....... £6.96 
Amnios... £15.96 Impossamole.. . £6.96 
Anarchy... £7 95 Indiana Jones & L. Crusade (Act). .£13.95 

£22 95 Indianapolis 500. .£16.96 
Arkanoid 0 - Revenge of Doh , , £6.96 It Came from the Desert (l meg). .£19. .95 
Armalyte £16 96 James Bond CoUection. £19 95 
Armour-Geddon.. £15 96 Jimmy White s Whirlwind Snooker £19.95 
Balhstix . . £6 96 Kick Off + Extra Time. £6.96 
Barbarian H (Psygnosis). £16 96 Kick Off D.... . £13 95 
Battle Chess. £16 96 Kick Off H (1 meg). £15 96 
Battle Chess Q.. . £16 96 Killing Game Show... . . . ,£16.96 
BeaslBusters... £16 96 Kbit,.... .£6.96 
Billiards 2 Simulator. £16.96 Last Ninja 11. .£6.96 
Blade Warrior.... £16 96 Last Ninja in..,. .£16.96 
Blues Brothers..... £16.96 Leander ... .. ... . .£16.96 
Bonanza Brothers... .. £16.96 Leather Goddess Of Phobos. .£7.95 
Boston Bomb Club . £16 96 Led Storm..... £6 96 
Cad aver..*. £16 96 Leisure Suit Larry tl . . .. £25.96 
radii ver - The Payoff. £10 95 Leisure Suit Larry tn . . .£25.96 
CapoomCollection. . £19 95 Lemmings.. ... £15.96 
Captain Planet.. £16 96 Lemmings Data Disk £9 95 
Cardiaxx... £16 96 Life and Death. £16.96 
Gamer Command... £7 95 Little Puff. . £6.96 
Challengers (Comp). £1995 Lombard RAC Rally. £6.96 
Chaos Strikes Back.. £16 96 Lord of the Rings £16 96 
ChARA Hfi tt....._.. £15 96 Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge £15 96 
Chuck .. £16 96 Lotus Turbo Challenge II, £16 96 
Cohort ■ Fighting For Rome. . £20 9b Ml Tank Platoon. . £19.95 
Continental Circus... .£6.96 MAX (Comp). .£17.95 
Crazy Cars ......... £6.96 Maddog Williams. .£19.95 
Cruise For A Corpse. ... .£16.96 Magic Garden. .£16.96 
Cybercon III.. .£16.96 Magic Pockets.. .£15.96 
Darkman .... ,£16.96 Magnetic ScioDs Collection. £19.95 
Das Boot... . £20,95 Manchester United Europe . £16.96 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 meg). £19 95 Maupiti Island. £19 95 
Defender of the Crown. £7 95 Mega Twins... £ ; 5.96 
Deluxe PamtlV.. £59 95 Mega Lo-Marua £15 95 
Deuteros . .......... £19 95 Megauavelier I [1 meg). *19 95 
Devious Designs.... £16 96 Microprose Golf. £22 95 
Dtzzy Collection..... £16 96 Midwinter.. .£19.95 
Double Dragon B_ £7 95 Midwinter 11 (1 meg)... . £22 95 
Dungeon Master (1 meg)......... . £16 96 Mig 29 Soviet Fighter .. .... £5 95 
Elf £15 96 Mig 29 Super Fulcrum £22 95 
Elvira (1 meg) ... £1995 Monster Business. .£16.96 
Executioner........ £16 96 Monster Pack (Comp). . £16.96 
Exile. .£16.96 Moonbase (1 meg).... £22 95 
Eye of the Beholder (1 meg).-...._ . £19.96 MoonfaJJ. .. .£16.96 
F 15 Stike Eagle BO meg)... £22 95 Movie Premier Collection. ., . , £19.95 
F-16 Combat Pilot.. £16.96 Myth.. . £16.96 
F-19 Stealth Fighter.. ... ,£19.96 Nam.... . . . £19.95 
F-29 Reiaiiaior. . . .£15.96 Navy Seals «.... . . £15.96 
Falcon Classic Collection £22 95 Nebulus2_ ..£16 96 
Fantasy World Dizzy. £6 96 New Zealand Story. . £6.96 
Fast Food...... .£5.95 Ninja Warriors. . £6.96 
Final Blow. , —.. £16 96 North & South. £6 96 
Final Fight... £1696 Operation Stealth .£16 96 
First Samurai £16 96 Operation Wolf £6 96 
Fists of Fury fCnmpI .. £16 96 Oik.... .... .... .. £16 96 
Flight of the Intruder. £22 95 Outrun Europe. ..£16 96 
Flood , . , . -. ... £095 PGA Tour Golf .. ,. . .. £16.96 
Floor 13..... ....£23.95 Pang... £15.96 
Formula One Grand Pnx. £22.95 Panza Kick Boxing (1 meg).„. . . .£16 96 
Frenetic.......... .£16.96 Paperboy 2. . .£16.96 
FuU Blast {Comp).. .£19.95 Pegasus.. .£16.96 
Full Contact....... ..£7.95 Pit Fighter.... .£16.96 
Gauntlet !i. .... £6 96 Platinum (comp).. .. . . £16 96 
Gauntlet fH. .£16.96 Populous 2. .£19.95 
Geisha... £16 96 Power Pack (comp). . £16 96 
□hostbusters 2... £6 96 Power Up (comp) £19 95 
Gocte _*..*.*. . £15 96 Pcwerdrift. . £6 96 
Golden Axe... . £16 96 Powermonger. ,£19 95 
Grandstand (Comp). £19 95 Prehmonk . £16 96 
Gunboat . . .. ... £20 95 Prince of Persia. £15 96 

GAME 
Pro Tennis Tour 2.. . 

PRICE 
.. £16.96 

Proflighl —. ... £29.45 
Projectyle. ....... .£6.95 
R-Type □ .. 
R.B,1 BasebaJJZ.... 

.£16.96 
„ £19 95 

Railroad Tycoon (1 meg).. . £22 96 
Rainbow Collection (comp)...... 
Red Heat... 

.£13.95 
.£6.96 

Rick Dangerous 13... . £16 96 
Rise of the Dragon. ,£2596 
Robin Hood....., ...,£16 96 
Rocoood... ., £16 96 
Robocop H... .,.... £15 96 
Rocket Ranger. .£7.95 
Rod-Land.. ... £16 96 
Rolling Ronny. 
Rugby - The World Cup. 
SWIV._- ,„+1_ 

..,.£15 96 

....£1696 

.. £1596 
Sarakon. —-T~ —-n-^-. ,...£13 95 
Secret of Monkey Island {l meg) 
Secret of the Silver Blades. 
Shadow Dancer. 

£15 96 
..£1995 
..£16.95 

Shadow of the Beast LI, .. ...£2295 
Shadow Sorceror ... -£17.95 
Shufflepack Cafe..... .£5 96 
Silent Service II (1 meg),,. £23 95 
Silkworm... ....... . £6 96 
Sim City /Populous.... ,...£19 95 
Sim Earth. .£19 95 
Simpsons.. ...... .£15 96 
Sliders.. 
Smash TV ... 
Soccer Manager - Multi Flayer.—*.,- 
Speedball 

.. £15 96 
.£15 96 
.£16 96 
.£7,95 

Speedball U .. £15,% 
Spmdizzy Worlds....—. „£ 15 .% 
Star glider 11....    £7.95 
Steve Davis Snooker...  £8.19 
Sttatego ... £16% 
Stryx—.    £6% 
Supaplox... 
Super Hang On .. .. 
Super Monaco G.P.. 

.£16.96 

....£6.96 
.£16% 

Super Space Invaders. 
Supercars. 

.£16% 
.£6,96 

Supercars 11. .£15 % 
Supremacy.... ...... .£1995 
Swap... 
Switchblade 

.£16% 

......... £6 % 
Switchblade U.„____.£16.96 
Team Suzuki -T-T, 1T. , £15 % 
Term mater D.      £15 96 
Test Drive H Collection (comp). 
Thunder hawk . 

.£1995 

.£19 95 
Thunder jaws..... . . £16.96 
Tip Off... .£16.96 
Toki... 
Toobin. 

.£15.96 

..£6.96 
Total Recall.. .£15.96 
Treasure Island Dizzy.... .£4.49 
Turrican.... .£6,96 
Tuirican U.. .£15.96 
U.M..S a.- .£19,95 
Ultima V . .£19 95 
Under Pressure . .£16 96 
Utopia._____......... ..£19 95 
Viz... 
Volfied.... 

.£1395 

... .£16.96 
Warzone ..... .£13.95 
Waterloo. 
Wheels of Fire (comp) —......- 

.£7.95 

.£19.95 
Wild Wheels. .£15.96 
Wings.....„ ........ .,£19,95 
Wings (1 meg) .....£19 95 
Wizball.      £696 
WoLfpacMl meg) .. ..,£19 95 
Wonderland (1 meg)......£19 95 
World Class Leader board... £6 96 
World Class Rugby-.*...£16 96 
Wrath of the Demon -...,....£19,95 
Xenon H .....-...£7.95 
Xy bots .........,.,£6.96 
Yolanda .      £6.96 
Z*Out........£13,95 
Zone Warrior.16 96 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

QUANTITY PRICE 
10. £4.30 
20.   £7.80 
26. £9.95 
30. £11.50 
35.£12.95 
40. £14.25 
45.£16.00 
50.£18.25 
80,.£27.60 
100. £32.90 
120.... £39.40 
150. £48.95 
200.  £61.95 
300.  £91.90 
400..,.,..£119.90 
500.£149.75 

FULL NO QUIBBLE 
REPLACEMENT 

GUARANTEE 

100% ERROR 
FREE 

WITH 
LABELS 

BOXES 
(with keys, labels, dividers) 

10 
£0.94 

40 
£4.95 

50 
£5.60 

80 
£6.30 

100 
£6.80 

120 
£8.75 

Cumana CAX354 External 
Disk Drive..£57.95 
Zydec 1/2 Meg Memory 
Upgrade with clock.£29.95 
Zydec 1/2 Meg Memory 
Upgrade without clock_£26.95 
Contriver Quality Mouse.£ 14.75 
Mouse Mat. £2.95 



AIRCRAFT QUALITY CONTROLS 
from Simu&atctmA 

New Flight Pedals 
Designed to use in conjunction with the brilliant Gravis 

Mousestick the pedals are supplied with custom 

software 10 interlace with Flight Simulator 23 dramati¬ 

cally increasing the realism and allowing the use of a 

second joystick for throttle control. Flight pedals also 

perform with F16 Combat Pitot and all car racing 

games 

Only E34J5 4 p&p including F$2 software patch 

GOLD AWARD -- , GOLD AWARD 
The Gravis MoUSeStlCk® 

BetterthantheBESTAnalogueStick 

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who 

demand PERFECT control, with programs such 

as Proflighi. FI9. Mig29, eic. A professional 

quality, programmable optical joystick CW 16k 
microprocessor and L,C.D screen otterrog 

1200 line count resolution Works perfectly with 

all simulations with sensible moose routines 

and any others in its programmable joystick 

mode. No other joystick comes even close to 

the Mouse Stick tor pertomance reliability and pleasure in use. £69.00 + p&p 

Full technical support and 1 year 
guarantee, 

S.A.E or telephone for full details. 

(3. SimuiatMMA 
Unit lb Beehive Trading Estate 

Crews Hole Road 
Telephone (0272) 550900 st. George 

Fax: (0272) 411052_Bristol BS5 8AY 

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE £99.00 per SET 

An amazing graphical strategic simulator that’s fun for all the family 0, 1 
or 2 players on keyboard, mouse or joystick Pick your moves from the 
selection available and watch your animated warrior bailie it out Watch 
the energy bar indicators and plan your moves, 

You can edit your very own new wrestler or amend a wrestler already 
created (16 are provided on the game to begin with), You can change any name, colour 
of tights, linings, flesh tone and hair together with all the fighting skill values, weight etc 
Inst met ions are also provided which show you how to change the way any wrestler looks 
or you can create whole new ones. Amiga 1MB RAM Only £ 19 95 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

(0702) 600557 Answer Rione CXiaJe OJ 
FAX (0702) 613747 

MAIL ORDERS 
Afi the programs detailed in this ackert are only auaiable through drect mail from ESP Software 
Name ....Address ...... 

■SS 

Football Masters is the very latest Muhi- Manager Football Simulator for 16 

bit computers. After 4 years of development we are proud to announce the 

release of the most comprehensive football management game ever. It's 

waiting to test your skills right now! Features Include:- 

Multi Manager game for 1 to 4 Players. Three levels of difficulty 

Match highlights minute by minute, make substitutions or team changes at any time Live 
injuries, yellow/red cards and named goa&corers. 1MB version has extra Graphics, 
animations and realistic digitised sounds (An ©tttion can turn this feature off). 

Full UK and European Cup itinerary. Includes FA, League. Zenith Data, Leyland Daf, 
European. Cup Winners and UEFA Cups All cup match rules have been made as accurate 
as possible. Two Leg Ties, Extra Time, Away Goal Rule, Seeded Draws, Byes, etc 

All 4 league divisions with jsfay-offs and league expulsion 

Real initial, surname, league career records, height and age entered for all players as at 
the start of the 91/92 Season. Five skill ratings per player, separate five for goalkeepers 
Plus 15 other si^ecial attributes like Captain, Super Subs & Mobility 

A lively and real-time transfer market, with an approach facility, negotiate wages and 
contracts. Plus loans, free transfers and trainees, Unique and simple training system to 
improve player skills. 

High quality printer facilities to list all the vital information Masses of historical statistics 
on jiast games, players and manager Quick game data load and save. 

All screens updated quickly and displayed in a pleasant format, which is easy to use and 
comfortable to read. Fully mouse operated Printed instruction booklet with plenty of 
diagrams. A separate Editor is available to change sawd/initial details 

% 

l 

There are many, many other little things that make this game the most addictive and 
accurate interpretation of a Football Managers season It would be impossible to list all the 
features in this advert but we assure you that this is the best, We have thousands of satisfied 
customers from our previous edition of this game, many are still playing it 18 months after 
purchase. See the order form below for details on how to order this incredible game 
Available for all Atari ST s and Amiga’s, PC version coming soon 

IV.,Mrr„rt* ,'r , ... '... .jj, 

I have an 
Postcode .. Tel.... 

 computer, please send me the following items: 

Quantity I Description 
I Masters 512K 
I Masters I MB 
I Masters Editor (Not 5I2K Amigal 
ig Masters (AMIGA 1MB ONLY) 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 4 Clock 
POSTAGE (Non UK add £1 00, not BFPQ) 

1995 
24 95 
1200 
1995 
29 00 
34 00 

Total 

1.00 
If you have a dhet 

nwr« of vaur ch«(utf 
nc guaraririw card or cTedn f 4f d pltaw wflle it* rrurnbtfTdn " .fiRANlJ [ 4 ) [ A| 
tp*- (tang » wil ensure dnpafcH within 4.H hour* of receipt L 

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to ESP SOFTWARE 
Cut out and post this form to (photocopies or written orders are acceptable) 



VOLTMACE 

Unit 9, Bondor Business Centre, London Road 
Baldock, Herts, SG7 6HP. Telephone (0462) 894410 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICKS 
I Almost all Lhe top flight sim* now have Analogue joystick routines, but do make 
! Hire before you buy, The main ones arc:- F19, F] 17 A* FI 5fl+ MIG29; M1G29 Super, 

Knights of the Sky* Pro Flight (Tornado). Flighi of the Intruder. Birds of Prey. Chuck 
I Yeager* Flight Sim II. 

THE ZOOMFR YOKE (ANALOGUE) sprung return, ts IF tall and II" wide 
with suction feet, it can also work as a digital yoke.........**„.„,„,**,**, .. £59.95 
7,<>OMKR digital yoke for Amiga of Atari.*„.,**.......09.95 
THE DELTA 3A analogue joystick, a light, fast hand held sprang return to centre 

| joystick for ibe faster combat flight siim.16.95 
DELTA BASE A yoke joystick (analogue not sprung ).**,**.**.**„, *.. 134.95 

• joystick port splitter fall 9 pins) £4*95 or £3.00 with joystick. The above splitter 
I is needed to plug a Delta 3A into an A1500 or A2000 AMTCat mouse 

eI iruinator joystick .*,** ... .*.... £.14.95 
Flight Sim II (Sub Logic).....*....*,..£29,95 
Scenery Disks (Western European* Hawaiian Odyssey etc}.*..*,,.*.*,£!fr.95 
Airwars P,D. ...........*,..„..£ 1.50 
Amiga Bool Virus Protector (disk drive thmughport) .*,***...£4.95 
0.5 meg plug-in memory upgrade......127*95 or with clock ..,*,,*,**,,,.*,.*.£29,95 

Flight Sim programs stocked. Prices include VAT & I K P&P* 
Delta 3A joysticks should be available through your local dealers. 

HARRIS COMPUTERS 
23 Rennishaw Way, Links View, Northampton, NN2 7NF 

AMIGA PRINTERS 

A50G Standard Pack £309 
A500 with 5I2K Upgrade £334 
A500 Cartoon Classics I Meg £375 
NEW A50C Plus 1 Meg £375 
NEW CDTV price smash only £499 
A1500 with Software ' £649 
A1500 Software + Monitor £899 
512K Ram Upgrade Boards £25 
A590 2QMb Hard Disk Drive £289 
A590 + 2Mb Ram fitted £369 
GVP 52Mb Hard Disk Drive £399 
Cumana CAX354 external drive £65 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Mono £189 
Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour £209 
Citizen 124D 24 pin Mono £205 
Citizen 224 24pin Colour NEW £259 
Citizen Swift 24E Colour NEW £299 
Star LC200 9 pin Colour £219 
Star LC20Q 24 pin Mono £259 
Star LC20Q 24 pin Colour £299 
HP Deskjet 500 inkjet 300 dpi £399 

Al! primers include a free cable* 

MONITORS SOFTWARE 

1D84S Slcrcu Colour Monitor £249 
Philips CM8833 MKIi Monitor £249 

Phone for best prices on serious 
software DTP, Word processors, etc.... 

MUSIC ACCESSORIES 
Midi Software and Hardware 
Dr. Ts 
KCS lev H 3*5 pro sequencer £259 
TigerCub entry level sequencer £99 
Copyist Apprentice notation £99 
Synth Editors for Yamaha, Korg, Kawii, 
Roland, Casio, Proteus from £89 
Synth Sounds for above svnrhs by 
SOUND SOURCE Unlimited 
Prices from £20 disk, £39 mm card 
MIDI MAN midi accessories 
ALESSIS SR16 Drum Machine £299 
All Alcssis products available 

A500 5I2K Ram Upgrade £25 
Blank 3.5' DSDD unbranded disks: 
20 disks including Labels £IC 
50 disks including Labels £22 
100 disks including labels £38 
Joysticks from £5 

Dustcovers various £5.50 
Mouse Mats £4 
Printer Stands Various 

Prices and Specifications are subject 
to change without notice. Goods are 
not sold on a trial basis. 

Prices include VAT. Postage £3.50 Courier £7.00 

O 0604 791111 H 

Credit Card Hotline — VirQO“ 
Tel: 0276 676308 ~ 6 — DEVELOPMENTS 

Innovation House, 
Albany Park, Frimley, 
Surrey, GU15 2PL. 
Fax: 0276 676309 

Amiga A500 
RAM CARDS 

V500: ‘/2Mbyte expansion. ' ' 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 1Mb. 
Chip/fast ram compatible, gold plated 
connector. On/Off switch. 

V501: V2Mbyte expansion + Clock. 
As V500 + Battery backed real time 
clock 

V2000: 2Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 2.5Mb. 
Expandable in 'AMeg stages, 
compatible with Kickstart 1.2 & 1.3, 
On/Off switch, gives 1Mb of chip 
ram + 1.5 Mb fast ram if required. 
Comes complete with Gary connector 
& full installation instructions. 

V4000: 4Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 4.5 Mb. 
Same as V2000 but gives an additional 
4Mb of fast ram or 3.5Mb fast 4- 
1Mb chip ram 

nnODDDDO, 
OQOODOmil H 

V2000 bare board 

£37.95 
V2000 + 2Mbyte 

ONLY 
£104.95 

V4000 bare board 
£63.00 

V4000 + 4Mbyte 
ONLY 
£198.00 

Vh” LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity (not lockable) 89p 
40 Capacity £4.47 
80 Capacity £5.41 
100 Capacity £6.44 

Vh" DSDD Disks 
2 for 1 guarantee 

including disk labels 

£4.45 for 10 

SONY Disks 
3xh" DSDD 

ONLY £5.80 
FOR 10 

External 3V2" Disk Drive 
Top quality, low noise, high 
reliability lmeg drive. Sony 
mechanism, Through port, 
on/off switch. 0NLY £54.95 

Ram chips 256Kx4, V2000, V4000 & A590 
compatible. ONLY £17.59 for 'AMbyte 

Dispatch within 24 hours 
t2-monlh guarantee. 

Cheques, Postal orders to Virgo 
Developments at above address. 

Express Courier delivery 
(UK mainland only) £6.50 

Call 24 hours 7 days a week 

All prices 
include VAT, 

postage & 
packaging. No 
hidden charges 



GET THE MOST 

The new, updated 
complete guide to the 

Amiga 
CREATIVITY GUIDES 
Get results by reading our advice on what software to buy in 

graphics, 3D, animation. DTP, digitisers, scanners, music, 

video, education, multimedia. 

PRODUCTIVITY 
GUIDES 
More buying suggestions and 

solid advice on the practical ureas 

of word processing, dalahascs. 

spreadsheets, accounts software, 

comms, programming. 

Features to introduce the Amiga, explain how it 

works and gel you started in any area of Amiga use 

including Workbench and the CLI. 

HARDWARE EXPLAINED 
Overviews of hardware and its functions, including buying 

recommendations on printers, emulators, monitors and more. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
The whole world of free and next-io-nothing software explained, 

explored and elucidated. The best in utilities target ted and the 

demos scene exploded. 

WORKBENCH TECHNICAL TIPS 
A whole host of interesting and useful advice and information, 

from hardware to software and back. 

GAMEBUSTERS GAMES ADVICE 
Including tips and hints for old favourites like Rainbow Island*. 

Barman, Rick Dangerous. Dungeon Master and Shadow of the 

Beast 2 as well as some of the recent hits like the game of the year 

Lemmings and the amazing Supercar * 2, 

Costing only £9.95 and completely rewritten to include up-to- 

the-minute information, this is the most comprehensive overall 

PLUS! 
TWO COMPLEMENTARY DISKS 
FOR ONLY £4.00 EXTRA 
FEATURING: 
JRComm communications package • Scenery fractal 
landscape generator • Cruncher compression utility * 
ScreenX saves screens as pictures • Jconmaker icon cre¬ 
ator • Sysfnfol tells you what's in your Amiga • Wherels 
helps you find files • Border switches off screen borders • 
Click DOS the power of CU wrthout the hassle • 
Safe boot protects your games from viruses • View I LB m 
displays pictures easily • Ouitklens magnifies your screen! 
• WB Hacks a bit of fun • MegaWB scroll round a mas¬ 
sive screen • FuncKey customises key set-ups • 
ScreenShtft adjusts screen positioning 4 ZeroVlrus virus 
killer • Zap binary fife editor • Bootlntro adds intros to 
your disks • RSLCIock full toolkit • DropCIoth adds 
colourful Workbench screens • TaikControl sets your pri¬ 
orities • SuperEcho real-time sound processing • FPfc 
image processing • Drops hadow smartens your 
Workbench • DecHexBln programmers calculator • 
MandeTMoun tains excellent fractal creator • Sprwad 
simple spreadsheet program 

guide there is to every aspect of the Amiga and what to do with it. 

ORDER FORM 

f would like to order_copy/copies of 

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1992 

at the price of £9.95 (9-1*45 per copy P&F) 

I would like to order __ copy/copies of 

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA \ 992 

plus 2 disks for £13.95 (+1.45 per copy P&Pf 

If paying by cheque please send payment with 

this order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT GTM 1 992 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BJ? 

No sump required if posted in the UK 

Please allow 2B days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

___Post Code_ 

Telephone____ 

J enclose cheque/PO for £_ 

Please debit my AccessA/isa card:j*to,» WGpru*i*i 

My card no. is_ 

Expirydate__ 

Signature_ 



TRILOGIC 

MASSIVE PRICE 
REDUCTIONS 

SPEEDY 
MAIL ORDER 

SERVICE 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT*- NO RODEN EXTRAS 

{•at 17%% excluding book*) 
ALL ORDERS CARRIAGE FREE 

OPTIONAL FAST DEUVEKY SERVICE 
-l^TO2Kfi ESCPflESSPOST CISC 

? JQAVS 050 
cvcnas i JWvs tTSfArfr* 
*0*^4* mrtrni 

fcFREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON* 
W1 ORDERS OVER £5QQ m 
EXPORTS a speciality - add C1.99 lor 
surface mail or C3.99 lor airmail 
(Computers, monitors & printers - 
Please phone lor carriage charges], 
TO ORDER SY MAIL PHONE OR FAX 

- Prompt Despatch 

Stfnpty quote your c-card detail, name & 
address 4 your order & leave the rest to 
Wt Ybu are not charged until the goods 
are despatched Or send cheque or PO 
(payable toTR3LOGIC), or cash 
isend cash by registered post! 

SALES ► 0274 691115 

FAX LINE ►0274 600150 

TRI LOGIC ; 
Dept. A.F .l. Unit 1 , 
253 New Works Road 
Bradford. BD12 0QP 

Established 1964 

TRILOGIC 
▼/ 

»«fi 4pm %* ^ 

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM _ 
GOVERNMENT 4 EDUCAriONAL 
ESTABLISHMENTS WELCOME 

THE DATAFLYERS 
UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR MONEY 

THE OATAFLYER MO RANGE 
Qu w* etui e^toflWK. KS1 4 ^ 

All PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 
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AMIGA TV & MONITOR LEADS 
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A500+ KEYBOARD 
BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 

* 1 MEG RAM 
MOUSE 
TV MODULATOR 

* WORKBENCH 2. 

* BUILT-IN CLOCK 

TOTAL VALUE £531.95 

ALL FOR JUST £39.99 
WITH ANY AMIGA PACK, (Or £55,94 wpmifly. 

lOSLar Games only - no joystick or Jcc*«Mori** - 

“M*1 Total value over £275 

only £359.99*' 
4399.98 with 10 

STAR PACK 

CARTOON CLASSICS | AMIGA PLUS 

COLOUR MONITORS 
FOR EXTENDED WARRANTY - SEE BELOW 

LEMMINGS 

THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE WEEKEND BREAK 
FOR TWO. 
EXTENDED WARRANTY AYAILAILi 
PLEASE - SEE BELOW 

SUPERB 10 STAR PACK 
DUNGEON OUIST 
SOCCER 
KID GLOVES 
MicROSwrrcH joystick 
ID DGKS, LABELS * BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
+ GFA BASIC 

RVF HONDA 
POWER PLAY 
SHUFFLE PUCK CAFE 
TOWER Of BA*a 
DATA STORM 
E MOTION 
GRAND MONSTER SIAM 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
£5 OFF AJtYiXSMRl^a^Crtl DEAL PACK 

PRWTER mYOU 4 COLLECT. 

1 

f PHILIPS CM8833 MK2^\ 
WITH FREE F19 & ON SITE ] 
WARRANTY + Free leads. 

i^ONLY £239.99 J 
1 
C COMMODORE 1084<P\ 

[ONLY £259.99 Free leads J 

A0CMULTISYNC- HIRES £349.99 
CITIZEN 141 HIRES (fucker fxr reo di £329.99 
A500 FUCKER FIXER £239 99 
A!M0 FUCKER FIXER £149.99 
MONITOR PUNTH 1 £25.99 
MONITOR PUNTH 2 with shelf under £35.99 

fr 
Cl dT 

Mil: LOWER ^ 
V PRICE 

L £449* 
^ Many CDTV 
(JU 4hk€ now 
Jr 7 available j 

EXTENDED WAftiANTY AVAILABLE PLEASE - SEE BELOW. 

CITIZEN 120D+ £134.99 \ 

CITIZEN 124D (24 pin) £199.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR £199,99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24e colour£289.99 
CITZEN SWIFT 9X & 24X ALSO 

\ STOCKED AT DISCOUNT PRICES* 

SPECIAL DEALS 
PRICE SHOWN INCLUDES 

AS00+ CARTOON CLASSICS 

PACK AS USTED ABOVE 
+ CM8&33mk2 £584 99 

+ CmZEN 1200 £489,99 

+ BG33+ C1200 £719.99 

+ SWIFT Scofajr £549.99 

+ SW 9c + 8833 CTT4 99 

OTHER PACKAGE DEALS 

AVAILABLE - PHONE 

UK’s No. 1 

STAR LC20 b/w 
STAR LC24-10 b/w 

STAR LC-15 wide b/w 
\ STAR LC24-200 b/w 

STAR LC200 colour 
\ STAR LC24-200 
\ STAR LASER 4 

STAR PRINTERS AMIGA 
DEALER 

EXTENDED WARRANTY AVAILABLE PLEASE * SEE BELOW. 

FREE PRINTER CABLE & DRIVER 
DISK WITH ALL PRINTERS . 

AMIGA 
1500 

n 1 MEG RAM 
* TWO 3 5* DRIVES 
h DELUXE PAINTS 
h NOME ACCOUNTS 
= THE WORKS 
a af 
a TOM 
a PU22MIC 
a GET THE MOST OUT QF 

YOUR AMIGA - BOOK 

ONLY 
£689.99 

+ 1064$ - only 

£939.99 
fREE NEXTDAY DELVERV 

HARD DRIVES 
A590+ 20meg + Omeg RAM 

A590+ 20meg + 1 meg RAM 

A590+ 20m eg + 2meg RAM 

DATAFLYER 500 S6meg in stock at 

DATAFLYER 500 130meg in stock at 

DATAFLYER 2000 56meg 

DATAFLYER 2000 T30meg 
A590 56meg UPGRADE KIT 

A590 130meg UPGRADE KIT 

* NOW FITTED WITH LATEST NEC SCSI 
*Unf or matted sizes 

LOWER 
PRICES 
£289.99 

£309.99 

£339.99 
£349.99* 

£499.99* 

£299.99* 

£449.99’ 

£209,99* 

£359.99* 

DRIVES. 

SPECIAL X 

OFFER 

Lemmings*; 
CipUin 

Planet; The 
Simpsons; 

Deluxe Flint 3 
only £49,99* 

(Worth 
£15h.96) 

© TRI LOG ICI941/1. 
E&OE 

EXTERNAL DRIVES. 
Compalihlt with all Amigas & CUTV 

ROCTEC RF332C £54.99 
ROCTEC RF382C £59.99 
CUMANA CAX354 3.5" £59.99 
CUMANA 51/4” DRIVE £109.99 

CLASS of 
the 90’s 
PACK 
£449.99 

^ EXTENDED WARRANTY AVAILABLE PLEASE * SEE BELOW. J - 

ininwi»w«g 
LOW COST 1/2 MEG UPGRADES. 
low power WITHOUT CLOCK & BATTERY £26.99 

WITHCLOCK * BATTERY £29.99 
AMIGA 500 PLUS COMPATIBLE 

A1500 ‘2000 2-8MEG MEMORY CARD ONLY £79.99 
Itmini * £37.99 each Minimum of 1 rea d {a 2rn*g*>. 

4 CHIP DESIGN, WITH 
ON/Off SWITCH 

ALL PRICES 

INCLUDE VAT 
& CARRIAGE 

MORE 

TRILOGIC, Dept AF1, 

UNIT 1, 
253 NEW WORKS RD, 
BRADFORD, BD12 0QP 
TEL: 0274 691115 <5 iin<»> 

Fax: 0274 600150 
Commodore dealer f ince 1904 

STOP PRESS 
KINDWGRDS 2 £39.99 

PEN PAL £54 99 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £49.99 

AUDIOMASTER 4 £54.99 

AUDITION 4 £44 99 

NAK5HA MOUSE + OPERA¬ 

TION STEALTH + MAT £27.99 

RQCGEN + £159.99 

EXTENDED WARRANTIES, 
including Accidental Damage Insurance, 

COST - NO REPAIR BILLS FOR 3 or 5 YR$. 
far a small turn,, why not have that extra ptcci of mind, ft 

ovokJ possible expensive repair bitts by taking oul one ol our 
low coil Extended warranties Including Accidental Do im ago 
Insurance Specialty arranged by our customer services 
deportment for the benefit of at our customers, with one of the 
UK* leading insurance companies 
Any item cosing under £400 inc vat. covered for three years 

from dale ol purchase for Only £44.99, or £64 99 tor five 
yean from date oi purchase Covers gH regain ft accidental 
damage with very lew exclusions, 

Even one minor repair could cosl more than the cost ol 3yeai 
cover Items over £400 ■ please enquire. Full written details on 
request, Available on most hardware items 



Baby J0G0 Home. 
Barbarian £ . 
Bartanan £ (Psygnosii). 
Batman The Movie. 

.. New 17 50 

.7 99 
New 17 50 

799 
flattie Chess 1 or 2 
Bathe of Britain 

(Their Finest Hour). 
Beach Veliev .. 

.17 50 

..2150 
799 

Beast Busters.isiewi7 50 
Bicod Money 7 99 
StoOdwych .New Pnce 9 99 
Blue Man [Aces) . 21.50 
Boulder dash. . 499 
Breach £ Enhanced. 
Bridge Player £150 , .. 
Brigade Commander. 
Bubble Bobbie 

Hew £1.50 
.2150 
.1750 

7 99 
Budokan .. 999 
Bu.ioertaid ... Hew £13 99 
Burger Man 699 
Cabal ... .........799 
Cadaver ...... 1750 
Cadaver - The Ray Off .. 10 99 

OFT WARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 S E |JH 

3D Construction Krt. 
30 Pool... 
*D Sports 60x109 New 1,7 90 
1943 7 99 
AMOS 3-0. £4W 
AMOS The Creator 34 99 
AMOS Compiler 91,50 
Advanced Destroyer Snin . 17.50 
Advanced fruit Machine 6 99 
Africa Korps ..91.50 

Golden Axe 

Atotxner 
Alien Breed 
Alien Storm 
Altered Beast 
AmftOS 
Ancient Games 
Arnhem 

79V 
New 1750 
New 17 50 

_19V 
1750 

.JW 

...1399 

Eye of the Beholder 

final Fig) 

.999 
499 

17 SO 

fight, 
final wme .. 8.99 
Fight of the intrude* 94 99 
Flood. 
Football Manager 
Football Director 9 
(New Version 1 Meg) 
Football Manager 9 + 
Expansion Kit .....    9.99 

footballer of the Ytar £ 7 99 
foil Apache - New 91 SO 
full Contact .9.99 
Fun School 4 (Under 5). New 17 SO 
Fun School 4 (£.7) ., New 17.50 
Fun School 4(7-11). New 17.50 
Futij* Basketball Specie I Offer 9.99 
Games Summer 
Edition...  7 99 

Gantlet? .    ....7 99 
Geisha 17 50 
Oooytx&ten 9 7 99 
Gods 1750 

17 SO 
1399 
9150 

California Games.  .7 99 
Captain Planet .New 17 50 
Carrier Command .9.99 
Centunan..17 SO 
Champions of Krynn (1 Meg.) 91 SO 
Charge of the Light Brigade 91 50 
Chase HQ New Pnce 7 99 
Chess Champwn 9175 9150 
Chuck Bode ....17 50 
Chuckie Egg 1 or 9 .. 9 99 
Cloud Kingdoms . 7 99 
Cohort Fighting For Rome 91 50 
Conflict Europe .   999 
Conqueror .  ..7.99 
Continental Circus. 7 99 
Cricket (1 Meg).91.50 
Cricket Caplam .17.50 
Cruise for A Corpse.19.99 
Daley Thompsons Olympic 
Challenge . 799 

Death Knights of Krynn 9150 
Defender of the Gown. 9 99 
Deluxe Pamt 4 . 69 99 
Deluxe Scrabble ..1399 
Deluxe Strip Poker.9 99 
Denans .    7 99 
Deuteros .....New 21.50 
Otsney Animation Studio ... *9 99 
Dragon Nmja -7 99 
Duck Ta les 17 SO 
Dungeon Master 17.50 
E-Monon Spec Offer 3 99 
Ilf 1750 
Elite 175: 
ENira .. 91 50 
Emiyn Hughes mt Soccer 17 SO 
Euopesn Super league 17 50 
Exile . ...New 17.50 

.9150 
FIS Strike Eagle 9(1 Meg) 94 99 
F16 Combat Pilot 17.50 
F19 Stealth fighter SI 50 
F$9 fietfllmtor 17 50 
Face Off (Ice Hockey 

Management) .. New 17 50 
Fantasy Wtortd Dlezy 6 99 
final Blow Boxing New 17 50 

17 50 

Grand National. 
Gunboat - 
Harpoon (1 Meq > 9150 
Head Over Heels  7 99 
Hero Quest , . , ..17 50 
Hero Quest Data Disk .1099 
Heroes of the Lance New Price 7 99 
Hill Street Slues. .17 50 
Hoi lywood Poker 4 99 
Horse Racing 

Omni play Special Offer T9 99 
Hunter. 91 50 
I Play 3D Soccer 17 50 
Immortal...New Price 9 99 
impossamote 7 99 
Impenum . 1750 
Indiana Jones Last Crusade 799 
Indianapolis 500- 17 50 
Int Championship Athletes 17. SO 
interrational Karate + 7.99 
Jack Nickleus Unlimited 
Courses (1 Meg) SM 50 

Jack Nicklatfi Unlimited 
GipArt...  1099 
Jet. SpecialOffe* 17.50 
Jimmy White's Whirlwind 
Snooker...91.50 

Kenny Dalglish Soccer Manager 7 99 
Kck Off + Extra Time 7 99 
Kick Off $.1399 
Kick Off fill Meg).17 50 
Kick Off £ Return To 
Europe   .... 7 99 

Kic k Off £ The Final Whistle 8 99 
Kick Off 9 Winning Tactics 7 99 
fod Glows.  7.99 
Kindwcte 2 (Wtordprocessor )34 99 
fangs Bounty —.... 21 SO 
Kings Quest 5 27 99 
Knights of the Sky New 24 99 
last Battle .  New 17.50 
lemmings ,.,.  17 SO 
life and Death 17 50 
Little Puff. 6 99 
lombard R.A.C Rally 7 99 
lord of the Rings New 91.50 
lords of Chaos Special Often? 99 
lotus Espnt Tjtx> Challenge 17 50 
lotus Esprrt Trfbo 
Challenge £ New 17.50 

Ml 1 TonkPiffiOor 91 SO 
Magic Garden Mtw 17 50 
Man. United. ..17 50 
Man Uni Europe ... ...17.50 
Maupity Island. ,,.£1.50 
Mean Machine. 7.99 
Mega Traveller 1. .. £1 50 
Mega-lo-Mania New£150 
Menace .. 7 99 
Mercs ..     17 50 
Midwinter?..  .£4.99 
Mi$ £9 Sipa Fuioim £7 99 
Monopoly Deluxe 1399 
Moonwakser.....  ,.799 
Multi Player Soccer Manager 17.50 
Napoleon 1 . , , hli„,,..21.50 
Navy Seals..   17 SO 
Nebulus £.  17.50 
Never Ending Story. New 17 SO 
New Zealand Story 7 99 
Nightbreed . Special Offer 999 
North and South 7 99 
Operate Wolf 7 99 
Outfm 799 
Oufcn Europa New 17 50 
PGA Tour Golf 17 50 
Pania Kick Boxing (1 Meg; 17 50 
Pegasus New 17.50 
Player Manager 13 99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg only) 21 50 
Populous New Price 9 99 
PopukxitfSirr, City £ 1 50 
Populous New 
Wcrttfc New price S 99 

Ports of Call .. 17 50 
toweidnfi   7 99 
Pcrwenranger.21 50 
PP Hammer.. 17 50 
Prchistonk.,.. 17 50 
Prince of Persia... 17.50 
Pro Boxing Sim. 7.99 
Pto Tennis Tour £ 
froflrght.... 
Quest For Glory?. 
R B I 2.... 
6-Type... 
R-Typc 2- 
Railroad Tycoon 
Red Neat ... 
Renegade legion (1 Meg) 
Rise Of the Dragon 

17 SO 
.27.99 

3199 
.21.50 
.7.99 
New 17 50 

24 99 
...........7.99 

24 99 
£4 99 

Robin Hood ... .17 50 
Robocop®..17 SO 
fioboZone. New 17 50 
Rocket Ranger . . 9.99 
fiodianos. . 17 50 
fetes Drift 17 50 
Rugby wyld Cup New 17 50 
RiJes of Engagement New 17 50 

COMPILATIONS 
Scocby Dog and Scrappy 
Doo. 799 
Secret of Monkey bland 
ClMeg) 17 50 
Secret of Silver Blades (1 Mb) .21 SO 
Shadow of the Beast 7.99 
Shadow SorcerOf New 19.99 
Sherman M4 .....,.,.7.99 
Shinobi  7.99 
Shufftepeck Calc ....7 99 
Silent Service 2 £4 99 
Silkworm . .. 7 99 
Sim GtyfRoputouS £ 1 50 
Sun CityfA/chrtectire 1 11 99 
Stm City/Architectire 2 1199 
Sfnbad and the Throne of 
the Falcons .9.99 

Ski or D*e New Price 9.99 
Sky High Stuntman New 7 99 
Snowstnke Special Offer 6.99 
Soccer Match New 7.99 
Speedbail£ .17.50 
Spi^dizzy Worlds 17 50 
Sporting Triangles .13.99 
Steve Davis Snooker 9.99 
Storm Across Europe 2150 
Strike Fleet New 17 50 
Striker Manager 17 SO 
Super Cara 799 
Super Cart 2 . 17.50 
Super Monaco Grand Prix ,,17.50 
Super Off Road Racer ..17.50 
Super Space invaders New 17 SO 
Swap. 17 50 
Switchblade  7 99 
Switchblade £ 17 50 
SWTV 17.50 
Teenage Mutant HeroTirtes 9 99 
The* Fmest Hour 2150 
The* Finest Missions 10 99 
Thunderblade 7 99 
Thunder Hawk £1,50 
Titanic Blrnky New 7.99 
Tofei. 17.50 
Tower Fra 17 50 
Treasure island Dizzy 4.99 
Treble Champions 6 99 
Tnvwl Pursuit 1399 
Turbo Outrun 799 
Tun FomVSyaem 8 
(Racing & Poc^) 9.99 

Tumcan  .7 99 
TumcanE. Special Offer 9 99 
TV Sports Football  9.99 
Typhoon of Steel 

(1 Meg) ... ..Special Offer 12.99 
UMS E(1 Meg) £150 
UltimaS..21.50 
Utopia.  21 SO 
Wacky Darts ...6.99 
Wacky Racer*   6,99 
Vtoxone .1399 
Waterloo .9.99 
Wiki Wheels New 17 50 
Wings of Fury 7 99 
Winning Tactics 7.99 
Wtorid Gass Leederboard ,,, 7,99 
Wbhd Cricket.New 7.99 
XenonE..  ,.9.99 
Zorkl or20r 3 .9.99 

HINT BOOKS 
Sff ds Ta le l Of 2 or 3 S 00 
luck Rogers 799 
Champpr* of Kiym   7 99 
Coknete Bequest 899 
Conquest c7 Cameicfl 699 
CtfW O' Azure Sorbs 7 99 
Death Kntgrts of Krym 7 99 
Dragcns 0# Flame 4 00 
Elvira 4 99 
Eye of the Beholder 7 99 
Meioes of the L*xe * 00 
HeioesQuest 899 
Hiihfar 799 
immoral New 7 SO 
rdara Jones The Advertue 4 99 
Kngs Quest 1 or2of lex * 
orS 899 
te&jevxt larry 1 or S or 3 899 
loom 5 00 
Msntxjnter m San Francisco 8 99 
Might and Magic £ 5 99 
PcSceQUBtT,,..,,.  899 
Pool of Radiance..799 
Powermorger New 7.50 
QueaFtfOorya 7W 
Savage Empire 5.99 

3 5- Double Sided, 
Double Density wrth labels 

1 £059 10 L5 50 2S £12.50 

40Piece 3 1f£Disk Sox £609 
80 Piece 3 1/2 Disk Box 17.99 
190 Piece 3 1/2 Disk Box £9,09 
Mdi Ciyinector * PMdi tatim £14 90 
Mouse Mats.££.99 
ST & AG Extension Leads LS.99 
Stereo Master Sound Sampler 
low cost high duality £34 99 
Am?ga 1/2 Meg Expansion 
wrth cx without clock £29 99 

CHART ATTACK 
Loto* Esprrt Ti*bo Challenge, James Pond, Menus 

Flytrap A Ghoufc 'n‘ Ghosts GL50 

Si PER SEGA 
Golden Axe, 15 WA T , Shmobi, Super Monaco G P 

& CracKdowri £21.50 

AIR COMBAT ACKS 
Falcon, GiiTShip & Fighter Bomber 0136 

A. P. & D. COMPILATION 
Heroes of the Lance, Dragons of Flame, Hilfclar 

QIM 

AIR AND SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service, Gunshp, Wigs, Canter Command & 

P47 Thunderbolt £2L50 

GUEST AND GLORY 
Midwinter, Cadaver, BAT, iron Lord J> Bkxxiwyeh 

£21.50 

THE TOP LEAGUE 
SpeedbAii ? Rick Dangerous 2 Falcon Midwirto A 

TV Sports Football Oli 

CAPCOM COLLECTION 
Stnder 1 & 2, Ghouls ‘rV Ghosts, forgotten Worlds, 

U N. Squadron. Dynasty Wars, LED Storm S Last Duel. 
01.50 

BOARD GENIUS 
Scrabble Deluxe, Deruxe Monopoly, Risk & Ciuedo 

Master Detectrve QXM 

KIVE INTELLIGENT GAMES 
Chess. Bndge, Go. Backgammon & Draughts £17.50 

MOVIE PREMIER 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, Gremlins 2, Back to the 

Futu% 21 Day* oTThuider 121*9 

MAGNETIC SCROLLS 
f ah. Corruption & Gmld of Thieves £21.56 

GRANDSTAND 
Vbrtd Class LMderboard, Tour, 
Corn mental Oreus fl Gazzd s Super Soccer 

mm 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV sports Football, Wmgs.. lords of the fesmg Sun k 

TV Sports Basketball £24.99 

VKT1IAL REALITY VOL. I 
Midwintp, Comer Command. Stint Cor Racer. 
Staghder 2, k interne*»oool Soccer Challenge 

fftff 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 2 
SertneL Virus, VlfetTd Dreams, Sesokihon 101 & 

Ttxndefstnke CI.50 

nmk BAKBKtA oueroow ooumion 
Vbgi s Greet Escape, Hong Kong ftiooey toff and 

Ready & Beverley Hills Cats 
CLSJ9 

ADDICTED TO PUN 
Bubble Bobble, ftambow islands 4 

New Zealand Story j£|3,M 

VDmmL WORLDS 
Dnte, Total Eclipse. The Crypt 

& Castle Master 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION 
Test Dr we 2 (The Duel), Musclecars, European 
Challenge. Super Cara. & California Challenge 

£21.50 

PRO SPORT CHALLENGE 
J, Nfddaus Goff and Championship Courses, CypJes 

4 Powerboat U S A 

T.NT 
Toobm, Hard Dnvin', APB, xybo^s k Dragon Spirit 

£17.50 

POWER UP 
Rainbow Islands, Tiencan, Chase H Q, 

X-Ou k AJtered Beast 

C1ASSIC4 (RENAISSANCE) 
invsdeR, Asteroids, Gaiaxion & Centipede 

£7.99 

SPORTING WINNERS 
Daily Double Horae Racing, Steve Davt* Snooker 4 

Bnan Oough'i football Fortunes 
OTJI 

SPORTING GOLD 
California Game$, The Games Winter & Summer 

Edrtions. 
£2150 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager 2, Miaoprose Soccer, Football 

Manager Wwld Cup Edition & Gezza s Super Soccer 
£1751 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
Sobocop. Batman The Mowe, Ghostbustefs 2 8 

Indana Jones The Last Crusade 
£21.50 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the 

coupon and send it to> Software City 
Unit 4, BOC, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN 

.— ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)- 

Name 

Address 

Postcode.... Tel No 

; Name of game Computer Value 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

j 
1 

1 

i 
1 

t 
1 

1 
t 
1 

Postage 

TOTAL 
r POSTAGE RATES - Please add SOp lor po&l and packagir^ or an orders order £5 EEC countries add Cl p*f (torn. Nor 1 

EEC Countries add £2 50 per item 
Paying By Cheque - Cheques payable lo Software City 

! CARD TYPE EXPIRY DATE AMF1 , 

j □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ ! 
EUROPEAN 

t QAfVflS 
[SIGNATURE DATE ACCEPTED 



vmm/ 
Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser -for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision* 

moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga’s mouse 

to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to 

either side of the mouse for left or right handed use. 

* Removable when 

not in use 

* Ideal for Naksha, 
Commodore and 

all flat-sided mice 

* Only £1.95 

including VAT 

and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 

Amiga Format? Nov. '90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 

then Tracey gets the prize” - Computer Shopper? Jan 191 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome, 

Side Wise Ltd (Dept AF30), PO Box 4, 

Totnes, Devon TQ9 JEN 

LI-C3A. 3£A3BB3T7.I?0 
mmo. 

We offer: film or paper up to A3 (2 x A4), resolutions up to 2400 x 2400 DPI. 

4-colour separations and calibrated grey scales (perfect halftones! loan accuracy of 

more than 4)04", full page buffering (mi banding), 24Bit rendering of Real 3D. 

hi-res 24Bii digitising from a video source, A4 24Bit 600 DPI scanning, 

typesetting (gallev or pagination! & full colour printing service. 

ALL DEDICATED TO THE AMIGA 
5-7 EAST STREET t PROBYTE) 
TORQUAY, DEVON, TQ2 SSD 

TEL: 0803 666003 FAX: 0803 29|<*W 

YOU’LL NEVER KNOW UNLESS YOU TRY ! 
-g DP 

Matrix Leisure 

HOW MANY SOFTWARE TITLES 
ARE PARKED IN YOUR 

Ever wished you hadn't spent hard earned cash 
on titles you're disappointed with? 

The Matrix buy back' scheme is the answer! 
We buy them back! 

* Super Fast Service * Computer Helpline 
* Over 700 Top titles - latest Releases, Business, 

Utilities, Education * No commitment to buy 

* Super Prices • (example prices from our lists of over 
700 titles • retail £95.99, 

Matrix £17.09, retail £30.64, Matrix £20.94)++ 

Matrix - established 1981 - over 21/2 thousand 
members. Whatever your taste in software it will 

pay you to find out more today! 

For information pack and full lists send large s.a.e. stating 
your machine or phone customer services on 

0920 444224 
Matrix Leisure Services, Dept AMF1, 
Unit 4, Mill Studio Business Centre, 
Crane Mead, Ware, Herts, SG12 9PY 

1/9 price first years membership 
subscription! 

+4 prices based on current lists and promotions 

FREE Wordprocessor or Games Software 
with every copy of the latest book from Bruce Smith Books 

Mastering Amiga 
Beginners 

by Phil South - The complete Amiga beginners guide. 

If you have recently purchased an Amiga, or have iad one for some time but 

feel you are not getting to grips with what lies behind that keyboard then this 

really is the book for you. This book will take you step-by-step through every 

aspect of using the Amiga - in a logical manner, introducing new topics as 

they are needed so as to become a powerful torchlight through the fog of 
computer jargon. 

Containing 320 large-format pages. Mastering Amiga Beginners is applicable 

to all Amigas and Workbench versions including 1.3 and 2 and costs just 

£19,95. If you order direct from Bruce Smith Books you will also receive a 

FREE disc of PD software - choose either a wordprocessor and spelling 

checker or a Games Compendium (please state which you require). 

Mastering Amiga Beginners will not make you an expert in any one subject but 

it will provide you with a solid grounding to allow you to investigate those 

areas w'hich appeal to you. Mastering Amiga Beginners will be available 

December 4th - no cheques or credit cards will be cashed or debited until the 

book is dispatched. Order today to avoid delay! 

Mastering Amiga C by Paul Overaa £19.95 

includes FREE programs disk and North C Compiler when ordered direct. 

Mastering Amiga DOS Volume One by Mark Smiddy £21.95 

includes FREE scripts disk when ordered direct. 

Ordering; Send cbeques/POs made payable to Bruce Smith Books' to: 

Bruce Smith Books (FWK FREEPOST 242, PO Bo* 382, St Albans, 

Herts, AL2 3BR. Phone your AccessArisa number & expiry date to 

(09231*894355 424 hrs). All books dispatched same day where possible. 

Postage free in UK. Add £5 for overseas airmail orders. 



O LEEDS AMIGA CENTRE O 
AMIGA - THE RANGE PRINTERS 

NEW! A500 Plus -1 Meg Ram on board 
NEW V2 operating system & workbench 

Hi-Res no flicker mode + much more 
Comes with Cartoon Classics software 

STILL £369.95 
Philips 8833 Monitor (Inc FI 9 Stealth Fighter) 

When bought with Amiga 

ONLY £239.95 inc Free Lead 

A1500/20< >0 SPECIALISTS 

We don’t just supply boxes. We can tailor systems to suit your 
needs and your pocket. Feel free to call in or phone for advice 

on hard drives, accelerators and memory upsrades. 

1500 Inc The Works!, DPaint III, Home Accounts 
and three great games. 

ONLY £679.00 

ESSENTIAL ITEMS ■ MEMORY EXPANSION 

Protar 1;2 Meg/Clock ...£28.99 
Supra 2 Meg 
(1 x 4 chip).£185.00 
Supra 4 Meg.£259.00 
Supra 8 Meg...,.£397.001 

At Once. .£179.00 
KCS Power Board. .£225.00 
Rendale 8802. .£159.00 
Internal Drives. .£49.00 
External Drives. .£58.00 
zy-FI Sound System .... .£35.00 
Power Supply. .£49.00 
Modulator. .£29.00 
Midi Connector. .£19.00 
Samplers. .£35.00 
Dust Covers. .£5.00 
Amiga To Scart. .£11.00 
Light Pen. .£39.99 

B2000/1500 8 Meg Boards 
Populated 2 Meg 

£169.00 

NEW! Citizen Swift 24E. Now with 2 extra 
NLQ fonts, 20 CPS faster in NLQ mode 

FREE Colour Upgrade 

JUST £299.00 
NEW! Citizen 48P Portable 

Unbelieveable quality from an 
unbelieveably small unit 

OUR PRICE £289*00 
NEW! Canon BJ10EX 

no more printer driver problems 
as this top selling bubble jet is now 

fully Epson compatible 

Great value at only £269.00 
NOT FORGETTING 

Citizen 120D +.  ..£149.00 
Citizen 124D.£199.00 
Swift 9. £189.00 
Swift 9X. £279.00 
Swift 24X. £389.00 
Pro Dot 9/24...   CALL 

Star LC200.£209.00 
Star LC20.£149.00 
Star LC 24-10.£199.00 
Star LC 24-200 .. £259.00 
Star LC 24-200 Colour..£299.00 

Hewlett Packard 
Deskjet 500. £399.00 
Seikosha SP1900...£129.00 

All printers, needless to say, come with free 
cable. Most black ribbons £3.99 Each 

__ 

HARD DRIVES MAIL ORDER 
Choose from top names like GVP, Supra and Protar. 

No 'home made' jobs here. Just reliable products from the 
best names in the business. 

At 500/2000 A500 
GVP SR Meg.....£399.00 
Supra 59 Meg...  ...£475.00 
Protar 90..    £979.00 
Protar 30....*.    £349.00 
Protar 50.,..      .£429.00 
Protar 50 DC.    £599.00 
Protar 30.      .£599.00 
Protar 100 OC...-.£639.00 

GVP 52 Meg with 8 Meg £299.00 
Ram Expansion {Unpop} 

GVP Controller Card 
With 8 Meg Ram (Unpop) £179.00 

Larger sizes available 
CALL FOR PRICES 

By Phone: Quoting your Access/Visa number 
on: 0532 446520 Mon-Sat. 

By Cheque - Make cheques, P/Os or 
Building Society Drafts payable to: Miditech 
(please allow for 7 days for cheque clearance) 

Delivery: Please add £6.00 courier delivery, 
for orders under £100 please add £2 p&p 

_ _ 
PLUS! A great range of DTP, Graphics, Business, Midi, 

Educational and Games Software, PC Compatibles, Books, 
Accessories, Midi Keyboards and Expanders. 

All on demo in our city centre show room with helpful, friendly 
staff to make sure you make the right choice. If you can't make it 

in to see us, we offer a fast mail order service (Next Day £6) 

VISA, ACCESS, CREDIT FACILITIES (SUBJECT TO STATUS) 
Prices correct at time of going to press, but may change without notice E & OE 

_ 

EST 1988 

Open: 
Mon-Fri 

9.30-6.00 
Sat 

9.00-5.30 

54 The Merrion Centre (Balcony) 
Leeds LS2 8NG 

Tel: (0532) 446520 



AF BY MAIL 
You can actually make life a lot eaaitr lor us and make certain 
of getting 9 reply if you make darned aunt you're addressing 
your letter to Ihe right person or ptaca. so here a a guide to 
what to send where. We can never give personal replies by 
mail, so don t send os a stsmped^addreaaed envelope: and we 
can under no circufftatancet give personal replies by fax- 

If you've got owt to say, then this is the place to get it printed. If you 

want to share your wise thoughts, explain your experience or create 

a few waves, then do the write thing. Keep it brief, original and 

witty. Then send it to Letters, Amiga Format, Bath BA1 2BW. 

WORKBENCH 

if you have any problems with the technical aide of your 
Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, write to Pat 
and he’ll try to answer you. Alternatively, If you have any 
advice tor others or any handy tips to share, send It in and you 
could win a priste. 
PAT MCDONALD, WORKBENCH, 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BA t 2BW 

GAMEBUSTERS 

it you've just found the cheat mode, mapped out the levels or 
found all the passwords tor the latest game - whatever the 
game chest, send H to Matt and you could win e prize. Also, if 
you're stuck somewhere, ask the Helping Hand section In 
Gamehu stars for advice - or It you've reed Ol a problem in 
Helping Hand that someone else has and you can solve It, 
then send In the answer to win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS, GAMEBUSTERS (OR GAMEBUSTERS HELPING 
HAND), AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BAl 2BW 

The Letters pages are tor you to air your view* and share your 
opinions: please remember not io ask questions that should 
be In Workbench' What Damien ia looking lor are thought- 
provoking or entertaining letters, If they 're short there S a bet¬ 
ter chance they'll get in. Prizes tor the best two. LETTERS, 
AMIGA FORMAT. 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BAl 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, write th* answers end your name, 
address and phone number on the back of a postcard or a 
stuck-down envelope and send It in, don't pul several entries 
In together, or include entries with letter* to any other part of 
the mag . 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET. BATH BAl 2AP 

AD PROBLEMS 

II you have a problem with companies advertising in Amiga 
Format - you're cheque s been cashed but you've had nothing 
or whatever - our advertising department should be able to 
help. Write telling them briefly about the problem and which 
company it concerns. 
AMIGA FORMAT ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS DEPT, FUTURE 
PUBLISHING, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BAl 2BW 

MAIL ORDER 

If you've ordered anything from the Amiga Format Mall Order 
section and you ve got a problem, please remember that we 
on the magazine don't deal with it *1 ail. Writs to them at our 
Somerton address or phone 04Sfl 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER, 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Similarly. If you move house and want to make sure your copy 
of the mag catches up with you, then send the new address to 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS. THE OLD BARN. 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 

The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine by a firm 
who we employ tor thal specific purpose. If you have a faulty 
disk, send it to them enclosing an SAE- We don't keep stocks 
of disks, so we cen t help. 
□ISKCOPY labs, UNIT a, WESTMARCH, LONDON ROAD, 
OAVENTRY, NORTHANTS. NNtt 4SA 

tEACHING US BY PHONE 
The Amiga Format editorial team can only take enquiries from 
reader* between 10.30am and 6.30pm on Tuesdays 

The Advertising department can help you with problems 
you may have with companies who advertise in the magazine 
if you call during normal office hours. 

Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format mail 
order department are not In the seme building and should be 
contacted on 0458 74023. 

PROTECT 
AND SURVIVE 
I was playing cm ihe First Epoch of Mega-lo-Munia 

and had reached Cilia, the third island, when some¬ 

thing weird happened. The island showed up. hut the 

control arrow would not move. Suddenly my sector 

was "nuked*, and when it turned hi the screen which 

normally says "Loser* or "Prime Minister1, it said 

'Pirate-, The computer just kept repeating "It's all 

over' until l reset it 

If Pirate* implies it is a copy, should I inform 

FAST as I bought it as an original? Has ihis happened 

10 anyone else? Help! I tried it again and nothing hap¬ 

pened. so is it a one-off? Or a rip-off? 

Andrew Murray, York 

77m is typical behaviour for certain kinds of manual* 

protected games. What obviously happened is that von 

entered the wrong code from the manual at the start of 

the game. It lets you play for a hit. then effectively 

shuts dawn. The Pirate hit is just the coders. Sensible 

Software, being a bit cheeky to get their own back/ If 

you have an original of the game and you enter the 

codes properly, you should he fine. 

HEALTHY DEBATE? 
Fm writing in to moan about the 

Letters pages. Every month some¬ 

one says how goixl the CDTV is 

and asks if they have got a Fat 

Agnus (by the way. do you need a picture of them to 

tell?). In November there were two letters that won a 

prize; one jusi said that they had an Amiga 3000 and 

the other one said about a song, It's about as exciting 

as an epistkje of Neighbours, 

Paul Clifton, Swindon 

Hmm. fair comment. But I feel hound to point out how 

relevant alt these things are. Batten down the hatches 

fora long reply from your Editor, 

Early next year, you'll he given the choice of buy- 

tifg an A690 CD-ROM drive to attach to your Amiga. 

It'll com about £250-£300. which is big money, so you 

need to know what you 're getting* About the only peo¬ 

ple around at the moment who can speak with any 

authority on that are CDTV owners; because they 

know what the combination of an Amiga and compact 

disc-based software can do. So it seemed smart to me 

to see whether CDT\’ owners were pleased or disap¬ 

pointed with their machines. 

Whether or not you have a Fat Agnus can make a 

big difference. A number of people with the old Skinny 

Agnus found that they could not play the game demo 

Blues Brothers on the last Amiga Format Cover- 

disk. And it's an important part of the A500 Plus 

configuration widt h looks like it could he an upgrade 

target for the rest of us in the near future. 

The gay with the A3000 was pointing oat haw few 

games would work with his machine, Lo and behold, 

w hat happens only a few days after we print his letter? 

Workbench 2 arrives on the Amiga 500 and all the 

games software houses panic to make sure their games 

w ork m it. If only they 'd done what that chap recom¬ 

mended. and developed games that would work on the 

A3000 months ago. we'd have had no incompatibility 

problems at all when the A500 Phis came out. 

And finally, if you're a new reader you may not 

know that for months we've been awarding a T shirt to 

anyone who finds a song with computer game in the 

lyrics. It all started when we listened to Lou Reed's 

Down at the Arcade and heard him sing about playing 

Defender; and we thought it would be nice to discover 

other games immortalised in song. IPs all just a piece 

of fun, really. 

Anyone else got a complaint about Letters pages? 

PLUS WORRIES 
1 am rather concerned about ihe sudden appearance of 

the A500 Plus, complete with Kickstan 2.04 and 

Workbench 2. I have in fact seen one of these 

machines in my local Dixons* computer display. 

My concern is whether it is going to be possible for 

us owners of "older* Amigas to upgrade to the new 

operating system and. if so. how expensive it might be; 

or are we doomed 10 own a machine that no-one cares 

about or produces advanced software for, unless we 

buy a new machine? 

Ken me Ctirvan, Glasgow 

You should have read in the News pages that 

Commodore are to produce an upgrade kit, but if not 

look there for all the details It ‘s worth mentioning that 

we 111^ taking a look at whether you should upgrade, 

how far you should go and what you get far your 

money in the next issue of Amiga Formal, 

SPOOK! 
1 watched Toy Soldiers the other day. and what did my 

roving eye see? The FBI using Amiga 2000s to plan a 

raid! There also happened in be another in one of the 

boys' dorms. Interesting, huh? 

Nick Davis, Connie ton 

Very interesting. What's Toy Soldiers? 

DISK-GUSTED 
(CRINGE!) 
I have been a Tegular reader of Amiga Format for a 

very long time ( Issue 4 of ST/A miga Formal, October 

and so I feel it's past the time when l ought to 

Psl 
O 
C> 

V 

5 



Credit Card Hotline — VlVQO“ 
Tel: 0276 676308 — s DEVE 1. O PJIE N T S 

n 1 

Innovation House, 
Albany Park, Frimley, 
Surrey, GU15 2PL. 
Fax: 0276 676309 

1Mb. 

Amiga A500 
RAM CARDS 

V500: ‘/2Mbyte expansion. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 
Chip/fast ram compatible, gold plated 
connector, On/Off switch. 

V501: ‘/2Mbyte expansion + Clock. 
As V500 + Battery backed real time 
clock 

V2000: 2Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 2.5Mb. 
Expandable in V2 Meg stages, 
compatible with Kickstart 1.2 & 1.3, 
On/Off switch, gives 1Mb of chip 
ram + 1.5 Mb fast ram if required. 
Comes complete with Gary connector 
& full installation instructions. 

V4000: 4Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 4.5 Mb. 
Same as V2000 but gives an additional 
4Mb of fast ram or 3.5Mb fast + 
1Mb chip ram 

nnrjDomoui 
DDDDDDCO 

ecu M 
3l/2" LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity (not lockable) 89p 
40 Capacity £4.47 
80 Capacity £5.41 
100 Capacity £6.44 

3'/2" DSDD Disks 
2 for 1 guarantee 

including disk labels 

£4.45 for 10 

SONY Disks 
Vh" DSDD 

ONLY £5.80 
FOR 10 

V2000 bare board 

£37.95 
V2000 + 2Mbyte 

ONLY 
£104.95 

V4000 bare board 
£63.00 

V4000 + 4Mbyte 
ONLY 
£198.00 

External 3V2" Disk Drive 
Top quality, low noise, high 
reliability lmeg drive. Sony 
mechanism, Through port, 
on/off switch. ONLY £54.95 

Dispatch within 24 hours 
12-month guarantee. 

Cheques, Postal orders to Virgo 
Developments at above address. 

Express Courier delivery 
\JJK mainland only) £6.50 

Call 24 hours 7 days a week 

Ail prices 
include VAT, 

postage &, 
packaging. No 
hidden charges 

Ram chips 256Kx4, V2000, V4000 & A590 
compatible. ONLY £17.59 for 'AMbyte 

3r DISKS * 
Benchmark 

Brand DSDD 

3i" DISKS 
Unbranded DSDD 

25 50 100 25 50 100 
£17.00 £29.00 £41.00 | £11.00 £18.50 £33.50 

200 500 1000 200 500 1000 
£75.00 £163.00 £309.00 j £63.50 £153.50 £303.50 

SPECIAL OFFER 3 

BRAND 

BLACK 

10,000 AVAILABL 

ESTERN DIGITAL V 

E/ DON’T Ml 

all 
EWCftCr AVAILABLE IN 

leiwjtaw LABEL. ONLY 

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
3V2" 10 capacity (5 boxes),.. .£4.50 

10 capacity* (5 boxes). .£3.001 
50 capacity lockable. .£3.70 

3l/2B 100 capacity lockable. .£4.70 
3^2" 240 capacity stackable. .£15.00 
‘brand new. but labelled "Olympia" 

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY ] 
Cheques and 
Postal Orders to; 

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 B51704 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Telephone: 0597 651792 Fax No: 0597 851416 

: AFOt, Glen Getyn House. Penybont, Uandrindod Welts, Powys. LDt 5SV 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME | 

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 



LETTERS 

speak out. In ihe past I would await the day that bundle 

of joy got pushed through the letterbox, and when it 

did I would rush up the stairs to try the disk and read 

the mag, but not any more. 

Now ] just continue my sad life, hoping that you 

will all he replaced hv a hunch of hamsters and the 

Coverdisk will improve, I don't dislike the magazine, 

hut at the price of £2.95 if s a bit much for a few bits of 

paper and a disk which sits gathering dust, 

Ted Bovts, lliiighum 

All right, ail right! We've had a lot of people say lately 

that we should have a hi more utilities on the disk, so 

ice 7/ get on and do it. Tech Ed Pat wifi he pleased to 

provide them. I’m not about to lose the game demos, 

though: you look at the number of top games, tike 

Lemmings and Mega-lo-Mania, that we’ve brought to 

you over the last year. It *s got to he worth it. 

I think l should point out that the price of Amiga 

Formal has not changed in 30 issues {except for the 

double disk ones like this, of course: hut an extra £1 

for £170-worth of software ain’t no rip-off}. At the 

average rate of inflation over the last rwo-atuLadialf 

sears, the magazine really might to cost more than 

£3.70 by now. and / know a lot of magazines that have 

increased in price more. And look how much magazine 

you get for your money: this issue is three times the 

size of Issue One of Amiga Format/ And another 

thing... no, perhaps I'd better stop there, before l get a 

hit too carried away! 

SNEAK ATTACK 
1‘m afraid that somebody's made a mistake. In the 

Philips competition in Issue 29, you had to correctly 

answer the three questions to win the hi-fi. But the 

third question is wrong, because none of the three 

companies listed as possible answers actually builds 

the Stealth Fighter! 

OPINIONS NOTED... 
If you're after a game ending with a difference, you 

can't go past Flood, After battling ihs way through 

42 levels of shree hell, the little green blob emerges 

victor only to he splattered by a truck wheel. How s 

that for justice 7 

Jeff Paine, Victoria, Australia 

Gamebusten* is too small, Fm waiting for it to grow * 

I have got loads of tips and cheats for my games and 

I’m sure many other people do too. 

Angela Bauxer, Cat ford 

Has Amiga Format forgotten about us less well off 

owners who simply cannot afford the likes of a I 

Meg upgrade, rendering Decembers Coverdisk more 

or less useless? 

Si Boyle, Upper Cumber worth 

[t seems that some people have problems with mail 

order suppliers - cheques cashed but no goods 

received, 1 suggest thin people buy by credit card as 

they are then protected under the Consumer Credit 

Act against non-receipt of goods, 

Du rig Lew is, Burscough 

What Maff failed to mention in the review of Lotus 

Turbo Challenge 2 is that to use the four-player 

dalalink' option will cost art extra £36: £9.99 for a 

cable and £26 for another copy, what a rip-off! 

Slttfve Goodwin, New ton-kh*W H lows 

The F-l 17 is actually built by the Lockheed com¬ 

pany in Burbank, California. Under the leadership of 

Ben Rich, the Lockheed Skunk Works' research and 

development team designed the aircraft with the pro¬ 

ject name 'Senior Trend1. Its first flight was in June 

1981 and it w as ready for operational sen ice by the 

Autumn of 1983. 

There are 59 aircraft operational, to date three have 

been lost in training exercises. The ’Stealth Fighter" 

name is actually misleading, since the aircraft, named 

"Black Jet" by its crews, has limited air-to-air capabil¬ 

ity. Its mission is precision strike and reconnaissance. 

It was battle-proven first in Panama, hut later and more 

intensely in the Gulf War. 

The F-II7A is only the first generation of Stealth 

technology: later aircraft such as the Northrop B-2A 

strategic bomber, F-22 advanced tactical fighter and 

the recently-re sealed TR-3A reconnaissance aircraft 

will be ultimately more effective and capable, And that 

concludes today's Reith lecture on low-observable 

(Stealth) technology. 

Kevin Ronald son, Glenrothes 

How very interesting. Lev, you’re quite right, we didn’t 

offer the correct answer so well accept anything for 

the last question in last month’s competition, The per- 

son responsible has been sent up in a Lockheed 

F-I04G Statftghter. which gives him about a 50-50 

chance of survival* 

Incidentally, l have it on very good authority ia 

Bristol taxi driverl that the Stealth Fighter was actu¬ 

ally built with the aid of captured aliens, whose awn 

advanced technology is kept under lock and key at the 

mysterious Hangar IS. The same cab driver proposes 

the theory that com circles are so perfectly formed that 

they must have been made either from above or, and 

this is the killer. from underneath the ground Are 

moles poised to threaten civilisation as we know it? 

Answers on a postcard, please, to David Attenborough 

and his family of gorillas, care of BBC Wildlife, 

Whiteladies Road. Bristol. 

THAT AGNUS AGAIN... 
Recenth l have noticed that some tthough admitted!} 

very few ) games and demos fail to work on my A500. 

vet work perfectly on a friend's. 

The PD utility Syslnfo indicates that the only dif¬ 

ference between the two machines is that mine is tilted 

with an older ‘slimmer’ Agnus chip, whereas his pos¬ 

sesses the newer 'Fatter' Agnus. I also suspect that my 

machine is older than his and at some stage has been 

upgraded to Kickstart 1.3- 

ls the difference between the two \gnu%es the most 

likely cause of the problem? And if so, is it simply a 

tnaLier of removing the old one, and in'■erring a new 

one in its place? 

Chris Wright, Halton 

Basically, yes all round. I'd advise you to hang on for 

next issue, when well take a good took at the whole 

upgrade scene, including modifying Kickstart L2 

machines for Workbench 2. upgrading to I Mb Chip 

R.AM. fitting the new ECS Denise chip and. of course, 

all about Agnus, 

DO A DEAL 
All 1 have left is my A50O. My parents are dead and 

my brother is on crack. Please, please! 1 have no 

money! Please send me some games! 

John Spicer, Buck hurst Hill 

To lose one fktrent might be considered a misfortune: 

to lose two must he seen as carelessness, Luckily for 

you we’re a bit desperate ourselves, so welt send you 

some excellent games if you get your brother to send 

us some crack. 

I agree with you on your viewpoint that software 

houses should replace disks that yon arc not allowed 

to back-up thai have stopped working, 

Julian Trybulec, Sydney, Australia 

I have bought a CDTV which I think is brilL You 

told us to watt for the CD-ROM drive: but I did 

some adding up. The CD-ROM is being sold for 

£200-£300. I sold my Amiga 500 for £150, my 

1.8Mb RAM expansion for £100 and my CD player 

for £100. My wife paid the other £150. 

Murk Salter, Barrow-in-Furness 

1 bought a second disk drive and it says on the box it 

is a double-sided disk drive, but if 1 turn the disk 

upside-down it won't go in. What am I doing wrong 

or do 1 have to adjust the drive? 

Gary Wheatley, Blackthorn 

About overpriced CDs: I know for a fact that CDs 

cost about £3 each to make, so unless CDTV CDs 

are handmade.., 1 know that the companies have to 

make a profit, so the maximum cost for something 

Hike Xenon 2 CDTV should be about £25. But £30 - 

£35? Come on, even for the IBM that's a rip-off! 

Paul Ng, Swindon 

Please tell me: what are the Coverdisks stuck to the 

front of the mag with, superglue? 

Nick Brooks, Peterborough 

I would like IO sav congratulations on the World of 

Commodore show. 1 thought it was brilliant! 

Thomas Ryan, Upper Clapton 

In recent months you have been bagging traditional 

strategic conflict simulations like Halls of 

Montezuma. I fed that reviewed in its proper context 

this would hu\e got a better score. The traditional 

strategic sims have their place: it's just that it takes a 

bii longer to get into ihem, but once you have, com¬ 

manding 3 Para and 22 $AS at Port Stanley ts just as 

exciting as going one-on-one with a MiG-29, 

IVter Tost, Mundingburra. Australia 

We older computer users tend to get slightly 

neglected by the computer mags. There are still a lot 

of us around who bought our first computer when the 

word 'Commodore' referred to ihe bloke w ho ran the 

local yacht club, 

T Yuriev, Halifax 

A Danish computer magazine recently let go of the 

idea of whether English equals in fact are corrupt or 

not. And since we are many to react positive hereto, I 

thought why not confront you w ith this allegation? 

Kim Gabriel. Kastrup, Denmark 

You people are so fortunate. You enjoy much 

cheaper softwares and hardwares than here, 

Chong Yee Ngali, Malaysia 
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LAZER FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS, 
CHISWICK,LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fax: 081-995 1325 
Hours of opening: Mon-Sat 10.00am - 6.00pm 

3D Construction Kii £26 99 

4D Sports Boxing4 £16 99 

68 8 Sub AJtoe k £ 16.99 

AlOTankKilkf £22 99 

teh Dwtvy* 5*m |A 0 S | £16 99 

Adrctoi GokJ*n Shorn * £15 99 

Afnka Korpi* 

Agony 

Air Support 

Aisheidc 

Akotfoi * 

AJphg Wavei * 

Armofyte 
Armour Gsddon 

Atomic Robo Kid 

AWESOME 

Back to the Fulur* III 

Barbarian II jPsygJl 

Bard Tal* III 

SAT*. 

Baitte Command 

Bottle Ch*» 

Bottle Chen ll . 

Bottle Mailer 

Bril Eftoh Noicot Racing* 

ftiHy the MV . .. 

Blade Warrior 
Blu*i Broth* i, 

Blue Mo* 

Bomber Bob 

Boston Bomb Club 

Bram Blaster 

Brat .. 

Beach 2 

Buck Rodgen 

Cadaver. 

Cadaver Pay Off Levels £10 99 

Captain Planet 4 ,£16.99 

Carve Up.£14.99 

Carthage..  £16.99 

Calico GT4 Bally ...£15.99 

Centurion £16.99 

Chaw H Q II £15.99 

Chuck Rods...  £12.99 

Chuck Yeager A T F £ 16 99 

Cisco Heal *.£16 99 

CeIMt.. £18 99 

Corporation £9 99 

£1699 

£18 99 

£1099 

£16 99 

£1699 

£16 99 

£1699 

£16 99 

£15.99 

£16 99 

.£16.99 

£16 99 

£16 99 

£1 8.99 

£14 99 

£14 99 

£14 99 

£1899 

£1699 

£1599 

£15.99 

£18 99 

£10 99 

£15 99 

£16.99 

£16.99 

£15.99 

,,,£19.99 

..£18.99 

..£16.99 

Cruise lw the Corpse £16.99 Meial 

Cyberton 111....£16.99 

Cyber Fight £15 99 

Darkman...£14.99 

Dick Tracey....£15 99 

Disc*....£15 99 

Double Dragon. Ill 
The Rosetta V £ 16 99 

Dragons Lair £26 99 

Dragons Loir II (Titn«worp| £26 99 

Dragon Wan .£ 16 99 

Elf.*,...XI4 99 

Ord*r form 

Elvira Mishess of Darkness £21 99 

Epk* .£15.99 

Eye of the iehdder .£1 0.99 

F 15 Sir ike Eagle II.£23.99 

F19 Stealth Fighter £19 99 

F29 Motor._**.£14.99 

Feudal Lwds..,*..........£16,99 

Final Conftrd.. ..£1699 

Final Whistle...£8 99 

Final Fight .. ,...£16.99 
Flight of the Intruder £ 1 9 99 

Formula One* £23 99 

Gauntlet Hr ..£16 99 

Gods ...£15.99 

Gun Boat....,.£16/99 

Gun ship 2000*.£21.99 

Hord Drivin II .£14 99 

Hard Nova.£15 99 

Harpoon (1Mb).£21 .99 

Hill Street Blues.£15.99 

Home Alone *.£ 16 99 

Hunter....£19 99 

Hudson Hawk * £14 99 

km Botham'* Cricket £10 99 

Impenum ............_£16 99 

Indy 500.......... .£16 99 

Johan^r Khan.£ 16 99 

jamas Pond.£14.99 

Jimmy White Snooker £ 1 B 99 

Ka Off II (half Mb) .£12 99 

KaOtfllflMbl .£15 99 

Killing Cloud .£15 99 

Knightmare 18.99 

Last Ninja fit*.£15 99 

Leisure Suit Lorry III ,,£26 99 

Lemmings.*.„..£ 15,99 

loom.£18.99 

lost Patrol ..£14 99 

Lord of the Rings.£15.99 

Lotus Esprit.£15 99 

Lotus Esprit 11 *. £15 99 

Ml Tank Platoon. £19 99 

Magic Pockets ..£16,99 

Magic Story Book.£19 99 

Manchester Uid E urope £15 99 

Mouprti Island * ...—£16 99 

Mega Lo Mania.9 99 

Mercs..*.£16 99 

Master.....£15 99 

Mig 29    *.,,£21-99 

Midwinter II.  £23 99 

Might And Majie III* ..£21 99 

Monkey Island.£ 16-99 

Monkey Island II*.£17.99 

Moonstone*.£19.99 

Narc .£15.99 

Novey Seels.£15.99 

Nightbreed.£15.99 

Nrghtshift £16 99 

Nrtro. ,£ 15 99 

COMBAT ACIS 
Fighter Bomber Gunship, 

Falcon 

119*99 

FIST OF FURV 
Dynamite Dux, Shinobi, Ninja 

Warriors, Double Dragon ll 
116*99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager II, Gozza, 

Micro Soccer, Football Manager 
World Cup £9.99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
Robocop r Ghoslbuster II ( 
Indiana Jones, Batman 

£17.99 

WHEELS OF FIRE 
Hard Drivin, Chase HQ, Power 

Drift, Turbo Outrun. 

£10*99 

GRANDSTAND 
Gazzo, Pro Tennis Tour, 

Worlddoss Leaderboord, 
Continental Circus 

£17*99 CHALLENGERS 
Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter 

Bomber, Great Court, Stunt Car 

Racer. £17.99 
PLATINUM 

Block Tiqer, Strider, Forgotten 
Worlds, Ghouls N Ghosts 

£16*99 DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sports Football, Lords Of the 

Rising Sun, TV Sports Basket 
Ball, Wings. 

£20.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTIONS 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble, 

New Zealand Story 

£12*99 
MIND GAMES 

Austerhtz, Waterloo, Conflict In 

Europe £14.99 PRECIOUS METAL 

Xenon, Captain Blood, Crazy " 

Cors , Ark no id 
£14*99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike force Harrier, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase 

£12*99 
MAGNUM 4 

Afterburner, Double Dragon, 
Operation Wolf, 

Batman Coped Crusader 

£16*99 

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II 
Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden path, 

Block Snadow 

£6.99 

POWER PACK 
Xenon II, TV Sports Football, 
Bloodwych, lombard Rally 

£14.99 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME ONE 
Midwinter, Carrier Command, 
Shirnr Car Racer, Star glider II, 

Soccer Challenge 

£19*99 

FULL BLAST 
Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous, 
Highway Patrol, P47, Carrier 

Com mono, F error! Formula One 

£17.99 

TOP LEAGUE 
Speedboll ll, Rick Dangerous II, 
TV Sports Football, Midwinter, 

Folcon El 4.99 

POWER UP 
! Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X 

Out, Chose HQ, Turrican 

£17*99 

BOARD GAMES 

Manopoly, Scrabble, Ouedo 

Master Detective, Risk The World 

Conquest Game £ 16*99 

BIG BOX 
Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen. Bubble Plus, Tin Tin, 
Purple Solum Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages 

£16.99 

Outrun Eurapo* ,£16,99 
Pang...£15 99 

Penza Ka Boxing.£16 99 

PGA Tour GoH.£16 99 

Pit Fighter...£15 99 

Plotting ..... £15 99 

Populus + Sim City £21 99 

Power monger.£18 .99 

Predator II...,£15 99 

Prehistoric, .*.,£16 99 

Prince of Persio .. £15,99 

Puzznk....£15,99 

Railroad Tycoon.....£23 99 

R 6 1. Baseball II.£17.99 

Reach For The Sides * £23 99 

Robocop II ..  £15.99 
Robocop III*...£14 99 

Rugby World Cup. £16 99 

Savage Empire ........ £19 99 

Search For The King....£19 99 
Shadow Of The Beasr JJ £15 99 

Shadow Dancer,__£16 99 

Shadow Warrior .. E15 99 

Sim Earth*...£16 99 

Simpsons"....,,.£15 99 

Space Ac*..........,.... .£26 99 

SpeedballB.£15 99 

Star Flight 11 ........... .£15 99 

Snider 4.     £15 99 

Super Cars (I.. £15 99 

Super Monaco G P. .. £16 99 

Supremacy...£19 99 
Swiv..    £15 99 

Team Suzuki ..£15 99 

Team Yankee.. £19 99 

Terminator II*.£14 99 

Theu Finest Hour.£19 99 

Their Finest Hour 

Mission Disk*. £12 99 

Toki .   £15 99 

Total Recall .. £15 99 

Turncan ..  £9 99 

Tumctm II....£15 99 

Turtles Arcade* .£18 99 

Ultimate Ride. £16 99 

Ultima V . .. ..£18 99 

Ultima VI *.  £19 99 

UM$ H...  .£19 99 

Utopia..*.£18 99 
UN Squadron".£15 99 

Viz...£15 99 

Wings (half Mbj.£10 99 

Wh-te Deorh{lMb> £19 99 
Wolf Pock......£19 99 

Wolf Child*.£17 99 

Wbndertond.. £18-99 

Wbddat War.£16 99 
Wroth of the Demon £18 99 

WWIV....£1499 

Zeus"  .*...£16 99 

Zitri*. .£16 99 

BUDGET TITLES 
30 Pad..£7 99 
AIT I. £7 99 
After Burner £6 99 
AjHLonoid 1...£6 99 
Axel's Mag,c Hammer £6 99 
lad .  .,.£7.99 
Badwrian II (Palace] £6 99 
Batman Coped Cruioder £6 99 
Blaster end £6 99 
Blood Money .,..£6.99 
Centrefold Squares £6 99 
Chuckle Egg £8 99 
Chuckie Egg II £8 99 
Colossus Chess £6 99 
Continental Circus.. £6 99 
Crazy Con .... ,,..£6.99 
D DW Hors# Racing £6 99 
0 Thwnp»n Ofym CM £6 99 
Def of the Crown £8 99 
Deluxe Strip Poker £6 99 
Double Dragon £6 99 
Dragon Ntejo £6 99 
Fantasy W&dd Dizzy £6 99 
"OiQfOnwd lO W 

GavoHetH...£6 99 
Hard Driwn’.... £6 99 
Hero of She Lance £7 99 
W H k% Gvdt te the Gdbxy £8.99 
Ka Off - Extra Time £6 99 
King of Owcorgo £6 99 
*4. £6 99 
Indiana Jones 
Lost Crusade £7 99 
Iron Lord £7 99 
Last Nmjc H £6 99 
ledger Goddess £8 99 
Licence to Kill..£6 99 
Moonwolk*r..£6.99 
North 6 South.£6.99 
Operation Vlfclf , ,£6,99 
Outrun £6.99 
Predator £6 99 
RAC Lombard Roily £6 99 
Rainbow III £6 99 
Retom ai th* Witch Lords £9 99 
«a Dangerous £7 99 
Rood Blaster £6 99 
R’Type £6 99 
Run The Gountief £6 99 
Shadow of the Beast £0 99 
SilkWorm . £6 99 
Speedbo#..£7.99 
Storglider 2 . £7 99 
Stent Cor Racer £7 99 
Super Hang Qn £6 99 
Super Off Rd Race* £9 99 
Switchblade ..£6.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy £4 99 
Tin Tin on the Moon £6 99 
Turbo Outrun . £7 99 
Turrican £7 99 
TV Sports Football £7 99 
Vigilante £6 99 
Wbddclojs Leaderboord £6 99 
Wicboll £699 
Zenanll £7,99 
X Out £7 99 

* At rts* tins* of printing Hves* gomes w*r* not available, but will 
be despatched to you on release date. 

Please charge my Access/Visa card no: 

Computer Titles Price 

Total 

Expiry Dote:. 

Amiga Forma# November 91 

Nome..... Dote 

Address.„„„.*.„. 

Post Code Tel: 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to; Lazer Software 
Credit card orders taken. 75p postage and packing, EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3,00 per item. 

All items subject to availability, E, & O, E. 



Reach the top \jCL 
with  '——' 

Self-Tuition Courses 
World leaders • Hons graduate/teacher authors • In educational software 
charts. • Excellent reviews • £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3. 

MICRO MATHS (Ilyews-GCSE) 

Best selling GCSE maths course in UK. For ages 11 upwards in 24 
program options plus a book and manual £24. 

READING WRITING COURSE (3 8 years) 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM (A.T. 1-5) 24 program course 
teaching reading, writing & spelling with a book, manual and 
voice tape £24. 

PRIMARY MATHS COLRSE (3 -12 years Complete 
course with 

full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL CL RRICLJLUM (Levels I- 
4). 24 programs * a book and a manual £24. (Amiga, ST, PC. BBC) 

MICRO FRENCH (Beginners - GCSE) | Complete course 
with real speech & 

graphics adventure game, 24 programs + a book and a 
manual. £24 (Amiga & ST) 

MICRO ENGLISH (8 years - GCSE) | Complete course 
for EFL, Teach¬ 

ing spelling, reading, writing and oral with real speech, 24 
programs and a book and a manual at £24 (Amiga, PCW, CPC, 
BBC, PC), 

MEGA MATHS (A level course) h Step-by-stcp course of 24 
--—-m programs + a book and 
manual. Full screen graphics for calculus £24 

(' LCL courses are compare with the 
N.C. in so far as it has been finalised) 

Send coupon and chequea/POs U99p Pi P i or phone orders 
or requests for free colour poster/catalogue to: 

LCL {DEPT AMF) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLAXDY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QB 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 
Name 
Address 
Title... 
Computer 

AMIGA CONSOLE UNIT 
Monitor console and keyboard 
unit. 
Mousehole and second drive 
space. 
Keeps cables tidy . 
Non-magnetic aluminium. 
High quality texture finish. 
Plenty of ventilation. 
Easy to clean. 
Installed in minutes. 
Designed specifically for the A500. 
Colour co-ordinated 

VOI H AMIGA 
I.IKK TIMS FOR ONLY 

L34.95 ini lulling pttsUlfit’ 

X packing. 

IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT 
100's of satisfied customers. 

Available dii’cTilA from: 
MINTW COM PITERS 

I la Walderk House 
Wall leek Road 
Maidenhead. 

Slid HHK __ 

IKi2U 77I1212 

SI“°2M5M5 
**• rfwamTdmj 

USE YOUR 

VOICE 
TO 

GUTORAW 
THE ** 

GUNFIGHTER 

HUM 

DEAD 
OR WIN BIG* 

AIM CASH PRIZIS 

CASH 
PRIZES 

0898 
313577 

prv)A0 Oil 
Tories 

★ W' ★ 
Can You Kill 
The ALIENS 

For ★ 
CASH PRIZES 

* 

rJ&dSf ooe please obran pefnesion of whoovet pays the 
INSOOlAL PQflo, 36 LSI 4TN Cali Charges 36o ?or Mtn Cheap 48p Per Min As otner I 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
BEST PRICES * BEST QUALITY * BEST SERVICE 

PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY 
*** THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS *** 

10 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes....£ 1 f .99 
20 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes. £14.99 
30 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes.£19.99 
40 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes .........£22.99 
50 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes.£25.99 
100 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes..£39.99 
200 DS/DD Disks • 2 \ 1(H) Lockable Boxes...£66.99 
300 DS/DD Disks . 1 v 1(H) Lockable Boxes.£99.99 
400 DS/DD Disks + 4 x 100 Lockable Boxes.£134.99 
500 DS/DD Disks * 5 x 100 Lockable Boxes............  .........£164.99 
1 Banx 90 Stackable Box + 50 DSDD Disks....£26.99 
2 Banx 90 Stackable Box + 100 DS/DD Disks.£49.99 
3 Banx 90 Stackable Bov - 250 !is DD Disks .tv* 99 

BANX STACKABLE STORAGE BOXES 
HOLD UP TO 90 3.5” DISKS 

1 - £9,99 2 - £17.99 
3 - £25.99 4 - £33.99 5 * £39.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Disk Labels 100.,,.*.*.£2.50 Mouse Mat. 
Disk Labels 200.. „£3.50 Keyboard Cover . 
Disk Labels 500.  .£7.50 Monitor Cover,... 
Disk Labels 1000 13.99 Logitech Mouse.. 

....£2.99 

....£4.99 

....£6.99 

..£19 99 

WE ONLY STOCK THE BEST QUALITY DISKS SO WHY BIT 
FROM ANYWHERE ELSE. 

PANASONIC SONY BULK KAO 3 DS/DD TDK 3 DS/DD 
BULK 3 DS/DI1 3 DS/DD BRANDED BRANDED 

10 ... .....5.99. .6.99. ..,,,7,99 
20 ... .8.99 . .14.99 
30..., ....... 1 2.9 9. .14.49. .15.99. .21,99 
40... ....15.49. _1 7.99 ..... .19,99. .28.99 
50..., ..1 8.99. ,...22 99 ..... .22.99 . .36.99 
100. ........33,99. ....38.99 . .42.99 . . 70,99 
150. .50.99. — 5 i .99. .,57,99 . .103.99 
200 . .63.99. ....75.99 . .79.99 .136.99 
250 _79.99. .,84.99 . .169.99 
300. .92.99. ..108.99 . .114.99 . .194,99 
400 . .1 23.99. ,,139.99 .... .. 147,99 . .... .269.99 
500 . .149.99. ..169.99 . .179.99 . .307.99 
1000 ......289.99...,.,, ,329.99 . .349,99. .PO.A 
2000 .574.99. ,.659.99 . .689.99. .RO.A 

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee, 

31 LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
40 Cap Box  .,,,.£5.99 80 Cap Box., .£7.99 
100 Cap Box...£8.99 2 x 100 Cap Boxes.£15.99 
3 x 100 Cap Boxes ......£20.99 

10 5 DS/DD 
50 5 DS/DD 
100 5- DSDD 

...£3.99 

.£17.50 
50 3j DS/HD  .,£31.99 
1003: DS/HD.....  ,£59.99 
..     £329,99 

All prices Include VAT, post and packing In IK, overseas orders please write or telephone. To order please send Cheque/P.O* made payable to 

HI SOFT EXCHANGE P^] 
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE25 6QA Tel: 081 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE) ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED." 

Government and Educational orders quoted at very competitive prices. Subject to availability 



BAD TASTE 
Dear Amiga Forma1.1 think your answer io the Iasi let¬ 

ter was in bad taste. Shouldn't a magazine like yours 

be encouraging a responsible attitude, rather than being 

seen to condone illegal physically dangerous, addic¬ 

tive and destructive habits ., like playing games? 

Michael Shocked, DEA 

How did that get in there? 

DOUBLEPLUS 
WORRIES 
[ ant getting an A500 Plus for Christmas and I would 

like to know what games are available for it. Tt would 

he a great help if after every review you could say if it 

worked on the new machine or not. 

John Woods, Brentwood 

All new games released will work on a Fins, which is 

why nr haven't gone in for a labelling system on our 

reviews. Of the older games* refer to the list in Issue 29 

(available from our Back Issues dept: see Page 2381 of 

ail softw are we so far know to have been tested and to 

the update in the New s pages of this issue. But gener¬ 

ally. we have not been inundated with details of more 

and more non-working software amt so it seems that 

the compatibility problems are vers limited. 

DOUBLEPLUS 
WORRIES PLUS 
After 1 had owned my Amiga 500 for ahoul 10 months 

it broke down and the store I bought it from kindly 

changed ii for me. As they didn't have the 5(K)K 

machine they supplied me with the new I meg 

machine. 1 was even more surprised when I found a 

new Workbench within. 

Alter two weeks of computing I decided to have a 

go on SWIV. which l purchased way hack in Easter. To 

my disappointment it wouldn't work and 1 put it down 

as a lost cause. But on reading the article "Inside the 

new Amiga: compatibility problems" in the December 

issue of Amiga Format, I was furious. 

How could Commodore be so inconsiderate to 

Amiga owners like me? Please help! Is there any way 

in which to get my game back, or my money. £25 h a 

lot to somebody m> age (13) only to be w asted. 

G White* Dorchester 

You may have lost a little on the swings, but yon it 

gained massively on the roundabouts. Sure. you Ye got 

one of the few games that doesn 't work on an A500 

Plus* so that's £25 down the pan. You could always 

seif it to a friend with on aider Amiga. On the other 

hand, for the price of an old 512 K Amigo unt've also 

got a half-meg expansion (worth about £50J, 

Workbench 2 (worth £80 k and a new Denise chip 

(worth about £30j all for nothing at alt, f rectum 

you 'it come out as winner ail round, Lots of people 

would gladly swop with you! 

SMART OR DUMB? 
1 hav e just sold mv Alarf ST and got an Amiga. I found 

out that Ami gas are the best of the two. I have got 

some ST games left and have been trying for two 

months to End a way to use them on the Amiga: can 

you put me out of my misery? 

Matthew Coxbead* Ley land 

What have you been doing: trying to force them in the 

disk drive at funny angles? You can't run ST games on 

an Amiga. I’m afraid. We can, however, put you out of 

your misery. A letterbomb is on the way. 

AHOY, SHIPMATES! 
I am writing to tell you that I have been copying, hir¬ 

ing and selling games for about a year now, Is it 

illegal? My friend told me it wasn't, l get them from 

VVH Smith in Hull. My dud's a friend of the manager 

and he gets me games that have been cracked. I copy 

and sell them for £5 each. 

Would anybody be interested in Units Esprit Turbo 

Challenge 2 or Terminator 2 for £6 each? Will you be 

puimig more games on your Coverdisk? Good games, 

for me to copy, like Chucky Egg. 1 admire your mag 

and you have made me a lot of money. 1 also have 

two copies of Rohocop 3 for £10 each. Keep up the 

good Coverdisks! 

Jim Towler* Wilhernseu 

Hmm. very1 amusing. Please accept this slap round the 

chops as a token of our appreciation. 

WELL EQUIPPED 
1 always enjoy reading the Workbench series and read¬ 

ing about other peopled problems. I think that one of 

the most regular problems you receive concerns print¬ 

ers. Well, here's another* But first of all. a word about 

my equipment, which may cause a few raised eye¬ 

brows. I have a 26"... 

Htdd on, Mr whoever-yon-are of Bridport! Hr 'nr not 

having that sort of talk in our magazine! IT/i v don't 

yott w rite to Women Only... 

A1SOO PLUS 
Alier the release of the A5QG Plus and ihe new 

Workbench* 1 want to know whether Commodore will 

I To help us keep improving your favourite maga¬ 

zine, please fill in and return this form each month 

1, How did you buy (his issue? 

“11 subscribe 

“1 Newsagent delivered it to my home 

G Asked newsagent to reserve copy 

“1 Bought it on planned shop visit 

G Just happened to see it and liked it 

2, Rate AMIGA FORMAT in terms of v alue for money : 

G E Keel lent! GGood 
□ Reasonable "1 Poor G Ripoff! 

3, Out of ten, how much did this mouths cover 

make you want lo look inside * 

........................*.***.,.*..*.,710 

4, How much does this issue appeal to you overall? 

.....*...710 

$. How does it compare with 

previous issues you've seen? 

G Much better! G Slightly better 

G About the same standard 

G Slightly worse G Much worse! 

6, Kate out often this and any other computer 
magazines you read regularly: 

. AMIGA FORMAT....*.....*./I0 
L 

he releasing a new AI50O/A2OOG Plus, I am thinking 

of buying an A1500 and 1 want to know if I should 

wait for a better machine to be released. If there will be 

a new A1500* would you be able to tell me when? 

Aaron Costalk t'ranfield 

The 1500 and the 2000 will both have Workbench 2 

and the ECS in almost immediately, but Ttn afraid we 

don't yet have a date for exactly when, far alt we know, 

they might already be on sate in this configuration. 

Yes. you should hang on for it. 

VIRUS PANIC 
I have just bought \Iegada*Mania. which is very good. 

I was alarmed, however, when on running Kill Da 

Vims III l was given warning of a Julie Virus on the 

disk. My first thoughts were that it was my fault and 

that I had allowed the v irus to be transferred from one 

of my own disks. Therefore 1 checked every disk I 

have, but they were all clean. 

I contacted Sensible Software and was told that 

some virus checkers identify the bootblack they have 

used on Megado-Mania as a v irus. 

As a non-experi user I am aware that viruses are 

being written daily. 1 do my best to avoid them by fol¬ 

lowing y our advice to check all disks. It is bad enough 

hav ing to cope with the message ‘Non-standard boot- 

block but surely it is not responsible programming to 

confuse matters with a boot block that causes a recog¬ 

nised virus checker to behave as if a v irus is on disk? 

SJ Hulk Priors wood 

Our advice would be don't check games for viruses: 

just switch off for 30 seconds after ploying. 

*,.,*„,.„**„.**.«*„„**.**..*.....**,...**.*.*.*.,.710 

.,.*.*...*.*..**...710 

.-.*„.*.**,.........710 

7* Out of ten* how useful did you find this month's 

|main feature}?..,„„„„„„...7I0 

K* Whill do you like most and then least about this 

issue? 

1 most like.. 

And l least like 

Your name and address:* 

* Leave blank if you wish - but we may w ant to send 

you details of exclusive special offers 

■ No stamp needed if posted in UK. Return to; 

AMIGA FORMAT 

January Survey* Future Publishing* 

Freepost, Hath, Avon BA I IXF 

WANTED! 
Your honest opinion of AMIGA FORMAT 

J 



GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH 2 YEAR WARRRANTY 

Silica Systems are pleased to present the GVP 
range of peripherals for the Amiga, GVP are 
the world's largest third party manufacturer 
of peripherals for the Amiga and have a 
reputation for high specification, quality pro¬ 
ducts. The company was founded only three 
years ago by a man who understands the 
Amiga - Commodore s ex-Vice President of 
Technology. He, along with a team of Amiga 
experts including other ex-Commodore staff, 
can claim to understand the add-on require¬ 
ments of Amiga owners better than anyone. 
Not only do GVP provide the peripherals that 
Amiga owners want, they also offer peace of 
mind, with a 2 year warranty on their products. 
So, if you are looking for the very best in 
Amiga peripherals, look no further than GVP. 

SOUND SAMPLER 

£89,5 

This is a complete low-cost sound and 
music solution lor the semi- 
professional and the audio hobbyist 

The system consists ol a small, high 
purity 8-brt stereo sound sampler That 

connects m lo the parallel port on any 
Amiga 500,1500, 2000 oc 3000. Com^ 
Dined with one of the fastest, most 
powerful and easy-to-use sound and 
music editing programs available 

Any RCA type audio source can be 
connected lo the sampler, giving you 
a vast array erf effects such as, Irlter, 
revert, echo, fade' m/oui, etc Supports 
MIDI instruments and can create 
songs in multiple Ale hxmads mcHxfrng 
Sound Tracker 

* 8-Pft Stereo Sampler 

• Plugs mto parallel port 
• Extensive editing textures 

* rtbrte with aft Any gas 

152Mb HARP DRIVE I 
FOR THE 
AMIGA 
500 

52Mb HARD DISK DRIVE 
New state-of-the-art 1' internal Quantum hard dsk drive 

LIGHTNING QUICK 11ms ACCESS 
A 1.1Q0K per second transfer rite makes thts the fastest 

hard dnve available for itie Amiga 

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY 
High-tech custom VLSI arid Faaasi ROM chips 

8Mb RAM SOCKETS ■ UNPOPULATED 
Inside every unit there are sockets to expand the Amiga's RAM by 3Mb 

USES EASY-TO-FIT 1Mb/4Mb SIMMs 
To upgrade the memory of your GVP HDB+ up to A Mb please Q'jcA t 

Order ref: MEM 3639 al £4995 per megabyte ANernatrvety. to upgrade 
your HD8+ to 8Mb. please order 2 MEM 3649 at £19995 perAMo SIMM 

CUT-OFF SWITCH FOR GAMES 
The GVP HD6+ features a unique switch to cut off (he hard 

disk tor games that won't work with a hard disk Most other 

drives require unbolting from the Amiga. 

MINI-SLOT' EXPANSION 
This slot has been built-in to allow future expansions to be 

made without using n$ky Pass-through" techniques 

EXTERNAL SCSI PORT 
Ybu can add up to 6 external SCSI devices, eg CD-ROM 

tape streamers, additional hard drives, scanners, etc. 

STYLE CO-ORDINATED 
The GVP HDB+ is perfectly matched in colour and 
style to the Amiga 500 

DEDICATED PSU + FAN 
follwtng Commodore s recommendations for Amiga 

peripherals, the GVP HDS+ is supplied with ns own 
external power supply and cooling fan. 

FREE 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY. 
Superb build, excellent aesthetics and blinding speed make this the 

best 4500 hard drive.: au&a shopper 

GYP claims this is the fastest hard drive in the world and none of our 
tests weld prove that wrong " *miqa shopper 

Overall Untouchable THE choke.' Amiga shopper 

Still the best hard drive .... 924*' . amiga format 

GVP HD8+ 52Mb HARD DRIVE 

The fastest hard drive we've had the pleasure 

Of \tSfHQ,' AMIGA COMPUTING 

INCLUDING VAT & DELIVERY - rel 

£599 WITH 105Mb HARD DISK 
HAH 0852 

ref: HAR 0905j 

AMIGA 1500 + PRODUCTS 

2ZMHz ACCELERATOR 
• 22MHz €$030 CPU 

9 68882 22MHz maths CO-pfOC 

• 1Mb 32-bit RAM installed 

• Expands to t3Mb 32-bit RAM 

• 32’bit SCSI controller on board 
Thu low ecu, qu&iily 65030 aceelaralof. 
rrwfnor* uOQtlld*. SCSI device interface 

m eahtc irwoduenon to to* co* upgrade* 
tor m# Anjfli ims wpplwd *idi iMt K-b*r 
n i«d can b* u^iM 10 13Mb 32-M 
RAM Runs epfTOi 7 ’eHr 
tMn a lUaduM Affl*ga 160010000 

Order tm 
UPG 1922 £599: 

33MHz ACCELERATOR 
• 33MHz 68030 CPU 

• 68882 33MHz maths cfrprVC 

• 4Mb 32 bft RAM installed 

• Expands to 16Mb 32-bit RAM 

• 32’bit SCSI controller on board 
Tnii fasl 68030 accittralor, memory 
upgrada end SCSI device tnttftece boert 
diUveri uncompfomiung ipe*d and par. 
tormcnct wiifteui t rwgh emet. it can take 
i6Mu »-&i RAM and <t topped with AUe 
32-brl RAM .ostaiHU atong wth * ftMi? 
mmmwxixmfr ftuns Ipfrfrt 115*1** 
tutor tean a Standard Amga l SOO.'SOOO 

Order fttr 
UPG 1939 

50MHz ACCELERATOR 
• 50MHz 68030 CPU 

• 68882 50MHz maths COproc 

• 4Mb 32-bit RAM installed 

• Expands to 32Mb 32-bit RAM 

• 32-bit AT hard drive controller 
The FASTEST accelerator card end memory 
upgrade availed Turn GVP Featuring a 
64030 CPU running at SOMMj. on-cart 
memory ssparnnw to MMU ai 324* RAM 
and an I PE hert d**k *we *nt*.rt*ct ai on 
on* card Makti voir Amiga mn appall 
IH*** t|*S*r than * Standard Aflwg* 
1S0&2OQQ 

£1299: £1799: Order her 
UPG1954 

IMPACT II HC8 
* Wfe range of drive 

9 52Mb and 105Mb Options 

* Ofbcard 8Mb memory sockets 

* Uses easy to install SIMMs 
9 Supports virtually any SCSI device 
TNa la the aquiviiam ol th* HDf * herd 
drivo. bui lor ih# Amiga 1500 and 2000 
modaii. It laaiu'ta the aama Lftn*«cn« 
teata** and oertormarK* g-v-mg unrvaa. 
ad poaar Wflh flVP'l innov*» CuHom- 
Cftip dtpgn, aaar and uaw +r.-$t»7i- 
iflti and aoffwt*a. (ha MCI« to#i pwn- 
tuf and armpto to u« 
£2H acwr 5?Mb^ HAR 1352 
£499 «c 105Mb r HAR 1405 

150Mb STREAMER 
* Over 6Mb pet mmte back-up 

9 fnc GVP s TapeSfore software 

9 Mounts in the $»' drive bay 

9 Optional external casing 

• includes 1 0C150 cartridge 
TTila high partormsnea madia oat-k-wp lap* 
itraamar darea tor in« Amiga. u«at indutory 
nndart 150Mb DCtSO tanndgas With 
back.up fpaadt in Mrwj of «Ub par 
miayir. Vm Ovp wtiso n a iMirdsm. 
cart back-up mamod to oflar {Me* qf nwai 
tor *artou« Tlw WTiSO lapa aoaamar 
rtoMSCSIrtwiacf auchaaimpaei« 

£749: Ortar Rft 
HAR 171S 

IMPACT VISION 24 
9 768 x 580 PAL resolution 

9 Supports composite video, 

S-VHS and RGB signals 

9 Broadcast Quality genlock 

9 Range of software supplied 
Th«t li (h« vary ttftti Ja-tw 
Vklao Adaptor h%tou*« 16 millon «toun 
On icf##n if one#. burtUn ■gantock, ft<k#r 
hmt, trama buHar, *ram* gr*tt*r and dbgrtai 
kaytt Si^adartnCWagarfOOmodaftAg 
and rar^dr-ng Scaia uti- 
Mgacutiia’a pm «*ert Part a**# paM 

vid mi £1799: 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders Shipped in the UK mainland 

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service 

• PRICE MATCH: We nprmaWy match competitors on a "Same product - Same pnee ' haws 
• established 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available tor large orders 

• SHOWROOMS. Demonsiraiion and training facilities ai out London & Sidcup branches 

• The FULL STOCK RANGE; All of your requirements Irom one supper 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed lo you with offers and software/peripheral details 
• PAYMENT8 By cash, cheque, all manor credit cards, or extended payment plan. 

Before you detide when lo buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy trwn Consider wom it will be like s tew monrns after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice And, will the company 
you buy from contact you witn detail* of new product*5 Ai Silica Sytlem*. we ensure mat you will nave 
nothing to worry about We have been established lor over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience 
and expertise we can now claim lo meet our customers requirement* with an understanding which 
it eecond to none But don't iutt lake our word ter it Complete and return the coupon now lor our latest 
Free literature and begin io eapenence the Srhc* Systems Service 

MAIL ORDER: 
■ Order Lift*# Op#n 

LONDON SHOP 
Opening Haee i 

LONDON SHOP 
Operwip Hew# 

SIDCUP SHOP 
Op*-' -g nfruj'-i 

1-4 T*e Haitiflrley Rd, Sidcup. Knit. DA14 4DX Tel: 061-309 lltT 
MeMit WMOMi Me Lai* N>gnt opaning f *i n* oe:-ve ee<« 

5: Court Road. London. W1P DBA Til; 07T-5SC 4000 
MwvSer Mtowaito* f*a la** tege* opening f*. s.? 0713*34777 

$e*m-z*i - in. Oxford Street London W1A 1AB Tel: 0?VS?fl 1234 
Wei la Uia lepM: mm Mm tneatokwt 3h*_ 

_MftHAto* MathtfleyRd, Swteup, Kent. 0A14 4DX W: 081302 8*11 

ILICA 
YSTEMS 

3 Sthca Systems d«i <192 68. 1-4 The Mews, HatherteyRd, Sidcup. Kern. 0A14 4DX 

PLEASE SEND ME GVP COLOUR LITERATURE 1 
Mf/MrsiMa 

Address 

Initials Surname 

...... Postcode 

Tel (Home) ..... T&i (work). 

Company Nam# (if applicable): ...... 

^Afhich computer(s), if any, do yog own? ... . .... 

* SOI Mwl4«t p--c*t I tf*- * < rr'i *», , ^t"o*i l'4im rsburn t*m rsuwi IW -M ■*** 



PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
Tides marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: 

Dept AF1, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sqv Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI 3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering, P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and 

Europe add £1*00 per item, Elsewhere please add £2*00 per item for Airmail. These offers ore available Mail Order only, 

Telephone orders; Mon-Fri 9am-7pm* Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders; 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766 

3D Construction Kit... 32.99 
3D Pool,. 7 99 
4D Boxing.. 16.99 
4D Driving *. .16 99 
688 Attack Sub.  16.99 
Afterburner.6.99 
Agony*.  .24.99 
Air, Land, Sea *..24.99 
Air Support * ..19.99 
Alien Storm * .   16,99 
Altered Beost .,....6,99 
Amos...   ,...29.99 
Amos 3D .24.99 
Amos Compiler ...19.99 
Another World *.19.99 
APB,... 6.99 
Arhonoid 2 ....  6.99 
Armour Geddon.. , ....16 99 
Assault on Alcatraz *.16,99 
Barbarian 2 *..19,99 
Bards Tale Triple Pock ‘ ....24 99 
Batman Coped Crusader.6 99 
Batman the Movie. 6 99 
Battle Chess 2____ 16 99 
Becstbuslers....16,99 
Beach Volley .6.99 
Big Run * .16 99 
Biffy the Kid * .....16,99 
Birds of Prey * .26.99 
Block Crypt *.19.99 
Blues BrolWs *.   16.99 
Blue Max.,...   19.99 
Bonanza Bros * ..16,99 
Bubble Bobble.    6.99 
Budokan.  8 99 
Cabal.  6.99 
Californio Gomes.6,99 
Campaign * ..  ,22,99 
Cupcom Collection *. ...19 99 
Captain Planet.16.99 
Castles *.. .... 19.99 
Captive...... 16 99 
Carrier Command.   .7,99 
Centurion .....16.99 
Chaos Engine * .     16,99 
Chaos Strikes Bock 11 Meg]..16 99 
Chase HQ...  6.99 
Cisco Heat *.........16.99 
Continental Circus ..........6,99 
Crazy Cars 3 *.16 99 
Cricket [1 Meg). ,.17,99 
Cricket Captom ..  16 99 
Cruise For A Corpse....19.99 
Cyberboll.    6.99 
Daley Thompson Challenge 6 99 
Dos Boot 19 99 
Death bringer,-.. ... 19 99 
Death Knights Of Krynr |1 Meg) 19.99 
Deluxe Point 4.   54 99 
Demonsgote 22 99 
Deuteros. 19.99 
Disney Animation_...... 59 99 
Dizzy Collection......16.99 
Double Double Bill 24 99 
Double Dragon..   .6 99 
Double Dragon 3 * ... 16 99 
Dragon Ninia...6.99 
Dragons Loir [1 Meg]. 26 99 
Dragons Loir 2 -Singes Castle .  26.99 
Dragons Lair - Time Warp.26 99 
ElC..  16.99 
Elvira 2 |1 Meg) *. 
Epic *.     19 99 
Excalibur |1 Meg).  ..,.,19.99 
Eye of the Beholder (1 Meg f.. J 9.99 
Eye of the Storm * ..19 99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle 2 (1 Meg).22.99 
F16 Combat Pilot . ... 16.99 
F19 Stealth Fighter.. .19.99 
Face Off*...,...16.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.. 6.99 
Ferrari Formula 1 ..  8 99 
Final Blow *.1 6.99 
Final Fight.......16.99 
First Samuori *. .16 99 
Flog *.19.99 
Flight of the Intruder. 22.99 
Flood........  8 99 
Football Crazy *.16.99 
Football Director 2 (1 Meg]..16,99 
Forgotten Worlds.6.99 
Formula One Grand Prix * . ..... . ... 22 99 
Gauntlet 3 *. 16.99 
Ghoslbuslers 2. 6.99 
GLOC V....  16,99 
Godfather Action *..  16 99 
Godfather Adventure *.19 99 
Gods. 16.99 
Golden ..16,99 
Graham Gooch *. ...19 99 

Gun Spy *.. ..26.99 
Hard Drivin. ...6.99 
Hard Nova *....16.99 
Harlequin * ..,....16.99 
Head Over Heels *..6.99 
Heimddl.19.99 
Heroquest ..... 16.99 
Heroquest Data.9.99 
Hitchikers Guide.7.99 
Home Alone * ..,19.99 
Hudson Hawk *.. 16.99 
Hunter.,....19.99 
tK+ ..   6.99 
Indianapolis 500.16.99 
hdy Jones - Atlantis Action *,..16.99 
tndy Jones ■ Atlantis Adv * |1 Meg]. 19.99 
Interceptor.. 8,99 
Ivanhoe.  ,.,....,6,99 
Jack Nicklous Clip Art.9.99 
Jack Nicklous Extra Courses.9 99 
Jack Nicklous Golf.12.99 
Jack Nicklous Unlimited Golf (1 Meg) 19,99 
James Pond  ......,  6.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker..19.99 
Keys of Moramon *..16,99 
Kick OH .  7,99 
KickOff 2 (1 Meg).11 99 
Kick Off 2. .9 99 
Kings Quest 4 [1 Meg).14 99 
Klaxx.. . , .6.99 
Knighimore *.   19.99 
Knights of the Sky.22 99 
<02 Final Whistle.8,99 
K.O 2 - Gion Is of Europe . 7.99 
K.O 2 - Return to Europe..7,99 
K.O 2 Super League * .....9,99 
K.O 2 Winning Tadics. .5,99 
Laser Squad 2 p.  16.99 
Last Ninja 2.  ,.6,99 
Last Nin o 3 *.16.99 
Leonder *.  .19.99 
Leather Goddess.7.99 
Legend *.   16.99 
Leisuresuit Larry..14 99 
Leisuresuit Larry 2 ...14.99 
Leisuresuit Larry 3 (1 Meg]......14.99 
Lemmings.....16,99 
Lemmings Construction Kit *.16 99 
Lemmings Data Disk *.  13,99 
Licence To Kill.        6.99 
Lombard Rally...,.6.99 
Lord of the Rings. ...19,99 
Ml Tank Platoon...19 99 
Magic Fly. .8.99 
Magic Pockets...16.99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll (1 Meg].,,19,99 
Mon Uld. Europe.   ,16.99 
Max *.    19.99 
Mega Traveller 1 (iMeg)..19.99 
Mega Traveller 2 |1 Meg] *.  19.99 
Mega Twins * ....16,99 
Mego-LchMania.. 19.99 
Miami Chose.*.*.*.*.*.*.».»..*.6.99 
Microprose Golf *.22.99 
Mid wm ter    14.99 
Midwinter 2 (1 Meg]..22.99 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum *.26.99 
Might & Mogic 3 *.    19 99 
Moonstone ^.  .19 99 
Moon Walker.        6 99 
New Zealand Story.   6,99 
Nightshift, , . 9.99 
Ninp Collection.,.... 16,99 
Operation Wolf.  6.99 
Ork * .  19.99 
Outrun...*.. .6,99 
Outrun Europa .16.99 
Pang.    ,16.99 
Paperboy 2 *. ..16.99 
Parasol Stars *..    ..16.99 
Pegasus *. 16.99 
PGA Tour Golf.16.99 
Pitfighter 2 *.16.99 
Platoon..      6.99 
Player Manager.... 1 2.99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg)..  14.99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg] . ..19.99 
Pads of Darkness (1 Meg) *.19.99 
Populous. 8,99 
Populous 2 *.19 99 
Powerdrift.8 99 
Power monger.19.99 
Powermonger Data Disk 1 *.9,99 
Power pack.......14.99 
Power Up..  19.99 
Predator.... 6.99 
ProjecMo.  ...8,99 
Quest for Adventure *..19.99 
RType..    6 99 
Race Drivin *.  16,99 

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg].. .22,99 
Rainbow Collection...13 99 
Rombo 3..6 99 
R.B.I. 2 Baseball. .19 99 
Reach for the Skies * ...22.99 
Realms *.... .19,99 
Red Boron * (1 Meg].22.99 
Red Heal....6.99 
Rise of the Dragon...26.99 
Robin Hood... .16.99 
Robin Smith Cricket........16 99 
Robocod *...16 99 
Robocop .....8 99 
Robocop 3 .19,99 
Robozone *..16 99 
Rocket Ranger.....7.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster. 4 99 
Rodlond....16 99 
R-Type 2.16 99 
Ruff and Ready.   6.99 
Rugby World Cup.. 16.99 
Rugby World Rugby *.  16.99 
Rules of Engagement.16 99 
Run the Gauntlet..6 99 
Search for the Kina. .24 99 
Secret of Monkey Island 11 Meg].16 99 
Secret Monkey I stood 2 (1 Meg] *.19 99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * (1 Meg).19.99 
Shadow Dancer. .,16.99 
Shadow Sorcerer (1 Meg) -19,99 
Shinobi .......I......,*...,.*..,*.*.**.....*...6 99 
Shuttle *.19 99 
Silent Service 2 [1 Meg).22.99 
Silkworm ..   .,6.99 
Sim City+Popubus___ 19.99 
Sim Earth *.19.99 
Simpsons *.    16.99 
Sinbad.....  7.99 
Ski or Die..,.,8.99 
Skye base.   7.99 
Smash TV...16.99 
Space 1889(1 Meg].., ..19 99 
Space Ace.  .2699 
Space Ace 2 *.   26,99 
Space Crusade * .16 .99 
Speed boll.7.99 
Speed bo 11 2. ,16 ,99 
Starflight 2.16 99 
Strateqo... 16 99 
Strikeneet.16.99 
Strip Poker 2 + Data.6 99 
Super Cars 2 ......16 99 
Super Hang On.........,.6,99 
Super Monaco GP...16.99 
Supremacy.. ..19 99 
Suspicious Cargo___   19,99 
SwOcfibiode,..   ,6.99 
Switchblade 2.   .,.,16 99 
Sword of Sodon . ..*..9 99 
Team Jaguar *.    ...19.99 
Team Suzuki. .16 99 
Team Yankee...,.19.99 
Team Yankee 2 (1 Meg) * . 19.99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles.... 9.99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 *.. ....16.99 
Terminator 2. ... 16.99 
Test Drive 2 Collection....,.19 99 
The Immortal (1 Meg). .8 99 
Their Finest Hour |1 Meg].19.99 
Their Finest Missions.9 99 
Thunderhawk..19.99 
Tip Off * .. 16 99 
Toki.    16,99 
Toobin.......................6 99 
Top Cat Bev. Hills...6.99 
Turbo Challenge 2 *_     ..16,99 
Turbo Outrun .   ,.,6.99 
Turrican 2 .♦.*...9.99 
TV Sports Football. 7 99 
Ultima V.19.99 
Ultimo 6 *.,.19,99 
Utopia...........  19,99 
UMS 2 (1 Meg).19.99 
Virtual Worlds.19,99 
Voyager.   ,6.99 
Warlords (1 Meg], ,  19.99 
Waterloo .. ..  .,.,7.99 
Wild Wheels.16 99 
Wizbalt.    .6,99 
Wizkid * . .. .1699 
Wolf Pack (1 Meg).19 99 
Wonderland (1 Meg)....19 99 
World Class Leaderboard ....6 99 
World Wrestling Fed *.  16 99 
Xenomorph 2 *.    16 99 
Yogi's Great Escape. 6 99 
Yogi & Greed Monster. 6.99 
Zak McKroken.   9 99 

| SPECIAL OFFERS | 

DELUXE PAINT 4 

ONLY 

£54.99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

ONLY £34.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 

AMIGA TO 1 MEG 
1/2 Meg Upgrade - £24.99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + clock ■ £26.99 

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
ONLY 

£12.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 
DRIVE 

ONLY £52.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125 + - £6.99 

Comp Pro Extra - £14.99 

Qutckjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Guickshot 3 Turbo ■ £9.99 

Quick joy Jerfighter - £10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD • £5,99 

20 x 3.5" DSDD-£10.99 

50 x 3.5“ DSDD-£23.99 

100 x 3.5" DSDD - £44.99 

Branded - TDK 
3.5" DSDD £1.25 Each 

WINGS 1 n Meg 
Now Only 

£11.99 
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(fSS) BCS Christmas Offers CM 
★ OFFER 1 ★ f * OFFER 4 * ^ 

Philips CM8833 Mk II + ofi-site A500 1Mb + Philips CM8833 Mk II+ 
maintenance + FI 9 Flight Sim + lead 1 on-site maintenance + F19 Flight Sim 1 

£948 L + lead £598 J 

★ OFFER 3 * 
A500 Cartoon Classic Pack + 15 Me3 Ram, 

Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-s*te maintenance | 
+ FIG F^lghlt Sinn + ieac 

 £605 

* OFFER 4 + 
ASQ0 1Mb 

+ Cumana ext, drive 

£365 

/-\ 
DISKS DISKS DISKS 
100% certified error free 
50 3.5" DS/DD.£2175 

100 3.5" DS/DD.£33.00 
150 35* DS/DD.£49 00 
200 3 5' DS/DD .£62 00 
400 3,5’ DS/DD.£123 00 
500 3.5’ DS/DD.£139 00 

1000 + Call for spot prices 
Prices include VAT«S free 

delivery & free labels , 

^New 100 eapacity 3.5 lockable^ 
boxes & disks 

No quibble lifetime guarantee 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cop lockable bo* £24,50 

100 3,5* DS'DD + ICOcflp tockabse box , £36 00 
150 3 5* DS/DD + 100 cap tockabie bo* . £52 50 
200 3.5P DS/DD + ® icohx*3&jcboxes ..£66.00 I 
400 3.5* DS/DD + 4 ioo «p icc*** tc«es .£130.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5100 cdpkxiM ewes .£156.00 

All prices include VAT S free 
, delivery S free labels > 

5,25" DS/DD Disks.. 21 p each 

5.25" DS/HD Disks. 39p each 

c 3.5" DS/DO Disks 
60p each 

100 3.5’DS/HD. .£58.00^ 

150 Cap 3 5* Posso Box £15.50 

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Bo* £10.00 

sw 10 Cap boxes mSSeaehN 
3.5* 40 Cap boxes £4.10each 
35* 100 Cap boxes £4 50 each 

5.25* 50 Cap boxes £5.10 each 
1525" 100 Cap boxes £5 90each^ 

GENUINE SONY BULK 
50 3.5* DS/DD . .£22 

100 3.5* DS/DD .£40 
200 3 5" DS/DO .£78 
500 3 5* DS/DD .£162 

Pnce includes free labels St VAT 
S free delivery 

PRINTERS 

Star LC - 20.. ....£150 

Star LC - 200 Colour. .£205 
Star LC - 24 200 Colour. ..£285 

AMIGAS 
A500 Basic Amiga. £295 
A500 1Mb Cartoon Pack. ..£350 
A1500 j/sMb Cartoon Pack. £375 
Class of the 90's. £450 

A1500.... £650 

ACCESSORIES 

Amiga Daatascan Professional. .£145.00 

1/2Meg + Clock. .£29.00 1000 Labels. .£8 00 

Cumana Drive. .658.00 1000 Tractor Labels... .£10.00 

Amiga Mouse.. .£14.00 Mouse Mat. .£2.50 

A590 Hard Drive. .£280.00 Printer Lead. .£8.00 

A590 + 2Mb Ram ...... .£370 00 Zipstick...... .£11.00 

ORDER HOTLINE: 
0973 506969 / 0831 979084 

All prices include VAT. Add C4 delivery unless staled. 
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance. 

Call or send cheques / postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd,, 
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton, 

East Sussex, BN1 611 
All offers subject to availability. KOI 
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NOW FUN! 

Random Sample 
In our not-so-grand finale this month, we take the opportunity to wish 

you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year... 

Who are these people? 
The guys who put together the Amiga In the 

first place were a pretty weird bunch. What 

other machine has the name of a classic punk 

song etched onto the circuit hoard? What other 

machine crashes with a bizarre hippy message 

about a Guru meditating? 

Well you may be pleased to know that even 

though the AS00 Plus Is a major redesign, and 

despite the fact that the original Amiga crew 

moved on to pastures new years ago, some of 

the weirdness remains. Here's a few comments 

from the circuit diagrams of the A500 Plus... 

Spot the Shot SO 
Yes. you ve heard erf 

spot the ball well1 

this is much ihe 

same, only we don t 

cheal. Simply identify 

what game this wee 

snippet of computer 

graphics is from and 

send the answer on 

a postcard with your name and address to Spot the Shot 30 at 

our Bath address, to reach us by January Z0ih if your correct 

answer « the first out of the bag. you win a fabulous Amiga 

Format T shirt This month's winner was mentioned last month 

306 

Memory and... well i used to remember' 

From the memory map of the Revision fi PCB 

Denise is pretty much into video" 

On the video connections schematic 

"Paula prefers the traditional modes" 

Mouse/joystidt and audio connectors 

"The home of the Infamous clock virus" 

Tee heel Of course, it is impossible,. 

Refresh "feature" 

Programmer joke from A501 "Cake” diagram 

"A page for Perveen and Larry to use" 

Who are these people, one wonders? 

"Note: various components are for EMI control 

and may be loaded with funny things. 

Don't you just love technical jargon? 

Quote off the Month 30 
If you can identify who said the famous |or not so famous} words 

on the Contents pages of this very issue - or at leasi have a good 

guess - you could win an Amiga Format T shirt Simply whack the 

answer on a postcard with your name and addreu and send it to 

Quote of the Month 30 at our Bath address, to reach us by 

January 20th. issue 27 s winner was Regina Roberts of 

Bournemouth for correctly kJeirofying Am»e 45 the Terminator, 

while Issue 28 s prize goes io Steve Butler of Kirkstall tor ptekmg 

out the «Bonro Dog Band's Roger RuslurvSpear 

Roctec Genlock Plus winners 
The lucky winners of a Roctec RocGen Plus worth £200 from our 

fabulous ompetition in issue 28 are David UWJliams of Stanweil, 

Paul Nardone qf Lvfchafl, Lanarkshire and 35 Vardy of Worksop 

Seven runners-up wrn the highly-rated Roc Lite disk drive each: 

they are Doug Kyle of High Wycombe, Andrew Atnseough of 

Button. Eddie Foreman of King s Lynn, MJ Humphrey of Basildon. 

Philip Outcome* of Livingston, West Lothian. Jim Curry of 

BJackheath and R Barnes of Southend on Sea 
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AMIGA FORMAT 

Amiga Power * Amiga Shopper 
Aonfrad Action * Your Sinclair * Sega Power 

Public Domain ■ ST Format ■ Commodore Format 
PC Format * PCW Plus ■ PC Answers * PC Plus 

Mountain Biking U K * Needlecraft * Classic CD 
Cycling Plus - Photo Plus * Gerbif User 

February's Amiga Format wNJ be 

on sale from the 9th of January, 

and though ic won't have two 

disk on the cover it wifi a/so be 

back to the usual price of £2.95. 

And it wilt still be something 

pretty special ... 

We re blowing the fid completely 

on the dark and mysterious art of 

games programming. There will 

be the first in a series on how to 

start programming games, with 

none other than the amazing 

Bullfrogs showing the way. 

Well also be showing you a 

number of easy ways to create 

games without programming: as 

well as giving a complete guide 

to what you get when you 

upgrade to Workbench 2 

DONT MISS m 

: Amiga Format is published and distributed by 
Future Publishing and is available from your wholesaler. Send back 
these coupons for entry in a free prize draw to: Annie Gronow at 
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, BATH BA1 2BW. 
Remember to include your shop, name and address. 

WHY NOT MAKE QUITE SURE 
YOU GET YOUR AMIGA FORMAT? 

There's no greater disappointment than making the trek into town to 
visit the newsagents, eagerly clutching your £3 for the next issue of 
Amiga Format, only to discover that the magazine has completely sold 
out. But it does happen. 

The world’s biggest-selling Amiga magazine can disappear from 
the shelves quicker than you would believe, however hard we try to 
make sure it doesn't So what can you do about It? 

Well, the Intelligent course of action would be to fill in the small 
coupon on the left and deliver it to your local newsagent. Then you 
can pick up your copy of the magazine as soon as it goes on sale, In 
the comfortable knowledge that ft's sitting there waiting for you. 

Smarter still would be to see Page 238 right this minute, to find oul 
how a subscription can make your life easier and get you a free piece 
of software into the bargain I 



THE NEVERENDING STORY 
♦ 

II 
Join Bastian through an all new 

adventure in Phantasia on the wings 
of your imagination. 

With six different arcadesequences 
this is surely a guarantee for 

uncountable hours of entertainment. 
Available for PC (VGA, EGA, 

CGA,Tandy and Hercules 
supporting Adlib Sound), Amiga 

and C64. 

L I N E L 

PRESENTS 

MEDIEVAL WARRIORS 

Art thou a mighty Warrior or a base knave? 
Put thy military skills to the test with this challenging 

medieval battle strategy game. 
Each army is comprised of twelve animated warriors 
which move and fight upon thy command with bow, 
knife, axe and sword. Thou may pit thy military skills 

against those of thy computer or, if it is thy preference, 
thou may play against another human player, either on 

a single computer or over thy telephone with two 
computers equipped with modems. 

Available for Amiga and PC Compatibles 

TRADERS 
A new world of strategy will capture you soon. 
The mix between strategy and action will also 

addict you for a long time. Send a prepaid 
envelope together with £1for a demodisk 

(only Amiga and Atari ST). 
Available for Amiga, Atari ST and from 

December also for PC compatibles. 

LINEL 
"Southways” 

Suite 1 
111. Station Road 

Lower Stondon 
Beds SGI6 6JP 

Tel.: 0462 851007 
Fax.: 0462 851898 



NEW FROM NEWTEK! 

Digi-View MeOaStaUan gives you the three tools you need 
to use yiwr Amiga to its fullest 

DIGITIZE - Bring the world into your Amiga 
with Digi-View. the best-selling, most award¬ 
winning Amiga peripheral of all time. Amiga 
World Magazine says “the best value in Amiga 
digitizers and delivers the best images". Just 
point your camera and in seconds Digi-View 
will capture images with brilliant colour and 
stunning clarity. Whether you're creating 
graphics for video, desktop publishing, 
presentations, or just tor fun, Digi-View is 
simply the best. 

PAINT - NewTek pioneered the 4096 colour 
HAM mode back in 1985. and since then no 
other program has come close to matching its 
amazing power. This all-new version, Digt- 
Paint 3, is the fastest, cleanest, most powerful 
HAM paint program ever created. As Amiga 
World Magazine says, "If you are really 
serious about owning only one paint program, 
we would have to recommend Digi-Paint 3". 

NswTsk 
I N C O R k O k U l O 

PRESENT - Elan Performer 2,0 makes 
slideshows and interactive presentations a 
snap, just click the mouse to assign pictures 
or animations to your keyboard. Performer 
will automatically sequence the images with 
precise timing, or you can tap a key to bring 
your images up instantly with this high- 
performance presentation tool. AmigaWorld 
Magazine calls Elan Performer “the finest 
display tool to date for the Amiga artist." 

For more information contact your local Amiga dealer. Dealer enquiries contact SDL Distribution at 81-309-5000 
ENfli-iAfw Gold. GHn-Painf 3 Dyn*mic HiH« are tritkimHa of NiwTfllt, nx; HtR« require* J rrnflt oi RAM Amiga r% i trademark o4 Gnmmwtote Anrufl* kne Elan PefTonrwr ts a trademark of Elan Qessfln £ NewT* Inc 1991 
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14 issues 
for the 
price of 12 
Subscribe to AMIGA FORMAT and get 

these benefits for yourself . . . 

• Guarantee your copy every month 

• Get it delivered free of charge 

• Protect yourself against inflation 

• Get two extra issues absolutely free! 

Get your next 

14 issues for just 

£2.52 each - that's a 

saving of 43p an 

issue! 

Return this card 

immediately or call 

our credit card hotline 

REMEMBER! 

v At various times 
throughout the year 

we produce bumper issues 
that retail at £3.95. So by 

subscribing, you will actually 
save money on these as 

well as getting two 
extra issues 

free! 

0458 74011 



Please deliver 14 issues of Amiga 
Format for less than the price I 
usually pay for 12 

UK £35.40 EUROPE £64.20 REST OF WORLD £94.45 

• To ensure that your magazine and disk arrive quickly and undamaged, 
alt overseas Subscriptions are sent Airmail. These costs are included in the 
above prices. 

• Tour no risk guarantee: You may cancel your subscription at 

any time and me will refund you for any unmailed Issues 

Name 

Ter No. _ 

Address 

.Post Code 

wmotj of MYMBrr 

km Card No 

Visa Exp. dote 

Cheque Make theques payable to future Publishing Lid and send with this cord in 
an envelope la the following address (no stomp needed): 

Amiga Format Subscriptions, 
FREEPOST, 

Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR. 

Signotore____ 

Dale_ 

AF/SD0192/14 Note this offer expires on January 31st 1992 
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